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This preface,writtenas the last elementof this study,givesme the opportunityto recallin full and
with pleasureand gratitudethe assistanceand cooperationwhich I have receivedfrom many in the
courseof its preparation.I acknowledgeall cordiallyand thinknow with especialesteemof criticisms
which have causedme to think harderand with greaterpain than I might have done withoutthem.
My acquaintancewith Hellenisticpotterybegan in 1947 when ProfessorOscarBroneerinvitedme
to studythe contentsof the wellsof the SouthStoa at Corinth.It was for long envisagedthatthis study
would include all the materialfrom these wells, but it was ultimatelyseen that this would not be
feasiblein a singlepublication.Hencethe decisionwas madethat I shouldchangemy studyto that of
Corinthianpotteryof Hellenistictimes alone. The South Stoa wells have been intensivelystudiedand
employedin this volume, however,and they form a large block of the deposits importantfor the
chronologyof the pottery.For a time while studyingthe wells I had the collaborationof Dr. Judith
Perlzweig(Frau Binder)and the stimulusof her ideas concerningcategoriesof objects other than
potteryfrom the wells and the largerimplicationsof the archaeologyof the area in whichthe South
Stoa is located.
The studyof Corinthianpotteryand othermaterialhas not beenpursuedcontinuouslyoverthe years.
During this time I have also been workingon the Hellenisticpottery from the excavationsof the
AthenianAgora.Thisreceivedprimaryattentionduringthe decadeof the 1950's.Manyof the thoughts
which I have had about Hellenisticpottery have been stimulatedby the study of this cognatebody
of materialandby the collaborationandcriticismof my colleagueson the staffof the Agoraexcavations.
Enlargementof my viewsis not the leastbenefitI owe to them.
It was not until 1962that I returnedto Corinthianstudies.The presentvolumehas resultedfrom
opportunitiesto work in Corinth,since then largelyduringsummervacations.I wish to acknowledge
with greatpleasurethe assistanceprovidedby the Directorof the AmericanSchoolof ClassicalStudies
in Athens duringthose years, ProfessorHenryS. Robinson.One of the many invaluableaids which
he providedwas abundantspace for spreadingout the materialfor study. Such perspectiveand
overallcontrolof the potteryas I have achievedI owe to this enlightenedand all too rareprovision.
It was, however,but one of many helpfulvarietiesof assistanceprovidedby him for a studywhich
attemptsto explorea new area of archaeologyin whichthe guidelineshave had all to be formedand
established.I think also with warm pleasureof Mr. CharlesK. Williams,Director of the Corinth
excavations,whoseenthusiasmand thoughthavegivenjoy to my pursuits,and of manyarchaeological
colleagueswhosefriendshipI havehad at Corinth.
Of generalobjectivesin this studyI wishto emphasizethree.First,I havewishedto expressmy ideas
about CorinthianHellenisticpotteryso that excavatorsat Corinthand elsewherewho find this variety
of pottery may as readily as possible be able to use it for dating in excavation. The written word cannot

substitutefor the potteryitself,a knowledgeof it and repeatedreferenceto it at firsthand,but perhaps
thesepagescan serveas someguideto thosewho workwiththe potteryin the fieldor in the storeroom.
Second,I have wantedto presentthe materialin sucha way that futurestudentsof Corinthianpottery
of the periodhere studiedmay be able to continuethe work,addingto our knowledgeof the pottery
as additionalevidenceand informationbecome available.For, as the readerwill readilysee, much
remainsto be known.This study shouldbe thoughtof as only a beginning,with much that requires
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improvement and amplification. Third, I think of present and future scholars of Hellenistic pottery
produced at other centers of manufacture, of which there were undoubtedly a great many. The
chronology of Corinthian pottery of Hellenistic times, which has been the primary preoccupation in
this book, will not be applicable to the dating of cognate pottery of other centers except in general
ways; the establishment of the chronology of pottery produced at other centers must be developed
independently. It is my thought, however, that the definition of the criteria for dating the Corinthian
pottery set forth here may serve as a springboardor as a foil for those who undertakethe study of the
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potteryof othercenters.
It has been a matterof great interestand value to study the pottery of a very long traditionof
evenin its last and leastfortunatestages.I wishto acknowledgewithwarmappreciation
craftsmanship,
the work of a number of students of Corinthian pottery of earliertimes for in this study much reference

has had to be made to the potteryproducedat Corinthbeforethe Hellenisticperiod.An invaluable
frameworkfor the chronologyof earlierCorinthianpottery,subsequentto the workof HumfryPayne,

has been provided by the devoted work of the late Agnes Newhall Stillwell, of Eva Brann, Mary Thorne
Campbell (Mrs. Carl Roebuck), and Mary Zelia Pease (Mrs. John Philippides), as well as by the work

of many otherswho have providedinformationin shorterstudiesand in field notes.

For the profile drawings published in this volume, I acknowledge my indebtedness to Nina Travlou
(Einhorn), Helen Bezi and Ann Rafferty. The photographs were taken at various times by Lucretia
Farr, James Heyle, Photo Emil, Ioannidou and Bartzioti, and Marcia Langer.

Withthesethoughtsin mindI despatchmy book,hopingthatit mayencounteras helpfulandvaluable
criticsand friendsfor its improvementas I have encounteredin its preparation.One could not wish
more for it.

PHILADELPHIA
UNIVERSITY
MUSEUM,

G. ROGER
EDWARDS

MARCH,1970

As the manuscriptof this book goes to the printerthe Editor,MarianH. McAllister,has broughtto
my attentiontwo developmentsat Corinthwhichmayin somedegreeaffectthe chronologyof the pottery
publishedhere.The firstof theseconcernsthe date of the constructionof the SouthStoa. Sincethe time
this book wascompletedexcavationhas takenplacein the areato the northof the Stoawhichis relevant
to its date and that of subsequentterracingin front of the building.A pertinentreferencehere is to
CharlesWilliams'reportof the excavationof BuildingII, part of whichunderliesthe outercolonnade
of the Stoa, the remainderextendingto the northunderthe terracing.This appearsin Hesperia,XLI,
1972,p. 171;for the positionof BuildingII see p. 166,fig. 5. A furtherdiscussionof the Stoa,I amtold,
will appearin a forthcomingarticleby Mr. Williamsin Hesperia.I understandthat a date ca. 25 years
later (i.e. toward the end of the 4th century B.C.)than that proposed here for the completionof the Stoa

is being suggested.One must view these excavationswith great respectand appreciation:the high
standardsand exemplarycharacterof Mr. Williams'excavationcannot easily be matchedin Greek
lands. The second development concerns recleaning and re-examination of coins from some of the
deposits used herein. I do not know the details nor how extensive the changes which reattribution by

a presentday numismatistmay be.
It is of coursenot possibleat this stage of publicationto attemptto assess the effectof these new
developmentson the chronologyof the potterypublishedhere. Nor is it possibleto try to evaluate
them in relationto evidencealreadyavailable.In how far the new evidenceis obligatoryremainsto
be considered.A generalloweringof the datesof the potteryby 25 yearsis of coursenot to be thought
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of, but rather,if adjustmentis actuallyindicated,perhapsa telescopingof upperstagesof certainshape
seriesor otherentities-by no meansall.
Withthe exceptionof referencesto 0. Broneer,Isthmia,II, and the consequentredatingof the filling
of the Large CircularPit, the manuscriptstands as it was in 1970. The manuscript,however, was
essentially completed in 1966; material discoveredor publishedsince then has only occasionally
been included.
This addendumprovidesthe welcomeopportunityto expresswarmlymy gratitudeto the former
editor,LucyT. Shoe Meritt,who devotedlyworkedon the manuscript,as timepermitted,from March,
1970,when the manuscriptwas submitted,until her retirementin June, 1972.Mrs.Meritt'swork was
taken over by the presenteditor at an advancedstage of the preparationof the manuscriptfor the
printer.The benefitto the book of havingthe attentionof two excellenteditorswillbe readilyapparent.
March,1973

G. R. E.
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Wheelmadefine ware:Plate, Rolled-rim;Flat-rim;offsetrim.
Wheelmadefine ware: Fish plate, Attic type; bevelledrim. Saucer.
Wheelmadefine ware:West Slopeamphora.Bolsterkrater.Hemisphericalkrater.
Wheelmadefine ware:Kyathoi.Trefoilolpe. Trefoiloinochoai.
Wheelmadefine ware:Juglet.Waterpitcher.DecantersI-III.
Wheelmadefine ware: Skyphos,Attic type.
Wheelmadefine ware:Skyphos,Attic type, details.Calyxcup. Calyxkantharoi.
Wheelmadefine ware:Kantharos,One-piece;Cyma.
Wheelmadefine ware:Kantharos,Cyma;Acrocorinth;Articulated.
Wheelmadefine ware:Hexamiliakantharosand mug. Details: thorn kantharos,hemisphericaland
Megarianbowls.
Wheelmadefine ware:Conicalbowl.
Wheelmadefine ware: Mastos.Drinkingbowls.
Wheelmadefine ware:Lekanis.Pyxis,receptaclesand lids.
Wheelmadefine ware:Unguentarium.Ointment-pots.Inkwell.Basketballaskos.
Coarseware:Stamnoslids I-IV. Kraters.MortarsI, II.
Coarseware:BasedamphorasI-III. Waterpitcher.Handle-ridgejug. Funnel.Ring stand.
Cookingware: Brazier.ChytraiI, II. Stewpots.
Cookingware:Vesselsused over fire or in oven.
Cookingware:Vesselsnot intendedfor use with heat.
Blisterware:Squataryballos.Duck askos. Filtervase. Cup.
Mouldedreliefware:Leaf-and-tendril
bowl. Imbricatebowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Ivy bowl. Foliage Bowl, unclassified.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls.
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls. Figuredkantharos(?).
Mouldedreliefware:FiguredBowls. Relief supports.
Mouldedreliefware:Relief supports.Long-petalbowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Net-patternbowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Net-patternbowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Net-patternbowl. Concentric-semicircle
bowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Concentric-semicircle
bowl. Linear-leafbowl.
Mouldedreliefware:Linear-leafbowl.
Mouldedreliefware: Megarianbowl. Mouldsand impressions.
Wheelmadefine ware:Conicalbowl. WheelmadeMegarianbowl.
Map of AncientCorinth.

86 Plan of Corinth, Agora, ca. 150 B.C.
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"Theobjectof this studyis to clarifyand amplifythat chapterin the ceramichistoryof Athenswhich
coversthe time betweenthe end of the fourth and the end of the second centuryB.C." These words
werewrittensometimeago,introducing"TwoCenturiesof HellenisticPottery"by HomerA. Thompson,
a study to which the archaeologicalworld is deeply indebted,whose ideas and observationsremain
permanentlyfresh and evocative, and which needs no bibliographicalfootnote for referencein
Hellenisticstudies.The purposesof the present studyare much the same: presentation,classification,
chronology,in this case of the ceramichistoryof Corinthin its truncatedHellenisticyears.
Therecan be no thoughtthat this study presentsa ceramichistoryof greatintrinsicinterestor of
high artisticachievement,althoughin studyingthe potterytherehas been greataffection,and qualities
have been seen in it to admireand enjoy. It is the potteryof a long and experiencedtraditionwhich
had had its momentsof high attainment.Even in its concludingphasesit was still, to the end, the
productof a craft, with much still of the requirementsand disciplinewhich the word craft implies,
and with even an occasionalflickerof the instinctfor excellence.
Tangibleindicationsof this instinctwill, muchtoo occasionally,be evidentin the potteryillustrated.
Thesepages,however,haveotherobjectivesin mind.Datinghas necessarilybeen the majorone andhas,
in the presentearlystagesof our knowledgeof this periodin Corinthianpottery,occupiedmuch space
and primaryattention.One can claimno morethan a beginninghere,usingthe evidencewe have now
and whatit suggestsas criteriafor dating.One reflectsthat datingitself, afterall, is only a beginning:
ultimatelyone hopes that the Corinthianpotteryof the times, throughits dating, can tell us more'
about the buildingsand structureswith whichit is associated,when they weremade, perhapssuggest
by whom, and conceivablyeven give a clue as to why. Perhapsit may have somethingto say about
the scantilydocumentedhistoryof HellenisticCorinthin its manyvicissitudes,about the peopleswith
whom Corinthcame in contact,about the fluctuatingmaterialwealthof Corinthand her trade, her
artistictaste in the period,somethingabout Corinth'sown contributionsto the artisticworldof these
years,or about her derivationsfrom potteryof othercentersand her degreeof suggestibility.
At the sametime, therehas been an immediatealliedobjectivein mind:to expresswhatthis pottery
has to tell us in such a way that those who excavatecan use its informationeffectively,by clarifying
one of the variousmeans of dating availableto archaeologistsin the times concerned.As has been
well said, one does not date by any one thing alone: the various categoriesof materialproviding
chronologicalinformation,the contexts, the sources, the topographicalimplicationsinvolved, and
muchelse all supplementand controleach the othersin the ultimateconclusionsreached.
The potterystudiedin this volumeis Corinthianonly, or what is believedto be Corinthian2:
shape
Hellenistic
the
Corinth
at
in
to
been
seriesor other entitiesbelieved have
period,
during
production
or rathera part of it, from the time of Alexanderthe Greatto the time of the destructionof Corinth
1 In the section on Deposits and Chronology,below, pp. 188-198,some presentindicationsof architectural,historical,
and other connectionsare discussed.
2 Much of the
pottery discussedhere is as recognizablyCorinthianin characteristicsof clay and glaze as any of the
potteryproductsof Corinthof the precedingperiods.There are, of course, some individualborderlinecases in which
thereis doubt. Whetheror not the cooking warein generalis of Corinthianmanufacturehas been a specialproblemfor
whicha solution is sought ratherthan achieved.
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by Mummiusin 146 B.C. With a few minorexceptions3all the Corinthianpotteryof this time found
at Corinthhas been studied:fine ware, coarse ware, cooking ware, blisterware, and mouldedrelief
ware.Thesecategoriesincludevesselsmadeentirelyon the wheel,and vesselsmadepartlyon the wheel,
partlyby hand, either strictlyso (e.g. blisterware) or with other mechanicalassistancesuch as the
beaterand anvil (cookingware) or moulds (mouldedrelief ware).Thereare no plastic vessels,that
is vesselsproducedfrompiece-moulds.
Theperiodcoveredin the studyof this potteryactuallyextendsmuchfurtherbackthanthe beginning
of the Hellenisticperiodproper,for of the more than 100 shapeseriesor other entitiesin production
at Corinthin Hellenistictimes 40 % or more are shapesoriginallyintroducedinto Corinthianpottery
at much earlierperiods,some in the 6th century,othersin the courseof th and 4th centuries.To
developa chronologyit was necessaryto studythe full historiesof these earliershapeswhose periods
of productionextendin someinstancespartway into the Hellenisticperiod,in othersall the way down
to 146B.C.It mightbe arguedthat one shouldseparatethe wheatfromthe chaff,as it were,and present
in a Hellenisticstudyonlywhatis strictlyHellenistic,butfor chronologicalpurposesthisis not a practical
suggestion.Hence full historiesof all shapes,old and new, producedin Hellenistictimes at Corinth,
are includedinsofaras they can be tracedat present.4
Althoughthe presentrepertoireof vesselsis extensive,it seemslikely that in variousways it is not
complete.5Thereare gaps in many serieswith respectto their periodsof productionand size series.
Thereare evidentor probablegaps in representation
by function,some probablyin the fine wareand
some verycertainlyin coarseware,whoserepresentation
hereis comparativelyslight.In sourcesthere
are also evidentor probablegaps. Gravegroupsof the Hellenisticperiod
properiod
properare few in number
and consequentlyvarietiesof vesselsemployedas grave offeringsare probablynot fully represented.
Thereis extensiverepresentationof materialfrom privatehouses, from wells and cisterns.We form
the impression,however,that few of these werethe houses of the well-to-do,and we suspectthat the
pleasureof seeingCorinthianHellenisticpotteryof highqualityawaitsus in the futureto a largeextent.
If any public antiquitieswere producedin pottery,they also await us. The absenceof votive pottery
will be evident.This, however,is a differentkind of gap. Materialfrom sanctuariesis present,but
miniature6votive pottery,it would seem, was not a featureof HellenisticCorinth,exceptpossiblyin
the very earlyyears.The practiceof offer in iaturevesselsin sanctuaries,so prominentin earlier

3 A few scantilyrepresentedshapes have not been discussedhere. Their study will requirefuller representationand
documentation:
Deep bowl, flat rim, West Slope decoration:C-40-16,Deposit 37.
Double cruet: C-33-1466and C-33-1466A;C-63-481a-c.
Smallclosed shape,fragment,West Slope decoration:C-28-70.
The following, found in the excavationsduringthe spring, 1966, representadditionalshapes not hithertoknown in
CorinthianHellenisticpottery:
Two differentsmall closed shapes,both fragments,both with West Slope decoration:C-66-143;C-66-155.
Sm allow dish, flat rim: C-66-104;C-66-153.
Bowl kantharos,kylix handles:C-66-159.
4
Duringthe presentstudyand for long before,the questionof the value of studyingGreekpotteryof post-Mycenaean
times by the long-conventionaland perhapsoutmodedperiodunits has persistentlyraiseditself. Particularlyin the cases
of the plainer,undecorated,or simply decoratedfine ware, the coarse ware, and the cooking ware it has seemed that
much benefitin comprehensionand utilitycould be derivedfrom studiescontinuousfrom Protogeometrictimes through
Hellenistic.The generalpictureseemsone of successiveshapeseries,overlappingone anotherin the courseof the centuries,
each of whichcould benefitmuch by an understandingof those whichprecededand followed. Some shapeseries,in fact,
have periods of productionextendingthrough several of the conventionaltime zones. Study of particulardecorated
shape series throughthe milleniumshould similarlybe very rewarding,particularlyof those most sensitivefor dating,
as, for instance,drinkingcups.
5 A summary listing of the pottery studied here, pp. 12-17, provides a means of appraisingrepresentationand
lacunaein severalrespects.
6 Some very small vesselsare in fact includedhere, the ointment-pots,but these are not miniatures.Thoughtiny, they
are not small versionsof largervessels,but ratherare of the size requiredfor theirpurpose.
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times, seems to have ceased at Corinth in probably the late years of the 4th century or in the early 3rd.
Representation by area in the city of Corinth is fairly widespread, as the locations of the deposits,
most being indicated on the maps on Plates 85, 86, show; proportionately, however, a very large
percentage comes from the area occupied in later times by the Roman Forum where excavation in
Corinth has been most extensively undertaken.
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In the study of the pottery numerous criteria for dating have been indicated by the deposit evidence.
That is to say, trends became evident when all the vessels of one kind were laid out in the chronological
order indicated by the deposits from which they derive. In the cases of vessels for which the evidence
is slight, potential criteria or trends of possible significance have been suggested here on the basis of
the analogies of related, better established series; they can be tested when pertinent evidence is
available in the future. It has seemed better to suggest lines of approach to criteriafor dating, indicating
them clearly as suggestions only, rather than to suppress opinion because objective evidence for
demonstration was not possible.
Some of the criteria summarizedhere will be recognized as ones attested in pottery of other periods
and other centers of manufacture. It should be emphasized that none of these was assumed for
Corinthianpottery of Hellenistic times in advance of study. The position adopted has been that criteria
applicable to pottery of earlier times had to be re-establishedand demonstratedfor pottery of so late
a period. Such criteria, not many, have been tested rather than taken for granted. Numerous others
have suggested themselves, and there have been many surpriseswhich could not have been anticipated.
Much of the detail of the chronological evidence, from which the criteria for dating were derived, its
gradual development and present state of establishment,is discussed below, pp. 188-192.
SHAPE

Shape is the primary and dominant consideration in the dating of three of the major categories of
pottery here: the fine ware, the coarse ware, and the cooking ware. These categories are presented,
then, in shape series, a shape series in this study meaning a series of vessels all having the same component
elements of form, retained from the initial stage continuously throughout the period of production
and modified only within the pattern originally set. In the discussions of shape series each one has been
considered separately and in each discussion what seem to be chronologically significant criteria (as
well as, often, what seem not to be) have been outlined in full. Though much can be said in a general
way about trends in shape change for shapes of the same general character,e.g. broad shapes or deep
shapes, study of particular shape series of either kind brings to light some unforeseen differences.
Individual study of each shape without regard to others, however closely related, cannot be overemphasized. The order of presentation adopted here for the various shape series whereby vessels of
the same function, thus often related in the component elements of their forms, are grouped together
will, it is thought, be of assistancein making this clear. In the fine ware, for instance, the bowls illustrate
the individual development of the various shape series within a general form. Gradual constriction
of the diameter of an originally broad ring foot appears to be a reliable criterion in the echinus bowl,
the bowl with outturned rim, and probably also in the small dish with bevelled rim. This is not the
case at all in the semi-glazed bowl in whose initial stage the foot was already constricted in relation
to the rest of the form; the criteria for dating examples of its series derive from other elements. In the
semi-glazed bowl and the bowl with outturned rim there is observable a chronologically significant
trend toward the straighteningout of an originally rounded wall profile, and toward the development
of a distinctlyconcave upper wall profile, in later stages clearly set off from the lower wall by articulation.

4
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The echinusbowl, on the other hand, originallyalso of roundedwall profile, retainsthis curvature
throughoutits Corinthianperiodof productionfrom the first quarterof the 4th centuryto 146 B.C.,
the profilechangingonly by becominga more shallowcurveas its originallybroadfoot becomesmore
constricted,the incurvingof its rim changingin no clearlydefinableway throughall this time. One
could go throughthe groups of interrelatedwheelmadeshapes and cite other generaltrends and
exceptionsin each. If one were to hazarda sweepinggeneralityit would be only to the effectthat in
all shapesa gradualchangecan be observedfrom the shapeinitiallyadopted,usuallywithinthe limits
of the form originallyprescribed.But again"except":except whenconsiderationsof functionprohibit,
e.g., the alreadyinitially constrictedfoot of the semi-glazedbowl which could not become more
constrictedwithoutrenderingthe shapetoo unstablefor use.
Othertrendsalso are not trendsacrossthe board,that is gradualtrendsequallyaffectingall pottery
duringthe courseof the period.Thereare trendsfrom originalcarefulnessin the executionof a form
and its componentelements toward careless formation,from clear articulationto blurred,from
memoryof the formsof the originalelementsto Lethe.Therearetrendstowardloss of purelydecorative
niceties,towardvestigialityeven of some functionallynecessarycomponents.Thereis a trend toward
ease and speed of production.Thereis a trend from carefulglazingto careless,from carefulwheel
glazing(or carefuldoubledipping)to partialglazingby dipping.7But theseare trendsobservablewithin
particularshape series,not generaltrendsof the period.A shape as it grows older in its period of
productionnormallyshows advancementalong these lines. But a new shape introducedat whatever
point in the Hellenisticperiodwill invariably,in Corinthianpottery,exhibitin its initial stage all the
care of executionone might desirefor the purposefor whichit was intended.A "set" of Corinthian
potteryof all shapesof one momentin the periodwouldshowa gradationin qualityof executionfrom
high to low, the degreeof qualitydependingon how long the given shapehad been in productionat
the time. Gravegroupscomposedof shapesvaryingin "age" providepartialillustrationof this. Some
vessels,it seems,hadjust come into productionshortlybeforethe destructionby Mummiusin 146 B.C.
Thoughthey may not bear comparisonwith productsof earlierperiodsat Corinth,they are still, in
their chronologicalmilieu, fresh, sharp, well done. It is humanly understandable:the increasing
monotonyof producinga shape of long traditionand well establishedon the marketcontrastswith
the challengeand pleasureof craftsmanship
in forminga new and interestingshapefor different,new
a
which
one
to
introduce
and inducesalesfor in the market.
requirements, shape
hopes
Some shape seriesare more sensitivefor datingthan others,that is, more elementsof their forms
show trendsof chronologicalsignificance.All show some chronologicallyusefultrends,but the more
sensitiveones are especiallyto be prized,particularlyin excavation.In introductionsto the general
categoriesand to particulargroupsof shapesthesehave usuallybeen noted. More particularattention
in this regardshouldbe paid to drinkingcups. It seemshighlyprobablethat these, in the long run,
will prove to be the most delicatechronometersof Hellenistictimes. Conceivablythey are also for
earliertimes, the specialaspectof this kind of vessel being evidentlyan enduringinterestin them on
the partof fashionresultingin greatvarietyand,in relativelyshortperiodsof production,comparatively
rapidevolutionsin theirforms. If one were to gradethe variousshapesby their chronologicalutility
those of even shorterperiodsof productionmight come next, shapeswhich appearedbrieflyon the
marketandfor whichdemandwasnot sustained.Probablyin thiscategory,for instance,is the Corinthian
unguentariumwhich one suspectsmade only the briefestof appearanceson the market when the
importedunguentariumwas first introducedin Greece,in the courseof the third quarterof the 4th
century,and whichprobablydid not continuein productionbecauseof the greattechnicalsuperiority
withwhichnormalCorinthianclay couldnot compete,and the initiallyextremelyattractiveappearance
of the importedproducts.Probablyalso withinthis categoryare the shapesthoughtto havebeennewly
7 Partialglazing by dippingis not a phenomenonexclusiveto the Hellenisticperiod in Corinth.It is known earlier,
even in the 6th century;see, for instance,the trefoil olpe.
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introduced shortly before Mummius' destruction of Corinth, which should be of great value for dating
near the middle of the 2nd century at Corinth.
In the various discussions of shape series in this book the rare reader who reads the book through
(most will naturally consult only particular entries) will find an insistent repetition of the words "size
for size." It has become abundantly clear that for close dating of a given example in a given shape
series comparison must be made between examples of the same size, or closely adjacent sizes.8 Many
shape series were produced in wide ranges of size from very large to very small. Comparison between
large and small may yield something in the way of general placement but all too often the results are
likely to be misleading. What the Corinthianpotters thought to be standardsizes one can only estimate.
In broad vessels, e.g. bowls, plates, and the like, it seems clear that sizes were based on diameters, in
deep shapes normally on height. Here a somewhat arbitrary distinction of sizes has generally been
adopted, and though at first it may seem finicky nicety, nonetheless it has been observed that a single
centimeter's difference in size, whether by diameter or height, makes an appreciable difference in the
appearanceand proportions of a vessel, and hence, usually, a distinction is here made in sizes centimeter
by centimeter. In some very small series, e.g. the smaller versions of the echinus bowl, an even slighter
differencehas an effect on the general appearance.In estimating dates for examples of particularseries
considerable use has been made of tables compiled from vessels of the same size, giving close measurements of those elements of the form affected by the trends of shape change which are chronologically
significant and observable. Again this may be thought unrealistic nicety, as one can hardly expect
mathematical precision to have been observed rigidly in the trends of shape series, in the course of the
transmission of the shape from generation to generation in a master and apprentice sequence, yet one
finds that the eye is all too fallible in judging placement according to shape trends. Close measurement
is a necessary, objective control which the eye can and should often modify and interpret through
consideration of trends other than those affecting proportions, particularlyin advanced and late stages
when the trends of shape and other kinds of change normally become less dependable. The desirability
of using close measurementas one means of control is perhaps most clearly illustrated by comparison
of examples of the Corinthian fish plate of Attic type of ca. 300 and 146 B.C., 132 and 131. Differences
in measurement between the two are slight, five millimeters in the height, four in the diameter of the
foot, yet the difference in general appearance between the two is enormous. Another aspect of size
perhaps is self-evident but seems to require some emphasis nonetheless: examples of a shape series
of larger sizes seem likely to be more dependable for dating on the basis of shape trends and other
considerations than examples of small size. This is humanly understandableagain, for the potter of a
given stage of production can produce a pattern of inherited shape and proportions more easily in a
tha n in a small one: he can see it better on the wheel and better control what he is forming.
large shape
With all these considerations of size in mind therefore, the arrangementof catalogues of shape series
here is usually chronological by sizes, graduatedfrom large to small, an annoying system perhaps until
one gets used to it, but intended to facilitate as close dating as may be. Quite often in the placement
of examples of particular shape series it has been necessary to assume a regular rate of shape change,
which may well be unrealistic. Future evidence will, presumably, inform us better about these rates,
and whether development occurred in spurts or at times remained on more or less static plateaus, or
otherwise.
There are a number of more general considerations for dating the pottery which are more for future
consideration than for the present study since the necessary information is largely not available at this
time. One is relative dating of successive series of vessels of one function on the principle of functional
8 Unfortunatelyit has not alwaysbeen possible to illustratein this book consecutiveexamplesof shapesof the same
size since the seriesnow availablefor study are very frequentlyincompletein respectto size. It is not, of course,feasible
to illustratethe full rangeof sizes in all the variousshape series,but extensiverepresentationof sizes is providedin the
cases of the echinusbowl (P1.2) and the Attic type of skyphos(Pis. 13 and 14).
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replacements,especiallyin shapes for which there was an enduringneed. The applicationof this
principlewillbe clearin someinstances,moredifficultto applyin others.A clearinstanceis thefunctional
Classicalkratershapesby new Hellenisticones, e.g. the bolsterand
replacementof the superannuated
hemisphericalkraters.The late stagesof the bell kraterin Corinthianare known; probablythe calyx
krateralso continuedlate in productionin Corinthian.The new kratersmust have been introduced
duringone of the very late stages of the old, when it was seen that the old kratershapeswere then
functionallyimpractical.No lacunain the productionof kratershapesbetweenClassicaland Hellenistic
seemslikely.Oldandnewmusthaveoverlappedfor a bit in timeof productionuntilthe moresatisfactory
new shapesdroveout the old. Estimatesof the date of the last stageof the old and the initialstageof
the new thus haveto be consideredtogetherand an allowancemadefor overlap.Similarconsiderations
have influencedthe estimateddating of the undoubtedlyoverlappingperiodsof productionof early
Hellenisticdrinkingcups,the variouskantharoi,and the laterHellenisticdrinking-cup
forms,including
the mouldedreliefor Megarianbowl.It seemsat presentthatmouldedreliefbowlscameinto production
at Corinthsomewhatlater than at Athens,whose productsthe Corinthianpottersimitatedto a large
extent.It seemsthen that the olderwheelmadedrinking-cupshapesnecessarilycontinuedin production
longerat Corinththan perhapsthey did at Athens,and theirlate stagesare adjustedsomewhatin time
to overlapa bit the evidentlyadvanceddate of the introductionof mouldedwarein Corinthian.
Considerationmayalso be givento sharedelementsof shapedesignwhichmay serveto link different
shape series togetherchronologically.This kind of chronologicalblockingout can perhapsbe seen
most clearlyin a numberof seriesof Hellenistickantharoi:the use of similarformsof foot andhandles
in severaldifferentshapes suggests,in additionto deposit evidence,contemporaneityin periodsof
production.Somewhatmore nebulousin applicationare the apparentlydominantpreferencesin
fashion for deep drinking-cupshapesin earlierHellenistictimes at Corinth and for broader,open
shapesin the later;thereis at least conceivablea chronologicalrelationshipbetweenthe introduction
of the moulded-warebowls and the laterbroadshapes,the introductionof the mouldedbowlsperhaps
creatingthe fashionfor the broad shapes.Anotherpotentialchronologicallinkingconcernsthe effect
of drinking-vessel
formson the oinochoaiwhichwereusedto fill them.In the discussionof DecanterIII
below, at any rate,it is suggestedthatthe introductionandpreferencefor deepdrinkingcupsinreaction
to Classicalbroad shapesin the second quarterof the 4th centurymay have causedmodificationin
the decanterform, requiringthe makersof decantersto providea more constrictedneck and lip for
pouring.

In connectionwith datingby shape two considerationswhich may seem attractiveand potentially
valuablechronologicallyhavenot been pursued.No attempthas beenmadeto distinguishthe products
of differentworkshops;it has not seemedto the presentwriterthat the materiallends itself well to
workshopidentificationsor groupings.Evenif it werefeasibleto undertakesucha study,one wonders
if it wouldcontributesufficientlyto be worthwhileexceptto the ceramicspecialist.It is hopedthat the
expressionand determinationof the chronologyof the potteryof this time may remainsufficiently
in its outlinesto provea usabletool for thoserelativelyuninitiatedin pottery.
simpleand uncomplicated
The second considerationnot employedhere has been deliberatelyavoided: dating of examplesof
Corinthianshapeson the basisof the datingof comparableshapesproducedat othercentersof pottery
manufacture.Thereprobablycould be no greaterpitfall in datingpotteryof the Hellenisticera (or
earlier?)than to assumethat comparableshapesproceededthroughthe stages of their evolutionin
differentfabricspanripassu. One may take the case of the perhapstwentyAttic shapesproducedin
some of whichwere also producedat numerousotherHellenisticcentersof manufacture
Corinthian,9
Thereis no reasonto supposethat all thesedifferentimitationsof Attic
throughoutthe Mediterranean.
prototypeswere adoptedin the variouscentersat the momentwhen they first appearedin Attic, nor
that they followedAttic shapechangesstep by step, nor that they ceasedto be producedat all these
9

For the list see below, p. 19, note 3.
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centers at the time the corresponding Attic shape was abandoned. The more likely view, adopted here,
is that shapes were probably first imitated in the differentcenters at various stages of development,
whenever a center came in contact with the Attic, perhaps generally in relatively early stages while the
Attic was still attractive and excited imitation; that the Attic shape, once adopted ata center, went
through a separate course of development at that center, perhaps faster, perhaps slower than the Attic;
that production of the shape at the various centers may not have continued as long as in Attic or, on
the other hand, may have continued much longer. These points cannot be proved on presentinformation.
Some indication that this is near the true picture is provided, however, by examples of similar shapes
in several different fabrics, all probably in use at the time of the destruction by Mummius: if indeed
all are of that moment, a variation in speed of shape development is thereby attested in a number of
differentfabrics in connection with the same shapes. It is possible indeed that some Corinthian shapes,
their contemporary
originally imitated from the Attic, show a more rapid shape development than cont
Attic cousins. The picture of local individuality and enterprisewhich these suggestions envisage is not
humanly an unlikely one. There was a certain superficial koine, one supposes, in Hellenistic pottery

producedin variouspartsof the Greekworld.Therehadbeenone to a greateror lesserextentin preceding
periods,in Classical,Archaic,and earlier.The koinein Hellenistictimeswas probablyno moreclosely
knit than it had been previously(e.g. ClassicalBoiotian and ClassicalAttic?) and in time as more
becomesknown about the potteryproductsof the variouslocal centersof Hellenistictimes one may
expectthe degreeof theirdifferencesone from anotherwill becomemoreevident.However,in default
of other evidence,the fixed date providedby the Olynthosdestructionfor Attic skyphoihas been
usedhereto give an approximatedate for the Attic-typeskyphoifoundat Corinth.
One readswith greatinterestthe acute observationsof Eva T. H. Brannon Protoatticshapesand
the "morphologyof artifacts".10Shape developmentsof variouskinds observedin Protoatticdiffer
considerablyfrom those observedhere in CorinthianHellenistic,no doubtbecausethe Protoatticwas
a formativeand experimentalperiodin potteryand the Hellenisticcomes at the end of long centuries
of traditionand experience,and the evolvementof shapesis not, in the presentHellenisticwheelmade
vesselsat any rate,complicatedin any evidentway by the demandsof majordecoration.It seemsclear
that the morphologyof artifactswill presentdifferentpatternsin differentperiods.It will be interesting
to learnof its characterin differentcontemporary
centers.
theon
It is instructiveand profitablein relationtto these thoughts
characterof the Hellenistickoine
to comparethe situationin the Protogeometricperiod,"particularlywith regardto differingperiods
of productionof a style in differentcenters,adoptionof it at advancedstagesin some and production
of it in somebeyondthe time whenit had been abandonedelsewhere.
FABRIC

Criteriafor dating CorinthianHellenistic pottery are not limited to those of shapes and their elements
alone, but also are concerned with fabric. In the case of coarse ware a chronological criterion is quite
probably to be seen in the composition of the clay: heavy clay with many deliberate inclusions in the
Classicalperiod and earlierfor the most part, in the later 4th centuryand following, a growing preference
for purified clay, entirely similar to that used for fine ware, only thicker. In blister ware there is a
distinct difference between its appearance in Classical times and that in Hellenistic: comparatively
heavy and solid earlier, deliberately egg-shell thin in early Hellenistic, and still thin later. In it also a
chronological distinction is to be seen in the method of manufacture:the shapes are primarilyhandmade
in the earlier, evidently wheelmade in the Hellenistic. Even in intended color there is some clue for
chronology: a dark color in Classical blister ware, and in Hellenistic evidently a pleasing, light, blond
shade.
Late Geometric and Protoattic Pottery, pp. 2-4.
11Vincent R. d'A. Desborough, Protogeometric Pottery, Oxford, 1952, pp. 294-295.
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A more importantbody of criteria,however,is concernedwith the decorationof variouskinds
appearinghere in severalof the major categoriesof pottery. Painteddecorationappearson some
wheelmadefine-wareseriesin the familiarWest Slope technique(for detaileddiscussionsee pp. 20-25)
duringthe entireHellenisticperiodin Corinthian.Thoughits courseof developmentis chronologically
informative,its requirementsevidentlydo not affectthe normalcourse of shapechangesand trends,
as they no doubtdo in the case ofthe far more illustriousdecorationof vesselsof earliertimes.The
evolutionof Corinthianpainteddecorationthroughthe period is a somewhatcuriousone (it may,
of course,be verydifferentin otherfabrics).Duringa long period,the first75 yearsor so of the Hellenistic period,it is used in very minor ways, with no great distinctionin execution.Therefollows a
suddenbloom,on presentdatingin the thirdandlast quartersof the 3rdcentury,resultingin decoration
of excellentqualityandconsiderableinterest,as on the drinking-cup
shapeson whichit so oftenappears
in Corinthian.It thengraduallydwindlesoff to mediocrityandworseby the timeof the city'sdestruction.
The suddenand verypleasingfloweringof West Slopedecorationmay owe somethingin composition
andchoiceof designsto the introductionof mouldedreliefware.Asidefromthesedifferences
betweenthe
decorationof earlierCorinthianHellenisticvesselsandlater,thereis a specialcriterionfor closerdatingin
West Slopedecorationin the laterphase:whathas beencalled,and aptly in this case, the principleof
the degenerationof the motif (a principlenot confinedto the Hellenisticperiod). The principleis
actuallyno differentfrom the trendsof changein vesselforms,progressinggraduallyfromearlycareful
to latercarelessin execution.In CorinthianWest Slopedecorationno chronologicalinformationis to
be derivedfromthe use of incisionor appliedcolorsincebothareemployedthroughoutthe period.
The detectionof individualartistsin the earlierphase of CorinthianWest Slope decorationseems
not at all feasiblebecauseof the frequentloss of the fugitiveglazecarryingwith it the paintedelements
of the decoration.Their detectionin the later phase when the decorationis betterpreservedand of
more distinctivecharactermay eventuallybe possible,but the body of materialfor this periodis as
yet slight.Chronologicalgroupingsof artistsshouldin any case give way to more pressingaspectsof
dating.Art historyis, perhapsfortunately,not seriouslyinvolved.
Othercriteriain decorationfor datingof fine wareare discussedin the generalintroductionto that
class and in discussionsof individualshapeseriesin fine ware.To them otherkinds of embellishment
may perhapsbe addedas potentiallyof some interestfor dating,e.g., the verticalgroovingor ribbing
on vesselssuchas some of thekantharosshapes,attestedin Corinthianon presentdatingbetweenca. 330
and the third quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C.;also the horizontal,spiral groovingbeneaththe glaze
employedon theconicalbowlsandthemastosto greateror lesserdegreein theyearsof thethirdquarterof
the 3rdcenturyand following,perhapsa phenomenonexclusiveto laterHellenisticdaysin Corinth.
Decorativecriteriafor datingare also presentin the less likelycategoriesof blisterwareand cooking
ware. The blisterware aryballoiof Classicaltimes, being handmade,provideno criteriafor dating
by shape,but on them duringtheircourseof productionfrom perhapsthe secondquarterof the 5th
centuryinto the lateryearsof the 4th appearsa simplekind of ribbeddecorationwhich,as the deposit
evidenceindicates,goes throughthe patternevolutionof degenerationof the motif. Otherhandmade
blister-wareshapes are also known in Classicaltimes, decoratedin other ways. Conceivablytheir
decorationwill, whenstudied,yieldcomparablyusefulindicationsfor chronology.It may be somewhat
surprisingto find cookingwareincludedin a discussionof decoration,but in the cookingwareclassed
hereas Corinthianthereexistsa kind of embellishment
whichhas provedusefulfor dating.Its origins
may be tracedvery far back in the historyof cooking ware to the betterknown thin Archaicand
Classicalfabric.12In earlydays it appearsas verticalstrokeburnishingon the upperpartsof vessels.
12

Brann, Late Geometric and Protoattic Pottery, p. 3, dates the first appearance of the thin fabric in Attic in the

8th century.If indeedthis is producedby the beater-and-anviltechniqueone wondersif it may not owe its introduction
to imitationof the metal-workpracticeof hammering.
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Subsequentlythis kind of treatment, which may conceivably have served some technical purpose, gives
way to vertical lines seeminglyin dull black glaze; these ultimately disappearfrom use around the middle
of the 4th century.
Decoration, the present study suggests, is actually the dominant criterion for dating in one of the
major categories of vessels considered here, the moulded relief ware. Though one cannot certify this
on the basis of present evidence, it seems quite likely that its decoration was a major factor in its design
and that shapes were changed and modified the better to enhance and exploit the particular style of
decoration employed. A modification of form to suit decoration is perhaps to be seen, for example,
in the bowl shape on which concentric semicircle decoration was employed (below, pp. 182-184). The
presentation of the relief ware is therefore by different units, not of shapes but of what are regarded
here as stylistic groups, which rest to some extent in a chronological limbo at present for lack of precise
evidence. There is a small, presumably initial, class of Foliage Bowls, subdivided into stylistic groups,
each group really a major motif: leaf-and-tendril bowls, pine-cone bowls, imbricate-leaf bowls, and
other kinds of decoration derived from natural foliage and flora. In a second class, Figured Bowls,
probably introduced a while after the beginning of the first, figured scenes play a major role in the
decoration, and a final third class, the LinearBowls, evidentlyjust emergingshortlybefore the destruction
of the city, has sub-groups of different motifs exploiting the possibilities of line decoration: long-petal
bowls, net-patternbowls and others. In the first and last classes some degree of chronologicalinformation
can perhaps in future be derived from consideration of sequences in mould design. There is probably
present to some degree a trend in mould designs from those comparativelydifficult to produce toward
those whose production is easier, a phenomenon not new in pottery. In the Figured Bowls the
establishmentof criteriafor dating is more difficult.It seems likely that their dating will proceed through
definition of the periods of use of particular scenes, and ultimately through these dating of subsidiary
motifs may be possible.
GRAFFITO
INSCRIPTIONS

There is a final possible criterion for dating related neither to shape nor to decoration, a special class
of inscriptions which appear, in Corinthian, only on fine-ware kantharoi: graffito inscriptions (grammatika ekpomata;isee pp. 64-65) incised on the vessels through the glaze before firing, most frequently
the names of divinities or abstractions in the genitive. They appear on the Corinthian vessel forms
only between ca. 330 and the third quarter of the 3rd century, on present dating, a period limited in
time like that of the kalos names of Classical Attic pottery whose vogue was also fairly brief. For the
talented student of calligraphy the identification of the handwriting of the individuals who inscribed
them may provide closer relative dating and interconnections between the differentdrinking-cupseries
on which they appear. Perhaps these graffiti may be of papyrological or other interest since they
are contemporarywith the pots on which they appear.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CORINTHIAN HELLENISTIC POTTERY
In the present study it has been thought that it would be desirablein many ways to present the entire
body of pottery of one Hellenistic center alone, without the distraction of the imported products of
other centers13so that the individual characteristicsof that center, in this case Corinthian, might be
seen as clearly as possible in relation to those of other centers. Though the study of the distribution of
13

to varioussectionsand
Muchimportedpotteryis actuallynotedhere,however,andoftendated,in introductions

in discussionsof particularshape series or stylisticgroups. In one of the stages of preparationof this volume most of
it was given preliminarystudy. It is hoped that a volume combiningthe importedHellenisticpottery of both Corinth
and the AthenianAgora can be preparedin the future.
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Corinthianin the Hellenisticperiod can provideconsiderablecommenton Corinthianhistory and
commercialenterprise,it has not beenpossibleto undertakesucha studyhereand henceit mustremain
a subjectfor futureinvestigation.
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In the fine ware,in much of the coarseware,and in the mouldedreliefwarethe clay in this period
familiarfrom Corinthianpotteryof muchearliertimes:a light color,
frequentlyhas the characteristics
white,blond, sometimeslight green,and normallyrathersoft, easilyincisedwith a fingernail.In these
it may differmarkedlyfrom the clay of distantcenters,thoughit is possiblethat the
characteristics
clay employedin nearbycenters,e.g. Sikyon,is not greatlydissimilarin appearance.Includedin the
study are some pieces varyingfrom the norm in hardnessand color. Coarse-waremortarsnormally,
and exceptionallyamong other Hellenisticcoarse-wareshapes,have an inclusionof particlesin the
traditionof Classicaland earlierCorinthiancoarse ware. Blister-wareclay in Classicaltimes, with
relativelyheavy walls, was fired to a very high temperature,often near vitrification,and apparently
a dark color was intentionallyinduced,though reddishor orangeshadesappear,no doubt through
accidentaloxidization.Hellenisticblisterware, with thin walls, was also fired to a high temperature,
but is normallyblondin color.Cooking-ware
clayis usuallyred,thoughshadesof grayareincludedhere.
In appearanceit probablydoes not differgreatlyfrom that of cookingwarefound at manyothersites,
thoughimportedcookingwareof distinctivelydifferentappearanceis knownat Corinth.
GLAZE

The glaze is seldomlustrousand is very frequentlyfugitive,as often in earliertimes in Corinthian.
Sometimesit has completelyflakedoff. Possiblya peculiarityof CorinthianHellenistic,inheritedfrom
earlierCorinthian,is the use of solid areasof glaze only on the interiorsof some vessels(semi-glazed
bowl, semi-glazedmastos, coarse-warecolumn krater,and one of the handle-ridgejugs) and also
completelyunglazedfine-warevessels (some of the kyathoi,the trefoil oinochoewith shoulderstop,
the juglet, the small waterpitcher,the calyx cup, the lekanis,and the pyxis).Vesselswhose exteriors
are left unglazed,often with polishedsurfaces,and those with glaze only in wheel-runbandsor lines
areevidentlynot exclusiveto Corinthian.Thispleasingtreatmentis wellattestedin ClassicalCorinthian,
e.g. the decanters,and is continuedin HellenisticCorinthianin the semi-glazedbowls.
SHAPES

It is not fully possibleto assesswhatis peculiarlyCorinthianin point of view of shapes.Candidates
for native Corinthianshapesare the semi-glazedbowl, the saucer,the trefoil olpe, the small trefoil
oinochoewith shoulderstop, the juglet(?), the decanters,the semi-glazedmastos(?), and the lekanis.
Many other Corinthianshapeswere certainlyproducedelsewhereas well and a good proportionof
them probablywereproducedat Corinthin formsderivedfrom those of othercenters.Some 20 fineware shapes are evidentlyderivativefrom Attic (list, p. 19, footnote 3), and the mouldedbowl forms
to a largeextentseem so, also. A few otherfine-wareshapesare clearlyderivativefrom otherforeign
shapes. For the remainderwe are not now in a position to judge whetheror not they are strictly
Corinthian.The considerableinterestin drinking-vesselshapes evidentin Corinthiansuggeststhat
someof themare,however,native,if not in generaldesign,perhapsin specialcharacteristics
of treatment.
The blister-wareshapesmay well be peculiarto Corinth,thoughothervesselsin a similarfabricwere
probablyproducedelsewhere.Little can be said at the momentabout individuallydistinctiveshapes
in coarseandcookingwares.The columnkrateris a veryearlylocal inventionbut certainlynot confined
to Corintheven in the Hellenisticsemi-glazedversion.The coarse-warewater pitcherand probably
the handle-ridge
jug are to be consideredof foreignderivation.Many othercoarse-and cooking-ware
shapesare clearly,or probably,sharedwith othercenters.A possiblepeculiarityin Corinthianvessels
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of these categories is the use of cooking-ware fabric instead of coarse clay for certain vessels because
of the inadequacy of Corinthian clay for the purpose. In this connection the cooking-ware krater,
bowls, plates, and pitchers may be cited.
The absence of certain shapes in the present repertoiremay be an indication of Corinthianpreferences
or usage differing from those of other centers. The repertoire is evidently not as full, for instance, as
Attic. A striking particular difference between Attic and Corinthian is in the West Slope amphora,
a standard requirement in Athens throughout Hellenistic times, but a shape represented in Corinth
only by a late diminutive example and by a very small number of imported amphorae. The absence
of plastic vessels is also striking, and not least to be noted is the general lack of variants in the wheelmade ware.
DECORATION

Corinthian shares various kinds of decoration with many other centers. Special characteristicsappear
to be individual, notably the Corinthian use of a distinctive applied pink color in fine ware (below,
p. 20). In the use and development of the West Slope type of decoration (restriction to certain
shapes and unobtrusive employment in the earlierphases) Corinthian differsfrom the products of other
centers. A certain degree of interestin figuredrepresentationsin CorinthianWest Slope is not widespread
elsewhere, nor are the interestingCorinthianattempts at three-dimensionalityin figured representations.
A little Corinthian individuality and inventiveness is observable in certain representationson moulded
bowls, though for the most part the moulded representations in Corinthian are widely shared. The
use of stamping and rouletting are almost non-existent in the Corinthian vessels studied here. The
characteristicAttic usage in moulded bowls of lines wheel incised through the glaze exposing color
beneath is not present in Corinthian moulded ware.
It cannot be said that the Corinthianpottery of this time is outstanding in general quality in relation
to the contemporary products of other cities, but in general most of its wares, cooking ware being
excepted, stand out as recognizable: it is relatively easy to separate it out from imported pottery in
Corinth. Conversely, although it is clear that a good number of different centers are represented in
the imported Hellenistic pottery found in Corinth, it is often difficult, even impossible, to see clear
distinctions among the imported pieces. Perhaps in this respect Corinthian can regain, through present
day archaeological use, some of the luster it has lost, or obtain some never possessed, as a fabric for
the most part recognizable without great difficulty, with much to tell us chronologically of the times
when it wasPmade, times in which archaeology stands still much in need of the kind of information
which Corinthian can provide.
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The followingsummaryof all the categoriesof potteryin this book, and the shape seriesor other
entitieswithin them, has been providedfor generalcomprehensionof the potterywhich at present
existsin Corinthfor study,and of the extentof presentrepresentation
by function,by shape,by stage
of production,by date, and by quantity.
Vesselsin mouldedware have been presentedin stylisticclassesand groups.Vesselsin fine ware,
coarse ware, cooking ware, and blisterware have been presentedby shape series (for definitionsee
above, p. 3, and vessels of shape series of the samefunctionhave been groupedtogether.In each
functionalgroup of vesselsan idea can thus be obtainednot only of what we now have, but also of
what is clearlymissingat present,and what we may need in orderto providea completepictureof
Corinthianvesselsof that particularfunction,as well as for generalchronologicalpurposes.
It is emphasizedthat "attestedperiodsof production"meansveryliterally"attested"and no more.
Most entrieshereprovidespecificdatesattestedfor eachshapeseriesat present.Thesearenot necessarily
indicationsof the full periodof productiona givenshapeis thoughtto havehad, but oftenis only that
part of its period of productionwhichwe seem now to have representedby specificpots. Modifying
explanationsaccompanyingthe dates will make this clear. "Initial to final stages" means that the
beginningand end of productionand perhaps some of the intermediatestages also are actually
represented.Other terms indicate varying degrees of partial representation,e.g., early, advanced,
intermediate,late, very late. With regardto lacunaeit is safe to say that there is no serieshere that
does not requirefurthersupplementin one or moreaspects.
ATTESTEDPERIOD OF PRODUCTION

WheelmadeFine Ware
Vesselsfor Food
Bowls
Semi-glazedbowl

CATALOGUENUMBERS

Earlyto finalstages,4th century,

1-14

second quarter, to 146 B.C.

Echinusbowl

Advancedto finalstages,4th century,

15-71

first quarter, to 146 B.C.

Bowl, outturnedrim

Advancedto finalstages,4th century,

72-94

second quarter, to 146 B.C.

Smalldish,bevelledrim
Plates
Rolled-rimplate

Intermediatestages,350 to 300 B.C.

95-100

Verylate and finalstages,

101-106

200 to 146 B.C.

Flat-rimplate
Plate,offsetrim
Fish plate,Attic type

Final stageonly, 146B.C.
Initialand intermediatestages,
3rdcentury,thirdand fourthquarters.
Intermediateand finalstages,
300 to 146B.C.

107-126
127-130
131-133
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Fish plate, bevelled rim
Saucer
Vessels for Drink
Containers
Small West Slope amphora
Serving vessels
Bolster krater

Hemisphericalkrater
Dippers
Kyathos, loop handle,
articulatedwall
Kyathos, pinch handle
Articulated wall

13
CATALOGUENUMBERS

Early to final stages, 275 to 146 B.C.
Initial to final stages, 4th century,
second quarter, to 146 B.C.

134-137
138-186

Probably final stage, ca. 150 B.C.

187

Early and advanced stages,
early 3rd century to 3rd century,
third quarter.
Early stage, 3rd century,
first quarter.

188, 189

Early and advanced stages, late
4th century to early 3rd century.

191-193

Advanced stage, 2nd century,
first half.
Articulated wall, inturned rim Final stage, 146 B.C.
Convex wall
Final stage, 146 B.C.
vessels
Pouring
Initial to final stages, 550 to 146 B.C.
Trefoil olpe
Intermediatestages, 475 to 300 B.C.
Small trefoil oinochoe
Advanced to late stages, 5th century,
Small trefoil oinochoe,
last quarter,to 3rd century,
shoulder stop
first quarter.
Late stage, 3rd century,
Variant
first quarter.
Advanced stage, between 330 and
Juglet

190

194
195, 196
197
198-244
245-270
271-278

279
280

146 B.C.

Small water pitcher
Decanter
Decanter I

Decanter II

Decanter III

Drinking vessels
Deep shapes
Skyphos, Attic type
Calyx cup

Late stage, 2nd century, first half.

281

Initial stage and very late stages,
5th century, third quarter,
and 2nd century, first half.
Initial to late stages, 5th century,
third quarter, to 4th century,
first quarter.
Intermediatestages, 4th century,
third quarter,to 3rd century,
first quarter.

282-286

Advanced to final stages,
425 to 275 B.c.
Late stage, 3rd century, first quarter.

287-300

301-306

307-371
372

CORINTHIANHELLENISTICPOTTERY
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ATTESTEDPERIOD OF PRODUCTION

Calyxkantharos,kylixhandles
Late stage,3rdcentury,firsthalf.
Pedestalfoot
Pedestalfoot, mouldedrim Late stage,3rdcentury,firsthalf.
Metallicfoot, mouldedrim Late stage,3rd century,firsthalf.
Intermediatestages,325 to 250 B.C.
One-piecekantharos
Earlyto finalstages,330 to 225 B.C.
Cymakantharos
Initialand intermediatestages,
Acrocorinthkantharos
330 B.C.to 3rdcentury,firstquarter.
Initialto late stages,325 B.C.to
Articulatedkantharos
3rd century,thirdquarter.
Intermediatestages,3rdcentury,
Hexamiliakantharos
secondquarter,to 3rd century,
earlylast quarter.
Advancedstage,3rd century,
Hexamiliamug
thirdquarter.
Thorn kantharos

Broadshapes
bowl,
Hemispherical
appliquesupports
WheelmadeMegarianbowl

CATALOGUENUMBERS

373-374
375
376-377
378-388
389-450
451-457
458-514
515-520

521-523

Final stage, ca. 150 B.C.

524

Late stage,2nd century,firsthalf.

525-526

Initialto finalstages,3rdcentury,

527-531,944

third quarter, to 146 B.C.

Conicalbowl

Initialto finalstages,3rdcentury,

532-549,943

third quarter, to 146 B.C.

Mastos
Semi-glazedmastos
Spouted,covereddrinking
bowl, recurvedhandles
Drinkingbowl, recurved
handles
Vesselsfor otherpurposes
Coveredvessels
Lekanis

Earlystage,3rdcentury,
last quarter.
Advancedstage,3rdcentury,
secondhalf.
Intermediatestages,275 to 225 B.C.

550

Final stage,ca. 175B.C.

554

Initial,late, and finalstages,
5th century,secondquarter,

555-558

551
552-553

to 146 B.C.

Intermediatestages,350 B.C.to
3rd century,thirdquarter.
Vesselsfor perfumeand ointments
Initialstage,325 B.C.
Unguentarium
Ointment-pot:amphoriskos Advancedstage(?), ca. 225 B.C.
Initial(?) and intermediatestages,
Ointment-pot:bulbousjar
3rdcentury,firstquarter,
to 3rdcentury,last quarter.
Initial(?) to late stages,350 B.C.to
Ointment-pot:piriformjar
3rdcentury,last quarter.
Pyxis,domedslipoverlid

559-583

584-586
587-588
589-596

597-603
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Vessels for writing
Inkwell
Vessels for other purposes
Basketball askos
Coarse Ware
Vessels for Food
Stamnos lid I
Stamnos lid II
Stamnos lid III
Stamnos lid IV
Column krater
Krater
Mortar I
Mortar II
Vessels for Drink
Based amphora I
Based amphora II
Based amphora III
Water pitcher
Handle-ridgejug
Funnel

CATALOGUENUMBERS

Final stage (?), ca. 150 B.C.(?).

604

Initial stage, 330-300 B.C.

605-607

Final (?) stage, 146 B.C.
Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Early stages, 350-300 B.C.
Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Advanced stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Advanced stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Initial to final stages, 5th century,
second quarter, to 275 B.C.
Late and final stages, 175 and 146 B.C.

608
609
610-611
612
613-615
616
617-625

Advanced stage, 3rd century.
Final (?) stage, 150 B.C.
Advanced stage, Hellenistic prior
to 146 B.C.(?).
Intermediatestage, ca. 250 B.C.
Initial to final stages, 4th century,
third quarter, to 146 B.C.
Intermediate(?) stage, Hellenistic

628
629
630

626-627

631-632
633-642
643

prior to 146 B.C.

Vessels for other purposes
Ring stand I
Ring stand II
Cooking Ware
Stoves
Brazier
Vessels used over fire or in oven
Chytra I

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Final stage, 146 B.C.

644
645

Very early stage, 2nd century,
second quarter.

646-647

Early (?) and late stage, 550 (?)

648-649

and 300 B.C.

Chytra II
Stew pot
Stew pot, one vertical, one tilted
horizontal handle
Casserole I
Casserole II
Casserole without handles
Large one-handled saucepan
Small one-handled saucepan

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Final stage, 146 B.C.
Early and final stages,
300 and 146 B.C.
Early to late stages, 5th century,
third quarter, to 146 B.C.
Early to final stages,
ca. 450 to 146 B.C.
Early stage, ca. 146 B.C.
Advanced stage, 146 B.C.
Advanced stage, 3rd century.

650-655
656
657-658
659-670
671-682
683-685
686
687

CORINTHIAN
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Lid I

Early to final (?) stages, 6th century

CATALOGUENUMBERS

688-692

to 146 B.C. (?).

Early to final stages, 6th century,
second half, to 146 B.C.
Lid III
Early to final stages, 350 to 146 B.C.
Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Frying pan
Early stage, 146 B.C.
Flanged plate
Early stage, 146 B.C.
Baking pan
Small baking dish
Early stage (?), ca. 146 B.C.(?).
Vessels probably not intended for use with heat
Vessels for Food
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Lid II

693-695
696-699
700
701
702-703
704

Krater

Final stage, ca. 150 B.C.

705

Bowl
Bowl, vertical rim
Plate

Final stage, ca. 150 B.C.
Intermediatestage, ca. 200 B.C.
Early and final stages, ca. 300 and

706-708
709
710-718

146 B.C.

Rolled-rim plate
Plate, low vertical rim
Vessels for Drink
Round-mouth pitcher I
Trefoil pitcher I
Trefoil pitcher II
Decanter

Blister Ware
Vessels for oil or perfume
Squat aryballos
Duck askos

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Intermediatestage, 146 B.C.

719
720-721

Early to final stages, 450 to 146 B.C.
Intermediatestage, ca. 300 B.C.
Intermediatestage, ca. 200 B.C.

722-745
746
747-748

Final stage, 146 B.C.

749

Initial to late stages, 450 to 300 B.C.
Early stage, 4th century,
last quarter.

750-775
776-777

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Initial stage, ca. 300 B.C.

778
779

Advanced stages, 225 and 200 B.C.

780-782, 939

Advanced stage, ca. 200 B.C.

783-785

Vessels for other purposes
Filter vase
Cup

Moulded Relief Ware
Foliage Bowls
Leaf-and-tendrilbowl
Imbricatebowl
Pine-cone bowl
Bowl decorated with small,

veined, pointed leaves
Bowl decorated with rounded
petal tips
Bowl decorated with pointed
petal tips
Bowl with encircling composition
Ivy bowl
Unclassified Foliage Bowls

-

- -

Final stage, 146 B.C.

786-787, 940

Final stage, 146 B.C.

788-792, 941

Advanced stage, ca. 175 B.C.
Early stage, 3rd century,
last quarter.

793-794
795
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Figured Bowls
Figured Bowl
Large bowl with applique
relief supports
Comic mask supports
Tragic mask supports
Head of Athena
Unclassified
Handle (?)
Linear Bowls
Long-petal bowl
Net-pattern bowl
Concentric-semicirclebowl
Linear-leafbowl
Unclassified linear bowl

Early to final stages, 3rd century,
last quarterto 146 B.C.
Advanced and final stages,
175-146 B.C.

CATALOGUENUMBERS

796-872, 942

873-883
884-892
893-894
895-896
897
Early stage, 150 to 146 B.C.
Early stages, 160 to 146 B.C.
Early stage, 150 to 146 B.C.
Early stage, 150 to 146 B.C.
Early stage, ca. 150 B.C.

898-907
908-920
921-932
933-937
938

THE
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Dimensionsaregivenin metersthroughoutthe catalogues.Size rangesfor categorieswithina centimeterare indicated
by +, e.g., 0.09+ indicatesthe range from 0.090 to 0.099 m. Av. = average;D. = diameter;dim. = dimension;est. =

estimated; H. = height; L. = length; max. = maximum; P. = preserved; rest. = restored; Th. = thickness; W. = width.

Deposit numbersrefer to those listed below under Deposits and Chronology.

WHEELMADE FINE WARE
1-607

INTRODUCTION

The term fine ware as used here includes wheelmadel vessels intended for relatively light use in the
household: for serving food and drink, for the boudoir, and for various other minor purposes. Fortytwo series of shapes in wheelmade fine ware of these functions are at present attested to have been
produced in Corinthian pottery in Hellenistic times. This class of vessels is of relatively light fabric
in general, and usually glazed in some fashion. It is on various members of this class, on examples of
twelve of the shape series, that the painted decorative schemes of the period, in West Slope technique,
were employed. As a class it is not ingratiating in appearance. The term fine ware as used here has to
be understood in a very relative sense, especially by those accustomed to the fine ware of earlierperiods.
The imagination may restore to the present vessels some degree of the attractivenessthey do not now
possess, however, if it is realized that in the glazed series there has been considerable loss of the glaze
due to its fugitive character, and consequently also loss of the decoration in colors applied over the
glaze. A degree of the potential accomplishments of Corinthian decorators of pots can be recaptured
from such vessels as the conical drinking bowl 532, Plates 17, 55, which, though it cannot perhaps
compete in quality with vessels of earlier periods, is yet a pleasing and tasteful achievement.
Contemplation of the 43 shapes now known and the general functions they served evokes some food
for thought and speculation, not only in regard to what we do see represented among them, but also
in what we do not find present. Shapes represented are: a moderate variety of bowls and plates for
dining; for drink, a single, diminutive example of the serving amphora, a very slight representationof
two kinds of kraters,a few dippers,a selection of wine pitchers,and in contrast an extremelyfull repertoire
of drinking cups; for other household purposes, a slight representationfor the boudoir (lekanis, pyxis,
unguentarium),some ointment-pots, an inkwell, and a vessel possibly for specialized use (the basketball
askos).
Spotty and scanty representationis evident within many of the series we now know. Future excavation
will, presumably, fill in the present gaps and help to balance the uneven distribution which we now
see in examples of pots for various functions. Students of Athenian Classical pottery will doubtless
1 Moulded fine-warevessels, below pp. 151-185,are treatedseparatelysince criteriafor their datingare differentdue
to their differentmethodof manufacture.
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note conspicuous absences of examples of fine-warevessels serving other functions. Notable particularly
is
all
the
purposes of the Attic Classical amphora, pelike, hydria,
and stamnos, of vessels of ceremonial use such as the loutrophoros, lebes gamikos, the phiale, the
rhyton, the plemochoe, and miniature vessels, not to mention those of special use such as the psykter
and epinetron, and of plastic vases in general. These lacks may never be filled in Corinthian Hellenistic.
Changes of fashion or belief may have eliminated them from the repertoireof shapes in the very early
years of the period. Some may never have been part of Corinthian tradition and usage.
To return to the shapes we do have, it is of some interest to analyze them from the point of view of
their times of origin. Of the 43 shape series some 17, possibly 18, were inherited from the Classical
period, that is to say they were first introduced in Classical times and continued to be produced in
Hellenistic, either for parts of the period or all the way through.2Twenty-four,possibly 25, are inventions
of Hellenistic times. With one minor exception, a calyx kantharos, the "Classical" shapes are essentially
undecorated. Decoration is otherwise restricted to the new shapes of Hellenistic times, though it does
not occur in all the new shape series.
The degree of inventiveness in shape design of theCorinthian potters of Hellenistic times cannot
yet be fully assessed. Survey of the various shape series in fine ware here, both "Classical" and
Hellenistic, does show that the Corinthian industry was strongly influenced by the Attic. About half
of the 43 shapes are known in Attic3; they were probably copied by the Corinthian potters at various
stages of Attic production, and were subsequently developed independently by the Corinthian potters.
About a few shapes, perhaps six or seven, we can feel some conviction that they are strictly in the
Corinthian tradition.4Of the others a few are almost certainly derived from shapes originally produced
in other centers of pottery manufacture.5About the remainderwe are not yet in a position to say whether
or not they were local Corinthiancontributions to shape design or were taken over by the local potters
from the traditions of other centers.6
Criteriafor dating relatedto the elements of the forms have been fully discussedin the separatesections
on the shapes below. At present the various drinking-cup shapes are, at least potentially, the most
sensitive for chronology. In the sections below something has also been said about the decoration on
specific shapes. However, a more general survey of the decoration is given here, its character,its general
development through the Hellenistic period, and phases now discernible, which can provide general
chronological guidelines.

DECORATION

Stamping and rouletting beneath the glaze, which is extensively employed in Attic decoration, plays
almost no part in that of the Corinthian fine-ware vessels. Only two examples of its use are known,
both on echinus bowls, one of the second quarter of the 4th century, 41, one of ca. 300 B.C., 23. In
2
Semi-glazedbowl, echinusbowl, bowl with outturnedrim, dish with bevelledrim, rolled-rimplate, fish plate of Attic
type, saucer,trefoil olpe, trefoiloinochoe, trefoil oinochoe with shoulderstop, the decanters,the skyphosof Attic type,
calyx cup, calyx kantharoi,lekanis,and pyxis with domed lid.
3 Echinusbowl, bowl with outturnedrim, dish with bevelledrim, rolled-rimplate, flat-rimplate, plate with offsetrim,
fish plate of Attic type, West Slope amphora,bolster krater, hemisphericalkrater,kyathos with loop handle, trefoil
oinochoe(?), skyphos of Attic type, calyx cup, calyx kantharoi,thorn kantharos(?), hemisphericalbowl with applique
supports,wheelmadeMegarianbowl, conical bowl, mastos, and pyxis with domed lid.
4 The semi-glazedbowl, saucer,trefoil olpe, small trefoil oinochoai with shoulderstop, the juglet (?), the decanters,
the semi-glazedmastos(?), and the lekanis.
' Small waterpitcher,unguentarium,and the ointment-pots.
B The fish plate with bevelledrim, the kyathoi with pinch handles,the one-piece,cyma, Acrocorinth,and articulated
kantharoi,the Hexamiliakantharosand mug, the drinkingbowls with recurvedhandles,the inkwell, and the basketball
askos.
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certainCorinthiandrinking-cupseries,however,minor decorationof the foot, stem, and the bottom
of the wall appearsto an appreciableextent.The kind of decorationon these vessels probablyowes
to Attic practiceits originalintroductioninto Corinthian.Reservationof the undersideof the foot
with glazedwheel-runbandsand lines and often a centraldot of glaze on the reservedsurface,is well
attestedon many Attic vesselsin the 5th and 4th centuries.This practiceis also attestedamongthe
Corinthianvessels studiedhere, eitherin close approximationsof the Attic practiceor in variations
and reminiscences,from ca. 425 B.C. down into the third quarterof the 3rd century.Becauseof the
pale color of the Corinthianclay, reservedareasare usuallypaintedwith a distinctivepink wash.The
restingsurfaceof the foot (neverwheelgroovedas it very commonlyis in Attic) may also be reserved
and paintedpink, and similarlysometimesthe top part of the foot, the stem, and a band aroundthe
bottom of the wall. Occasionallya reversedprocedureis seen: wheel-paintedpink circlesor bands
is best attestedin the skyphoiof Attic type from ca. 425 B.C.into
over the glaze. Such embellishment
the secondquarterof the 4th century:eitherthe bottomis reserved,paintedpink, and decoratedwith
glazebandsandlines,or pinkbandsappearon the undersideoverthe glaze,as wellas, veryoccasionally,
aroundthe lowerwall. Occasionaluse of suchdecorationappearson the undersideof the echinusbowl
and the bowl with outturnedrim in the first and secondquartersof the 4th century.Sporadicuse of
some form of this kind of embellishmentis seen in three kantharosseries,the one-piece,the cyma,
and the Acrocorinthvarieties,duringtheir periodsof productionfrom the latter 4th down into the
thirdquarterof the 3rdcentury.
The majorand most distinctivetype of decorationon the vesselspresentedhere is, however,that
in the West Slopetechnique,in incisionor appliedcolors, often the two in combination.This appears
on one varietyof plate,that with offsetrim, and on examplesof elevenotherseries,all of whichwere
devotedto the purposeof servrinking
wine. Decorationof this kind is attestedin Corinthian
throughoutthe Hellenisticperiod,from about 330 B.C., on presentdating, down to the time of the
destructionof the city in 146. For purposesof analysisand discussionthe designs employedare
tabulatedbelow, in the orderof their first attestedappearance.It will be noted that the designsare
dividedinto those of an EarlierPhase and those of a LaterPhase.With four exceptionsthe designs
areexclusiveto one phaseor the other.Designsappearingin both phasesaredesignatedwithan asterisk
in the list below. In all cases designsappearingin both phasesare renderedin one way in the Earlier
Phase,in a differentway in the LaterPhase.It will be notedthat in CorinthianWest Slopedecoration
both incision and appliedcolors were used throughoutthe Hellenisticperiod;there is no indication
that one was preferredover the otherat any time. Some designs,e.g. the diminishingrectangles,were
were alwaysdepicted
alwaysrenderedin incisiononly, while others,e.g. the figuredrepresentations,
throughcolor alone.

EARLIERPHASE

Ca. 330 B.C.into the thirdquarterof the 3rdcentury.

*RunningIvy. Pls. 15, 39, 47, 52, 53.
ca. 330 B.C.into third quarter of 3rd century.

37 examples.One, 458, in paintonly, the restin incisionand paint.
On the two bolsterkraters,188 and 189.
On 3 one-piecekantharoi,386-388.
On 21 cyma kantharoi, 390, 395, 403, 404, 406, 410, 412, 413, 415, 421, 422, 425, 437,

439-445,449.
On 6 Acrocorinthkantharoi,451, 453-457.
On 5 articulatedkantharoi, 458, 460, 467, 489, 513.
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*Necklace. Pls. 39, 47, 51, 52.
ca. 330 B.C.into third quarter of 3rd century.
50 examples. Examples in incision and color frequent throughout the period. Examples in
paint only also throughout the period, but less frequent.
On hemisphericalkrater 190.
On calyx kantharos 373.
On one-piece kantharos 378.
On 23 cyma kantharoi, 391-393, 398, 401, 402, 405, 409-411, 414, 416, 419, 423, 426,
429, 431-436, 438.
On 25 articulated kantharoi, 459, 461-466, 468, 470, 472, 474-478, 481-483, 485-488,
490, 494, 496.
*Bead-and-reel.Pls. 39, 47.
Early 3rd century B.C.
1 example, renderedentirely in paint.
On bolster krater 188.
Egg pattern. P1. 39.
3rd century B.C.,second quarter.
1 example, entirely in incision.
On cyma kantharos 418.
Lattice pattern. Pls. 39, 52.
3rd century B.C.,second quarter.
1 example, renderedin incision and paint.
On cyma kantharos 408.
*Egg-and-dart.PI. 39.
ca. 250 B.C.

1 example, in incision only.
On cyma kantharos 428.
line
and ivy leaf. P1. 39.
Zigzag
ca. 250 B.C.

1 example, entirely in incision.
On articulatedkantharos 480.
"Doric frieze." P1. 39.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.
2 examples, entirely in incision.
On 2 cyma kantharoi, 396 and 397.
Quotation marks. P1. 39.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.
1 example, in incision only.
On cyma kantharos 441.
LATER PHASE

From 3rd century, third quarter,to 146 B.C.
*Running Ivy. Pls. 40, 54, 84.
3rd century B.C., third and last quarters.
4 examples, in incision and paint.
On plate, offset rim, 130.
On 2 wheelmade Megarian bowls, 527 and 944.
On conical bowl 536.
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*Necklace.Pls. 40, 55.
3rdcenturyB.C., thirdand last quarters.
3 examples,in incisionand paint.
On 3 conicalbowls,532, 533, and 537.
PI. 55.
*Egg-and-dart.
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3rd century B.C.,third quarter.

1 example,in incisionand paint.
On conicalbowl 535.
Checkerboard.
Pls. 40, 45, 55.
3rdcentury,thirdquarter,to 146B.C.
9 examples,some in incisiononly, some in incisionand paint.
On 2 plates,offset rim, 129 and 130.
On 7 conicalbowls, 532, 536, 537, 540, 544-546.
Diminishingrectangles.Pls. 40, 45, 55.
3rdcentury,thirdquarter,to 146B.C.
12 examples,in incisiononly.
On 3 plates,offsetrim, 127, 129 and 130.
On 9 conicalbowls,532, 536, 537, 539, 540, 544-546,943.
Hourglasspattern.Pls. 40, 55.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.

1 example,in incisionand paint.
On conicalbowl 532.
Butterflypattern.Pls. 40, 55.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.

1 example,in incisionand paint.
On conicalbowl 532.
Suspendedstringof beading.PI. 55.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.

1 example,in paintonly.
On conicalbowl 535.
Scalepattern.Pls. 40, 54, 55, 84.
3rdcentury,thirdquarter,to 146B.C.
5 examples,in incisionand paint.
On 3 wheelmadeMegarianbowls,528, 529, and 944.
On 2 conicalbowls,537 and 546.
Imbricatepointedleaves.Pls. 40, 55.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.

1 example,in incisionand paint.
On conicalbowl 532.
Multipetalledflower.Pls. 40, 45, 54-56,84.
3rdcentury,thirdquarter,to 146B.C.
14 examples.Those of 3rd century,thirdquarter,in incisionand paint,those laterin paint
only.
On 3 plates,offsetrim, 127-129.
On 3 wheelmadeMegarianbowls,528, 529 and 944.
On 7 conicalbowls,532-534,536, 537, 541, 546.
On mastos550.
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Encirclingwheat. PI. 55.
3rd century B.C., third quarter.
1 example, in incision and paint.
On conical bowl 534.
Dolphin. Pls. 40, 55.
3rd century, third quarter, to 146 B.C.
3 examples, renderedin paint only.
On plate, offset rim, 127.
On 2 conical bowls, 539 and 541.
Swan. PI. 55.
3rd century B.C.,third and last quarters.
2 examples, in paint only.
On 2 conical bowls, 535 and 538.
Winged hippocamp. P1. 45.
3rd century B.C.,third quarter.
1 example, in paint only.
On plate, offset rim, 128.
Pegasus. PI. 84.
3rd century B.C.,last quarter.
I example, in paint only.
On conical bowl 943.
Filleted boukranion. P1. 45.
3rd century B.C.,last quarter.
1 example, in paint only.
On plate, offset rim, 129.
*Bead-and-reel.Pls. 54, 55.
3rd century B.C.,last quarter.
3 examples, entirely in paint.
On 2 wheelmade Megarian bowls, 529 and 944.
On conical bowl 538.
Suspended festoons. Pls. 40, 55.
3rd century B.C.,last quarter.
1 example, in paint only.
On conical bowl 540.
Suspended string. P1. 55.
3rd century B.C.,last quarter.
1 example, in paint only.
On conical bowl 538.
Suspended schematic garland. Pls. 40, 55.
2nd century B.C.,first half.
1 example, in paint only.
On conical bowl 541.
Undulating line and dots. Pls. 40, 55.
2nd century B.C., first half.
1 example, in paint only.
On conical bowl 541.
Pentagonal net pattern. P1. 54.
160 to 146 B.C.
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2 examples,in incisiononly.
On 2 wheelmadeMegarianbowls,530 and 531.
Undulatingline. P1.47.
ca. 150 B.C.

1 example,in paintonly.
On West Slopesmallamphora187.
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The generalpicture of the CorinthianWest Slope style which emergesfrom this chronological
classificationis in some ways a surprisingone, viewedin the light of the developmentof preceding
decorativestyleson potteryand indeedin the light of the generaldevelopmentof the Attic WestSlope
styleas it maybe seenin partin Thompson'ssuccessiveHellenisticgroups.The sequencein Corinthian,
broadlyoutlined,shows a long periodfrom ca. 330 B.C.into the thirdquarterof the 3rd century,the
EarlierPhase, in which the style is employed ther unobtrusivelyand normallywith little care or
interest,makinguse of only a very limitedrepertoireof motifs, and then a suddenbloom of excellent
workin the thirdquarterof the 3rd century,the beginningof the LaterPhase,in whicha wide variety
of motifsis employedcoveringlargeareas,a bloomfollowedby graduallydwindlinginterestin rendition
the time of the destructionof the city in 146 B.C.The two phases
in the succeedingyears dow
to
some
extent
presumablyoverlap
duringthe thirdquarterof the 3rd century.
Someidea of the differencebetweenthe Earlierand the LaterPhasescan be obtainedfrom statistics.
In the EarlierPhase,9 motifsare employed,in the Later,24, includingfour also presentin someform
in the EarlierPhase.The differenceis pointedup furtherby the fact that of the 9 motifsof the Earlier
Phaseonly two appearon the overwhelming
majorityof the vesselsof this time,the runningivy andthe
necklace.The seven other designsof the EarlierPhase are of extremelyrare occurrence,therebeing
only one or two instancesof each: bead-and-reel,egg pattern,lattice pattern,the egg-and-dart,the
zigzagline with ivy leaf, the "Doricfrieze",and the quotationmarks.
In the EarlierPhasethe motifsare but rarelyrenderedin a competentfashion;morefrequentlythey
littlecan be saidof the stylisticdevelopmentof the two major
are indifferentlyexecuted.Comparatively
motifs, both of whichwereemployedthroughoutthe EarlierPhase,becauseof the high mortalityrate
of the elementsof theirrenditionin appliedcolors. The necklacedesignseemsneverto have inspired
much intereston the part of the decoratorsin this phase. Its renditionseemsmostlyperfunctoryand
stereotypedthroughout.The necklaceis usuallyshown as if hung outstretchedon a wall, seemingly
attachedto two pins or pegs and for the most partloosely suspendedbetweenthem,thoughsometimes
taut, and in eithercase with dependentends of the stringor ribbon,on whichthe tear-shapedpendants
werestrung.Thewholedesignmaybe renderedin paintthroughoutthisphase.Moreoften,alsothroughout the phase,the stringis incisedand the pendantsare in paint.The runningivy, on the otherhand,
seemsto have beenfoundmoreinteresting.The motifmost frequentlyappearswithincised,undulating
tendrilsand withthe leaves,usuallysmall,in color.No budsareindicated.In a few veryearlyexamples
the undulationsof the tendrilsare closely spaced;in subsequentrepresentations
they are in broad,
swellingcurves.An attractivevariationon the theme occurson a few earlyvessels,notablyon 489,
Plate39, on which the fairlytight undulationof the ivy is accentuatedby whitequirks,betweeneach
pair of which is a single white dot above and below. Both the necklaceand the ivy patternsappear
againin the LaterPhase,but the laterrenditionsof thesemotifsare appreciablydifferent.The designs
of the EarlierPhase are restrictedin use to the kratersand the kantharoi.Normallya single design
is employedon both sides of the vessel, below the lip in many cases or, occasionally,in a somewhat
lowerzone.
The designsof the LaterPhaseappearon shapesnot attestedin the EarlierPhase,shapesprobably
for the most partnewlyintroducedin Corinthianpottery,on presentdatingin the thirdquarterof the
3rd century,primarilythe conical bowl (interior),but also the wheelmadeMegarianbowl (exterior
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and interior), the mastos (interior), and the plate with offset rim (floor and rim). These all present broad
surfaces to be decorated and the designs appear primarily in circular areas, e.g. as medallions, or in
encircling zones in combinations of three or four. In the case of the plate with offset rim the complete
floor and the top of the rim are so decorated. In the conical bowl the complete interior is covered,
the scheme being a medallion and two or three encircling zones. In the case of the wheelmade
Megarian bowl the complete exterior is decorated, again with a medallion and zones, and a painted
medallion appears also on the interior. In the mastos (a fragment only is preserved) apparently only
the interior was painted. In the West Slope small amphora decoration occurs only in the shoulder
zone. The general approach to decoration has been completely revolutionized. Similarly striking
is the high standard of composition and execution in the early part of the Later Phase. Both are
excellent and their quality is only the more pleasing because in the preceding Earlier Phase of the
use of the West Slope style there had been little which would have led us to expect it, and because
it so very soon lost its freshness and proceeded quickly in the direction of schematization and thence
to careless rendering.
There is considerable uniformity in the placement of the numerous designs of the Later Phase and
nothing to suggest a period of experimentationin this respect. The multipetalled flower is exclusively
employed in the medallion area and nowhere else. The necklace, the bead-and-reel,and the egg-and-dart
(all in new and pleasing versions) are employed in the zones immediately encircling medallions and
nowhere else. Twelve designs appear only in the main zones: the scale pattern, the imbricate pointed
leaves, the encircling wheat, the winged hippocamp, Pegasus, the filleted boukranion, the dolphin,
the swan, the suspended beading, festoons, strings, and schematic garland. The swan and dolphin
appear in the main zone sometimes in combination with the suspended beading, strings, and garlands.
Designs restrictedto the outermost zone are the checkerboardand the diminishingrectangles,normally
in alternation and also in combination with the hourglass and butterfly patterns in the only instance
of their occurrence. The undulating-line-and-dotsdesign, in its only attested occurrence, is placed in
the outer zone. The simple undulating line appears, again in a single occurrence, on the shoulder of
the small West Slope amphora. The only design to appear in more than one place is the running ivy,
once in a main zone, twice in a rim zone on bowls, once as a tendril on the floor of a plate fragment.
On all three bowls it is rendered as tightly undulating, once with white dots at regular intervals, above
and below, and once with buds representedby three white dots.
In certain of the more frequently employed designs of the Later Phase a trend from an early careful
toward a later very careless rendition (degeneration of the motif) may be observed which evidently
is of chronological import since it accompanies comparable changes in the rendition of the pottery
forms on which the motifs appear. The multipetalled flower shows gradation (PI. 40) from an early
naturalisticphase toward increased stylization and thence to a final stage in which the flowers are mere
blobs of paint. A trend toward similar hastiness of execution is seen (PI. 40) in the successive renditions
of the dolphins, in those of the scale pattern, and also in those of the diminishing rectangles and
checkerboard. The schematic garland (PI. 40, 541), may be a late rendering of a more realistic earlier
motif, and conceivably also the careless undulating line and dots (also 541), and the simple undulating
line (PI. 47, 187), may be late renderingsof the running ivy.
It is to be noted that in certain designs of
earlythe
part of the Later Phase there is visible a very
remarkable interest in depicting them in a three-dimensional way. There are distinct suggestions of
light and shadow and attempts to suggest roundness and other curving surfaces. Especially notable
are early renderings of the multipetalled flower, the swan, dolphins, boukrania, hippocamps, and
Pegasus, and in elements of the necklace and the bead-and-reeldesigns. This is an extremelyinteresting
phenomenon of which more will be said below. It is notable chronologically now as a brief phase
probably confined to the third and last quartersof the 3rd century B.C. Needless to say, in the late years
of the Later Phase the renderingof these motifs reverts to two-dimensionality.
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In sum, a numberof mainpointsof differencehave been seento existbetweenthe Earlierand Later
Phases of CorinthianWest Slope decoration:the totally unexpectedbloom in qualityin the earlier
increasein the numberof designsemployedin the LaterPhase;
yearsof the LaterPhase;the remarkable
the use of thesedesignson new, open shapesand in multipleareasand encirclingzones coveringbroad
surfaces;the suddenemergenceof a set patternfor placementof the designsin particularpositionson
the vessels;and the appearanceof a full-blowninterestin three-dimensional
rendering.Whatlay behind
all this is of some interest.It seems quite reasonableto suggestthat we need look no furtherfor the
inspirationfor these suddenchangesthan the introductionof mouldedreliefbowls into the repertoire
of Hellenisticpottery, which, accordingto presentchronologicalestimates,probablytook place in
the yearsshortlybeforethe beginningof the LaterPhase,presumablynot laterthan the middleof the
3rd century.Theirintroductionbroughtinto the picturenew open drinking-vessel
shapes,conceivably
inspiringthe introductionof the new open wheelmadeshapes which appearin the Later Phase of
CorinthianWest Slope. The decorationof the mouldedbowls in theirearlierphlases,whichare much
more fully representedat presentin Attic than in Corinthian,was of the highestquality.An almost
infiniterepertoireof new designswas employedin theirdecoration,some of them certainlyrepresented
in the new painteddesignsof the LaterPhase (e.g., floralmedallions,scale pattern,imbricateleaves,
sea, land, and mythologicalcreatures,etc.). Their walls were completelydecoratedwith designsin
circularareasand zones: a medallion;a medallionzone, or a corolla;a main wall design;a rim zone.
Certaindesignsshown on them are also restrictedto particularareasor zones. The suddeninterestin
three-dimensional
renderingseenin some of the CorinthianWestSlopemotifsof the LaterPhaseseems
in this light readilyunderstandable.
The decorators,insofar as they could, were evidentlytryingto
of the reliefdesigns,floral,figured,and ornamental,
reproducein paintthe actualthree-dimensionality
on the mouldedbowls. It seemscorollaryto this interpretationof the inspirationfor the LaterPhase
of West Slope decorationin Corinthianthat in the later conical bowls reliefmedallionsare actually
employedas appliquesin the centerof theirinteriors,thus supplying,as it were,an explicitclue to the
relief-wareoriginof the decorationof the LaterPhasein general.Thatpaintedmedallionsandencircling
zones appearon the interiorsof some of the vesselsof the LaterPhase,ratherthan on the exterioras
in the mouldedbowls, could conceivablybe due to the decorators'contactwith and observationof
the moulds from which mouldedbowls were made. In them the impressionsto be producedon the
outerwalls of the bowlsare on the interiorsurfaces.The innersurfacesof bowl mouldsare quiteoften
much more attractivethan the bowls they produced,and they werecertainlynovel enoughto inspire
directimitation.
Assessmentof the generalcharacterand qualityof CorinthianWest Slope decoration,its degreeof
individualityandoriginalcontribution,mustfor the mostpartawaitthe definitionof the localvariations
in othercenterswherethe stylewas employed,and with whichit may be comparedand contrasted.In
the meantime,however,a reasonabledegreeof creditcan be awardedthe Corinthianartistswho worked
with it. They could, as has been seen, produceexcellentresultsin qualityof depiction,in composition,
andin the effectivecombinationof differentmotifs.Theyshow,all too briefly,a perhapsoriginalinterest
in three-dimensional
in paint whichis indeedto be commended.Even in the long and
representation
rathermonotonousrangesof the EarlierPhase they displayeda qualityof restraintand quiet good
taste in using the style which shouldnot be ignored.The style, as we know from its use elsewherein
centersas yet not identified,was capableof a floridity,not to say a flamboyance,whichis not always
pleasingto our eyes. That CorinthianWest Slope decoratorsseem to have consciouslyavoidedthis
kind of exploitationof the style throughouttheiruse of it is surelya characteristic
for whichthey (and
theircustomers)deservecredit.
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The shapes grouped under this heading conform in general to the modern meaning of the word bowl
as a serving dish of broad proportions and of varying degrees of depth, although the word here includes
shapes to which other terms might be applied in present day households, e.g., the saucer group of the
echinus bowl and the dish with bevelled rim. The diameters now attested among the bowls range from
0.28+m. down to 0.06 m. Of the four forms under this heading the present examples of the echinus
bowl show the widest range in diameter and the greatest number of gradations in size, from large
(0.28+m.) to small (0.09 m.). It may be expected that future finds will show that the bowl with outturned
rim had a nearly equal range and gradation of sizes. The more restrictedpresent limits in range of size
of the semi-glazed bowl, from moderate (0.19+m.) to small (0.10 m.) and miniature (0.06 m.) may be
the full ancient range in this form. Its light fabric would seem to preclude the production of bowls of
much larger capacity. The dish with bevelled rim may have been strictly a small receptaclein antiquity.
The semi-glazedbowl presents features worthy of special attention. In fabric it is very light, especially
in the early stages, in contrast to the other forms. The scheme of glazing also sets it apart: full glaze,
often red, on the interior, occasional single, thin glaze bands at intervals being the only embellishment
of the exterior, accentuatingthe natural, pleasing color of the Corinthianclay, which, in early examples
of this shape, is well polished. Semi-glazed (or glaze-banded) vessels of various forms were produced
in Corinth from the late 6th century (if not before) onwards.7The present bowls attest the extension of
production of this special class of Corinthian vessels down to the last days of the Greek city, and also
the persistence of a strictly Corinthian tradition down through times in which imitation of vessels of
other centers was largely the rule. The study of this special class would be a pleasing and rewarding
undertaking. To this class of semi-glazed ware belong also, in the present volume, the decanters and
the semi-glazed mastos.
The other bowls are in general of more substantial clay, serviceable, neither light nor heavy. They
are either fully or partly glazed. Two of the echinus bowls have impressed decoration on the floor. One
bowl with outturnedrim is enlivenedby reservationand the use of pink paint on the underside.Otherwise
these forms are undecorated.
The echinus bowl is now attested to have been produced in Corinth from the first quarter of the
4th century to 146 B.C. The bowl with outturned rim and the semi-glazed bowl are attested for almost
as long, from the second quarter of the 4th century down to the end. The echinus bowl is the most
heavily representedin these years but it is likely that in actuality popularity was about equally divided
among the three. The relative fragility of the fabric of the semi-glazed bowls presumably has worked
against the preservation of complete bowls in contexts and toward the scattering of their fragments.
On the other hand it seems likely that the fourth form, the dish with bevelled rim, probably a variant
of the small echinus bowl, did not have a great popularity;probably its vogue was not of great duration,
perhaps not much longer than at present attested, from ca. 350 B.C. to the end of the century.
Of the four shapes, the semi-glazed bowl and the bowl with outturned rim are, for chronological
purposes, the most sensitive in form, quality of fabric, formation and glaze. The dish with bevelled rim
will, of course, have value in chronology if, as it seems, it had a restrictedperiod of production.
Imported examples of the echinus bowl, the bowl with outturned rim and the dish with bevelled rim
are noted below in the pertinent sections. These imports include Attic and various other wares, the
imported echinus bowls being by far the most numerous. The very restricted range of bowl forms
7 E.g., Campbell 141, 142-152; Pease, p. 258 and nos. 144-173.
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producedat Corinthin this periodis supplemented
by a numberof examplesof differentshapeimported
fromvariouscenters,for the most partdatableto the last yearsof the Greekcity. Theseincludebowls
whose simplewall outlineis a convexcurve,8one with a horizontalrim,9a broadbowl whose wall is
slightlycantedinwardabove,10severalwhose wall profileis a gentle double curve,the lip outturned
slightlyabove,"and a varietywhoseprominentupperwall has a flaring,concaveoutline.'2

SEMI-GLAZEDBOWL131-14, Pls. 1, 43.
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Earlyto final stages,4th century,secondquarterto 146B.C.
Deposits:39, 41, 42, 60, 90, 94, 96, 99, 102, 103, 110.
Thesebowls are characterized
by a constrictedringfoot, and a wall risingfairlysteeplyand broadly
and incurvingabove to an outturnedlip. The sizes now attestedare eight: by diameterof shoulder,
0.19+, 0.18+, 0.17+, 0.13+, 0.12+, 0.11+, 0.10+, 0.06+m. Thefabricis relativelylightand in the
bestexamplesthewallsarequitethin.The interiorof all is fully glazed.The exterioris entirelyunglazed
exceptfor one or morenarrowwheel-glazedbandswhichmay be placedon the edge or restingsurface
of the foot, on the wall at or just below the point of its greatestdiameter,or aroundthe outeredge of
the lip.
The periodof productionof this seriesis attestedby contextsfrom about the middleof the 4th century, or shortlyafter,to the end of GreekCorinthin 146B.C. The actualbeginningof productionof
this shapeseriesmay be still earlier.Five bowls seem typologicallythe earliest,probablyvery close to
the initial stage of the shape.These, 1, 8, 11-13, have accordinglybeen tentativelyplacedwithinthe
secondquarterof the 4th century.Presentindicationssuggestthe estimateof ca. 375 for the beginning
of production.
Bowls dated by contextindicatethat changesin the profilefrom foot to lip and a gradualdecrease
in qualityof manufactureare criteriafor relativeplacementand dating.In the profilethe earlyoutline
is uninterrupted
from the foot to the top of the lip. It rises in a roundingcurve,turningin above and
then sharplyoutwardto form the lip. The progressionis towarda profilein whichthe outlinerisesin
almost a straightline to a sharplyarticulatedshoulderat the point of greatestcircumferenceof the
wall,abovewhichit changesabruptlyto a stronglyconcavecurve.Thequalityof manufacture
progresses
from a carefullyexecutedform of relativelydelicateand fine clay towarda more carelesslyrendered
form of ratherless fine and thickerclay.
The series arrangedaccordingto these tendenciessuggestsseveralother criteriafor dating.These
concern the form of the foot, the relative depth of the bowl, the relationship of the diameter of the lip
to that of the shoulder, and the employment of glaze bands on the exterior. The ring foot of those

placedearliestis relativelylow, and shallowon the underside,whichis carefullytooledto forma central
low cone. The feet of later bowls are more substantial, less carefully formed, and the

c

one on

the undersideis eithernot presentor slightby comparison.The earlybowlsare relativelydeep,the later
more open and shallower.In the earliestthe lip is appreciablygreaterin diameterthan the shoulder.
8 E.g.,

C-48-104bis,Deposit 110, of the first half of the 2nd century;C-47-484,Deposit 113, of 146 B.C.; C-48-23,
Deposit 112, probablyof 146 B.C.; C-48-20,Deposit 112, Hellenisticprior to 146 B.C. These are from severaldifferent
centers.
9 C-48-32, Deposit 112, probably of 146 B.C.

10 C-47-810,Deposit 46, of 146 B.C.
" C-33-1462,Deposit 98, of 146 B.C.; C-47-817,Deposit 46, of 146 B.C.; C-48-21,Deposit 112, Hellenisticprior to
146 B.C. These are probablyof two differentcenters.
12 C-33-1471,
13 An

form.

Deposit 98, of 146 B.C.
imported fully glazed bowl of substantial fabric, C-48-22, Deposit 112, is related to the present series in general
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In subsequent instances the reverse is normal. Glaze banding after the initial examples is confined to a
single band at or just below the shoulder. The foot is proportionately very constricted in all. When
more examples and evidence are available it may be possible to determine whether or not there is an
increase in the diameter of the foot, size for size, as the shape becomes more shallow and open. At
present the representationin size series is too scanty to ascertain this point. Yet to be determinedis the
question of whether or not there is a progression toward decrease in height, size for size. This seems
possible.
The placement of 4 at ca. 300, and 2 at ca. 250 B.C. is estimated within the long ranges of their contexts. Future evidence may suggest readjustmentof these dates.
D. at shoulder 0.19+
4th century B.C., second quarter
1 (C-31-152), Deposit 41. Foot and lower wall
missing. D. shoulder est. 0.193; D. lip est.
0.18; P.H. 0.082.
ca. 250 B.C.

2 (C-31-8), Deposit 39. D. shoulder 0.195; D.
lip 0.198; H. 0.095; D. foot 0.063. Pls. 1, 43.
D. at shoulder 0.18+
4th century B.C., third quarter, early
3 (C-37-2667), Deposit 90. Lip and upper wall
only. D. shoulder est. 0.18; D. lip est. 0.185;
P.H. 0.06.
D. at shoulder 0.17+
ca. 300 B.C.

4 (C-47-126), Deposit 96. D. shoulder 0.171; D.
lip 0.173; H. 0.107; D. foot 0.052.
146 B.C.

5 (C-34-21), Deposit 94. D. shoulder 0.175; D.
lip 0.185; H. 0.076; D. foot 0.057.
6 (C-47-235), Deposits 102 and 103. D. shoulder
0.174; D. lip 0.18; H. 0.078; D. foot 0.06.
Pls. 1, 43.
D. at shoulder 0.13+
ca. 200 B.C.

7 (C-47-226), Deposit 99. D. shoulder 0.137;
D. lip 0.137; H. 0.07; D. foot 0.048.

D. at shoulder 0.12+
4th century B.C., second quarter
8 (C-31-202bis), Deposit 42. D. shoulder 0.123;
D. lip 0.116; H. 0.082; D. foot est. 0.05.
4th century B.C., third quarter, early
9 (C-37-2666), Deposit 90. Lip and upper wall
only. D. shoulder est. 0.125; D. lip est. 0.13;
P.H. 0.056.
ca. 200 B.C.

10 (C-48-94), Deposit 110. D. shoulder 0.126; D.
lip 0.135; H. 0.07; D. foot 0.051.
D. at shoulder 0.11 +
4th century B.C., second quarter
11 (C-31-201), Deposit 112. D. shoulder 0.118;
D. lip 0.11; H. 0.068; D. foot 0.048. Pls. 1,43.
D. at shoulder 0.10+
4th century B.C., second quarter
12 (C-31-202), Deposit 112. D. shoulder 0.103;
D. lip 0.10; H. 0.058; D. foot 0.04.
D. at shoulder 0.06+
4th century B.C., second quarter
13(C-31-203), Deposit 112. D. shoulder 0.067;
D. lip 0.066; H. 0.043; D. foot 0.03.
350-325 B.C.
14 (T 2720), Deposit 60. D. shoulder 0.061; D.
lip 0.063; H. 0.037; D. foot 0.03. N. Cemetery,
496-14.

Pls. 2, 43, 44.
Advanced to final stages, 4th century, first quarter to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 20, 27, 36, 38-43, 46, 79-81, 90, 94, 102, 107, 110-113, 115.
The echinus bowl is so named since its wall profile resembles the outline of the echinus of the Doric
capital at various stages. The Corinthian examples of the shape have (with one exception: 70) a ring
foot. The wall rises from it in varying degrees of convexity and steepness to a rim which is formed by a
strong inward curve of the wall. Among the large bowls there are ten distinct sizes now represented:
maximum diameter 0.28+, 0.21+, 0.20+, 0.17+, 0.15, 0.14, 0.13+, 0.12+, 0.11+, and 0.10+ m. A

ECHINUS BOWL1415-71,

Numerousexamplesof the shape in foreignwaresare also known in Corinth.Thereare 35 Attic bowls rangingin
size from largeto very small.460-420 B.C.:C-34-1046,Deposit 10, Pease48, and also, with disk base, C-34-1095,Deposit
10, Pease 132. Ca. 425-400B.C.:C-37-493,Deposit79. 4th century,second to third quarter:C-27-24;C-31-199,Deposit
42; C-31-405,Deposit20; C-32-48,Deposit 23; C-34-278,Deposit 33; C-37-2532throughC-37-2535,C-37-2543,C-37-2545,
14
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group of shallow bowls, which are here for convenience called the saucer group, shows ten gradations
in size between 0.093 and 0.07 m. A third group of very small bowls, here called the salt-cellar group,
of relatively greater depth than the preceding, also exhibits ten gradations in size, between 0.074 and
0.062 m. The bowls are usually made of clay of normal thickness though there are variations on either
side, both fairly thin and rather thicker (though never massive). Some are fully glazed, but many are
glazed fully on the interior and only partway down the exterior, by dipping. The glaze is very often
fugitive. The quality of glaze and manufacture varies from quite good to quite bad. In only one, an
early salt cellar, 48, is the bottom decorated: a circular area, reserved and painted pink. The resting
surface is in no case reserved or wheel grooved, and the point of juncture between foot and wall is in
no instance reserved. Only two examples have impressed decoration on the floor: 23 and 41.
The earliest stages of this series in Corinthian are evidently not represented among those reported
here. The shape seems to have originated with one in Attic which was the prototype for the Corinthian
series, in the early 5th century B.C.15 The earliest Corinthian examples reported are of the third quarter
of the 5th century.16Possibly Corinthian examples earlier than these will be found in the future. In
Attic the shape, to judge from the published examples,was not made in any great quantity until about
the second quarter of the 4th century when production became and long continued to be enormous.
Also it would seem that in Attic only comparativelysmall examples of the shape (diam. 0.125 to 0.067 m.)
were produced down to the second quarter of the 4th century when a much greater range of sizes was
initiated. The rarity of Corinthian 5th century examples is thus readily understood as well as the fact
that no Corinthian example of the large group is datable prior to the second quarterof the 4th century.
The large group continued in production at Corinth until the time of the destruction of the city in
146 B.C. For the saucer group there is at present no evidence for production in Corinthian before or
after the first half of the 4th century. The salt-cellar group is attested at present from the first quarter
of the 4th century until (on estimate) about 200 B.C.
Deposit evidence indicates that for the examples reported here the main criterion for relative dating
is a trend from a relatively broad ring foot toward a constricted one, size for size. This, of course, produced correspondingchanges in the outline of the wall not unlike the development of the Doric echinus
form in reverse, i.e., from the Classical broadly based back to the Archaic widely spreading outline. In
the series arranged on this basis there are accompanying changes which support the sequence: loss of
definition, particularly of the original form of the foot, and deterioration in the quality of form and
glaze. There is no definable change in the form of the rim. If there is any increase in height, size for
C-37-2547,C-37-2604through C-37-2609,all of Deposit 90; C-46-130,Deposit 87; C-53-66; C-53-246, Deposit 43;
C-63-509,Deposit 84. 325-225B.C.: C-31-195throughC-31-197,C-31-220,C-31-221,C-31-226,C-31-260,all of Deposit

42; C-53-247, Deposit 43; C-60-251, Deposit 22.

There are three gray-warebowls, all dated 146 B.C. by context: C-34-1623,Deposit 102; C-35-718,Deposit 104;

C-46-71, Deposit 107.

Thereare four of a single unidentifiedware: C-31-194and C-31-198,Deposit 42; C-34-17,Deposit 94; and C-47-417,

Deposit 111.

Thereare four of a secondunidentifiedware.Two are dated 146B.C. by context:C-34-1640,Deposit 102,and C-48-19,
Deposit 112. Two are undated: C-31-259, Deposit 42, and C-47-227, Deposit 99.

Fifteen are of variousother unidentifiedwares.Of these one is dated ca. 250-225 B.C. by context: T 2313, Deposit 70,
N. Cemetery, 498-7, and another,C-34-1605,Deposit 102, is dated 146B.C. The remainderare undated:C-31-9,Deposit

39; C-31-34and C-31-36,Deposit 40; C-31-261,Deposit 42; C-36-2377;C-46-45and C-46-62,Deposit 107; C-47-135,
Deposit 115; C-47-330,Deposit 109; C-47-416,Deposit 111; C-48-104,Deposit 110; C-60-263,Deposit 34; C-62-247,
Deposit 48.

Thereis one exampleof the shape in falence,probablymuch earlierthan its context: MF 9246, Deposit 46.
15 The Attic seriescan be tracedin various
publishedexamples.5th centuryB.C., firstand secondquarters:Vanderpool
288; Corbett154; Talcott(1936),P 5147, p. 341, fig. 9. 460-440 B.C.: Boulter67, 69, 70, 74. 425-400 B.C.: Corbett63-67.
4th centuryB.C., second quarter:Olynthus,XIII, 758, 759, 765, 768, 774, 785, 786, 789, 790; Corbett 155. Hellenistic:
Thompson A 14-21; B 15; and probably D 8, 9.
16 Not
seen; from the Potters Quarter in Corinth. Cited, without number, in Pease under no. 48, which is an Attic

exampleof that time.
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size, over the years it cannot now be demonstrated. Such an increase is conceivable for the very large
bowls (though evidently not for the smaller) and should be considered when more examples and evidence are available.
The main criterion, the decrease in the diameter of the foot, size for size, seems likely to be most
dependable in the large bowls. The representationof sizes is very spotty. Since the deposit evidence for
them for the stages between early and final for the most part covers an appreciablerange in time, the
placement of the intermediate large bowls is largely estimated and subject to future adjustment. The
criterion seems also generally dependable in the saucer group. In the bowls of the salt-cellar group,
however, it seems likely that, because of their small size and general quality of manufacture,it is only
loosely applicable. These have, accordingly, been arrangedin a sequence of larger periods.
A minor criterion for dating by form is provided by the underside of the foot of the saucer group.
In the examples of the first quarter of the 4th century B.C. and in a few of the second quarter, a concave moulding appears between the inner edge of the foot and the underside (e.g. 42). This embellishment is evidently borrowed from Attic in which it has been noted in the third and last quarters of the
5th century (Corbett, p. 329, under no. 67; p. 301 and note 12; cf. Boulter under no. 27).
It is to be noted that Attic bowls of the second quarter of the 4th century and for long thereafterare
distinctively massive in fabric. No Corinthian large bowl of any time approaches the Attic in this
characteristic. There is some slight reflection of it, however, in the saucer and salt-cellar groups. In
contrast, two salt cellars, 48 and 64, of the first quarter of the 4th century, are distinguished by great
delicacy of fabric: conceivably this was a preferenceof that restrictedperiod in this group.
Large bowls

Max. D. 0.28+
ca. 250 B.C.

15 (C-63-736). Max. D. 0.287; D. foot 0.098; H.
0.082. Pls. 2, 43.
Max. D. 0.21+
146 B.C.

16(C-38-676), Deposit 115. Max. D. 0.212; D.
foot 0.063; H. 0.089. Pls. 2, 43.
Max. D. 0.20+
146 B.C.

17 (C-48-33), Deposit 112. Max. D. 0.20; D. foot
0.067; H. 0.088.
18 (C-48-99), Deposit 110. Max. D. 0.201; D. foot
0.068; H. 0.093.
Max. D. 0.17+
4th century B.C., second quarter
19 (C-33-390). Max. D. 0.176; D. foot 0.089; H.
0.056.
4th century B.C., early third quarter
20(C-37-2590), Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.171; D.
foot 0.082; H. 0.056. Pls. 2, 43.
ca. 250 B.C.

21 (C-60-63), Deposit 38. Max. D. 0.178; D. foot
0.065; H. 0.06. Pls. 2, 43.
Max. D. 0.15
ca. 250 B.C.

22 (C-31-37), Deposit 40. Max. D. 0.15; D. foot
0.061; H. 0.061.

Max. D. 0.14
ca. 300 B.C.

23 (C-60-64), Deposit 38. Max. D. 0.14; D. foot
0.068; H. 0.047. In center of floor, beneath
glaze, four stamped palmettes and a circle of
rouletting. Pls. 2, 43.
Max. D. 0.13+
ca. 250 B.C.

24 (C-31-35), Deposit 40. Max. D. 0.134; D. foot
0.056; H. 0.05.
ca. 200 B.C.

25 (C-47-483), Deposit 113. Max. D. 0.136; D.
foot 0.051; H. 0.052. PI. 2.
Max. D. 0.12+
ca. 300 B.C.

26 (C-31-14), Deposit 39. Max. D. 0.126; D. foot
0.062; H. 0.054. Pls. 2, 44.
ca. 250 B.C.

27 (C-53-264), Deposit 43. Max. D. 0.123; D. foot
0.055; H. 0.057. Pls. 2, 44.
28 (C-31-13), Deposit 39. Max. D. 0.125; D. foot
0.055; H. 0.05.
ca. 200 B.C.

29 (C-48-40), Deposit 112. Max. D. est. 0.126;
D. foot 0.05; H. 0.06.
ca. 175 B.C.

30 (C-34-22), Deposit 94. Max. D. 0.124; D. foot
0.047; av. H. 0.058. Pls. 2, 44.
146 B.C.

31 (C-47-821), Deposit 46. Max. D. 0.123; D. foot
0.045; H. 0.055. Pls. 2, 44.
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Max. D. 0.11+
ca. 250 B.C.

32 (C-53-261),Deposit 43. Max. D. 0.11; D. foot
0.052; H. 0.057. Pls. 2, 44.
146B.C.
33 (C-34-1616),Deposit 102. Max. D. 0.114; D.
foot 0.049; H. 0.052.
Max. D. 0.10+
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ca. 300 B.C.

34 (C-53-260),Deposit43. Max. D. 0.103; D. foot
0.056; H. 0.044. Pls. 2, 44.

underside,D. 0.022,reservedand paintedpink.
Pls. 2, 44.
Max. D. 0.069
4th centuryB.C., secondto thirdquarter
49 (C-37-2536),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.069; D.
foot 0.043; H. 0.037.
4th centuryB.C., last quarter
50 (C-33-395).Max. D. 0.069; D. foot 0.042; H.
0.035.
51 (C-53-263),Deposit43. Max. D. 0.069; D. foot
0.038; H. 0.036.
ca. 250 B.C.

Saucergroup
Max. D. 0.093-0.092
4th century B.C., early third quarter

52 (C-60-65),Deposit 38. Max. D. 0.069; D. foot
0.034; H. 0.033. Pls. 2, 44.
Max. D. 0.068
4th centuryB.C., last quarter
53 (C-47-264).Max.D.0.068;D. foot0.04;H.0.037.
54 (C-31-11l). Max. D. 0.068; D. foot 0.039; H.
0.039.
55 (C-31-262),Deposit42. Max. D. 0.068; D. foot
0.038; H. 0.032. Pls. 2, 44.
Max. D. 0.067

35 (C-30-116).Max. D. 0.093; D. foot 0.057; H.
0.028.
36 (C-37-2544),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.092; D.
foot 0.055; H. 0.029.
Max. D. 0.087
4th centuryB.C., earlythirdquarter
37 (C-37-2611),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.087; D.
4th century B.C., second to third quarters
foot 0.051; H. 0.029.
38 (C-46-15),Deposit 107.Max. D. 0.087; D. foot
56(C-47-386), Deposit 111. Max. D. 0.067; D.
foot 0.042; H. 0.034.
0.052; H. 0.026.
D.
0.066
Max.
Max. D. 0.086-0.082
4th century B.C., second to third quarters
4th centuryB.C., secondquarter
57 (C-37-2537),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.066; D.
39 (C-40-57),Deposit 27. Max. D. 0.086; D. foot
foot 0.041; H. 0.029. Pls. 2, 44.
0.054; H. 0.024. Pls. 2, 44.
58 (C-37-2540),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.066; D.
40 (C-35-645).Max. D. 0.085; D. foot 0.053; av.
foot 0.044; H. 0.035.
H. 0.027.
4th century B.C., last quarter
41 (C-37-219),Deposit80. Max. D. 0.082; D. foot
59 (C-31-263),Deposit42. Max. D. 0.066;D. foot
0.049; H. 0.023. In center of floor, beneath
0.039; H. 0.033.
glaze, four stampedpalmettes.
Max. D. 0.065
Max. D. 0.081-0.08
4th century B.C., second to third quarters
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
60 (C-40-399),Deposit36. Max. D. 0.065; D. foot
42 (C-47-866),Deposit81. Max. D. 0.081; D. foot
0.044; H. 0.03.
0.06; H. 0.024. Pls. 2, 44.
61 (C-37-2539),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.065; D.
43 (C-37-424),Deposit 79. Max. D. 0.08; D. foot
foot 0.043; av. H. 0.034.
0.059; H. 0.022.
4th century B.C., last quarter
Max. D. 0.073-0.07
62 (C-53-245),Deposit43. Max. D. 0.065; D. foot
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
44 (C-37-180),Deposit80. Max. D. 0.073; D. foot
0.039; H. 0.031.
63 (C-31-232),Deposit42. Max. D. 0.065; D. foot
0.053; H. 0.022.
45 (C-37-1083),Deposit80. Max. D. 0.07; D. foot
less than 0.04; P.H. 0.024.
Max. D. 0.064
0.046; H. 0.018.
4th century B.C., first quarter

Salt-cellargroup
Max. D. 0.074-0.071
4th centuryB.C., secondto third quarter
46 (C-37-2538),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.074; D.
foot 0.045; H. 0.034.
47 (C-53-8).Max.D.0.071;D. foot 0.046;H. 0.037.
Max. D. 0.07
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
48(C-32-56). Max. D. 0.07; D. foot 0.049; H.
0.034. Fully glazed except circular area on

64 (C-37-425),Deposit79. Max. D. 0.064; D. foot
0.044; H. 0.036.
4th century B.C., second to third quarters

65 (C-37-2610),Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.064; D.
foot 0.04; H. 0.034.
66 (C-31-409),Deposit20. Max. D. 0.064; D. foot
0.044; H. 0.033.
ca. 200 B.C.

67 (C-47-443),Deposit 113. Max. D. 0.064; D.
foot 0.027; H. 0.032. Pls. 2, 44.
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Max. D. 0.062
4th century B.C., second to third quarters
68 (C-31-147), Deposit 41. Max. D. 0.062; D. foot
0.038; H. 0.033.
69 (C-40-56), Deposit 27. Max. D. 0.062; D. foot
0.042; H. 0.032.
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70 (C-40-437), Deposit 36. Max. D. 0.062; D. foot
0.04; H. 0.035. Solid foot conical in profile
beneath.
71 (C-33-106). Max. D. 0.062; D. foot 0.038; H.
0.031.

72-94, Pls. 3, 44.
Advanced to final stages, 4th century, second quarterto 146 B.C.
113, 115.
Deposits: 43, 44, 46, 70, 90, 94, 95, 102, 107, 108, 110, 111,
These bowls have a ring foot, a broad, gently rising lower wall, a steep upper wall, and an outturned
rim. The sizes at present representedin Corinthianare five: diameterof lip 0.25+, 0.14+, 0.12+, 0.11+,
and 0.10+ m. (as well as a miniature, footnote 17). They are made of clay of normal thickness, strong
but not heavy. The quality of manufactureand glazing varies from good to very poor. With two exceptions the bowls are carelesslyglazed, by dipping, fully on the interior and partway down the wall on the
exterior. The two exceptions are the earliest, 72 and 73, of the second quarterof the 4th century. 72 was
fully glazed except for the resting surface and the underside within the foot, which were reserved and
decorated. 73 is fully glazed. There is no example at present showing stamping or rouletting on the floor,
nor does any show a reservedband at the join of foot and wall.
The earliest examples are probably near to the initial stage of production of the shape in Corinthian,
though still earlier are to be expected. The shape was clearly derived from Attic in which production
seems to have begun at least as early as the last quarter of the 5th century.18Production in Corinthian
is attested by deposit evidence to have continued down to the destruction of the city in 146 B.C.
Deposit evidence makes clear enough the general trends which can be used for relative placement of
examples of the series. Over the 200 or so years of production the foot becomes more constricted in
diameter, size for size. The lower wall profile becomes more nearly straight. At the point of change from
lower to upper wall a distinct line of articulationdevelops and above this the upper wall profile changes
from convex to pronouncedly concave. It is also clear that there is, along with these changes, a loss of
definition of the form of the foot, and that the good quality of the earliest examples and the early
practice either of full glazing, or decoration of resting surface and underside,are in time abandoned in
favor of careless manufactureand dipping. But we are not in a position to date with any precision the
time when these changes took place, nor any particular intermediate stages of the form between the
early and final periods. The intermediateexamples are all of too small a size and of too poor a quality
to afford dependable indications of relative placement. Larger examples of intermediateand final stages
are needed.
Two of the intermediate small examples, 74 and 77, are considered fairly early since they seem to
exhibit some memory of the original definition of the foot. They have been arbitrarilyplaced at ca.
250 B.C. Almost equally arbitrary(but supported by a little deposit evidence) are the thought that the
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BOWL WITH OUTTURNED RIM17

17A miniatureCorinthianexample,unglazed,is also known: C-61-39,Deposit 71, of the thirdquarterof the 3rd century B.C. The shape is also representedin Corinthin foreign wares. There are two Attic: C-37-216,Deposit 80, of ca.
425-400 B.C. and C-37-214,Deposit 80, of the first quarter of the 4th century.There are four gray-warebowls. Three
are of 146 B.C.by context: C-33-1119,Deposit 98; C-34-1618and C-34-1623,both of Deposit 102. One is undated:
C-47-415,Deposit 111.
Thereare eight of variousotherunidentifiedwares.Four are of 146 B.C. by context: C-33-1471,Deposit 98; C-34-474,
Deposit 102; C-47-818,Deposit 46; C-48-103,Deposit 110. The others are undated: C-28-82; C-34-393,Deposit 94;
C-34-2361;C-47-150,Deposit 98.
18 Possiblya bit earlier?See Corbett60-62, especiallyremarksunder62. The Attic seriescan be tracedfurtherin various
publications.4th centuryprior to 348 B.C.: Olynthus,XIII, nos. 754-756 (from graves); 770 and 773 (from rooms in
houses). Hellenistic:ThompsonA 7, A 9, A 71, C 3, D 5, E 33-44. Augustan:Hesperia,XXVIII, 1959, pl. 2, d.
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sharparticulationbetweenthe lowerwall and the upperwall (or lip) beganat this time, and the placementof a numberof exampleswhichshowthis characteristic
betweenthe years250 and 146B.C. Those
here dated in the final stage, in 146, are so placedentirelyby context.This last groupmakesit quite
clearthat in the advancedexamplesof the smallsizeslittle reliancecan be placedon the degreeof constrictionof the foot as a criterionof date, though the sharp articulationand flaringrim presenta
fairlyconsistentimpression.
D. of lip 0.25+
4th centuryB.C., secondquarter
72 (C-36-251).D. lip est. 0.256; D. foot 0.11;
H. 0.08. Fully glazed.Restingsurfacereserved
and painted pink. Undersidewithin foot reserved and decoratedwith two wheel-glazed
circles and a central dot, betweenwhich are
bands of pink. Traces of intentional(?)red
glaze on upperwall. P1.3.
D. of lip 0.14+
4th centuryB.C., second quarter
73 (C-37-2589),Deposit 90. D. lip 0.147; D. foot
0.074; av. H. 0.048. Fully glazed.Pls. 3, 44.
D. of lip 0.12+
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81 (C-53-255),Deposit 43. D. lip 0.111; D. foot
0.039; max. D. lower wall 0.092; H. 0.042.
82 (C-34-24),Deposit 94. D. lip 0.113; D. foot
0.044; max. D. lower wall 0.086; H. 0.04.
83 (C-46-42),Deposit 107. D. lip 0.114; D. foot
0.044; max. D. 0.081; H. 0.046.
84(T 2316), Deposit 70. D. lip 0.111; D. foot
0.046; max. D. lower wall 0.088; H. 0.038.
146B.C.
85 (C-34-82),Deposit 102. D. lip 0.117; D. foot
0.046; max. D. lower wall 0.091; H. 0.044.
86 (C-48-97),Deposit 110. Av. D. lip 0.115; D.
foot 0.046; max. D. lower wall, av. 0.086; av.
H. 0.043.
87 (C-34-1620),Deposit 102. D. lip 0.112;D. foot
ca. 250 B.C.
74 (C-47-440),Deposit 113. D. lip 0.12; D. foot
0.042; max. D. lower wall 0.086; H. 0.038.
88 (C-48-83),Deposit 110. D. lip 0.112; D. foot
0.051; max. D. lower wall 0.089; H. 0.042.
Pls. 3, 44.
0.041; max. D. lowerwall 0.081; H. 0.039.
89 (C-47-819),Deposit 46. D. lip 0.113; D. foot
ca. 250-146 B.C.
75 (C-35-31), Deposit 44. D. lip 0.12; D. foot
0.047; max. D. lowerwall0.085; D. foot 0.038.
0.049; max. D. lower wall 0.098; H. 0.039.
90(C-48-98), Deposit 110. D. lip 0.11; D. foot
146B.C.
0.044; max. D. lower wall 0.083; H. 0.04.
76 (C-47-820),Deposit 46. D. lip 0.121; D. foot D. of lip 0.10+
250-146 B.C.
0.041; max. D. lower wall 0.091; H. 0.041.
91 (C-46-46), Deposit 107. D. lip 0.108; D. foot
Pls. 3, 44.
D. of lip 0.11+
0.046; max. D. lower wall 0.082; H. 0.041.
ca. 250 B.C.
92 (C-47-37),Deposit 107. Foot and lower wall
77 (C-37-2346).D. lip 0.116; D. foot 0.044; max.
missing. D. lip 0.10; max. D. lower wall, av.
D. lower wall est. 0.086; H. 0.039.
0.077.
ca. 250-146B.C.
93 (C-47-35), Deposit 107. Upper part missing.
78 (C-47-362),Deposit 111. D. est. 0.119; D. foot
D. lip. more than 0.088; D. foot 0.045; max.
D. lower wall 0.084; P.H. 0.032.
0.045; max. D. lower wall 0.084; H. 0.043.
79 (C-47-116),Deposit 95. D. lip 0.117; D. foot
146 B.C.
94 (C-47-55),Deposit 115. D. lip 0.107; D. foot
0.044; max. D. lower wall 0.084; H. 0.041.
80 (C-47-313), Deposit 108. D. lip 0.11; D. foot
0.045; max. D. lowerwall 0.094; H. 0.043.
0.044; max. D. lower wall 0.088; H. 0.044.

SMALLDISH, BEVELLEDRIM19 95-100, Pls. 4,
Intermediatestages, ca. 350 to 300(?) B.C.

44.

Deposits: 36, 42, 87, 90.
The small dishes of this series have a simple ring foot, a gently rising wall nearly straight in profile,
with sharp articulationbetween the wall and the lip, which has a bevelled or only slightly convex profile,
19Two importedexamplesare also known in Corinth. Attic: C-31-406,Deposit 20, Asklepieion,pl. 48, no. 22, of
perhaps325 B.C. Otherforeign: C-31-264,Deposit 42, of perhaps 300 or the first quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C. Both
dates are on the basis of the presentdating for Corinthian.
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the slope from the top of the wall being upward and inward. Although there is less than a centimeter's
difference in diameter between the largest and the smallest, it seems desirable to consider that various
sizes exist since a differenceof only a few millimetersmakes a considerablechange in appearancein this
very small shape. The sizes, then, are four at present: greatest diameter0.093, 0.088, 0.086, and 0.084 m.
The clay of which they are made is quite thick. The quality of clay and manufacturein all is fairly good.
All were fully glazed, the glaze in all now fugitive. None has stamped or incised decoration on the floor.
It is estimated that the beginning of production of this shape may lie within the second quarterof the
4th century B.C. The earliest examples here may not representthe very initial stage but would seem to be
close to it. The examples placed latest here, at ca. 300, 95 and 100, may not represent the final stage.
Examples of more advanced stages may be expected in the future. The date assigned these two is on
estimate and in need of future evidence for confirmation or revision. According to the context of 95,
the stage they representwould not seem to be later than ca. 275 B.C. at latest.
Criteria for placement of the examples are not well established by context dates since only 96, 97,
and 99, all of the same stage, are from a context of limited range. It is suggested on the basis of progressions in other shape series that in this one the criteria for placement are based on the foot and the
wall profile, the foot progressing from a relatively broad diameter, size for size, toward a more constricted one, and the wall from a very gently and slightly rising profile toward a steeper one. The examples have accordingly been arrangedbelow on this assumption. The series as so arrangedshows supporting changes, a slight decrease in the heaviness of the fabric and some decrease in care of manufacture.
Max. D. 0.093
ca. 300 B.C.

95 (C-40-434), Deposit 36. Max. D. 0.093; D. foot
0.049; H. 0.031. Pls. 3, 44.
Max. D. 0.089-0.088
ca. 350 B.C.

96 (C-37-2541), Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.088; D.
foot 0.052; H. 0.025.
97 (C-37-2542), Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.088; D.
foot 0.054; H. 0.026. Pls. 3, 44.

ca. 325 B.C.
98 (C-46-122), Deposit 87. Max. D. 0.089; D. foot
est. 0.053; P.H. 0.029.
Max. D. 0.086
ca. 350 B.C.

99 (C-37-2546), Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.086; D.
foot 0.051; av. H. 0.019-0.02.
Max. D. 0.084
ca. 300 B.C.
100 (C-31-265), Deposit 42. Max. D. 0.084; D.
foot 0.04; H. 0.03.

PLATES101-186

INTRODUCTION

The term plate is used for convenience to classify this group of shapes. The examples have in common
a ring foot and a wall rising from it in varying degrees of elevation from a gentle to fairly steep rise and
with a slight gradation in curvature of profile from moderately convex to practically straight. They are
not plates in the modern sense. Probably their function was as broad, open serving dishes. In the six
series of plates now attested to have been produced in Corinthian pottery in Hellenistic times fourteen
different sizes are represented, ranging in diameter from 0.27+ to 0.11 m. Though representation by
sizes in the group is for the most part spotty and incomplete it seems likely that the first five series below were produced in Corinth primarilyin the upper ranges of size, from moderatelycapacious to large.
The sixth series, the saucer, the most fully represented, probably was always a small serving dish, in
size the approximate equivalent of the modern saucer or bread-and-butterplate. In the saucer series we
may have the full representation of sizes, between diameters 0.16+ and 0.11 m. All the plates were
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glazed,fully or in part.All are of serviceablethickness,relativelylight.None are of the massivelyheavy
fabricof certainearly stages of cognateAttic plates and none are delicate.Only one series,the plate
with offsetrim,bearsdecoration.In the few examplesof this seriesnow knownthe floor and the upper
surfaceof the rim displayWest Slope decorationin incisionand appliedcolors.No use of stampingor
roulettingis attestedby any of the examplesof Corinthianplatesnow known.
The full periodof productionis attestedby examplesonly in the saucerseries,in this casefrom some
time in the second quarterof the 4th centuryto 146B.C. In the other serieswe have in one case (the
of a singlestage,the finalone,and in the rest scantyrepresentaflat-rimplate)abundantrepresentation
tion of two, or at the most three,stages.Probablyfutureevidencewill show that the rolled-rimplate
and the fish plate,Attic type, had as long a periodof productionin Corinthianas the saucer,or nearly
so, the firsttwo both beingimitationsof extremelypopularAthenianshapesof widedistribution.It can
of the presentevidencemay show that the periodsof probe anticipatedthat futuresupplementation
duction of the flat-rimplate and the fish plate with bevelledrim extendfrom the early years of the
Hellenisticperiod to their now attestedfinal stage of 146B.C. The period of productionof the plate
with offsetrimin Corinthianmay havebeenmorerestricted,possiblyonly withinthe secondhalf of the
3rdcentury.
The potentialvalue of the criteriafor datingprovidedby the plates as a whole is fairly good and
attentionon the part of futureexcavatorsat Corinthto fillingthe gaps in the variousseriesby size and
by stage of developmentis worthwhile.Distinctionin date of 50 year intervalscan be expectedin all
the series,and verylikelyeven 25 yearintervalsor less will be possibleto determinewith some conviction, at least in early stagesof the shape series.Althoughat present,due to scantyrepresentationof
stagesand sizesin seriesand contextevidenceoften of widerangein date,criteriafor datingin some of
the seriesis not well established,it seemslikely that overalltrendsin shapedevelopmentin the plates
are from a broad ring foot to a constrictedone, size for size, from a gently risingwall profileto a
steeperone, and from a gentleconcavecurvein profileto a straighterone. Othertrends,well attested
in the saucerseriesand likely for others,includeones from full glazingto dipped,and from careful
formationand clear definitionof the componentelementsof the shape to less carefulformationand
blurringof the elementsof the form. Othercriteriafor datinghavebeen suggestedin the discussionsof
the particularshapes,includingone involvingthe decorationin the case of the plateswith offset rim.
At present,becauseof its extensiverepresentationby stage and by size, the saucerseriesis the most
valuableone to the excavatorfor close dating.
The spotty representationof platesin CorinthianHellenisticpottery,with the notableexceptionof
the saucerseries,is to some extentsupplementedby importedexamples,Attic, graywareand various
otherfabrics.An appreciablenumberof importedplateshavebeennotedbelowin connectionwiththe six
Corinthianseries.At leasttwo otherdifferentshapeswereknownto the Corinthiansin foreignexamples,
one with an upturnedrim,20the otherwith an overhangingrim.21

ROLLED-RIM PLATE 101-106, Pls. 4, 45.
Very late and final stages, ca. 200 to 146 B.C.

Deposits:46, 107, 111.
This form,in the presentexamples,is characterized
by a relativelyquiteconstrictedringfoot, and a
fairlysteeplyrisingwallprofilemore or less straightin outline.The rimis merelythe uppertermination
20

In gray ware: C-33-998; of another imported fabric: C-47-804and C-47-807,both of Deposit 46, and both in

use in 146 B.C., Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 13, 3.
21

In gray ware: C-47-812,Deposit 46, in use in 146B.C.
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of the wall.Closeto the outeredge of the floorthereappearseithera slighttooledridgeor a wheel-run
groove, both beneaththe glaze, giving the rim a vestigiallyrolled appearance.Three sizes are now
known: diameterof lip 0.27+, 0.21+, and 0.20+ m. The plates are substantiallymade, thoughnot
heavy,and are of merelyadequatequality.The glaze,poor in all, was appliedby dippingto the entire
interiorand to partsof the upperexterior.No stampingor roulettingappearson the floorof thepresent examples,but two wheel-runlines beneaththe glazeencirclethe centerof the floor on 102.
Five plates,by context,representthe last stageof the shapein Corinthian,of the time of the destruction of the city in 146B.C. One, 104, is evidentlyof a late stagenot far removedin time from the end.
It may be anticipatedthat examplesof stagesmuch earlierthan those now knownin the Corinthian
serieswill be found in the future,and it seemslikelythe initialstagein Corinthianwill proveto have
beenproducedin imitationof some stageof the long seriesof Attic rolled-rimplates,firstmanufactured
in Athensin the yearsjust before350B.C. and widelyexported.22
Criteriafor datingin the Corinthianseriesare not as yet establishedsinceall withclose contextdates
now knownare of one time and stage.It may reasonablybe assumed,however,on the analogyof other
plate series,that the significanttrendsand criteriawhen ascertainedwill includeones towardconstriction of the diameterof the foot, size for size, and towardincreasedelevationof the wall profile.On this
assumption104, with a relativelybroadfoot and low wall profile,has been placedearlierthan 105 of
the samesize series.
D. of lip 0.27+
146 B.C.

101 (C-47-354), Deposit 111. Rim and wall frag-

D. of lip 0.21 +
ca. 200 B.C.
104 (C-34-29). D. lip 0.218; D. foot 0.069; H.
0.053. Pls. 4, 45.

ment. D. lip est. 0.27-0.28; P.H. 0.038.
102 (C-46-43),Deposit 107. D. lip 0.275; D. foot
146 B.C.
105 (C-46-66), Deposit 107. D. lip 0.125; D. foot
av.
H.
0.064.
Two
wheel-run
circles
0.078;
beneathglaze at centerof floor, outerD. 0.04.
0.06; H. 0.058. Pls. 4, 45.
103 (C-47-353),Deposit 111. Rim and wall frag- D. of lip 0.20+
ment. D. lip est. 0.27, P.H. 0.05.
146 B.C.
106 (C-47-816), Deposit 46. D. lip 0.208; D. foot
0.063; H. 0.07.

FLAT-RIMPLATE23107-126,Pls. 4, 45.

Final stageonly, ca. 146 B.C.
Deposits:46, 94, 95, 102, 104, 105, 107, 112, 115, 116.
The flat-rimplate, in the presentexamples,is characterizedby a ring foot and a wall which rises
fairly steeply.The wall profileis usuallymore or less straightbut in some it is slightlyevertedand
lightly tooled just below the lip. A narrowrim, normallyflat and horizontalin plane, occasionally
the initial stage of the Attic rolled-rimplate see Corbett153, and the examplescited there(underno. 41) from
Olynthos.Also, Olynthus,XIII, nos. 847, 858, 861, 865, 866, all from houses. Examplesof laterstages of the Attic plate
areThompsonA 70, C 1, E 1-15. Attic examplesfoundin Corintharethe following.Of ca. 350B.C.: C-31-236,Deposit42;
C-36-257;C-46-114,Deposit 87. 4th centuryB.C., third quarter:C-40-34,Deposit 28; C-40-468,Deposit 37; C-65-289,
Deposit 31. 3rd centuryB.C.: C-30-100.
Importedplates of this form from various other centers are also known in Corinth. Of ca. 200 B.C.: C-48-95 and
C-48-96,both fromDeposit 110.Of ca. 146 B.C.: C-34-1602and C-34-1607,both fromDeposit 102;C-35-831and C-35-832,
both from Deposit 104; C-47-49,Deposit 115. A gray-warefragment,C-34-1856,is not from a datable context; presumablyit is prior to 146B.C.
23 The shape is also represented
by importedexamplesin Corinth.Gray ware: C-35-675,Deposit 108, of ca. 146B.C.
Unidentifiedware: C-47-403,Deposit 111.
22 For
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slightlybevelled,the slope upwardand inward,is ordinarilyformedby a wheel-rungroovebeneaththe
glazearoundthe outeredge of the interior.In one example,126, thereis merelya tooledridgebetween
the floor and the rim. Five sizes are now known: diameterof rim 0.24+, 0.23, 0.22+, 0.21+, and
0.20+ m. All are of indifferentquality,though adequateto their purpose,and of mediumthickness.
The glaze is bad, usuallyfugitive,appliedover all the interiorand partway down the wall on the exteriorby carelessdipping.No stamping,roulettingor otherdecorationappearson them.
Extensivecontext evidenceand considerationsof form and qualityof manufactureindicatethat a
singlestageof this shapeseriesin Corinthianis representedby the presentexamples:the finalstage,of
the time of the destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. It may be anticipatedthat examplesof earlierstages
in Corinthianwill be found in the future.24It is possiblethat the shape serieshad originallyan Attic
prototype.Conceivablysuch a prototypeis to be seen in ThompsonB 5, of a much earliertime: the
distinctjog in its upperwall profilemay be representedvestigiallyin the slightlyevertedprofilebelow
the lip seenin some of the Corinthianplates,as noted above.
Criteriafor datingexamplesof this seriescan only be establishedwith convictionwhen earlierexamplesfrom good contextsbecomeavailablefor study.It may tentativelybe anticipated,however,that
the criteriaeventuallyascertainedwill includetrendstowardconstrictionof the foot, size for size, and
towardelevationof the wall profile.The presentplatesdo show some variationin these respects,but
not much.Thoughtheremay be, and shouldbe, a slightgradationin date amongthem,the variations
are probablydue to theirpoor qualityof manufactureratherthan to any veryappreciabledifferencein
time of production.
D. of rim 0.24+
146 B.C.

107 (C-34-1603), Deposit 102. D. rim 0.246; D.
foot 0.071; H. 0.062.
D. of rim 0.23
146 B.C.

108 (C-48-24), Deposit 112. D. rim 0.23; D. foot
0.07; H. 0.051.
109 (C-34-1615), Deposit 102. D. rim 0.23; D.
foot 0.065; H. 0.063. Pls. 4, 45.
110 (C-35-649), Deposit 104. D. rim 0.23; D. foot
0.072; H. 0.055.
111 (C-33-1451), Deposit 116. Rim and wall fragment. D. rim 0.23; P.H. 0.045.
D. of rim 0.22+
146 B.C.

112 (C-46-60), Deposit 107. D. rim 0.22; D. foot
0.062; av. H. 0.053.
113 (C-33-306), Deposit 105. D. rim 0.22; D. foot
0.067; H. 0.05.
114 (C-48-16), Deposit 112. D. rim 0.223; D. foot
0.069; av. H. 0.052.
115 (C-47-57), Deposit 115. Rim and wall fragment. D. rim 0.22; P.H. 0.048.

D. of rim 0.21+
146 B.C.

116 (C-34-19),Deposit 94. D. rim 0.21; D. foot
0.064; H. 0.056.

117 (C-48-18),Deposit 112.D. rim 0.215; D. foot
0.064; H. 0.055.
118 (C-35-650),Deposit 104. Rim and wall fragment. D. rim 0.213; P.H. 0.033.
119 (C-33-1450),Deposit 116. Rim and wall fragment. D. rim 0.21; P.H. 0.042.
120 (C-48-17),Deposit 112. D. rim 0.218; D. foot
0.07; H. 0.054.
121 (C-46-65),Deposit 107.D. rim 0.211; D. foot
0.06; H. 0.058.
122 (C-47-117),Deposit 95. D. rim 0.212; D. foot
0.063; H. 0.055.
123 (CP-515).D. rim0.215; D. foot 0.065; H. 0.05.
D. of rim 0.20+
146 B.C.

124 (C-47-811),Deposit 46. D. rim 0.20; D. foot
0.06; H. 0.052.
125 (C-48-25),Deposit 112. D. rim 0.208; D. foot
0.071; H. 0.055.
126 (C-47-36),Deposit 107. D. rim 0.206; D. foot
0.071; H. 0.055.

24
Since this was written an example of an appreciably earlier stage of the form and of a smaller size (D. 0.19 m.) has
been found: C-66-158.
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Initial and intermediate stages, 3rd century B.C.,third and fourth quarters.
Deposits: 94, 101.
This form of plate has a ring foot slightly spreadingin profile, a gently rising wall, and an offset rim
which is concave in profile below, convex above. Two sizes are now attested, diameter0.20 and 0.168 m.
The examples are strong but not heavy, the clay and quality of manufacturehigh. All are fully glazed,
except for 127 on whose interior appear reserved zones painted white. Decoration in West Slope technique on the interior appears on all, on the two most fully preserved in three zones: medallion, outer
floor, and rim.
The four examples probably belong to two adjacent stages of the shape series. Conceivably 127 and
128 representthe initial stage. 129 and 130 seem to representthe immediately subsequent stage. Further
stages beyond them may be expected to be found in the future.
The full definition of the period of production of this plate series must await future evidence. The
West Slope decoration on them associates them, of course, with the Hellenistic period. The context
evidence of two, 128 and 129, provides, however, only a very wide range, between ca. 330 and 146 B.C.
The closer dating suggested here, the third quarter of the 3rd century for the examples of the first stage
and the last quarterfor the second, is based largely and perhaps not unreasonablyon the close relationship between the flower medallion on these plates and those on the more extensive series of conical
bowls below (p. 91). In the bowls there is a reasonablywell-establishedrelativeprogressionin the rendition of this motif from naturalistic of high quality to schematic to careless. The rendition of the motif
on the plates parallels the first two stages on the bowls, and the plates have been dated accordingly.
It should be made clear, however, that the absolute dating of the bowls is only slightly stronger than
that for the plates and that much more evidence is needed for them also. The flower medallion motif
may well be of assistance in the future to establish more firmly the dating of these two series. It should
be pertinent also to the dating of two other at present scanty series discussed below on which it appears,
the mastos (550) and the wheelmade Megarian bowls (527-531, 944).
The plates arranged relatively on the basis of this progression in motif show two changes in shape
which support the placement and which may, when the series is more extensively attested, prove to be
criteriafor dating: from a very slightly rising wall profile in the earlierto one rather steeper in the later;
from a lip gently rounded on top to one which is rather flatter in profile. The differencesin form between the two stages are clear but not so marked as to suggest that they are more than 50 years apart
in date at most.
3rd century B.C., third quarter
127 (C-28-54). H. 0.023; D. est. 0.20; D. foot est.
0.07. Profile preserved except center of floor.
Exterior fully glazed. On the interior only the
rim, a broad band on the outer floor, and the
medallion glazed. A groove wheel-run through
the glaze is placed at the outer and inner edges
of the rim and around the medallion. These
probably were once colored, presumably pink.
Two bands, one at the outer, one at the inner
edge of the floor, were reserved and painted
white. The decoration of the medallion is a

multipetalled flower, petals in yellow, tendrils
incised, and dot buds once in white. On the
glazed band of the floor dolphins in yellow.
On the section of the rim preserved only the
incision of a block of dinminishingrectangles
remains. Pls. 4, 45.
128 (C-34-2499), Deposit 94. Part of foot and wall.
Max. dim. 0.062; D. foot est. 0.07. Fully
glazed except for a line, once painted, wheelgrooved through the glaze around the medallion. Medallion: multipetalledflower,petals
in light gray with highlights in white, tendrils

25 This
shape, comparablydecorated,is also representedin Corinth by importedexamples. Attic: C-39-390.Two
other foreign fabrics: C-53-267,Deposit 43; and C-63-86.Two other importedplates, black glaze and undecorated,of
ca. 150 B.C., C-34-470,Deposit 102, and C-36-450,are of essentiallythe same form, the foot, however,relativelymore
constrictedand the wall much steeper. In them the form has been transformedinto a fish plate by the addition of a
central depression.Also relatedin form and of late date are plates importedinto Athens,ThompsonD 1, E 22-26.
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incised, dot buds in white. Floor: winged
hippocampsin light gray,feathersand shading of form in white. PI. 45.
3rd centuryB.C., fourthquarter
129 (C-48-53),Deposit 101. A section of the rim
restored. H. 0.022; D. rim 0.168; D. foot
0.062. Fully glazedexceptfor wheel-grooving
through the glaze encirclingthe medallion
and the inner and outer edges of the rim.
Medallion:multipetalledflowerwith schematic outlines,petalsin yellowwith verticaland
horizontalshadingin yellow,white,and dilute
black.Ontheouterfloorfourfilletedboukrania
renderedand shadedin the same colors. On

the rim an alternationof three units of inciseddiminishingrectangles,eachwitha superimposedincisedX fromcornerto corner,and
a unit of incised checkerboard.No trace of
color in these designs.Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,
pl. 16, 14. Pls. 4, 45.
130 (C-37-2092).Fragmentof rim and outerwall.
Max. dim. 0.053; D. est. 0.20. Fully glazed
except for a line wheel-groovedthroughthe
glaze at the inneredge of the rim. Floor: ivy
tendrilin yellow,whiteand incision.Rim: inciseddiminishingrectanglesandcheckerboard,
the latterwith threesquaresin white.

FISH PLATE, ATTICTYPE26 131-133,Pls. 5, 46.

Intermediateand final stages,ca. 300 to 146 B.C.
Deposits:41, 47.
The examplesof the Corinthianfish plate of Attic type now knowncloselyresemblethe Attic from
whichthey derive,in form and in detailsof treatment.The Corinthianplatehas a ringfoot, a relatively
gentlyrisingwall profile,an overhangingrim, and a circulardepressionin the centerof the floor. All
the exampleswereevidentlyfullyglazed(though131is uncertainsincetheglazeis almostentirelyfugitive).
Thereis no wheel-groovingof the restingsurfaceand no employmentof glazedcircleson the underside
of the foot. A groovewheel-runthroughthe glaze,however,encirclesthe outeredge of the floor,and a
second,excepton 131, is placedaroundthe centraldepression.The groovesare paintedpink on 132.
Threesizesare now known:diameterat highestpoint 0.19+, 0.17+, and 0.15 m. The qualityof manufactureis good both in form and glaze(insofaras this is preserved).
Threestagesof the shapeseriesin Corinthianare represented.One, exemplifiedby 132, is evidently
earlythoughprobablynot initial.The second,closelysubsequent,is to be seen in 133. The final stage
in Corinthian,of the time of the destructionof the city in 146B.C., is representedby 131. It is to be
expectedthat examplesof stages earlierthan 132 will be found in the future,perhapsextendingthe
periodof productionin Corinthianbackclose to the time of its beginningin Attic, in whichthe earliest
phaseis to be placedat or shortlybefore350B.C.
Contextevidenceprovidesthe relativeplacementof the earliestand the latest stages here. In the
case of the earliesta date somewhatearlierthan the lower limit of its contextis suggestedhere on
the basis of comparisonwith the Attic series (though, of course, the Corinthianseries need not
follow the Attic pari passu).
The placement of the two stages indicates that the criteria for relative dating of examples of the

Corinthianseries are based on the diameterof the foot, the wall and the rim profiles.Althoughthe
series is scanty the dependabilityof these criteriais supportedby parallel developmentsattestedin
the Attic series. In the foot the trend is from one relativelybroad to one more constricted.In the
wall it is from one relativelylow towardone rathersteeper. In the rim it is from one of vertical
26
The shape is also known in foreign examplesin Corinth.There are seven Attic plates. Of ca. 350 B.C.: C-60-73,
Deposit 38; C-60-269, Deposit 34; and CP-971. Of ca. 146 B.C., by context or attribution: C-47-400, Deposit 111;
C-33-1463, Deposit 98; C-47-809, Deposit 46; C-47-118, Deposit 95. There are four gray-ware examples. Of ca. 146 B.C.:
C-38-678, Deposit 115, and C-63-738, Deposit 47. Undated: C-35-962 and C-53-79. Two others are of a single, unidentified
fabric, one of ca. 146 B.C. by context, the other by attribution: C-34-470, Deposit 102, and C-36-450. Another is of a
still different unidentified ware, also of 146 B.C. by context: C-34-1604, Deposit 102.
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profiletowardone set at a pronouncedoutwardangle.On thisbasis133is placedintermediatebetween
the two stages and close to the earliest.The three so arrangedsuggest,for futureobservation,that
there may also be a trend in the central depressionfrom a very deep one toward one shallower.
Thereis a suggestionalso for futureconsiderationthat the Corinthianshape may have developed
at a slightlyfaster rate than the Athenian.
the and the latestexamplesis verymarked.It is instrucThe differencein etappeween
herance
between earliest
appearane
tive to note, however,that this differencein form is accompaniedby extremelyslight differencesin
measurement,five millimetersin height,four in the diameterof the foot.
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D. at highest point270.19+
ca. 146 B.C.

131 (C-63-737), Deposit 47. D. at highest point
0.195; max. D. 0.21; D. foot 0.08; av. H.
0.042; D. depression 0.04. Pls. 5, 46.
D. at highest point 0.17+

D. at highestpoint 0.15
ca. 275 B.C.

133 (C-53-89).Profile preservedexcept most of
rim. D. at highest point est. 0.15; max. D.
est. 0.16; D. foot 0.08; H. 0.032; D. depression 0.04.

ca. 300 B.C.

132 (C-31-151), Deposit 41. D. at highest point
0.178; max. D. 0.181; D. foot 0.084; H. 0.037;
D. depression 0.047. Pls. 5, 46.

134-137, Pls. 5, 46.
Early to final stages, ca. 275 to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 36, 37, 94, 109.
This variety of fish plate has a ring foot and a wall rising broadly in a nearly straight profile, slightly
everted at the top. The rim is narrow, set off from the floor by a distinct tooled ridge. It is bevelled in
three examples, the slope downward and outward from the top of the floor. In the fourth, 135, considered the latest, it is, however, flat and on a horizontal plane. A shallow depression encircled by a
wheel-run groove beneath the glaze is set in the center of the floor. Two sizes are at present attested:
diameter at outer edge of rim 0.23+ and 0.19+ m. They are relativelylight plates with a variation from
fairly thin to medium. In quality of manufacturethey range from reasonablygood to indifferent.Dipped
glaze, carelessly applied, covers the interior and the upper part of the exterior of all.
Probably three stages of the shape series are at present represented. It may be anticipated that examples of the initial stage and of the intermediatestages now missing will be found in the future.
Criteriafor dating examples of this series are not firmly indicated by context evidence as yet. 136 and
137 come from related contexts of considerable range, the lower limit being around 275 B.C. The contexts of the other two permit only general dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C.
The four plates have been arrangedbelow, then, in a sequence suggested by the criteria observed in
comparable shape series, trends toward constriction of the diameter of the foot, size for size, and toward increased elevation of the wall profile. Accordingly, 136 and 137 are regardedas exemplifying the
earliest (but probably not initial) stage, and they have, for the present, been placed at the lower limit of
their contexts, ca. 275 B.C. The very considerable differencesbetween them and 134 and 135 indicate
that the latter are very much later and prompt the suggestion that they are of the penultimate and last
stages of the shape series. The sequence so arrangedshows supportingchanges normal in a shape series.
The earlier are much better formed than the later. The wall and rim are of thin clay in the earlier,
FISH PLATE, BEVELLED RIM28

27 This diameteris selectedas the unit for
distinguishingsizes since the rim variesin angle of placementin the course
of the series.
28 Other
fish-plateshapes are noted above, footnote 26, in connectionwith the Fish Plate, Attic type.
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heavierin the later.The foot is verylow in the earlierand nicelytooled,higherand heavierin the later
and cursorilyformed.The qualityof the glazeis fairlygood in the earlier,poor in the later.The more
preciselytooled ridgeformingthe rim and the more cleararticulationof the groovearoundthecentral
depressionof 134 suggestthat it is somewhatearlierthan 135 in whichboth featuresare blurred.The
placementof 135 at the end of the seriesin the time of the destructionis supportedby the fact that its
proportionsand dimensionsare withinthe rangeof platesof the samesize in the cognateflat-rimplate
series,datedby contextto that time (108-111).
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D. at outer edge of rim 0.23+
ca. 200 B.C.
134 (C-34-23), Deposit 94. D. rim 0.235; D. foot
0.072; H. 0.058; D. depression 0.049.
ca. 146 B.C.

135 (C-47-325), Deposit 109. Profile preserved but
warped in firing. D. rim est. 0.23; D. foot
0.065; av. H. 0.058; D. depression 0.045. Pls.
5, 46.

D. at outer edge of rim 0.19
ca. 275 B.C.
136 (C-40-467), Deposit 37. D. rim 0.19; D. foot
0.07; H. 0.035; D. depression 0.04. Pls. 5, 46.
137 (C-40-433), Deposit 36. D. rim 0.194; D. foot
0.067; H. 0.035; D. depression 0.045.

SAUCER29138-186, Pis. 5, 46.

Initial to final stages, 4th century, second quarter to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 18, 19, 28, 36, 41-43, 45, 46, 48, 90, 97, 102, 107-111, 115.
A plain ring foot and a broadly rising wall profile uninterruptedin outline, whose upper termination

of this very simpleform. It is generallyvery like the modernsaucer,
is the rim, are the characteristics
lackingonly the centraldepressionto receivea cup. Six sizes are attestedat present:diameterof rim
0.16+, 0.15+, 0.14+, 0.13+, 0.12+, and 0.11+ m. The clay of which they are made is of normal
thickness,neitherfragilenor sturdy.All exampleswereglazed,eitherfully or in part.
For the period of production,examplesof a somewhatadvancedstage are from a deposit whose
lowerdate is probablyno laterthan the earlythirdquarterof the 4th century.The earlieststageis thus
placedwithinthe secondquarter.For the final stage the time of Mummius'destructionof Corinthin
146B.C. is attestedby depositevidence.Representation
of the serieswithinthis periodis abundant,some
50 examples,and fairlyuniformby stages.The representation
in size seriesis less evenlydistributed:
a few of size 0.16+ m., good representationfor sizes 0.15+, 0.14+, and 0.13+ m., two saucers each

for 0.12+ and O.ll+m.
The depositevidenceindicatesthreetrendsin shapedevelopmentwhicharechronologicallysignificant
andwhichcan be usedas criteriafor placementin sequenceand dating.Oneis a trendfroman originally
broadringfoot towardone ultimatelyextremelyconstricted.The secondis from an originallylow wall
outline toward one relativelyextremelyelevated.The third accompaniesthe second, a trendfrom a
gentlyconvexwallprofiletowardone essentiallystraight.Of thesethe firstis probablythe most dependable. The othertwo are generallytrue,but moresubjectto variationand inconsistencysincethe potters
evidentlycould not as easily control the degreeof elevationand curvaturein these relativelysmall
shapesof moderatethickness.The seriesarrangedaccordingto these trendsexhibitsother secondary
trendswhichcan also be used as criteriafor dating.One is towardloss and modificationof the original
clear outline of the foot. The originalform is retainedfor a while. It is still moderatelyrecognizable
down to the last years of the 4th centuryB.C. Thereafterit is much lower and of more irregularand
inconsistentoutline.The other secondarytrendis towardloss of qualityin the formationof the outer
29

This shape has been discussedin greaterdetail by G. R. Edwardsand M. Thompsonin "A Hoard of Gold Coins
of Philip and Alexanderfrom Corinth,"A.J.A., LXXIV, 1970, pp. 343-350. Examplesat Corinthattest that the shape
was also producedin two other centersof manufacture:C-47-323,Deposit 109, and C-53-258,Deposit 43.
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wall. Both inner and outer surfaces are initially well finished and this is usual to the end of the 4th century B.C. Thereafter,though the inner surface remains well finished throughout, examples with carelessly
finished outer walls become more frequent.
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D. of rim 0.16+
4th century B.C., early third quarter
138 (C-40-22), Deposit 28. D. rim 0.164; D. foot
0.068; H. 0.04.
4th century B.C., late third quarter
139 (C-40-432), Deposit 36. D. rim 0.16; D. foot
0.066; H. 0.035.
ca. 250 B.C.
140 (C-47-148), Deposit 97. D. rim 0.16; D. foot
0.056; H. 0.043.
141 (C-46-73), Deposit 107. D. rim 0.16; D. foot
0.047; H. 0.042.
D. of rim 0.15+
4th century B.C., second quarter
142 (C-37-2587), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.154; D.
foot 0.071; H. 0.034.
143 (C-37-2619), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.154; D.
foot 0.07; H. 0.037.
144 (C-37-2615), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.152; D.
foot 0.069; H. 0.032.
145 (C-37-2614), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.155; D.
foot est. 0.069; H. 0.037.
146 (C-61-381), Deposit 45. D. rim 0.15; D. foot
0.068; H. 0.035.
4th century B.C., early third quarter
147 (C-37-2582), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.152; D.
foot 0.066; av. H. 0.036.
148 (C-37-2584), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.15; D. foot
0.066; H. 0.036.
3rd century B.C., third quarter
149 (CP-398). D. rim 0.158; D. foot 0.054; H.
0.047.
150 (C-62-249), Deposit 48. D. rim 0.155; D. foot
0.054; av. H. 0.05.
2nd century B.C., early second quarter
151 (CP-399). D. rim 0.154; D. foot 0.047; H.
0.049.
ca. 146 B.C.
152 (C-47-360), Deposit 111. D. rim est. 0.15;
D. foot est. greater than 0.04; H. 0.047.
153 (C-34-1617), Deposit 102. D. lip 0.151; P.H.
0.031.
154 (C-48-102), Deposit 110. D. rim 0.158; D.
foot 0.044; H. 0.05.
155 (C-47-814), Deposit 46. D. rim 0.156; D. foot
0.044; H. 0.046.
D. of rim 0.14+
4th century B.C., second quarter
156 (C-37-2585), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.146; D.
foot 0.07; H. 0.038.
157 (C-37-2617), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.144; D.
foot 0.07; H. 0.031.

158 (C-37-2586), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.145; D.
foot 0.069; H. 0.037. Pls. 5, 46.
4th century B.C., early third quarter
159 (C-37-2588), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.142; D.
foot 0.065; H. 0.035.
160 (C-33-391). D. rim 0.144; D. foot 0.065; av.
H. 0.032.
ca. 300 B.C.
161 (C-31-246), Deposit 42. D. rim 0.146; D. foot
0.063; H. 0.043.
3rd century B.C., late second quarter
162 (C-31-148), Deposit 41. D. rim 0.148; D. foot
0.058; H. 0.033.
163 (C-31-223), Deposit 42. D. rim 0.145; D. foot
0.058; H. 0.039.
3rd century B.C., third quarter
164 (C-47-136), Deposit 115. D. rim 0.143; D.
foot 0.055; H. 0.03. Pls. 5, 46.
2nd century B.C., early first quarter
165 (C-47-326), Deposit 109. D. rim 0.148; D.
foot 0.05; H. 0.037.
2nd century B.C., second quarter
166(C-47-312), Deposit 108. D. rim 0.146; D.
foot 0.048; H. 0.038.
167 (CP-400). D. rim est. 0.14; D. foot 0.047;
H. 0.034.
ca. 146 B.C.
168 (C-48-101), Deposit 110. D. rim 0.145; D.
foot 0.046; H. 0.047. Pls. 5, 46.
169 (C-47-813), Deposit 46. D. rim 0.146; D. foot
0.045; H. 0.041.
D. of rim 0.13+
4th century B.C., second quarter
170 (C-37-2318). D. rim est. 0.132; D. foot est.
0.066; H. 0.029.
4th century B.C., early third quarter
171 (C-37-2583), Deposit 90. D. rim 0.132; D.
foot 0.063; H. 0.03.
4th century B.C., late last quarter
172 (C-53-257), Deposit 43. D. rim 0.138; D. foot
0.059; H. 0.03.
173 (C-31-224), Deposit 42. D. rim 0.13; D. foot
0.058; H. 0.036.
3rd century B.C., early second quarter
174 (C-31-200), Deposit 42. D. rim 0.13; D. foot
0.055; H. 0.038.
ca. 250 B.C.

175 (C-47-265). D. rim 0.13; D. foot 0.053; H.
0.037.
3rd century B.C., early third quarter
176 (C-53-256), Deposit 43. D. rim 0.132; D. foot
0.052; H. 0.033.
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177 (C-31-248),Deposit 42. D. rim 0.13; D. foot
0.051; H. 0.032.
3rd centuryB.C., last quarter
178 (C-31-247),Deposit 42. D. rim 0.13; D. foot
0.05; H. 0.041.
179 (C-61-382),Deposit 45. D. rim 0.132; D. foot
0.049; H. 0.042.
180 (C-53-259),Deposit 43. D. rim 0.134; D. foot
0.048; H. 0.035.
181 (C-61-424),Deposit 45. D. rim 0.13; D. foot
0.048; H. 0.034.
ca. 146B.C.
182 (C-47-815),Deposit 46. D. rim0.135; D. foot
0.046; H. 0.042.

D. of rim 0.12+
ca. 325-315B.C.
183 (C-30-150),Deposit 19. D. rim 0.128; D. foot
0.061; H. 0.032.
3rd centuryB.C., earlythirdquarter
184 (C-61-425),Deposit 45. D. rim 0.124; D. foot
0.052; H. 0.03.
D. of rim 0.11+
4th centuryB.C., last quarter
185 (KP 218), Deposit 18. D. rim 0.117; D. foot
0.058; H. 0.028.
2nd centuryB.C., earlyfirstquarter
186 (C-61-383),Deposit45. D. rim 0.115; D. foot
0.044; H. 0.034.

VESSELSFOR DRINK
CONTAINERS

WESTSLOPE
AMPHORA
SMALL
187, Pis. 6, 47.
Final(?) stage, ca. 150 B.C.(?).

Deposits:none.
The West Slope amphoratakesits namefrom the firstamphoraof its kind to be found, discovered
in the excavationsof the West Slopeof the Areopagusin Athens(Athens,NationalMuseum,Ath.Mitt.,
XXVI, 1901,p. 68, no. 1, pl. III). The shapewouldseemto havebeen a basicelementof the equipment
of an Athenianhouseholdall throughthe Hellenisticperiod.ThompsonB 3, D 25, D 26, E 59-E 61 are
amongthe manyexamplesof usablesize in Attic pottery.
of this shapeis, in contrast,curiouslyslight.Four importedexamples
At Corinththe representation
are known.Two are Attic, both fragmentary:C-47-803,Deposit 46, of the middleof the 2nd century

B.C., and C-37-2226. The third, C-37-2422, is in gray ware. The fourth, C-34-38, Deposit 94, is of an
unidentifiedfabric. In Corinthian Hellenistic pottery itself only the tiny 187 is at present known, and no
functional substitute for the Attic shape in normal size is as yet known in Corinthian.
Diminutive West Slope amphorae such as the present one are rare. One Attic example close in size
to it is known: Thompson D 27.
187 does not come from a datable context. The Corinthianpotter who produced it may well have had
the Attic shape in mind, but in imitating the Attic model he modified the form of the body so that a
dependable date cannot be obtained by comparison with the Attic series. The date suggested is, therefore, necessarily an only slightly informed guess. Further examples and evidence for dating will be
needed.
ca. 150 B.C.(?)
187 (C-33-424). D. rim 0.05; D. foot 0.036; D.

body 0.078; H. 0.07. Ring foot. Sharparticulation betweenlowerwall and shoulder.Neck
concavein profile.Pointsof attachmentof two
verticalhandlesat outeredge of shoulderand

just below lip. Fully glazed.A groovewheelrunthroughthe glaze at the outeredge of the
shoulderand at the base of the neck. In the
zone so formed,A & B, a wavyline in applied
yellow. A lightwheelgroovebeneaththe glaze
aroundthe profileof the lip. Pls. 6, 47.
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The name krater chosen for the two shapes below is based only on the inference that these shapes
served the same purpose as the familiar krater shapes of Classical times, as vessels in which wine was
mixed and from which wine was served. Their capacities and forms are suitable for this purpose,
though there is nothing to preclude their use as serving bowls for other contents. The modern spectator
at any rate, served for wine because of its general
may find some conviction that the bolst ter,
resemblancein shape to some modern forms of the punch bowl. Both shapes were decorated with designs in the West Slope technique and would in this respect be suitable for festive occasions. All the
examples now known are relatively well made, fully glazed, and decorated with a respectabledegree of
care. If sizes in the two series are reckoned by diameters, two are attested: 0.31 and 0.25+ m.
Both the bolster krater and the hemisphericalkrater were Hellenistic inventions, introduced in Corinthian pottery evidently fairly early in that period, both probably in imitation of Attic forms. Evidence
for the period of production of each is scanty at present. It seems very unlikely that they were still in
production at the time of the destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C.The present evidence for dating and the
scarcity of examples tend to suggest that in fact they may have gone out of production much earlier
than that time, perhaps even well within the 3rd century.
Future studies toward defining the limits of the periods of production of these shapes should keep in
mind, in addition to the context dates of future examples, consideration of the functional predecessors
and successors of these shapes, if they indeed served as kraters. In the former case, the lower limits of
production of Corinthian bell and calyx kraters,30which the present kraters presumablyreplaced functionally, is of interest since the present krater forms were no doubt introduced contemporaneouslywith
the late stages of the bell and calyx kraters. In the latter case, attention may be focused on the upper
limits of production of large moulded bowls, such as those with applique relief supports discussed below, fragments of which are sufficientlynumerous at Corinth to suggest that these may representone of
the forms which carried on the function of the krater after the bolster and hemisphericalkraters went
out of production.
The present representationof Hellenistic krater shapes in Corinthian may suggest a strong decline in
this period in the use of kraters. The paucity of potential examples is only slightly supplementedby the
existence of the coarse-warecolumn kraters below, unpretentiousin appearancethough pleasing, which
could also have functioned as wine kraters in simpler households. An Attic bolster krater is noted below, probably of the fairly early 3rd century, and two other kraters, both of 146 B.C.,imported from
some other center, are also known, both interestingin that they are extremelylate manifestations of the
bell krater form in pottery.31The total number of Hellenistic kraters, even including the moulded bowl
forms mentioned above, is not, however, great. Should we perhaps think that in Hellenistic times in
Corinth (perhaps also in Athens) metal krater forms were preferred,at least in well-to-do houses?
It has already been suggested that the present kraterforms may have been produced over only limited
periods. In this respect they may prove to be valuable for purposes of chronology. The bolster krater
may prove to be the more valuable of the two for close dating within its period of production.

30 Corinthianblack-glazedbell

kratersknown at present include three complete examples: C-38-563,Deposit 35;
C-40-393, Deposit 36, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 231, E 2, and pl. 85; C-40-62, Deposit 27; and three fragmentary:
C-37-2345;C-38-560,Deposit 35; C-31-10,Deposit 39. The contextsinvolvedare of wide range.The examplesevidently
representseveral4th centurystages of the developmentof the form.
A fragmentof an evidentlyvery late Corinthianred-figurecalyx kraterhas been found in the excavationsof Halieis
at Porto Cheli.
31
C-33-304,Deposit 105; C-48-29,Deposit 112.
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189, Pls. 7, 39, 47.
Early and advanced stages, ca. early 3rd century to 3rd century B.C.,third quarter.
Deposits: 106, 113.
The bolster krater,32an invention of Hellenistic times, is named from the form of its handles, on the
analogy of the names of the column and volute kraters of earlier days.
The foot is conical beneath, with a stepped profile on the exterior. The broad and deep bowl profile
terminates above in a flat rim. The two handles are set on the upper wall, just below the rim. Both
kraters are of much the same size. Both are fully glazed and decorated with West Slope designs in
incision and applied color in a zone or zones just below the lip.
The contexts from which the two examples come provide only a general dating between ca. 330 and
146 B.C. Though further examples and deposit evidence will be needed for closer placement, something
may be suggested at present on the basis of general considerations. The bolster krater is evidently a
functional replacementfor Classical krater shapes, particularlythe bell and calyx krater forms. Little is
known of the lower limits of production of these shapes in Corinthian, but they would seem probably
to have persisted to the late 4th century, at any rate, as in Attic. Presumably the bolster krater will
have been introduced contemporaneously with the very late stages of those shapes. On the basis of
shape development principles188 appears to be earlier by some years than 189. It gives the impression,
however, of being not of an initial stage but perhaps still early. It may thus be provisionally suggested
that it is of the early 3rd century. An estimate of ca. 50 years difference in time seems requiredfor 189
since its base and stem are appreciablymore constricted, its handles are relatively vestigial in form and
the incised patterns beneath its handles are similarly vestigial in treatment.
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BOLSTERKRATER188,

Early3rd centuryB.C.
188 (C-47-451),Deposit 113.H. 0.156;D. lip 0.31;
D. base 0.103. Substantialfabric. Handles
0.085m. wide, each pierced verticallyby a
single hole for suspension.Belowlip, A & B,
two zonesof decorationwithborderingwheelrun lines incised through the glaze. Above,
bead-and-reelin yellow. Below, ivy tendrilin
yellowand incision.Beloweach handlean incised pattern. Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 15,
11. Pls. 7, 39, 47.

3rd centuryB.C., third quarter
189 (C-47-269),Deposit 106.H. 0.173;D. lip 0.31;
D. base 0.09. Somewhatlighter fabric than
188. Handles 0.055 wide, only one pierced
verticallyfor suspension.Below lip, A & B,
betweena pair of grooveswheel-runthrough
the glaze, an ivy tendril design in incision
and yellow. Beneatheach handle an incised
design similar to those on 188 but smaller.
Hesperia,XVI, 1947,pl. 58, 11. Pls. 7, 39, 47.

Pls. 6, 39, 47.
Earlystage,ca. 275 B.C.
Deposit: 38.
The simplehemispherical
outlineof the wallprofileof this shapeprovidesthe name.It has a relatively
constricted,very low ring foot for stability.Thereare no tracesof any handles.The lip has a gentle
bevel inward.The krateris made of moderatelysubstantialclay and is fully glazed.Below the lip are
two closelyspacedwheel-rungroovesincisedthroughthe glaze.Fromthe lowergroovethreenecklaces
are representedsuspended,the stringsincisedand the tear-shapedpendantsin fugitiveappliedyellow.
The shapeis evidentlyan inventionof earlyHellenistictimes, perhapsfirstintroducedin Attic and
here copied in Corinthian,as a functionalsubstitute,like the bolsterkrater,for the bell and calyx
kraters.The context from which this single examplecomes would permita datingwithin the period

KRATER190,
HEMISPHERICAL

32 Theformof a mouldedreliefkraterfrom
Delos, Courby,p. 330,fig. 62, XIII, is evidentlyin the generalshapetradition
of the bolsterkrater.Fragmentsof an Attic bolsterkraterin Corinth:C-66-165a, b.
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ca. 325 to ca. 250 B.C. The present placement within this range, at ca. 275 B.C., is entirely provisional

sincemuchmoreevidenceis neededfor datingexamplesof the shape.Thoughthis exampleseemsto be
relativelyearlyin shapedevelopmentit wouldnot seemto be of the initialstage.
ca. 275 B.C.
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190 (C-60-58), Deposit 38. H. 0.155; D. 0.255;
D. foot 0.073. Constricted ring foot. Lip
bevelled, inward slope. Fully glazed. Below
the lip, two grooves wheel-run,incised through

the glaze. From the lower groove three necklaces are suspended, strings incised, tearshaped pendants in applied yellow. Hesperia,
XXXI, 1962, p. 117, pl. 45, b, center. Pls. 6,
39, 47.

DIPPERS 191-197

INTRODUCTION

From at least the early Hellenistic period to the late Roman period a need was evidently felt for a
very small (H. 0.03-0.05 m.), rather deep cup with a handle of a type which would permit dipping into
liquid. Such cups were produced during this period in several forms, differing but related. They could
have served many purposes connected with dipping, and presumably also sipping. In a wine-producing
country they would have been very suitable in size and characterfor sampling before purchase varieties
of wine sold in bulk.33
The several Hellenistic varieties which are recorded below are all interrelatedin size and in having a
flattened bottom. All have a wall profile broad below, constricted in varying degrees above, a characteristic devised perhaps so that the liquid could be swirled without spilling. Three varieties share a
generally similar wall profile, more or less articulatedbelow, and three share a similar form of handle.
It is suggested, though on present evidence it cannot now be fully demonstrated,that the variety with a
high loop handle, 191-193 below, may be the earliest, of the early Hellenistic period, and that the substitution of a solid, pinch handle for the loop handle, characteristicof all the others to the latest, may
have been a practical innovation, less subject to breakage, of somewhat advanced Hellenistic times. The
pinch handle in all cases, Hellenistic and Roman, is horizontally pierced for a string, perhaps merely
for suspension, perhaps also to tie the vessels permanently near the place where they were to be used.
The loop-handled variety could similarly be suspended or tied in place. Only the loop-handled variety
was glazed.
Roman examples found in Athens are published by Robinson, G 215, 1st to early 2nd century after
Christ; J 38, 2nd to early 3rd century; K 75, ca. A.D. 250 ; L 56, later 4th century. Robinson reports
that they are "very common in the deposits of the 1st to 3rd century" in Athens. Another example,
from Corinth (C-34-227), may also be of the Roman period.

KYATHOS, LOOP HANDLE, ARTICULATED WALL

191-193, Pls. 8, 48.

Early and advanced stages, late 4th and early 3rd century B.C.(?).
Deposits: 99, 112.
The three examples of this variety are of one size (H. without handles 0.04 m.). 192 has a low disk
base, 193 and 191 have a flat bottom with string marks. The point of greatest circumferenceis on the
lower wall, this point sharply articulated only in 191. Just below the lip there is a pair of wheel-run
grooves beneath the glaze. The strap handle arches above the lip, the ends pinched together and
attached to the edge of the lip and upper wall. All are of sturdy fabric and were fully glazed.
33

Robinson, p. 44, G 215, has suggestedthat Roman examplesmay have been used as liqueur cups.
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The shapeis apparentlya Hellenisticinvention.Contextevidenceprovidedby 192 and 193 indicates
only that these exampleswereproducedsometimewithinthe Hellenisticperiodpriorto 146B.C. Placement of the threein the earlyHellenisticperiodis entirelyprovisionalpendingcloserdepositevidence
for dating. A slight indicationof early date is providedby the fact that other types of kyathosare
attestedto havebeenin use in the laterHellenisticperiod.The relativelycarefulformationof 191 and
the presenceof sharparticulationaroundthe lower wall in contrastto the other two suggeststhat it
may be of an earlystageand the othertwo of a somewhatmoreadvancedstage.
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Late 4th century B.C.(?)

Early 3rd century B.C.(?)

191 (CP-198). Handle missingexcept for attachments. H. 0.04; D. 0.054; D. bottom 0.037.
P1.8.

KYATHOS, PINCH HANDLE: ARTICULATED WALL

192 (C-47-223),Deposit 99. H. without handle
0.04; D. 0.06; D. base 0.036. Pls. 8, 48.
193 (C-48-15), Deposit 112. H. without handle
0.04; D. 0.056; D. bottom 0.03. PI.48.

194, Pls. 8, 48.

Advancedstage,2nd centuryB.C., firsthalf(?).
Deposit: 97.
The one exampleof this varietyof kyathoshas a flat bottomwith stringmarks,a convexwall profile
broadestnearthe bottom, constrictedat the lip, and a handleformedby a solid pinch of clay pierced
horizontally.
Its contextindicatesonly that it is of Hellenisticdate priorto 146B.C. It seemspossible,on the principle of loss of articulationin shapeseries,that its profileis a blurredlate developmentof that of the
kyathoi with loop handles,191-193. Hence an advanceddate in the Hellenisticperiodis suggested
for it.
2nd centuryB.C.,firsthalf

194(C-47-149),
Deposit97. H. 0.037;D. 0.052;
D. bottom0.035;D. lip 0.04.Unglazed.Pls.
8, 48.

KYATHOS, PINCH HANDLE: ARTICULATED WALL, INTURNED RIM

195, 196, Pls. 8, 48.

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposits: 113, 114.

This varietyof kyathoshas a flat bottom with stringmarks,a wall profilebroadestbelow, straight
but taperinginwardtowardthe top. The top of the wall is foldedinwardforminga bevelledlip which
slopesinwardand is slightlyoverhangingwithin.It has a pinchhandle,horizontallypierced,set on the
upperwall. The two examplesare unglazed.
The date of 195, 196 is establishedby context.It is understoodthat examplesfrom Isthmia(IP 426,
IP 427, IP 618), whichare very similarto those cataloguedhere, werefound in a 3rd centurycontext.
Hence the period of productionof this variantmay extend from some time in the 3rd centuryto
146 B.C.
ca. 146 B.C.
195 (C-47-430), Deposits 113 and 114. H. 0.03;
D. 0.05; D. bottom 0.035; D. top 0.047.
Pis. 8, 48.

196 (C-47-480), Deposit 113. H. 0.035; D. 0.052;
D. bottom 0.035; D. top 0.042.
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Pls. 8, 48.
Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 46.
The single example of this variety of kyathos has a small flat bottom, a double convex wall profile,
a constricted raised rim, and a pinch handle which was horizontally pierced.
KYATHOS, PINCH HANDLE: CONVEX WALL 197,
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ca. 146 B.C.

197 (C-47-851),Deposit 46. H. 0.03; D. 0.052;
D. bottom0.025; D. rim 0.033. Tip of handle
missing.Pls. 8, 48.

POURING VESSELS198-306

INTRODUCTION

Vessels included under this heading are only those which could reasonably be considered serviceable
for pouring wine or liquids of similar consistency, the main criteria for inclusion here being a neck and
mouth of suitable size and form to provide a ready flow. Of the various series of such vessels here the
decanters are the most capacious, their sizes, evidently to be reckoned by diameter of body, ranging
between 0.21+ and 0.15m. The examples of the other shapes now known have much more limited
capacities, their sizes, reckoned by height, between 0.18 and 0.04 m., some of course being miniature
versions of shapes represented also in usable sizes. Some of the very early examples are of rather
fragile fabric but in the main they are made of clay of serviceable thickness. A number of the vessels
are completely unglazed. The decantershave only glaze bands on the exterior, while nearly all the trefoil
olpai and all the small trefoil oinochoai are glazed fully or in part. None of the vessels bears ornamentation of any kind.
Of all the shapes here the trefoil olpe has the longest period of production, believed to have extended
from ca. 550 continuously down to the end of Greek Corinth in 146 B.C.,although at present there is
only slight representationof the shape in the years following 350. Other shapes were also inventions of
Classical times with periods of production extending to some degree into the Hellenistic period: the
varieties of small trefoil oinochoai, Decanter II with its modified descendant, III, and possibly also
Decanter I. The limits of the period of production of the small juglet have yet to be ascertained. The
only purely Hellenistic shape now known to have been produced in Corinthian, the small water pitcher,
is representedby a single example of the first half of the 2nd century B.C.It may be anticipated, however, that its period of production in Corinthian will be shown by future examples to cover the entire
Hellenistic period.
At present the most useful for chronology of the various series of vessels is the trefoil olpe, particularly
in the period between 550 and 350 B.C. It may, however, be doubted that examples of the later 4th century and the Hellenistic period, the late stages of the shape, when they become more fully available will
be as closely informative as their predecessors. One may anticipate rather that the series of small water
pitchers will eventually provide some degree of precision in Hellenistic dating.
The Corinthianjugs now known to be actually made in the Hellenistic period are disturbing in two
aspects, quite aside from their relatively slight representationat present. One would expect there to be
decorated wine jugs to be used in connection with the very generous supply of decorated drinking cups,
as there are in Attic Hellenistic. The present examples are, however, all plain. It may be, of course, that
future excavation of wealthier Corinthian households of Hellenistic times will supply the present lack
in this respect. The second strange aspect is the comparatively inadequately small size of most of the
present Hellenistic fine-warepouring vessels. It is possible, of course, that in simplerhouseholds the need
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for larger wine pitchers may have been supplied by examples in coarse ware, for instance the handleridge jug, or by such shapes in cooking ware as the round-mouth and trefoil pitchers. The thought remains, however, that our knowledge of Corinthian wine pitchers of the Hellenistic period is, like the
present representation,very incomplete.
The picture of Corinthian Hellenistic vessels of this kind is somewhat amplified by imports. Two
examples of imported olpai are noted below, and one probably Attic example of the small water pitcher.
Other shapes evidently not produced in Corinthian are also represented by imported examples, the
lagynos,34a small pitcher shape,35and four juglet forms.36An oinochoe shape in moulded ware is also
attested in Corinth.37

TREFOILOLPE38198-244,

Pls. 9, 48.

Initial to final stages, ca. 550 to 146 B.C.

Deposits: 1-4, 6, 8-11, 13, 15, 18, 25, 42, 49, 79, 81, 90, 96, 102, 106, 109.
This form has a flat or concave bottom. The body, varying from moderately rotund to slender according to the period, rises in a swelling outline which, again depending on the period, may be either
continuous in profile from foot to lip or articulated at the shoulder or the base of the neck, or both.
The lip is trefoil. The handle rises from the shoulder area, arching above and down to the top of the lip.
The sizes attested among the present examples39are eight: H. 0.18, 0.15 +, 0.13 +, 0.12 +, 0.11 +, 0.10 +,
0.09 + and 0.08 + m. The clay of which they are made is fairly thin in early examples, of normally
serviceable thickness later. Some early examples are unglazed, but the bulk are glazed in some degree.
It seems highly probable that both initial and final stages of the form are represented.There is quite
full representation, though not of all sizes, in stages intermediate between 550, believed to be the approximate time of the introduction of the shape in Corinthian, and 350 B.C. With one exception, stages
between 350 and 146 B.C. are at present completely lacking, but it is nonetheless believed that the latest
are in a continuous tradition with the earlier.
Deposit evidence indicates that criteriafor relative placement of examples of this shape include almost
every aspect of the form, making it potentially an extremely useful one for dating in excavation even in
fragments. The form begins, e.g. 199, with a very thin disk foot, slightly lipped on the outer profile.
The body is comparativelybroad, rising in a gently rotund curve continuous in profile from the foot to
34 Three

lagynoi of probablythree differentimportedfabrics,all black glazed: C-47-233,Deposit 102, and C-48-41,
Deposit 112, both Hellenisticpriorto 146 B.C.; CP 471, a miniature.The well-knownwhite-groundlagynosis represented
at Corinth onlby one complete example, C-34-44,AJA,
J.A. XXXIX, 71,
1935, p.
fig 16, and Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 29,
fig. 7 and pl. 7, 3, and by fragmentsof two others, C-36-2347and C-36-2349.The extremescarcityof examplesof whitegroundlagynoi from the excavationsat Corinthtend to suggestthat they were first beginningto be importedhere only
shortly before the destructionof the city. The excellenceof the presentpieces in point of care of formation,quality of
the white ground, and of the decorationmay also suggest that they are very early examplesof their series and that
productionbegan only shortlybefore 146B.C.
35
C-47-282,Deposit 106, Hellenisticprior to 146 B.C.
36
C-60-72,Deposit 38, ca. last quarterof the 4th centuryor firstquarterof the 3rd centuryB.C.; C-34-16,Deposit 94,
Hellenisticprior to 146B.C.; C-33-123,and C-36-722.Four differentfabricsseem to be represented.
37 Gray ware: C-47-852, Deposit 46, of 146 B.C., Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 13, 1.
38 The list of olpai includedhere is not fully exhaustive.They are those known at the time this was first written.
11 additionalolpai are discussedin N. Cemetery,p. 133 ("Tall Trefoil Oinochoai"),and a few others from other parts
of the Corinthexcavationshave since been noticed. Two others are known from Isthmia, IP 2303 and IP 2352, from
the Large CircularPit, Deposit 5, filled in after the middle of the 5th centuryB.C.: Broneer, Hesperia,XXXI, 1962,
pp. 1-2; 23, nos. 6 and 7, and pl. 11, c; Isthmia, II, pp. 135-136. An apparentlyhandmadeexample of the shape,
C-47-752, Deposit 2, of the third quarterof the 6th centuryB.C., is also known. Two importedolpai, in addition:
C-47-97, Deposit 96, and C-47-152,Deposit 98.
39 An additionalsize, H. 0.07
m., is representedamong those in N. Cemetery:X-197.
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the base of the neck. The greatest diameter is near the middle. The shoulder is not articulated but the
curve of the profile changes abruptly here from steep to incurving and low. There is a very slight ridge
at the base of the neck. The neck is comparatively high and of trim profile. The handle rises from the
outer edge of the shoulder in a flat curve, arches above the lip and down steeply to the top of the lip.
The clay of which the earliestis made is quite thin and of high quality. The form is very competently made
and its elements clearly defined. The changes in the form which ensued over the centuries result in a
markedly different shape, e.g. 207, in the final years of the city. The foot is no longer an element of the
shape. The bottom is more deeply concave. The body is very slender, an attenuated, slightly swollen
cylinder in outline from the bottom to the base of the lip. The greatest diameteris near the middle. The
form is shoulderless and neckless, the trefoil lip set like a frill around the top of the wall. The ends of
the handle are set close together and the handle outline is distinctly ear-shaped. The clay of which the
final examples are made is comparatively thicker. The shape is carelessly formed and only the handle
shows any indication of craftsmanlikeshaping.
Between these two extremes certain changes of limited duration occur which are of chronological usefulness. The original foot is present only from about 550 to 500 B.C. The fairly rotund early body profile
is of the same period. It remains fairly broad from 500 down to ca. 350 B.C. but examples of this time
are more nearly cylindrical, the outline rising in a flatter curve, and often the greatest diameter is at the
shoulder. The latest examples are much more slender than those of 350. The shoulder remains unarticulateduntil about 500 B.C. A quite sharp definition of the outer shoulder, however, begins then and
is usual, in some degree, throughout the 5th century. In the 4th century this becomes somewhat blurred
on the way toward its entire deletion and full blending of its identity with the other elements of the
shape in the latest olpai. The slight ridge at the base of the neck is seen only in the olpai of 550 to
500 B.C. The neck has only semi-articulationthereafter, through 350 B.C., and there is, of course, no
definition here in the latest. The originally trim profile of the neck persists only into the early years of
the 5th century when it develops a curiously bulging outline, rather resembling a double chin, between
its base and the lip. This is retained throughout the 5th century, becoming blurred by 350 B.C. The
handle was originally formed of two coils of clay. This form had been replaced by a strap handle by
500 B.C., if not before, and the new form is canonical throughout the rest of the series. The handle
profile remains more or less in the original outline, though perhaps more roundly arching after 500,
until about 350 B.C. when blurring of the shoulder outline permits the lower attachment to be placed
higher and the final ear-shapedprofile begins to develop.
The quality of execution is high in the 6th century, mediocre in the 5th and 4th centuries, poor in the
latest examples. The glaze, at no time of high quality, is at its best in the 5th century. Intentionally
unglazed examples are known only in the 6th century. Olpai glazed on the exterior occur contemporaneously with them and throughout the rest of the series. A few of these, of the 6th and 5th centuries,
are glazed on the underside of the bottom. Most examples of these years are not, nor are any of the
4th century and later. Fully glazed exteriors occur in some 6th and 5th century examples,but none later
are known. Exteriors glazed down to a low point on the wall occur in the 6th, 5th and 4th centuries.
The latest examples are glazed only down to a point high on the wall. It seems likely that dipping was
employed as early as the last quarter of the 6th century in this series: e.g. 202.
H.400.18
H.
350 B.C.
198 (C-37-2520), Deposit 90. H. 0.18; D. foot
0.07; max. D. 0.09; D. shoulder 0.082. Pls. 9,
48.

40 H.

in this cataloguemeanswithouthandle.

H. 0.15+
550 B.C.

199 (C-47-750), Deposit 2. H. 0.15; D. foot 0.06;
max. D. 0.088; D. shoulder 0.08. Unglazed.
Pls. 9, 48.
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450 B.C.
6th centuryB.C., third quarter
221 (C-34-1020),Deposit 10. H. 0.125; D. foot
200 (C-39-253), Deposit 8. H. 0.158; D. foot
shoulder
Un0.075.
0.048; max. D. 0.068; D. shoulder 0.061.
0.057; max. D. 0.09; D.
Pease 124. Pls. 9, 48.
glazed.
222 (C-39-101),Deposit 8. H. 0.12; D. foot 0.042;
201 (C-47-751),Deposit2. H. 0.15; D. foot 0.053;
max. D. 0.066; D. shoulder0.062.
max. D. 0.085; D. shoulder0.078. Unglazed.
5th centuryB.C., thirdto fourthquarter
6th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
223 (KP 930), Deposit 13. H. 0.12; D. foot 0.05;
202 (C-37-949), Deposit 3. H. 0.158; D. foot
max. D. 0.073.
0.061; max. D. 0.086; D. shoulder 0.082.
146 B.C.
Campbell63.
224 (C-47-128),Deposit 96. H. 0.122; av. D. foot
203 (C-37-1081),Deposit 3. P.H. 0.09; D. foot
0.062. Unglazed.Campbell68.
0.032; max. D. 0.054.
204 (C-37-1051),Deposit 3. P.H. 0.065; D. foot H. 0.11+
500 B.C.
0.06. Unglazed.Campbell67.
225 (C-40-39),Deposit 25. P.H. 0.107; D. foot
350 B.C.
205 (C-31-192),Deposit 42. H. 0.158; D. foot
0.051; max. D. 0.071; D. shoulder0.061.
226 (C-40-40),Deposit 25. P.H. 0.109; D. foot
0.057; max. D. 0.085; D. shoulder0.078.
146 B.C.
0.047; max. D. 0.068; D. shoulder0.06.
5th centuryB.C., secondquarter
206 (C-47-299),Deposit 106. P.H. 0.155; D. foot
227 (C-39-100), Deposit 8. H. 0.115; D. foot
0.045; max. D. 0.061.
207 (C-47-300),Deposit 106. P.H. 0.153; D. foot
0.049; max. D. at shoulder0.064.
228 (C-39-7),Deposit 8. H. 0.111; D. foot 0.05;
0.038; max. D. 0.063. Pls. 9, 48.
max. D. 0.073; D. shoulder0.068. Pls. 9, 48.
H. 0.13+

5th century B.C., second quarter

208 (C-39-99),Deposit 8. H. 0.132; D. foot 0.048;
max. D. at shoulder0.07.
209 (C-39-102), Deposit 8. H. 0.133; D. foot
0.047; max. D. 0.071; D. shoulder0.064.
4th centuryB.C., firstto secondquarter
210 (C-37-484),Deposit 79. P.H. 0.105; max. D.
0.069; D. shoulder0.063.
211 (C-36-976),Deposit 15. P.H. 0.131; D. foot
0.05; max. D. 0.072; D. shoulder0.06.
212 (C-47-872), Deposit 81. H. 0.13; D. foot
0.048; max. D. 0.07; D. shoulder0.062.
146 B.C.

213 (C-34-1619),Deposit 102.P.H. 0.105; D. foot
0.044.
H. 0.12+
6th centuryB.C., third quarter
214 (C-47-748),Deposit 2. P.H. 0.092; D. foot
0.055. Unglazed.
215 (C-37-973), Deposit 3. P.H. 0.09; D. foot
0.049. Campbell65.
6th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
216 (C-37-972),Deposit 3. P.H. 0.088; D. foot
0.05. Unglazed.Campbell64.
Early5th centuryB.C.
217(C-31-171), Deposit 4. H. 0.127; D. foot
0.048; max. D. 0.073; D. shoulder0.069.
218 (C-31-172), Deposit 4. H. 0.122; D. foot
0.049; max. D. 0.075; D. shoulder0.07.
5th centuryB.C., secondquarter
219 (KP 361), Deposit 6. H. 0.12; av. D. foot

0.046; max. D. at shoulder0.072.

220 (C-34-347), Deposit 10. H. 0.123; D. foot

0.05; max. D. at shoulder0.064.

5th century B.C., third to fourth quarter

229 (KP 715), Deposit 13. H. 0.117; D. foot
0.045; max. D. 0.067; D. shoulder0.062.
230 (C-36-1074),Deposit 11. P.H. 0.102; D. foot
0.042; max. D. at shoulder0.066.
4th centuryB.C., firstto secondquarter
231 (C-37-485),Deposit 79. P.H. 0.116; D. foot
0.049.
232 (C-36-977),Deposit 15. H. 0.115; D. foot
0.044; max. D. 0.063; D. shoulder0.054.
3rd century B.C.
233 (C-47-322),Deposit 109. H. 0.117; D. foot
0.042; max. D. 0.061. Pls. 9, 48.
H. 0.10+
350 B.C.

234 (KP 121), Deposit 18. H. 0.104; D. foot
0.037; max. D. 0.053; D. shoulder0.047.
H. 0.09+
550B.C.
235 (C-53-153),Deposit 1. P.H. 0.082; D. foot
0.05. Unglazed.Brann58.
6th centuryB.C., third quarter
236 (C-47-749),Deposit 2. P.H. 0.078; D. foot
0.045.
237 (KP 367), Deposit 9. H. 0.099; D. foot 0.04;
max. D. 0.056; D. shoulder0.052.
5th centuryB.C., thirdto fourthquarter
238 (KP 719), Deposit 13. H. 0.098; D. foot
0.042; max. D. 0.06; D. shoulder0.055.
H. 0.08+
550B.C.
239 (C-53-93),Deposit 1. H. 0.088; D. foot 0.037;
max. D. 0.058; D. shoulder0.054. Unglazed.
Brann56.
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240 (C-47-755), Deposit 2. H. 0.088; D. foot
0.044; max. D. 0.061.
5th centuryB.C., thirdto fourthquarters
241 (KP 964), Deposit 13. H. 0.089; D. foot
0.038; max. D. 0.054; D. foot 0.052.
242(CP-829), Deposit 49. H. 0.088; D. foot
0.033; max. D. 0.053; D. shoulder0.05.
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243 (C-37-510), Deposit 79. P.H. 0.074; D. foot
0.038; max. D. 0.056.
350 B.C.

244 (KP 834), Deposit 18. P.H. 0.077; D. foot
0.035; max. D. 0.051; D. shoulder 0.049.

Pls. 10, 48.
Intermediatestages,475 to 300B.C.
Deposits:7, 8, 13, 15, 18, 41, 42, 50-52, 63, 93, 98, 107, 113.
Oinochoaiof this serieshave a disk foot and a bulgingwall profilewhichis continuousin curvefrom
the base to the trefoillip. The handlerisesfromjust abovethe middleof the wall and archesaboveand
downto the top of the lip. The qualityof manufacture
is only adequatethroughoutthe series.The walls
are fairlythin. Normally,from the earliestto the latesthere,dippedglazecoversthe interiorof the lip
or slightlybelow. Six sizes are
and the outer wall down to about the point of greatestcircumference
eachcentimeterof heightbetween0.09 and0.04 m. The size seriesheight0.07+ m.
known,representing
has the most extensiverepresentation.The largersizes are usable. The smallersizes are miniatures.
Someexamplesof height0.07+ m. and smallerwerefoundin graves.
Possiblyproductionof this seriesof smallpitchersmay havebegunas earlyas the firstquarterof the
6th century.A seeminglyrelatedMiddleCorinthianfiguredexampleof that time is attested(T 1550:
N. Cemetery,168-5, pl. 27). A gap of about 100years exists at present,however,betweenit and the
earliestbelow. It is also possiblethat the seriesmay have continuedin productionlaterthan the latest
here, of the end of the 4th centuryB.C.This considerationpromptsthe inclusionof the seriesin this
publication.
Examplesfrom depositsindicatethat severalcriteriaexistfor placementof oinochoaiof this seriesin
a relativechronologicalorder.Thesecriteriawill be morevalid,of course,for the largeroinochoaithan
for the miniaturesize series.One criterionis a trendtowardconstrictionof the diameterof the base.
of the wall, the outline
A secondis a trendtowarda gradualrise of the point of greatestcircumference
thence
to
and
a
rotund
the
rise
to
a
later
with
from
an
initial
subsequent
pear shape.
dumpy
changing
The seriesarrangedon the basisof thesetrendsexhibitsothersto be expectedin the advancingage of a
shape series.The initial thin disk foot, nicely finishedbeneathand sometimesslightlyconcavehere,
becomesthickeras it becomesmoreconstrictedin diameterand the bottomis left unworked,withstring
marks.Basescarefullyfinishedbeneathoccuruntil the end of the 5th centuryin the presentexamples.
Ones unfinishedbeneath,however,may occuras earlyas the thirdquarterof the 5th century.All 4th
centuryexamplesare unfinishedhere.The generaloutlineof the handlemay be an additionalcriterion,
though comparativelyfew are preserved.Initialand early examples,throughthe third quarterof the
5th century,have a handlewhichrises nearlystraightup from the body and straightdown to the lip.
Beginningwith those of the last quarterof the 5th centuryand continuingto the end of the 4th century
the handlecurvesout both ascendingand descending,givingthe outlinean ear-shapedprofile.
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SMALLTREFOILOINOCHOE41245-270,

H. 0.09
4th century B.C., last quarter
245 (C-47-151), Deposit 98. H. 0.09; D. base
0.038; max. D. 0.07; H. to max. D. 0.035.

H. 0.08+
430-420 B.C.
246 (KP 963), Deposit 13. H. 0.08; D. base 0.045;
max. D. 0.069; H. to max. D. 0.027.

41 It has not been possible to examine all the "Small Trefoil Oinochoai" listed in N. Cemetery,pp. 132-133. Some
of themfor this reasonnot includedin the presentcataloguemay actuallybelongto the presentseries.Otherslistedunder
this headingin the North Cemeteryvolume clearlybelong to quite differentshape series.
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4th centuryB.C., last quarter
5th century B.C., last quarter
247 (C-47-467),Deposit 113. H. 0.085; D. base
260 (KP 688), Deposit 18. H. 0.063; D. base
0.033; max. D. 0.069; H. to max. D. 0.037.
0.035; max. D. 0.06; H. to max. D. 0.023.
248 (C-47-468),Deposit 113. H. 0.085; D. base
350 B.C.
261 (C-31-274),Deposit 42. H. 0.064; D. base
0.035; max. D. 0.069; H. to max. D. 0.036.
249 (C-46-58),Deposit 107.Fragment.P.H. 0.075.
0.031; max. D. 0.055; H. to max. D. 0.025.
H. 0.07+
262 (T 2533),Deposit51. H. 0.064;D. base0.032;
5th centuryB.C., secondquarter
max. D. 0.054; H. to max. D. 0.026. N. Ceme250 (C-36-973),Deposit 15. H. 0.074; D. base
tery, 442-5.
325 B.C.
0.049; max. D. 0.068; H. to max. D. 0.023.
251 (CP-371).H. 0.078; D. base 0.048; max. D.
263 (T 1164),Deposit63. H. 0.067; D. base0.035;
max. D. 0.058; H. to max. D. 0.025. N. Ceme0.07; H. to max. D. 0.025. Pls. 10, 48.
252 (CP-370).H. 0.072; D. base 0.048; max. D.
tery,491-6, pl. 76.
H. 0.05+
0.064; H. to max. D. 0.023.
5th centuryB.C., third quarter
5th century B.C., third quarter
253 (C-39-86),Deposit8. H. 0.079; D. base0.043;
264 (KP 835), Deposit 18. H. 0.053; D. base
max. D. 0.07; H. to max. D. 0.03.
0.035; max. D. 0.053; H. to max. D. 0.018.
265 (KP 684), Deposit 18. H. 0.054; D. base
254(C-31-131), Deposit 41. H. 0.079; D. base
0.043; max. D. 0.07; H. to max. D. 0.03.
0.034; max. D. 0.054; H. to max. D. 0.018.
5th centuryB.C., last quarter
4th century B.C., first quarter
255 (CP-608),Deposit50. H. 0.076; D. base0.041;
266 (C-28-85).H. 0.059; D. base 0.035; max. D.
max. D. 0.07; H. to max.D. 0.033.Pls. 10,48.
0.052; H. to max. D. 0.021.
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
267(C-33-116), Deposit 93. H. 0.054; D. base
256 (KP 2525), Deposit 18. H. 0.076; D. base
0.034; max. D. 0.051; H. to max. D. 0.021.
268 (T 2666). H. 0.057; D. base 0.032; max. D.
0.038; max. D. 0.068; H. to max. D. 0.028.
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
0.052; H. to max. D. 0.023. N. Cemetery,
257 (T 2413). H. 0.075; D. base 0.035; max. D.
X-181.
H.
D.
to
max.
0.032.
N.
4th
0.06;
Cemetery,
century B.C., last quarter
X-176.
269 (T 2582). H. 0.05; D. base 0.027; max. D.
4th centuryB.C., last quarter
0.042; H. to max. D. 0.02. N. Cemetery,
258 (T 2617),Deposit 52. H. 0.076; D. base0.031;
X-179.
max. D. 0.062; H. to max. D. 0.031.N. Ceme- H. 0.04+
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
tery,463-2, pl. 26. Pls. 10, 48.
H. 0.06+
270 (MP 143). H. 0.049; D. base 0.029; max. D.
5th centuryB.C., secondquarter
0.042; H. to max. D. 0.02.
259 (KP 1312), Deposit 7. H. 0.065; D. base
0.045; max. D. 0.056; H. to max. D. 0.023.

SMALLTREFOILOINOCHOE,SHOULDERSTOP271-278,Pls. 10, 48.
Advancedto late stages,5th century,fourthquarterto 3rdcenturyB.C., firstquarter.
Deposits: 18, 53, 54.
The pieces cataloguedbelow appearon presentinformationto be membersof a basic shape series
which has a numberof collateralrelatives.42
The seriesis small and incompletelydocumented.The
demonstrationof its own validityas a single shape seriesand the relationshipof the allied oinochoai
will requirereconsideration
whenadditionalexamplesand evidencefor datingare available.
The exampleshere are characterizedby a very thin, inconspicuousflat base or foot, a steep, gently
roundedwall profile,a more or less stronglyconcaveneck profilebeginningat the shoulder,and an
42

The relatedoinochoai are as follows: IP 557, from Isthmia,and 279 (profilecontinuousfrom lip to base); KP 711
(thickenedneck); T 1060,N. Cemetery,X-197 (no base, bottom concave,straightwall, articulationat shoulderand base
of neck); T 2560, N. Cemetery,D 23-d (roundmouth). The following do not appearto be relatedto the series:T 1440
(N. Cemetery,301-3, pl. 41); T 602 (ibid., X-195); and T 603 (ibid.,X-196). The fragmentaryT 1067 (ibid.,X-198) may
belong.
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outturned lip which is only slightly pinched in to make it a trefoil. A broad strap handle rises from the
shoulder and arches above and down to the top of the lip. The mouth was intended to receive a
"cocked hat" lid: two examples from graves have their original lids. The walls of the earlier oinochoai
are fairly thin, their quality of manufacturepleasing. The walls of the latest are heavier and the quality
of execution less satisfactory.All are unglazed.Four sizes are represented:heights 0.09+, 0.08+, 0.07+,
and 0.06+ m.
It seems possible that the initial stage of production of the shape is not representedby the earliest
examples below since the definition of the shoulder stop (the point at which the concave profile of the
neck and the convex profile of the wall meet) is not as sharp as might be expected in an entirely new
shape. The date of the earliest examples here is also only vaguely defined. For the single late example
there is no evidence for date by context. Its stage in the series may well be close to the final one for the
shape.
The evidence available indicates that the trendsof shape change in the seriesare toward constrictionof
the diameters of the various elements of the shape, base, greatest diameters of wall, shoulder, and neck.
Arrangement of the series on this basis indicates that a corresponding trend toward carelessness of
execution may be expected to accompany these changes, when more late examples are known. All the
examples through those of ca. 350 B.C. have a flat or slightly concave bottom set off from the wall by a
shallow groove. In all of these the bottom is carefully finished except one of 350 B.C., which is left unfinished with string marks. In the latest example the groove is retained, but the undersideis pared so as
to form an irregular,low ring foot. The formation of the wall of the latest is correspondinglycasual as
compared with those of earlier examples.
H. 0.09+

5th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
271 (KP 230), Deposit 18. H. 0.097; D. base0.08;
max. D. 0.095; D. shoulder0.075; D. neck
0.052.

3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
275 (C-65-169). H. 0.089; D. base 0.045; max. D.
0.073; D. shoulder 0.052; D. neck 0.033.
Pls. 10, 48.
H. 0.07+

350 B.C.
350 B.C.
276 (T 2370), Deposit 53. H. 0.072; D. base 0.046;
272 (KP 231), Deposit 18. H. 0.096; D. base
max. D. 0.072; D. shoulder 0.056; D. neck
0.065; max. D. 0.084; D. shoulder 0.0705;
0.039. N. Cemetery, D 36-c, pl. 73.
D. neck 0.05.
H. 0.06+
H. 0.08+
5th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
277 (KP 702), Deposit 18. H. 0.066; D. base
273 (KP 876), Deposit 18. H. 0.08; D. base 0.06;
max. D. 0.079; D. shoulder 0.06; D. neck
0.047; max. D. 0.066; D. shoulder 0.056;
D. neck 0.037.
0.045. Pls. 10, 48.
350 B.C.

274 (T 2651),Deposit54. H. 0.087; D. base0.057;
max. D. 0.076; D. shoulder 0.06; D. neck
0.041. N. Cemetery, D 28-b. Pls. 10, 48.

SMALL TREFOIL OINOCHOE, SHOULDER STOP, VARIANT

350 B.C.

278 (KP 682), Deposit 18. H. 0.065; D. base 0.04;
max. D. 0.063; D. shoulder 0.053; D. neck
0.038.

279, Pls. 10, 48.

Late stage, 3rd century B.C., first quarter.

Deposit: 113.
The single example of this shape is perhaps in some way related to the small trefoil oinochoe with
shoulder stop (271-278). It has a crudely formed false ring foot. Its body, plumply pear-shapedin outline, has walls on which the wheel marks have not been finished off, and whose profile is continuous
from base to lip. The broad lip is very slightly pinched in at two points, no doubt a vestigial trefoil form.
The strap handle rises from the upper wall and arches above and down to the top of the lip. It is made
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of thin clay. There is no trace of glaze. It would seem to be a late example of the series to which it
belongs.
Its context provides only a general dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. The more precise date offered
is merely an estimate based on its presumed relationship to the oinochoe with shoulder stop.
3rd century B.C., first quarter
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279 (C-47-444),Deposit 113. H. 0.086; D. base
0.049; max. D. wall 0.084; D. neck 0.047.
Pls. 10, 48.

JUGLET280, Pls. 10, 49.

Advanced stage, Hellenistic prior to 146 B.C.
Deposit: 111.
This form, of which only a single example is known at present, has a flat bottom of small diameter
(0.026 m.). The greatest diameter of the body is somewhat low, just below the level of the lower handle
attachment. Above this the profile constricts gradually in a steep outline, turning outward without
articulation to form a simple lip round in plan. The plain, vertical strap handle, set somewhat askew,
rises only slightly above the level of the top of the lip. The vessel is made of fairly thin but strong clay.
There is no trace of glaze.
No Classical antecedent for the form seems to be known at present. The context of this example
provides only a general dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. The treatment of the elements of the form
suggests that this example is not early in its shape series.
Hellenistic,priorto 146B.C.
280 (C-47-410),Deposit 111. H. 0.06; D. 0.062;
D. bottom0.026.Flat bottom.Profileof body
continuousfrombottomto top of lip. Vertical
straphandle.Pls. 10, 49.

SMALLWATERPITCHER
281, Pls. 10, 49.
Late stage, 2nd century B.C., first half.

Deposit: 110.
The shape is a small version, in the fabric of glazed ware, of the coarse-warewater pitcher(631, 632,
q.v.). It has a ring foot, constricted in diameter relative to the greatest diameter of the body which is
at the shoulder. The slope of the shoulder is very gentle. There is distinct articulation between the
shoulder and the neck. The neck has a tapered profile, broader above. The overhanging lip has a
rounded profile. The attachments of the strap handle are at the outer shoulder and on the upper neck.
Two wheel-run grooved lines encircle the neck about a third of the way down. There is no indication
of glazing.
The single example is dated by context. In form it has been discussed below in connection with the
Corinthian coarse-warepitchers of the same shape and their foreign counterparts.Although this pitcher
is perfectly usable for carrying and pouring a small quantity of liquid and the reason for producing
this small version of an ordinarily sizable shape may be no more than pure utility, it is perhaps notable
that in Athens small pitchers43of the same shape (differingin profile because they are early Hellenistic
43AthenianAgora: P 18580,P 18471,Hesperia,XX, 1951,pi. 52, a, 13, and pi. 54, a, 11. An Attic smallwaterpitcher

(H. 0.125 m.), C-65-391, probably of the 3rd century B.C., has been found in Corinth.
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versions of the form) and of much the same size (H. 0.104 and 0.125 m.) were found in pyre groups,
perhaps of a sacrificialnature.
2nd century B.C., first half

281 (C-48-127), Deposit 110. H. 0.123; D. foot
0.04; max. D. 0.08; H. to max. D. 0.06; D.
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DECANTER

lower neck 0.048; D. upper neck est. 0.058;
H. of neck and lip 0.055; D. lip est. 0.067.
Pls. 10, 49.

282-306.

Introduction
The name decanter is here used to mean a two-handledjug, adopting the interpretationof the function of such vessels offered by Corbett (p. 334, under no. 92).
The idea of a decanter seems to have been introduced into Corinthian pottery in the later Archaic
period. Although the present representation of decanters in succeeding centuries is sporadic it would
seem that a need was felt for these specialized vessels throughout the remaining Greek period of
Corinth down to the time of the destructionby Mummius in 146 B.C.
At present a total of six versions of the idea are known in Corinthian pottery. Three seem to have
been short-lived experimentswhich did not create enough demand for their repetition.44Two versions,
however, were evolved in the third quarter of the 5th century which met with approval. These are the
forms designatedbelow as Decanters I and II. Both, it would seem, derive from a long tradition of shape
design, going back to the Early Corinthianperiod, in which there was lively experimentin and adaptation of an oinochoe shape to which Patricia Lawrence and D. A. Amyx propose to give the name of
the Corinth Oinochoe.45Decanter I is possibly directly antecedent to the latest, Hellenistic, decanter.
Decanter II seems almost certainly antecedent to the sixth version, Decanter III. III was evidently introduced to meet new requirementsin the second quarter of the 4th century. Its survival into the 3rd century B.C. is attested.

Decanter I 282-286, Pls. 11, 49.
Initial and very late stages, 5th century, third quarterto 2nd century B.C., first half.
Deposits: 10, 109.
The single Hellenistic example of this form, 286, has a very thin, constricted disk foot. The flaringlip,
the short neck, the broad, steeply rounded shoulder and the lower body are in a continuous curve of
profile except for a suggestion of articulation, perhaps not accidental,just above the greatest diameter.
Two plain strap handles are attached, at an angle of about 60? to one another, on the upper shoulder
and at the lip. Three fingers and a thumb on one handle provide the most convenient grip for using the
44 Eachof the threeis knownin only a singlecataloguedexample.Theprobablyearliestis froma contextof 550-480B.C.,

C-37-2056,Deposit 3 (Campbell150). The second varietyin time, probablyof the first half of the 5th centuryB.C., is
C-39-22,Deposit 8. The third, of the third quarterof the 5th century,is C-36-1116,Deposit 11. This is one of the "two
vases with two handleson the same side of the vase" to which referenceis made in Pease, p. 294, undernos. 151-153.
Evidentlythe secondvase was not catalogued,and it is thus permissableto inferthat it was of the same form as the first.
C-36-1116has a strongresemblancein form to an Athenianversionof the decanterwhichAmyx has suggested(Hesperia,
XXVII, 1958,pp. 208-211)may in ancienttimeshavebeencalledmyke.It may be a Corinthianadaptationof the Athenian
form. The Athenianmyke seems to have been producedin Athens only over a short period, from the third quarterof
the 5th centuryto the middle of the 4th centuryB.C. (Corbett,p. 334, underno. 92).
45The variationson the theme are considerableand the connectionbetweenthe decantersand the CorinthOinochoe
is the loose but nonethelessreal one of shape design. No specific oinochoe design within the term CorinthOinochoe
is closely antecedentin actualshapeto the formsof DecantersI and II, thoughclearlythe pottersworkingin the Corinth
Oinochoetraditioninventedthem.
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vessel.The fabricwould ordinarilybe takenfor coarsebut it is of a more efficientand durableconsistency than is usual in Corinthian coarse ware. The surfaces are covered with a fine slip. There is no
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decorationof any kind.
The contextfrom whichit comesprovidesonly a wide datingbetweenca. 330 and 146B.C. Thatthis
decanteris late in this long periodis indicatedby its generalresemblancein form to a cooking-ware
decanter,749, Deposit46, of the time of Mummius'destructionof Corinthin 146B.C.
The suggestionis here made that this decanterrepresentsone of the latest stagesin a directshape
developmentof a form introducedin Corinthianpotteryin the thirdquarterof the 5th century,representedby 282-285in the cataloguebelow.The differencein timebetweenit and theseis indeedconsiderable, probablyapproachingthreecenturies,and certainlythe connectionin a singleshapeseriesof vessels so widelyseparatedin time, withoutintermediateexamples,will requiremore assureddemonstration. At presentthe connectionseemsa fair possibilitysincestronglikenessesin formexistbetweenthe
earlygroupand the late decanter,the differencesare ones to be expectedin a longshapedevelopment,
and the elementspresentin the earlier,lackingin the later,are ones whichcould readilybe expectedto
disappearin the courseof production.
In the 5th centuryexamplesthe disk base is broad.A wheel grooveis set well withinthe perimeter
on the underside.As in the late example,the profileis continuousfrom the outturnedlip to the base
savefor semi-articulation
just abovethe greatestdiameter.The straphandlesare also setat mid-shoulder
and at the edge of the lip, thoughrathermore widely,at an angle of about 90? to one another.The
handleshave each a centralverticalrib (an embellishment
whichis seento have disappearedin the late
of
Decanter
and
since
are
short
two
examples
III),
they
only
fingersand a thumbcan be usedfor gripping. The forms of the 5th centurydecantersare decoratedwith glaze bands, one aroundthe outer
profileof the base, one below and one abovethe greatestdiameter,one on the top of the lip; an additional line appearsjust withinthe neck of two of the four. Aside from the solid base and fairlysubstantialhandles,the formis madeof thin but strongclay whichis fairlyhighlypolishedon the exterior
surface.
D. 0.17+ - 0.16+
460-420 B.C.

282 (C-34-947),Deposit 10. Max. D. est. 0.17;
av. H. 0.162; H. to max. D. 0.07; D. base
0.117; D. lip 0.095. Pease 152.
283 (C-34-946),Deposit 10. Max. D. 0.163; av.
H. 0.158; H. to max. D. 0.065; D. base0.103;
D. lip 0.089. Pease 151. Pls. 11, 49.
284 (C-34-948),Deposit 10.Baseandpartof lower
wall missing. Max. D. 0.17; P.H. 0.147; est.
D. lip 0.085. Pease 153.

285 (C-34-1194),Deposit 10. Base and much of
lower wall missing. Max. D. ca. 0.173; P.H.
0.095; D. lip 0.088.
2nd centuryB.C., firsthalf
286 (C-47-314),Deposit 109. Max. D. 0.167; av.
H. 0.208; H. to max. D. 0.09; D. base 0.067;
D. lip 0.09. Pls. 11, 49.

DecanterII46287-300, Pls. 12, 49.
Initialto late stages,5th century,thirdquarterto 4th centuryB.C.,earlyfirstquarter.
Deposits: 10, 20, 79, 80.
This varietyhas throughoutwhat is essentiallya broad,slightlyspreadingdisk base, with modifications in laterexampleswhichgive it the superficialappearanceof a shallowringfoot. The profileof the
46
Athens, Agora, P 10941 (Corbett 165) evidently is also an example of Decanter II, of the large size (H. 0.154;
D. 0.181). Corbett, p. 335, under no. 92, suggestedthat it was possibly of Corinthianmanufacture.From a deposit of
the last quarterof the 5th century,it seems to correspondto the contemporaryCorinthianexamples of DecanterII in
every way except in havinga base unfinishedon the underside.
For the relationshipof DecanterII to the AthenianOinochoeshape 9 see footnote 48.
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broadly pulvinated body is continuous in curve with that of the neck. The lip is overhanging and its
outer profile is bevelled in varying degrees of steepness nearly to perpendicular.The two strap handles
are attached a few centimeters apart, at an angle of about 45? to one another, on the middle of the
shoulder and on the lower edge of the lip. Two fingers, not more, and a thumb can be used to grip the
handle. No doubt ordinarily a single handle was used in this fashion for gripping and pouring, since
any other method of grasping this kind of decanter is rather awkward and unsatisfactoryfor the purpose. Apart from the solid base and fairly thick handles the form is made of relatively thin clay which
is polished, sometimes (early) to a high degree of luster, on all the exterior. Glaze bands are wheel
painted around the profile of the base, below and above the greatest diameter, and around the outer
edge of the lip. One or two further bands appear also on the inside of the lip or neck, where these are
preserved, and a few have in addition still another on the lower wall just above the base. The underside of the base has no glaze decoration. It would seem that a distinction in sizes in the series is to be
made on the basis of the greatest diameter measurementsof the body. They are two: ca. 0.18 m. and
ca. 0.15-0.16m. Conceivably this unusual circumstance may have something to do with the liquid
capacity of the vessels.47All are of much the same height, between 0.154 and 0.166 m.
Context evidence and other considerations indicate that Decanter II was introduced well within the
third quarter of the 5th century, the fragmentaryexamples 298 and 299 being the earliest. The placement of these fully within the third quarter, of others at 425 B.C., and those of a subsequent stage in the
early first quarter of the 4th century is prompted in part by contexts and in part by estimates backward
from the earliest examples of Decanter III below, whose body form (with modificationsof other elements
to meet new requirements)is believedto be in a direct line of shape developmentwith that of Decanter II.
The body form of the earliest examples of Decanter III, by context evidence not later than the early
third quarter of the 4th century, is very advanced. Between it and that of the latest examples of
Decanter II a very considerabletime allowance must be made, placing the latest examples of II probably
no later than the early first quarter, ca. 50 years earlier. As a result the earlier two stages of II must be
placed back as far as their context evidence permits.48For the end of production of Decanter II reasons
have been developed below (p. 61) for thinking that it may have continued into the second quarterof
the 4th century, although we have no examples of so late a date at present.49
In the series some differencesin form exist. One, in the form of the handle, between those of 425 B.C.
and those of the early 4th century, is probably due only to manufacturein two differentworkshops and
may representonly individual idiosyncracies.The former, 287, 288, and 300, have a strap handle with a
central vertical rib. The latter, all from one deposit and probably from one workshop, have the reverse
one with a central vertical groove. The other differencesare more likely to be chronological. Those in
the form of the bottom of the base provide a natural shape progression. In the earlier, of the third
quarter of the 5th century and 425 B.C., it is a true disk base, slightly concave beneath, with a shallow
wheel-run groove set well within the periphery giving just the slightest suggestion of a broad ring foot.
In those of the early first quarter of the 4th century the base looks much more like a ring foot. The
groove is deep and set closer to the outer edge, and the surface within it has been turned so as to form
a rounded surface between the groove and the shallow central conical depression. Four of the earlier are

47 Cf.

Amyx' commentson the capacitiesof the Attic decanter(myke), Hesperia,XXVII, 1958, p. 210.
The dating of those assignedto 425 B.C. is somewhatstrengthenedby the context of Athens, Agora, P 10941,for
which see footnote 46.
The dating of those assignedto the third quarterof the 5th centuryis stronglysupportedby their close resemblance
in form (aside from the single arching handle) to an Athenian Oinochoe shape 9 by the ShuvalovPainter(A.R.V.2,
p. 1208,no. 41; Pfuhl, M.u.z., fig. 787).
49 Since the above was writtenan examplefrom Isthmia,IP 2843, has been noted. In form it may be of the second
quarterof the 4th century.H. 0.116; D. base 0.095; max. D. 0.154; H. to max. D. 0.07; D. lip 0.079. The handlesare
of the plain strapvarietywithoutribbingor grooving.
48
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of high quality,the surfaceshighlypolished.The latestare uniformlyof somewhatless high quality,the
surfaces,thoughpolishedin some degree,dull.
D. 0.18+

294 (C-37-244), Deposit 80. Max. D. 0.181; H.

0.158; H. to max. D. 0.058; D. base 0.128;
D. lip 0.099.
287 (C-37-451),Deposit 79. Max. D. 0.184; H.
295 (C-37-247),Deposit 80. Neck, lip and handles
0.154; H. to max. D. 0.06; D. base est. 0.124;
missing. Max. D. 0.182; P.H. 0.104; H. to
D. lip 0.092. Pls. 12, 49.
max. D. 0.07; D. base 0.125.
of
79.
Base
and
much
288 (C-37-454),Deposit
296 (C-37-246),Deposit 80. Neck, lip and handles
wall missing.Max. D. est. 0.184; P.H. 0.088;
missing. Max. D. 0.19; P.H. 0.105; H. to max.
D. lip 0.103.
D. 0.07; D. base 0.123.
4th centuryB.C., earlyfirst quarter
297 (C-37-248),Deposit 80. Neck, lip and handles
289 (C-37-245),Deposit 80.50Max D. 0.186; H.
missing. Max. D. 0.183; P.H. 0.113; H. to
0.164; H. to max. D. 0.065; D. base 0.125;
max. D. 0.065; D. base 0.124.
D. lip 0.10.
D. 0.16+ - 0.15+
290 (C-37-242),Deposit 80. Max. D. 0.187; H.
5th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
0.159; H. to max. D. 0.06; D. base 0.124;
298 (C-34-1195),Deposit10.Neck,lip andhandles
D. lip 0.10.
missing. Max. D. 0.168; P.H. 0.107; H. to
291 (C-37-243),Deposit 80. Max. D. 0.187; H.
max. D. 0.06; D. base 0.13.
0.165; H. to max. D. 0.068; D. base 0.123;
299 (C-34-1196),Deposit10.Neck,lip andhandles
D. lip 0.102. Pls. 12, 49.
missing.Max. D. 0.155; P.H. ca. 0.09; H. to
292 (C-37-241),Deposit 80. Max. D. 0.19; av. H.
max. D. 0.05; D. base 0.113.
0.169; H. to max. D. 0.07; D. base 0.12; D.
425 B.C.
lip 0.097.
300 (C-31-66), Deposit 20. Max. D. 0.168; H.
293 (C-37-240),Deposit 80. Max. D. 0.186; H.
0.155; H. to max. D. 0.055; D. base 0.098;
D. lip 0.098. Asklepieion,p. 135, no. 60, and
0.166; H. to max. D. 0.065; D. base 0.123;
D. lip 0.10.
pl. 50 (for C-3217read: C-31-66).
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425 B.C.

DecanterIII51301-306, Pls. 12, 49.
Intermediatestages,4th century,earlythirdquarterto 3rdcenturyB.C., firstquarter.
Deposits:36, 42, 88, 90.
DecanterIII has a soliddiskfoot, finishedplainand slightlyconcavebeneath.Theprofileof the body,
pulvinatedin outline, and that of the neck form a continuouscurve. It has a prominentcollar lip,
broaderabove.The straphandlesare set at an angleof about45?to one anotherin the smallerexamples,
at one of about 60?in the largeexample,301. The neck of DecanterIII is tallerand the handleslonger
than those of DecanterII. Consequentlyexamplesof DecanterIII can be graspedmore strongly,using
morefingers,thanwas possiblewith examplesof DecanterII. Asidefromthe solid base the formin the
earlierexamplesis made of relativelythin clay and the qualityof manufactureis good.In the later,the
clay is somewhatmoresubstantialand the qualityratherless good. Glazebands,wheelpainted,appear
on the body and on the innerand outerlip. Possibly,as amongthe examplesof DecanterII, a distinction in sizes is to be made on the basis of the greatestdiameterof the body. If so, thereare three:ca.
to 287-297, DecanterII), and ca. 0.160.21 (not representedin DecanterII), ca. 0.18 (corresponding
to
and
Decanter
0.15 m. (corresponding 298, 299,
300,
II).
50 Those from Deposit 80 are presumablythe ones to whichreferenceis madein Pease,p. 294, under151-153: "several
vases from underthe Agora floor: more bulbousin shape."
51 Thompson B 33 is evidentlya foreign version of Decanter III. Corbett, p. 335, under no. 92, has alreadynoted
that it may be an importto Athens. It would also seem not to be Corinthian.The fabricas describedis not like that of
any Corinthiandecanter.It differsfrom any known Corinthianexamplealso in havinga very steep shoulder,short neck
and rolled rim. Although 301 has, exceptionallyin the series, five glazed bands on the body their position is different
from that of the bands on B 33. No Corinthianexamplehas four bands inside the lip. It is notable also that the size of
B 33 (D. 0.195 m.) is not representedamong the Corinthiandecanters.
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The time of the introduction and the beginning of production of Decanter III can perhaps be suggested by inference with some precision as within the second quarter of the 4th century. It has already
been suggested (above, p. 59) that Decanter III is a modified continuation of Decanter II. The reason
for modification may plausibly be thought to be a need for a more concentrated and more precisely
directedflow of the wine which the vessels presumablycontained. Decnter II, with its broad neck splaying widely above to a lip bevelled outward, provided a rather broad flow of liquid and could be used
economically and acceptably only with a broad receptacle. Decanter III, with its nearly cylindricalneck
and closely fitting collar lip, provided a narrow flow which could be more accuratelydirected, and hence
would have been efficient even with receptacles of quite constricted diameters. It has been suggested
above that a period of about 50 years must be allowed between the latest known examples of Decanter II
and the earliest of III, between the early first quarter of the 4th century and the early third quarter. It
seems not coincidental that during this time old broad forms of the drinking cup, the kylix in its many
varieties, began to go out of use and that within the second quarter of the 4th century new series of
drinking cups, the various calyx kantharoi and other forms with constricted mouths, were introduced
and quickly became enormously and very widely popular. The preferencefor relativelynarrow and deep
drinking cups,52once introduced, prevailedfor many years, and it is not until well along in the 3rd century that there is any strong reversion to broader drinking vessels. It may be supposed, then, with some
reason, that as long as broad drinking cups were popular, perhaps into the second quarter of the 4th
century, Decanter II, suitable for them, continued to be produced and that, as soon as the new drinking
cups began to supplant the old, Decanter III was introduced in replacementof II to meet their requirements. The two varieties may have overlapped in production for a short while. The earliest examples of
Decanter III in the catalogue below are presumably, then, of an early stage of the new shape, not long
after its first appearance.
The end of production of Decanter III is not yet as clearly indicated. On context evidence the earliest
examples of Decanter III here are not later than the early third quarterof the 4th century. The contexts,
both of wide range, of the two later examples would permit a date as late as the second quarter of the
3rd century for one, the last quarter for the other. The degree of differencein shape development between the earlier and the later is not great, however; hence an allowance of 50 years differencein time
between them seems sufficient,with placement in the first quarterof the 3rd century (probably early in it)
for the later. To what further stage the shape may have been produced remains to be seen.
Notable differencesexist between the earlier and later which may be significantfor relativechronology.
Those in clay and quality of manufacturehave already been noted. Others concern the forms of the lip
and handle, the treatment of the shoulder, and the placement of the glaze banding. The broad collar lip
of the earlier, approaching perpendicularin profile, is transformedto a narrowerone in the later which
is much greaterin diameter above. The central vertical rib of the strap handle of the earlierhas flattened
out and disappearedin the later. The rather abrupt transition in profile between neck and body in the
earlier has become a more gradual curve in the later. The earlier examples have glaze banding in the
tradition of Decanter II: one below, one above the greatest diameter of the body, one around the exterior of the lip and one inside. In the later the syntax has relaxed as far as the body is concerned. One,
306, has three bands, one each below, at, and above the greatest diameter. The other, 301, has five, from
the greatest diameter up to the handle roots.

52 In this connectionone of the old standarddrinkingcups, the skyphos of Attic type (307-371), popularin Corinth
as well as in Athens through the 4th century B.C., is notable. In the 5th century and in the early years of the 4th
century it was a broad, generouslyopen vessel. By the middle years of the 4th centuryit had becomeverymuchmore
constricted.
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D. 0.21+
3rd century B.C., first quarter
301 (C-40-413), Deposit 36. Max. D. 0.217; av.
H. 0.214; H. to max. D. 0.08; D. base 0.108;
D. lip 0.09. Pls. 12, 49.
D. 0.18+
4th century B.C., early third quarter
302 (C-37-2521), Deposit 90. Max. D. 0.187; av.
H. 0.188; H. to max. D. 0.075; D. base 0.103;
D. lip 0.078. Pls. 12, 49.
303 (C-37-2662 a, b), Deposit 90. Much of wall
missing. Max. D. est. 0.182; P.H. 0.131; D.
base 0.105; D. lip 0.075.

304 (C-53-60),Deposit 88. Neck, lip and handles
missing. Max. D. 0.185; P.H. 0.115; H. to
max. D. 0.075; D. base 0.105.
D. 0.16+ - 0.15+
4th century B.C., early third quarter

305 (C-31-238),Deposit 42. Base and most of
wall missing.Max. D. more than 0.15; P.H.
0.097; D. lip 0.069.
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
306 (C-31-280),Deposit 42. Max. D. 0.166; H.
0.184; H. to max. D. 0.07; D. base 0.092;
D. lip 0.078.

DRINKINGVESSELS
307-554

INTRODUCTION

The fine-ware,wheelmade drinking cups produced in Corinth during the Hellenistic period which are
grouped here have been classified below under two main headings, deep shapes and broad shapes. The
deep shapes will be fairly easily recognizable to the modern, non-professional eye as drinkingcups, even
though they differ in form from our modern ideas of what a drinking vessel, especially one for wine,
should be, one major differencebeing, normally, the provision of two handles, the exception being the
Hexamilia mug which has one. About the broad shapes the modern spectator may feel much less conviction. These include handleless shapes of hemispherical, conical, or breast-shape outline with no
separate foot or at most applique supports for stability. They have no modern connotations as drinking
vessels, but the idea of vessels of such broad, open forms as drinking cups was the predominant one in
the advanced and late years of the Hellenistic period in Corinth, best exemplified in the more familiar
moulded drinking bowls discussed separately below. The two varieties of broad drinking cups with recurved handles are also strange to us, but their use as drinking vessels becomes plausible in the light of
the broad kylix forms with two handles which had been popular in Classical times in Greece.
The sizes and capacities of the drinking vessels here, viewed in the light of their probable use as wine
cups, will also cause some consternation to the present day spectator. A gradation of sizes is represented
in most of the series of drinking vessels here, in the deep shapes a range between heights 0.22 and
0.06 m., in the broad shapes between lip diameters0.18 and 0.11 m. Of the examples now known the
fairly capacious sizes are the most numerous. As a rough index, in the deep shapes ca. 67 % occur in
sizes between heights 0.13 and 0.09 m. with estimated capacities between ca. 1000 and ca. 200 cc.,53
ca. 22% occur in the larger sizes, heights 0.22 to 0.14 m., and ca. 11 %0 in the smaller, 0.08 m. and below.
The most numerous size is, by height, 0.09-0.10 m., with a capacity of ca. 300 cc. It is normally assumed
that wine was ordinarily served diluted in these times and the representationof sizes in the present cups
attests the probability of this assumption.
A number of the shapes were produced in serviceablefabric: the skyphos, the calyx cup and kantharoi, the Hexamilia kantharos and mug, and the drinking bowls with recurved handles. The others have
either lighter or really delicate walls. Only one vessel, the calyx cup, seems never to have been glazed.
A second vessel, a calyx kantharos, now unglazed, 376, may have been gilded. A third, the semi-glazed
53

Eight intact drinking vessels have been measured with water. Acrocorinth kantharos, 451, H. 0.12-0.13 m.,
ca. 1000cc. One-piecekantharos,385, H. 0.09 m., ca. 200 cc. Hexamiliakantharos,520, H. 0.09-0.10 m., ca. 300 cc.
Attic type of skyphoi, 341, 343, and 344, H. 0.09 m., ca. 250, 200, and 200 cc. respectively;353 and 355, H. 0.08 m.,
each ca. 200 cc.
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mastos, has glaze only on the interior. Examples of a few series were glazed by dipping, fully on the
interior and part way down on the exterior: all the Hexamilia kantharoi and mugs, all the drinking
bowls with recurvedhandles, and one very late example of the skyphos. The other cups, the great majority, were all given full treatment, either full glazing or glazing with minor areas reserved and painted.
This is true throughout their series, early to late, and is exceptional in Corinthian fine ware of the time
since most shapes originally fully glazed are found in their later stages to be partially glazed by dipping.
No doubt the full treatment throughout in these is due in part to considerations of avoiding loss by
seepage of wine through the walls, perhaps also to the use of these vessels on more or less formal occasions.
Generally speaking, cups of the serviceable fabric were not decorated, one example of the calyx
kantharos being the only exception; those of lighter fabric were decorated. This thought can be carried
further: the cups of the most delicate fabric were the most lavishly and attractively decorated of all.
The decoration, that is to say decoration with ornamental patterns, where it occurs is in the West Slope
technique of incision through the glaze, sometimes seen to expose pink color beneath, and applied
colors usually on the glaze.
Context evidence for the limits of the periods of production of the various cup series and the dating
of the various stages of their shape development is not abundant and much in need of future supplement. The general picture is, however, reasonably assured and to some extent the present evidence
provides indications for absolute chronology. The picture shows, in broad outlines, an overlapping succession of three major groups of shape series. The first group was introduced in Corinthian in the
Classical period and continued in production down to some time in the first half of the 3rd century,
probably appreciablywithin that half century. It includes the skyphos of Attic type, for which a possibly
extreme lower date of 275 B.C. has been suggested, and the varieties of calyx cup and kantharos, whose
lower date in Corinthiancan only be suggestedvery loosely at present.54The second major group may be
considered purely Hellenistic since it seems likely at present that all were first introduced in Corinthian
within Alexander's short reign. These are four, all kantharoi: one-piece, cyma, Acrocorinth, and articulated. The evidence provided by pottery and coins in some pertinentcontexts suggests that the periods
of production of all had come to an end by the third quarteror early last quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C.,
if not indeed before that. Interrelationshipsin details of form (or shape design) and decoration among
these four series help to unite this group as contemporaryin production. Two other shapes, the Hexamilia kantharos and the allied Hexamilia mug ,were probably in productionduring the same time, though
evidently with a rather later introductory date than the kantharoi. The time of the introduction of the
third group is at present estimated backwardfrom the destruction of the city in 146 B.C., with which are
connected deposits containing advanced stages of many of the shapes. The estimate includes considerations of functional replacementof the earlier forms: it is, of course, evident that the earlier shapes were
not abandoned until after successors in function had appeared in the market. Whatever may be true of
vessels of other functions it is clear that there was no lacuna in the production of drinking cups in
Corinth. Initial dates around the middle of the 3rd century or shortly thereafterthus seem indicated for
a number of the new shapes. This may, of course, be a conservative dating. These new shapes include
the wheelmade Megarian bowls and the conical bowl. Others, the hemispherical bowl with applique
supports, the mastos, the semi-glazed mastos, and the thorn kantharos, are at present known only in
examples of advanced stages beyond this time. Future evidence may well show that their introduction
was more or less contemporary with the preceding broad forms. The idea of the drinking bowl with
recurved handles, seen below in two versions, seems likely to have been introduced a bit earlier and to
have disappearedfrom the scene by the time of the destruction of the city.

54 Other Classicalcup shapes, not studied here, also probablycontinued to be producedin Corinthianduring the
early years of the Hellenisticperiod. These includethe bolsal, the one-handler,and the Corinthiantype of skyphos.
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In the general succession of shapes produced in Corinth in the Hellenistic period we may see two
main overlappingphases in popular preferencein drinking-cupforms: a major preferencefor deep forms
in the earlier half of the Hellenistic period in Corinth, comprising the first two successive groups,
a major preferencefor broad, open forms in the later half, the third group, still prevalent at the time of
the destruction of the city. The picture of the later major preferenceis, of course, extensively supplemented by the extremely popular moulded bowl forms of that time.
All the cup forms will eventually, it is hoped, be of considerable value in archaeological dating. In
this aspect it is to be emphasized that all seem to have had relatively short periods of production, which
by itself is a fact peculiar to drinking-cupforms, very desirable in archaeological dating, and not true
of vessels of other functions except for sporadic series. The desirabilityof future supplementationof the
present evidence for dating of any Corinthian Hellenistic drinking-cup series is thus considerable. All
the cup forms will eventually provide some degree of utility for closer dating within their periods of
production, some in a few aspects, others in many. At present the two potentially most useful and most
sensitive shapes chronologically, in that fragments of almost all elements of their forms provide clues
for dating, are the skyphos of Attic type, covering the period from the late 5th century well down into
the earlier Hellenistic period, and the cyma kantharos, from very early Hellenistic years down into the
later part of the 3rd century. To the further supplementationof the evidence for dating these two forms
excavators at Corinth and elsewhere will be well advised to pay particularattention.
The criteria for dating provided by the cups are mainly ones of shape changes during their periods of
production. It might be hoped that the extensive elements of decoration present on a number of the cup
series might also contribute to chronology in a manner comparable to the decoration of vessels of earlier
periods. The value of the decoration for this purpose is severely restricted in Corinthian cups of these
times, however, due to the fugitive nature of the glaze employed which all too frequently has caused
the disappearanceof the painted ornament. This is particularlytrue in the case of the various kantharos
series. Preservation, however, is appreciably better in the series of wheelmade Megarian bowls, in the
conical bowls and the mastos. In these it seems quite likely that the principle of degeneration of the
motif may be operative for relative chronological placement, accompanying the advancing stages of
shape development. There is, incidentally, at present no strong reason for supposing that the decoration
of Corinthian wheelmade wine cups ever influenced the trends of the shape development.
Another aspect of the wine cups is of some interest, the presence on examples of several series of
graffito inscriptions (Pls. 41, 42), the names of divinities or abstract ideas, normally in the genitive, a
few in the nominative. A total of 43 are now known. For cups so inscribed the term grammatika
ekpomatahas been adopted here from Athenaeus.55These names are for the most part inscribedthrough
the glaze on examples of the cyma, Acrocorinth, and articulated kantharoi, in a zone below the lip on
one side only. A fragment, possibly of a one-piece kantharos, or conceivably of a hemisphericalbowl,
C-66-96, is also known, while a dipinto inscription appears on a lip fragment of a Corinthian calyx
kantharos, C-31-451 (Asklepieion,p. 135, no. 69, and pl. 51). A large number of the inscriptions on cups
from the South Stoa, all of which are included here, have already been discussed by Broneer.56The list
below takes advantage of his comments and restorations of incomplete graffiti, supplementing his list
with examples found subsequently or of other proveniences.
'AMu['nias]

: 510.

'AVT?PCOTOS
'AcpaAeias

: 475, 501, 502. One complete, two restored.

:

438.

5511, 466 d; cf. also 15, 692 e. For Attic grammatikaekpomataand referencesto studiesconcerningthem, Thompson
B 23. Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 63, footnote27, citesalso, in connectionwithCorinthianexamples:MartinP. Nilsson, Geschichte
der griechischenReligion,II, Munich,1950,p. 177; and Eranos(Acta philologicasuecana,Upsala, 1890-1906,Goteburg,
1907-), L, 1952, p. 39.
56 S. Stoa, pp. 62-64.
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'HS[o]vTs

'H]bvX[
'HSuoivos
O]ivcTrr[os]
0A[-] or o.[-]
HaualtKpTr.a[Aou
1i[--]
nicovE[--]YS
[Tlo5a]A[ipi]os(?)
&otLcoyv
cY]yTas
'Yyieias
OlAias
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: 409, 464. Both complete.

424, 447, 458, 474, 498, 499, 503, 514. Two complete, six restored.
437.
480.
500.
476, 493. Both in part restored.
: C-66-96. Below, footnote 75.
454, 512. One complete, one restored.
407.
: C-65-379. Below, footnote 79.
: 416.
:511.
:492.
: 389. Complete dipinto: C-31-451, Asklepieion, p. 135, no. 69, and
p1. 51.
: 491.
:448.
: 400, 505. One restored.
:483.

%QTrap'EATrisas awvETi: 489.

]as
]as

: 506.
: 507.
: 452.

]ias

: 509.

]a[

] ias
]vEpEs[?]
]UnI[

: 467.
: 508.
: 504.

The majority of the inscriptions call for no special comment. Attention, however, may be called to
the enigmatic broken graffiti, TricovE
[--] us, and ]vepEis, which still seek satisfactoryrestorations. The
name Ec:Lcovis unusual. It can either57refer to an Anatolian divinity apparently first attested in
Hellenistic times, or be an epithet of Zeus or Apollo. The significance,religious, convivial, or both, of
these inscriptions does not concern the present study. The proveniences,however, it may be noted, show
an extremelylarge majority to be from within the area of the South Stoa, many from contexts associated
with the use of the building in the Greek period. One, C-66-96, is from the Peribolos of Apollo. A
second, 454, is from Deposit 43, at the northwest corner of the peribolos of Temple E, and a third,
C-65-379, is from a well still further to the west of the Agora area. It seems worthy of comment, for
future appraisal, that in Corinthian pottery this kind of inscription on drinking vessels seems to have
had a limited period of vogue, from around 330 down into the third quarter of the 3rd century B.C.
Conceivably the presence of such inscriptions on Corinthian drinking cups can be used as a criterion
for dating.
There is a certain amount of variation in letter forms observable in the inscriptions, enough perhaps
to prompt question as to whether or not they were inscribed at the time the cups were made or subsequently. It is the present writer's opinion that the inscriptions, with one or two possible exceptions,
were inscribed before firing and that they are thus of the same date as the pots on which they appear.
57 R.
E., s.v. Sozon. Roscher, Wilhelm Heinrich, Ausfuhrliches Lexikon der griechischen und romischen Mythologie,
Leipzig, 1909-1915, s.v. Sozon.
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Their appearance, with usually carefully and delicately incised letters, differs markedly from graffitiinscribed on other vessels after firing, comparing very favorably in quality with and sometimes to the disadvantage of the incised elements of the decoration. This is especially clear in many of the cursive
letters which are inscribed easily and with fluid lines. Professor Broneer, though believing that they
were inscribed after firing, has pointed out previously that the decorators of the cups were aware in
decorating them that they were to receive inscriptions since they omitted the decoration in the zone on
the side on which the inscriptions are placed.
Imported wheelmade drinking cups are not numerous in Corinth in these times. Those of forms
related to the Corinthian (a few are Attic) are noted below in the pertinent sections. Only a single
imported shape of a form not representedin Corinthian is at present attested, a broad drinking bowl
with a constricted ring foot, a lower wall rising broadly, a prominent nearly vertical upper wall, and
horizontal loop handles.58The two examples of this shape are of the years close to and somewhat prior
to the destruction of the city.

DEEP SHAPES

Skyphos, Attic type59307-371, Pls. 13, 14, 50, 51.

Advanced to final stages, 42560 to 275 B.C.

Deposits: 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 34, 36, 42, 43, 59, 61, 63, 66-69, 79-82, 87, 88, 90.
In basic form the Corinthian skyphoi of this series correspond closely to the Attic skyphoi which
they, at least initially, copy.61The ring foot has an outer profile recognizable as of more or less torus
outline throughout the series except for two very blurred late examples. The wall swells upward in
varying degrees of curvature in an outline continuous from the foot to the top of the lip. The two
horizontal loop handles are set below the lip. Aside from three fragmentaryskyphoi of very great size
(H. est. 0.22m.: 307-309) all of the first quarter of the 4th century, seven sizes are now attested:
and0.07+ m. Sizes 0.09+ m. and 0.08+ m. are at
heights 0.13+,0.12+,0.11+,0.10+,0.09+,0.08+,
present much the most common. The clay of which they are made, except for one clumsy example, 362, is
uniformly of serviceable thickness. Full glazing seems to have been the rule, the one exception being
the very late 366 which was dipped, leaving the lower wall and foot unglazed. Dipping may have been
used more extensively in the series than is evident from their present appearance. 319, of the third
quarter of the 4th century B.C., was fully glazed but clearly was dipped, in two overlapping operations,
top and bottom. In early stages certain areas (lower wall and top of foot, resting surface,underside within
foot) of many examples received special treatment(reservationor paint over glaze) which will be noted in
detail below. Although the series extends through the period when many drinking cups bore special
inscriptions (grammatikaekpomata),for example the articulated and cyma kantharoi, none of the skyphoi is so inscribed.

58 Gray ware: C-47-352,Deposit 111, of
59

146 B.C. Other: C-48-100,Deposit 110, of the first half of the 2nd century.
Skyphoiof late stages of this shapehave been discussedin N. Cemetery,p. 128. Of the 13 exampleslisted there one

(491-5) is included here: 361 (T 1158).

60 Two examplesof the shape of a date prior to 425 B.C. are known to me: C-34-1092,
Deposit 10, Pease 222, is of
460-420 B.C.; C-39-168,Deposit 8, is probably of the early 5th century. H. 0.085; D. foot 0.078; max. D. (at lip)
av. 0.112. Fully glazed.A pair of purplelines wheelpaintedbelow the handles.They may be representativeof occasional
sporadic imitation of the Attic form rather than of the beginningof full production and the establishmentof the
Corinthiantraditionin this shape. C-34-1093,Deposit 10, Pease 223, does not seem to be Corinthian.
61A.R.V.2 Type A: Richterand Milne, Shapesand Names,fig. 174. Advancedexamplesof the series are on the order
of Richterand Milne, fig. 177.
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In Attic the production of the shape seems to have begun in the early years of the 5th century B.C.62
Although a Corinthian example of about this time is known (above, footnote 61) it seems at present
likely that large-scale production of the shape in Corinthian did not begin until some time in the last
quarter of the 5th century. Production of the shape in Corinthianis well and continuously attested from
that time onward. The latest skyphoi, whose regrettableforms lend high conviction to the thought that
they are of the very final stage in Corinthian, show the shape carried to an even greater extreme than
any now known in Attic.
For absolute dating in the series the latest examples from Olynthos, presumably close to 348 B.C.,
have been used. These are probably Attic, and thus not strictly relevant to the dating of Corinthian,
but perhaps the degree of differencein form between the Attic of that time and the Corinthian was not
too great. The date of the end of production in Corinthian is still largely a matter of estimate. Coins
from deposits of limited range pertinent to the later stages of the form are not, at least in the present
state of information, helpful in suggesting a close final date.63It is here estimated that the series came
to an end about 275 B.C. This 75 year extension of the series beyond the stage of that reached at
Olynthos is in part prompted by the extreme stage of the form ultimately reached in Corinthian. Five
grave groups, in which skyphoi and unguentaria64are associated, provide some evidence supporting
this considerable extension. Unguentaria, not present at Olynthos, probably first began to be imported
into mainland Greece during the third quarter of the 4th century B.C. An indication of the date of the
initial stage of the unguentariumin this quarter century is provided by Deposit 58, a grave in which a
very early unguentarium and a coin of Corinth of 338 B.C. were associated. In two grave groups,
Deposits 59 and 63, skyphoi somewhat more advanced than the Olynthian stage were found with unguentaria of the very early stage. In three other graves, Deposits 68, 67, 66, still more advanced skyphoi
and advanced unguentariawere found associated. The final stage of the skyphos representedby 365 and
366 must be placed appreciablybeyond these. Any precision in dating reached through future evidence
in either the unguentariumor the skyphos series will be pertinent to both.
Deposit evidence indicates that the main criteriafor relative dating of examples of this series concern
all elements of the shape, making the skyphos one of the most useful forms in dating, even in fragments.
In general the trends are from a generously capacious form very broad above and moderately constricted below, with a gently upswelling wall profile whose termination above is the lip, toward one of
very restricted capacity, moderately broad above, much broader near the middle, constricted to the
utmost extent possible at the foot, with a wall profile strongly flaring in outline from foot to mid-point
where it recurves inward up to a strongly outcurved lip. The series arranged according to these trends
exhibits other supporting changes: toward modifications in the form of the handle, toward carelessness
in the application of decoration to the lower wall and foot resulting in the eventual abandonment of
decoration entirely, and toward a decrease in the quality of manufactureand glazing.
The earliest examples in the Corinthian series have their greatest circumferenceabove, either at the
lip or slightly below. The profile of the upper wall of these skyphoi is visibly convex. The lowerXwall
constricts very gradually, its curve slightly convex in profile, to the base, where its diameter is much
constricted in relation to the upper part, yet very broad in relation to that of later skyphoi. The ring
foot, a torus slightly flattened in profile, is a little greater in diameter than the bottom of the wall.
5th century B.C., prior to 480: Vanderpool247; Talcott (1936), fig. 8, P 2732; Campbell42-45. The subsequent
stagesof the Attic shapecan be followedin variouspublications.480-460 B.C.: Talcott(1936),fig. 8, P 5145.460-440 B.C.:
Boulter 29-30. 460-420 s.c.: Pease 23-28. 440-425 B.C.: Talcott 21 and Talcott (1936), fig. 8, P 2297. 425-400 and
62

400-374

B.C.:

Corbett 24-25, 138, 139. Ca. 350 B.C.: Olynthus, XIII, nos. 581, 583, 585, 587 (from houses). Early

Hellenistic:ThompsonA 26; Young pyres 6 and 12.
63 Two grave groups, Deposit 68 and 66, each containeda silver coin of Corinth, the one dated 400-338, the other
(tentativelydated by Henry S. Robinson),350-315 B.C.
64
I.e., those of the best known ware, describedby Thompson,pp. 472-474.
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The attenuation of the form which gradually ensued in the succeeding years was brought about by a
constriction of the diameter of the base and lower wall, of the maximum diameter of the upper wall,
and that of the lip. In the stages between 400 and 350 B.C. the lip usually has the largest of these three
diameters, the maximum diameter of the body being somewhat less, those of the lower wall and foot
markedly smaller. The lip and upper wall in this period are occasionally of equal diameters. In the few
which the wall
is
theby much. In the first quarter of
tin
is bronodet
diameterthe
itdiameter
broader tha
than
lip it is not so
lipall
the 4th century the lower wall becomes slightly concave in profile, and in the second quarterstrongly so.
The profile of the upper wall becomes flatter and there is a slight outcurve to form the lip. In the second
quarterthis change produces a sharply outturned lip as a distinct element of the shape which is characteristic of all of this quarter and of all the rest of the entire series. In the stages after 350 B.C. the upper
wall has usually the broadest of the three diameters, the lip one slightly less, and the base and lower
wall are progressively more strongly constricted in relation to them. The lower wall, as the base constricts, becomes more deeply concave in profile. In the latest examples the base and lower wall are so
tiny that the form is functionally impractical. It is evident that the series ends here. The household
requirementfor drking cups in Corinth was supplied henceforth by other shapes, most immediately
by the various forms of kantharos (e.g. articulated and cyma kantharoi) which were in production
contemporaneously with advanced stages of the skyphos and which seem to have continued in production for many years after its demise.
criteria are useful forating
Several otherther
for dating examples belonging to the Corinthian series. The first is
the handle form, its placementand its outlines in section and plan. Those of the period from 425 to 375 B.C.
are set high on the wall, just below the lip, with only a slight upward tilt. The relatively heavy coil of
clay (PI. 51, 311) from which they were formed is nearly circular in section, and the ends of the coil are

set on the wall with a very wide interval between them. The handle in plan flares out slightly from the

roots. In examples of the second quarter of the 4th century and later the handles are placed lower on

the wall (because of the development of the distinct lip) and have a more pronounced upward tilt. The
relatively thinner coils of clay (P1.51, 317) from which they are formed usually have a flatter outline in

section on the vertical surfaces. The interval between the roots of the handle is less and the degree of
flare outward in plan is greater. Extreme examples (P1. 51, 347) of these changes are seen in some skyphoi
of ca. 300 and 275 B.C., with the roots close together, the coil strongly tilted, and in several the outer

part of the loop recurving.
A second criterion for dating concerns the decoration (or lack thereof) on the underside. In all
examples of 425-375 B.C. (P1.51, 336) the resting surface and the bottom within the foot are reserved.
Both are painted pink and the latter is decorated with glaze over the pink, sometimes with a central dot
and always with either a single circle or concentric circles, line or band, wheel painted.65A few examples
of 375-350 B.C. are similarlydecorated, either in the same technique or in an allied one (P1.51, 316), more
easily applied, in which the skyphoi are fully glazed but have pink, white, or buff paint applied over the
glaze to simulate the reserved areas: 310, 315, 316, 324, 325, 328. On two of these, 310 and 324, a band
of pink is also applied around the lower wall immediatelyabove the foot. A single example, of ca. 375 B.C.,
368, seems to be transitional for on it the two techniques are combined, a white band over glaze on the
lower wall, the resting surface and the undersidereserved,painted pink, and decorated with a glazed dot
and circles. No fully glazed, undecorated skyphos of the series is known prior to the stage of the second
quarter of the 4th century. Most of those of this quarter century are fully glazed and all of those of
350-275 B.C. with the lone exception of one of the two latest, 366, which was glazed by dipping, as
already remarked,the lower wall and foot left unglazed for handling.
65 This type of

decorationis attestedon Attic skyphoifrom the early 5th centuryat least into the first quarterof the
4th century B.C.: examplescited above, footnote 62, in Vanderpool,Campbell,Boulter, Pease, Talcott, and Corbett.
The examplescited from Olynthos were apparentlynot so decoratednor were those in Thompson and in Young, of
the late years of the 4th century.
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The fabric and glaze of those of 425-375 B.C. are of very high quality. Examples of 375-325 B.C. vary
from good quality to poor (two, 359 and 362, are outright bad). Those of 325-275 B.C. would be
acceptable only to the least demanding.
for
A minor criterion
dating concerns the foot. Two very late skyphoi, 364 of ca. 300 B.C., and 366
of ca. 275 B.C., depart from the standard torus foot. In both, the profile of the foot spreads outward in
a more or less bevelled outline.
H. est. 0.22
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4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
307 (C-47-858b), Deposit 81. H. est. 0.22; D. foot
0.134. Bottom of wall, top of foot, resting
surface, and underside reserved and painted
pink. Underside: glazed dot, two glazed bands
and two glazed lines.
308 (C-47-859), Deposit 81. H. est. 0.22; D. foot
0.129; max. D. wall est. 0.209. Bottom of
wall, top of foot, resting surface, and underside reserved and painted pink. Underside:
glazed dot and two glazed lines.
309 (C-47-858a), Deposit 81. H. est. 0.22; max.
D. wall est. 0.22; D. lip est. 0.23.

H. 0.13+
350 B.C.

310 (C-37-2526), Deposit 90. H. 0.132; D. foot
0.07; max. D. wall 0.13; D. lip 0.132. Fully
glazed. Pink bands over glaze on bottom of
wall, resting surface, and underside.Pls. 13, 50.
H. 0.12+
5th century B.C., fourth quarter
311 (C-40-407), Deposit 36. H. 0.125; D. foot
0.089; max. D. wall 0.148; D. lip 0.147.
Line wheel incised through glaze at bottom
of wall. Resting surface and underside reserved and painted pink. Underside: glazed
dot and two glazed lines. Hesperia, XVII,
1948, p. 231 and pl. LXXXV, E 3. Pls. 13, 50.
4th century B.C., second quarter
312 (C-37-2492), Deposit 90. H. 0.126; D. foot
0.071; max. D. wall 0.132; D. lip 0.132.
Fully glazed.
300 B.C.

313 (C-31-230), Deposit 42. H. 0.123; D. foot
0.05; max. D. wall 0.10; D. lip 0.092. Fully
glazed. Pls. 13, 50.
H. 0.11+
4th century B.C., secondquarter
314 (C-53-58), Deposit 88. H. 0.117; D. foot
0.062; max. D. wall 0.116; D. lip 0.111.
Fully glazed.
315 (C-37-2494), Deposit 90. H. 0.11; D. foot
0.057; max. D. wall 0.102; D. lip 0.108.
Fully glazed. Pink bands over glaze on resting
surface and underside.
316 (C-37-2528), Deposit 90. H. 0.11; D. foot
0.062; max. D. wall 0.101; D. lip 0.105.

Fully glazed. White bands over glaze on resting surface and underside. Graffito on outer
wall under lip: A I. PI. 51.
350 B.C.

317 (C-53-59), Deposit 88. H. 0.112; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.111; D. lip 0.105.
Glaze entirely fugitive. Pls. 13, 50.
4th century B.C., third quarter
318 (C-40-61), Deposit 27. H. 0.118; D. foot
0.051; max. D. wall 0.11; D. lip 0.109. Fully
glazed.
319 (C-40-60), Deposit 27. H. 0.114; D. foot
0.051; max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.105.
Fully glazed: top and bottom halves dipped
separately.
300 B.C.

320 (C-60-280), Deposit 34. H. 0.111; D. foot
0.045; max. D. wall 0.092; D. lip 0.088.
Fully glazed. Pls. 13, 50.
H. 0.10+
400 B.C.

321 (C-37-435), Deposit 79. H. 0.101; D. foot
0.078; max. D. wall 0.126; D. lip 0.125.
Resting surface and underside reserved and
painted pink. Underside: glazed dot and
glazed line. Pls. 13, 50.
4th century B.C., first quarter
322 (C-47-857), Deposit 81. H. 0.10; D. foot
0.065; max. D. wall 0.111; D. lip est. 0.121.
Resting surfaceand undersidereserved.Underside: glazed dot and two glazed lines.
375 B.C.

323 (C-47-856), Deposit 81. H. 0.102; D. foot
0.067; max. D. wall 0.105; D. lip 0.102.
Resting surface and underside reserved. Underside: two glazed lines. Pls. 13, 50.
4th century B.C., second quarter
324 (C-37-2491), Deposit 90. H. 0.108; D. foot
0.056; max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.107.
Fully glazed. Pink bands over glaze at bottom
of wall, on resting surface and on underside.
325 (C-52-1), Deposit 82. H. 0.105; D. foot 0.058;
max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.103. Fully
glazed. Pink bands over glaze on resting surface and on underside. Broneer, S. Stoa,
pl. 24, 3, upper right.
326 (C-37-2523), Deposit 90. H. 0.104; D. foot
0.054; max. D. wall 0.107; D. lip 0.104.
Fully glazed.
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327 (C-31-391), Deposit 20. H. 0.10; D. foot
0.065; max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.107.
Restingsurfaceandundersidereserved.Underside:two glazedbands.Asklepieion,
p. 132and
pl. 48, no. 7.
328 (C-37-2493),Deposit 90. H. 0.10; D. foot
0.054; max. D. wall 0.098; D. lip 0.101. Fully
glazed.Pink bands over glaze on restingsurface and underside.
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350 B.C.

329 (C-37-2525), Deposit 90. H. 0.108; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.11; D. lip 0.104. Fully

glazed.Pls. 13, 50.
325 B.C.
330 (C-32-214). H. 0.105; D. foot 0.048; max. D.

wall 0.098; D. lip 0.096. Glaze entirelyfugi-

tive. Pls. 13, 50.
300 B.C.

331 (C-31-229), Deposit 42. H. 0.102; D. foot

0.039; max. D. wall 0.084; D. lip 0.08. Fully
glazed. Pls. 13, 50.

H. 0.09+
5th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
332 (C-37-434), Deposit 79. H. 0.099; D. foot
0.079; max. D. wall 0.133; D. lip 0.133.

Resting surface and undersidereservedand
painted pink. Underside: glazed dot and
glazed line. Pls. 13, 50.
333 (C-37-428), Deposit 79. P.H. 0.031; D. foot

339 (C-31-453),Deposit 20. P.H. 0.06; D. foot
0.055. Restingsurfaceand undersidereserved
and painted pink. Underside: two glazed
lines. Graffito:THA. Asklepieion,pl. 47, no.
71.
340 (C-31-454),Deposit 20. P.H. 0.055; D. foot
0.05. Restingsurfaceand undersidereserved
and painted pink. Underside: glazed line.
Graffito:TE. Asklepieion,pl. 47, no. 72.
350 B.C.
341 (C-31-249),Deposit 42. H. 0.092; D. foot
0.043; max. D. wall 0.082; D. lip 0.081.
Fully glazed.Pls. 13, 50.
4th centuryB.C., third quarter
342 (C-40-59), Deposit 27. H. 0.094; D. foot
0.045; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.08. Fully
glazed.
343 (C-60-250), Deposit 22. H. 0.09; D. foot
0.038; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.076. Fully
glazed.
325 B.C.

344 (C-31-250),Deposit 42. H. 0.093; D. foot
0.039; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.075.Traces
of glaze. Pls. 13, 50.
345 (C-28-90).P.H. 0.066; max. D. wall 0.081;
D. lip 0.075. Fugitiveglaze.
4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
346 (C-32-50), Deposit 23. H. 0.093; D. foot
0.039; max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.073.
Fully glazed.

est. 0.08. Resting surface and undersidereserved and painted pink. Underside:glazed
300 B.C.
line.
347 (C-60-221),Deposit 67. H. 0.095; D. foot
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
0.037; max. D. wall 0.073; D. lip 0.067.
D.
foot
H.
80.
334 (C-37-171),Deposit
0.097;
Fully glazed,fugitive.Pls. 13, 50.
D.
0.109.
wall
max.
D.
0.106;
lip
0.067;
348
Deposit 68. H. 0.093; D. foot
(C-60-229),
and
reserved
underside
and
surface
Resting
max.
D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.07. Fully
0.038;
two
dot
and
Underside:
glazed
paintedpink.
glazed.
bands.
glazed
335 (C-37-170), Deposit 80. H. 0.09; D. foot H. 0.08+
4th centuryB.C., second quarter
0.065; max. D. 0.104; D. lip 0.109. Resting
349 (C-53-238), Deposit 43. H. 0.087; D. foot
surface and undersidereservedand painted
0.044; max. D. wall 0.082; D. lip 0.084.
pink. Underside:glazeddot and glazedline.
Fully glazed.
336 (C-36-969),Deposit 15. P.H. 0.06; D. foot
350 (C-35-114).H. 0.087; D. foot 0.047; max. D.
0.06. Resting surfaceand undersidereserved
wall 0.08; D. lip 0.084. Fully glazed.
and paintedpink. Underside:two glazedlines
351 (C-46-113),Deposit 87. H. 0.085; D. foot
and a glazedband. P1.51.
337 (C-31-455),Deposit 20. P.H. 0.045; D. foot
0.045; max. D. wall 0.081; D. lip 0.084.
0.062. Restingsurfaceand undersidereserved
Fully glazed.
352 (C-50-29), Deposit 87. H. 0.086; D. foot
and paintedpink. Underside:glazeddot and
0.046; max. D. wall 0.084; D. lip 0.084.
glazed line. Graffito:S. Asklepieion,pl. 47,
no. 73.
Fully glazed. Broneer,S. Stoa, pl. 24, 1, left.
353 (C-53-237),Deposit 43. H. 0.082; D. foot
4th centuryB.C., second quarter
338 (C-31-390),Deposit 20. H. 0.099; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.084; D. lip 0.085.
Fully glazed.
0.061; max. D. wall 0.099; D. lip 0.103.
354 (C-37-2522),Deposit 90. H. 0.082; D. foot
Resting surface and undersidereservedand
0.047; max. D. wall 0.087; D. lip 0.084.
painted pink. Underside: glazed dot and
Fully glazed.
band. Asklepieion,pl. 48, no. 6.
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355 (C-31-251), Deposit 42. H. 0.08; D. foot
0.042; max. D. wall 0.073; D. lip 0.075.
Fully glazed.
350 B.C.
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356 (C-37-2524), Deposit 90. H. 0.086; D. foot
0.044; max. D. wall 0.084; D. lip 0.084.

Fully glazed.
357 (C-40-439),Deposit 36. H. 0.085; D. foot
0.041; max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.078.
Fully glazed. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 231
and pl. LXXXV, E 4. Pls. 14, 50.
4th centuryB.C., third quarter
358(C-31-231), Deposit 42. H. 0.086; D. foot
0.041; max. D. wall 0.082; D. lip 0.076.

Fully glazed.
359 (C-61-31).H. 0.084; D. foot 0.041; max. D.
wall 0.074; D. lip 0.074. Fully glazed.
360 (C-30-1), Deposit 59. H. 0.083; D. foot 0.039;
max. D. wall 0.076; D. lip 0.073. Fully
glazed.
361 (T 1158), Deposit 63. H. 0.08; D. foot 0.04;
max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.074. Fully
glazed. N. Cemetery, no. 491-5, pl. 76.
362 (C-60-232), Deposit 61. H. 0.086; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.082; D. lip 0.074.
Fully glazed.
325 B.C.

363 (C-40-465),Deposit 17. H. 0.086; D. foot
0.039; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.077. Fully
glazed. Pls. 14, 50.
300 B.C.

364 (C-63-658), Deposit 66. H. 0.089; D. foot
0.038; max. D. wall 0.075; D. lip 0.07.
Traces of glaze. Pls. 14, 50.
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275 B.C.

365 (C-61-14), Deposit 69. H. 0.085; D. foot0.031;
max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.075. Fully glazed.
Pls. 14, 50.
366 (C-61-18). H. 0.083; D. foot 0.037; max. D.
wall 0.083; D. lip 0.083. Dipped, lower wall
and foot unglazed.
H. 0.07+
400 B.C.

367 (C-37-172), Deposit 80. H. 0.076; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.082.
Resting surface and underside reserved and
painted pink. Underside: glazed dot and glazed line. Pls. 14, 50.
375 B.C.

368 (C-37-173), Deposit 80. H. 0.074; D. foot
0.05; max. D. wall 0.081; D. lip 0.083. Bottom of wall painted white over glaze. Resting
surface and underside reserved and painted
pink. Underside: glazed dot and two glazed
lines. Pls. 14, 50.
4th century B.C., second quarter
369 (C-37-2527), Deposit 90. H. 0.073; D. foot
0.041; max. D. wall 0.075; D. lip 0.077.
Fully glazed.
4th century B.C., third quarter
370 (C-36-2420). H. 0.078; D. foot 0.042; max. D.
wall 0.074; D. lip 0.07. Fully glazed.
325 B.C.

371 (C-40-21), Deposit 28. H. 0.076; D. foot
0.037; max. D. wall 0.067; D. lip 0.068.
Fugitive glaze. Pls. 14, 50.

Calyx cup and calyx kantharoi66372-377, Pls. 14, 51
Introduction
3rd century, first half.
Deposits: 28, 113, 115, 118.
The four distinct but related shapes here all have a lower wall convex in outline and an upper wall
concave in outline and flaring outward above. These elements are, on a small scale, those which are
seen in the calyx krater, hence the name given to them. It is desirable to class these drinking cups all
under the same name since it serves to indicate their close relationship, which is apparently a chronological one as well as one of form. The basic form is seen most clearly in the calyx cup, 372. In the three
forms of calyx kantharos here handles and a foot are added to this basic form. The handles are all of
one variety, which is ultimately derived from that employed in Attic kylikes of Classical times. In two
of the kantharos forms the foot is the same. It may be called a pedestal foot: a spreadingprofile, stepped
in outline, beneath a constricted stem. The foot of the third kantharos form, missing but restorable,
was more elaborate. It is comparable to that employed on some metal kantharoi, hence it is referred
66 A

lip fragment of another Corinthian calyx kantharos: C-31-451, Deposit 20, Asklepieion, p. 135, no. 69, and
pl. 51, is inscribed in dipinto: TToca\ipios.
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to as a metallic foot. In two of the varieties of kantharos a moulded rim was added to the lip. In each
of the three varieties there is an example of embellishment of the lower wall with impressed or incised
reeding. The calyx cup may never have been glazed. The examples of two of the varieties of kantharos
are fully black glazed. Of the two representativesof the third form one is now completely unglazed. It
also may never have been glazed but there is a possibility that it may have been gilded.
All four shapes now known in Corinthian are imitations, or derived from Corinthian imitations, of
Attic in which were produced still other varieties of calyx kantharos.67The representationof the calyx
cup and calyx kantharos shapes in Corinthian is very slight, but in Attic it is enormous. Attic examples
were very widely exported and evidently imitated in a great many local centers around the Mediterranean.
For the period of production of this group of shapes in Attic, it is evident that all but one variety
was introduced during the course of the second quarter of the 4th century B.C. Examples of initial and
of slightly advanced stages were found in the houses of Olynthos, evidently in use at the time of its
destruction in 348 B.C. The lower limit of production in Attic is not yet fully established. It would
seem that the lowest date within the realm of probability is ca. 250 B.C. It may be a bit earlier. These
two limits have immediate bearing on Attic only. The shapes may have been and probably were adopted
from Attic in other fabrics at various of the Attic stages. In foreign fabrics the shapes may have been
produced longer than in Attic68and in those fabrics the shape development may be different, more
accelerated, or slower. The examples of the Corinthian calyx cup and kantharoi now known are all of
a very advanced stage, seemingly all to be dated within a short span of time, probably within one
quarter century some time in the first half of the 3rd century B.C. From the point of view of numerical
representation at present it is probably safe to say that the quantity of production of the shapes in
Corinthian was minuscule compared to that in Attic. Future evidence may well, however, indicate that
the shape was introduced in Corinthian at a stage earlier than at present attested.69The present deposit
evidence is not sufficiently precise to indicate closely what the date of the examples here is, and consequently we are not in a position to say what the lower limit of production in Corinthian may be. The
date suggested here may well be emended when more evidence is available.
Calyx cup 372, Pls. 14, 51.
Late stage, 3rd century B.C., first quarter.
There is no foot. The potter ensured stability by tooling a circular area 0.014 m. in diameter on the
bottom. The lower wall is convex in outline, approaching hemispherical. The upper wall, concave in
outline and flaring outward above, is set off, but only in a blurred way, from the lower. The outer
surfaces were well polished, but not the inner, on which there are wheel marks visible. The clay of which
it is made is of normal thickness and of good quality. There is no trace of glaze and it may never have
been glazed.
The initial stage of the form in Attic is datable around 350 B.C. or in the second quarter of the 4th
century. An example of this stage70from Olynthos was evidently in use at the time of the destruction
of the city in 348 B.C. An example more or less contemporary with the Olynthian one is known in
Corinth, C-33-394, and also an Attic example of a more advanced stage, MP 124. The final stage in
Attic is probably represented by Athens, Agora, P 902. In relation to the Attic series the Corinthian
cup is seen to be of a stage very near the final one. The deposit from which the Corinthian cup comes
67
Notably, spur-handledvarieties,with or withouta mouldedlip. Plainlip: Olynthus,XIII, 510A(= 513A);Thompson
A 27-29; Hesperia,XXXI, 1962, pl. 20, nos. 15, 35-38. Moulded lip: Olynthus,XIII, nos. 512-516, 522B.
68 The Corinthianskyphos of Attic type (307-471) seems to be a case in point. At least its most
extreme,final stage
in Corinthianis more advancedthan the most extremeAttic exampleof the shape known at present.
69 Attic
examplesof earlierstageswere well known in Corinth.Some 25 have been noted amongcataloguedexamples.
70

Olynthus, XIII, 521 A.
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covers a span from ca. 350 at least to ca. 300 B.C. The cup is regarded as the latest piece in it and in
view of the nature of the deposit we are perhaps not justified in placing it later than the first quarter
of the 3rd century.
3rd century B.C., first quarter

372 (C-40-32), Deposit 28. H. 0.081; D. lower
wall 0.067; D. lip 0.083. Pls. 14, 51.
Calyx kantharos,kylix handles:pedestalfoot 373-374, Pls. 14, 51.
Late stage, 3rd century B.C., first half.
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The shape has a stemmed, pedestal foot, a variety which for visual purposes may be roughly compared
to the base and lower part of an Ionic column. The lower part resembles the torus moulding, but
spreading with a small astragal above, and the stem may be compared to the apophyge. The kylix
handles are attached at the top of the lower wall. They rise steeply and recurve at the top so as nearly
to touch the lip. The lower wall is plain in one example, vertically reeded in the other. The lip is plain,
as on the calyx cup. The clay of which both are made is of normal thickness. Both are fully glazed on
all surfaces. 373 had West Slope decoration in incision and applied paint on each side of the upper
wall. Neither was otherwise embellished.
The initial stage of the form in Attic is datable in the second quarter of the 4th century B.C. An
example of the early phase is Olynthus,no. XIII, 497. Two examplesof later, more advancedstages come
from Thompson's Group B, a cistern of which sections were abandoned and filled in a sequence. A
fairly advanced example, B 46, comes from a section abandoned first. A very advanced example, B 17,
comparable in stage to that of the two Corinthian examples, comes from a section abandoned last.
The two Corinthianexamples come from one filling, a context providing only a general dating between
ca. 330 and 146 B.C. On estimate they are probably not earlier than ca. 300, and are for the present
placed only generally, within the first half of the 3rd century.
3rd century B.C., first half
373 (C-47-452), Deposit 113. H. 0.15; D. foot
0.056; H. foot and stem 0.026; D. lower
wall 0.097; D. lip 0.096. On upper wall,
A & B, necklace design, strings incised, traces
of pendants once in applied color. Pls. 14, 51.

374 (C-47-453), Deposit 113. Handles missing. H.
0.145; D. foot 0.049; H. foot and stem 0.024;
D. body 0.103; D. lip est. 0.099. Lower wall
ribbed. P1. 51.

Calyx kantharos,kylix handles:pedestalfoot, mouldedrim 375, Pls. 14, 51.
Late stage, third century B.C., first half.
This variety is essentially identical with the preceding, differingonly in that the lip is given the appearance of having an applique rim composed of two mouldings.71The clay of which it is made is of normal
thickness, and it is fully glazed on all surfaces. The lower wall is reeded beneath the glaze. There is no
other decoration.
The initial stage in Attic is datable to the second quarter of the 4th century, since examples of this
stage and a slightly advanced one were found in houses at Olynthos and were thus probably in use
there at the time of the destruction of the city in 348 B.C.72
The probable context of 375 provides only a general dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. On estimate
it is probably not earlier than ca. 300 and is for the present only generally dated, within the first half
of the 3rd century.
71In Attic examplesthe entiremouldedrim is often actuallyseparatelyapplied.In this Corinthianexampleonly the
lower part of the rim is applique.
72 Initial:

Olynthus, XIII, no. 503. Slightly advanced: Olynthus, XIII, nos. 504, 505; cf. also, handles complete, no. 506,

from a grave.
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3rd century B.C., first half

375(C-33-42),Deposit118.Handlesmissingexcept
for attachments.H. 0.145; D. foot 0.054;

H. foot and stem 0.026; D. lowerwall 0.095;
D. lip 0.102. The lowerwall is reededbeneath
the glaze. Pls. 14, 51.

Calyx kantharos,kylix handles:metallicfoot, mouldedrim 376-377, Pls 14, 51.
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Late stage,3rdcenturyB.C., firsthalf.
The shapeis essentiallyidenticalto the precedingexceptthat it had a foot and stem of specialform,
restorableas havingbeen in imitationof that employedfor some metal kantharoi.This is best seen
The two pieces below are respectivelya kantharoscomplete
in a silverkantharosfrom Tarentum.73
from the top of the stem upward,and a foot. The stem betweenwould have been tall and slender
and with a projectingmoulding or mouldingsbetween foot and body. The foot, 377, is from a
black-glazedkantharos.The clay is of normalqualityand thickness.The kantharos,376, is made of
clay of normalthickness,but rathersoft, not unlike Corinthianterracottaclay. Thereis no trace of
glaze preserved.It may neverhave been glazed;it is possiblethat it was, however,gilded.A fragment
of a similar,probablyCorinthiankantharosof this form from Sikyon,excavatedin 1966,is of similar
clay, and on its lower wall tracesof gildingover white sizingare preserved.
This specialform of kantharosmay not have been introducedin Attic contemporaneously
with the
othervarietiesof calyxkantharos.Theearliestknownat presentis of perhaps325 B.C.74 A veryadvanced
example,lackingstem and foot, relativelyabout contemporarywith 376, comes from one of the sections last abandonedof Thompson'sGroupB cistern:B 20.
Thereis no deposit evidencefor dating 377. The deposit from which 376 comes providesonly a
generaldatingbetweenca. 330 and 146 B.C. On estimateit is not earlierthan ca. 300 B.C. and is for
the presentplaced only generally,withinthe first half of the 3rd century.
3rd centuryB.C., firsthalf
376 (C-47-77), Deposit 115. Foot missing and
stem, except for a bit of the top. In the
illustrationsthe lowest "moulding"should
be disregarded:it is plasterfrom an incorrect
restorationwhich cannot be removed. P.H.
0.144; D. lower wall 0.098; D. lowermoulding of rim 0.098; D. lip 0.092. Above stem,
at bottom of wall, a small convex moulding.

Lowerwallirregularlyreeded,A & B. Beneath
each handlea few randomstrokesof reeding.
Pls. 14, 51.
377 (C-40-469).Foot, and attachmentof stem.
P.H. 0.02; D. foot 0.072; D. base of stem
0.021. Fully glazedexceptfor a narrowband
aroundthe outer edge of the top of the foot
reservedand paintedpink. Pls. 14, 51.

One-piecekantharos378-388,Pls. 15, 52.
Intermediatestages,325 to 250 B.C.
Deposits:39, 40, 42, 43, 115.
The kantharoiof this serieshave been calledone-piecekantharoisincethe convexprofileof the wall
is uninterrupted
frombottomto top. Theformhasa ringfoot witha steminitiallyslight,laterprominent.
The lip is not a separateelement,but is merelythe upperterminationof the wall. Two typesof handle
occur throughoutthe series. One is a straphandlewith strapthumb-rest(that of 378 is exceptional
in that it terminatesabove in a small bolster).The other is a double loop with a Heraklesknot as
thumb-rest.A handlezone is delimitedon most by means of a fine wheelgroove (or double,closely
73 P.

Wuilleumier,Le Tresorde Tarente,Paris, 1930,pp. 41-47, pis. V and VI. For potterykantharoiof this kind see:

Brussels, Musee du Cinquantenaire, inv. nos. A 1710, A 1709, and A 1708, C. V.A., Brussels 3 (3), III L and III N, pl.
3 (138), nos. 7, 11, and 22.
74Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 294, fig. 15, d; now Athens, Agora Museum, PN P 510.
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spaced) beneath the glaze at a level between the handle attachments. Decoration in this zone occurs
in only a few, however. Two designs75are attested. A necklace design with incised strings and pendants
in added color is seen on one, 378. Running ivy, with incised tendrils and white leaves, occurs on three,
386-388. Only 378 is fully glazed. On all others the body inside and out is fully glazed but the stem and
the resting surface of the foot are reservedand often painted pink. On these the outer and inner vertical
profiles of the foot were glazed. Exceptional treatment of the area within the foot on some of these
is noted below. The quality of manufacture (clay, glazing) is relatively good in the earlier and fair in
the later. Four sizes are now attested: heights 0.12+, 0.11+, 0.09, and 0.08+ m.76
Evidence for the absolute dating of the period of production of this series is very slight at present.
The shape does no occur
t at Olynthos. In Attic pottery a possibly cognate shape, Thompson A 39,
the
form
that
may have come into production not too many years later than the time of Olynsuggests
thos' destruction. The treatment of the underside of the foot of the earliest examples, 380, 382, and
384, with wheel-painted bands and lines is evidently in imitation of 4th century Attic, and some indication that we must look toward the years close to the time of Olynthos' destruction for the beginning
of the series is found in the abandonment of this type of decoration on Corinthian skyphoi of Attic
type about the middle of the century (cf. 307-371). 378, of a somewhat advanced stage, is from a context
subsequent to ca. 330 B.C. 75 or 100 years is probably very ample allowance for the shape development
observable in this series. A probably extreme terminusante quenmfor the lower limit of production
of the shape is provided by the occurrenceof examples in deposits of considerablerange whose terminal
date, according to both the indications of the pottery and coins, is in the third quarter or early last
quarter of the 3rd century.
The significant changes in shape development in the series would seem to be, size for size, toward
constriction of the diameter of the foot, the development of a prominent stem (with a corresponding
decrease in the depth of the body), and toward a decrease in the diameter of the lower wall and lip
which result in a change of the initial full, deep, convex profile of the body to a more ovoid one. There
is a correspondingchange in the profile of the foot. Early examples have a spreadingring foot, its outer
profile encircled by a wheel-run groove, the area within it broad and flat. As the foot becomes more
constricted the wheel grooving broadens into a concave moulding, and the area within becomes conical.
The special treatment of the undersideof the foot referredto above seems to be entirely an early feature,
occurring only on the three examples here dated ca. 325 B.C., 380, 382, and 384. In these the underside
is reserved. Two are painted pink under wheel-painted glaze dot and circle. The other has, conversely,
a wheel-painted pink band and line. A reminiscence of this is seen in 383 in which this now constricted
area is reserved and painted pink. On all the others the area was probably or certainly painted fully
black. There would seem to be no significantchange in the greatest diameter of the body in the course
of the shape development.
It seems possible that the series is incomplete. We may not yet have the initial stage of the series.
Possibly also the shape was carriedfurtherthan the most extreme examples now known. In the following
catalogue fragments are listed separately since they do not preserve enough information for relative
placement in the series.

rim fragmentexcavatedsince this was written,C-66-96,if it is actuallyfrom a one-piecekantharos,attestsa third
design, a horizontalivy garlandinterruptedby a six-petalrosette. The ivy tendril and the outlines of the rosette are
incised, the leaves and petals are in added white. They are set in a zone formedby two lines wheel incisedthroughthe
(?). No other one-piece kantharos
glaze. Beneaththe lower is part of a graffito,incised before firing: H]AYA[OrlAC
knownat presentis a grammatikon
ekpoma,nor does any otherhavea zone of two lines.It is conceivablethat this fragment
may actuallybe from anotherform, perhapasahemisphericalbowl such as Hesperia,XII, 1943,p. 359, fig. 60, a.
76 A still smaller size, H. 0.066 m., has been found at Isthmia, IP 688. It is of the same stage of development
as 379.
75 A
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H. 0.12+
300 B.C.

378 (C-47-75),Deposit 115. av. H. 0.12; D. foot
0.053; max. D. 0.112; D. lip 0.099; H. to top
of stem 0.008. A, necklace. B, missing.
Pls. 15, 52.
250 B.C.
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379 (C-31-39),Deposit40. H. 0.126; D. foot 0.05;
max. D. 0.112; D. lip 0.095; H. to top of
stem 0.023. Pls. 15, 52.
H. 0.11+
325 B.C.

380 (C-31-206), Deposit 42. H. 0.112; D. foot
0.067; max. D. 0.118; D. lip 0.105; H. to
top of stem 0.014. Pls. 15, 52.
275 B.C.

381 (C-53-230), Deposit 43. H. 0.111; D. foot

0.046; max. D. est. 0.106; D. lip 0.096; H.
to top of stem 0.018.

H. 0.09
325 B.C.

275 B.C.

383 (C-53-236), Deposit 43. H. 0.09; D. foot
0.037; max. D. 0.086; D. lip 0.076; H. to top
of stem 0.014.
H. 0.08+
325 B.C.

384 (KP 213). H. 0.08; D. foot 0.046; max. D.
0.081; D. lip 0.073; H. to top of stem 0.01.
250 B.C.

385 (MP 76). H. 0.084; D. foot 0.035; max. D.
0.08; D. lip 0.069; H. to top of stem 0.015.
Fragments
ca. 300-250 B.C.
386 (C-31-25), Deposit 39. Part of a double loop
handle with Herakles knot attached to section
of rim and wall. Handle zone: running ivy.
387 (C-31-26), Deposit 39. A double loop handle
with Herakles knot attached to section of rim
and wall. Handle zone: running ivy.
388 (C-31-29), Deposit 39. Wall fragment. Handle
zone: running ivy.

382 (C-31-207), Deposit 42. H. 0.09; D. foot
0.057; max. D. 0.094; D. lip 0.089; H. to top
of stem 0.10.

Cyma kantharos 389-450, Pls. 15, 39, 41, 52, 53.
330
to
225 B.C.
final
to
stages,
Early

Deposits:36, 38, 39, 40, 43, 75, 94, 95, 96, 106, 108, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 118.

The name cyma kantharos has been given this shape since, in advanced stages, the profile of its wall
resembles a cyma reversa. It has a spreading ring foot whose outer, vertical profile is wheel-grooved
beneath the glaze. In later examplesit is conical in profilewithin. The resting surfaceis flat, never grooved.
A stem appears throughout the series, slight at first, more prominent later. Its wall profile is convex
below, curving inward above to an outturned lip. It normally has a strap handle with strap thumb-rest.
One early exception has a grooved strap handle. A few others have a double loop handle with a Herakles
knot thumb-rest.Ten sizes are known, one perhaps height 0.20 m., the others representingeach centimeter
of height between 0.16 and 0.08 m. The clay of the walls is fairly thin throughout the series. Full glazing
also occurs throughout. There is no certain example of dipping. A number, otherwise fully glazed, have
a reserved stem and resting surface (some also a circular area inside the foot) which are painted pink.
In most the body is plain; some examples, however, have a reeded body. Decoration in incision, color
or both occurs only at the level of the handles: in a single zone (the handle zone), A & B, delimited
by wheel grooving, in early kantharoi; in two zones (lip zone and shoulder zone) in the later. Decoration
in the zones is usual, although a few examples were not decorated. Incised designs sometimes show
traces of pink color.
Possibly the shape was introduced into Corinthian pottery in imitation of a form of a foreign fabric.
A fragment of the upper wall of a possible foreign prototype, conceivably but not certainly Attic,
C-50-26 (P1. 53), would appear to be fully as early as the earliest of the Corinthian series, if not a bit
earlier.The vine-patterndecoration in its handlezone is renderedwithconsiderableelegancein appliedclay.
The period of production of this series is delimited generally by the occurrence of examples of all
stages (except possibly the very earliest)77in use fillings of the South Stoa wells. The period of their
77 Since the above was writtena fragmentprobablyrepresentingthe earlieststage has been broughtto my attention
by ProfessorCedricG. Boulter.It is KP 2702, found in the courtyardof the TerracottaFactoryof the Potters'Quarter.
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manufacture and use thus falls between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. With regard to the end of production the
shape seems almost certainly not to have been current at the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth
in 146 B.C. Only two fragmentarypieces, probably strays, occur in the fillings attributed to this event,
though examples of other varieties of drinking cups are present. We can also believe that production
iad ceased before 200 B.C., for none occur in the second use filling of Deposit 110 of ca. 200-146 B.C.
Examples of penultimate and final stages do occur, however, in deposits with terminal dates at present
placed in the third quarter of the 3rd century and into the fourth quarter, according to the indications
of both pottery and coins. We seem to be justified in looking for the end of production in the years
around 225 B.C. At the upper end there seems to be good reason for assuming that the shape came
into production very close to the time of the beginning of use of the South Stoa. Examples of one stage
occur in Deposits 36 and 38 whose lower limits are in the vicinity of 275 B.C. The stage is so far advanced
that it seems necessary to place the earliest stage as far back as our evidence permits.
The deposits support in small part the reasonable assumption that the shape development in this
series is in the direction of attenuation and constriction. The series has been arrangedin a chronological
sequence78on this principle, primarily on the line of a gradual decrease in the greatest diameter of the
wall, size for size. Kantharoi of incomplete size series have been placed both with respect to one another
and to adjacent size series.
The sequence so arranged suggests that certain other criteria can be used for relative dating. These
are fairly numerous and the series seems potentially of more than normal value to field archaeologists
since fragments of various elements of the form can be used to indicate a relative date.
In the present sequence, on present dating and size for size, the following criteria seem to be the most
useful, in addition to the degree of constriction of the wall. The degree of constriction of the diameter
of the bottom of the foot can be used, in part. A broad low ring foot with a shallow groove around
the outer vertical profile and a very low stem is characteristicof those prior to 300 B.C. The lower wall
is correspondingly broad. The foot in subsequent examples is markedly constricted, the profile within
in these is conical, and the groove is more pronounced, producing a strongly stepped profile of two
mouldings, lower and upper. The stem is similarly constricted and appreciably taller and the lower
wall is correspondingly constricted in its diameter. Beyond 300 there is no particular decrease in the
diameter of the bottom of the foot, nor is there any marked, further increase in the combined height
of foot and stem. There is generally, however, a further development toward constriction of the diameter of the upper moulding of the foot and of the diameter of the stem, though an occasional example
departs from the norm, as might be expected.
The profile of the upper wall and lip and the placement of zones of decoration also seem to provide
useful criteria. The earliest examples have walls of entirely convex profile, the lip formed by a sharp
outturning above. They have only a single zone of decoration delimited by a pair of wheel grooves
within the limits of the levels of the handle attachments. In examples of 300 to 275 B.C.the upperwall
is nearly straight in profile and the lip is less pronounced as a separate element of the form. These also
have a single zone of decoration. In examples of 275 and following, the upper wall profile is distinctly
concave and the lip is merely an outward curve of the upper profile. In these, two zones for decoration
are provided by a slight ridge at about mid-point between the levels of the two handle attachments.
Decoration appears in either the upper or the lower zone. On only one are both zones decorated. The

It is part of the lip and wall of a kantharosof about the size of 400. Criteriawhichplace it earliestare the relativelyhigh
qualityof the fabric, the quite gentle outcurveof the lip, and the carefulreedingof the body. Exceptionally,in the lip
zone appearsa row of impressedegg pattern,upsidedown.
78 A questionto be reconsidered
whenmoreevidenceis availableconcernsthe kantharoihere assignedto the years330
and the earlyfourthquarterof the 4th centuryB.C. Althoughthey are clearlyrelatedto the rest of the presentseriesthey
are not fully satisfactoryas the earlieststage. A second group, the Acrocorinthkantharoi,again related,has also been
consideredas providingpossibleprototypes.These also do not seem to mesh in a convincingfashionwith the rest of the
presentseriesand accordinglyhave been treatedas a collateralratherthan a lineal development.
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three inscribed kantharoi of this time have the graffito in the upper zone, decoration in the lower. Only
one example has a single element of decoration occupying both zones.
Some decorative aspects may be useful as criteria also. These include special features of the grooving
beneath the glaze, which appear on the bodies of 19 examples. This grooving is primarilyseen as vertical
parallel lines, rather crude reeding, fairly closely spaced, from about the level of the lower handle
attachment nearly to the stem, on both sides. It is omitted in the area just below the handles. Here
in examples from 330 into the second quarter of the 3rd century B.C. a crude grooved X often appears.
On one example of around 325 a large vertical branch pattern occupies this position. A single example
of ca. 300 has here a vertical line with a long squiggle on either side. On one example of 275, to the
left of each handle two panels interrupt the reeding and in each appears a single vertical squiggle. On
one of 250 B.C. a panel with one squiggle and a group of 4 lines of reeding alternate around the entire
wall.
One might expect that the designs, incised or painted (or both), in the zones would also be helpful
in relative chronology. This, however, is only in part true since the painted elements have all too seldom
survived because of the fugitive character of the glaze on which they were placed. The running-ivy
design, which appears on 20 of the kantharoi, can provide a distinction between early and later. The
earliest (P1.39, 442), of about 330, has short tendrils ant
the leaves
they form is
nardrow,
close together. In ivy of ca. 300 B.C. and later (PI. 39, 412) the tendrils sprawl widely, and the leaves
are few and far apart. Designs of rare occurrence may, in this series, represent experiments of brief
duration (either ivy or the necklace design are standard in these kantharoi). Such are the incised egg
pattern of the second quarter of the 3rd century B.C. (PI. 39, 418); the incised egg-and-dart of ca. 250
(PI. 39, 428); the incised lattice pattern with white dots of ca. 250 (P1.39,408); the incised "quotation

marks"designof the thirdquarterof the 3rd centuryB.C. (P1.39, 441); and the incised"Doricfrieze"
of the sametime (P1.39, 396).
It would appear,conversely,that althoughmany aspectsof the kantharoisuggestmeansof relative
dating others do not. Such includethe form of the handle.No definabledifferenceis seen in any of
the handlesof strap form with strap thumb-rest,a form employedthroughoutthe series. The rare
occurrenceof the double loop handlewith Heraklesknot thumb-restprobablyhas no chronological

significance, though conceivably the use of the grooved strap handle is only an abortive experiment
of the early years. Similarly uninformative is the occasional practice from 300 B.C. onward of reserving
and painting pink the stem and resting surface and sometimes a circular area on the underside of the

foot. This is probablyonly a survivalof 4th centurypractice.Amongthe designsin the zonesthe necklace, entirelypainted or with paintedpendantsand incised string,is not useful, althoughit occurs
throughoutthe seriesand even more frequentlythan the ivy. The renderingis cursiveand the painted
pendantshave seldomsurvived.Thereseemsfinallyto be no chronologicalinformationto be derived
from the use of incision versuspaintingin the designs.Both occur in combinationthroughoutthe
series.Designs renderedin paint only also occur throughout.They are infrequentearly in the series,
but increasesomewhattowardthe end.
Of the series ten are grammatikaekpomata. The names which occur are: 'AvTrEpcoToS;
Ai6OSEcoTrlpos
(twice); Aiovucou; Ei]pavas; O]ivCoir[os;TauclKpTy-rra[Aou; [To8a]X[ipi]os; 'Y]y[i]eTas (twice). Seven occur
on kantharoidated between330 and 300 B.C. The othersare of the secondand third quartersof the

3rd centuryB.C.
H. est. 0.20
330 B.C.

389 (C-47-288), Deposit 106. Fragment of lip and
wall. D. lip est. 0.21. A, [TTOAA]A[IPI]OC.
Cf. a fragment of the rim of a calyx kantharos
(probably Corinthian, not Attic) on which the

name of Podalirios is painted: C-31-451,
Deposit 20, Asklepieion, p. 135, no. 69, and
pl. 51. Note also that the name Hygieia
appears on two kantharoi of the present
series, 400 and 448, both contemporary with
389. Reeded body. Pls. 13, 41.
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H. 0.16+
3rd centuryB.C., secondquarter
390 (C-47-461),Deposit 113. H. 0.164; D. foot
0.057; max. D. wall 0.125; D. lip 0.106; H.
foot and stem 0.024; D. upper moulding
0.049; D. stem 0.036. A-B, shoulderzone,
runningivy. Fully glazed.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
391 (C-47-463),Deposit 113. H. 0.166; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.118; D. lip 0.12; H.
foot and stem 0.028; D. upper moulding
0.043; D. stem 0.035. A-B, shoulderzone,
suspendednecklace,painted.Fully glazed.
392 (C-47-74), Deposit 115. H. 0.16; D. foot
0.053; max. D. wall 0.113; D. lip est. 0.109;
H. foot and stem 0.027; D. uppermoulding
0.038; D. stem 0.032. A-B, shoulderzone,
suspendednecklace,painted.Fully glazed.
393 (C-47-92),Deposit96. H. 0.16; D. foot 0.054;
max. D. wall 0.113; D. lip 0.12; H. foot and
stem0.024; D. uppermoulding0.04; D. stem
0.031. A-B, shoulderzone, suspendednecklace, painted.Fully glazed.
394 (C-47-292),Deposit 106. P.H. 0.113; D. foot
0.052;max. D. 0.112;H. foot and stem0.024;
D. upper moulding 0.038; D. stem 0.031.
A-B, missing.Fully glazed.
395 (C-47-271),Deposit 106. H. 0.163; D. foot
0.053; max. D. wall 0.11; D. lip 0.108; H.
foot and stem 0.023; D. upper moulding
0.04; D. stem0.031.A-B, runningivy, incised
and painted.Fully glazed.
396 (C-47-356),Deposit 111.P.H. 0.14. B, "Doric
frieze,"shoulderzone, incised.P1.39.
397 (C-47-357),Deposit 111.Fragmentof lip and
wall.B, "Doricfrieze,"shoulderzone,incised.
225 B.C.
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300 B.C.

401 (C-47-66), Deposit 115. H. 0.15; D. foot
0.064; max. D. wall 0.132; D. lip 0.128; H.
foot and stem 0.028; D. upper moulding
0.054; D. stem 0.045. A, missing. B, suspendednecklace,stringincised.Reededbody.
Fully glazed.Pls. 15, 52.
402 (C-47-63),Deposit 115. P.H. 0.128; max. D.
wall 0.13; D. lip 0.116. A-B, suspended
necklace,string incised. Reeded body. Foot
missing.

403 (C-31-24),Deposit39. Rimandwallfragment.
B, runningivy, tendrilsincised,leavespainted.
Reededbody.
275 B.C.

404 (C-60-70), Deposit 38. H. 0.155; D. foot
0.057; max. D. wall 0.123; D. lip 0.124;

H. foot and stem 0.025; D. uppermoulding
0.04; D. stem 0.033. A-B, lip zone, running
ivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body. Fully
glazed except for reservedstem and resting
surfacepaintedpink. Pls. 15, 52.
405 (C-47-462),Deposit 113. H. 0.158; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.123; D. lip 0.117; H.
foot and stem 0.022; D. upper moulding
0.043; D. stem 0.035. A-B, suspendednecklace, incised string, shoulder zone. Fully
glazed.
3rd century B.C., second quarter

406 (C-31-23),Deposit 39. Fragmentof lip and
wall. B, running ivy, incised tendrils, lip
zone. Fully glazed.
407 (C-50-1).Fragmentof lip. A, O]INOT)n[OC
lip
zone. Pls. 13, 41.
250 B.C.

408 (C-47-61), Deposit 115. H. 0.155; D. foot
0.058; max. D. wall 0.118; D. lip 0.127; H.
foot and stem0.026;D. uppermoulding0.04;
D. stem 0.03. A-B, lip zone, incised lattice
pattern,white dots. Fully glazed. Hesperia,

398 (C-47-93), Deposit 96. H. 0.168; D. foot
0.055; max. D. wall 0.107; D. lip 0.111; H.
foot and stem 0.027; D. upper moulding
XVI, 1947, pl. LIX, 14, left. Pls. 15, 39, 52.
0.041; D. stem 0.031. A-B, shoulderzone,
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
suspendednecklace,painted.Fully glazed.
409 (C-47-86), Deposit 96. H. 0.155; D. foot
399 (C-47-122), Deposit 96. H. 0.16; D. foot
0.057; max. D. wall 0.108; D. lip 0.112; H.
0.054; max. D. wall 0.105; D. lip 0.112; H.
foot and stem 0.025; D. upper moulding
foot and stem 0.026; D. upper moulding
0.042;D. stem0.032.A, lipzone,AIONYCOY;
0.038; D. stem 0.031. Undecorated.Fully
shoulderzone, suspendednecklace.B, shoulglazed.Pls. 15, 53.
derzone,suspendednecklace.Necklacedesign
H. 0.15+
4th century B.C., earlyfourthquarter
painted.Fully glazed.Pls. 13, 41.
400 (C-47-119),Deposit 95. P.H. 0.14; max. D. H. 0.14+
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
wall0.14; D. lip 0.12. Foot and stemrestored,
410 (C-47-65), Deposit 115. H. 0.149; D. foot
perhapsincorrectly.A, YlIEIAC.B, part of
0.057; max. D. 0.125; D. lip 0.113; H. foot
curvingwhiteverticalline preserved.Grooved
and stem 0.021; D. upper moulding0.043;
strap handle. Reeded body; groovedbranch
D. stem 0.032. A, necklace.B, runningivy;
beneathhandles.Hesperia,XVI, 1947,pl. LIX,
incised
tendrils.Fully glazedexceptfor stem
15, right; Broneer,S. Stoa, pl. 14, 5, right.
and
surfacereservedand paintedpink.
resting
Pls. 15, 41, 52.
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411 (C-47-62), Deposit 115. H. 0.149; D. foot
0.062; max. D. wall 0.118; D. lip 0.118; H.
foot and stem 0.02; D. upper moulding 0.05;
D. stem 0.041. A-B, shoulder zone, suspended
necklace, incised string. Fully glazed.
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3rdcenturyB.C., secondquarter
412 (C-36-713). H. 0.143; D. foot 0.055; max. D.
wall 0.116; av. D. lip 0.113; H. foot and
stem 0.025; D. upper moulding 0.045; D.
stem 0.03. A-B, shoulder zone, running ivy,
incised tendrils. Fully glazed except for stem,
resting surface, and circular area on underside of foot reserved and painted pink. P1. 39.
250 B.C.

413 (C-47-272), Deposit 108. H. 0.148; D. foot
0.05; max. D. wall 0.113; D. lip 0.114;
H. foot and stem 0.025; D. upper moulding
0.038; D. stem 0.03. A-B, shoulder zone,
running ivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body.
Fully glazed except for stem and resting
surface reserved and probably painted pink.
414 (C-47-67), Deposit 115. H. 0.146; D. foot
0.058; max. D. wall 0.113; D. lip 0.113; H.
foot and stem 0.022; D. upper moulding
0.048; D. stem 0.038. A-B, shoulder zone,
suspended necklace, painted. Fully glazed.
415 (C-48-107), Deposit 110. P.H. 0.137; D. foot
0.05; H. foot and stem 0.024; D. upper
moulding 0.038; D. stem 0.031. A, missing.
B, shoulder zone, running ivy, tendrils incised.
Reeded body. Fully glazed except for stem
and resting surface reserved and painted pink.

3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter

416 (C-47-87), Deposit 96. H. 0.148; D. foot 0.06;
max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.104; H. stem
and foot 0.023; D. upper moulding 0.047;
D. stem 0.038. A, lip zone, l[AYCIKPHlTA
[AOY]; shoulder zone, suspended necklace, incised string. B, missing. Fully glazed. Pls. 13,41.
H. 0.13+

3rd centuryB.C., secondquarter
417 (C-47-123), Deposit 96. H. 0.13; D. foot
0.048; max. D. wall 0.111; D. lip 0.116; H.
foot and stem 0.022; D. upper moulding
0.035; D. stem 0.028. No trace of decoration.
Fully glazed.
418 (C-47-64), Deposit 115. H. 0.137; D. foot
0.05; max. D. wall 0.10; D. lip 0.102; H.
foot and stem 0.023; D. upper moulding
0.036; D. stem 0.027. A-B, lip zone, egg
pattern, incised. Fully glazed. PI. 39.
250 B.C.

419 (C-47-70), Deposit 115. av. H. 0.135; D. foot
0.048; max. D. wall 0.098; D. lip 0.098; H.
foot and stem 0.024; D. upper moulding
0.033; D. stem 0.026. A, shoulder zone,

suspendednecklace,painted.B, undecorated.
Fully glazed.
3rdcenturyB.C., third quarter
420 (C-47-290),Deposit 106. av. H. 0.132; D.
foot 0.05; max. D. wall 0.095; D. lip 0.093;
H. foot and stem 0.025; D. uppermoulding
0.035; D. stem 0.025. Undecorated. Fully
glazed.
421 (C-31-38),Deposit 40. P.H. 0.092; max. D.
wall 0.094; D. lip 0.09. Foot and stem missing. A-B, lip zone, runningivy, incisedtendrils.Doubleloop handlewith Heraklesknot
thumb-rest.
422 (C-31-22), Deposit 39. Fragment, lip, wall
and handle.B, lip zone, runningivy, incised.
H. 0.12+
300B.C.
423 (C-47-71), Deposit 115. H. 0.128; D. foot
0.048; max. D. wall 0.108; D. lip 0.103; H.
foot and stem 0.018; D. upper moulding
0.041;D. stem0.032.A-B, suspendednecklace,
incised string. Reeded body. Fully glazed.
424 (C-34-392 a, f), Deposit 94. Fragment of
wall. A, [AIO1Z]Q[TH]POX.
Reeded body.
Pls. 13, 41.
275 B.C.

425 (C-33-43),Deposit 118.Av. H. 0.125;D. foot
0.043; max. D. wall 0.104; D. lip 0.098; H.
foot and stem 0.022; D. upper moulding
0.035; D. stem 0.029. A-B, shoulder zone,
runningivy, incisedtendrils.Fully glazed.
3rd centuryB.C., second quarter
426 (C-47-422),Deposit 114. H. 0.128; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.096; D. lip 0.092; H.
foot and stem 0.022; D. upper moulding
0.032; D. stem 0.025. A-B, shoulderzone,
suspended necklace, string incised. Fully
glazed.
427 (C-47-460),Deposit 113. Av. H. 0.126; D.
foot 0.04; max. D. wall 0.095; D. lip 0.092;
H. foot and stem 0.02; D. upper moulding
0.033; D. stem 0.025. A, missing.B, no trace
of decoration.Fully glazed.
250 B.C.

428 (C-47-457),Deposit 113. H. 0.123; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.095; av. D. lip 0.098;
H. foot and stem 0.019; D. uppermoulding
0.033; D. stem 0.027. A-B, shoulder zone,
egg-and-dart,incised.Fully glazed.PI. 39.
3rd century B.C., third quarter

429 (C-47-68), Deposit 115. H. 0.127; D. foot
0.044; max. D. wall 0.093; D. lip 0.097; H.
foot and stem 0.021; D. upper moulding
0.032; D. stem 0.025. A, no trace of decoration. B, suspendednecklace,shoulderzone,
painted.Fully glazed.
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430 (C-47-76), Deposit 115. Av. H. 0.124; D.foot
0.048; max. D. wall 0.093; D. lip 0.097; H.
foot and stem 0.02; D. upper moulding 0.038;
D. stem 0.029. A-B, no trace of decoration.
Fully glazed.
431 (C-47-458), Deposit 113. H. 0.127; D. foot
0.045; max. D. wall 0.093; D. lip 0.091; H.
foot and stem 0.02; D. upper moulding 0.035;
D. stem 0.027. A-B, suspended necklace,
shoulder zone, painted. Fully glazed.
432 (C-47-459), Deposit 113. Av. H. 0.124; D.
foot 0.045; max. D. wall 0.092; D. lip 0.091;
H. foot and stem 0.019; D. upper moulding
0.034; D. stem 0.034. A, no trace of decoration. B, suspended necklace, shoulder zone,
painted. Fully glazed.
433 (C-47-94), Deposit 96. H. 0.124; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.091; D. lip 0.092; H.
foot and stem 0.02; D. upper moulding 0.031;
D. stem 0.026. A-B, suspended necklace,
shoulder zone, painted. Fully glazed.
H. 0.11+
3rd century B.C., first quarter
434(C-47-310), Deposit 108. H. 0.118; D. foot
0.045; max. D. wall 0.10; D. lip 0.099; H.
foot and stem 0.018; D. upper moulding
0.037; D. stem 0.029. A-B, shoulder zone,
suspended necklace, painted. Fully glazed.
435 (C-47-124), Deposit 96. H. 0.111; D. foot
0.039; max. D. wall 0.098; D. lip 0.094; H.
foot and stem 0.018; D. upper moulding
0.036; D. stem 0.027. A-B, suspended necklace, painted. Fully glazed.
H. 0.10+
330 B.C.

436 (C-47-894). Fragment, lip, wall and handle.
D. lip 0.09. A, missing. B, suspended necklace, incised string.
4th century B.C., early fourth quarter
437 (C-34-34), Deposit 94. Foot and part of lower
wall restored. Max. D. wall 0.107; D. lip
0.094. A, EI]PANAC. B, running ivy, incised
tendrils. Reeded body. A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935,
p. 72, fig. 15, a. Pls. 13, 41.
438 (C-47-454), Deposit 113. H. 0.10; D. foot
0.05; max. D. wall 0.105; av. D. lip 0.089;
H. foot and stem 0.01; D. upper moulding
0.044; D. stem 0.041. A, ANTEPL)TOC. B,
necklace. Reeded body. Fully glazed. Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pl. 15, 10. Broneer, S. Stoa,
p. 64, no. 2. Pls. 13, 41.
275 B.C.

439 (C-40-440), Deposit 36. H. 0.10; D. foot
0.047; max. D. wall 0.095; H. foot and stem
0.018; D. upper moulding 0.04; D. stem 0.03.
A-B, shoulder zone, running ivy, incised
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tendrils. Reeded body. Fully glazed except
stem, resting surface, and circulararea on
undersideof foot reservedand paintedpink.
Double loop handle with Herakles knot
thumb-rest.Hesperia,XVII, 1948,p. 231, E5,
fig. 4, and pl. 85.
250 B.C.

440 (C-53-234), Deposit 43. H. 0.101; D. foot
0.042; max. D. wall 0.086; D. lip 0.094; H.
foot and stem 0.019; D. upper moulding
0.035; D. stem 0.026. A-B, shoulderzone,
runningivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body.
Fully glazedexceptfor stem and restingsurface reservedand paintedpink.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
441 (C-31-21), Deposit 39. H. 0.102; D. foot
0.038; max. D. wall 0.083; D. lip 0.088; H.
foot and stem0.018;D. uppermoulding0.03;
D. stem 0.02. A-B, lip zone, "quotation
marks";shoulderzone, runningivy. Reeded
body. Fullyglazedexceptfor stemand resting
surfacereservedand paintedpink. PI. 39.
H. 0.09+
330 B.C.

442 (C-30-73).Fragment,lip and wall. D. lip est.
0.075. B, runningivy, incisedtendrils.Reeded
body. PI. 39.
300B.C.
443 (C-53-233),Deposit 43. H. 0.093; D. foot
0.037; max. D. wall 0.082; D. lip 0.076; H.
foot and stem 0.017; D. upper moulding
0.032; D. stem 0.023. A-B, runningivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body. Fully glazed
exceptfor stem, restingsurface,and circular
areaon undersideof foot reservedandpainted
pink. Doubleloop handlewith Heraklesknot
thumb-rest.
275 B.C.

444 (C-48-106),Deposit 110.Av. H. 0.093;D. foot
0.039; max. D. wall 0.08; D. lip 0.08; H. foot
and stem 0.018; D. uppermoulding0.03; D.
stem 0.022. A, missing. B, shoulder zone,
runningivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body.
Fully glazedexceptfor stem, restingsurface,
and circulararea on undersideof foot reservedand paintedpink.
3rd centuryB.C., earlysecondquarter
445 (C-31-12),Deposit39. H. 0.095; D. foot 0.04;
max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.077; H. foot and
stem0.02; D. uppermoulding0.029; D. stem
0.02. A, missing.B, lip zone, runningivy, incised tendrils. Reeded body. Fully glazed
except for reservedstem and resting surface
paintedpink.
446 (C-60-69),Deposit 38. Av. H. 0.092; D. foot
0.034; max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip 0.08; H.
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foot and stem 0.018; D. upper moulding
0.023; D. stem 0.017. A-B, no decoration
preserved.Reededbody. Fully glazed.
H. 0.08+
330 B.C.
447 (C-33-316).Fragment,lip and wall.A, AIOC
[CC(THPOC].B, missing. Reeded body.
Pls. 13,41.
4th centuryB.C, fourthquarter
448 (C-38-634).Fragmentof wall.A, Y]FEIAC.B,
missing.Pls. 13, 41.
275 B.C.

0.035; max. D. wall 0.078; D. lip est. 0.078;
H. foot and stem 0.017; D. uppermoulding
0.027; D. stem 0.02. A, missing.B, shoulder
zone, running ivy, incised tendrils. Fully
glazed except for stem and resting surface
reservedand paintedpink.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
450 (C-63-38), Deposit 75. H. 0.089; D. foo.
0.035; max. D. wall 0.068; D. lip 0.07; Hg
foot and stem 0.02; D. upper mouldiny
0.025; D. stem 0.018. Undecorated. Fullt
glazed.

449 (C-40-444),Deposit 36. H. 0.088; D. foot

Acrocorinthkantharos451-457, Pls. 15, 41, 53.
Initialand intermediatestages,330 to 3rdcenturyB.C., firstquarter.
Deposits:38, 39, 43, 58.
The nameAcrocorinthkantharosis giventhis shapebecauseof the provenienceof 451. It is related
in some aspectsof form to the cyma kantharosbut does not seem at presentto belong to that series.
It has a spreadingring foot, conical or nearlyso within,with a flat, ungroovedrestingsurface.The
outer,verticalprofileof the foot is wheelgroovedbeneaththe glazeand thereis a distinctstembetween
the foot and the lowerwall. In the five examplesin whichthe foot is preserveda bit of the lowerwall,
the stem, the restingsurfaceand a circulararea on the undersideof the foot are reserved;pink color
remainsherein a number.Otherwisethey are fully glazed.None are dipped.The wall is plainin most;
two are reeded.The greatestdiameterof the wall is beneaththe handles.The upper wall is nearly
straightin profileand sharplyoutturnedabove to form a projectinglip. The handle,preservedentirely
or in partin all but one, is a doubleloop form with a Heraklesknot thumb-rest.Decorationor graffiti
appearjust below the lip. Thereare no lines of any kind delimitingthe area in which they appear.
Runningivy, with incised tendrilsand leavesin appliedcolor, is the only designattested.It appearson
both sides, A & B, in several.In the inscribedkantharos,454, the inscriptionis on one side, ivy on
the other. The walls are fairly thin. The quality of manufactureaside from very fugitive glaze in
several is moderatelygood. Three sizes are attested,H. 0.12+, 0.11+, and a smallerone, perhaps
0.08 m.
The datingof the beginningof the seriesis indicatedby the contextof 451. The suggesteddatesfor
it to
and to the relatedcyma
the remainderarein relationto relatited
andkantharosseries,and the assumptionis made
that theremay have been a trendtowardattenuationin the shapedevelopmentof the form.
The inscriptionson the two grammatikaekpomataare: 'HSuoivosand ]as.
H. 0.12+
4th century B.C., latter third quarter
451 (C-60-227), Deposit 58. H. 0.127; D. foot
0.053; max. D. wall 0.123; D. lip 0.123; H.
foot and stem 0.017; D. lower moulding
0.045; D. stem 0.037. A-B, running ivy, incised tendrils and painted leaves. Hesperia,
XXXI, 1962, p. 120 and pl. 46, b, right.
Pls. 15, 53.
H. 0.11+
325 B.C.

452 (C-50-24). Fragment of lip and wall. D. lip
est. 0.10. A, ]AS. Pink in letters. Pls. 13, 41.

4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
453 (C-60-71), Deposit 38. H. 0.116; D. foot
0.049; max. D. wall 0.107; D. lip 0.107; H.
foot and stem 0.017; D. lower moulding
0.042; D. stem 0.035. A-B, runningivy, tendrilsincised.Pls. 15, 53.
300 B.C.
454 (C-53-232),Deposit43. Av. H. 0.116; D. foot
0.047; max. D. wall 0.103; D. lip 0.097; H.
foot and stem0.017; D. lowermoulding0.04;
D. stem 0.036. A, HAYOINOX.B, running
ivy, incised tendrils with traces of pink.
Pls. 13, 41.
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3rd centuryB.C., earlyfirstquarter
0.042; D. stem 0.036. A-B, runningivy, incised tendrils with traces of pink. Reeded
455 (C-53-235),Deposit 43. H. 0.112; D. foot
0.046; max. D. wall 0.10; D. lip 0.094; H.
body. Pls. 15, 53.
foot and stem 0.014; D. lower moulding H. est. 0.08
3rd centuryB.C., earlyfirstquarter
0.045; D. stem 0.033. A, missing.B, running
457 (C-31-27),Deposit 39. D. lip est. 0.07. Fragivy, incisedtendrils.
ment of lip and wall. B, runningivy, incised
456 (C-53-231),Deposit 43. H. 0.112; D. foot
tendrils.
Reededbody.
H.
0.045; max. D. wall 0.10; D. lip 0.095;
foot and stem 0.018; D. lower moulding

Articulated Kantharos79458-514, Pls. 16, 39, 41, 42, 53.
Initial to late stages, ca. 325 to 3rd century B.C., third quarter.
Deposits: 32, 40, 87, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 106, 108, 109, 110, 113, 114, 115.
The name given this variety of kantharosis suggestedby the sharp articulation,in early stages, between
the lower and the upper wall at the point of greatest circumference.It has a spreading ring foot whose
outer profile is often wheel grooved beneath the glaze, and strap handles almost always with a strap
thumb-rest. Seven sizes are known, representing each centimeter of height between 0.14 and 0.07 m.
The clay of the walls in the early, better examples is very thin, suggesting a metal prototype. In the
later, poorer kantharoi the walls are a bit more substantial. All known examples were fully glazed
(though often the glaze is very fugitive). Almost all were decorated. The decoration, when it occurs,
is in incision and added color, and is invariably in the handle zone which is usually delimited above
and below by a line wheel-incisedthrough the glaze, often seen to have been enhanced with pink color.
The decoration may occur on both sides, A & B. Grammatikaekpomata usually have the inscription
in the handle zone on one side, always incised (before firing), and decoration only on the opposite
side.
This shape series is greatly in need of additional evidence for its absolute chronology. It is possible
now to define only very loosely the upper and lower limits of its period of production. The dating of
the stages of the shape development within the two limits is entirely based on estimate. An upper limit
of ca. 330 B.C. is provided by the fact that no examples have been found in undisturbeddeposits related
to the construction of the South Stoa or the terracingin front of it. The period of production and use
of these kantharoi lies within the lifetime of the Hellenistic South Stoa and had come to an end prior
to the destruction of the Stoa in 146 B.C., for a very large proportion of them were found in the use
fillings of the Stoa wells and the shape is not found in deposits attributed to the destruction apart from
a stray fragment or so. We can suggest that the lower limit is prior to about 200 B.C., for no examples
occur in the second use fill of Well XIX of the Stoa (Deposit 110), which is estimated to cover the years
200-146 B.C.
Within these slightly narrowed limits, 330-200 B.C., we can go a little further. It is probable that
the shape came into production early in this period, for it seems likely that a cognate Attic series had
reached an advanced stage before the end of the 4th century (Thompson A 31). The Corinthian series
may then also have begun early. The extent of the shape development observable within the series
suggests a considerable period of production, probably at least 75 years, possibly 100 if one makes
allowance for a stage more advanced than any of the known examples. 225 B.C. seems a likely lower
limit for the shape at present. Its likelihood is supportedto some extent by the presence of one kantharos
of a very advanced stage (495) in a deposit of wide range whose terminal date, according to the indications of both pottery and coins, is in the third quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C. or in the early last quarter.
79 An additional Corinthian kantharos, found since this was written, C-65-379, bears part of an incised inscription:
OA[] or OM[].
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Within the series the significantcriteriain shape for relativedating are an overall trend toward
attenuation,expressedin constrictionof the diametersof the foot and of the lowest part of the upper
wall. Accompanyingtheseis a rise of the point of articulationbetweenthe upperand lowerwalls. The
trends
seriesarrangedsize by size accordingto thesetrendsof shapedevelopmentshowscorresponding
which add conviction:a trendtowarda loss in sharpnessof articulationin base and wall, a loss in
qualityof manufactureand glazing,and an increasingcarelessnessin the decoration.Sizefor size there
appearsto be no significantchangein the diameterof the lip duringthis process,and no appreciable
changeis seenin the form of the handle.
The shapecriteriafor relativedatingcan probablybe usedwithconfidencefor closedatingonlywithin
the large sizes,heights0.13+ and0.12+ m. In sizes smallerthan these the shapechanges,for comprehensiblereasons,seemto be less regular.In these,in a givenkantharos,the generaldegreeof attenuation
seemsa more likely criterionfor relativedatingthan an exact orderof placementby measurements.
The seriesas it is now knownis probablyincompleteat its lower end. The most extremeexamples
are not yet of the degreeof instabilityto whichone wouldexpectthe shapeto havebeen carriedbefore
discard.It is to be noted that the relatedAttic serieswas developedto an appreciablymore advanced
stage than the most advancedCorinthiannow known.80
The repertoireof designsis limitedto three,none of whichis stronglyobtrusive.A pleasing,sometimes carefullyexecuteddesignof runningivy (P1.39, 489) appearson some earlyexamples,all prior
to 300 B.C. on presentdating.Incisionis employedfor the tendrils,yellowand whitefor the buds and
leaves, and there can also be white quirksinterspersedto emphasizethe undulationof the motif. A
necklacedesign(P1.39, 464, 494) occursthroughoutthe series,the stringincised,eitheras if suspended
at the two ends or as if set taut horizontally,the pendantsin yellow or white or both. Its execution
is from moderatelycarefulto crude.480 has a unique design (P1.39). Below the upperincised line
of the handlezone on both sidesis an incisedzigzagline whosepointstouchthe line. On A is a graffito
inscription,on B in the centeris an incisedverticalivy leaf whose tip touchesthe zigzagline.
The inscriptions,complete,restorable,or broken,occuringin the seriesare: 'AXu[rrTas];
'Acypa6efas;
Alovv7-ou;Ai6S XcoT1rpos;"Epcoros;['Eu]vo{as;'HS[o]vis; 'HuV[oivos];rrtcovE[]us;IcbCcov;'Y]yi[EfaS;
and ]a[; ]as[; ]ias; ]vEpels;]I[; ]url[.
EA'riSas(pavETs;
(piAias;T' Trrap'
H. 0.13+
300 B.C.
4th centuryB.C., advancedlast quarter
461 (C-47-465),Deposit 113. H. 0.128; D. foot
458 (C-47-45), Deposit 115. H. 0.13; D. foot
0.063; D. lower wall 0.13; D. lip est. 0.115;
H. to articulation0.043. A, suspendedneck0.073; D. lower wall 0.134; D. lip 0.11; av.
H. to articulation0.04.A, AIOCCC3THPOC.
lace. B, missing.
B, runningivy. Hesperia,XVI, 1947,pl. LIX, 3rd century B.C., third quarter
462 (C-47-72), Deposit 115. H. 0.125; D. foot
14,right.Pls. 13, 41.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
0.065; D. lower wall 0.131; D. lip 0.115; H.
459 (C-47-73), Deposit 115. H. 0.131; D. foot
to articulation0.047. A & B, necklace.
0.058; D lowerwall 0.125; D. lip 0.11; H. to
463 (C-47-291),Deposit 106. H. 0.127; D. foot
articulation0.06. A & B, suspendednecklace.
0.062; D. lower wall 0.126; D. lip 0.11; av.
H. 0.12+
H. to articulation0.046. A & B, necklace.
325 B.C.
Pls. 16, 53.
460 (C-34-394), Deposit 94. H. 0.121; D. foot
464 (C-47-106),Deposit 95. H. 0.126; D. foot
0.075; D. lowerwall 0.13; rest. D. lip 0.107;
0.061; D. lower wall 0.128; D. lip 0.11; H.
H. to articulation0.034. A, runningivy. B,
to articulation0.046.A, AIONYCOY.
B, necklace. Hesperia,XVI, 1947, pl. 59, 15, left.
missing.Pls. 16, 53.
Broneer,S. Stoa,pl. 14, 5, left. Pls. 13, 39, 41.
For other, earlierexamplesof the Attic series see ThompsonB 4; P 20141, P 18455, P 18457, P 20256, Hesperia,
XX, 1951,pl. 52, c, 1 (pyre9,2); pl. 54, a, 3 & 4, and b, 2. Examplesof the Attic seriesin Corinthare: C-67-112a, b of
an earlystage; and two othersof advancedstages: C47-54, and C-47-464,Deposit 81.
80
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465 (C-47-293),Deposit 106, use. H. 0.128; D.
foot 0.061; D. lower wall 0.12; D. lip 0.11;
H. to articulation0.047. A, missing.B, suspendednecklace.
466 (C-47-289), Deposit 106, use. H. 0.123;
D. lower wall 0.118; D. lip est. 0.105; H. to
articulation0.047. A, necklace. B, missing.
Pls. 16, 53.
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H. 0.11+
325 B.C.

467 (C-34-396),Deposit 94. H. 0.119; D. foot
0.072; D. lower wall 0.122; D. lip 0.105; H.
to articulation0.033.A, ]IAC.B, runningivy.
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 72, fig. 15, d.
Pls. 13, 41.
275 B.C.

468 (C-47-69), Deposit 115. H. 0.115; D. foot
0.06; D. lowerwall 0.113; D. lip 0.099; H. to
articulation0.045. A & B, necklace.
H. 0.10+
300 B.C.
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477 (C-48-105),Deposit 110. H. 0.097; D. foot
0.051; D. lower wall 0.098; D. lip 0.088; H.
to articulation0.03. A & B, necklace.
275 B.C.

478 (C-47-309),Deposit 108. H. 0.097; D. foot
0.049; D. lower wall 0.099; D. lip 0.088; H.
to articulation0.035. A & B, necklace.
250 B.C.

479 (C-47-295), Deposit 106. H. greater than
0.087; D. foot 0.045; D. lower wall 0.095;
D. lip est. 0.085; H. to articulation0.033.
A, no decoration.B, missing.
480(C-47-112), Deposit 95. H. 0.091; D. foot
0.046; D. lower wall 0.095; D. lip 0.08; av.
H. to articulation0.034. A, zigzag line;
EP6OTOC.B, zigzag line; ivy leaf. Pls. 13,
39, 41.
H. 0.08+
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
481 (C-47-435),Deposit 114. H. 0.084; D. foot
0.042; D. lowerwall 0.084; rest. D. lip 0.07;
H. to articulation0.025. A, missing.B, necklace.

469(C-47-113), Deposit 95. H. 0.103; D. foot
250 B.C.
0.051; D. lower wall 0.107; D. lip est. 0.097;
482 (C-47-296),Deposit 106. H. 0.083; D. foot
H. to articulation0.037.A & B, no decoration
0.045; D. lower wall 0.078; D. lip 0.073; H.
preserved.
to articulation0.03. A, undecorated.B, neck3rd centuryB.C., first quarter
lace?
470 (C-47-455),Deposit 113. H. 0.105; D. foot
H.
H.
D.
D.
lower
wall
0.07+
0.108; lip 0.099;
0.058;
4th centuryB.C., advancedlast quarter
to articulation0.045. A, missing.B, necklace.
483 (C-34-30),Deposit94. H. 0.073;D. foot 0.044;
275 B.C.
D. lower wall 0.076; D. lip 0.068; H. to
471 (C-47-153),Deposit 98. H. 0.107; D. foot
articulation0.022. A, cIAIAC. B, necklace.
0.049; D. lower wall 0.108; D. lip 0.096; av.
H. to articulation0.044. A & B, undecorated.
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 72, fig. 15, c.
Pls. 13, 41.
250 B.C.
300 B.C.
472 (C-64-386),Deposit 32. H. 0.105; D. foot
484 (C-34-31), Deposit 94. H. 0.073; D. foot
0.049; D. lower wall 0.103; D. lip 0.093; H.
to articulation0.04. A & B, necklace.
0.043; D. lower wall 0.08; D. lip est. 0.07;
H. to articulation0.024. A & B, missing.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
485 (C-47-155), Deposit 98. H. 0.07; D. foot
473 (C-47-88), Deposit 98. H. 0.104; D. foot
0.041; D. lower wall 0.08; D. lip est. 0.068;
0.047; D. lower wall 0.094; D. lip 0.088; H.
H. to articulation0.025. A, incomplete.B,
to articulation0.044. A & B, undecorated.
taut necklace.
H. 0.09+
486 (C-47-154), Deposit 98. H. 0.07; D. foot
325 B.C.
0.044; D. lower wall 0.077; D. lip 0.066; H.
474 (C-47-46), Deposit 115. H. 0.095; D. foot
to articulation0.023. A & B, necklace.
0.057; D. lower wall 0.098; D. lip 0.087; H.
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
to articulation0.025.A, AIOCC](OTHPOC.
B,
487 (C-47-125),Deposit 96. H. 0.076; D. foot
necklace.Pls. 13,41.
300 B.C.
0.045; D. lower wall 0.076; D. lip 0.072; H.
to articulation0.025. A & B, necklace.
475 (C-47-268),Deposit 106. H. 0.092; D. foot
0.056; rest. D. lower wall 0.107; D. lip 0.09;

250 B.C.

488 (C-48-59), Deposit 101. H. 0.073; D. foot
H. to articulation0.031.A, AC(cAAEIAC.B,
0.042; D. lower wall 0.073;D. lip est. 0.065;
necklace.Pls. 13, 41.
H. to articulation0.026. A & B, necklace.
foot
D.
476 (C-47-424),Deposit 114. H. 0.09;
H.
D.
lower
D.
wall 0.098; lip 0.088;
Incompletekantharoi
0.052;
4th century B.C., last quarter
to articulation0.031.A, HA[O]NHC.B, neck489 (C-34-397), Deposit 94. H. est. 0.12-0.13;
41.
lace. Pls. 13,
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D. lip 0.114. A, (WTTAPEATIAAC()ANEIC. 497 (C-47-222),Deposit 99. H. est. 0.09. Rotelle
in place of strapthumb-rest.A & B, missing.
B, runningivy, whitequirksand dots. A.J.A.,
XXXIX, 1935, p. 72, fig. 15, b; Broneer, Fragmentsof lip
325-275 B.C.
S. Stoa, p. 63, fig. 41. Pls. 14, 39, 42.
Pls. 14, 42.
498 (C-33-205).AIOCCLO]THP[OC.
300B.C.
Pls. 14,42.
499 (C-33-318).AIO]CCLOTHP[OC.
490 (C-34-395),Deposit 94. H. est 0.12; D. lower
500 (C-33-227),Deposit93. EY]NOIAC.Pls.14,42.
wall 0.139; D. lip 0.103; H. to articulation,
501 (C-33-1473), Deposit 98. ACcOA]AEI[AC.
greaterthan 0.028. A, necklace.B, missing.
Pls. 14, 42.
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935,p. 72, fig. 15, e.
502 (C-34-392b), Deposit 94. ACOA]AE[IAC.
491 (C-47-423),Deposit 114.H. est. 0.09-0.10; D.
Pls. 14, 42.
lowerwall0.103; D. lip est. 0.09.A, C(OZO)N.
503 (C-34-392c),Deposit94. AIOCCC)]THP[OC.
B, missing.Pls. 14, 42.
Pls. 14, 42.
492 (C-47-145),Deposit 115. H. est. 0.08; D. foot
504 (C-34-392d), Deposit 94. ]YH[. Pls. 14, 42.
0.047; D. lowerwall 0.085; H. to articulation
505(C-34-392e), Deposit94.Y]FI[EIAS.
Pls. 14,42.
0.025. A, nIIONE[]YC. Pls. 14,42.
96.
506
H.
est.
0.09.
94.
Pls.
493 (C-47-121), Deposit
A,
14, 42.
(C-34-392g),Deposit ]A[.
42.
Pls.
507
Pls.
42.
14,
14,
H[AON]HC.B, missing.
(C-38-640).]AC.
508 (C-38-644).]NEPEIS.Pls. 14,42.
3rd century B.C., first quarter
509 (C-38-645).]IAC. Pls. 14, 42.
494 (C-46-108),Deposit87. H. est. 0.11; D. lower
510 (C-47-120),Deposit96.AAY[TTlAC].
wall 0.12; D. lip 0.11; H. to articulation,
Pls. 14,42.
511
39.
A
PI.
96.
necklace.
42.
0.03.
&
Pls.
than
B,
14,
Deposit
]HI[.
greater
(C-47-146),
109.
275 B.C. or later
a-c),
Deposit
HAY[OINOC].
512(C-47-281
Pls. 14, 42.
495 (C-31-33),Deposit 40. H. est. 0.11; D. lip
513 (C-47-338), Deposit 109. A, running ivy.
0.103. A & B, undecorated.
P1.39.
250 B.C.
514 (C-50-25).AI]OC[C])3THP[OC].
Pis. 14,42.
496 (C-47-294), Deposit 106. H. est. 0.11; D.
lower wall est. 0.112; D. lip est. 0.108. A & B,
taut necklace.

Hexamilia kantharos 515-520, Pls. 16, 54.
Intermediate stages, 3rd century, second quarter to 3rd century B.C., early fourth quarter.
Deposits: 32, 70, 71, 72, 73.
The name Hexamilia kantharos has been given to this shape from the area near Corinth where the
first example was found. It has a ring foot. Its lower wall is convex in profile. There is a distinct articulation between it and the lip, which is fairly tall, nearly straight in profile but slightly broader in diameter
below than above. The vertical strap handles are attached at the upper parts of wall and lip. The clay
is moderately thin. All were glazed by dipping, fully except for the foot and the lower part of the wall.
In quality they are medium, adequate. One size is attested at present, between 0.09 and 0.10 m. in
height.
The differenceamong the six examples of this shape now known suggests that the period of production
they represent is not great. Conceivably, however, examples of earlier and later stages may be found.
Evidence for the absolute chronology of this series is slight, provided by the four grave deposits,
70-73, which suggest roughly the middle quarter of the 3rd century B.C. for the present examples. It
would seem likely though it is yet to be provedby context evidence that the significantcriteriafor relative
dating are probably the degree of constriction of the diameters of the lower wall and of the top of the
lip. Probably also there may be a slight growth in height of the lip at the expense of the body. The
series has been arranged according to these assumed trends.
H. 0.09+
3rd century B.C., second quarter
515 (C-64-375), Deposit 32. H. 0.093; D. foot
0.04; max. D. lower wall 0.094; D. lip 0.078;
H. lip 0.032. Pls. 16, 54.

3rd century B.C., third quarter
516 (T 2312), Deposit 70. H. 0.096; D. foot 0.044;
max. D. lower wall 0.085; D. lip 0.07; H. lip
0.033. N. Cemetery,pl. 78, 498-4.
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517 (CP-2245). H. 0.09; D. foot 0.046; max. D.
lower wall 0.085; D. lip 0.07; H. lip 0.033.
518 (C-61-37), Deposit 71. H. 0.09; D. foot 0.042;
max. D. lower wall 0.085; D. lip 0.066; H. lip
0.034.

3rd century B.C., early fourth quarter
520 (T 2018), Deposit 73. H. 0.098; D. foot 0.04;
max. D. lower wall 0.083; D. lip 0.067; H.
lip 0.041.

225 B.C.
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519 (C-27-18), Deposit 72. H. 0.096; D. foot
0.043; max. D. lower wall 0.083; D. lip 0.067;
H. lip 0.039. Pls. 16, 54.

Hexamilia mug 521-523, Pls. 16, 54.
Advanced stage, 3rd century B.C., third quarter.
Deposits: 106, 108, 114.
The three mugs of this series81are the exact counterpartsof the precedingtwo-handledvariety, differing
only in being of a slightly smaller size, height 0.08+, and in having a single handle. Like them, all
were glazed by dipping, fully except for the foot and lower wall.
Proportionately, considering the difference in size, they approximate 516-518. They are here dated
in relation to the two-handled kantharoi since their own deposit evidence is of wide range, from ca. 330
to 146 B.C.
3rd century B.C., third quarter
521 (C-47-311), Deposit 108. H. 0.08; D. foot
0.039; max. D. lower wall av. 0.078; av. D.
lip 0.068; H. lip 0.027. Warped in firing.
Pls. 16, 54.

522 (C-47-302), Deposit 106. Max. D. wall 0.079;
D. lip 0.063; H. lip 0.027. Incomplete.
523 (C-47-431), Deposit 114. Max. D. wall 0.078;
H. lip 0.027. Incomplete.

Thorn kantharos 524, PI. 54.
Final stage, ca. 150 B.C.
A single wall fragment may represent in Corinthian a shape which is attested in other fabrics. The
form has been given the name thorn kantharos since in a zone on the shoulder of a number (not all)
appears a distinctive type of decoration, closely spaced conical pellets resembling thorns. The shape
in fully preservedexamples has a conical foot, a deep body broadest at the shoulder, a broad, tall neck
slightly concave in profile, and an everted lip. The handles are of the strap variety, with a spur thumbrest.
The thorn decoration was probably introduced during the advanced 3rd century B.C. It appears on
a Corinthian hemisphericalbowl, 527, for which a date in the third quarter of the 3rd century has been
suggested, and also on an Attic fragment, probably also of the 3rd century, C-28-65, which would seem
to be from a differentform of kantharos.
The evidence from Corinth indicates that the thorn kantharos shape was in use at the time of Mummius' destruction of the city in 146 B.C. An imported example, C-47-802, Deposit 46 (P1. 16 and Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 149, pl. 13, 1, center) is of this time.82A poor example of a different imported
fabric, C-33-1220, Deposit 99, without thorns, is also dated by context to this time. The beginning
date of production of this form in Corinthian and other fabrics cannot now be suggested; one might
guess that the form did not appear before the second half of the 3rd century. Two other examples of
81Two other cups, C-34-300,Deposit 33, and C-30-103bisare probablynot to be consideredas belonging to this
series.
82 It would
seem, becauseof its close resemblanceto C-47-802,that an examplefrom Chatby,(EvaristoBreccia,La
Necropolidi Sciatbi,2 vols., Cairo, 1912, pl. LIV, 107; Courby,p. 183, fig. 29) is also of the middleof the 2nd century.
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the shape, without close context dates, are also known at Corinth. These are C-47-273, Deposit 108,
use level, Attic (Hesperia,XVI, 1947, p. 240, p. LIX, 13, left), without thorns, and C-34-2497, Deposit 94,
of an unidentifiedfabric, with thorns.
150 B.C.
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524 (C-34-259).Fragmentof shoulder.Max. dim.
0.04. Fully glazed.Above, tracesof a groove
wheel-runthroughglaze.Below,closelyspaced
conicalthornsin high relief.P1.54.

BROAD SHAPES

Hemisphericalbowl, applique supports 525-526, P1. 54.
Late stage, 2nd century B.C., first half.
Deposit: 113.
The complete form representedby the fragments 525 and 526 is perhaps on the order of two bowls
from Isthmia, IP 436 and IP 453 (Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, pp. 31-32, nos. 37, 38, pl. 13, d). An Attic
bowl from the Pnyx (Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 359, fig. 60, a) is of the same form. The simply rounded
profile, actually deeper than hemispherical,is stabilized below by three applique supports. Comparable
supports were also used in moulded bowls of Corinthian manufacture: 873-896, below.
The only context evidence for these fragments, that for 525, is very general: between ca. 330 and
146 B.C. The date suggested is based only on the quality of manufacture of 526.
2nd century B.C., first half

525 (MF 9179), Deposit 113. Shell support,striated. Max. D. 0.018.
526 (C-37-2695).Fragmentof bottom, with two
appliquereliefsupportsin the formof a shell,

not striated.P.H. 0.02; P. D. 0.095. Fabric
0.06 thick. Once fully glazed, glaze now
fugitive.Aroundexteriora groovewheel-run
throughglaze (settingline for supports?)on
whoseline are set the two supports.PI. 54.

WheelmadeMegarianbowl83527-531,PI. 54.
Initialto finalstages,3rdcentury,thirdquarterto 146B.C.
Deposits: 102, 116.
Five fragmentsrepresententirelywheelmadeversionsof threedifferentMegarianbowl forms.Forms
and decorativemotifs found in Foliage Bowls (below,780-792) are evidentlythe sourcefor three of
the pieces. In these two differentmouldedforms are adopted.The decorationof one of the varieties
of LinearBowls (below908-920) is probablythe prototypefor the remainingtwo fragments,both of
one form.
527, extremelydelicatein fabricand of very high quality,seemsclearlyto have been made in close
imitationof Attic pine-conebowls (cf. the Corinthianbelow, pp. 157-158). This is mademostevident
by comparisonwith Pnyx, 94. Thoughboth are incompletethe same bowl form seemsto have been
employedin each. Especiallynotableis the rareform of rim, risingin a strictlyverticalprofilefrom
the wallbelow.It seemsverylikelythatthe potterof 527 also triedto imitatethe pine-conescaledecoration of Attic prototypes.Close imitationof the scales, at least of those most clearlyimpressed(e.g.
Pnyx, 97b) could not be achievedin hand work withoutinfinitecareand expenseof tinle. The closely
spaced, applique,conical "thorns"which appearon the wall of 527 are presumablyto be thought
Since this was writtenanother Corinthianexample of this shape has been found: see Addendum,944. Its form,
the profilepreservedcomplete,is essentiallythat suggestedfor the fragments528 and 529 in the presenttext.
83
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of as the potter's approximation of the scales in a form which could be applied to the wall quickly.
The dlative
to the dating of the Attic prototypes in moulded ware. We
are not yet in a position to date them with assurance,but several considerations, outlined below (p. 158),
prompt us to place them early in the sequence of moulded bowls, probably, for the beginning of this
style at any rate, shortly after the beginning of moulded ware in general in Greece. On estimate, then,
in this relationship, 527 is here placed in the
third quarter of the 3rd century B.C. Its quality of manufacture supports early placement. The special decoration of its wall also appears on some examples
of the series of Thorn Kantharoi above. Foreign kantharoi noted there indicate that
this style of decoration was employed, at least in fabrics other than Corinthian, down until the middle of the 2nd century
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B.C at any rate.

Two other fragments, more substantial in fabric but also of high quality, 528 and 529, probably
are imitations of another Attic moulded bowl form which is typologically also early. 528 would have
been comparable in size to a normal Megarian bowl. 529 belonged to a bowl of much larger size. A
profile drawing of a probablyAttic wheelmade bowl found in Corinth,C-47-54.1,Deposit 115, Plate 17,
is provided here to suggest the special characteristicsof the form. In moulded ware Pnyx, 67 is a complete
example, and the fragments Pnyx, 63-66 and 73 are probably from examples of the same generalshape.
The special featurein the Athenian bowls pertinentin form to 528 and 529 is the entirelyconvex medallion
area. This is an attractivefeature but one impracticalfor stability and thereforepresumablya treatment
of shlortduration, which no doubt was very soon replaced by the much more familiar flat or concave
medallion of most moulded bowls. In the decoration of the wall of both Corinthian pieces the painter
was very probably thinking of imbricate-leafbowls (cf. below, pp. 158-161). He achieved an approximation of their appearance in this case by incision and paint, rows only sketchily imbricate, however,
of more or less horseshoe-shaped, double-outline scales with a white dot or dab in the center of each.
His decoration of the area around the bottom of 528 with a painted multipetalled flower encircled
by a wheel-run grooved line is also clearly borrowed from the moulded bowls, the relief decoration
of whose medallions is often a floral arrangement of some kind. For the decoration of the bottom
of 529 the imitation of moulded ware practice is less clear. The now missing medallion was encircled
by a zone of painted bead-and-reel,a type of ornament not usual in moulded ware. The use of a decorative zone of some kind is, however, well attested in Athenian bowls, e.g. Pnyx, 20, 49,50,63-66, 101,
in which various motifs appear encircling a small medallion.
Both Corinthian pieces exhibit a feature which does not, however, appear in moulded bowls, the
decoration of the bottom of the interior with a floral medallion encircled by a wheel groove through
the glaze, a slightly larger replica in the case of 528 of that which appears on the exterior. The same
type of flower, more sketchily rendered,is employed on the interior of 529. If this also repeatsits missing
exterior medallion, it is very much larger in scale.
Neither of the Corinthian pieces comes from a closely datable context. The dating suggested here,
the third quarter of the 3rd century B.C. for 528 and the last quarter for 529, is partly based on the
relationships in form and decorative schemes with the moulded bowls. It is also based in part on a
connection with the conical bowls (532-549) in which essentially identical painted flowers are employed
as floor medallions. In the conical bowls the relative sequence indicates a progression in the rendering
of the flowers from naturalistic and careful, as in 528, to schematic, as in 529, and thence to careless.
Hence the relative placement of the present pieces. It seems probable that in the wheelmade Megarian
bowls decorated with this kind of medallion a future criterion for dating will be a progression in the
rendering of the flower comparable to that observable in the conical bowl series.
The remainingtwo fragments, 530 and 531, of moderatelygood quality, cannot certainlybe connected
in form with a specificmoulded-wareshape. Their complete form is probably on the order of an imported
smaller wheelmade bowl, C-65-97, Deposit 31, whose profile is illustrated on Plate 17. It is strictly
hemispherical in outline, with a rounded bottom. Possibly this is a free adaptation of the "Delian"
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bowl form.84Their decorationratherthan form in this case associatesthem with the mouldedbowls.
It is, in incision,that which appearsin relief on the net-patternbowlsbelow(pp. 179-182).Relatively
large, rectilinear,interlockingpentagonalunits dependentfrom a line encirclingthe upperwall cover
the wall and bottom, forminga single-linenet.85Corinthianmouldednet-patternbowls are at present
believedto havebeenproducedduringonly a shortperiodpriorto the destructionof the city and have
been datedin the yearsbetweenca. 160 and 146. 530 and 531 do not come from datedcontexts,but
the contextof the importedC-65-97supportsthis dating.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
527 (C-47-901),Deposit 102.Fragmentof rimand
upper wall. P.H. 0.04; D. est. 0.10. Very
delicate fabric. Fully glazed. Inside, groove
wheel-runthroughglazejust below lip. Outside, a lip zone is formedby two more such
grooves, in which are traces of pink; in the
zone is a running-ivypattern,tendrilsincised,
leaves in yellow, dot buds and superimposed
quirksin white. On the wall below, applique
thorn decorationin relief.P1.54.
528 (C-33-1443),Deposit116.Fragmentof bottom
and lowerwall. Max. dim. 0.052; D. exterior
medallionest. 0.05. Fully glazed except for
lines wheel-groovedthrough glaze around
exteriorand interiormedallions.Medallions:
a multipetalledflower, petals in yellow and
white, tendrils incised, dot buds in white.
Exteriorwall: carelesslyincisedscale pattern
with a white dot in each center.P1.54.

3rd centuryB.C., last quarter
529 (C-35-976).Fragment of bottom and lower
wall. Max. dim. 0.065; D. inner medallion
est. 0.09. Fully glazedexceptfor lines wheel
grooved through glaze around exteriorand
interiormedallions.Exterior:aroundmedallion a band of bead-and-reel;on wall, scale
pattern, outlines incised, a dash of white in
each center.Interiormedallion:multipetalled
flower in yellow with white highlights;betweenthe tips, three dots in white. PI. 54.
ca. 160-146B.C.
530(C-28-67a, b). Rim fragments.P.H. 0.04; D.
est. 0.11. Very thin fabric. Fully glazed. On
wall, parts of a pentagonalnet patternand,
just below the lip, a wheel-rungroove, both
incisedthroughthe glaze. PI. 54.
531 (C-28-69).Rim fragment.P.H. 0.032. Decoration as on 530.

Conicalbowl86532-549,Pls. 17, 40, 55.
Initialto final stages,3rd century,thirdquarterto 146B.C.
Deposits:94, 95, 111, 115.
The conicalbowl has a small, false ring foot, a wall nearlystraightin profileand broadlyconical
in outline. The lip is not a distinctelement,merelythe upperterminationof the wall. The walls are
thin throughoutthe series,and in the best work delicatelyso. All examplesare fully glazed. On the
exteriorthe bowls may be decoratedwith wheel groovingbeneaththe glaze. On the interior,decoration in incisionand appliedcolor is usual: a medalliondesign,one or two wall zones, and a lip zone.
On a few an appliquemedallionin reliefis substitutedfor the paintedmedallion.Four sizesarecertainly
attested:diameters0.17, 0.16+, 0.15, and 0.11+ m. It seemslikely that we now have both the initial
and final stages of the shape in Corinthianand, in addition, representativesof intermediatestages
in a fragmentarystate.
The date of the final stage in Corinthianis reasonablysecureon the context evidencefor 546, of
the time of Mummius'destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. TheAthenianversionof the shapehadreached
a similarlylate stagecontemporaneously:
ThompsonD 14, D 15, D 28. It is also notablethat a bowl

Cf. Courby,p. 330, fig. 62, I or III. C-47-275,Deposit 111, is an exampleof this shape in Corinth.
Importedexamplesin CorinthbesidesC-65-97are of two additionalfabrics.Gray ware:C-37-1603.Other:C-47-419,
Deposit 111.
86 Since this was writtentwo
sectionsof anotherCorinthianconical bowl have been found: see Addendum,943. Part
of a representationof Pegasusappearson each section.
84

85
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of an unidentified fabric, C-47-331, also probably from a Mummian filling (Deposit 109), is equally
advanced.87
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The dating of the beginning of production of the shape in Corinth and of intermediate stages is
necessarily on estimate. Athenian examples, Thompson C 7 and C 12, suggest that the shape was
introduced in Athens sometime prior to ca. 200 B.C. It is here suggested that in Corinth the shape may
have been first produced (not necessarily or probably a local invention) during the course of the third
quarter of the 3rd century B.C. In the medallions of the typologically earliest bowls appears a floral
motif exactly comparable to one which is used as the central motif on the floor of the typologically
earliest of the series of plates with offset rims (127-130). It is also employed on fragment 528 which,
because it is probably part of a wheelmade version of the Megarian bowl, should probably not be dated
earlierthan this time. This is somewhat tenuous evidence, of course, but there is no better at the moment.
For the relative dating of examples of this Corinthian series several criteria seem likely. The series
has been arranged below in accordance with them. The degree of quality of manufacture is probably
one. The earliest is of extreme delicacy of fabric and character of decoration. The intermediate are
stronger in fabric, less carefully decorated. The latest is inept in fabric, very cursorily decorated. The
depth of the indentation forming the false ring foot is probably also a reasonable criterion. It is fairly
h concave in the latest. Also there would appear
deep in the earliest, approaching flat or only slgly
to be a gradual change in the treatment of the outer wall. Closely spaced wheel grooving beneath the
glaze covering a large part of the lower wall appears in the earliest and none in the latest. The degree
of carelessness in producing this grooving may then also be a criterion of relative date. The series,
arranged according to these trends, shows a corresponding gradual degeneration in the character of
the floral motif of the medallion. This multipetalled flower appears naturalisticallyin the earliest. An
attempt is made to give contour and shading to the petals, the tendrils between are gracefully incised
and topped with precise white dots. The examples placed in an intermediate stage on other grounds
are schematic, the petals angular in outline, and the tendrils straight. Subsequently the tendrils are
omitted, the petals are blobs. The same principle, the degeneration of the motif, may also apply to
the Attic series. The floral medallion of Thompson C 12 is an orderly, schematic representationwith
lines radiating from its center. Of this there remains in Thompson D 28 only four of the radiating lines,
hastily painted.
For the substitution of a separately moulded applique relief for the painted medallion there is no
indication at present that the custom began early in the series. A bowl of an unidentifiedfabric in the
Corinth Museum, C-30-58, found at Saltas, near Megara,88is typologically the earliest(later 3rd century?)
at Corinth with this type of decoration. Corinthian examples below are typologically of the first half
of the 2nd century and down to the time of Mummius' destruction. Two bowls, both Deposit 102,
C-34-153 certainly and C-34-1621 probably, attest the usage in gray ware at the time of the destruction. The practice may conceivably have been a late innovation adopted as a laborsaving device in
preference to the more time-consuming decoration in painting and incision.
3rd century B.C., third quarter
532 (C-34-37), Deposit 94. H. 0.071; D. foot
0.035; D. lip 0.17. On outer wall, closely
spaced wheel grooving beneath the glaze to

above mid-point. On the interior, four areas
of decoration in incision, white and yellow,
a groove wheel-run through the glaze serving
to delimit each. From center out: eight-

The shape in other fabricsis less advancedat this time. For the shape in gray ware of Mummius'time: C-34-153
and C-34-1621,both Deposit 102. In Pergamene:C-65-96,Deposit 31. In another,unidentifiedfabric: C-35-651,C-35830, C-35-912,Deposit 104. Probably in these fabrics the shape was producedto a later date, beyondthe time of the
destructionof Corinth.The close relationshipof thePergameneconicalbowl to the Corinthianand those of otherfabrics
seems convincingevidencethat Pergamenepotterywas alreadybeing imported into Corinthprior to the destructionof
87

the city in 146 B.C.
88 Mr. George Kachrosreportsthat this was found in a well with a large numberof coins. It is possiblethat this well
is the same as that whose coins werepublishedby F. 0. Waage,GreekBronzeCoinsfrom a Wellat Megara,Numismatic
Notes and Monographsno. 70, N.Y., 1935.
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petalledflowermedallion;necklace;imbricate
pointedleaves;lip zone, alternatediminishing
rectangles, checkerboard, hour-glass, and
butterflypattern.A.J.A.,XXXIX, 1935,p. 71,
fig. 14. Pls. 17, 40, 55.
533 (C-38-649). Fragment of wall. Max. dim.
0.057. On outer wall, closely spaced wheel
groovingbeneaththe glaze. On interior,part
of floral medallion and encirclingzone of
necklacepattern.
534 (C-29-99).Fragmentof foot and lower wall.
D. foot est. 0.043. On outer wall, closely
spacedwheel groovingbeneaththe glaze. On
interior,part of floralmedallionwith a bit of
an encirclingzone of wheat.PI. 55.
535 (C-63-742).Fragmentof wall. Max.dim.0.10.
On outer wall, fairly widely spaced (0.005)
wheel grooving beneath the glaze. On the
interiora zone of egg-and-dartencirclethe
missingmedallion.Above, repeateddesignof
a swan perching on a suspendedstring of
beading.PI. 55.
3rd centuryB.C., fourthquarter
536 (C-47-107),Deposit 95. H. 0.062; D. foot
0.033; D. lip 0.16. No groovingon exterior.
On interior:medallion,eight-petalledflower;
wall, runningivy; lip, two broad panels of
diminishingrectangleswitha superimposedX
from cornerto corneralternatewith a panel
of checkerboard.PI. 40.
537 (C-30-134a-c).H. est. 0.085; D. foot 0.034;D.
lip est. 0.15. No grooving on exterior. On
interior: medallion, eight-petalled flower;
zone of necklace design; zone of imbricate
scale pattern;lip, diminishingrectanglesand
checkerboard.PI.40.
538 (C-63-698). Fragment of wall. Max. dim.
0.053. No grooving on wall. On interior,a
zone of bead-and-reelencirclesthe missing
medallion.On the wall a swanperchingon a
suspendedstring.PI. 55.
539 (C-30-135a). Fragment of wall. Max. dim.
0.087. No grooving on exterior.On interior,
a zone with a leaping dolphin. Above, lip
zone, diminishingrectanglesseparatedby a
band of white.Pls. 40, 55.

540 (C-30-135b). Fragment of wall. Max. dim.
0.09. No grooving on exterior.On interior,
a zone with parts of two suspendedfestoons.
Lip zone, diminishingrectanglesand checkerboard.Pls. 40, 55.
2nd centuryB.C., firsthalf
541 (C-47-48), Deposit 115. H. 0.039; D. foot
0.029; D. lip 0.115. Exterior, single groove
beneath glaze around foot. Interior, eightpetalled flower medallion; wall zone of repeated design of a dolphin leaping over a
suspendedschematicgarland;lip zone, wavy
line and dots. Pls. 40, 55.
542 (C-47-339),Deposit 111. Fragment of foot
and appliquerelief medallion.D. foot 0.032.
No groovingon outer wall. Medallion:Eros
and dog hunting.PI. 55.
543 (C-33-426).Fragmentof foot and applique
reliefmedallion.D. foot est. 0.03. No grooving on wall. Medallion:head of man wearing
wreath,facingto his properleft. P1.55.
544 (C-28-68).Rim fragment.Max. dim. 0.057.
No groovingon exterior.Lipzone, diminishing
rectanglesand checkerboard.
545 (C-37-2091).Rim fragment.Max. dim. 0.056.
No groovingon wall. Lip zone, diminishing
rectanglesand checkerboard.
150 B.C.

546 (C-47-50), Deposit 115. H. 0.078; D. foot
0.038; D. lip 0.167. No grooving on outer
wall. Interior:six-petalledflower medallion;
wall zone of scale pattern;lip zone, diminPls. 17,40.
ishingrectanglesandcheckerboard.
547 (C-34-307).Fragmentof foot and applique
reliefmedallion.D. foot 0.032. Foot is merely
a slightly concave circulararea. Medallion:
frontalhead of satyr.PI. 55.
548 (C-37-2251).Fragmentof foot and applique
relief medallion.Max. dim. 0.031. Foot is a
slightly concave circular area. Medallion,
smallhead (?) encircledby an arm(?).
549 (C-60-180).Fragmentof foot and applique
reliefmedallion.D. foot 0.043.Foot is slightly
concavecirculararea. No groovingon outer
wall. Medallion: head of Athena turned
slightlyto her properright.PI. 55.

Mastos89550, Pls. 17, 56.
last quarter.

Earlystage,3rdcenturyB.C.,
Deposits:none.
A singlefragmentof thebottomandlowerwallof veryhighqualityrepresentsthis shapein Corinthian.
It is of a slightlyconvex conical outline and is probablyfrom a form about the size of the normal
89 The mastos form is also
represented in Corinth by two Athenian examples, black glaze, without decoration:
C-35-636, Deposit 108 and C-46-104,both of ca. 150 B.C.
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Megarian bowl. It is fully glazed. Closely spaced, spiral, wheel grooving beneath the glaze decorates
the exterior. On the interior, within a groove wheel-runthrough the glaze, is an incomplete eight-petalled
flower, the petals in yellow with white highlights, groups of dots in white between the tips.
There is no context evidence for the dating of the form in Corinthian at present. A date for the piece
may be suggested, however, by its relationships to the conical bowls (532-549). The treatment of the
outer wall and the employment of the floral motif is also seen in them. The careful grooving is a characteristic of the earlier conical bowls, though in them there is the minor differencethat the wheel grooves
are not spiral but parallel and independent. The somewhat schematizedrendition of the flower appears
in an early but not initial phase of the bowls. Comparablerendition of the flower in the bowls has been
placed at present in the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C. and that is accordingly the date suggested
for this piece. The same flower motif appears also on the plates with offset rim (127-130), and the wheelmade Megarian bowls (527-531).
3rd century B.C., last quarter
550 (C-37-2668). Fragment, bottom and lower
wall. P.H. 0.02; P. D. 0.072. Moderately thin
wall. Fully glazed. Exterior: closely spaced,
wheel-run spiral grooving beneath the glaze.

Interior:in a medallionframedby a groove
wheel-runthroughthe glaze,an eight-petalled
flower, petals in yellow with white highlights, white dots between the tips. Pls. 17,
56.

Semi-glazedmastos 551, Pls. 17, 56.
second half.

Advanced stage, 3rd century B.C.,
Deposit: 115.
The bottom is slightly flattened and the profile of the wall curves inward slightly above, its upper
termination forming the lip. The wall is thin. The piece was not finished with any particularcare since
wheel lines and ridges are visible on both surfaces.The interior was fully glazed, the exterior left entirely
unglazed.
The bowl was found in a context which permits only a wide dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C.
The closer dating suggested for it is intended only as a rough approximation since the other considerations which are brought to bear on its date are not very strong. Its light fabric and interior glaze associate
it with the series of semi-glazed bowls (1-14). In fabric and quality of manufacture it relates best to
examples of that series of advanced 3rd century date. Conceivably also the form of the bowl may have
been suggested by such fully glazed shapes as the hemisphericalbowl (525, 526). Its quality of manufacture would again suggest an advanced date in relation to that series.
3rd centuryB.C., secondhalf
551 (C-47-60),Deposit 115, use. H. 0.095; max.
D. 0.146; D. lip 0.14. Pls. 17, 56.

Spouted, covered drinking bowl, recurvedhandles 552, 553, Pls. 17, 56.
Intermediate stages, 275 to 225 B.C.
Deposits: 34, 42.
This form has a low ring foot, a broad body moderately deep, a lip distinctly set off from the body
and flanged within for a cover. Each handle is formed of a coil of clay, the ends attached at the points
of greatest circumference, the coil recurved in the middle upward to meet the lip. Halfway between
the handles and at the same level a short spout projects horizontally. The fabric of the two examples
is of indifferent quality, substantial in thickness. Both are glazed by dipping, fully within but on the
exterior only to just below the level of the handles and spout.
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The two are of nearly the same size (diametersof lip 0.133 and 0.143 m.). Three appreciabledifferences
in form exist between them, differenceswhich may prove to be criteria for relative dating of the series
when more are known. In 553 the foot is more constricted than in 552. In it also the sharp articulation
at the top of the wall and the distinct concave profile of the lip of 552 are blurred over. It is also slightly
taller. These differences suggest that 553 may be as much as 50 years later than 552. The contexts and
quality of the two suggest in part their placement in time. The advanced stage of a bowl entirely cognate
except for the lack of the spout and flange, 554 below, and its context have also been considered in the
dating of these two.
275 B.C.

225 B.C.

552 (C-60-283), Deposit 34. H. 0.061; D. foot
0.071; D. top of wall 0.13; D. lip 0.135. Pls.
17, 56.

553 (C-31-225), Deposit 42. H. 0.064; D. foot
0.065; max. D. wall 0.141; D. lip 0.143. Pls.
17, 56.

Drinking bowl, recurvedhandles 554, Pls. 17, 56.

Final stage, ca. 175 B.C.
Deposit: 110.
The one example of this shape now known has a constricted ring foot and a steeply rising wall which
recurves above to a low lip with a rounded upper profile. Each handle is formed of a coil of clay, the
ends attached at the point of greatest circumference,the coil recurvedin the middle to touch the lower
part of the lip. The fabric is of indifferent quality and moderate thickness. It was glazed by dipping,
fully within but on the exterior only to just below handle level.
In basic form it is essentially of the same series as 552, 553 above, though of a much more advanced
stage of shape development than they. It may be anticipated that bowls of this kind parallel in time
of production to 552, 553 will be found.
For the dating of 554, although its context would permit a date as late as the time of Mummius'
destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C. it seems likely not to be so late since no others have been found in
the various destruction fillings of that time. The shape would not seem to have been current then. The
degree of instability of 554 suggests that it is at the end of its series.
175 B.C.

554 (C-48-93), Deposit 110. H. 0.094; D. foot
0.056; max. D. wall 0.189; D. lip 0.185. Pls.
17, 56.

VESSELS FOR OTHER PURPOSES 555-607
COVEREDVESSELS

LEKANIS
555-558, Pls. 18, 57.

Initial, late and final stages, 5th century, second quarter to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 8, 22, 46, 113.90
Nearly 100 unglazed lekanides from the excavations at Corinth are now known. Seventy-one come
from grave groups and other deposits in the North Cemetery.91An additional 25 come from deposits
of various kinds, including grave groups, in other parts of Corinth. It seems clear that in this total
90Additionalexamplesare known from other deposits studiedin connectionwith this publication:Deposits 10, 11,
41, 43, 81, 90.

91N. Cemetery, pp. 146-148.
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probably several distinct shape series, and no doubt a number of variants, are represented. And in the
total some 64 deposits, of which only 11 have been studied in this publication, are also represented.
These 64 include many grave groups for whose close relative and absolute placement numerous other
shape series need to be considered as well. Wisdom, time, and human frailty alike suggest that sorting
of the various series of lekanides, definition of their chronologies, and accounts of their shape histories
demand a special effort far beyond the scope of the present publication. It seems likely, however, that
a special study of them would be very rewardingchronologically. Not only were these lekanidesproduced
over a very long period but also the numerous grave groups involved suggest the possibility of very
close placement and the definition of very sensitive criteria for dating. In view of what is involved in
a full study, however, the present account must be restricted to a very limited scope. It is intended
merely to supplement information previously published, providing examples of later date than those
hitherto known and suggesting criteria to be tested in an extended study.
Four lekanides are reported here. Three seem to exemplify three different stages, including the final
one, of one shape series all within the Hellenistic period. The fourth may represent a very early stage
of the same series.
The four have a ring foot. The wall rises from it in a broad curve to the lip, which is flanged above
to receive a cover. A horizontal strap handle, the ends recurving,is set at the top of the wall just below
the lip. The cover is preserved in only one of these, 556. The profile of its top is a continuous curve,
steep around the edge, in a low, upward slope above. The knob has a constricted stem, and the profile
of its top has a slightly flaring outline. The four are of different sizes: diameter, without handles, 0.23,
0.17+, 0.15+, and 0.08+ m. All are made of clay of normally serviceable thickness.
The earliest, 555, is from a deposit of very great range, from the early 6th century perhaps into the
third quarter of the 5th century B.C. The evidence from the North Cemetery seems to indicate that
unglazed lekanides were introduced during the second quarter of the 5th century, hence presumably
555 is to be placed very late in the range of its deposit, and to be regardedas near to if not of the initial
stage. 558 is by context of the time of the destruction of the city in 146 B.C., and is thus of the final
stage in Corinthian. The deposits from which the two others come are of appreciable range between
these two dates. The context of 556 covers the period from the second quarterof the 4th century through
the last quarter. 556 has been placed somewhat arbitrarilyat the lower limit, in the last quarter. The
filling in which 557 was found covers the period from ca. 330 to 146 B.C. It has been placed in the 3rd
century.
The present placement of the latter two within the ranges of their contexts is based on criteria which
it is thought may prove, when the seriesis fully studied, to have validity. They are suggestedhere primarily
for testing when the evidence is fully assessed. The criteria indicated for other shape series provide
these suggestions in part, and also the fact that we do have the end result of the progression. These are
trends toward a constriction of the original broad foot, a possible one toward elevation of the wall
profile, one toward loss of definition of the shape of the handle, and one toward a decreasein the quality
of manufacture.Though four different sizes of receptacle are represented,it is evident that in the three
later the foot is proportionately much smaller than in the earliest, and that the elevation of the wall
profile of the latest is proportionately greater than that of the earliest. In the handle form the vestigial
characterof the later as compared with the earliest is also evident: the clearly defined loop of the earliest
is reduced to a sharp pinching in the later, and the strongly projecting ends of the earliest are mere
protrusions in the later. In quality the earliest is perfectly formed and finished with great care, the
exterior surface highly polished. The two successive examples are reasonably well done, the feet defined
with some precision. The latest is still adequate, but with an uneven, unpolished surface and the foot,
comparatively,is crudelyformed. A minor criterionof late date may concern the upper wall. It is notable
that in contrast with the first two, which have a wall continuous in curve from foot to lip, the later
two have a definite outcurve in profile just below the lip.
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In the lid two potentialcriteriafor datingare worthyof futureattention.Many earlylids (cf. those
from the North Cemetery)show a steppedprofile,the steps carefullytooled. It is possiblethat there
is a trendtowardloss of definitionof this nicetyandeventualabandonment.In this respectthreegrooves
aroundthe outerwall of 556b may representa late, vestigialstage of this kind of embellishment.
The
othermay concernthe formof the knob, a trendtowardthe gradualabandonmentof the verticalcavity
which appearsin the tops of the knobs of earlylids. None appearsin the knob of 556a. The top is,
however,ornamentedwith wheelgrooving.
5th centuryB.C., second quarter
555 (C-39-211),Deposit 88. Receptacleonly. H.
0.078; D. foot 0.12; D. outer edge of lip
0.23. Pls. 18, 57.

3rd century B.C.

4th century B.C., last quarter

146 B.C.

556 a-b (C-60-254 a-b), Deposit22. Receptacle
and lid. CombinedH. 0.065. Receptacle:H.
0.034; D. foot 0.035; D. outer edge of lip
0.083. Lid: H. 0.04; D. 0.08; D. top of knob
0.025.Threewheelgroovesaroundouteredge
of top, two aroundtop of knob. Pls. 18, 57.

557 (C-47-470),Deposit 113. Receptacleonly. H.
0.058; D. foot 0.05; D. outer edge of lip
0.153. Pls. 18, 57.
558 (C-47-822),Deposit 46. Receptacleonly. H.
0.064; D. foot 0.064; D. outer edge of lip
0.172. Pls. 18, 57.

559-583, Pls. 19, 57.
Intermediatestages, 350 to 3rd century B.C., third quarter.

PYXIS, DOMED SLIPOVER LID92

Deposits: 18, 28, 42, 43, 53, 55, 62, 63, 113.
The receptacleof this kind of pyxis normallyhas a flattenedcirculararea on the bottom serving
as the base, the one exceptionbeing563 whichhas a low ringfoot. The bottomrisesin a bevelaround
the edge to a pronouncedkeel on which the lid rests. A high flangerises from the inneredge of the
keel, decreasingin diameterfrom bottomto top. The lid has a lowerwall about equalin heightto the
flangeof the receptacle,straightor slightlyconcavein profile.The outeredge of the domedtop projects
outwardbeyondthe line of the wall to a diameterclose to that of the keel. The fabricis light and of
fair quality.All examplesare unglazedexcept572 whose receptacleand lid are both fully glazed.The
lid is normallyornamentedwith wheel groovingaroundthe centerand the outer edge of the dome.
In one thereis also groovingat mid-pointon the dome, and in anotherthereis also groovingaround
the middleof the wall.
Ten sizesare now attested,representingall but two centimetersof diameterbetween0.16 and 0.04 m.
Representationin these size seriesis veryspotty.The initialstage of the shapemay not be represented
in the examplescataloguedhere.A decoratedpyxis in Oxford(1879.183;Payne,NC, p. 333, no. 1513,
fig. 178),datedby Paynein the late 6th or early5th century,seemsessentiallythe samein form.Conceivably then the date of the beginningof productionof the shapein Corinthianis to be placedaround
the year 500 B.C. Thereseem to be at present,however,no known examplesof the shape datablein
the long periodintermediatebetweenthe Oxfordpyxis and the earliestbelow. For the end of production of the shape we may or may not have examplesof the final stage. The shape was producedin

92
Examples of the shape, all of which are included here, have previouslybeen discussed by Miss H. Palmer in
N. Cemetery,p. 144. The presentshape is to be distinguishedfrom the powderpyxis (e.g., N. Cemetery,p. 144, "Powder
pyxideswith patterndecoration"),which would seem to have had an independentdevelopment.The powderpyxis has
featuressimilarto the presentshape (receptaclewith a high flange,and a lid whose wall overlapsthe flange)but differs
in havinga flat top and bottom.A few 4th centuryB.C.examplesin Corinthwith slightlydomedlid, C-31-421,Deposit 20
(Asklepieion,p. 134, no. 37, pl. 49); C-37-202,Deposit 80; C-37-2597,Deposit 90; and C-60-239,Deposit 56, appear
to be intermediatebetweenthe two series.
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Athenian pottery contemporaneously with the stages represented below in Corinthian, but in Athens
the shape continued in production far beyond the latest date proposed for the Corinthian examples
here, well into the 1st century B.C. Corinthian potters need not necessarily, of course, have continued
to produce it pari passu with the Athenian, though they may have done so down to the time of the
destruction of the city.
Deposit evidence provides some indication that the main trend in shape development in this series is
toward an increase in height in both the receptacleand the lid. In the catalogue below the two components
have been arranged separately in a relative chronological order on this basis, the various size series
placed in relation to one another insofar as is possible with so few representativesof each size. The
series so arrangedgives a slight indication that three other criteriamay be valid for relative chronology.
For the receptacles there may be a trend toward constriction of the flattened area forming the base,
and there may be a rise in the angle of the bevel of the outer part of the bottom also. For the lid there
seems to be an increase in the degree of convexity of the dome.
In the catalogue separate treatment of receptacles and lids has been dictated by the examples themselves and by the requirements of field archaeologists. Only five, possibly six, complete pyxides are
known in Corinth. The five certain examples are 561, 562, 578,579, and 582. Three of these are illustrated
in complete form in N. Cemetery,pls. 73, 76, 78. 560, a receptacle, and 573, a lid, found together in
a well filling, may also belong to one vessel.
Receptacles
D. 0.16
350 B.C.

559 (T 2369), Deposit 53. D. keel 0.16; H. 0.062;
D. base 0.085. D. top of flange 0.126; H. to
keel 0.025. N. Cemetery, D 36-f, pl. 73. Pls.
19, 57.
D. 0.15+

3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
564 (MP 208b). D. keel 0.113; H. 0.053; D. base
0.048; D. top of flange 0.094; H. to keel
0.028. The lid, 579, belongs. The combined
heightof the two is 0.084. PI. 57.
D. 0.10+
350 B.C.

565 (KP 701), Deposit 18. D. keel 0.103; H. 0.39;
D. base 0.056; D. top of flange0.086; H. to
560 (C-47-471), Deposit 113. Lower wall and base
keel 0.018.
missing. D. keel 0.158; P.H. 0.057; D. base D. 0.08+
less than 0.09; D. top of flange 0.135; P.H.
4th centuryB.C., third quarter
to keel 0.03. The lid, 573, may belong. The
566 (C-31-237),Deposit42. D. keel0.084;H. 0.04;
combined preserved height of the two is
D. base 0.044; D. top of flange0.063; H. to
0.099. Pls. 19, 57.
keel 0.013.
D. 0.13+
D. 0.07+
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
561 (CP-2253b). D. keel 0.132; H. 0.059; D. base
567 (KP 837),Deposit18.D. keel0.075;H. 0.036;
0.065; D. top of flange 0.111; H. to keel
D. base 0.035; D. top of flange0.055; H. to
0.018. The lid, 575, belongs. The combined
keel 0.013.
height of the two is 0.082.
4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
D. 0.12+
568 (CP-350).D. keel 0.078; H. 0.039; D. base
350 B.C.
0.042; D. top of flange 0.061; H. to keel
562 (T 2371 b), Deposit 53. D. keel 0.127; H. 0.05;
0.013.
D. base 0.08; D. top of flange 0.11; H. to
keel 0.018. The lid, 577, belongs. Their D. 0.06+
350B.C.
combined height is 0.07. N. Cemetery,D 36-e,
569 (KP 677), Deposit 18. D. keel 0.067; H.
pl. 73. PI. 57.
0.025; D. base 0.044; D.top of flange 0.05;
D. 0.11+
H. to keel 0.008.
4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
563 (T 1097b), Deposit 55. D. keel 0.113; H. 0.051;
570 (C-33-416).D. keel 0.063; H. 0.031; D. base
D. foot 0.06; D. to top of flange 0.089; H.
to keel 0.024. The lid, 578, belongs. The
0.035; D. top of flange 0.042; H. to keel
3rd centuryB.C., secondquarter

combined height of the two is 0.08. Low ring
foot. N. Cemetery, 494-2, pl. 76.

0.01.
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D. 0.11
4th century B.C., fourth quarter

D. 0.05+
4th century B.C., third quarter

571 (T 1159),Deposit63. D. keel0.057; H. 0.026;
D. base 0.031; D. top of flange0.038; H. to
keel 0.012.
572 (T 2703b), Deposit62.D. keel0.052;H. 0.028;
D. base 0.037; D. top of flange0.036; H. to
keel 0.01. Fully glazed. The lid, 582, belongs. The combined height of the two is
0.039. N. Cemetery, 495-5, pl. 78.
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Lids
D. 0.15+
3rd century B.C., second quarter

573 (C-47-469),Deposit 113. D. dome 0.155; H.
0.063; H. wall 0.033; H. dome 0.03. Wheel
groovingon dome:two broadgroovesaround
center;threelines aroundedge.
D. 0.13+

578 (T 1097a), Deposit55.D. dome0.11;H. 0.053;
H. wall 0.03; H. dome0.023 Wheelgrooving
on dome: in center, shallow depression,D.
0.03, and line; aroundedge, two lines. Lid of
563. N. Cemetery,494-2, pl. 76.
D. 0.10+
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
579 (MP 208a). D. dome0.108; H. 0.057;H. wall
0.031; H. dome 0.026. Wheel grooving on
dome: in center,low cone, D. 0.016,and two
lines; aroundedge, two lines. PI. 57.
D. 0.08+
350 B.C.

580 (C-36-467).D. dome0.082; H. 0.033; H. wall
0.021; H. dome 0.012. Wheel grooving on
dome: in center, shallow depression0.007;
350 B.C.
aroundedge, two lines. On side of wall, two
574 (C-40-24),Deposit 28. Fragment.D. dome
wheel-groovedlines.
0.13; P.H. 0.037; P.H. wall 0.014; H. dome D. 0.07+
0.022. Wheel grooving on dome: one line
4th century B.C., third quarter
aroundedge.
581 (KP 685), Deposit 18. D. dome 0.077; H.
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
0.035; H. wall 0.019; H. dome 0.016. Wheel
575 (CP-2253a). D. dome0.13; H. 0.062;H. wall
groovingon dome: in center,shallowdepressionrisingincone,D. 0.018,andbroadgroove;
0.037; H. dome 0.025. Wheel grooving on
dome: in center, a shallow depression,D.
aroundedge, one broadgroove.
0.025, and a broad groove; around edge, D. 0.05+
threelines. Lid of 561.
4th centuryB.C., thirdquarter
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
582 (T 2703a), Deposit 62. D. dome 0.051; H.
576 (C-53-250),Deposit 43. D. dome 0.138; H.
0.026; H. wall 0.016; H. dome 0.01. Fully
0.065; H. wall 0.034; H. dome0.031. Wheel
glazed. Wheel grooving on dome, beneath
glaze: in center,two lines; aroundedge, one
groovingon dome: in center,a broadgroove
and a line; around edge, two groovedlines.
line. Lid of 572. N. Cemetery,495-5, pl. 78.
Pls. 19, 57.
D. 0.04+
D. 0.12+
3rd century B.C., first quarter
350 B.C.
583 (C-31-269),Deposit 42. D. dome 0.048; H.
577 (T 2371a), Deposit 53. D. dome 0.128; H.
0.029; H. wall 0.018; H. dome 0.011. Wheel
0.052; H. wall 0.032; H. dome 0.02. Wheel
groovingon dome: in center,shallowdepresgroovingon dome: in center,a shallow desion, D. 0.003, and one line; around edge,
two lines.
pression,D. 0.025, and a broadgroove;midpoint, two broad grooves;aroundedge, one
line. Lid of 562. N. Cemetery,D 36-e, pl. 73.
P1.19.

VESSELSFOR PERFUMEAND OINTMENTS

UNGUENTARIUM
584-586, Pis. 20, 58.

Initialstage,probablyveryrestrictedperiodof production,ca. 325 B.C.
Deposits:65B, 110.
The unguentariumform was evidentlyproducedin many differentcenters of manufacture.The
prototype series employed by all, for imitation and adaptation, was presumablythe abundant one which

has been describedby Thompson,pp. 472-474. The very distinctivefabricof the prototypeseriesmay,
for the sake of definition,be calledthe UnguentariumFabric.The threehere are easilydistinguishable
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from those of Unguentarium Fabric since they are made of normal Corinthian clay. They are covered
with fugitive black glaze.
The dating proposed here for them is based primarily on a study of unguentaria of Unguentarium
Fabric found in Corinth which will be published elsewhere. All three seem to reflect in varyingdegrees
a stage of the original form reached soon after the beginning of importation into mainland Greece,
which, on present evidence, is thought to have been in the latter third quarter of the 4th century B.C.
584 is closest to the original in form, differing only in having a greater degree of constriction of the
lower wall. 585 and 586 are much freer adaptations of the original.
It seems likely that unguentaria were imitated in Corinthian only for a brief time when they first
became known to the potters. Importation of unguentariaof the original fabric is well attested throughout the Hellenistic period in Corinth. It seems probable that the great technical superiority of the
imported examples and their evident ready availability would have tended to limit and discourage
production of the form in Corinthian.
ca. 325 B.C.

584 (C-48-119), Deposit 110. Intact. Fully glazed
on exterior and on inner lip. H. 0.082; D.
0.038; D. base 0.021; D. lip 0.022; H. neck
0.022; D. lower neck 0.113; D. upper neck
0.018. Disk foot, slightly concave beneath.
Jog in profile at base of neck. Neck greater
in diameter above than below. Lip projecting,
bevelledabove. Possiblytraces of wheel-painted
lines in white on body. Pls. 20, 58.

OINTMENT-POTS

585 (C-63-662), Deposit 65B. Intact. Fully glazed
(dipped) on exterior and on inner lip. H.
0.076; D. 0.041; D. base 0.022; D. lip 0.028;
D. lower neck 0.015. Disk foot, flat beneath.
Lip bevelled in profile above. Traces of wheelpainted lines in white on neck and body. PI. 58.
586 (C-63-654). Intact. Fully glazed (fugitive) on
exterior and on inner lip. H. 0.085; D. 0.047;
D. lip 0.03; D. mid-neck 0.014; D. foot
0.026. PI. 58.

587-603

Introduction

Diminutive ointment-pots of clay and lead have been extensively discussed by Sjoqvist in A.J.A.,
LXIV, 1960, pp. 79-83, in connection with numerous pottery examples found at Morgantina. Many
bear the stamped (or, in the case of lead, moulded) word AYKION,referring to the type of ointment
they contained. Some also bear the stamped or moulded name of a druggist.
Although no inscribed pottery examples, and no examples of lead, have been found as yet in Corinth
it would seem that the original characteristiccontainers of lykion must have been known at Corinth,
for an appreciable number of pottery imitations of them were produced there.93
Three of the various forms found at Morgantina were also produced in Corinthianpottery, the Corinthian shapes showing minor differences, as would be expected in a different fabric. To Sjoqvist's very
full and careful study the Corinthian examples can add only a few comments. Sjoqvist reports that
of the examples from Morgantina "there is no evidence for any one specimen being older than the
thlirdcentury B.C." In Corinthian, however, one variety,94perhaps best equated with an example of
Sjoqvist's type 4 (ibid., p. 80, and pl. 20, fig. 11:7) seems to have come into production in the middle
years of the 4th century.95For the lower limit of production at Morgantina (or, perhaps better, use,
93 Two Corinthianexampleshave not been includedin the presentcatalogue since it was not possible to see them.
Theseare: T 2346 and T 655 (N. Cemetery,487-6, pl. 78, and X-205, respectively).Severalforeignexamplesof the shape
havealso beenfound at Corinth:C-29-149,perhapsof ca. 300 B.C.; C-46-93,perhapsof the middleof the 3rd centuryB.C.;

C-53-239, Deposit 43, perhaps of the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C.
94 602 and 603.
9 Another example from Corinth, T 2346 (N. Cemetery, 487-6, pl. 78), evidently of the same type, was found in a

graveof the third quarterof the 4th centuryB.C.
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since Sjoqvistdoes not indicatethat any from Morgantinaare of local manufacture)Sjoqvistreports
that his types 1, 2, and 4 survivedinto the 2nd centuryB.C. Contextevidencefor the dating of the
Corinthianseriesis at presentweak. Such as it is, there are no Corinthian(nor imported)examples
at presentdatableby contextor other considerationsbeyondthe end of the 3rd century.
Sjoqvistis able to suggestthat two of his types were employedfor secularpurposesonly, that one
appearsat Morgantinain both secularand religiouscontexts,and that a fourthtype, his type 3, seems
to havebeenusedonlyfor religiouspurposes,appearingin shrinesof DemeterandKore.Someexamples
of this type also have an entirelyappropriateassociationwith Asklepios,since a stampedlikenessof
him appearson them. It seemssurprisingthat none of any varietyhave been found in the Asklepieion
The currentexcavationsof the sanctuaryof Demeterand Kore at Corinthalso seem not
at Corinth.96
to haveproducedexamples.Theexcavationof the site andthe studyof the enormousamountof material
fromit, however,is still in progress.Of the knownCorinthianexamplesnone is froma contextcertainly
identifiedas religiousin character.However,one of the puzzlingdeposits(90)fromwhichtwo examples,
602, 603, comemaypossiblybe a favissagroup.Two others,595 and 596, comefromwellsof the South
Stoa. Considerableevidencepointsto the possibilitythat this structurewas intendedfor religioususe.97
Possibly,then, these two may derivefrom a religiouscontext also. To the secularand religioususes
of thesevesselsfor whichthe excavationsat Morgantinahave providedevidencethe Corinthianexamples
add employmentas graveofferings.Pots of all three Corinthianvarietieshave been found in graves,
in severalinstances,like other tiny vesselsused as graveofferingsin the later 4th centuryand in the
Hellenisticperiodat Corinth,in pairs.

Amphoriskos587, 588, Pls. 20, 58.

Advanced stage, ca. 225 B.C.

Deposit: 72.
The form correspondsbest, though not exactly, to Sjoqvist'stype 2 A (ibid., p. 80, and pl. 20,
fig. 11:3). It has a flat bottom,unfinished,with stringmarks,and a heavystem. To the roundedbody
are attacheda pair of horizontalhandlesformedby a stringof clay pinchedinto place. The lip flares
slightly.The two examples,unglazed,from the same grave,are essentiallyidentical.
225 B.C.

587 (C-27-22), Deposit 72. H. 0.034; max. D.
0.032; D. base0.024; D. lip 0.025. Pls. 20, 58.
588 (C-27-19),Deposit 72.

Bulbousjar 589-596,Pls. 20, 58.
Initial(?) and intermediatestages,3rd century,first quarterto 3rd centuryB.C., fourthquarter.
Deposits:70, 71, 73, 110, 113, 114.
The form of this varietyapproximatesSjoqvist'stype 3, havingsome relationshipto both 3 A and
3 B (ibid.,p. 80, and pl. 20, figs. 11:5 and 11:6). The vase has a flat bottom, unfinished,with string
marks.The body is well rounded,constrictingabove in varyingdegreesto a fairlywide mouth. Some
of the exampleshave a mouth with no distinctlip; othershave a slightlyevertedlip. Of the examples
two only are glazed.The fabricis substantial.The eightexamplesare each of a differentheight,ranging
between0.043and 0.026m.
96 There

is no published example and none has been noted among the unpublished material from this sanctuary.
97This suggestion has been made by Miss Judith Perlzweig, who has studied the considerable body of material of
religious import from the area of the South Stoa and from the adjacent area of the Greek "Agora."
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The dated examples provide some slight indication that there may be trends of shape change in the
series, even though the jars are tiny and of rather indifferent quality. It would seem that there may
be a tendency toward constriction of the diameter of the base and also of the greatest diameter of the
body and of the mouth. These changes would appear to be accompanied by an increase in the thickness
and prominence of the base and by a rise in the point of greatest circumference.It is notable that, in
the series so arranged below, the one placed earliest on this basis corresponds most closely in form
to inscribed lead containers of lykion (from the Athenian Agora: Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. LXIX, 4),
examples of which may well have served as the prototypes for the Corinthian series. The date for the
beginning of production of this series in Corinth is entirely on estimate.
3rd centuryB.C., earlyfourthquarter
H. 0.043 to 0.040
594 (T 2023), Deposit 73. H. 0.036; D. base
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
589 (T 2314), Deposit 70. H. 0.041; D. base
0.026; H. to max. D. 0.018; max. D. 0.041;
D. lip 0.027.
0.0305; H. to max. D. 0.018; max. D. 0.047;
H. 0.033
D. lip 0.031. N. Cemetery,498-9, pl. 78.
3rd centuryB.C., secondquarter
590 (T 2317), Deposit 70. H. 0.040; D.base 0.033;
595 (C-48-118),Deposit 110. H. 0.033; D. base
H. to max. D. 0.018; max. D. 0.043; D. lip
0.029. N. Cemetery,498-10, pl. 78.
0.026; H. to max. D. 0.016; max. D. 0.038;
D. lip 0.032. Fully glazed.
591 (C-61-36), Deposit 71. H. 0.043; D. base
0.025; H. to max. D. 0.02; max. D. 0.045; H. 0.026
3rd centuryB.C., firstquarter
D. lip 0.031. Pls. 20, 58.
596 (C-47-425),Deposit 114. H. 0.026; D. base
H. 0.038-0.036
3rdcenturyB.C., secondquarter
0.022; H. to max. D. 0.01; max. D. 0.03; D.
592 (CP-2250).H. 0.037;D. base0.03; H. to max.
lip 0.021. Fully glazed.Pls. 20, 58.
D. 0.016; max. D. 0.044; D. lip 0.032.
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
593 (CP-2251).H. 0.038; D. base 0.027; H. to
max. D. 0.016; max. D. 0.042; D. lip 0.027.

Piriformjar98597-603, Pls. 20, 58.
Initial (?) to late stages, 350 to 3rd century B.C., fourth quarter.
Deposits: 74, 90.
This form corresponds fairly closely to one example of Sj6qvist's type 4 (ibid., pp. 80-81, pl. 20,
fig. 11:7). The bottom of the base is flat, unfinished, with string marks. The greatest circumferenceof
the wall is low. The upper wall may be straight or flare out slightly. The fabric is substantial. Only
three of the examples were glazed. The seven examples are each of a different height between 0.036
and 0.021 m.
Only two examples are from a dated context, both from the same deposit. In these circumstances
the series has been arrangedhypothetically on the assumption that there may be a trend in shape change
toward constriction of the various elements of the form, an increase in the prominence of the base,
and a rise in the point of greatest diameter, on the analogy of the bulbous jar.
H. 0.036
ca. 300 B.C.
597 (C-60-149). H. 0.036; D. base 0.029; H. to
max. D. 0.012; max. D. 0.036; D. lip 0.025.

H. 0.034-0.032
3rd century B.C., third quarter
598 (C-61-29), Deposit 74. H. 0.033; D. base
0.024; H. to max. D. 0.013; max. D. 0.028;
D. lip 0.018.

98 T 2346 (N. Cemetery,487-6, pl. 78), not seen, from a grave group of the third quarterof the 4th centuryB.C.,is
probablyalso of this form.
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599 (C-61-28), Deposit 74. H. 0.032; D. base H. 0.023-0.021
ca. 350 B.C.
0.023; H. to max. D. 0.012; max. D. 0.03;
602 (C-37-2641), Deposit 90. H.
D. lip 0.02.
3rd centuryB.C., fourthquarter
0.018; H. to max. D. 0.007;
D. lip 0.017. Pls. 20, 58.
600 (C-28-89).H. 0.034;D. base0.019;H. to max.
603 (C-37-2645), Deposit 90. H.
D. 0.015; max. D. 0.029; D. lip 0.023. Fully
0.016; H. to max. D. 0.007;
glazed.Pls. 20, 58.
D. lip 0.016.
H. 0.03
3rd centuryB.C., thirdquarter
601 (C-28-86).H. 0.03; D. base 0.02; H. to max.
D. 0.012; max. D. 0.027; D. lip 0.021. Fully
glazed.

0.021; D. base
max. D. 0.022;
0.023; D. base
max. D. 0.022;

VESSELSFOR WRITING

INKWELL604, Pls. 20, 58.

Final stage (?) ca. 150 B.C.(?)
Deposit: 101.
In form the missing bottom (only the point of attachment is preserved) of the single Corinthian99
example of an inkwell was evidently flat or slightly concave, set flush with the bottom of the wall. The
wall is concave in profile. The top is domed, appreciably greater in diameter than the wall. Its profile
slopes down in the center to a dipping hole. This is encircledby two lines of wheel grooving, and around
the outer edge of the dome is a single wheel groove. Traces of black on the exterior are presumably
of glaze. More extensive and better preserved matt-black on the interior may be ink stain.
The inkwell comes from a context which indicates that it was in use in 146 B.C. It is, however, easily
possible that it may be of earlier date, a stray in its context. Some indication of an earlier date for it
is provided by its general resemblance to the form of the lid of the pyxis with domed, slipover lid
(559-583). The resemblance may not be fortuitous since in addition to a similar form of top with
overhanging edge it has wheel grooving applied in much the same manner as do some of the pyxis
lids.
ca. 150B.C.(?)
604 (C-48-245),Deposit 101. H. 0.028; D. lower
wall est. 0.067; D. top 0.071; D. dippinghole
0.019. Pis. 20, 58.

VESSELSFOR OTHERPURPOSES

ASKOS605-607, Pls. 19, 58.
BASKETBALL

Initial stage, short period of production (?): ca. 330 to 300 B.C.(?).
Deposit: 96.
Three identical askoi, of excellent fabric, have a body in the form of a sphere, the bottom flattened.
The neck, with trefoil lip, preserved in 605 only, is set at mid-point on one side and rises vertically.
Enough of the handle is preserved in 605 and 607 to show that it was in the form of a broad flat ring
set at somewhat less than a right angle to the neck and tilted a bit forward toward it. The body was
99Two furtherHellenisticexamplesof the shape at Corinthappearto be of foreignmanufacture,from two different
sources.C-47-98,Deposit 96, is in form like a small bowl with a constrictedfoot and a domed top. Its contextprovides
only a very generaldate, betweenca. 330 and 146B.C. C-48-108,Deposit 110, is also bowl shaped, but with a flat top.
It is of ca. 146 B.C. by context. For inkwellsin generalsee Sjoqvist,A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, pp. 275-277.
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fully glazed(fugitive)and decoratedwith a net patternof interlockingpentagonsincisedthroughthe
glaze and filled with pink color. The pentagonsare laid out with carefulattentionto the form, one
framingthe neck and lip, a secondthe top, a thirdthe handle.Those aroundthe lowerbody all have
the edge of the bottom as their fifth side. The treatmentgives the body the appearanceof a modern
of an ancientballfromSamothrace
basketball.Comparisonwitha terracottarepresentation
(Archaeology,
is
XII, p. 168, 8) also pertinent.
The threeaskoiwerefoundtogetherin a singlefilling.Thiscontext,however,providesonly a general
dating betweenca. 330 and 146 B.C. Excellenceof fabric and executionwould seem to suggestthat
they are to be datedearlyin this period.On the otherhand,the use of incisedpentagonsor net pattern
may suggestthat they are actuallylate, in the vicinityof 150 B.C., sincethis kind of decorationis well
attestedat that time (e.g. mouldedreliefware,net-patternbowls,below,pp. 179-182).Furtherevidence
is neededfor the placementof these vessels.The presentplacement,though
plausible,though
plausible,is tentative.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Cook and Mlle. Anne Bovon have providedinformationon three more
askoi of this shapeelsewhere.One of these in Mykonos(no. 109)has a handleformedby the coils of
a plasticsnakewhose forwardpart and head rise up to peer into the lip. An appliqueplastichead is
set on the top. The second,in the BritishMuseum(93.11-1.1),statedby the dealerfrom whomit was
purchasedto have been found in GalaxidinearDelphi,has a tripleringhandleand an appliquecomic
mask on top. The third was seen in Alexandria.I have not examinedthese and do not knowwhether
or not they are Corinthian.
ca. 330-300B.C.

605(C-47-89),Deposit96. H. 0.098;D. 0.10;D.
bottom0.04.Pls. 19,58.
606(C-47-90),
Deposit96. P1.19.
607(C-47-91),
Deposit96. PI. 19.
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608-645

INTRODUCTION

The fabricof the Corinthiancoarseware of Classicaltimeshas been well describedin Pease,under
nos. 174-175: "As almost always when Corinthianclay is used in any degree of thickness(i.e., in
architecturalterracottasand sculpture...) the originalclay has been mixed with sand or even tiny
pebblesto strengthenit." This appliesto many differentforms of strictlyutilitarianhouseholdvessels
of the Classicaland earlierperiodsin Corinth.The clay employedin them is apt to be verythick and
their surfacesoften presenta very unevenappearancedue to the protrusionof the admixture.
This very characteristicfabric,however,is not typical of CorinthianHellenisticcoarse ware, as it
is now known.Ordinarilythe clay employedfor coarsewareof this time is withoutadmixture,and the
fabricis, by comparisonwith the earlier,thinner.Essentiallyit is the same as that employedfor finer
ware,merelythicker.It ideallyis warmbuff, on the soft side in texture.Oftenthe vesselsare carefully
madeand of pleasingappearance.
At presentonly a very limited amount of CorinthianHellenisticcoarse ware is known and only
such vessels of Classicaltimes as are pertinentto the Hellenistichave been considered.'In addition
the dating of CorinthianHellenisticcoarse ware can for variousreasonsseldom be preciseor even
reasonablyclose. Conclusions,then, about the change-overfrom the earlierto the later type of coarse
fabricin vesselsare thus of very restrictedvalue at this time. The presentinformation,such as it is,
suggeststhat the earliertype beganto go out of use for someformsas earlyas ca. 350,2and that it was
graduallyrestrictedto fewer and fewer of the forms until by the time of Mummius'destructionin
146B.C. it is found to be employedonly for the mortarsin the seriescataloguedbelow.3
The interiorof some of the pieces,the columnkratersand one of the jugs, 633, was glazeda dull,
thin red so that they mightbetterretaintheirliquidcontents.The color is presumablyintentional(or
expected)since the plain ware in generalwould be firedunderoxidizingconditions.Such blackening
as is seenwouldbe only accidental.
The presentpaucityof examplesof Corinthiancoarsewareof the Hellenisticperiodis to someextent
supplementedby importedvessels.Many of these are noted in the pertinentsectionsbelow. It is also
supplementedby shapesproducedin cookingware,e.g. below,the krater,bowls,and pitchers.It seems
likely that Corinthianhousewivespreferredto have these shapesmade in cooking ware because of
its greaterstrengthand durability.
1 It is, as might be expected, not always easy to decide whether or not an example of Hellenisticcoarse ware is
Corinthianor imported.It is quite possible that some of the pieces here acceptedas Corinthianmay not be, and that
among those not acceptedsome Corinthianmay be present.The repertoireof forms known in CorinthianHellenistic
coarse ware would not, in any case, be greatlyexpandedby the inclusionin Corinthianof vessels which are at present
consideredimports.
2 Among the various stamnos lids below some of 350 B.C. employ the old fabric, some of the same date do not. Of
those of later date only 611 still employsthe old fabric.
3 It continuedin use in Hellenistictimes for architecturalterracottas,of course. It undoubtedlycontinuedfor pithoi,
but no Corinthianexampleof the Hellenisticperiod is at presentknown to me. It may have continuedfor some time
in the Hellenisticperiod for wine amphorae,but this shape perhapsdid not surviveto very advancedHellenistictimes.
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Below, four types of Corinthian coarse lids, I-IV, have been distinguished. They have been called
stamnos lids since there seems to be no other form for which they are suitable. As it happens, no certain
example of a Corinthian Hellenistic stamnos is at present known.4
The lids in general are all of one form. Each has a flange beneath to keep the lid from sliding off.
The top slopes upward from the edge to a substantial knob. All are of rather heavy fabric. In the
classification below a distinction has been made largely on the degree of slope of the top and on the
shape of the knob. These probably reflectdifferencesin the characterof vessels to which the lids belonged
since it can presumablybe assumed that potters even of coarse vessels took some thought to providing
lids suitable in design to a particular shape. The height or degree of constriction of the flange seems
not significantand probably had no close relationshipto the size of the mouth of the vessels concerned.5
Two peculiarities of the knobs are notable. III and IV have strongly tapered knobs with the greater
diameter above. This is a very convenient form for lifting and itwould also have been handy for tying
on the lid to the handles. In connection with these varieties two lids have been noted which are vertically
pierced from the top of the knob to the underside of the lid. Seemingly this device (seen also in some
coarse amphora lids) was intended as a safety valve for some particulartype of contents stored in the
vessels. It is also conceivable that the stamnoi they covered were intended as cineraryurns. This suggestion is provided by the presence of holes, made before firing and thus intentional (for libation?) in the
lids, C-62- lll b and T 2250, which belong to two very late Hellenistic (ca. late 1st century B.C.) cinerary
urns which seem to have been designed for this purpose alone. Two bowls, C-62-105, C-62-113, used
as substitute lids, one for a similar cineraryurn and one for a stamnos used as an urn, are also pierced,
one before firing, one after.6
To judge from the rims of the contemporaryforeign and the later stamnoi (footnote 4) the lids may
have been set in position in several ways. They may have been set on their outer edge just within the
rim on a bevel. They may have been set on their outer edge in a groove just within the lip. They may
have been set so that the outer edge restedon top of the lip. Or with rims whose outer profile is rounded
they may have rested on their under surface between the edge and the flange, overlapping the rim.
STAMNOS LID I

608, Pls. 19, 59.

Final (?) stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 111.
The single example of this variety has a very low flange, constricted in relation to the edge of the
top, and with the greater diameter above. The top is low, very broadly conical. The solid knob is cylindrical in profile, roughly finished flat on top. The lid is made of thick clay.
4There are, however, importedstamnoi of the Hellenisticperiod at Corinth. One example is of ca. 250-200 B.C.:
C-62-26, Deposit 76. C-62-107 and C-62-109 are evidently Roman examples of this shape. The following are examples

of various other forms in use in 146B.C. Deposit 110: C-48-67,C-48-75,and C-48-72(Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 16,
16 left; pl. 16, 17; and pl. 17, 19, respectively).Deposit 109: C-47-900.Deposit 110: C-48-69throughC-48-71;C-48-72
bis through C-48-74; C-48-76; C-48-77; C-48-82. Of uncertain date: C-46-84.

Still anothershape, which was probablyin productionin the Hellenisticperiod, is representedat Corinthevidently
only in examplesof late stages, certainlyor probablyof the early Roman period: C-27-7; C-62-8; C-62-24;C-62-106;
C-62-108;C-62-112.These were used as cineraryurns. The context in some cases and the evidentlyearly Roman bowl
form used as a cover (in substitution for the original cover) for three indicate their dating.
5 A lack of close correspondencein diameterbetweenflangeand mouth has been noted in connectionwith Corinthian
pyxides, even of high quality, of earlier times.
6 Other bowls of similar form used as substitute lids for stamnoi employed as urns, C-62-9, C-62-25, C-62-27, and

C-62-110, are not, however,pierced.
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It may belongto eitherof two fillingsin a well. The one providesonly a wide datingbetweenca. 330
and 146B.C., the otheris of the time of Mummius'destructionin 146B.C. It cannotcertainlybe assigned
to either.Its rathercursoryqualityof manufactureas comparedwith otherlids providesthe only basis
for suggestingthat it may belongto the latter.
146 B.C.
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608 (C-47-391),Deposit 111. H. 0.052; D. est.
0.17; H. flange0.013; max. D. flange0.092;

STAMNOSLID II

Projectionof flange below level of edge of
top 0.003; H. knob 0.014; max. D. knob
0.036. Pls. 19, 59.

609, Pls. 19, 59.

Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.

Deposit: 110.
609, the only example,has a verybroad flange in relation to the edge of the top, with the greater
diameterabove. The top is very low, only slightlyand very broadlyconical. The knob is somewhat
taperedin profilewith the greaterdiameterabove. A deep, half-ovoiddepressionis wheel formedin
the top, of a depthnearlyequal to the height of the knob. The lid is made,with care, of heavyclay,
and coveredon both surfaceswith slip.
It was found in a context which permitsa fairly wide dating betweenca. 330 and ca. 200 B.C. Its
qualityof manufactureis the only basis for suggestingan earlydate in this period.
ca. 300 B.C.

609 (C-48-110),Deposit 110. H. 0.05; D. 0.162;
P.H. flange0.007; D. flange0.117; Projection
of flange below level of edge of top more

STAMNOSLID III

than 0.006; H. knob 0.017; max. D. knob
0.042; Depth of depression0.015; D. depression 0.026. Pls. 19, 59.

610, 611, Pls. 19, 59.

Earlystages,350 to 300 B.C.
Deposits:90, 111.
The two examplesof StamnosLid III have a flangeconstrictedin diameterin relationto the edge
of the top, with the greaterdiameterabove. The top is more steeplyconicalin outlinethan in Lids I
and II. The knob is taperedin profile,with the greaterdiameterabove. In the centerof the top of the
knob is a pronouncedbut shallow,wheel-formed,conical depression.The clay of which the lids are
formedis substantial.
Thelaterlid, 611,maybelongto eitherof two fillingsin a well.Theone providesa widedatingbetween
ca. 330 and 146B.C., the otheris of the time of Mummius'destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. It cannot
certainlybe assignedto eitherfilling.Its fairlyclose resemblanceto the earlierlid, 610, is the basis for
suggestingthat it may be earlyin the Hellenisticperiod.How long this kind of lid may have remained
in productioncannotnow be determined.
Two lids of about 350 B.C. are relatedto these in having a taperedknob and a top similarin its
conicalprofile.One, C-63-504,Deposit 90, with a flangeof diametercomparableto them,may belong
to a vessel of a design similarto that for which these two were intended.It differsin havinga knob
slightlyconcaveon top, with a very small centralhole, and in havinga step in the profileof the top
about equal in diameterto the flange.A second exampleof the same time, C-53-54,Deposit 88, was
intendedfor a vessel perhapsdifferingin designand evidentlydifferingin purpose(describedabove,
p. 105).In this the flangeis verybroadandthe knobis piercedall the wayfromthe top to the underside
by a steeplyconical,wheel-formedhole.
The seriesis too smallto permitsuggestionsof criteriafor relativedating.

COARSEWARE
4th century B.C., early third quarter
610 (C-63-503), Deposit 90. H. av. 0.075; D.
0.176; H. flange 0.028; max. D. flange 0.102;
Projection of flange below level of edge of
top ca. 0.13; H. knob 0.023; max. D. knob
0.041; Depth of depression 0.01; D. depression 0.022. Pls. 19, 59.
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611 (C-47-390), Deposit 111. H. 0.073; D. more
than 0.154; H. flange 0.02; max. D. flange
0.098; Projection of flange below level of
edge of top less than 0.015; H. knob 0.024;
max. D. knob 0.04; Depth of depression 0.01;
D. depression 0.019.
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STAMNOSLID IV 612, Pls. 19, 59.

Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.

Deposit: 110.
The single example of this variety probably had a very low flange evidently rather broad in relation
to the edge of the top, and with its greater diameter above. The top is fairly strongly conical in about
the same degree as that of Lid III. The solid knob is tapered, with its greater diameter above, and its
top is flat, with a broad bevel around the edge. The clay of which it is made is substantial and the
surface is covered with slip. The quality is very good.
The context from which it comes permits only a wide dating between ca. 330 and 200 B.C. The
resemblanceof the lid to three others of about the middle of the 4th centuryB.C. is the basis for suggesting
that it is early in this long period.
The three
related in having a similar knob and tops of similarlyconical form. One, C-37-584,
Deposit 92, may perhaps come from a vessel of a design similar to that for which 612 was intended.
It differs in being somewhat larger, and in having a smaller knob. The second, C-53-14, Deposit 88,
and the third, C-53-53, Deposit 88, were perhaps intended for vessels of other designs for both differ
in having taller flanges and knobs of other sizes. The knob of C-53-53 is pierced vertically through
to the underside by a wheel-formedcylindrical hole.
ca. 300 B.C.

612 (C-48-112), Deposit 110. P.H. 0.05; D. more
than 0.13; P.H. flange 0.01; max. D. flange

0.091; Projection of flange below level of
edge of lip not determinable;H. knob 0.018;
max. D. knob 0.039. Pls. 19, 59.

COLUMNKRATER613-615, Pis. 21, 59.

Advanced stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Deposits: 111, 114, 115.
The column krater, which first appeared in Corinthian pottery in the late years of the 7th century,7
in the early Corinthian period (Payne, NC, pp. 300-301), continued in production at Corinth in the
Classical period and in the Hellenistic, changing its function in the course of its production from that
of a decorated krater for hospitable occasions to one of less pretentious and more utilitarian service.
Examples of the shape of 550-480 B.C. (C-37-942, 984, 985, 1066: all of Deposit 3, Campbell, p. 583,
nos. 59-62) are plain black glazed. Two examples of 460-440, produced at or near Corinth (Athenian
Agora, P 21928, P 21927: Boulter 98-99), are also plain black glazed except for certain reserved areas.
Another Corinthian example of 460-420 B.C. (C-34-979, Deposit 10: Pease 146) is partly glazed by
dipping.
7 Miss PatriciaLawrencesuggeststhat the form consideredhere may be lineally descendedfrom a form of column
kraterwithout a handleplate, introducedat the same time as the more familiarkraterwith a handleplate. In the form
lackingthe plate the handlesrise to the level of the rim and are attachedto the rim by a narrowbridgeof clay.
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A muchmorecheerfulappearancewas restoredto the formby its translationinto coarseware,cleanly
unglazedoutsideand with a pleasantred glaze or wash on the interior.The date when this occurred
and the durationof the productionof the column kraterin this fabric in Corinthis not at present
determinable.The three examplesin the cataloguebelow, closely alike and thus contemporary,were
produced,on estimate,about 300 B.C.The shape in this fabricmay have been first producedmuch
earlierand may have continuedin productionto a muchlater date. The contextsof the threeprovide
only a wide dating betweenca. 330 and 146 B.C. The differencebetweentheir form and that of the
exampleof 460-420 B.C., primarilyin the handle,in these constrictedand no longertouchingthe lip,
and in a somewhatless rotundwall profile,suggeststhat probablythey are no more than 125years,
if that much,later.
For later manifestationsof the column krater,in cooking fabric, the kindestcommentwhich can
be madeaboutthemis that they pay tributeto the originalinventorof the form.Corinthianhousewives
of perhapssixteengenerations,down to the end of the Greekperiod in Corinth,and others of the
Romancolony, foundit useful.C-47-827,Deposit46, was in use in 146B.C. Anotherexample,in form
scarcelyrecognizable,C-60-89,froma well depositof the 1stto 3rdcenturiesafterChrist,may represent
a reintroductionof the shapefrom anothercenterin Romantimes.
H. est. 0.21
ca. 300 B.C.
613 (C-47-129),Deposit 115.Lowerwall and foot
restored.P.H. 0.197; D. foot less than 0.13;
max. D. 0.225; D. neck 0.21; D. lip 0.25.
Pls. 21, 59.

614 (C-47-401),Deposit 111. Sectionfrom rim to
lower wall. P.H. 0.143; max. D. est. 0.22;
D. neck est. 0.19; D. lip est. 0.25.
615 (C-47-433a, b), Deposit 114. Sections from
rim to lower wall. P.H. 0.132; max. D. 0.21;
D. neck est. 0.20; D. lip est. 0.24.

KRATER
616, Pls. 21, 59.

Advanced stage, ca. 300 B.C.

Deposit: 113.
The singleexampleof the formhas a relativelysmallringfoot and an overhanginglip. Two horizontal
handles,each formedof a thick coil of clay, are attachedto the wall just below the lip. These curve
upwardin the middleto touchthe undersideof the lip. Thefabricis thickandthe qualityof manufacture
is good.
Since the evidenceof the context from which this kratercomes providesonly a very generaldate
betweenca. 330 and 146B.C.a close datefor it mustbe basedon otherconsiderations.The best indication at presentis its evidentrelationshipin elementsof formto two Atheniankratersof the last quarter
of the 5th centuryB.C.(AthenianAgora:P 11009,P 11010:Corbett85 and 86, pl. 96). The relationship
is sufficientlyclose to suggestthat the kratershouldbe placedearlywithinthe long periodindicated
by its context.8
ca. 300B.C.
616 (C-47-477),Deposit 113. H. 0.215; D. foot
0.142; D. lip 0.42. Pls. 21, 59.

8 There seem to be at present no Corinthianantecedentsfor the shape. The same function at Corinthearlierwas
probablyservedby lug-handledkraterssuch as, of 550-480 B.C., C-37-2048,Deposit 3, Campbell,p. 600, no. 172; and,
460-420 B.C.,C-34-955,C-34-956,Deposit 10, Pease, p. 291, nos. 144-145. For another Athenian series of kraterssee
Talcott, p. 511, nos. 69-71, and p. 512, fig. 25. Of the Athenianbasin fragmentsin Thompson,fig. 122, only B 40 would
seem to be at all comparableto 616.
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MORTAR
I9 617-625, Pis. 22, 59.
Initial to final stages, 5th century, second quarter to 275 B.C.
Deposits: 10, 13, 35, 38 (?), 43, 80.
Examples of this series of mortars have either a disk foot or a flattened bottom. The wall is low,
broadening out as it rises. The heavy, projecting rim has a steeply rounded profile and at its level is
set a horizontal spout, open above. A bolster hand-grip is provided on each side, attached on the outer
edge of the rim, often a little forward of center, toward the spout. The clay is mixed with abundant
coarse grits. Probably all are wheel made.10The surfaces are covered with a fine slip. On a large circular
area of the interior, reaching partway up the wall, it would appear that on the surface immediately
beneath the slip a concentrated quantity of grits was applied giving this part of the surface a texture
which in some resembles sandpaper and in others is coarser, the grits being sharp fragments of appreciable size. The forms are massively heavy in the earlier examples, lighter in the latest two (624, 625).
Six sizes are attested. In addition to those in the catalogue below, which range between diameters0.3 5+
and 0.23 +m., a diminutive size, 0.14 m., and one 0.28-0.29 m. are represented among examples from
the Asklepieion. (Cf. footnote 9.)
It seems probable that the present examples include both the initial and final stages of the shape
series. Since representationin the various size series is very spotty what seem to be probable trends
of shape development cannot be clearly demonstrated. They are offered as suggestions to be checked
when additional examples and evidence are available. These include one toward a constriction of the
diameter of the base or bottom and one toward an eventual increase in height, size for size. Changes
in the bottom and wall may also be useful for chronology. The 5th century examples have a thick disk
foot and a gently convex wall with distinct articulation between the two. In the early 4th century the
two elements are blended into one, with a resultant concave profile. In the 3rd century example this
profile has become straight. The profile of the rim is a simple quarter-roundin the 5th and 4th century
mortars. A distinct lip is introduced in the 3rd century pieces. The 5th century spout is like a tube cut
in half lengthwise. In the early 4th century the tube is splayed in plan. In the example of 325 B.C. the
splaying has changed to fluking. A seemingly very consistent change occurs in the form of the bolster
hand-grip, which may have a single reel or several beads between the ends. It is initially large and well
9 Six others of this series, found in the Asklepieion,are not includedin the presentcataloguesinceit was not possible
to examine them in detail or in conjunctionwith the rest. These include C-31-443, C-31-448, both of Deposit 20
(Asklepieion, p. 135 and pl. 50, nos. 61 and 66). Four othersare uncatalogued.All appear,insofaras it has been possible
to examinethem, to correspondto the present4th centuryB.C. examples.Two mortarsfrom Isthmiaof ca. 350 B.C. are
also of this series,IP 2232 and IP 2240, Deposit 16 (Isthmia, II, p. 41, note 37; pl. 19, d [IP 2240]). The beads of their
bolstersare still fairlywell defined,but cursorilytreatedand small. Thereare no signsof wearfrompoundingor grinding
on the surfaceof their floors.
The followingare otherCorinthianmortarswhicharenot relatedin form to the presentseries:625-600B.C.: Weinberg,
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 228, D 78-79. 600-540 B.C.: Brann, p. 366, no. 64. 550-480 B.C.: Campbell, p. 601-602,
nos. 176-183. 460-440 B.C.: Boulter, p. 98, no. 127. 460-420 B.C.: Pease, pp. 299-301, nos. 193-194. For discussionof
mortars,especiallythose of Roman times, see R. Cagnat and V. Chapot, Manuel d'Archeologie Romaine, Paris,1920,
vol. II, pp. 434-435; H. B. Walters,History of Ancient Pottery, London, 1905,vol. II, pp. 550-551; CharlesVictorDarenberg, ed., Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques et romaines, 5 vols. in 10, Paris, 1877-1919, s.v. Mortarium.

10The questionof the method of manufactureof the mortarsis of some interest,both technicallyand in connection
with their usefulnessfor archaeologicaldating. Miss Marie Farnsworthhas statedthat Corinthianmortarsweremouldmade:A.J.A.,LXVIII,1964,p. 224: "Moldmadewaresare common,especiallyfor the mortarsand wash-basinsproduced
by the Corinthiantile factoriesand regularlyimportedto Athens." This seems to the presentwriteropen to question,
at least in part. The changesin shape observablein mortarsdiscussedhere over the centuriesdo not seem to be ones
likely in a series of mouldedvessels,and, on the other hand, they do seem reasonablefor a wheelmadeseries.It is true
that in the examplesstudiedhere wheelmarksare not generallyin evidence,but it is also clearthat a slip has beenadded
to the surfaces,evidentlyby immersion,whicheffectivelyconcealsany workingof the surfacebeneath.Fairlyconvincing
wheelmarksdo exist,moreover,on two examples,624 here and 627, an exampleof MortarII, below.Spoutsand handle
gripswerenecessarilyaddedseparately.It seemslikelythat theywerehandformed.Both go throughchangesin the course
of time which suggest the approachof successivegenerationsof potters accustomedto wheel work, primarilychanges
towardvestigialityof form and gradualforgetfulnessof the niceties of the originalforms.
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defined. Those of the early 4th century are less sharply defined. In that of 325 the bolster is small, the
beads vestigial. In the one of 275 B.C. only shallow random incisions in a very slight strip of clay represent
the beads.
For the use to which these vessels were put a note by deWaele (A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 447,
footnote 3) seems valuable. "Their use, however, cannot have been limited to that of grinding corn,
but probably they were also a kind of milk basin, if not cheese-vat. In modern times similar milk basins
are in frequent use in Switzerland. The basins, made of clean-washed clay, have a rough inner surface
which is intended for acceleratingthe coagulation of the milk stored in the receptacle. After the process
of coagulation is over, the milk water is poured out through the spout." The condition and character
of the present examples would tend to cast doubt on their ever having been used for a grinding, or
pounding, process, and to favor their use as milk basins or cheese vats. It has been noted that the
granular surface of the interior of the examples seems deliberatelyproduced,'1 and not to be the result
of abrasion. It is also notable that the pebble fragments project above the surface and are sharp,not
worn down or polished as from grinding or pounding. And, though the vessels are durably constructed,
admirablyfit for long years of use, none shows any perceptiblewearing down of the surface or a decrease
in thickness in the center such as continual and prolonged pounding or grinding would produce. The
off-center position of the handles provides a good fulcrum for the kind of tipping involved in the cheese
process he suggests. The introduction of the lip in the early Hellenistic example, a feature more prominent in the examples of Mortar II, was no doubt prompted by the desire to prevent spilling over the
rim when the contents were poured out, a precaution seemingly more pertinent to use with liquid than
with dry contents.12
D. 0.35+
460-420 B.C.

D. 0.26+ - 0.25+
430-420 B.C.

617 (C-34-926), Deposit 10. D. rim 0.351; H.
0.066; D. base 0.248. Disk base, finished
beneath.Plainbolster.Pease 190.
618 (C-34-2513),Deposit 10. Rim fragment.Bolster with one reel. Pease 191. [For "1584"

622 (KP 2503), Deposit 13. D. rim 0.264; H.
0.062; D. base 0.18. Thickdisk base, finished
beneath.Bolsterwith threebeads.Pls. 22, 59.
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
623 (C-37-313), Deposit 80. D. rim 0.256; H.
read: 2513.]
0.066; D. base 0.168. Flat bottom, finished
619 (C-34-2514), Deposit 10. Rim fragment.
beneath.Bolsterwith threebeads.
Bolsterwith one reel. Pease 192. [For "1585" D. 0.23+
read: 2514.]
325 B.C.
D. 0.31+ - 0.30+
624 (C-53-269), Deposit 43. D. rim 0.232; H.
4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
0.057; D. base 0.123. Flat bottom, finished
620 (C-38-571), Deposit 35. D. rim 0.312; H.
beneath.Bolsterwith six vestigialbeads.
0.082; D. base 0.208. Flat bottom, finished
275 B.C.
beneath.Bolsterwith threebeads.
625 (C-60-67),Deposit: possiblyfrom 38. D. rim
621 (C-37-312), Deposit 80. D. rim 0.305; H.
0.232; H. 0.075; D. bottom est. 0.115. Bot0.071; D. base 0.185. Flat bottom, finished
tom finished, slightly concave. Bolster with
beneath.Bolsterwith threebeads.
veryvestigialbeads. Pls. 22, 59.

11A fragmentof a mortar,C-61453, from an early Roman context prior to A.D. 10
(possiblyitself of much earlier
date?)supportsthe view that the granularsurfacewas deliberatelyproduced.It has large pieces(the size of a littlefingernail) of volcanic stone embeddedin the floor. They project above the surfaceof the floor slightly. In R. Cagnat and
V. Chapot,op. cit., II, p. 435, it is remarkedin connectionwith Romanmortars:"la paroiinterneetait souventrecouverte
de poussierede tuileaux ..." Evidentlythe vessels are regardedas mortarssince the explanationof the purposeof this
surfacingof the interiorsofferedis: "... pour amortirles effetsdu choc." Stone mortarsof similarshape are, of course,
well known. One found in the debrisof a house in Athens destroyedin A.D. 267 was evidentlyused for light pounding
since a small stone fingerpestle was found, evidentlyin situ, inside it: Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 41, 1 and 2.
12 The vessels have commonly been identifiedas mortarsin
archaeologicalliterature,and Amyx, Hesperia,XXVII,
1958, has on the basis of this identificationof their purposesuggestedthat the ancientname for this kind of vessel was
holmos (67pos).Perhaps,in view of the indicationsprovidedby the Corinthianexamples,the question of the ancient
name for them should be reconsidered.
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MORTAR
II13626, 627, Pls. 22, 59.
Late and finalstages,175-146 B.C.
Deposits: 102, 111.
MortarII has a relativelyconstricteddisk foot, slightlyconcavebeneath.Thewall is nearlystraight
in profile.The overhangingrim is undercutand its risingupperprofileis almostflat. At its inneredge
is set a prominentlip. This risesto the level of the top of the spoutwhich,in the one examplein which
it is preserved,is set at a descendingangleand splaysoutwardin plan. On the rimat each side,forward
of center,a row of four pie-crustimpressionsare placedto serveas a hand-grip.Both examplesare
of substantialfabricthoughthey are relativelylighterand thinnerthan those of the Classicalperiod
of MortarI. The clay (mixedwith sizablegrits)of 626 is like that of MortarI and is similarlycovered
with a fine slip. Overmost of the interiora liberalapplicationof sharppebblefragments,pressedinto
the surface,protrudesthroughthe slip. The clay of 627 and the slip coveringits interiorare, however,
free of grits. Thereis no indicationof abrasionon the interiorof eitherexample.The two sizes, D.
ca. 0.30 and 0.34 m., are each representedby a singleexample.
The two by contextwereprobablyin contemporaryuse. It wouldbe expected,however,that constriction of the diameterof the base would be a trendof shapedevelopmentin this form, size for size, as
it seemsto be in the MortarI series.On this basis 626 is placedearlier,for thoughit is the smallerits
base diameteris the sameas that of the largerexample.
For the use of the shapesee underMortarI.
D. 0.34 - 0.29+

146 B.C.

175 B.C.

626 (C-47-242), Deposit 102. D. rim 0.298; av. H.
0.075; D. base 0.14. Spout missing except
attachment. Pls. 22, 59.

627 (C-47-399), Deposit 111. D. rim 0.34; av. H.
0.102; D. base 0.142. Pls. 22, 59.

VESSELS FOR DRINK
I 628, Pls. 23, 60.
BASEDAMPHORA

Advanced stage, 3rd century B.C.
Deposit: 97.
This variety has a thin disk base, finished and slightly concave beneath. The greatest diameter of
the wall is just above the middle. Articulation is lacking between the shoulder and the nearlycylindrical
neck. A line at this point probably merely indicates that the neck was made separatelyand joined here.
Just beneath the simply rolled lip are two closely spaced, wheel-grooved lines. The thickened strap
handles are attached at the middle of the shoulder and on the upper neck. The fabric is fairly thick
and the quality of manufactureis very good.
The context of the amphora provides only a wide dating, with ca. 330 B.C. as the upper date and
possibly the end of the 3rd century as the lower. It is not later than 146 B.C., presumably, in any case.
3rd century B.C.

628 (C-47-147), Deposit 97. H. 0.37; D. base
0.108; H. to max. D. 0.18; max. D. 0.26;
D. lowerneck0.099; D. lip 0.096. Pls. 23, 60.
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An exampleof this shape in a foreignfabric: C-47-355,Deposit 111. Also of this shape: ThompsonE 124.
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Final stage (?): 150 B.C. (?).
Deposit: 30.
The single example of this shape has a constricted, low, ring foot. The greatest diameter is just above
the middle of the wall. The broad, short, cylindricalneck is set at a sharp angle to the line of the shoulder,
though there is no strong line of articulation. The exterior profile of the projecting lip forms a double
bevel. The short handles, of the strap variety with light, vertical, triple grooving, are attached at the
middle of the shoulder and just below the lip. The fabric is thick and the quality of manufacture good.
The context from which it comes, a filling deposited not earlierthan the early 1st century B.C., perhaps
not until the early years of the Roman colony of Corinth, after 44 B.C., is not helpful for deciding whether
this amphora was produced in the Hellenistic period prior to 146 or in the late 1st century B.C. The
filling included fragmentaryHellenistic material which is in favor of the present date, as is, of course,
its fabric, which is close to that of other CorinthianHellenistic coarse ware. The degree of completeness
of the amphora, however, would favor the later date.
150 B.C. (?)

629 (C-63-718),Deposit 30. H. 0.414; D. foot est.
0.115; H. to max. D. 0.225; max. D. 0.32;
D. lower neck 0.115; D. lip 0.13. Pls. 23, 60.

BASEDAMPHORA
III 630, Pls. 23, 60.

Advanced (?) stage, Hellenistic prior to 146 B.C.(?).
Deposit: none.
Based Amphora III, a single example, has a spreading ring foot, its vertical profile nearly straight.
The greatest diameter of the body is well above mid-point. The profile of the fairly tall, cylindrical
neck is continuous with that of the body. The profile of the projecting lip is a double bevel, that above
being the broader. The thickened strap handles rise from the middle of the shoulder and are attached
just below the lip. The fabric is relatively thin, the quality of manufacture good.
No objects were found associated with the amphora in excavation. Its attribution to the Hellenistic
period thus rests only on its very general resemblance to the other based amphorae preceding.
Hellenisticperiodpriorto 146B.C.
630 (C-63-661).H. 0.366; D. foot 0.122; H. to
max. D. 0.17; max. D. 0.256; D. lower neck
0.095; D. lip 0.103. Pls. 23, 60.

WATERPITCHER631, 632, Pls. 24, 60.

Intermediatestage, ca. 250 B.C.
Deposit: 115.
The shape has a ring foot (preservedin one example). The greatest diameter of the deep body is at
the shoulder. There is distinct articulation between the shoulder and the neck, which is cylindrical.
A strap handle rises from the outer shoulder. At the point of its upper attachment to the neck a broad
wheel-formed groove provides the transition between the neck and the outturned lip, which is of a
simply rounded profile. The quality of manufactureis satisfactory. The walls are of moderate thickness.
Two sizes are at present attested in Corinthian: Hts. 0.29+ and 0.20 m. (est.). A small example of the
shape, perhaps to be considered a miniature, 281, in the Corinthianfine-warefabric, is also to be noted
in connection with the present series.
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The context of the two examples provides only a very wide dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C.The
date suggested within the period for the present examples derives from several other considerations.
A date early in the Hellenistic period for the beginning of production of the shape in Corinthian
is likely, for the shape was known in Corinth then from imported examples.14The likelihood of an
early introduction of the shape in Corinthian is perhaps strengthenedby the fact that the shape came
into use in Athens in early Hellenistic times (Thompson A 53-55; B 39). That the shape was produced
in Corinth into the first half of the 2nd century is indicated by the miniature, 281, and the likelihood
that it was in production here down to the time of the destructionof the city is conceivable again because
of the continued popularity of the shape in Athens down to this time and well beyond (Thompson
E 127). The minimal representation15of the shape in Corinthian at present is probably an entirely
incorrect index of the true popularity of the shape in Corinth. The short supply of examples of this
shape at present available for study in Corinth may be due to the fact that comparativelyfew household
wells of the Hellenistic period have as yet been excavated here. Quantities of examples of the shape
have been found in such well deposits in the Athenian Agora (Thompson, p. 465), and it may be supposed
that one of the primaryuses for the shape was the drawing of water. On the other hand, it may be that
the Corinthians preferredthe cooking-ware fabric for this purpose. Numbers of cooking-ware pitchers
(below, pp. 137-143) have been found in use fillings of wells at Corinth and there would seem to be
Ino doubt that they were indeed used for drawing water, although their handles, particularlythose of
large pitchers, seem fragile for the purpose.
For the closer dating suggested below for the two examples, the early 1st century pitcher from Athens,
Thompson E 127, and the 2nd centuryminiature, 281, provide a working indication. In the examplefrom
Athens we may note a foot much more constricted than in early examples there, and also a body form
which is more bulbous, with a much flatterslope in the shoulder.The neck has a taperedprofile,broader
above, in contrast to the almost perfectly cylindrical necks of the early Hellenistic examples cited.
Generally speaking the same differences may be observed between the Corinthian miniature and the
two large Corinthian pitchers. These tend to suggest that the latter are appreciably earlier than the
former, although in shape development in general a very small example provides only a very shaded
index for dating those of larger size.
H. 0.29+
ca. 250 B.C.

631 (C-47-130),Deposit 115. H. 0.297; D. foot
0.11; H. to max. D. 0.13; max. D. 0.208; D.
lower neck 0.10; H. neck and lip 0.105; D.
lip 0.113. Pls. 24, 60.

H. est. 0.20
ca. 250 B.C.
632 (C-47-131), Deposit 115. Lower wall and foot
missing. Max. D. 0.16; D. lower neck 0.076;
H. neck and lip 0.073; D. lip 0.092.

JUG 633-642, Pls. 24, 60.
HANDLE-RIDGE

Initialto finalstages,4th century,third quarter,to 146B.C.
Deposits: 27, 60, 61, 102, 103, 113, 115.
Examples of this shape have either a disk base, finished and broadly conical beneath, or a ring foot,

both typesconstrictedin diameterin relationto the greatestdiameter(at the shoulder)of the rounded
body. The neck is slenderand of moderateheight.Its profileis continuouswith that of the body. The
Similarto the Corinthianin form: C-60-62,Deposit 38. Differingin form in the substitutionof a sharp,projecting
ridge for the groove on the upperneck: C-40-64,Deposit 27; C-60-285, Deposit 34. These may be from three separate
foreigncenters of manufacture.The fabric of none correspondsto the descriptionprovidedin Thompson,p. 465, for
the examplesfound in the AthenianAgora.
16 It is pertinentthat nine examplesof this shapehave been found in the excavationsof Isthmia.Four are of Corinthian
manufacture,the rest seem to be foreign.
14
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lip is undercut and overhanging. The strap handle rises from just above the shoulder, turning in sharply
at a level distinctly below the lip; at the upper point of attachment a sharp ridge encircles the neck,
providing the name for the shape used here. The quality of manufactureis competent, the walls usually
comparatively thin. Only on 633 does glaze appear, in this example as a full coating of the interior.
Seven sizes are attested, some by incomplete pieces: Hts. ca. 0.35, 0.26+, 0.22+, ca. 0.20, ca. 0.18,
0.16+, and 0.12+ m.
It is likely that the two earliest examples below, 639 and 641, of the third quarter of the 4th century,
represent the initial stage of production of the shape in Corinthian pottery. It is here assumed that
633 represents the end of production of the shape in Corinth, although this is open to question.16
The relative placement of the examples on the evidence of deposits indicates that two trends of shape
change may be useful chronologically. These are constriction of the diameter of the base or foot, and
a change in the profile of the lip. The earliest examples have a lip with a profile which can best be
described as a convex bevel. In later examples the lip has a straight or slightly rounded perpendicular
profile. Insofar as can be determined with present examples there would appear to be no appreciable
change in the greatest diameter of the body, size for size, through the series, nor is there any suggestion
of a rise in the point of greatest circumferenceas there is in other shape series.
This kind of vessel could, of course, be used for containing and pouring any kind of liquid. It seems
likely, however, that the shape was primarily intended to be used as a sealed container for wine. It is
readily seen that the narrow mouth is very suitable for a stopper of some kind. The ridge around the
neck might well be advantageous for tying on a stopper. That it was a useful rather than an ornamental
element of the shape is indicated by its continued presence throughout the series. Purely ornamental
embellishments of so slight a character as this are apt to disappear in the course of a shape series.A
fairly decisive indication of this purpose for the form is the fact that in five examples (635, 636, 638,
640, 642) the interior is abundantly coated with resin.'7 That this is a deliberate coating rather than
one due to long settling of a resinatedwine is indicated by the fact that it covers the entire upper surface
of the lip in the four examples in which this element is preserved.'8To these considerations may be
added the unusual circumstancesof a respectablyhigh standard of manufacturemaintainedthroughout
the series, for ordinarily in a shape series good quality is not be to expected beyond relatively early
stages. It was evidently important in this series to keep up an attractive appearance.If these indications
provide a correct interpretationfor the main purpose of this shape it would then antedate the lagynos,
in functional respects a kindred form, as a special container for wine.19The capacities of the various
sizes of this type of jug cannot, unfortunately, be measured since none is intact.
H. est. 0.35
146 B.C.

0.238. Ring foot. Adherent red glaze wash on
interior. PI. 60.

633 (C-47-234), Deposits 102 and 103. P.H. 0.231;
D. foot 0.095; H. to max. D. 0.15; max. D.

16The questionin this regardis as to whetheror not 633 actuallyis a memberof this
shapeseriessince it is incomplete,
lackingneck, lip, and handle.Severalfactorsare in favorof its identificationwith the series.The form, so far as preserved,
is plausibleas a late manifestationof the shape. The preservedpoint of attachmentsuggeststhat the handle was of the
strapvariety.It is determinablethat the neck was slender.No othershapeis known at Corinthwith whichit can be better
identified.Elementswhich createdoubt are its size, very much greaterthan the others,and the treatmentof the interior
witha red glazewash,whichdoes not occurotherwisein the series.The chronologicalplacementof certainof the advanced
examplesof the seriesis in part dependenton the identityof 633 since they can be dated otherwiseonly very generally
by context between ca. 330 and 146B.C.The series should be reconsideredwhen examplesfrom more closely dated
depositsbecomeavailable.
17 A samplefrom one meltedwhen burnt.
18 Conceivablythe red glaze wash (cf. footnote 16, above) on the interiorof 633 was an innovation of the series in
substitutionfor the coating of resin.
19For the lagynos as a special containerfor the shipmentof small quantitiesof wine see VirginiaGrace,
Hesperia,
Suppl. VIII, p. 180.
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H. 0.26+
4th century B.C., fourth quarter
634 (C-40-63), Deposit 27. H. 0.264; D. foot
0.108; H. to max. D. 0.11; max. D. 0.22;
D. lip 0.082. Pls. 24, 60.
ca. 330-146 B.C.
635 (C-47-134), Deposit 115. Fragment, lip, neck
and handle. P.H. 0.113; D. lip 0.086.
H. 0.22+
2nd century B.C., second quarter
636 (C-47-79), Deposit 115. H. 0.225; D. base
0.084; H. to max. D. 0.09; max. D. 0.166;
D. lip 0.072. Ring foot. Pls. 24, 60.
H. est. 0.20
2nd century B.C., second quarter
637 (C-47-139), Deposit 115. Section, foot to
shoulder. P.H. 0.101; D. base 0.071; H. to
max. D. 0.082; max. D. 0.138.
H. est. 0.18
ca. 330-146 B.c.
638 (C-47-58), Deposit 115. Fragment, neck, lip
and handle. P.H. 0.072; D. lip est. 0.052.
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H. 0.16+
4th century B.C., third quarter
639 (C-60-236), Deposit 61. H. 0.164; D. base
0.07; H. to max. D. 0.075; max. D. 0.118;
D. lip 0.047.
2nd century B.C., second quarter
640 (C-47-133), Deposit 115. Lip missing. P.H.
0.156; D. base 0.052; H. to max. D. 0.075;
max. D. 0.113.
H. 0.12+
4th century B.C., third quarter
641 (T 2722), Deposit 60. H. 0.126; D. base 0.052;
H. to max. D. 0.055; max. D. 0.092; D. lip
0.041. N. Cemetery, 496-12, pl. 77.
2nd century B.C., second quarter
642 (C-47-466), Deposit 113. H. 0.121; D. base
0.04; H. to max. D. 0.058; max. D. 0.09; D.
lip 0.038.

FUNNEL
643, Pls. 25, 60.
to
146
B.C.
Intermediate(?) stage, Hellenistic prior
Deposit: 106.
The profile of the single example is missing in the lower part. Of the spout nothing is preservedexcept
a slight change in profile at the lower break, providing a limit for its diameter. The rim was formed
by turning in horizontally the upper termination of the wall. No trace of a handle appears on the
preserved section of the wall. The general form is analogous to that of a Corinthian funnel, C-34-923,
Deposit 10 (Pease 204)20except that the rim of the latter is rounded inward.
The context in which the funnel was found permits only a wide dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C.
Hellenisticpriorto 146B.C.
643 (C-47-298),Deposit 106.P.H. 0.085; D. spout
est. 0.05-0.06; max. D. 0.215; rim 0.015
wide. Section of spout restored in plaster.
Pls. 25, 60.

VESSELS FOR OTHER PURPOSES
RING STANDI 644, Pls. 25, 60.
Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 112.
The wall has a gently concave profile spreading at the bottom. The profile of the heavy, projecting
lip is rounded. The fabric is thick (0.006-0.01 m.) and strong. The lip and the lower wall were dipped
separately in glaze.
For funnels found in Athens see: Vanderpool,Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 401, no. 40; Pots and Pans, fig. 48; Amyx,
Hiesperia,XXVII, 1958, pp. 255-259, pl. 49, f; ThompsonE 136; Robinson F 63, F 64, M 9, M 119.
20
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644 (C-48-2),Deposit 112. H. 0.045; D. bottom
0.094; D. lip 0.095. Pls. 25, 60.

RING STAND II

645, Pis. 25, 60.
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Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 112.
Although the wall is very thick (0.012 m.) and strong it is further strengthenedbelow by the addition
of a heavy, rounded moulding. The stand is unglazed. Irregularblack smudges may be due to its use
in connection with fire.
146 B.C.

645 (C-48-39),Deposit 112. H. 0.023; D. bottom
0.075; D. top 0.072. Pls. 25, 60.
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646-749

INTRODUCTION

Householdvesselsin cookingware are at presentattestedto have been in use in Corinthin Greek
antiquityfrom about 625 to the time of the city's destructionin 146 B.C. The cooking-wareshapes
discussedhere are those known in the Hellenisticperiod; in connectionwith certain shapes, their
antecedentsin form as far back as the 5th and 6th centurieshave been included.Shapesknown only
in the periodspriorto the Hellenistichave not been includedthoughsome whichhave some relevance
in distinguishingClassicalfrom Hellenistichave been mentioned.Some shapesof the Romanperiod
have been consideredand mentionedas well, also for the purposeof makingclearthe characterof the
Hellenistic.
Muchcookingwareis hereclassifiedas Corinthian.It is necessaryto point out that this identification
of these pieces is primarilya suggestionfor futureconsiderationand examination,not a statement.
OtherCorinthianwarecan usuallybe quitereadilydistinguishedfromforeignimports.For the cooking
ware objectivecriteriafor this distinctionhave yet to be established.
The identificationof piecesas Corinthianhere is not based on microscopicexamination.'It seems
unlikely,actually,that suchexaminationof all the piecescouldpracticallybe undertaken.In the selection of piecesto be classifiedhere as Corinthianthe criterionhas largelybeen on the basis of shapes,
particularlythose with very long traditionsof use in Corinth.A long seriesof pitchers,Round-mouth
from ca. 450 to 146 B.C., and a consistentshape
PitcherI below, in whichthereis full representation
developmentover the years,was used as a nucleus.Sucha seriesis likelyto be (thoughforeignmanufactureand a long traditionof import,of course,is not excluded)of local manufacture.This series
has providedthe criteriaby whichsomeshapeshavebeenaddedto the Corinthianrepertoireand others
excludedas foreign.These criteriaincludethe color of the clay and the range of its variations.The
pitcherseriesshows a wide varietyof warmcolors up to brickred. Thereare also examplesof slate
gray.This may representa differentcompositionof the clay, perhapsone containinga high percentage
of manganese.2
The criteriaalso includedetailsof the formby whichothervarietiesof pitcherhavebeen
associated.Theyincludein additiona specialdecorationwithglazelineswhichappearson someexamples
of the 5th and 4th centuries,a late survivalof the earlierstrokeburnishing(below,pp. 138-139).There
are a few othershapesof long traditionin Corinthwhichhave contributedsupportto the criteria(e.g.
casseroles,lids). For an occasionalform, indicationof imitationof Corinthianblack-glazeor other
1 See Marie Farnsworth,A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 221-228. P. 224: "Corinthianclay was unsuitable for the
manufactureof high-gradecooking pots ..." This may imply,however,that conceivablycooking pots of a lower grade
could be made with Corinthianclay. It has, in fact, been noted among the pots studiedhere that in generalthe quality
of Corinthiancooking ware, whetherClassicalor Hellenistic,is not high, and the contrastin qualitybetweencooking
pots consideredCorinthianof the Classicalperiod and those of the Hellenisticperiod is not as markedas, for instance,
the contrastbetweenAthenianClassicaland Hellenisticcooking-warevessels.In favor of a local Corinthianmanufacture
and a traditionof productionit is to be noted that cooking-warevessels of ca. 615 B.C. occur in the filling of a well at
Corinthwhose sourcewas a Corinthianpotters'factory.Two of these are noted below (p. 120, footnote 7).
2 Cf.
Farnsworth,A.J.A., LXVII, 1963,pp. 393-396.
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shapes has provided a suggestion of Corinthian origin. And for others, the apparent cessation of the
form at the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth has also given an indication that they may be
of Corinthian manufacture.All of these criteria are vulnerable and, though there is consistencytraceable
in a graded way in series and some also across series contemporaneously, one will not feel the same
assurance that the entire group is Corinthian as one might with pieces of finer Corinthianware of the
same span in time. The classification of these vessels as Corinthian may not prove satisfactory on these
grounds. It has, however, seemed better to make the attempt to distinguish what is Corinthian than not
to do so.
Descriptions of cooking fabric of the 6th and 5th centuries have been provided by Campbell, under
nos. 159-161, and by Pease, under nos. 205-209. Broneer, TerracottaLamnps,
p. 58 provides the following
in referenceto lamps of similar fabric of the Roman period:
An objection to the conclusion that type XVI was producd in Corinth may seem to arise from
the quality of the clay. The Corinthianclay is well known from the early classical pottery and has
often been referredto in connection with the preceding types. The clay of type XVI, however,
is quite unlike the soft yellow clay of the Corinthian pottery, but the difference is only
apparent.Nearly all the coarse pottery [i.e. of cooking ware fabric] from Corinth of all periods
is made of that same coarse red clay, yet it is incredible that all that ware was imported.
The same may be said of bricks and tiles from Hellenistic and Roman times. This makes it
sufficiently clear that the red color of the coarse ware is due, not to the clay itself, but to the
admixture of sand and loam which it contains and to a difference in temperature at
the baking.
The methods of manufactureof cooking ware have been describedby M. Farnsworth(A.J.A., LXVIII,
1964, p. 225). The thin walls and finely burnishedsurfacesof some of the pieces of the 6th to 4th centuries
may be due to the beater-and-anvilprocess. One may question that it was employed in the later examples
here, particularlyin those of relatively thick fabric.
derive from fillings attributed to the Mummian destruction of 146 B.C., which
derie
Many of the pieces
reach their
of deposit
did not usually
the until, presumably,
reachplace
finally
early Roman period in Corinth.
In cooking ware the problem of distinguishing what is really Mummian in date from what is of early
Roman manufactureis a much more vexing one than in Corinthian pottery of other wares. It has been
possible to do so fairly readily with shapes of long traditions in Corinth prior to Mummius. Fortunately
the Roman preferencein forms often seems to have differedappreciablyin shapes of the same functions.
Shapes occuring only in the Mummian debris have presenteda more difficultproblem. It may be expected
that some of these willy shown by future
be evidence to be of other dates than here proposed.
in
Shape development
cooking-ware vessels is rather more slow moving than in vessels of other
wares. Nonetheless it has been possible often to suggest useful criteria for dating, some of which can
be used in connection with other evidence for fairly refined chronology. Several shapes would seem
to have been introduced only shortly before Mummius' destruction. Their presence in a filling may
thus provide really close dating for the middle of the 2nd century in Corinth.
It will be noted that a number of the shapes produced in cooking ware seem ill suited for use over
the fire or in the oven, e.g. the pitchers with indented bottom or disk foot, the decanter, the krater,
the bowls and plates. One naturally wonders why it was thought desirable to produce these shapes in
this special fabric. A possibility, not tested, is that the cooking fabric in addition to being heat resistant
might also retain heat well and that food could be kept warm longer in vessels of this fabric. A second
possibility is that the low porosity of the fabric was a factor. Both may well have contributed in part
to their production. A third consideration is perhaps the most likely, however: that the cooking fabric
was tougher and more durable than the ordinaryCorinthiancoarse ware and that for that reason vessels
which in foreign parts would normally be produced only in coarse ware were in Corinth produced
in the cooking fabric. Comparison between the cooking-ware krater, 705, and its parallel shape in
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Corinthian coarse ware, 616, brings home this point. The former is light and extremely strong, the
surface tough. The latter is heavy, readily breakable, and the surface is vulnerable even to light abrasion in use. There is no question as to which of these a sensible Corinthian housewife would choose in
the market.
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SHAPE HISTORIES
STOVES
BRAZIER
646, 647, Pls. 26, 61.
Very early stage, 2nd century B.C.,late second quarter.
Deposits: 46, 110.
646 and 647 are Corinthian imitations of a foreign brazier form3which achieved great popularity
in the latter half of the Hellenistic period. Of the two, 646 is nearer to the original series. The outer
edge of the broad base is lipped upward. The broadly conical bottom is vertically pierced in the center
by a hole for draught, diameter estimated 0.02 m. The wall, concave in profile, has a rectangular
opening below the level of the fire bowl both for draught and the removal of ashes. A thick coil of
clay forms each handle, the two ends attached below, the loop recurvedabove to touch the upper wall.
The floor of the fire bowl, in which the charcoal was placed,ispierced by five holes for draught. Three
lugs project both above and inward from the rim to support cooking vessels. In this brazier the lugs
are plain. The canonical imported brazier often has lugs in the form of a bearded head. Two from imported braziers, C-48-247, Deposit 112, and C-48-132, are typical examples. 647 exhibits three abnormal
features, the omission of the lipping of the base, a leaf-shaped opening instead of the rectangular
draught hole in the wall, and directly opposite, a second, smaller opening covered by an applique
comic mask with whose open mouth it communicates. It would have been appreciablytaller than 646.
Its wall, missing above, rises to a greaterheight than that of 646, but there is still no trace of the attachment of the fire bowl even at its highest preservedpoint.
Both braziers are made of thick clay with many prominent grits. That of 647 was fired to a warm
buff, the texture of the fabric comparatively soft, its appearance relating it with conviction to that of
Corinthian architecturalterracottas and Corinthian coarse pottery of Classical and earlier times.4 The
clay of 646 has fired hard and red, quite comparablein appearanceto cooking fabric. One might suppose
that 646 is of foreign manufacture,but, instructivelyenough, one section of one handle, perhaps broken
off prior to intensive use of the brazier in cooking, has retained the normal appearanceof Corinthian
coarse ware. The composition of the clay of the two braziers,however differenttheir generalappearance,
would seem to be the same.
Evidence from the Athenian Agora (P 7039) indicates that this type of brazier was in production
prior to the construction of the Stoa of Attalos (159-138 B.C.); Thompson, p. 468, implies a date of

3The originalplace of manufactureof these braziersis not known. Mouldsfor lugs for such braziershave been found
in Alexandria:now Athens, Agora P 26396, P 26397 (one "fromEgypt," one from "Canopus").This provenanceneed
not imply, however,that Alexandriawas the originalproducer.The form may have been copied there, as at Corinth,
the Alexandrianmoulds being importedor secondary.
For the brazierssee Conze, Jahrb.,V, 1890, pp. 118ff.; Mayence, B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, pp. 373-404; Thompson,
pp. 466-468. For earlierbraziersof other forms see Boulter 123; Talcott 106; Pease 213; Pots and Pans, fig. 44; Amyx,
Hesperia,XXVII, 1958, pp. 229-231 and pl. 49, b, c.
4 This fabricis rarein CorinthianHellenisticcoarsepottery(see above, p. 104).
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around200 for the introductionof the form.The contextsof 646 and 647, combined5with the extreme
paucity of examples(four, includingthe two imports mentionedabove) known at Corinth,would
suggest,however,a lower initialdate and implythat they werebeginningto be made and had begun
to achievepopularityin the export marketonly shortlybefore Mummius'destructionof Corinthin
146B.C. (If indeedthis is true,the formwill be of valuefor close datingin Corinth.)The few examples
from Corinthmay also suggestthat the popularityand period of productionof this type of brazier
was over by the time of the establishmentof the Romancolony in 44 B.C. Confirmationof this suggestion is suppliedby Henry S. Robinson,who tells me that depositsof early Roman times in Athens
indicatethat this type of brazierwas no longerin use at that time there.
2nd centuryB.C., late secondquarter
646 (C-47-836),Deposit 46. H. to top of lugs
0.285; D. lip 0.255. Pls. 26, 61.
647 (C-48-126),Deposit110.Upperpart,including
fire bowl, missing. P.H. 0.255; D. bottom
0.23. Draughthole in floor plausiblyrestored

on the analogyof 646. Outlineof leaf-shaped
hole in wall partlyrestored.The eyes of the
maskare preserved.A similarmask:Athens,
Agora, Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,pl. 17, 23. Pls.
26, 61.

VESSELSUSED OVER FIRE OR IN OVEN
CHYTRA648-655

INTRODUCTION

The name chytrais here used to referto vessels of cooking ware of severalrelatedshapes.These
all have a roundedbottomand body form,both in a continuouscurveof profileup to the neck, which
is set off fromthe bodyby articulationin somedegree.Theymaybe coveredvesselswithsomeprovision
withinthe lip, such as a flange,for a lid, or they may be open vessels,i.e. with no specificprovision
for a lid. They have eitherone or two verticalhandles.The name is known to have been appliedto
one of these varietiesin Hellenistictimes.6It is convenientto use it for the othersalso since the use
of the same name for them all impliestheir actualclose relationshipin form.
Cooking-warevesselsof shapeswhichare includedunderthis nameare7attestedin Corinthas early
as the last quarterof the 7th centuryand examplesof one variety(ChytraII) are attestedto have been

5 A fifth brazier,Corinthian,C-65-394,has been excavatedsince this was written.Incompleteabove, though the floor
of the fire bowl is present,it is of roughly the same scale as the two examplespublishedhere: P.H. 0.205; D. bottom
0.25 m. It differsfromthe othersin severalminorways:a flat bottomwithno draughthole, a profilemorewidelyspreading
below and steppedaroundthe lower wall, the largedraughtopeningin the side of M-shapedoutline,handleonly slightly
recurved,and a prominentsimplemouldingaroundthe wall at a point only just above the level of the handle.Thereare
four draughtholes 0.02 m. in diameterin the floor of the fire bowl.
6 C-48-65,Deposit 110,an importedvesselin use in 146 B.C., bearsa dipintoinscriptionwhichin referringto the amount
of the vessel'scontentsidentifiesthe shape(two handles,covered)as a chytra.It shouldbe emphasizedthat the inscription
was probablynot put on the pot in Corinthbut more likely, consideringits character,at the unknownforeign source
from which the pot and its contentswere exported.Publications:Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,p. 152 and pl. 16, 15-16. Marie
Farnsworth,"AncientPigments,"Journalof ChemicalEducation,XXVIII, 1951, pp. 28-29 and fig. 2. Amyx, Hesperia,
XXVII, 1958, p. 212 and notes 89-90. Sparkes,J.H.S., LXXXII, 1962, p. 130, note 77. In the latter two articlesthe
name chytrahas been discussedwith referenceto vesselsknown in Athens.
7 One-handled, open chytrai

625 B.C.: C-62-640. 610-600

B.C.:

C-62-239. These are from a well filled with great quantities of rejects from a

Corinthianpotters'factory.It is thus entirelylikely that they are of local Corinthianmanufacture.They have been dated
by Miss PatriciaLawrencewho, with D. A. Amyx, is preparinga publicationof the materialfrom this well (Corinth,
VII, ii, forthcoming).
550-480 B.C.: C-37-2058throughC-37-2060,Deposit 3. Campbell159-161, not seen; however,probablyalso of this
variety.
Ca. 350 B.C.: four contemporaryexamplesfrom Isthmia,Deposit 16: IP 2234-IP 2236, IP 2241 (Isthmia,II, p. 19,
d, center).
4th centuryB.C., third quarter:T 2698b, Deposit 62, N. Cemetery, 495-6, pl. 78, is a miniatureexample.
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in production at the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C. In connection with Chytra 11
below a few cognate examples of the Roman period have also been noted.
In the two series, Chytra I and II below, there is perhaps some indication of local manufacture to
be seen in the possibly long tradition in shape of Chytra I (though this is tentatively questioned) and
in the coherence in form of the graduated sizes of Chytra II. Their clay varies between red and slate
gray in color.
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CHYTRA
I 648, 649, Pls. 27, 61.
Early (?) and late stages, ca. 550 (?) to ca. 300 B.C.
Deposits: 1, 38.
The two chytrai classed together here have a widely pulvinatedbody profile constricting above to
a moderately broad lip which has a nearlyvertical, straight profile. A flange of fairly slight projection
is provided for a lid at the base of the lip within. The vertical handle, preserved in small part in one
only, was of the strap variety, attached just above the greatest diameter and at the lip. Both are made
of very fine, red clay and the quality of manufacture is excellent. There are probable traces of wheel
marks on the interior of 648, but no others are evident in either.
For the period of production of the form the date suggested for 648 would indicate that it is of the
initial stage of the shape series or very near it. It could reasonably be expected, however, that the shape
cont in
production much later than the time of 649. The examples of Chytra II are the much later
successors in function of this shape. It seems unlikely, however, that they are of the same shape series.
In connection with the date of 649 it should be noted that 300 is merely an arbitrary date within
the range of its context, ca. 325 to the early second quarter of the 3rd century B.C. Future evidence
may provide a basis for adjustment.
Criteria for dating examples of this form cannot be suggested with any conviction with only two
examples. In fact, despite the very considerable difference in time indicated between them the two
examples show no real difference in general form except possibly a trifle less projection of the flange
in the later. This is extremely puzzling since even in the comparativelyslow-moving shape development
of cooking-ware forms much more differencewould be expected.8
Traces of blackening from cooking fires appear on both examples.
ca. 550 B.C. (?)
648 (C-53-134), Deposit 1. P.H. 0.15; H. to max.
D. more than 0.07; max. D. 0.215; D. lip
0.13. Brann 69.

ca. 300 B.C.

649 (C-60-60), Deposit 38. H. 0.12; H. to max. D.
0.05; max. D. 0.158; D. lip 0.094. Pls. 27, 61.

Two-handled,
openchytrai
4th century B.C., presumably: C-61-432.

Context date betweenca. 330 and 146B.C.: C-47-78,Deposit 115 and C-47-301,Deposit 106, miniatureexamplesin
Corinthianunglazedfine ware. CompareThompsonD 71, of a usable size, in cooking ware.
One-handled,coveredchytrai
See ChytraI and II below. In additionto these thereare threewhich are thoughtto be foreign:
Contextdate betweenca. 425 and 375 B.C.: C-37-535,Deposit 79.
Contextdate between325 and the early second quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C.: C-60-61,Deposit 38.
Contextdate betweenca. 330 and 146B.C.: C-48-123,Deposit 110.
The list of examplesof the one-handled,coveredchytraiat presentknown in Corinthis believed to be complete.For
the othervarietiesthe lists arenot intendedto be exhaustive.I havenot noted any examplesin Corinthotherthan C-48-65
of the two-handled,coveredchytra of either Classicalor Hellenistictimes. ThompsonD 70 may be comparedin this
connection.
8 When more examplesand informationabout the shape series are availableit would seem worthwhileto consider
whetheror not 648 may not be a muchlateraddition(i.e., thoughstill priorto ca. 330 B.C.) to the well fillingfrom which
it is reported.One might suspectthat it came from the top of the well, though there is no way of determiningthe depth
at which it was found in the recordsof the excavation.
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CHYTRAII 650-655, Pls. 27, 61.
Final stage, 146 B.C.
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Deposits: 103, 107, 110, 112.
These chytraihave a broadlypiriformbody constrictingabove to a moderatelybroad lip whichis
The lip broadensoutwardfrom its base in a nearly straight
separatedfrom it by semi-articulation.
the
its
is
bevelled,
profile, top ordinarily
slope inward,and at its base withinthereis a vestigialflange
for the lid. A thickenedstraphandleis attachedjust above the greatestdiameterand at the lip. The
clay of whichthey aremadevariesfrommoderatelyfineto coarse.It is fairlythin, thoughby no means
as thin as in ChytraI. The qualityof manufactureis adequate,but no specialcare has been devoted
to the form. Sizes are graduatedbetweenheightsof 0.14 and ca. 0.09m., eachcentimeterbetweenbeing
represented.
Only one stage of the shape is at presentrepresented,evidentlya very advancedone, and, if the
examplesare actuallyCorinthian,the last one. It may be anticipatedthat examplesof earlierstages
will be forthcoming.The form of the body of ChytraI is so differentthat it seemsunlikely,however,
that the examplesof ChytraII stemfromit.
Cognateformsof the late 1st centuryB.C. and the 1st centuryafterChristare also knownin Corinth.
One of the last quarterof the 1st centuryB.C., C-60-220,has a very close resemblanceto these. It
differs,however,size for size, in a greaterbreadthof the lip and in havinga slightlyless pronounced
flange within. The others, C-46-79 and C-46-28, both Deposit 107, and C-60-196, differ more
markedly.All are articulatedbetweenbottom and wall, the generalprofilesof bottom and wall are
different,two have a differentlip profile,withouta flange,and one has a ring handle.
All the examplesbelow show indicationof use over cookingfires.
146 B.C.

650 (C-48-124),Deposit 110. H. 0.14; H. to max.
D. 0.05; max. D. 0.154; D. lip 0.13.
651 (C-48-37),Deposit 112. H. 0.134; H. to max.
D. 0.055; max. D. 0.147; D. lip 0.092. Pls.
27, 61.
652 (C-48-120),Deposit 110.H. 0.127; H. to max.
D. 0.05; max. D. 0.14; D. lip 0.096.

653 (C-46-38),Deposit 107. H. 0.12; H. to max.
D. 0.045; max. D. 0.142; D. lip 0.098.
654 (C-47-246),Deposit 103.H. 0.115; H. to max.
D. 0.05; max. D. 0.13; D. lip 0.095.
655 (C-47-247),Deposit 103. P.H. 0.073; D. lip
0.089.

STEWPOT9656, Pis. 27, 61.

Final stage, 146B.C.
Deposit: 46.
The single exampleof this shape has a broad, roundedbottom above which, withoutarticulation,
the convexwall profileverygraduallyconstrictsupwardto a broadlip. This flaresoutwardin a straight
profileon the exterior.Its top is bevelled,with the slope inward,and at the bottom of the lip within

9 It seems quite likely that future evidencewill show that this form had a long period of productionin Corinthian
prior to the time of the presentexample.
It is conceivablethat the incomplete658 below is also of this form. It has, however,been restoredas and is placedwith
the Stew Pot, one vertical,one tilted horizontalhandle.
C-47-303,Deposit 106, generallyrelatedin form, is here consideredan import.By context it is datedwithin the period
ca. 330 to 146 B.C. It is likely to be of a very advanceddate within this range, however,possibly ca. 200 B.C. It shares
several featureswith Thompson C 70, of that time: indentedbottom, position of handles, and two wheel grooves at
handle level. It is, however,deeperthan the latter and of more constrictedbody form.
A stew pot of ca. 350 B.C. from Isthmia, IP 2243, Deposit 16, Hesperia,XXXI, 1962, p. 24, no.p.15
15and p. 12, b, is
almost certainlythe direct antecedentof 656 in form. On its shoulderappearvertical stripes of dull glaze, irregularly
spaced. On the significanceof this decorationfor datingsee p. 138.
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there is a slight flange for the cover. Two handles, circular in section, rise from the wall just below the
lip to a point slightly above the level of the top of the lip, nearly touching it. At the level of the handle
attachments a wheel groove encircles the wall. The pot is wheelmade of dark gray, rather coarse clay.
The quality of manufactureis adequate.
It seems quite likely that future evidence will show that this form had a long period of production
in Corinthian prior to the time of the present example.
The form is known also in the 1st century B.C.: Athenian Agora, P 11906, Robinson F 81. In general
appearance this example is very similar. Its lip profile is, however, quite different in detail and there
is no flange comparable to that of 656. It is also notable that the handles of F 81 actually touch the
lip. These differencesmay, of course, be either chronological or due to manufacturein a differentcenter
of production.
146 B.C.

656 (C-47-826),Deposit 46. Av. H. withouthandles0.152;H. to max.D. 0.06; max.D. 0.188;
D. lip 0.14. Pls. 27, 61.

STEWPOT, ONEVERTICAL,
ONETILTEDHORIZONTAL
HANDLE10
657, 658, Pls. 28, 61.

Early and final stages, 300 to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 28, 102.
The body of the one certain example of this form, 657 of ca. 300 B.C., is globular in outline up to
the lip, which is set off from it by semi-articulation.The lip flares outward in a straight profile. The
lip is flat on top and at its base within is set a very pronounced flange. On one side a strap handle is
attached at the outer shoulder and at the lip. On the opposite side on the wall just below the lip a handle
circular in section rises nearly vertically to a point just above the lip, which it almost touches. The
pot is made of fine, red clay, quite thin, and is of excellent quality. There are no certain traces of the
wheel on either the exterior or interior. The date suggested for 657 is merely an arbitraryone, within
the range of the context from which it comes, between ca. 350 and the first quarter of the 3rd century
B.C.Future evidence may suggest adjustment of this date.
The incomplete 658 has been tentatively associated with it and has been restored to resemble it.
It may conceivably be, alternatively,of the form of the Stew Pot above, 656. Of the time of Mummius'
destruction in 146 B.C.,it is suitable in form as a much later version of 657. It is made of rather thicker,
coarser clay, and has a more baggy outline. Other slight differences, also to be expected as the result
of gradual progression over a long period, are the bevel of the top of the lip, sloping inward, and the
vestigial characterof the flange within.
The same general form, with differences,is known in the 1st centuriesB.C.and after Christ: Robinson
F 84, F 85, and G 116. In these the horizontal handle is set entirely free of the lip, and the lip profiles
themselves are in detail slightly different, notable being the form of the top of the lip and the absence
of a flange within.
Both of the examples below show traces of blackening, presumablyfrom cooking.

10The incomplete C-46-41, Deposit 107, has been restored as of this form. The placementof its one preserved,
horizontal handle well down the wall and fully independentof the lip, makesthis associationdoubtful.It may, perhaps,
havehad two handlesof the samekindinstead,but thereis no Hellenisticparallelfor this at present.It is thereforeomitted.
It seems in form likely to be prior to the destructionof 146B.C., or of that time, though its context permits a dating as
late as the 1st centuryafter Christ.
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ca. 300 B.C.

657 (C-40-29),Deposit28. H. 0.20; H. to max. D.
0.09; max. D. 0.233; D. lip 0.15. Pls. 28, 61.

146 B.C.

658 (C-34-1613),Deposit 102. H. 0.158; H. to
max. D. 0.06; max. D. est. 0.182; D. lip est.
0.15. Pls. 28, 61.
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CASSEROLE
I11659-670, Pls. 29, 62.
Earlyto late stages,5th century,thirdquarterto 146B.C.
Deposits: 10, 15, 79, 80, 87, 88, 90, 105, 113.
Thisform of casserolehas a broad,gentlyconvexbottomand a low wall, the two separatedby semiarticulation.The low lip, set off from the wall sometimesalso by semi-articulation,
sometimeswith
sharperdefinition,is broaderabove. A flangefor a lid is providedat the join betweenrim and wall
within. Two handles,triangularin plan, circularin section, are normallyattachedon the outside of
the rim and rise from it at about a 45?angle to a point well above the lip. The shapewas probably
wheelmadethoughthereare seldomvisibletracessinceall surfacesare usuallyfairlywell finished.The
clay employedis red. Six sizes are attested:diameters0.22+,0.18+,0.17,0.16+,0.15+,and0.12+m.
For the beginningof productionthe earliestknownat present,669, is froma depositof 460-420B.C.
Its qualitydoes not necessarilysuggestthat it is among the earliestof the series.Possiblythe shape
was introducedstill earlier.The seriesis well representeddown to the early third quarterof the 4th
century.Only two piecesare of later date, by form and by context.How much later they actuallyare
is an open questionfor which futureevidencemay providea more secureanswer.That they provide
indicationthat the shape continuedto be produceddown to the time of Mummius'destructionof
Corinthin 146B.C. is only tentativelysuggested.662 is from a Mummiancontext. It is, however,a
fragmentand can well be an earlierstray.670, a complete,very smallcasserole,comesfrom a context
of wide range,betweenca. 330 and 146B.C. Its form does differappreciablyfrom those of the third
quarterof the 4th century.Thatit is almosttwo centurieslaterseemsdifficultto believe.It is, however,
placednearthe end of its long rangein contextsincethereis a foreignversionof the formknownfrom
a Mummiancontext,C-47-248(footnote11).Similarityin the flangeandin the placementof the handles
seem to suggestthat the two are more or less contemporary.The equallylong period of production
of CasseroleII may tend to supportthe placementof the end of productionof the presentseriesat
so late a date.
Some criteriafor datingin the seriesmay be suggested.The wall in the examplesdown throughthe
first quarterof the 4th centuryis cantedinwardabove. In subsequentexamplesit is cantedoutward
a little and is nearlystraightin profile.The rim throughthe first quarterof the 4th centuryis fairly
stronglyeverted.In subsequentexamplesit is normallymore nearlyvertical(the very small670 is an
exception). The flange down to the early third quarter of the 4th century is comparatively wide and

prominent.In the later two it is vestigial.Thereis no changein the handleform betweenthe third
quarterof the 5th centuryand the third quarterof the 4th, and evidentlythe form and placementof
the handleof the later 662 was the same. In 670 the form is the same but the placementis different.
They attachto the wall, not the rim, and rise gluedto the outsideof the rim. Theirappearanceabove
11C-37-2506,Deposit 90, of ca. 350 B.C., is a variant(possiblyforeign?).The handles,circularin section, are attached
to the outer surfaceof the rim, rise vertically,and form a low archabove the lip. Two othercasserolesare believedto be
foreign versions of the shape. C-53-268,Deposit 43, is from a context of wide range, from the second quarterof the
4th centuryto the last quarterof the 3rd. Comparisonwith examplesof the presentseriestends to suggestthat it may
be of the last quarterof the 4th century.Its handlesare in the form of a cursivemu in plan. C-47-248,Deposit 103, is
of 146 B.C. The lip startsat the edge of the bottom, is deeplyconcavein profileand flaringabove. The handles,rounded
loops, are attachedjust above the edge of the bottom.They are set at an angleand as theyrise they nearlytouch the outer
surfaceof the lip.
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is as the earlier.This differentplacementmay have no chronologicalsignificance.It may be different
becauseof the very small size of this casserole.670 also differsin the interior.In those prior to the
third quarterof the 4th centuryand in 662 the wall and floor below the flangeare in a singlecurve
of profile.In 670 thereis strongarticulationbetweenwall and floor. The fabricof those datedbetween
the thirdquarterof the 5th centuryand the thirdquarterof the 4th is good, the clay is thin, and the
qualityof manufactureis high.Thoselaterare of coarser,ratherthickerclay.Theyareless wellformed.
In no examplesof this seriesis thereindicationof strokeburnishingor glaze-linedecoration.
Blackeningfrom cooking normallyappearson the exterioronly. On 659 the black is all within.
D. 0.22+
4th century B.C., second quarter
659 (C-37-559), Deposit 80. D. lip 0.228; H.
0.072; D. bottom 0.208; max. D. wall 0.215.
350 B.C.

660 (C-53-63), Deposit 88. D. lip 0.223; H. 0.063;
D. bottom 0.208; max. D. wall 0.21.
661 (C-53-62), Deposit 88. D. lip 0.225; H. 0.064;
D. bottom 0.20; max. D. wall 0.207.
146 B.C.

662 (C-34-2419), Deposit 105. D. lip est. 0.22;
P.H. 0.045.
D. 0.18+
4th century B.C., second quarter
663 (C-37-560), Deposit 80. D. lip 0.182; H.
0.055; D. bottom 0.172; max. D. wall 0.178.
D. 0.17
4th century B.C., second quarter
664 (C-36-971), Deposit 15. D. lip 0.17; H. 0.05;
D. bottom 0.158; max. D. wall 0.168.
665 (C-46-133), Deposit 87. D. lip 0.17; H. 0.05;
D. bottom 0.163; max. D. wall 0.168.

D. 0.16+

4th centuryB.C., firstquarter
666 (C-37-540), Deposit 79. D. lip est. 0.16-0.17;
H. 0.054. PI. 29.
350 B.C.

667 (C-37-2509), Deposit 90. D. lip 0.163; H.
0.053; D. bottom 0.153; max. D. wall 0.16.
Pls. 29, 62.
D. 0.15+
350 B.C.

668 (C-46-128), Deposit 87. D. lip 0.153; H. 0.045;
D. bottom 0.13; max. D. wall 0.132.
D. 0.12+

460-420B.C.
669 (C-34-943), Deposit 10. D. lip 0.126; H. 0.039;
D. bottom 0.118; max. D. wall 0.116. Pease
207.
150 B.C.
670 (C-47-478), Deposit 113. D. lip 0.123; H.
0.035; D. bottom 0.102; max. D. wall 0.112.
Pls. 29, 62.

CASSEROLEII12 671-682, Pls. 29, 62.
to
146
B.C.
ca.
450
to
final
stages,
Early
Deposits: 10, 15, 80, 81, 87, 104, 105, 107, 118.
This form has a rounded bottom and a low wall, normally with articulation in some degree between
the two. The rim is also low, always greater in diameter above. It is also normally set off from the wall.
The handles, formed of a loop of clay circular in section, rise at an upward angle from the shoulder
usually to a level just above the rim. One of the earliest casseroles, 676, may have had a non-functional
spout. (For attachment of a wooden handle? Cf. the frying-pan handles below.) The clay is usually
seen to be or to have been red. There is no indication of stroke burnishing or of glaze lines as decoration in this series. The earliest do not show traces of the wheel since all surfaces are well finished. The
later, in which the exterior is less well finished than the interior, do show traces of it. Five sizes are
known: diameters0.27+, 0.21+, 0.19+, 0.18+, and 0.12 m.
The earliest of this series known at present in Corinth are from a deposit of ca. 460-420 B.C. They
are here dated, within this range, at 450 because of the degree of differencein form between them and

Of this seriesalso is a casserolefrom Isthmia,of ca. 350 B.C., IP 2239A, Deposit 16, Hesperia,XXXI, 1962,p. 24,
no. 17 and pl. 12, e. Its lid, IP 2239 B, was found with it. In form it is a memberof the Lid II series,below, p. 130.
12
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their closest successors. It seems possible that the form may have been introduced still earlier. The
latest, of 146B.C., although there is a considerable gap in the series, show indications that they are in
one tradition with the earlier. Thus they are likely to be Corinthian and hence of the last stage of the
form in Corinth.
No later casseroles known at present show real affinities with this series. Robinson F 76, of the early
Augustan period, has been indirectly connected with the casserole without handles below, and C-65-323
is probably an example of the same type. Robinson F 77, also of the 1st century B.C., is entirely different
from Casserole II. Others of subsequent date differ in other basic ways: C-65-15, of the early 1st century
after Christ; Robinson G 190, of the late 1st to early 2nd century after Christ; C-62-58, of the first
hlalf of the 2nd century after Christ; and Robinson J 22, of the early 3rd century after Christ.
For Casserole II several criteria for dating can be suggested. In commenting on them here "early"
is equated with the period 450 through the second quarter of the 4th century B.C.; "late" is equivalent
to the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C. The bottom, in the early examples, is known
to be or is thought to be, where it is not preserved, gently rounded. In the late it is deeper, with a
straighterprofile, generally conical in outline. Articulation between it and the wall is fairly well defined
in those of 450 B.C., less clearly defined in those of the second quarter of the 4th century, sharp in the
late. The wall is low throughout. The line of its profile, sometimes rounded, is inward in the early,
slightly outward in the late, and straight. There is articulation in some degree between it and the lip
throughout except that in the late 673 it is omitted, wall and lip merging in one straight line of profile.
The rim is always low, and always broader above. It has a straight profile in those of 450 B.C. In those
of the second quarter of the 4th century the lip is everted a bit. In the late examples it is nearly straight.
The handles in the early examples are set well free of the rim and approach rectilinearin plan. In the
late they are very generally of the same form, although abbreviated, and are glued to the profile of
the wall and rim. The flange in the early examples is fairly broad and prominent. In the late it is vestigial.
In the early the inner wall and floor are in one line of profile with only a suggestion of articulation
between. In the late there is sharp articulation. The clay in the early is thin and of high quality, and
the forms are carefully defined. In the late the clay is coarser, a bit thicker, and though the forms are
adequately constructed no niceties of definition and modelling are present.
Quite thorough blackening from cooking on all surfaces is seen in a number of examples.
D. 0.27+
146 B.C.

671 (C-46-91), Deposit 118. D. lip 0.27; H. 0.075;
D. bottom 0.233; D. wall 0.244. Pls. 29, 62.
672 (C-46-68), Deposit 107. D. lip 0.27; P.H. 0.08;
D. bottom 0.238; D. wall 0.246.
673 (C-47-261), Deposit 104. D. lip 0.273; H. 0.08;
D. bottom 0.223.
674 (C-33-1001), Deposit 105. D. lip est. 0.27;
P.H. 0.045.
D. 0.21+
4th century B.C., firstquarter
675 (C-47-889), Deposit 81. D. lip 0.217; H. 0.07;
D. wall 0.208.
D. 0.19+
460-420 B.C.
676 (C-34-944), Deposit 10. D. lip 0.19; P.H.
0.046; D. wall 0.20. Pease 208 (not illustrated). PI. 29.

677 (C-34-1139a),Deposit 10. D. est. 0.19; P.H.
0.042.
678 (C-34-1135a),Deposit 10. D. est. 0.19.
4th century B.C., second quarter

679 (C-46-135),Deposit 87. D. lip 0.193; H. 0.07;
D. bottom0.184; D. wall 0.18. Pls. 29, 62.
D. 0.18+
4th centuryB.C., secondquarter
680 (C-37-564),Deposit80. D. lip 0.183;H. 0.083;
D. bottom 0.183; D. wall 0.17.
681 (C-36-986),Deposit 15. D. lip est. 0.18; P.H.
0.05.

D. 0.12
146 B.C.

682 (C-46-59),Deposit 107.D. lip 0.12; H. 0.043;
D. bottom 0.098; D. wall 0.11. Trace of
attachmentof one handle.
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CASSEROLE
WITHOUT
HANDLE
683-685, Pis. 30, 62.
Early stage, 146 B.C.
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Deposits: 102, 104, 107.
The three examples have a broad, convex bottom, a low wall set off from the bottom by sharp articulation, and a wide lip straight in profile set off from the wall by semi-articulation.Within, a slight flange
for a lid is provided at the join between the lip and wall. The red clay is of fairly good quality, and
reasonably thin. The three are wheelmade. The quality of manufacture is rather careful. The finish is
quite good on both surfaces, though better on the interior. Three sizes are represented: diameters
0.27, est. 0.25, and 0.21 + m.
All three are believed to be of the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C.Their close
resemblance to Thompson E 141 does not necessarily imply that they must be later, since shape development is relatively slow-moving in cooking ware. It is also quite possible that E 141 is appreciably
earlier than the time when it was deposited, for the filling from which it comes seems to cover a considerablerange."3Aratherstrongerconsiderationtakentogetherwith theircontexts,the generalresemblance
of the three examples in form to Thompson D 72, a casserole with two vertical handles, makes their
placement in the years near to 150 B.C. not only plausible but probable.
For the period of production of this shape it seems likely that it may have been introducedonly shortly
before the time of Mummius' destruction. If so, the shape will be useful for close dating in Corinth.
There is no Hellenistic precedent for just this form in Corinth. Comparison with the contemporary
two-handledcasseroles will make it readily apparentthat it is not just a handlelessversion. It is a different
kind of casserole. The degree of care given to the manufacture of all examples, with clear definition
of the various elements, suggests that the shape is a new one for the potter. Comparison in quality
with the contemporary two-handled casseroles, of long and by now rather tired tradition, points up
this aspect.
The three examples form a coherent group and give the impression of contemporaneity, and the
context evidence for them indicates this also. In one way, however, they are somewhat puzzling in
this regard. They differ strongly in the form of the wall. The largest of the three has a wall profile rather
less canted than the first and slightly convex. The smallest has a profile much more nearly approaching
the vertical. Such divergences might be explained in various ways. The walls are of differing forms
because the shape is a new one; the potters are still experimentingbefore settling down to a pattern
of shape which is acceptable to customers and will sell well. Or the three are from three differentcenters
of manufacture. This does not seem at all probable in this case. Or the differences are merely due to
size, for in shape series of many sizes there is certainly a wide differencebetween the profiles of small
examples and large. In this case, size does seem to have something to do with it, for it seems likely
that the potter in making them this way was thinking about stacking them effectively and economically
in the kiln. Examples of this shape, without handles, can readily be stacked, and if there is a series
of graduated sizes more can be stacked together than would be possible with casseroles all of one size.
The graduateddifferencesin wall profile were,it would seem, a device which had the stacking of graduated
sizes in mind. This difference would facilitate circulation of the kiln atmosphere among the pots in a
stack. There would be considerable risk of spoilage if the walls of all sizes were made to correspond
and fit together tightly. The housewife would have found a graduated set of casseroles convenient,
just as now, but in this respect the difference in wall profiles would not be an especial advantage. The
technical and economical reasons for making them this way would seem to have been the primary
consideration.
13

Miss VirginiaGracehas expressedthe opinionthat the latest stampedamphorahandlesfrom GroupE date "perhaps
down to somewhereabout 110 B.C."See V. R. Grace and M. Sawatianou-Petropoulakouin Ph. Bruneauand others,
Exploration Archeologique de Delos, XXVII, L'Ilot de la Maison des Comediens, p. 322. A few other pottery shapes also

suggesta fairlywide rangefor the deposit.
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Casseroleswithouthandlesdo not seem to be known at presentin the Romanperiod.The present
shape, via other centerspresumably,may have contributedto the design of a two-handledcasserole
perhapsof early Augustantimes, RobinsonF 76, a deepercasserolewith a rim perhapsa bit more
compressed.
The threeexamplesare all extensivelyblackenedfrom cooking,primarilyon the exterior,very little
withinthe coveredarea.
D. 0.27

D. 0.21+
146 B.C.
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146 B.C.

683 (C-46-26), Deposit 107. D. lip 0.27; rest.

H. 0.073; D. bottom 0.216; max. D. wall

0.245. Pls. 30, 62.

685 (C-34-1611), Deposit 102. D. lip 0.211; H.
0.065; D. bottom 0.16; max. D. wall 0.17.
Pls. 30, 62.

D. est. 0.25
146 B.C.

684 (C-35-723), Deposit 104. D. lip est. 0.25;
P.H. 0.052; D. bottom est. 0.19; max. D.
wall est. 0.21. Pls. 30, 62.

LARGEONE-HANDLED
SAUCEPAN
686, P1. 30.

Advanced stage, 146 B.C.

Deposit: 102.
Two fragmentsof one vessel attest this shapein Corinth.The completeshapeis known,however,
from unpublishedexamplesfound elsewhere.The bottom part has a broad and shallowlyrounded
profile.Abovethis the curvechangesto nearlyvertical,withoutarticulation,and slightlycantedinward,
its upperterminationforminga plainlip. A singlehorizontalstraphandleis set on the walljust below
the lip. There is fairly sharparticulationat the outer edge of the floor within. The clay is of fairly
substantialthicknessand is red throughout.Thereare some tracesof blackeningfrom cookingon the
exterior.
The contextprovidesthe date for this vessel.The renditionof the elementsof the form suggestthat
it is fairlyadvancedin its series,thoughnot particularlylate. Presumablythe formhad beenin production for some time priorto the manufactureof this piece.
146 B.C.

686 (C-34-2489a, b), Deposit 102.Twofragments
givingthe profileexceptfor muchof the center
and part of the handle.D. lip est. 0.22; P.H.
0.04. PI. 30.

SMALLONE-HANDLED
SAUCEPAN
687, Pls. 30, 62.

Advancedstage,ca. 3rdcenturyB.C.
Deposit: 97.
The centerof the bottomof the singleexampleof this shapeis missing.It may have been eitherfully
roundedor slightlyindented.The wall rises in a broad,fairlysteepcurvewhich,withoutarticulation,
changesto a verticalcurve above, slightlycantedinward,its upperterminationforminga plain lip.
A single, horizontal,thickened,strap handle,triangularin plan, is set slightlyaskewjust below the
lip. The clay is of substantialthicknessand the surfaceis gray,perhapsnot its originalcolor but merely
acquiredin cooking.
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The context from which it comes provides only a general indication of date between ca. 330 and 146
with a slight possibility that it may be before ca. 200 B.C. The rendition of the elements of the form
suggests that it is probably of an advanced stage of its series.
It seems possible that it is a late, one-handled version of a two-handled vessel shape of early origin.
Possible two-handled antecedents in form are C-37-2062, Deposit 3, Campbell 163, of the later 6th or
early 5th century, and C-47-870, Deposit 81, of the first or second quarter of the 4th century B.C.
C-61-386, Deposit 45, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pl. 3, c, is also cognate, but with two handles squared
in plan.

B.C.,
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ca. 3rd centuryB.C.

687 (C-34-25), Deposit 97. Center of bottom
restored. D. lip 0.182; H. 0.06; max. D.
0.192. Pls. 30, 62.

LID I 688-692, Pls. 31, 62.
to
Early to final (?) stages, 6th century 146 B.C. (?).
Deposits: 8, 10, 62, 108, 111.
Five lids found in Corinth and one lid found in the excavations at Isthmia, IP 2239 B14,are classed
together in this series.
They are characterized by a broad, relatively low top of various degrees of convexity from well
rounded to nearly straight. Their knobs are small and solid, consisting of two elements, a thick stem
and a cap of rising outline whose greatest diameter is somewhat greater than that of the stem. Five
sizes are attested: diameters0.17+, 0.16+, 0.14, 0.06+, and 0.04+ m. The clay employed originally
in all seems to have been of several shades of red, though three are now extremely gray, no doubt
from use. The outer surface in the larger lids is better finished than the inner.
The date of the beginning of production of this kind of lid cannot now be closely determined. The
seemingly earliest lid, 688, comes from a deposit of great range, from the early 6th century to perhaps
the third quarter of the 5th century B.C. The degree of difference in the form of the top and knob
between it and 689, from a deposit of 460-420 B.C., prompts its placement well within the 6th century.
The date of the end of production is not certainly established at present. 692, one of the late examples
by context, could be assigned to either of two fillings in its well, one covering the period ca. 330 to
146 B.C., the other of 146 B.C. It is suggested, subject to review when more examples and evidence are
available, that it is of ca. 146 B.C. on grounds of form and character of manufacture.The tiny lid, 691,
cannot be placed more closely than within the range of its context, ca. 330-146 B.C.
It seems likely that several criteria for dating will prove useful in this series. These concern the form
of the top, the shape of the knob, and the quality of manufacture. It would seem that there is a progression in the form of the top from a fairly generously convex profile toward one of much straighter
outline. The earliest lid, 688, here assigned to the 6th century, is the most rounded. There is a reminiscence of this in the two succeeding, 689 of the 5th century, and IP 2239 B of ca. 350 B.C. The later lids
are almost straight in profile. The initial shape of the knob, seen in 688, is a well-formed bud-like finial
with a pointed top. In the 5th century 689 it still has this form, carefully made but squatter. In that
of 350 B.C., IP 2239 B, the form is a rather crude reminiscenceof the earlier.15In the later examples the
top is only slightly rounded. The two earliest lids, of the 6th and 5th centuries, are carefully made.
The 4th century lid is of adequate execution only. The three later are cursorilyrendered.The practiceof
stroke burnishingor application of glaze lines in reminiscenceof burnishingmay prove useful for dating
Deposit 16, ca. 350 B.C.H. 0.05; D. 0.18; D. knob 0.018. Hesperia,XXXI, 1962, p. 24, no. 18 and pl. 12, e.
The form of the knob of a closely similarlid, AthenianAgora, P 14655b, Pots andPans,fig. 44 left (on casserole),
is not unlikethat of IP 2239 B, though it is more carefullyfinished.
14

15
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with future examples of this series (for its utility with other shapes see below, p. 138). Among the present
lids only the 5th century 689 is so embellished, with stroke burnishing on the top.
The larger lids may have been intended for casseroles. IP 2239 B was found together with a casserole,
IP 2239 A, to which, though warped, it evidently belongs. The very tiny 690 was found in a grave on
a small chytra, which it does not, however, fit very well.
Blackening from cooking is seen on two, 689 (more heavily on the underside), and 692 (about equally
on both surfaces).
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6th centuryB.C.

330-146B.C.

688 (C-39-278), Deposit 8. D. 0.165; H. 0.06; D.
knob 0.012. Pls. 31, 62.
460-420 B.C.
689 (C-34-945), Deposit 10. D. 0.14; H. 0.036;
D. knob 0.015. Pease 209. Pls. 31, 62.

691 (C-47-307), Deposit 108. D. 0.062; H. 0.02;

D. knob 0.013.
146 B.c. (?)
692 (C-47-402), Deposit 111. D. 0.178; H. 0.043;

D. knob 0.016. Pls. 31, 62.

350-325B.C.
690 (T 2698 a), Deposit 62. D. 0.046; H. 0.015; D.
knob 0.012. N. Cemetery, 495-6, pl. 78.

LID II 693-695,Pls. 31, 62.
Earlyto final stages,6th century,secondhalf to 146B.C.
Deposits:3, 80, 98.
Of the threelids in this series693 is knownonly from its publishedillustration.
The lids of this serieshavea broadlyconicaltop. The smallsolid knob is in formlike a buttonmushroom, the stem constricted,the cap overhangingand gently roundedabove. Two sizes are attested:
diameters0.22 and 0.16 m. Both red and gray clay are employed.The outer surfacesof the two examplesseen are betterfinishedthan the inner.
The earliest,693, to judge from its qualityin illustration,may be near the time of the beginningof
productionof this kind of lid. Its contextis, however,of considerablerange,from ca. 550 to 480 B.C.,
henceit cannotbe closelydated.The series,thoughsparselyrepresented,wouldseemto havecontinued
in productionto the end of GreekCorinthin 146 B.C. on the evidenceof the context of 695.
Criteriafor datingof examplesof this serieswould seemto includeprimarilyqualityof manufacture
and a specialembellishmentof the top surface.The two earliestare clearlyof high qualityin execution
and with well-finishedsurfaces.The latest is roughlyformed of rathercoarse clay. The two earliest
both showlines on the surfaceof the top radiatingfromthe knob,producedin both probablyby stroke
burnishing.This is not presentin the latest example.The significanceof this treatmentfor datingin
other shape seriesis discussedbelow, pp. 138-139. The shape of the knob in the three examples
is not markedlydifferent.

6th centuryB.C., secondhalf

146 B.C.

693 (C-37-2062a), Deposit 3. "H. of cover 0.045.
D. of cover 0.22 m." Campbell 163.
ca. 375 B.C.
694 (C-37-561), Deposit 80. D. 0.16; H. 0.042;
D. knob 0.02. Pls. 31, 62.

695 (C-33-985), Deposit 98. D. est. 0.16; H.
0.045; D. knob 0.021. Pls. 31, 62.

LIDIII 696-699, Pls. 31, 62.
Early to final stages, 350 to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 87, 90, 102, 113.
This form of lid has a very broad, shallow, conical profile. The knob is not unlike a doorknob, the
center depressed, however, in varying degrees. The clay employed is of good quality and fairly thin.
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Wheel marks are in evidence only in one. The outer surfaces are much better finished than the inner.
Two sizes are known: diametersca. 0.18 and ca. 0.14 m. In form they are sufficiently alike to have been
used for the same form of pot.
The careful definition of the knob may suggest that the earliest, 697, of ca. 350 B.C., is near to the
beginning of production of the shape. If the lids are indeed Corinthian, 699 of 146 B.C. representsthe
last stage.
The series is obviously very slightly represented.A few suggestions, however, as to possible criteria
for dating examples may be made for future testing. Characterof the fabric and quality of manufacture
are probable criteria. In the three placed earliest the clay is quite thin, the top and the knob are quite
well defined. In the latest the clay is thicker and the form rather cursorily rendered. Decoration of the
lid with dull glaze lines radiating from the knob is also a very probable criterion. This usage has been
noted in connection with the cooking-ware pitchers (p. 138). In them decoration of this kind is not
known after about 350 B.c. It may well apply to the lids also. It appears on the two here placed earliest,
the date of one being by context. A possible and attractive criterion concerns the form of the knob.
The earliest by context, 697, has a well-formed, deep, conical depression in the center of the top. In
the latest by context, 699, the depression is so shallow that it would seem due to carelessness rather
than intent if its predecessors were not known. This is the kind of change in form which is often seen
in elements of a shape, particularlyin embellishments and niceties such as this, which have no useful
function. Thledegree of depth of the depression of the knobs in this series may then prove to be chronologically significant. These various criteria have been used in the placement of the two examples 696
and 698 whose contexts provide only wide ranges for dating.
Blackening from cooking does not appear in two, and is slight in the others, one on the underside,
the other on both surfaces.
250 B.C.

ca. 350 B.C.

696 (C-46-129), Deposit 87. D. 0.148; H. 0.032;
D. knob 0.028; Depth of depression 0.004.
Pls. 31, 62.
697 (C-37-2512), Deposit 90. D. 0.182; H. 0.058;
D. knob 0.043; Depth of depression 0.01.
Pls. 31, 62.

698 (C-47-479), Deposit 113. D. est. 0.178; H.
0.033; D. knob 0.022; Depth of depression
0.005. Pls. 31, 62.
146 B.C.

699 (C-34-1612), Deposit 102. D. more than est.
0.13; P.H. 0.022; D. knob 0.03; Depth of
depression 0.001. Pis. 31, 62.

FRYINGPAN 700, Pis. 32, 62.

Early stage, ca. 300 B.C.

Deposit: 94.
The pan of this single example is circular,moderatelyconvex beneath, the edges rising in a continuous
curve from the bottom. The top of the lip has a slight bevel, the slope inward. The cylindrical handle
is attached in a horizontal position to the edge and ends in a knob which is a quarter-roundin profile
and which has a shallow central depression. A small hole in the bottom of the depression, which reveals
that the handle is hollow for a length of 0.027 m. from its end, appears to have no value for function
and is presumablyaccidental. All surfaces including the shaft of the handle are finished plain. The clay,
relatively thick for cooking ware, is red, of excellent quality, and the utensil is very well made.
The context from which this pan comes provides only a wide date between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. The
early date in this period suggested for it is based only on the quality and character of the clay and
manufacture.
The period of production of this kind of pan cannot now be determined with any certainty. If 700
is actually of the early Hellenistic period, pans of its general form may perhaps be expected to have
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been available throughout the remaining years of Greek Corinth. By the 1st century B.C. an improved
version of the form was on the market elsewhere. Robinson F 81, of that time, has a handle set in the
same position as that of 700. It is reported to be hollow, and one suspects that this change was introduced as a means for attaching a more heat-proof grip, perhaps of wood. It is differentiatedfrom 700
also by the presence of spiral ridges around the shaft. Subsequent examples of the Roman period are
more sharply differentiated. Robinson G 113-115 and M 11 of the 1st century after Christ are deeper
pans with flat bottoms and straight walls set at an angle to the bottom and with grooved handles set
at the same angle from the rim. A deep conical hole penetrating the handle from the end is provided,
again presumablyfor an attachment for gripping.
The underside of the pan shows blackening from cooking.
ca. 300 B.C.

700 (C-34-35),Deposit 94. D. lip 0.237; H. without handle0.025; L. handle 0.085; D. knob
0.03. Pls. 32, 62.

FLANGEDPLATE701, Pls. 32, 62.

Initial stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 112.
This form presents rather puzzling aspects. It is large, well made on the wheel, of thin red clay of
very good quality. The floor has only a slight rise in profile from the center to about two-thirds of the
distance to the rim where it begins to rise more steeply. Beneath is a simple, very low cylinder of clay
which is very thin and fragile and extremely constricted in relation to the very considerable diameter
of the floor.
The form was evidently not made to be a lid. The potter clearly thought of it as a plate, for like the
forms definitely classifiable as plates the inner surface is well finished, the outer surface is left rough.
The reverse is true of the forms known to be lids. The only interpretationwhich seems feasible is that
the cylinder is to be regarded as a kind of flange on the order of the flanges projecting downward on
the underside of the Stamnos Lids (608-612), and that it had the same purpose as the flanges of those
lids, to keep the plate from sliding off what it was set on. Perhaps it was used for cooking some kind
of food which required rotating or constant shaking, for parching, for example. It would be possible
to use it on a brazier, but with one of the only type now known for Corinth in the Hellenistic period
(646,647) the flange would be pointless. Hence it was probably used with some other form of cooking
stove which we do not yet know for Corinth, one with a simple opening above such as the Athenian
cooking stand, Athens, Agora P 17822 (Pots and Pans, fig. 44).
The high quality of the clay and manufacture of the plate suggest that it may be of an early stage
of its shape series and that the form was introduced only shortly before the time of this example. If
so, examples of this form will be valuable for close dating in Corinth.
The only blackening from cooking on the plate is a bit odd, if the interpretationof the form is correct.
It appears only around the edge on the inner surface. Perhaps it was used as a lid, even though this
was not its real purpose. Plate forms no doubt often did substitute as lids in ancient kitchens just as
now.
146 B.C.

701 (C-48-42), Deposit 112. D. 0.311; H. 0.038;
D. flangeest. 0.07. Pls. 32, 62.
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Early stage, 146 B.C.
Deposits: 46, 118.
The two pans each have a flat bottom. The wall rises from it at a steep angle. The slightly overhanging
lip is a quarter-roundin profile with a light, thin, wheel groove, too slight to serve as a flange for a
lid, around its inner edge. They are wheelmade of fairly good quality, rather thick clay, one of red,
the other of pale gray, and the quality of manufacture is careful. The inner surface is better finished
than the outer. They are of two sizes: diameters0.32+ and 0.28 + m.
For the period of production of such pans only a little can be said at present. It seems possible that
they may have come into production only shortly before the time of the present examples. If so, the
shape will be of value for close dating in Corinth. The care with which these examples were made would
suggest that the shape was a comparativelynew one for the potters. They stand out in quality of form
in relation to contemporary vessels with long previous traditions. Flat-bottomed pans with a variety
of differing wall profiles and lip forms are well attested in later contexts: Thompson E 139, E 140,
and Robinson F 78 for the 1st centuryB.C.;Robinson G 112, G 191, K 89, M 100, and Corinth C-60-92,
C-60-99 for the 1st to 3rd centuries after Christ.16
Cooking-ware shapes with flat bottoms do not seem to be numerous prior to the Roman period.
This is the only shape with a flat bottom known at present in Hellenistic cooking ware at Corinth.
A flat-bottomed form presumablyantecedent in function is attested in some quantity in the 5th century
B.C.at Corinth: C-34-940, Deposit 10, Pease 214.17
It might be assumed from their form that these pans would be used for baking and they are indeed
entirely similar to the modern pie plates. Blackening from cooking is concentrated primarily on the
bottom, however, hence it would appear that they were actually used over an open fire. They would
seem to be too large to be used over the ordinary Hellenistic brazier (see 646, 647).
D. 0.32+

D. 0.28+

146 B.C.

146 B.C.

702 (C-47-835),Deposit 46. D. lip 0.327; H.
0.059; D. bottom 0.265.

703(C-46-92); Deposit 118. D. lip 0.286; H.
0.05; D. bottom 0.245. Pls. 32, 62.

SMALL BAKING DISH 704, Pls. 32, 62.

Early stage (?), 146 B.C.(?)
Deposit: 102.
The single example has a gently convex bottom. The wall is set off from it by distinct articulation
and rises from it at about a 60? angle. The lip is outturned and is flattened on top. Inside, at the point
corresponding to the articulation on the exterior, a pair of light, shallow, wheel grooves encircle the
wall. The clay is a bit coarse and fairly thick. The quality of manufacture is moderately good. It is
a bit better finished on the interior.
There is no precedent at present known for this kind of dish in Hellenistic Corinth. There is a chance
that it is actually of early Roman manufacturesince the Mummian destruction debris filling from which
it comes was not disposed of until that time. There seems, however, to be no Roman example like it

C-46-80,Deposit 107, a pan with a convex bottom and a straightwall set off from it by articulationmay perhaps
also be of the Roman period,althoughthereseemsto be no close parallelfor it in form at present.
17 A
very similarshape in Athens, Pots and Pans, fig. 40.
16
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either. It is here attributed to the Hellenistic period in Corinth. Future evidence will no doubt decide
its correct placement.
Blackening from cooking appears on both surfaces.
146 B.C. (?)
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704 (C-34-1608),Deposit 102. D. lip 0.137; H.
0.035; D. bottom 0.102. Pls. 32, 62.

VESSELS NOT FOR USE WITH HEAT
FORFOOD705-721
VESSELS

KRATER
705, Pls. 33, 63.

Final stage, ca. 150 B.C.
Deposit: 102.
The single example of this form has a very constricted, slightly spreading ring foot. The wall profile
expands broadly from it and at its top are set the two horizontal, strongly reflex handles. Just above
the level of the roots of the handles a reverse curve provides the transition from the body to the still
more broadly flaring lip. The nearly vertical outer profile of the lip has a single wheel groove. Within,
a broad and shallow, slanting wheel groove may have served as the flange for a lid. The clay is comparatively thick for cooking fabric, no doubt because of the considerable breadth above, and very
strong. The execution of the form is adequate but cursory, with many wheel marks.
A date for this vessel close to the time of Mummius' destruction in 146 B.C. is here suggested. It
may even have been in use at the time of the destruction. It was found at a level in a well which would
permit its assignment to either of two fills, one of ca. 330 to 146 B.C., the other associated with the
destruction of the city. The quality of its manufacturein part suggests the date proposed here, as well
as its resemblancein form and proportions to the cooking-warebowls below, 706-708, which are assigned
to the same date.
It seems possible that this form in cooking ware may have had a long period of production and that
this is an example of the final stage, if it is actually of Corinthian manufacture. In basic form it is
clearly related to krater forms which were presumably first introduced in Corinthian pottery in the
early Hellenistic period, i.e. the Bolster Krater in fine ware, 188, 189, and the coarse-ware krater, 616.
One might expect that examples of stages of the 3rd century would be forthcoming.
There are no certain traces of use over the fire on this example, and its form is certainly ill adapted
for such use. Perhaps, with a cover, it was used for keeping food warm.
ca. 150 B.C.
705 (C-47-256), Deposit 102. D. lip 0.408; av. H.
0.185; D. foot 0.121; H. to max. D. 0.136;

max. D. wall 0.37. Pls. 33, 63.

BOWL706-708, Pls. 33, 63.

Final stage, 150 B.C.
Deposits: 30, 46, 94.
In form the three bowls at present known of this series are in every way, except for the lack of handles,
smaller counterparts of the cooking-ware krater, 705. They have a constricted ring foot, a broadly
expanding wall profile, a reverse curve above broadening out still further to the lip. The lip has a single
wheel groove in its outer profile and there is also a possible flange for a lid (a shallow, slanting wheel
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groove) within. They are wheelmade, of fairly thin, strong red clay. They are better formed than the
krater, with more distinct articulation separatingthe wall from the reverse curve above in two (blurred,
however, in 707). Three sizes are represented: lip diameters 0.29+, 0.27+, and 0.24+ m.
The contexts of two of the bowls are of considerable range, in the case of 706 between 330 and 146
B.C., in the case of 707 even greater, a mixed filling containing material from Geometric times down
to the middle of the 2nd century B.C. and with some additions during the period of desolation after
Corinth's destruction. The context of 708, however, is attributableto the time of the destruction. This
date seems indicated for all three, which appear to be sufficiently similar in forms and proportions to
have been produced more or less contemporaneously.
As with the cooking-ware krater it is to be expected that this form had a considerable period of
production prior to 146 B.C., and that examples even of 3rd century stages of the shape will probably
be forthcoming.
None of the bowls shows traces of use over the cooking fire.
D. 0.29+
ca. 150 B.C.

706 (C-34-471), Deposit 94. D. lip 0.295; av. H.
0.12; D. foot est. 0.094; H. to max. D. wall
0.08; max. D. wall 0.25. Pls. 33, 63.
D. 0.27+
ca. 150 B.C.

707 (C-63-717), Deposit 30. D. lip 0.273; H.

0.101; D. foot 0.088; H. to max. D. 0.065;
max. D. wall 0.245.
D. 0.24+
ca. 150 B.C.

708 (C-47-891), Deposit 46. D. lip 0.248; H.
0.102; D. foot 0.08; H. to max. D. wall
0.067; max. D. wall 0.207.

709, Pls. 33, 63.
Intermediate stage, 200 B.C.
Deposit: 110.
The single example has instead of a base or foot a constricted circular indentation onI the bottom
on the edge of which the bowl rests. The wall above it broadens widely in a very nearly straight profile.
At the top of the wall the upwarddirection of the profile changes to vertical, with sharp articulation at
the point of change. The horizontal lip above is overhanging and of a low, rounded profile on top.
The red clay of which it is formed is fairly thin and of very good quality. The bowl was made by the
potter with considerable care.
It comes from the use filling of a well which provides only a wide dating between ca. 330 and ca.
200 B.C. The extensive preservation of the bowl may suggest that it is one of the fairly late additions
to this accumulative filling following one of the later cleanings of the well.
Only a few blackened spots on the exterior suggest that the bowl may have been used over the fire.
The provision of an indented bottom (cf. the long tradition of such bottoms in cooking-ware pitchers,
below, pp. 137-138), may suggest that the potter expected that this bowl would be carriedon the head.
BOWL, VERTICAL RIM

200 B.C.

709 (C-48-121), Deposit 110. D. lip 0.323; av. H.
0.115; D. bottom 0.075; Depth of indenta-

tion 0.015; H. to max. D. wall 0.072; max.
D. wall 0.294. Pls. 33, 63.

710-718, Pls. 32, 63.
Early to final stages, ca. 300 to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 36, 98, 102, 104.
This form of plate has a ring foot, a broadly conical wall profile whose termination forms the rim.
Both red and gray clay are used. The inner surfaces of all are better finished than the outer. Two sizes
are known, a small one, diameter 0.13+, and a larger, diameter0.21 m.

PLATE
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The date of the beginning of production cannot be closely determined by context evidence, for the
earliest, 710, comes from a filling whose range of date is between the last quarter of the 5th century
and the early second quarter of the 3rd century B.C. 710 is, however, very small, and it would seem that
there may well be a relationship in form between it and the small black-glazed saucers (above 138186). Perhaps, as with the rolled-rim plate (719) in cooking fabric, the potter produced this cookingware shape in imitation of the more pretentious saucer series. If so, it may be suggested that 710 is to
be dated around 300 B.C. or in the first quarter of the 3rd century as an adaptation of the stage of the
black-glazed saucers of that period. The freshness and crispness of the form, with an extremely well
defined foot, would suggest that it is of the initial stage of this cooking-ware series. The connection
with the saucers would imply a Corinthian origin for the shape. If the latest examples, of 146 B.C.,
are also of Corinthian manufacture they would represent the final stage of the shape.
Several probable criteriafor dating can be suggested for examples of this series. Characterand quality
of the clay and manufacture provide one. The earliest is made of very thin clay of high quality and,
as noted above, it is excellent in manufacture. The latest are of rather coarse, thick clay, adequately
but hastily made. The ring foot is sharply defined in the earliest and with a spreading profile. The foot
of the later is defined only in the sense that it is recognizableas a ring foot. There is no attempt to model
the outlines of the ring. For its size the earliest has a fairly broad foot. For theirs the latest have a fairly
constricted one, as in other late stages of plate and bowl series. The wall profile of the earliest rises at
a shallow angle from the foot, that of the latest rises much more steeply. The degree of constriction
of the foot, then, size for size, and the degree of elevation of the wall profile can be expected, with
probability, to be criteria for dating in this series when more examples are known.
Blackening from cooking occurs on most, on both surfaces. Two, entirely red, could conceivably
have been recent purchases, unused as yet, at the time of Mummius' destruction.
In those below of 146 B.C. the diameters of the foot range between 0.06 and 0.07 m., heights between
0.042 and 0.06 m.
D. 0.13+
ca. 300 B.C.
710 (C-40-435), Deposit 36. D. rim 0.135; H.
0.025; D. foot 0.055. Pls. 32, 63.
D. 0.21

146B.C.
711 (C-34-1609), Deposit 102. D. rim 0.21; H.
0.058; D. foot 0.064. Pls. 32, 63.

712 (C-33-986), Deposit 98.
713 (C-34-1610), Deposit 102.
714 (C-34-1614), Deposit 102.
715 (C-34-1738), Deposit 102.
716 (C-35-720), Deposit 104.
717 (C-35-721), Deposit 104.
718 (C-35-833), Deposit 104.

ROLLED-RIMPLATE 719, Pls. 32, 63.

Final stage, 146 B.C.

Deposit: 110.
The single example has a low, constricted ring foot, a moderately steeply rising wall profile and a
rim thickened above and given the effect of being rolled by tooling at its inner edge. The clay of which
it is made is of fair quality, red, and quite thick. The quality of manufactureis fair. The surface of the
interior is better finished than that of the exterior.
The plate is analogous in form to the Corinthian rolled-rim plates (above, 101-106), though in its
distinctly thickened rim it shows a greater resemblance to the earlier Attic plates of this shape, e.g.
Thompson C 1.
The underside is much blackened from cooking.
146 B.C.

719 (C-48-66), Deposit 110. D. rim 0.205; H.
0.048; D. foot 0.068. Pls. 32, 63.
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Intermediate stage, 146 B.C.
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Deposits: 108, 115.
The two examples have a ring foot, a broadly conical wall profile, and a very low rim, sharplyupturned
but not defined by articulation. The clay is red and fairly thin. The quality of manufacture is good.
The interior surface of both plates is well finished, the exterior surfaces left in a rather rough state.
Two sizes are known: diameters est. 0.25+, and 0.17 m. By context both are of the time of the destruction of Corinth.
Blackening from
cooking ingis seen only on one, in a small section near the rim on both the exterior
and interior, the interior blackening being the more extensive.
D. 0.25+

D. 0.17

146 B.C.

146 B.C.

720 (C-35-674), Deposit 108. D. rim est. 0.257;
H. 0.052; D. foot 0.069. Pls. 32, 63.

721 (C-38-679), Deposit 115. D. rim est. 0.17;
H. 0.04; D. foot 0.056.

VESSELSFOR DRINK

PITCHERS
722-748

Introduction
It may be suggested, on present information, that pitcher forms in cooking fabric came into use,
if not production, about 450 B.C. in Corinth. Context evidence indicates that they had certainly come
into use in the close vicinity of 400 B.C.Two without certain context may be as much as 50 years earlier,
perhaps, on considerations of form.18In the period between this time and 146B.C. six forms which are
here taken to be Corinthian are attested. Two other forms are believed to be foreign imports.19
Probably one of the earliest of the six Corinthian forms is what may be called the Hydria Pitcher,
so called since the form of its shoulder, neck, lip, and handle relate it to the Classical hydria. The single
example, C-35-638, could on rather tenuous indications of context (Deposit 14) be perhaps as early
as 450 B.C.

The most popular and longest-lived form of pitcher, the first of three varieties, Round-Mouth Pitcher
I20(722-745), probably came into production at about the same time. Its continuous series extends to
and evidently came to an end in 146 B.C. Two other varieties of Round-Mouth Pitcher are attested

only in the years around 400. II is known in a single example, in a context of ca. 425-375 B.C.21 111,22
entirely similarto early examples of I except in having a disk foot, is attested in contexts rangingbetween
ca. 425 and the early second quarterof the 4th century B.C. Two varieties, below, of pitchers with trefoil
mouths, Trefoil Pitcher I and II, are attested only in the Hellenistic period.
Some observations applying to the pitchers in general will be useful for dating, particularlyof fragments. Two forms of base are used in the pitchers. The first is a circular indentation of the bottom
18 Deposit 14: 733 and C-35-638.

19There is a single example of each of these forms and the two are thought to be from two different,unidentified,
foreigncentersof manufacture.C-47-476,Deposit 113, is possibly to be dated ca. 200 B.C.: similarbolster thumb-grips
appear on the handle fragmentsAthenian Agora P 4043-4044, Thompson C71, C 72. C-48-195,Deposit 110, is of
ca. 150 B.C.
20 Three round-mouthpitchersare incompleteand hence cannot be certainlyclassified.C-37-537,Deposit 79, late
5th or early 4th centuryB.C. (possibly an early Round-MouthPitcher I). C-53-57, Deposit 88, ca. 350 B.C. (possibly
foreign?).C-48-34,Deposit 112, Hellenisticprior to 146B.C. (possiblyRound-MouthPitcherI).
21 C-60-247, Deposit 21. Indented bottom; hemisphericallower body; low, straight shoulder; neck with concave
at outershoulderand base of neck; dull glazestripesimitatingstrokeburnishing.
profile;archedhandle;semi-articulation
22
Deposit 80: C-37-557; C-37-569; C-37-576. Deposit 21: C-60-246.Deposit 14: C-35-641; C-35-642.
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servingas a base.23It occurson the HydriaPitcher,Round-MouthPitchersI and II, and on Trefoil
PitcherII. In examplesof these varietiesdated between450 and 350 B.C. the indentationis shallow.
In those of ca. 325 to 275 B.C.it is moderatelydeep. In those of 225 to 146 B.C. it is verydeep. The
second variety,a thin but distinctdisk base, is at presentattestedonly in examplesdating between
ca. 425 and 300 B.C.,in Round-MouthPitcherIII and TrefoilPitcherI. The body formsare in general
at the shoulderis seen only between450 and 400 B.C.,in the Hydria
well rounded.Semi-articulation
Pitcherand in Round-MouthPitcherII. Sharparticulationhere is seen only in a foreignpitcherof
ca. 200 B.C. (C-47-476;p. 137, footnote 19). A very distinct shoulderstop is seen only in the earliest
exampleof Round-MouthPitcherI of ca. 450 B.C.Subsequentexamplesof this form show sometimesa
blurredreminiscenceof the shoulderstop down as late as the end of the 4th centuryB.C.The neckin
most forms is in a continuouscurveof profileeitherwith the shoulderor with the shoulderand body.
her
and Round-Mouth
Pither
In only two varieties,t
II, in examplesdatingbetween450
and 400 B.C., is it an elementof the form distinctfrom the shoulderand body, with articulationat
its base. In all varietiesit is in greateror less degreeconcavein profile.The mouth is accentuatedby
wheel grooves(two) beneathit in only one example,of 450 B.C., the earliestRound-MouthPitcherI.
Roundmouthsof simpleprofileoccurthroughoutthe periodfrom450 to 146 B.C.Thereis no discernible differencebetweenearlierand later exceptthat the profileof the singleexampleof Round-Mouth
PitcherII, of ca. 400 B.C.,has a low bevelas opposedto the plainroundingof the others.A steepbevel
withoutand a slantedgroove withinappearonly on the HydriaPitcherof 450 B.C. The form of the
mouthsof the two foreignpitchersstandapartfrom the Corinthian.In one, C-48-195,of 150B.C.,the
mouthis simplyroundedbut aroundthe edge appearsa thin wheel-rungroove,and withinthe profile
has a slight recessto receivea lid. In the other, C-47-476,of 200 B.C., the profilewithinis concave,
with also a flangefor a lid. A plain straphandleis employedon all Corinthianvarieties.The strap
handleform whichrises only to the level of the lip is employedthroughout,from450 to 146 B.C.,and
the only notabledifferenceamong them is that in examplesof the 5th centuryand early 4th it is by
comparisonovoid in section, while in later examplesthe outer and inner surfaceapproachflat. The
only exampleof a straphandlewhichrisesabovethe lip is of ca. 400 B.C.,in the one exampleof RoundMouth PitcherII. In the handleagainthe two foreignexamplesare distinctive.The thin straphandle
of C-47-476,of 200 B.C.,has above a rotellethumb-grip.The handleof C-48-195,of 150B.C.,is of the
twisted-ropevariety.
The fabricmight be expectedto show a pronounceddifferencebetweenClassicaland Hellenistic,
but in the Corinthianthereis little changeto be seen. The Classicalpitchersare perhaps(thoughnot
always)a shadebetterin finenessand in smoothnessof the surfaceand the formsmay be a bit more
carefullyexecuted,but not much.In fabricand executionof form two Hellenisticpitchers,surprisingly
enough,are muchthe best: the two foreignexamples.
In a kind of decorationa strongerdistinctioncan, however,be made betweenCorinthiancookingwarepitchersof Classicaltimes and those of Hellenistic.In many examplesof 450 to 350 B.C.closely
but irregularlyspaced,long, verticallines of dull glazearepaintedon the exterior.Thesearenot known
on any exampleof laterdate. Theymay appearonly on the neck or only on the shoulder,or they may
appearas long continuouslines on both neckand shoulderor on neck,shoulder,and body downnearly
to the base.24These evidentlyare a late, traditionalreminiscenceof a much older practiceof stroke
23An indentedbottom also appearson two othercooking-wareshapes,a bowl with verticalrim, 709, and an imported

deep stew pot, C-47-303,Deposit 106, both of ca. 200 B.C.
24Cooking-warevesselsfrom Isthmia,from an evidentlycontemporarydepositof ca. 350 B.C. (Deposit 16), also show
decorationof this kind. On three one-handled,open chytrai,IP 2234, IP 2236, and IP 2241, verticalstrokesextendfrom
the lip to the shoulder.In IP 2234 they are dull black-glazestrokes,in IP 2236 the glaze is a dull yellow, in IP 2241 the
strokes are more inconspicuous,much the color of the clay (just possibly real stroke burnishing).A stew pot, IP 2243,
shows strokesof dull glaze in the same position. A cooking-warepitcher,IP 2233,shows an unusualvariation.Thereare
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burnishingattested in Corinth as early as the last quarterof the 7th century on cooking pots.26A special
treatment of the shoulder, with somewhat swirled incised lines, appears only once, on an example of
Round-Mouth Pitcher I, 724, of ca. 325 to 300 B.C. This kind of decoration may also be a vestigial
survival of stroke burnishing.
The clay employed in all varieties attributed to Corinth is sufficientlyconsistent in texture to suggest
that they are all of a single local center of manufacture(above, p. 117), i.e. that they are all of Corinthian
manufacture, although no doubt produced in several different workshops. Perhaps the best indication
for local manufacture is provided by the long, consistent tradition of form and shape development
seen in the series of Round-Mouth Pitcher I and the probable end of production of this form coincident
ththe
with Mummius' destruction of the
tye Theofreminiscence of the earlier practice of stroke burnishing
city.
in also ties in this series with the Corinthian tradition. The other, more
which appears on early examples
sparsely represented shapes can be associated with this series in various ways. The full range of clay
colors in these is within the range of those of the Round-Mouth Pitcher I series. They are also to be
related in aspects of form which would seem to indicate the same tradition, e.g. the indented bottom
(Hydria Pitcher, Round-Mouth Pitchers I and II, Trefoil Pitcher II); similar body, neck and lip forms
(Round-Mouth Pitcher III); similar handle form (all but Round-Mouth Pitcher II). The practice of
decoration with glaze lines is shared by all varieties produced prior to 350 B.C. For Trefoil Pitcher II
possible evidence for local manufacture is seen in 748 whose warped form may be a result of a kiln
mishap, though there may be other circumstancesto account for its present condition.
A possible indication of foreign manufacturemay be seen in the pitchers of several varieties in which
the clay is fired a slate gray. Most are of warmercolors, from tan to brown to brick red, often mottled.
Presumablyall would have been fired in an oxidizing atmosphereand the gray must representa different
composition of the clay, perhaps one with a high percentage of manganese. It does not seem necessary
here, however, to assume that clays of different composition could not be used in a single center, and
certainly the use of clay of only one type of composition is not characteristic of earlier Corinthian
pottery.
All varieties appear to have been wheelmade. The potters, no doubt to decrease porosity, took care
in all periods represented to provide a fairly smooth surface on the exterior, with the result that few
traces of the wheel are visible here, but on the interiorthis precautionwas evidentlynot thought necessary,
and wheel marks are frequently seen within the neck and on the inner surface of the body. The clay
of all varieties of the entire period from 450 to 146 B.C. is of a uniform degree of thinness. Sizes vary
between heights 0.31 + and 0.15 m.

Round-Mouth Pitcher 126 722-745, Pls. 34, 63.
Early to final stages, ca. 450 to 146 B.C.
Deposits: 14, 22, 24, 29, 34, 45, 46, 79, 90, 94, 98, 103, 110, 112, 113, 118.
Instead of a foot or base these pitchers have a circular indentation on the bottom the edge of which
serves adequately to stabilize the vessel. The deep, broad and well-rounded body profile constricts
the normalverticalstrokeson the neck, but also thereare horizontalglaze stripes,irregularlyspacedat intervalsaround
the body. It is a flat-bottomedvariantof Round-MouthPitcherI. This kind of decorationdoes not appearon IP 2235,
a fourth chytra,presumablya symptomthat the practiceis at this time beginningto be abandoned.
25 On two one-handledchytrai,C-62-639,C-62-640.Evidently"the verticalmarksof the paringknife" on Campbell
159-161 (not seen) of 550 to 480 B.C.are also strokeburnishing.
26 There are two other examplesof this series which are not includedin the cataloguesince it was not possible to
re-examinethem in connectionwith the preparationof the presenttext. C-40-419,Deposit 36, withoutcomparisonwith
the others,can only be dated within the limits of its context,which rangesbetweenthe last quarterof the 5th century
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graduallyabove, originallywithoutinterruption,to a relativelynarrowneck which flaresupwardto
an entirelysimple,rolledlip. A plain straphandlerisesverticallyfrom the outer edge of the shoulder
and curvesin sharplyabove to its attachmentto the lip. The clay of which the pitchersare formed
is fairlythin throughout.The qualityof manufactureis very satisfactoryfor the purposeand certainly
is technicallysuccessful.In the executionof the form, however,none of any part of the periodof productionshowsevidenceof reallycarefulattention.A fairlysmoothoutersurfacewas seeminglytechnically necessarysince throughoutthe long periodwheelmarkswere obliteratedon the exteriorthough
manyshowcleartracesof the wheelon the interiorsurface.The surfacecolor of the pitchersis of many
shadesbetweenbrickred and slate gray. For those of the lattercolor see above (p. 117).In the series
seven sizes have been distinguished:heights0.31+; 0.28+-0.27; 0.24+-0.23; 0.22+-0.21; 0.20+;
0.17-0.16; and 0.15 m. The representationin these size series is sporadicand though severalcover
wide rangesof the periodof productionthe largestsize is representedonly by very late examplesand
the two smallestsizes only by threefairlyearlyexamples.
Productionof this form in cookingfabricmay have begunas earlyas ca. 450 B.C. Contextevidence
indicatesthat productionhad certainlybegun by the years around400 B.C. One example,however,
withoutcertaincontext,733, Deposit 14, appearsto be antecedentin formto the rest of the seriesand
an estimatebackwardof ca. 50 years seemsindicatedfor it. The form is knownto have continuedin
productionto its probableend in 146B.C.27In connectionwith dating proposedbelow for specific
exampleswithinthe periodof productionit is to be noted that manyexamplesfrom use fillingsof the
South Stoa wells have been placedrelativelylate in the wide period(ca. 330-146B.C.) whichtheircontexts offer. This is in part due to their greaterresemblanceto those of 146 B.C. than to those of the
4th centuryand early 3rd. In part also their extensivepreservationsuggeststhat they accumulated
in the wells afterone of the latestcleanings.
Severalcriteriafor datingexamplesof the form can be suggested.Of these the degreeof indentation
of the bottom is one. It is quite shallowin those of 450 to 350 B.C., moderatelydeep by the time of
those of ca. 325-275B.C., verydeepin the time of thoseplacedlate, ca. 225-146B.C. A secondcriterion
concernsthe formof the body.In the earliestexample,733,it is wellroundedandwitha distinctshoulder
stop. This rotundform,with only an occasionalblurredreminiscenceof the shoulderstop, is prevalent
throughthe 4th century.In those of 300 to 146 B.C. the desiredform was evidentlya doublelentoid,
with no apparentlyintendedshoulderstop. In the neck a distinctlyconcavecurvein profileis characteristicfrom450 to 300B.C. From300to 146B.C. the curveis muchshallower.For the handle,the shape
withinthe period450-350 B.C. is fully known only in the earliest.In it it is nearlyovoid in section.
Those subsequentto 350 have a handlein which the outer and inner surfacesapproachflat. There
is no perceptibledifferencein any of these. The lip shows no definablechangethroughoutthe series,
and for fabriclittle differenceis evidentbetweenearlierand later save that in the two earliest,of the
5th century,it is a bit finerand has a somewhatsmootherfinish.

and the second quarterof the 3rd B.C. C-37-2390was found in a fillingwhich containedAugustanmaterialbeneaththe
foundationsof the pavingof the Roman Agora. A previousnote suggeststhat it was comparableto those of the time of
the destructionof 146B.C. Conceivablythe fillingfromwhichit comeswas Mummiandestructiondebristo whichmaterial
of the earlycolony had been addedpriorto the pavingof the area. Otherexampleswhich might belong to this seriesbut
which are incomplete,lackinglip or bottom or both, and hence not classifiable,are noted above (p. 137, footnote 20).
Examplesof other series (above, pp. 137-138) may, in an incompletestate, be confusedwith the presentseries.Similar
indented bottoms are seen on the Hydria Pitcher, Round-Mouth PitcherII, and Trefoil Pitcher II. Round-Mouth
PitcherIII is entirelysimilarto early examplesof the presentseriesexcept in having a disk foot.
27 A point somewhatin favor of local productionof the seriesis the
seeminglack of examples certainlydatableafter
the foundingof the Romancolony in 44 B.C. and of a stage of shapedevelopmentappropriateto that time (in this connection see footnote26, with referenceto C-37-2390).If the serieswerean importedone presumablylate 1st centuryversions
would have been availableto the early Roman colonists.
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One peculiarity in the treatment of the neck and upper shoulder will be of assistance, however, in
distinguishing those quite early from those subsequent. This has been discussed above (p. 138) with
regard to cooking-ware pitchers in general. In the three earliest, of 450 to 350 B.C.,long vertical, irregularly placed brush strokes in dull black glaze appear here. They occur in no later examples known
at present, though rough, incised strokes, perhaps a late survival, appear on the shoulder in one example
of 325-300 B.C., 724.
The purposes to which these pitchers could be put in household life are numerous. They are known
to have been used for drawing water from wells, since use fillings are the contexts of a large number,
even though, particularly in the large pitchers, the handles seem insufficiently strong for the purpose.
It was evidently expected that they would be used for carrying water from the water source, whether
well or fountain. The indentation of the bottom seems to have been specially devised for ease of carriage
on the head. The nature of the fabric implies, perhaps, that they were expected to be used over the fire,
presumably for warming or boiling, and some of those of lighter color, though not all, do show a type
of blackening which looks more like the effect of household cooking than of an accidental reducing
atmosphere in the kiln. The modern tea kettle comes to mind. Use of one-handled pitchers for cooking
is attested as early as the late Geometric period in Athens (Rodney S. Young, Hesperia, Suppl. II,
p. 199).
H. 0.31+
3rd century B.C., fourth quarter
722 (C-48-122), Deposit 110. H. 0.315; D. bottom
0.085; Depth of indentation 0.016; av. H. to
max. D. 0.12; max. D. 0.273; D. neck 0.088;
D. lip 0.127.
146 B.C.

723 (C-47-831), Deposit 46. Av. H. 0.312; D. bottom 0.08; Depth of indentation 0.012; H. to
max. D. 0.123; max. D. 0.275; D. neck 0.098;
D. lip 0.13.
H. 0.28+ and 0.27+
4th century B.C., fourth quarter
724 (C-60-288), Deposit 34. Av. H. 0.285; D. bottom 0.088; Depth of indentation 0.01; H. to
max. D. 0.11; max. D. 0.257; D. neck 0.087;
D. lip 0.13.
225-146 B.C.

725 (C-46-90), Deposit 118. Av. H. 0.288; D. bottom 0.085; Depth of indentation 0.015; H. to
max. D. 0.10; max. D. 0.256; D. neck 0.093;
D. lip 0.123.
726 (C-47-159), Deposit 98. Av. H. 0.282; D. bottom 0.078; Depth of indentation 0.013; H. to
max. D. 0.105; max. D. 0.254; D. neck 0.092;
D. lip 0.117.
727 (C-47-472), Deposit 113. H. 0.275; D. bottom
0.085; Depth of indentation 0.015; H. to
max. D. 0.115; max. D. 0.251; D. neck 0.089;
D. lip 0.12. Pls. 34, 63.
728 (C-47-473), Deposit 113. H. 0.27; D. bottom
0.075; Depth of indentation not determinable; H. to max. D. 0.095; max. D. 0.24;
D. neck 0.09; D. lip 0.112.

H. 0.24+ and 0.23+
400 B.C.

729 (C-37-545), Deposit 79. H. 0.234; D. bottom
0.073; Depth of depression 0.003; H. to max.
D. 0.098; max. D. 0.218; D. neck 0.093; D.
lip est. 0.118.
4th century B.C., fourth quarter
730 (CP-2169), Deposit 24. H. 0.246; D. bottom
0.075; Depth of depression 0.008; H. to max.
D. 0.09; max. D. 0.228; D. neck 0.078; D.
lip 0.109.
225-146 B.C.

731 (C-34-33), Deposit 94. H. 0.234; D. bottom
0.068; Depth of depression 0.011; H. to max.
D. 0.095; max. D. 0.192; D. neck 0.085; D.
lip 0.108.
146 B.C.

732 (C-47-830), Deposit 46. H. 0.243; max. D.
0.20.
H. 0.22+ and 0.21 +
450 B.C.

733 (C-35-640), Deposit 14. Av. H. 0.22; D. bottom 0.08; Depth of indentation 0.005; H. to
max. D. 0.085; max. D. 0.203; D. neck 0.09;
D. lip 0.114. Pls. 34, 63.
350 B.C.

734 (C-37-2510), Deposit 90. Av. H. 0.215; D.
bottom 0.063; Depth of depression 0.005; H.
to max. D. 0.09; max. D. 0.19; D. neck
0.082; D. lip 0.106.
4th century B.C., fourth quarter
735 (C-60-289), Deposit 34. Av. H. 0.22; D. bottom 0.06; Depth of depression 0.006; H. to
max. D. 0.088; max. D. 0.195; D. neck est.
0.092; D. lip 0.12.
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D. neck0.081;D. lip 0.113.Hesperia,XXXIV,
1965,pl. 3, b.
275 B.C.
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737 (C-47-475),Deposit 113.Av. H. 0.22; D. bottom 0.063; Depth of depression0.008; H. to
max. D. 0.078; max. D. 0.198; D. neck0.084;
D. lip 0.113.
225-146 B.C.

738 (C-47-158),Deposit 98. H. 0.224; D. bottom
0.062; Depth of depression0.012; H. to max.
D. 0.09; max. D. 0.195; D. neck 0.088; D.
lip 0.113.
739 (C-47-474), Deposit 113. Av. H. 0.022; D.
bottom 0.06; Depth of depression0.01; H.
to max. D. 0.09; max. D. 0.186; D. neck
0.082; D. lip 0.113.
740 (C-48-36),Deposit 112. H. 0.218; D. bottom
0.067; Depth of depression0.009; H. to max.
D. 0.08; max. D. 0.196; D. neck 0.09.
H. 0.20+
4th centuryB.C., fourthquarter
741 (C-63-687),Deposit 29. H. 0.205; D. bottom

0.055; Depth of depression 0.006; H. to max.
D. 0.075; max. D. 0.182; D. neck 0.084; D.
lip 0.106.
225-146 B.C.
742 (C-47-245), Deposit 103. Av. H. 0.205; D.
bottom 0.06; Depth of indentation 0.012; H.
to max. D. 0.07; max. D. 0.183; D. neck
0.082; D. lip 0.104.
H. 0.17 and 0.16+
4th century B.C., fourth quarter
743 (C-60-290), Deposit 34. H. 0.17; D. bottom
0.05; Depth of indentation 0.003; H. to max.
D. 0.07; max. D. 0.162; D. neck 0.074; D.
lip 0.098.
744 (C-60-261), Deposit 22. Av. H. 0.162; D. bottom 0.05; Depth of indentation 0.005; H. to
max. D. 0.06; max. D. 0.162; D. neck 0.078;
D. lip 0.102.
HI.0.15
3rd century B.C., first quarter
745 (C-60-270), Deposit 34. H. 0.15; D. bottom
0.048; Depth of depression 0.004; H. to max.
D. 0.06; max. D. 0.149; D. neck 0.072; D.
lip 0.094.

Trefoil Pitcher I 746, Pls. 34, 63.
Intermediate stage, 300 B.C.
Deposit: 34.
The single example has a thin, constricted disk foot, slightly concave beneath. The profile from the
base to the lip is continuous in curve, the body being rotund and with a low point of greatest diameter.
The aperture for pouring is broad (0.07 m.) as compared with that of (the later) Trefoil Pitcher II.
The thickened strap handle rises vertically from the outer shoulder and rounds smartly above to its
attachment to the lip. It is of slate-gray clay, thin, and of fairly good quality of manufacture.
The context, in the middle of which it has been placed, provides a date between ca. 330 and 275 B.C.
The limits of the general period during which this form was produced cannot now be suggested.
300 B.C.

746 (C-60-287),Deposit 34. H. 0.225; D. base
0.087; H. to max. D. 0.07; max. D. 0.19;
D. neck 0.073; D. lip 0.103. Pls. 34, 63.

Trefoil Pitcher II 747, 748, Pls. 34, 63.
Intermediate stages, ca. 200 B.C.

Deposits:44 (?), 112.
This variety has a fairly deep, indented bottom serving as the base. The profile is in a continuous
curve from base to lip. The aperture for pouring is moderately narrow (0.05 m.). The thickened strap
handle rises vertically from the outer shoulder and curves inward abruptly to its attachment to the lip.
The quality of manufacture of 747, fired a brick red, is good. 748 is badly warped and discolored,
including a large area of blackening. It could be used, though awkward, and was in fact found in the
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use filling of a well. It may be a still salable kiln mishap, though it seems also possible that its present
condition is due to having been involved in a subsequent intense fire, after which it was discarded down
the well.
The contexts of both provide only general suggestions for dating. For 748: between ca. 330 and 146
B.C. For 747, if it is actually from Deposit 44: some time between 250 and 146 B.C. The depth of the
indentation of the bottom corresponds to that of the Round-Mouth Pitchers of ca. 225 to 146 B.C.
The dating at 200 B.C. is thus an averaging of these indications. The limits of the general period of
production of this variety cannot now be suggested.
200 B.C.

747 (C-35-557), Deposit: perhaps 44. H. 0.21; D.
bottom 0.07; Depth of indentation 0.015;
H. to max. D. 0.08; max. D. est. 0.178; D.
neck 0.08; D. lip 0.106. Pls. 34, 63.

748 (C-48-35), Deposit 112. H. ca. 0.218; D. bottom 0.06; Depth of indentation ca. 0.10; av.
H. to max. D. 0.07; av. max. D. 0.175; av.
D. neck. 0.08; D. lip ca. 0.10.

Decanter28749, Pls. 34, 63.

Final stage, 146 B.C.

Deposit: 46.
The single example of this form in cooking ware has a flat bottom with wheel marks. The uninterrupted
bottom to the outturned, simply rounded lip is plumply piriform. The two plain strap
profile from the
handles are attached below, at an angle of about 450 to one another, on the outer shoulder. One rises
vertically to the level of the lip and arches downward to its attachment on the neck below the lip. The
other, canted slightly away from the first, rises in a curve to a point slightly above the level of the lip
before arching down to its point of attachment to the neck. Two fingers only and a thumb provide
the most convenient grip with either handle. The decanter is wheelmade of good quality, fairly thin
but substantial, red clay. The execution of the form is cursory, and no care was taken to remove traces
of the wheel from the exterior.
The relationship of this vessel to Decanter I (above, 282-286) has already been noted. It seems likely
that this is an adaptation in cooking fabric of that form.
It is, of course, not possible with a single example of a form to suggest the period of production
of the series to which it belongs. In view, however, of the much earlier tradition of decanter forms in
fine ware (above, pp. 57-62) a considerable period of production may well be anticipated. None
later are known at present, and if this decanter was indeed manufacturedin Corinth, it would, by date,
represent the end of the series. There is no indication on the vessel of use over the fire. It may have
seen use only as an unpretentiouswine pitcher.
146 B.C.

749 (C-47-829),Deposit 46. H. 0.184; D. bottom
0.078; H. to max. D. 0.07; max. D. 0.158;
D. lip 0.093. Pis. 34, 63.
28

For the name, see above, p. 57.
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750-779

INTRODUCTION

Blister ware was first isolated and named by Thomnpsonin 1933 (Thompson A 68, C 78, and pp. 470471). The pieces known at that time were all of the Hellenistic period, two vessel shapes and a lamp.
The period of production of this special fabric was extended backward to the years 460-420 B.C. by
Miss Pease (Pease, p. 259 and nos. 138-143), who published two additional shapes and suggested that
the pieces she published were of Corinthianmanufacture.Hellenistic lamps of the fabric were published
by Howland in 1958,1 and most recently, in 1964, vessels of ca. 450 B.C. and the third quarter of the
5th century found in graves of the North Cemetery at Corinth were added.2
Present knowledge indicates that blister ware was in continuous production from about 450, if not
a bit earlier, to 146 B.C. There is reason to believe that Corinth was an important center for its production during this time. It seems quite possible, however, that the ware was also produced in other
centers and that conceivably elsewhere this special fabric had been in production earlier than the initial
date now attested for Corinth.3If this ware was indeed produced in other centers there is no reason
why it should not have continued in them beyond 146 B.C. None beyond this date seem to be known
at present, however.4
Some vessels and lamps made of blister ware are very attractive in appearance. In general, however,

it is clear that the aesthetic possibilities of blister ware were not the main factor motivating the 300
or more years of demand for its production and supply. The primary reason obviously is that the fabric
is to an extremely high degree non-porous, far better in this respect than vessels and lamps of normal
fabric.5 This characteristic was evidently obtained by firing the pieces to a much higher temperature
than that used normally for firing clay, to such a high degree that the clay employed for them is extremely hard and brittle, approaching the stage of vitrification. The characteristic was found to be
desirable to prevent loss of oil in lamps in Hellenistic times. This evident use in connection with oil,
in addition to their shapes, suggests that the most numerous series of vessels, the squat aryballoi (below
750-775) and kindred larger jugs, were intended to contain either oil for household use or perfumed
oil, with either of which loss through seepage would be a factor worth considering and avoiding.
Of the shapes now known in blister ware the squat aryballos is the most numerous and probably
the most extensive in point of length of period of production. Of long duration also are largerjugs

1

Howland,Greek Lamps, pp. 91-94, Types 28 A and 28 B.

2 N. Cemetery, pp. 137-138.

3 Examplesgenerallysimilarin fabric (though distinguishablefrom that of examplesfrom Corinth)are known from
Nemea, now in the CorinthMuseum:Nem. P. 424, 428. All threeare miniaturehydriaiof the kalpisvariety,a shapenot
attestedin this fabric in Corinth.They come from a votive deposit to be publishedby Miss Marion Rawson. If Attic
analogyis pertinentthe kalpis forms indicatethat they are not earlierthan the late 6th centuryB.C.
4 Miss Judith
Perlzweigtells me that lamps in blister ware were apparentlyno longer in productionat the time of
Mummius'destructionof Corinthin 146B.C.
5 Blisterwarewould seem to be very satisfactoryas regardsporosity.A lamp of the fabricwas filled with olive oil in
1962 and allowedto stand for severalweeks to test this aspect. It showedlittle or no seepageat the end of the period.
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related in form.6 Other vessel shapes are rare. The duck askos (below, 776, 777) would have been very
suitable also for oil or perfume, and conceivably the filter vase as well (below, 778), though its function
is not clear. In the case of two drinking vessels, a mug shape, evidently inspired by an Attic form,7
and a cup, the decorative possibilities of the fabric may be the principal factor in their production, in
the one case the relief ornament, in the other the delicacy of the clay. The reason for the production
of the neck amphora8in blister ware is not as clear. Thompson A 68 is the only example of the unguentarium shape9known in this fabric. Three of these shapes were imitated in Corinthian in normal
fabric: the squat aryballos (see below, footnote 14), the jug (e.g. Pease 128), some examples provided
with a ring foot, and the mug (C-37-511, Deposit 79). Four neck amphorae in normal Corinthianclay'0
may have been produced under the influence of blister ware since their shoulders are decorated with
rows of impressed "thumb prints," a type of decoration known in blister ware. The existence of these
copies has been taken to support the view that Corinth was an important producer of blister ware.
The existence of the two long shape series, consistent in tradition, also contributes.-"
The criteria for dating vessels of this fabric includes considerationsof fabric. The vessels now known
of the 5th and 4th centuries are made of clay of normal, if not slightly substantial, thickness. Evidently
the surface color desired in this period was dark, on the order of slate gray, though accidentallyoxidized
or partially oxidized examples are known. The vessels and lamps of the Hellenistic period, on the other
hand, are much lighter in respect to thickness of the clay and it seems that the production of surfaces
of warm tones through oxidizing firing was often, if not always, the intention. This seems true of one
Hellenistic aryballos below, 775, and the cup 779. These are of very thin clay and fired completely a
light buff. The Hellenistic lamps are of fairly thin clay. Many are completely fired in warm tones, though
some are dark.
Considerations of fabric also appear to have bearing on the curious fact that the floruit for vessels
in this fabric in Corinth is the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. They are numerous in these years, very rare
thereafter. Quite likely the reason for the strong decline in the quality of production of vessels in this
fabric in Hellenistic times is that in this time the need for non-porous containers for oil or perfume
was being supplied from abroad by the technically and, at least in the early stages, aesthetically very
superior unguentaria.12 These, according to present evidence (see p. 99), first began to be imported
into mainland Greece in the third quarterof the 4th century. Demand for them seems to have developed
quickly and their desirability, as is well known, persisted without interruptionthroughout the Hellenistic period. They evidently severely restrictedthe market for blister-warevessels.
Conceivably the generally thinner fabric of Hellenistic blister ware may have been introduced in
emulation of the very thin unguentariumfabric. It may be that the extremely thin fabric seen in the
aryballos, 775, and the cup, 779, represents early attempts along this line, a phase of brief duration
which had to be abandoned for practical reasons because of great fragility, and that producersof blister
ware subsequentlyin the Hellenistic period revertedto a rather more substantial, though still relatively
thin, fabric. At least the filter vase, of 146 B.C., and the Hellenistic lamps which have been examined
are appreciably more substantial in fabric than the aryballos and cup. It is odd that the possibilities
6 Pease 139-141; N. Cemetery,364-6, 382-2; Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. 85, E 10; and a good many other unpublished
examplesin Corinth.
7 Two examples,Pease 142, 143. Cf. A.R.V.2,OinochoeShapeVIII.
8 C-60-244,Deposit 21, probablyof the last quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.
9 The neck and lip are incorrectlyrestoredin Thompson,fig. 9. A 68 was first identifiedas an amphoriskos.Some
earlyunguentariado, in fact, have vestigialhandlessuch as appearon it.
10C-37-467,C-37-468,C-37-469,all of Deposit 79; and C-36-551.
11ProfessorJackL. Bensontells me that a few examplesof blisterwarewerefound in the Potters'Quarterat Corinth
but that thereis no reasonto supposethat blister-warevesselswere actuallyproducedthere Presumablythe blister-ware
vessels found at Corinthcould have been producedin a factory located elsewherein the city.
12
I.e., those of the best known ware,describedby Thompson,pp. 472-474.
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of blister ware for lamps seem not to have been realized until Hellenistic times. No Classical lamp
of the fabric is at present known.
Among the other criteria for dating there is a technical aspect of the formation of the vessels. None
of the examples of the 5th and 4th centuries examined provides indication that it was formed on the
wheel. That is to say, none of the bodies at any rate. These appear all to have been handmade. It is
conceivable that necks and lips may have been wheel thrown and attached separately. Production of
handmade vessels is a curious phenomenon at so late a period, but the probabilitythat it is so is strengthened by the evidence of the Hellenistic filter vase and lamps. On these traces of the wheel are clearly
evident. It would appear that wheelmade blister-warevessels are a phenomenon of the Hellenistic period
only. The present evidence, however, does not provide indication of the time within the Hellenistic
period when the wheel began to be employed for them.
In connection with the squat aryballoi below it has been indicated that the main criterion for dating
them concerns the impressed and incised decoration appearingon their walls, and that, on this criterion,
they can be dated as closely, within a quarter of a century probably, as examples of other shape series.
The elements of the shape, however, perhaps due to their having been made by hand, offer no criteria
for dating. The same may be true of other 5th and 4th century vessels of blister ware. Future study of
the shape series not published here13will no doubt indicate whether it is or not. The decorative schemes
which are used in the aryballoi, impressed vertical ribbing and incised vertical lines, also appear on
a number of the jugs and may go through on them a similar evolution. Other kinds of decoration
also appear on shapes other than the aryballos. Relief hobnails, closely spaced, are attested on the
mugs. Rows of thumb-printimpressionsand ones of a lunate design, probably fingernailimpressions,are
attested on the jugs. The latter two are sometimes employed in connection with an impressed and
incised encircling ivy garland. The duck askos has, exceptionally, five zones of incised motifs:
herringbone, wave pattern, ivy garland, zigzag line, and closely spaced dots. These other decorative
motifs may perhaps prove to be of brief duration or to show patterns of evolution which will help
to make the series on which they appear chronologically useful. For the wheelmade vessels of
Hellenistic times criteriafor dating can be suggested only when sufficientexamples and further evidence
are available.

SHAPE HISTORIES

VESSELS FOR OIL OR PERFUME
ARYBALLOS
SQUAT
750-775, Pls. 35, 64.
Initial to late stages, ca. 450 to 300 B.C.
Deposits: 10, 11, 20, 22, 35, 36, 39, 43, 79, 81, 87, 102, 106.
These vessels have a flat or slightly concave, broad bottom. The body is low, greatest in diameter
at the bottom, the wall profile constricting in diameter as it rises, giving the body the general outline
of the top of a mushroom. The neck is slender, concave in outline. The thin lip is low and flares widely
in profile. The narrow handle, when preserved (rather rarely), is of the strap variety. There is no real
articulationemployed to set off the elements of the form from one another. The entire outline is essentially
a single continuous curve. All examples are small, ranging in height between 0.05 and 0.075 m., in
greatest diameter between 0.07 and 0.093 m., and there seems to have been no intentional distinction
of sizes.
13 I.e., particularlythe jug series and its imitationsin normal Corinthianclay. The mug is perhaps,in blisterware,
a shape of brief duration.Neither of these shapesis known to have been producedduringthe Hellenisticperiod.
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The clay of which they are made is of normal thickness, fired to an extremely high temperature.
One exception, the latest example, 775, is extremely thin. Typical blisters which give the ware its name
are comparativelylittle in evidence on the exteriors among the present examples except for the bottom,
on which they appear frequently. They do appear on the exteriors of the two latest examples, however.
Broken examples show them on the interior. The appearance of the aryballoi suggests that the bodies,
een
made separately on
made
at least, may have been handmade. Conceivably the neck and lip may have been
the wheel. If the bodies were actually made on the wheel also, all traces have vanished in the high temperature of their firing, and certainly there is little to suggest the wheel in the body outlines.Presumably
they were fully glazed on the exterior surfaces, though if so the glaze is fully adherent. It would seem
that the intended effect was a black or slate-gray surface, though some are fired orange and others are
various shades between the two, often mottled or in streaks, no doubt accidentally partly oxidized in
firing. A single exception, the latest, 775, may have been deliberatelyfired a warm tone. Most examples
are decorated, either by impression or incision, the two latest examples being the only exceptions.
Conceivably this kind of decoration served asa kind of safety valve, preventing blisters from forming
on the visible surfaces. At any rate, it is notable that blisters have formed on the walls of only the two
latest, undecorated, aryballoi.
The period of production of this shape in this fabric seems to cover about 150 years. The initial stage
is to be placed in the vicinity of 450 B.C.,14possibly a bit on the upper side. The form seems certainly
to have continued down beyond ca. 330. The two latest examples come from contexts only widely
dated between 330 and 146 B.C. Their close resemblance in general form to those of ca. 350 and the
rarity of the shape in Hellenistic deposits suggests that they are to be dated high in range of their contexts. The latest has, accordingly, been placed at ca. 300 B.C. It is, however, of quite high quality, and
we may not, then, have the final stage of the form.15
Deposit evidence indicates that the main criterion for relative placement of examples of this series
concerns the decoration. The general trend is toward degeneration of the original motif. The original
motif in this case is evidently very pronounced, widely spaced, "pumpkin" ribbing, e.g. 750, which
goes through probably three successive stages of less strong, more shallowly impressed and more closely
spaced ribbing, e.g., for the first, heavy ribbing: 751; for the second, moderately ribbed: 752-754;
for the third, closely spaced ribbing: 755-761. The most advanced of these is to be placed, by deposit
evidence, in the first quarter of the 4th century B.C. In the final stage of this decoration the original
ribbing is reduced to fine, lightly incised, closely spaced, vertical lines: linear aryballoi. This kind of
decoration was evidently current in the second quarter of the 4th century.16It may well have continued
for a little while beyond 350 B.C. It would seem, and this is a natural progression, that decoration was
evidently abandoned entirely, as indicated by the two latest examples.
Two minor criteria for dating are also indicated, both for future testing when more examples and
evidence are available. They concern the fabric and the handle form. It is conceivable that toward
the end of the 4th century, the normal fabric of serviceable thickness, fired dark, was abandoned in
favor of extremely thin clay of almost eggshell thinness and delicacy, fired buff, of which the single,
last aryballos, 775, is an example, and that these may in the future provide distinctions between Classical

14 751, from Deposit 10, is of 460-420 B.C. Other aryballoi,which, to judge from illustrations,seem to be of a very
early stage, come from graves in the North Cemeterydated ca. 450 B.C. and in the third quarter of the century:
N. Cemetery,354-3; 355-4; D 11-a.(Note that 364-6 and 382-2 belongto a differentshapeseriesof smalljugs, the shape
on the orderof Pease 139-141; also, that D 14-bappearsto be somewhatlaterthan the thirdquarterof the 5th century.)
750 seems typologicallyto be earlierthan any of the publishedaryballoi.
15 The fragment,ThompsonC 78, if it is indeedcontemporarywith its context, would seem to indicatethat the shape
continuedto be produceduntil ca. 200 B.C.
16 Two aryballoiso decorated,IP 2230 and IP 2231, from the IsthmiaPotteryPit, Deposit 16, are of ca. 350 B.C. by

context: Broneer, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pl. 12, f; Isthmia, II, p. 41, note 37, pl. 19, d.
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and Hellenistic aryballoi. The handle form of the same aryballos is also unprecedentedand may be a
criterion of late date: the effect of a double loop handle is given to what is essentially the earlier, canonical strap handle, by a strong, vertical line of incision. The aspects of thinness, light color, and forms
of handle are paralleled in the blister-warecup, 779, also of late date with respect to the aryballosseries.
The deposit evidence indicates that there is no essential change in the basic form over the long period
of production. This is a very unusual phenomenon and it may well be a point in favor of the thought
that these aryballoi were handmade, in addition to the exceptional lack of real articulation.
The form was closely imitated in normal Corinthian clay. Three of the imitations are decoratedwith
very advanced ribbing and two are linear.17The interiors of two broken examples have traces which
may indicate that they were wheelmade but none of the exteriors suggests this. All were covered with
black glaze.
Pumpkin ribbing
ca. 450 B.C.
750 (C-36-1057), Deposit 11. P.H. 0.036; max. D.
0.074. Neck, lip, and handle missing. PI. 64.
Heavy ribbing
5th century B.C., third quarter
751 (C-34-1028), Deposit 10. H. 0.06; max. D.
0.074. Handle and part of lip restored. Pease
138. P1. 64.
Moderately ribbed
5th century B.C., fourth quarter
752 (C-32-38).
753 (CP-464).
754 (CP-465). H. 0.057; max. D. est. 0.078. PI. 64.
Closely spaced ribbing
4th century B.C., first quarter
755 (C-47-878), Deposit 81.
756 (C-31-418), Deposit 20. H. 0.058; max. D.
0.073. Asklepieion, pl. 49, no. 34. PI. 64.
757 (C-37-416), Deposit 79.
758 (CP-463).
759 (C-37-415), Deposit 79.
760 (CP-20).
761 (C-31-417), Deposit 20. H. 0.061; max. D.
0.088. Asklepieion, pl. 49, no. 33. PI. 35.

Linear
4th century B.C., second quarter
762 (C-38-592), Deposit 35.
763 (C-40-423), Deposit 36.
764 (C-38-629).
765 (C-31-15), Deposit 39.
766 (C-40-424), Deposit 36. Hesperia, XVII, 1948,
pl. 85, E 11.
767 (C-53-227), Deposit 43.
768 (C-38-628). H. 0.06; max. D. 0.083. PI. 64.
769 (CP-21).
770 (C-53-229), Deposit 43.
771 (C-46-119), Deposit 87.
772 (C-47-873), Deposit 81.
773 (C-60-255), Deposit 22.
Undecorated
ca. 325 B.C.
774 (C-47-297), Deposit 106. P.H. 0.068; max. D.
0.093. Handle and most of lip missing. PI. 64.
Undecorated, thin fabric
ca. 300 B.C.
775 (C-47-228), Deposit 102. Bottom and much
of wall missing. P.H. 0.055; max. D. est. 0.09.
Pls. 35, 64.

DUCKASKOS776, 777, PI. 64.

Earlystage,shortperiodof production(?),4th centuryB.C.,last quarter.
Deposits:38, 102.
Thenearlycompletepiece,776,18hasthe schematizedformof a duck.Thefragment,777,is verysimilar
to it in decorationand evidentlyalso came from a form modelledfreehand.It may have come from
17
Closely spacedribbing,first quarterof the 4th century:C-47-874,Deposit 81; C-37-466,Deposit 79; and CP-466.
Linear,second quarterof 4th centuryB.C.:C-53-228,Deposit 43, and C-47-266.
18 Since this was writtena
large section of a very similaraskos has been cataloguedfrom context pottery, C-32-290.
It suppliesthe form of the neck and lip missingin 776. They are exactlythe same as in the blister-waresquat aryballoi.
The upperwall has zones of incised decoration,from bottom to top: herringbone;a swirlingtendrildesign; ivy; and,
at the top behindthe neck, closely spaceddashes.
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a similar vessel, though some other theriomorphic shape is not excluded. They are both made of clay
of normal and substantialthickness,smoothly finished on the exteriorsurfaces.No blistersare in evidence.
Both were evidently covered with a dilute glaze which has fired a mottled, slate gray and buff. Both
are decorated with incised patterns, 776 beneath the glaze, 777 through the glaze.
Their close similarities indicate that they are nearly contemporary. The approximate date for them
is indicated by the context of 776, a range between ca. 325 and some time in the second quarter of the
3rd century B.C. 777 is regardedas much earlier than its context, a filling associated with the destruction
of Corinth in 146 B.C. The substantial fabric provides a suggestion for a date for them high in the range
of the context of 776 on the analogy of the squat aryballoi (750-775). For them it has been suggested
that the characteristic5th and 4th century substantial fabric was abandoned in favor of a much lighter
fabric in the late years of the 4th century.
4th century B.C., last quarter
776 (C-60-68), Deposit 38. Neck and lip missing.
Sections of upper body, lower body, and bottom restored. P.H. without handle 0.054;
P.L. 0.122; max. W. 0.073; bottom W. est.
0.045; L. est. 0.07. Flat bottom, oval in plan.
Lower wall nearly straight in profile. Slight
articulation at join of lower and upper walls;
at front at this level, just below the missing
spout, an oval indentation 0.015 x 0.012 m.,
probably a thumb impression. The upper wall
is decorated with a series of zones of incised decoration separated from one another

by an incised line. These encircle the top
longitudinally, interrupted below the neck
and handle. Bottom to top: herringbone;
wave pattern; ivy garland; zigzag line. The
triangular area behind the handle has closely
spaced dots. The handle, nearly circular in
section, is decorated on top with closely
spaced incised diagonal lines. PI. 64.
777 (C-34-1645), Deposit 102. Fragment. Max.
dim. 0.028. A line of sharp articulation near
the lower break. From it outward, a longitudinal line of herringbone and ivy. No line
separating the two. P1. 64.

VESSELS FOR OTHER PURPOSES
FILTERVASE778, Pis. 36, 64.

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 46.
The single example of this form, fragments only, had a flat bottom. The deep body has a convex
profile greatestin diameterin the lower part. The funnel-shaped,high lip, straightin profile, much greater
in diameter above than below, is distinctly set off from the body. The attachments of the vertical strap
handle are preserved at the base of the neck and on the outer shoulder. Presumablythere was a spout
on the wall but of this no indication is preserved. Five vertical holes 0.005 m. in diameter pierce the
bottom of the lip inside between it and the body cavity. The clay of which it is made is of normal
thickness. There are distinct wheel marks on the interior of both body and lip. Blisters appear on both
the exterior and the interior. The core is gray. The exterior was evidently covered with a slip which
has fired various shades of buff with some gray mottling.
The context of this example provides its date and is the evidence for continuation of production
of blister-ware vessels down to the time of the destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C.
146 B.C.

778 (C-47-853),Deposit 46. H. est. 0.14; D. body
est. 0.10; D. lip est. 0.07. Pls. 36, 64.
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Initial stage, ca. 300 B.C.
Deposit: 98.
The single example of this shape has a flat bottom and a rotund body profile, greatest in diameter
below the middle. The low lip, straight in profile, is sharply set off from the wall. The thickened strap
handle is attached at the middle of the wall and at the edge of the lip, with a triangular projection at
each side at the upper attachment. On its outer surface a strong groove runs the entire length, giving
the effect of a double rolled handle. The clay is of eggshell thinness. Small blisters and craters are in
evidence inside and out. There are some lines on the interior which suggest rotary manipulation of
the shape but other irregularitiesin profile and plan suggest that they are due to hand formation rather
than wheel. Evidently the cup was covered inside and out with a slip which has fired a warm buff.
The context from which it comes provides only a general dating between ca. 330 and 146 B.C. A
date early in the period is here suggested for it since its special and rare characteristics of extremely
thin fabric and light surface color and a resemblance in handle form are shared with a blister-ware
aryballos, 775, for which there is some indication of a date early in the Hellenistic period. The handle
form is also closely similar to that employed on some lamps, e.g. Broneer, TerracottaLamps, no. 175.
ca. 300 B.C.

779 (C-47-157),Deposit 98. Av. H. 0.06; D. bottom 0.045; max. D. 0.078; av. D. lip 0.066.
Pis. 35, 64.
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780-942

INTRODUCTION

Probably in archaeological studies and circles the term Megarian bowl will always be a current one,
and desirably so, since it is a good name. What it describes is readily apparent to all archaeologists
interested in Greek antiquity. The serviceabilityof the term, however, unfortunately becomes qualified
when one wishes to discuss Megarian bowls of various different centers and it will become more so
when more fabrics are localized. One can, of course, speak of the Megarian bowls of Athens, the Megarian bowls of Corinth, but Athenian Megarian, Corinthian Megarian, et al. are obviously not
desirable. And there is difficulty too with forms based on the bowl mould which are not bowls at all,
but quite other shapes (cf. Courby, p. 330, fig. 62). The name hemitomos,which may be the ancient one
for Athenian bowls of this kind (Pnyx, pp. 83-84; and Pontus Hellstrom, Labraunda,II, i, Pottery of
Classical and Later Date, Terracottas,Lamnps,
and Glass, Lund, 1965, p. 19), also involves complications
when other moulded forms are being considered (e.g., Athenian hemitomic amphora?). For purposes
of classification here, then, with regret, the more colorless term moulded relief ware is used. A more
succinct and at the same time more sharply descriptiveterm would be welcome.
Courby (chapterXX, pp. 327-366) some forty years ago distinguishedthe generalcategory of moulded
ware to which Corinthian belongs. He gave it the name of the bols a gla9ure, meaning bowls with a
high, glossy glaze, differentiatingit, rightly, from bols a vernismat, bowls with matt glaze. The distinction is generally an apt one, for in addition to differingpreferencesin the appearanceof the glaze there
are basic differencesbetween the two in traditions of shape and consequently in some aspects of decorative treatment. In the bols a gla9urehe isolated four classes, I, the bols a godrons;II, bols a bossettes
et a imbrications;III, bols a decor vegetal et floral; and IV, bols a decor varie et corolle vegetale. Thompson, subsequently studying the Hellenistic pottery of the Athenian Agora, made it clear that the major
center producing the bols a gla_ure was Athens. He retained Courby's classification, clarifying it by
defining the general chronology of the four classes relative to one another. He expressed the thought,
however, that a new form of classification would eventually be needed. This need has become very
apparent in the present study dealing with the Corinthian moulded ware. It would seem that the time
has come to take steps toward such a classification.
All students of moulded ware find and will find in Courby's work a never-failing source of ideas.
However, a much more numerous and varied corpus of moulded bowls is available than was at hand
for Courby. To treat the present material in a comprehensible way and to make provision for more
which will become known in the future requires a more general and more elastic terminology.Courby's
approach to a meaningful classification of the bowls, on the basis of the main emphases of decoration,
was certainly the correct one. That proposed and used here is essentially on the same lines as his and the
nucleus of his contribution will be found in all the present classes.
The present classification is threefold: (1) Foliage Bowls, in which are included Courby's II, bols a
bossettes et a imbrications, and III, bols a decor vegetal et floral, along with others; (2) Figured
Bowls, in which are included his IV, bols a decor varie et corolle vegetale; and (3) Linear Bowls, in
which, with other related groups, appears his I, bols a godrons. Each of the three, on the basis of the
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material we have now which is very extensive, is thought to be a basic class, representingone of, seemingly, the only three major interests in the design of moulded ware in Athenian pottery and its probably
very extensive circle of derivative local centers of manufacture, of which Corinthian is one. Imported
pieces found in Corinth testify to the existence of a considerable number of other centers of mouldedware production which also stemmed from Attic. A classification which will serve for Corinth applies
equally well to Athenian and to other fabrics presumably, in what might be called, for lack of local
designations, the Attic orbit. How well it may apply to the many centers of production of moulded
ware which followed other traditions, the bols a vernismat, has yet to be tested. It may apply in some
degree. It will be noted in this connection, particularlyin the Foliage and Linear Bowls, that reference
has been made to a large number of imported bowls found in Corinth of the non-Attic traditions. In
many cases it will be seen that there is a good deal in common in decorativeaspects between the Athenian
tradition and theirs. The application of the present classification to that category of bowls, however,
can be judged only by those who know them more familiarly.
The details of the definitions of the terms Foliage, Figured, and Linear are given in the introduction
to these classes below. In sum, they each refer to the major interest of the decoration on the walls of
the bowls. The sequence, Foliage, Figured, Linear, is a deliberate one. This is almost certainly the order
in which these classes were first introduced.
The exact date, or a close one, when moulded bowls first began to be produced in Greece has yet
to be defined. In the present study, 250 B.C. has been adopted as the approximatedate. It may conceivably
be late by perhaps a quarter century or so. It does not, on the other hand, seem at all likely on present
evidence that it is any later, at least in Athens. It may well prove that other centers did not take up
the practice of mould production of drinking cups contemporaneously with Athens.1 There may be a
period during which old wheelmade drinking-cup forms continued to be produced and used and a
consequent lag before the new kind of cup came into sufficient demand to be produced in local centers.
This may be the case in Corinthian.There is certainlyno strong indication at present that moulded bowls
were used or made to any extent in Corinth before ca. 225 or the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C.
And, on present evidence, some of the old Corinthian drinking-cupforms do seem to have continued
to be produced down into the later years of the 3rd century (e.g., articulatedkantharos, cyma kantharos,
Hexamilia kantharos), and one at least not only to that time but through it and beyond (conical bowl).
Foliage Bowls were almost certainly the first to be produced in Athens, ushering in the new form
of drinking cup and the new techniques of manufacture. The quality of bowls of this class considered
early is certainly high enough to inspire a world of imitation both of the designs and the techniqueof
manufacture. The leaf-and-tendril variety below, scantily represented in Corinth, was perhaps the
earliest of this class. No doubt it was quickly followed by the imbricate bowls and the pine-cone bowls,
and before too long, perhaps in the last quarter of the 3rd century, by the Foliage Bowls of encircling
design. Some of these varieties continued to be produced for some time, others may prove to have been
of short duration. It seems likely at present that Figured Bowls first came on the market in Athens
and Corinth some time in the last quarter of the 3rd century. They were still in very active production
at the time of the destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C., though probably for 10 or 15 years before that
the third of the major groups had been emerging, the Linear Bowls, which were to dominate production
in Athens during the second half of the 2nd century and perhaps into the earlier 1st century B.C.
The chronological framework of moulded ware is still in the very early stages of erection. The main
outlines are blocked out very roughly. General sequences are observable but all too seldom provable
by context evidence. In details of chronology the work has hardly begun. In devising the present major
1 It also seems possible that some Greek centersof pottery manufacturedid not take up the productionof moulded
bowls at all. Dr. JamesMcCredietells me, for instance,that only a veryfew fragmentsof mouldedbowls have been found
at Samothrace.I do not know if these are of local manufactureor are imported.
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classification of moulded ware much thought has been given to devising one which will be workable
in building up a relative chronology which in time can be resolved into one more nearly absolute. The
establishment, or suggestions of, criteria by which bowls may eventually be dated has been very much
in mind. In each major class some suggestions have been made as to approaches which may yield
chronological information.
In bowls in which much of the mould design was produced by hand, this applying particularly to
some examples of the Foliage Bowls and, I think, to all of the Linear Bowls here,2it would seem that
a general approach through the establishmentof stylistic groups would be the most rewarding.A stylistic
group hlereis meant in the sense of a single basic theme of decoration, e.g. the long-petal bowls. A
number of such groups have been outlined below in which the original theme and some of the subsequent
stages of its development in successive moulds can be suggested. In such groups, as one result, it has
been possible by inference to suggest that a sequence of mould designs will progress from an original
idea fairly difficult for a designer to produce in the mould toward one which can be produced with
greater ease and expedition, though an interest in the elaboration of the possibilities of the given theme
is also present. This trend toward ease of production is not a new one exclusiveto the Hellenisticperiod.
It is a very old one and a natural one, almost inevitable especially in freehand work. It underlies the
change from, for instance, Protocorinthianto Corinthian,from Attic black figureto red, and the gradual
abandonment of relief line in red-figurework is also on the same lines. In moulded ware itself it underlies
evidently the change from early hand work in the Foliage Bowls to the introduction of the individual
stamps which are used so extensively and evidently with great ease in advanced Foliage Bowls and in
the Figured Bowls. In the stylistic groups this trend has practical application for chronology in that
it puts one in a position to distinguishmould designs which, because of relative difficultyfor the designer
to produce in the mould, are apt to have been discarded and to have had relatively limited periods
of employment. One can, conversely, have a basis for opinion about those which would have been
employed longest.
In the Figured Bowls, whose decoration was entirely produced by stamping, the approach mutstbe
different.Here it would seem that relative chronology can best be established on its general lines perhaps
by means of the individual scenes represented. It seems likely that in the period of production of this
class of bowls the scenes were introduced not all at once but from time to time. One may, perhaps,
with good context evidence, succeed in defining the times of introduction of the various scenes. We
may also be able to define limited periods in which they were employed. Theoretically a scene once
introduced might be reproduced indefinitely; but is this necessarily so? Given a sequence based on the
scenes it shlouldbe possible, as a result, to do more with the auxiliary designs of medallions, corollas
and rim zones.
From bowl forms, also, some chronological information will eventually be obtainable. Some suggestions on this line are made here, though in general shape developmentcannot be expected to be operative
in moulded ware as it is in wheelmade vessels. Moulded forms are less subject to modification of an
establishledpattern and such changes of form as are distinguishableare subject to different,as yet hardly
explored, influences from those which prevail in wheelmade pottery.
That Corinth was a center of production of moulded ware is abundantly clear from the bowls thlemselves which are normally in a fabric as distinctively recognizable as Corinthian as any of the products
of earlier Corinth in its Orientalizing and black-figure styles, or for that matter, of the intervening
centuries which followed the end of production of Corinthian figured ware. Very recently, in 1965 and
1966, the evidence for local manufacturehas been further increased by the discovery of four fragments
of moulds for bowls, the first to be found in Corinth. These are catalogued in the Addendum below,
2 In this connection,however,a stamp for a long-petalbowl in Brussels(Musee du Cinquantenaire,inv. no. M 723)
should be kept in mind. Productionof lineardesignsin mouldsby hand was not, perhaps,a universalpractice.
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p. 186, 939-942. Three are for bowls of normal size, one for a large bowl. Three are for Foliage
Bowls, one probably for a Figured Bowl. Conceivably the proveniences of these pieces provide clues
for the location of a shop or shops which produced the bowls, whose place of manufacture at Corinth
(and, for that matter, that of Corinthian Hellenistic pottery in general) has yet to be determined. One
is from a well a distance to the west of the present village of Old Corinth, two are from the area occupied
in Roman times by the North Market, and one from an area in the northern part of the village, some
distance north of the North Market. Evidence of Corinthian manufacture is also provided by a badly
overfired,though still usable, bowl, 813. Its provenience, a well in the South Stoa, is clearly not pertinent
to the location of the workshop which produced it.
Incomplete potters' (or more probably, mould designers') signatures are found on a few Corinthian
bowls. The names include:
838. ]OAI[. Retrograde?
904. ? ]llP[

909. A/T[ ] or [ ]A/T[ ]
911. /
/A/Th3/ 3 to 6 letters /O/y
912. A/T[ ] or[ ]A/ T[ ]
913. ]A[ or A[ ]
914. ? ]P[ ?
915. ]A[ or A[ ]

Bowl forms of various sizes, from very small to very large, primarily of the normal drinking-cup
size, are the principal products of the Corinthian moulded-wareindustry attested at present. One form,
based on an Attic model, was evidently current from the beginning of production in Corinth to the
end of the city. It has a fairly flat medallion area, a broad lower wall, and a rim with a fairly high wheelmade section, slightly outturned above. One complete example, 802, Plates 36, 67, of the last quarter
of the 3rd century, is known and a fairly large number of time of Mummius,3representedby 843.
A very large proportion of the Corinthian bowls are of this form. Though Athenian in inspiration,
none of these bowls nor any other Corinthian bowl form employs the characteristicallyAttic embellishment of incised lines exposing red miltos (cf. Thompson, p. 454). A possible distinction between early
and late in this bowl form lies in the wheelmade rim, fairly vertical in the one early example, more

flaring in those of Mummius' time. Three pieces, a bowl, 805, Plate 37, and two fragments, 840 and 780,
illustrate a probably earlyy variety of bowl which is clearly related in form to the first in its basic moulded

section. The wheelmade section of its rim is, however, of minimal height, just enough to provide a
lip. Bowls with such rims are perhaps an inheritance from early Athenian bowl design of the middle
years of the 3rd century (e.g., Pnyx, 62, pl. 44). Of the time of Mummius two other bowl forms are in
evidence also. Both, representedby 919 and 921, Plate 36, are of a more conical form, the former with
a high wheelmade rim, the latter with one of moderate height. How long previous to Mummius' time
these forms may have been used in Corinth is not known. The latter conceivably had been improvised
fairly recently to suit its particularstyle of decoration, a linear one with relationship to the Macedonian
shield and coin type.
But few moulded shapes other than the drinking-bowl form were produced in Corinthian. Very
large examples of the most popular bowl form were probably made to serve as kraters,e.g. the Figured
Bowls with applique supports below, and a huge Linear Bowl, 901, Plate 38. A kantharos (?) form of
the time of Mummius, 850, Plates 38, 75, is attested, with a second perhaps of the same time, 792,
Plates 35, 65. The form of another piece, 912, signed and closely contemporary,is not yet determinable.
3

796, 797, 798, 807, 811, 821, 829, 843, 845, 933.

Other complete or substantially complete bowls without context dates are: 810, 813, 816, 842, 908.
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The average quality of Corinthian moulded ware is not high. It seems less high than it is because
of the characteristicfugitive Corinthian glaze and the wear of the often fairly soft clay. There are, however, a few surprisinglywell designed pieces.4One would like to think that their moulds were Corinthian,
not imported. There is possibly a little local inventivenessin figured stampsand some local imagination
in their use. Present pieces may well fail to provide a fully representativesampling of the Corinthian
industry. General considerations of the topography of Corinth from which they derive, the distribution
of the examples over the period of production, the paucity of pieces likely to be early, suggest that
perhaps we will be underestimatingthe quality of the industry if we judge it by what we know at present.
Those from a single, evidently well-to-do household, Deposit 46,5 are, for instance, in striking contrast
in quality to most of the others. Perhaps those from this deposit will prove to be more symptomatic
of the true potentialities of Corinthian production in moulded ware as we may come to know them in
the future.

STYLISTIC CLASSES
FOLIAGE BOWLS
780-795
INTRODUCTION

Ca. 250 to 146 B.C.

The term Foliage Bowls as here used is intended to include all bowls in which the main focus of
design and interest is in plant life of whatever kind, naturalisticallyrendered or rendered in a limited
stylized way. It is intended to be a comprehensiveterm under which stylistic groups additional to those
represented in Corinth may be included when they have been distinguished. The term would exclude
stylized representationsof foliage which fall more naturally under the class of bowls with linear decoration, below, in which, whateverthe basic element of the design, the interestof the designerand our interest
lies in the possibilities of patterns based on line. The term Foliage Bowls seems an apt one in that one
of the main focuses of interest in moulded-bowl design is clearly in motifs taken from nature, i.e., flora,
and the possibilities which they provided for composition of bowl decoration. The term thus includes
two of Courby's groupings, bols a bossettes et imbrications(Courby, p. 334) being one. These are the
pine-cone bowls and the imbricate-leafbowls such as those below. The other, bols a decor uniquement
vegetal et floral (Courby, pp. 334-337), applies only to the leaf-and-tendrilbowls, of which there are
Corinthianexamples also. Courby's two groupings are actually related, and fall readily under the present
more comprehensive heading, in that both are either closely or in a derivative way naturalistic.
This class of bowls is potentially a large one and probably many stylistic groupings can be made
within it. The Corinthiandesigners of Foliage Bowls are known at present to have interestedthemselves
in only a limited repertoire of this kind. A number of varieties of Foliage Bowls are known elsewhere.
Among these the difficult, probably initial style of Foliage Bowls, the leaf-and-tendrilstyle, is scantily
represented.The stamped imbricate patterns had evidently more appeal. In Corinthian, however, there
appears a style of foliage decoration of encircling composition (below, pp. 161-162), which has not
been isolated for attention previously. And a single Corinthian bowl, 795, may be the nucleus for the
formation of an additional style of normal (i.e. vertical) composition. This bowl is an astonishing
accomplishment in mould design in the general picture of Corinthian mould making known at present.
4780, 795.
5 Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pls. 13-14.
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bowlsalso suggestthat therewereCorinthianmoulddesigners
One or two fragmentsof leaf-and-tendril
of considerablecompetence.
The Corinthian style of mould design in the Foliage Bowls, as in other classes, seems to be derived
from the Athenian. In Athens the possibilities of foliage designs seem to have been much more richly
exploited. The likelihood of additional stylistic groupings in Attic Foliage Bowls can be suggested by

illustrationsof fragmentswhichdo not haveconnectionwiththe bowlsbelow,e.g. Schwabacher,
pl.VIIB,
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16; Pnyx, pl. 43, 57-59; pl. 46, 75-79, 81, 82. Still further stylistic groups are suggested by imported
bowls in Corinth which are also in the Attic tradition. They include examples of Foliage Bowls without
corollas (most of the Corinthian examples lack corollas also) and some in which a corolla is introduced,
as in Figured Bowls, to set off the main focus of attention on the wall. In the use of a corolla such
bowls have a link, presumably of chronological import, with the Figured Bowls, which are similarly

decorated.

Decoration with foliage is thought to be the earliest kind of decoration on moulded bowls. The period
during which foliage was of greatest interest in Athens probably lies within the second half of the 3rd
century B.C. Elsewhere, in derivative or other fabrics, the time of greatest interest may not coincide.
Outside Athens it seems perhaps to have had a recurring vogue and examples of it are known even

in the late days of Greekmoulded-bowlproduction(e.g. ThompsonE 79).

LEAF-AND-TENDRIL
BOWL6780-782, P1. 65.

Advancedstages,225 and 200 B.C.
The style of decoration which appears on the walls of these bowls was first distinguished by Courby
(pp. 334-337). Its chronological position among Athenian bowls was established subsequently by

Thompson(p. 455). Additionalexampleshave sincebeen providedby Schwabacher
(pl. VIIIB, 11-22),
and in Pnyx, 67-69, 71-74.
Courby used the name bols a decor uniquementvegetal et floral. In Pnyx this was translated as Leaf

it conveys
and TendrilBowlsand the nameis retainedheresince,thoughit is not fully comprehensive,
an idea of what seem to be the original,basic elementsof the style.A constantelementis the division
of the wall into perhapssix, eight, or sometimesmoreverticalareasby the placementof a single,long,
lotus petal or leaf at fairly wide intervals.The field betweenthem is often filled with grapevine(e.g.
ThompsonA 74). For this a more involved,delicatelyintricateconvolutionof tendrilsis frequently
substituted(e.g. ThompsonC 16, 17). On some, a tiny birdrests amongthe tendrils(ThompsonC 17),
or an even tinierEros is seen hovering(Schwabacher,
pl. VIIIB, 20-21). Tall spikes(ThompsonC 16)
may be substitutedfor some of the petals or leaves. These have been identifiedas the fruit stems of
the date palm. On one probablylate importedbowl at Corinth,C-30-144,a date-palmtree appears
in full as an additionalalternativefor the vine or the tendrils.
The style at its best is superlative. There is no difficulty in supposing it to be one of the earliest to
appear on moulded ware. The degree of technical skill demanded for the design of vines and tendrils
as they appear in the best of this style and the entirely splendid creative imagination which the best
exhibit warrant their position as the earliest, providing the initial impetus and enthusiasm for the whole

craft of mouldedware. Bowls of preciousmetal decoratedin this style are attested7to have provided
the suggestionfor the style and it may be thatjewellersor metalworkerswereemployedin earlywork
with the moulds for the pottery style.
6 Since this was writtena

fragmentof a mould for a bowl probablypertinentto this group as a late manifestationof

the style has been found, 939. It is catalogued in the Addendum below, p. 186.
7
Three bowls found in the Athenian Agora, P 5813, P 11436, and P 16621 were fully impressed in the mould from complete, probably gold, bowls.
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It is not easy yet to place the moment of the introduction of this style in Athenian moulded ware.
Thompson's suggestion, based evidently in part on the stratigraphical position of A 74, an early
example of this style, that moulded ware was introduced in Athens near the end of the first quarter
of the 3rd century B.C., seems a bit early in the light of information available since his writing. For
the present a date around 250 B.C. for the introduction of moulded ware in Athens seems preferable
and the introduction of the leaf-and-tendril style must be relatively contemporary with that introduction. The style evidently was current in Athens at least to the end of the 3rd century (Thompson
C 16, 17, 38). It seems not to have been produced in any great quantity, probably primarily because
of the infinitely intricate handwork involved in the delineation of vines and tendrils in the moulds
for effective representation of them. Producers of moulds turned more readily, it would seem, to the
design of moulds which could be produced, and with very attractive results also, with individual
stamps.
Corinthian evidence indicates that the style was adopted by other centers of bowl production outside
Athens and that in some of these it may well have persisted for some time into the 2nd century B.C.
Context evidence for this probably late and derivative phase of the style is at present lacking, aside
from the general chronological implications of its existence in Corinth. The character of mould design
and manufacture,and the bowl forms representedin imported examples of the style, however, suggest
this.8
In Corinthian the style may have been adopted from Athens9 during a fairly advanced phase of the
Athenian style. Only two very small fragments, 780 and 781, may be considered to be of this time.
A third, more hastily designed, is perhaps a bit later than they. None has context evidence for dating.
This absence, combined with the paucity of examples, makes the suggestion that the style was used in
Corinthian during the later years of the 3rd century only a working hypothesis.
225 B.C.

780 (C-34-2508). Upper wall and rim. Max. dim.
0.06. Rim: very low wheelmade section, outturned above. Rim zone, a line of small
carets, above a line. Wall, outline leaf and
rosette; cf. Pnyx, 67, for this combination.
P1. 65.

781 (C-28-53). Wall fragment. Max. dim. 0.04.
Leaf and tendril. PI. 65.

200 B.C.
782 (C-35-977). Edge of medallion and lower wall.
Max. dim. 0.038. Leaf (?) and tendrils with
dotted buds. P1. 65.

IMBRICATEBOWL

BOWL10
PINE-CONE
783-785, PI. 65.

Advanced stage, ca. 200 B.C.

The characteristicdecorationby which these bowls may be recognizedis unfortunatelynot clearly
this stylesinceall the impressionsareblurred,
discerniblein the threeCorinthianfragmentsrepresenting
or becausethe mouldsthemselveswere
in
the
moulds
eitherbecausethe bowls werepoorlyimpressed
of whatthe imbrisecondary.For thosein Greecethe nearestpinetreewill provideclearcomprehension
bowl
cone
and
a
For
look
like.
fragmentsare shown
others,
cate scalesof the decorationare supposedto
in Pnyx, pl. 48. The cone scalesare often graduatedin size on the bowls, smallto largerfrom bottom
to top as are those on the actual cones. The only other decorativeelementof the Corinthianbowls
8 Imported pieces representing probably four different centers of manufacture in which the Attic bowl form was
employed: C-30-144 (vine, date palm, and tendrils); C-35-971; C-37-1567; C-37-2717; C-47-335, Deposit 109.
9 One Athenian example of the style, a fragment, is known at Corinth: C-29-202.
10There is one foreign example of these bowls, a fragment, C-35-936.
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which can be reported is the use of a single rim zone, formed by two lines, between which appears
an ivy-leaf guilloche, on 784. For the form, the three fragments may all be from different ones. For
785 one might suggest something like Pnyx, 94. 783 is evidently from a very large bowl where form
cannot be characterized.784 is a large example of a familiar variety, probably one with a broad lower
wall, the wheelmade section of whose rim is high (0.03 m.) and slightly outturned above. Aside from
the dimness of the impressions the quality of mould design and manufacture is good enough.
For the period of production of these rather rare bowls Corinth at present provides no evidence
by context, aside from the negative fact that such bowls do not occur in deposits related to the destruction of the city in 146 B.C. This fact, however, is in support of previous Athenian evidence and suggestions that the style is of earlier date (for Attic: Thompson, pp. 455-456, with reference to C 29 and
C 53; Pnyx, pp. 90-91). We may perhaps add a further suggestion in support of their ascription to a
fairly early period of production. It seems likely that we are justified in seeing in a type of decoration,
to which Courby gave the name bossettes (Courby, pp. 334 and 386; fig. 80, 6), and which we might
call pyramidalbosses, a late stylization of the pine-cone scale motif. Evidence that this type of decoration
is late is provided by an imported fragment,11C-48-87, Deposit 110, whose context is ascribed to the
Mummian destruction. Perhaps one may see a further,this time linear, stylization of the motif in designs
such as those which Courby described and illustrated (Courby, p. 386 and fig. 80, 7) as petits losanges
juxtaposes, juxtaposed lozenges. Even though these three, the pine-cone scales, the pyramidal bosses,
and the lozenges, may prove to be phases of one style of decoration, it will be perhaps best to retain
a differencein nomenclature for them, on the order of the names suggested here, since each is distinctive.
The evidence then, at present, can suggest for the pine-cone scale bowls a date on the earlier side
of 200 B.C.,probablybetween 250 and 200. The rarityof the examples of the style may suggest that its
period was brief. The Corinthian pieces do not seem early in this style and are accordingly placed at
the end of its supposed period of production. The phase of pyramidal bosses may be expected to fall
within the first half of the 2nd century, being still known at the time of Mummius. The linear, juxtaposed
lozenges can perhaps be appropriately associated with the general linear style of 160 B.C. and later.
ca. 200 B.C.

783 (C-30-148). Wall fragment of a large bowl.
Max. dim. 0.062. Curvature of profile nearly
flat. Interior glaze almost entirely fugitive.
P1. 65.

784 (CP-909).Fragmentof upperwall and rim of
large bowl. Max. dim. 0.06; D. lip est. 0.20.
Rimzone:ivy-leafguillochebetweentwolines.
785 (C-31-481).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.069.
Smallscales:evidentlyfrom lower wall.

BOWL DECORATEDWITH SMALL,VEINED,POINTEDLEAVES

Elsewhere, in Attic and in at least one other foreign fabric, there seems definitely to have existed a
style of decoration in which closely spaced, small, diagonally veined, pointed leaves, imbricate, covered
the entire wall of the bowls. An example of the kind of leaf employed is seen on 850, Plates 38, 75. The
decoration was produced by repeatedimpressionsof a single stamp. In the finest work there is meticulous
graduation of sizes from very tiny around the medallion (perhaps made with the tip of the stamp) to
larger up the wall. Athenian bowls on which this style is certainly attested are: Thompson C 28, C 34,
and Schwabacher,pl. VII B, 19A, 19B, 22, 23. On bowls from Delos it may also be employed: Courby,
pl. XII, 8, 13. On a foreign bowl found in Corinth, C-47-274, Deposit 111, comparable leaf decoration
appears also.
11Two additional imported fragments with pyramidal
bosses, both without contexts, have been found in Corinth:
C-34-2340, and probably also C-35-877.
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The style is distinctive and deserving of attention. The present indications, provided by evidence in
Athens, are that it may be a fairly early style produced within the second half of the 3rd century B.C.,
and perhaps, in view of the rarity of such bowls, a style of brief duration. It is seen in Thompson C 28
and C 34, of about 200 B.C.These examples do not appear to be early in the aspect of mould design,
which is rather careless and hasty, n aspect which suggests that the early phase of the style lies on
the upper side of 200 B.C.The possibilities of the style and suggestions as to its appearancein its early
phase are perhaps best realized from some of the examples shown in Pnyx, pl. 47. These particular
pieces mnaybelong to the style but cannot be proved to be examples of it, for they are lower wall fragments, and the same leaf design is often used for corollas of Figured Bowls, sometimes extending far
up the wall. The style, completely imbricate,is not seen in Thompson's Group D of the mid-2nd century,
nor in Group E of the late 2nd and early 1st century B.C. Absence from these groups of examples of
the style is appropriate if indeed its period of production is earlier than that of these groups.
The existence of the style in Corinthian12
has yet to be demonstratedfor no bowl complete as to wall,
nor any fragment of upper wall, on which these leaves are employed is yet known.
There is no doubt that the use of these imbricate leaves as corollas was in practice in Athens at the
time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C.An Attic bowl of this time, C-35-115, Deposit 108,
demonstrates this. Thompson D 36, of the same time, shows a similar scheme of decoration. For how
long the leaves had been employed in this fashion has yet to be determined: perhaps from the point
at which figured decoration was first introduced. One may suppose, in view of their date, that two
Corinthian pieces of lower wall, 850, Deposit 98, Plates 38, 75, and 851, Deposit 117, may represent
figured bowls with corollas of this kind rather than completely imbricate bowls. Two other Corinthian
wall fragments and three foreign fragments,13all five without context, cannot be certainly classified
as one or the other. The Corinthian pieces have been catalogued below, for purposes of report, as
unclassifiedFigured Bowls.

786, 787, PI. 65.
Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit:15 112.
Elsewhere, in Attic and in other foreign fabrics, there existed a distinct style of decoration in which
closely spaced, imbricate, outline petal tips with a central spine covered the entire wall of the bowls.
The decoration was probably produced by repeated impressions of a single stamp. The size of the tips
in good work graduates from fairly small around the medallion zone (probably the top of the stamp
was used here) to larger and more elongated up the wall. The effect in the best examples, of a fairly
taut and naturalistically dynamic sheathing of the wall, is extremely pleasing. It is sometimes inconspicuously enlivened by the addition of a few feathered leaves, either in the top row or in one close
to the medallion.
There is no context evidence at present for the time of the introduction of the style. It seems likely
that it may have originatedin Athens, and one may suggest as a working hypothesis that it was introduced

BOWL DECORATED WITH ROUNDED PETAL TIPS14

A foreign fragment,top of wall and rim, C-34-2511,without context, is, however, evidentlyan example of the
productionof the style elsewhere.
13 Corinthian:852 and 853.
Foreign: C-35-683, C-36-2051,and C-37-1564.
14 Since this was writtena fragmentof a mould for a large bowl, with large stampedpetal tips, has been found, 940.
This is cataloguedbelow in the Addendum,p. 186.
A completebowl of normal size decoratedin muchthe samefashionhas also beenfound,C-67-56.Thegraduatedrows
of petal tips are, however,not stamped.Their outlineswere engravedindividuallyin the mould and the petal surfaces
are not plasticallyrenderedas in 940, but flat.
15
The contextsof importedbowls similarlydecoratedis also pertinent:Deposits 46, 107, 111, 112.
12
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there about 225 B.C. Examples found there, Pnyx, 60, 62-66, pls. 43-44,16 are clearly of the earliest
phase of the style on the grounds both of mould design and high quality of manufacture. They may
also claim to be early in bowl form. This is seen in the medallions of Pnyx, 63-66 for one aspect of
the form. It is also seen in Pnyx, 62 for the form of the rim in which only the barest minimum was added
on the wheel. Pnyx, 60 is probably still early, though it shows a bowl form which is connected, evidently
antecedent, to one prevalent in the 2nd century B.C.in Athens and elsewhere.
How long the style remained current in Athens is not yet known. The period of its production there
may have been short if its absence from Thompson's Group C is significant. The evidence from Corinth
may be taken to suggest that the style was, however, adopted in other fabrics, both in ones which adopted
the Athenian bowl form (i.e. on the order of Pnyx, 60), including Corinthian, and ones in which other
bowl forms were employed.17In both, Corinthian evidence attests that the style was still in production
at the time of Mummius' destruction of the city in 146 B.C. In two of the foreign fabrics the bowls of
this time decoratedin this style are of quite high quality. At what point the style may have been introduced
in these fabrics is at present unknown.
The two Corinthianpieces are wall fragments. It is, of course, possible that they are not from examples
with walls fully covered with these leaves. It is not known, however, to what extent this petal design
was used as a corolla. In a single Athenian example, Pnyx, 54, the employment of such a corolla seems
a bit distractingfor use in a bowl in which figureswere expected to receive the focus of attention; perhaps
its use in corollas was, therefore, infrequent. 787 is without context. Criteriafor suggesting a difference
in date between it and 786 cannot at present be ascertained. Certainly both are static in design as compared with the Pnyx bowls, a difference which may be of assistance in discerning what examples may
be early, and what late.
146 B.C.

786 (C-48-51), Deposit 112. Wall fragment. Max.
dim 0.054. The ragged outline of the surface
near the edge and the lack of glaze on the
petals indicates that this piece was the point

BOWL DECORATED WITH POINTED PETAL TIPS18

of attachment of a support of some kind, a
relief head, mask or shell. P1. 65.
787 (C-36-2006). Wall fragment. Max. dim. 0.054.
P1. 65.

788-792, Pls. 35, 65.

Final stage, 146 B.C.
Deposit: 102.
The typical decoration by which these bowls may be recognized consists of outline, pointed, imbricate
leaves with a central spine. They are of moderate size and cover the wall up to the rim zone. In the
examples of this style known at present in Corinth there is no indication of a graduation in size among
the petal impressions. No medallion or medallion zone is preservedin present examples. The rim-zone
treatment shows several interconnected variations. A single zone of guilloche between two pairs of
lines occurs on one. The same arrangementis elaborated on a second by introducing a line of jewelling
between the lines and adding a line of egg-and-dartdependent from the lower line. On the third variety
three single lines form two zones, one of the same guilloche and the other of the same egg-and-dart.
Four of the pieces are bowls. The same bowl form seems to have been employed in all, one with a fairly
broad lower wall and a rim whose wheelmade section is fairly high (0.025 m.) and slightly outturned
Schwabacher,pl. VIII A, 4-9, and Pnyx, pl. 46, are examplesin which a broaderleaf of the same kind is used.
In probablytwo foreignfabricsemployingthe Attic bowl form: C-47-342,Deposit 111, and C-48-30,Deposit 112;
C-46-69a-c, Deposit 107. Delian (?) bowls: C-47-792and C-47-794,both Deposit 46; and C-37-2719.
18 Since this was writtena fragmentof a mould for a bowl of this group has been found, 941. It is cataloguedbelow
in the Addendum,p. 186.
16

17
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above. The size in these is evidently much the same, H. ca. 0.08 m. and D. lip 0.125 m. In the fifth piece,
792, the same general form, but smaller, may have been employed. The addition of a rim of different
form and a handle indicate that it was probably a kantharos. Four moulds were employed for the five
pieces, 790 and 791 probably being from the same mould. The quality of mould design and manufacture
is only fair.
For the date of the introduction of the style in Corinth there is no context evidence. A suggestion,
however, by way of a working hypothesis, can perhaps be made. The style was, by the context evidence
of 789, still in production in Corinth at the time of the destruction of the city in 146 B.C. Probably all
of the pieces are of much the same date. The rim designs, the bowl form, the character and quality
of the mould design and manufacture suggest contemporaneity for the four fragments of bowls, and
there is no discernible reason for supposing that the kantharos fragment is earlier. The character of
the mould design and manufacturedo not suggest that the style was entirely new to Corinth but perhaps
an advanced phase. If so, perhaps an estimate of 25 or 30 years backward would be appropriate to
cover the time of the introduction of the style and its earlier phases.
The same style is also employed on bowls of several different fabrics found in Corinth.'9 It seems
quite possible that all the fabrics, including the Corinthian, derived the style from one which was
originally produced in Athens, first introduced there perhaps about 225 B.C. Examples of the Athenian
style, evidently of the earliest phase there, are Pnyx, 61a-c, and 63, pls. 44 and 51. These are closely
related to and probably contemporarywith Athenian examples from the Pnyx of the style with rounded
petal tips (see pp. 159-160). The same early form of medallion is used in both. If the absence of this
style from Thompson's Group C is significant it may suggest that the duration of the style in Athens
was short. The differencein quality and characterof the individual leaves between those on the Athenian
pieces and those appearing on bowls of Corinthian and other fabrics at Corinth may suggest a fairly
long period of transmission between the Athenian and the derivative styles.
146 B.C.

788 (C-37-2423). Fragment of upper wall and rim.
Max. dim. 0.067. Rim zone, between two
pairs of lines an ivy-leaf guilloche.
789 (C-34-1622), Deposit 102. Profile preserved
from rim to upper wall. P.H. 0.065. Rim
zone, two pairs of lines in the center of which
is an ivy-leaf guilloche and between each
pair of lines a line of jewelling. Dependent
from the lowest line, egg-and-dart. P1. 65.
790 (C-37-2704). Fragment of upper wall and rim.
Max. dim. 0.075. Two rim zones formed by

three lines. Above, ivy-leaf guilloche. Below,
egg-and-dart.
791 (C-37-2259). Fragment of upper wall and part
of rim. Max. dim. 0.085. Same decoration as
790 and probably from the same mould.
P1. 65.
792 (C-33-1468). Fragment of the upper wall and
rim of a kantharos. Max. dim. 0.065. No
rim zone. Upper and lower points of attachment of a vertical strap handle. Pls. 35, 65.

BOWL WITH ENCIRCLINGCOMPOSITION

IVYBOWLS
793, 794, PI. 66.
Advanced stage, ca. 175 B.C.

Deposits:none.20
In otherFoliageBowlsthe compositionof the designsof the walls may be consideredverticalones.
That is to say, the mould designerin them has thoughtprimarilyof buildingup his decorationfrom
19Bowls of possibly four differentfabrics in which the Athenian bowl form was employed: CP-526, C-35-972,

C-37-2264,C-37-2424,C-37-2700.Bowls of perhapstwo differentfabricsemployinga differentbowl form: C-37-2693,
C-37-2743.
20 The contexts of foreign bowls decoratedwith encirclingcompositions are relevant:Deposits 102, 104, 109, 111.
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the medallionzone to the rim zone. Two Corinthianbowls exhibita differentapproachin that the
mainfocus of attentionon the wall is on a designwhoseline of directionencirclesthe bowl.The design
chosen in both cases lends itself readilyto this treatment:runningivy. In the one example,793, it is
in a freefield,abovea corollabut withouta rim zone. In the otherit is confinedwithina pair of relief
lines above a leaf corollawith interspersedclustersof grapes;again thereis no rim zone.
This kind of foliage compositionis attestedin an Athenianivy bowl found in Corinth,C-30-141,
whose schemeis: corolla;runningivy confinedin a zone; two rim zones. For the datingof this bowl
thereis no contextevidence,but one may estimatethat it is of the last quarterof the 3rd centuryB.C.
It may be that this conceptof compositionoriginatedin Athens;this bowl would suggestit. One may
with FiguredBowls,for the approachto the
expect that it was introducedthere contemporaneously
compositionof theirdecorationis the same.
Encirclingcompositions,confinedeitherby a rim zone or by a wall and a rim zone (ratherthan in
a freefield),and with or withouta corollaarewell attestedin otherforeignfabrics.In Corinthcompositions of these varietiesare employedin a numberof importedpieces.21The designsemployedinclude
wheat,grapevine,a foliagescroll,and olive leaf.
The date of the introductionof foliagedecorationof encirclingcompositionin foreignfabricscannot
now be suggested.In at least two if not more of the foreignfabrics,Corinthianevidenceindicatesthat
it was still being employedat the time of Mummius'destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. In the fabrics
in whichit is attestedat this time thereis no reasonto supposethat it did not continueto be employed
for sometime thereafter.
Thereis no contextevidencefor the periodof productionin Corinthianasidefromthe generalimplications providedby the destructionof the city. In mould designthe pieces do not seem to represent
earlyphases.In characterof manufacturethey seem suitablefor almost any time withinthe firsthalf
of the 2nd century.A mid-waypoint is thereforesuggestedfor them.
175 B.C.

793 (C-33-1467). Profile preserved from lip to
lower wall. P.H. 0.045; D. est. 0.075. Below,
a large, veined leaf of the corolla. Above,
running ivy. No rim zone. P1. 66.

794 (C-63-697). Profile preserved from lip to
lower wall. P.H. 0.078; D. est. 0.11. Below,
part of the leaf corolla and in the field a
grape cluster. Above, between two relief lines
forming a zone, running ivy. No rim zone.
P1. 66.

UNCLASSIFIEDFOLIAGE
BOWL795, P1. 66.

Early stage, 3rd century B.C., last quarter.

A single Corinthianbowl of considerableelegancemay well belong to a distinctivestylisticgroup
not otherwiseattested.The medallionand its zone are not preserved.The decorationof the wall was
probably based on the medallion zone and covers the entire wall. The design is an alternation around

the wall of a long, outlineleaf, probablypointedat its baseand witha pointedtip, and a frondof equal
height.The field betweenthem is minutelyfilledwith finejewelling.The rim zone occupiesnearlyhalf
of the mouldedheight of the bowl. Strictlyspeakingthereis only one rim zone, thoughthe effectof
21

In two or three differentfabrics employingthe Athenianform of bowl large foliage compositionscover the wall
betweena corollaand the rim zone. Encirclingwheat:C-31-117;C-37-2120a. Encirclinggrapevine:certainlyin CP-1926;
CP-1928;and probablyin the fragmentsC-28-72;C-30-137;and C-47-258,Deposit 104.
Among Delian (?) bowls found in Corintha numberhave large encirclingfoliage designscoveringthe wall between
the medallionand the rim zone. Foliage scroll: CP-1607;C-34-1624,Deposit 102; C-34-1740,Deposit 102; C-37-1570.
In otherDelian (?) bowls a smallfoliage designin a zone encirclesthe wall betweena verylargecorolla and the rim zone.
Foliage scroll: CP-522;C-47-344,Deposit 111; C-48-28,Deposit 112. Olive leaf: C-47-328,Deposit 109.
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threeis given. A delicateguillochewith jewellingin its intervalsis set betweentwo pairs of lines on
each of whicha line of jewellingis imposed.Below the lowest line thereis a line of fine egg-and-dart.
Above the topmostline is a line of fairlylargecoil spirals.The designis in craftsmanshipa tourde
force and technicallyin designand manufacturethe bowl is the finest Corinthianpiece.
There is no context evidencefor its date. If one supposesthat moulded-bowldesign began with
naturalisticfoliage,we can perhapssee in this bowl a suggestionof a foreseeableadvancedtrendtoward
stylizationof naturalisticmotifs,and expectthat sucha trend,one of probablya number,mightdevelop
withinperhapsthe last quarterof the 3rdcenturyB.C.
ca. 225-200B.C.
795 (C-37-2212a and b). Non-joiningfragments.
Profilepreservedfromlip to lowerwall.PI.66,

FIGURED BOWLS22
796-897
INTRODUCTION

3rdcentury,last quarterto 146B.C.
The termFiguredBowlsis intendedto includeall mouldedpieceson whichthe mainfocus of design
and interestis in figurerepresentationsof whateverkind: divine and mythological,literary,human,
animal,inanimate.This class correspondsto Courby'sbols a decorvarieet corollevegetale(Courby,
pp. 338-362),but would not includeFoliage Bowls on which a corollais employed.
The decorationof the Corinthianbowls ofthis kind now knownwas producedentirelywith small
stamps.The bowl formemployedin the CorinthianFiguredBowlsis generallyconsistent.It is the Attic
type, with a fairlyflat medallionareaand a broadlowerwall. In a verylargepercentageof the Figured
Bowlsknownat presentthe rim has a fairlyhigh wheelmadesectionand it is usuallyoutturnedslightly
above. The normalschemeof decorationincludesa fairly small medallion,a simplemedallionzone
(usuallya pair of concentriccircles),and a corollaof foliageof some kind, often a singlerow of large
leaves,sometimesimbricatesmallleavesor petals.The principalstampedfiguresor groupsare usually
placedabovethe corollain a singleline encirclingthe bowl, althougha few examplesof double,figured
zones are known.Normallythereis one rim zone, thoughup to four are attested.
now known in Corinthianappearsbelow (pp. 165-168).
An analysisof the figuredrepresentations
It will be seenthat manyof themare the sameas ones alreadyknownin Attic, the identificationsbeing
based on the work of Courbyand Schwabacher.Referencesunder each headingprovideaccess to
than are availablein Corinthian,in whichfugitiveglaze
their work, often to clearerrepresentations
and wearof the often fairlysoft clay are frequentlyin evidence.A numberof representations,
however,
local
Corinthian
some
of
them
are
before.
seem not to have receivedparticularattention
Conceivably
contributionsto iconography.Theseare: a standingArtemis(?); Eros bound (?); a Hermestype; the
agitatedwoman; the girl dancing;and a cavalryman.Variousother figuresin Corinthianare not
specificallyidentifiableas yet.
As in most fabrics,few of the Corinthianbowls show scenesof connectedtheme.Usuallya variety
of scenes, to our mind totally unrelated,are placed in no particularlycomprehensibleorder in the
figuredarea. A few Corinthianbowls may be singledout as exhibitingsome consciousnessof a single
theme.One huntingbowl, 843, is entirelyconsistentin its decoration.A chariotrace amongNikai is
22 Since this was writtena
fragmentof a mould (medallionand corolla), possiblyfor a FiguredBowl, has been found,
942. It is cataloguedbelow in the Addendum,p. 186.
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evidently the designer's single thought on 821 and 822. The designer of 829 clearly intended to depict
a circular dance of girls. We may perhaps give even more credit to the mould maker of 805 for an
awareness of content and imagination. Between repeated scenes of Cassandra taking refuge at the
palladion he has interspersed agitated women admirably suited to Cassandra's plight, heightening
its terror like a Greek tragic chorus such as many with which he may have been familiar.
For the dating of the beginning of the use of figured scenes in Corinthian bowls a little evidence by
context seems to indicate that it is to be placed within the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C. This is
essentially in agreement with the evidence for Athenian Figured Bowls from which the Corinthian
clearly derived. The Figured Bowls of Thompson's Group C of ca. 200 B.C. are evidently products of
a well-establishedpractice. The Corinthian evidence makes it abundantly clear that bowls with figured
scenes were still in very active production at the time of Mummius' destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C.
Again there is correspondencewith the evidence for Athenian bowls, provided by Thompson's Group D.
In Athens, apparently, some Figured Bowls were still being produced (Group E) many years later.
Their period of production in Athens seems probably, then, to cover a full hundred years.
Context evidence for dating is available for many Corinthian bowls of this class, though a very large
number of pieces lack it. The evidence is, however, very one-sided. Most of the pertinent contexts are
of the time of Mummius' destruction. Only two examples come from contexts prior to that time, one,
805, from a filling of very great range, the other, 802, also of great range but probably extending no
later than the last quarter of the 3rd century. In this situation we are not in a strong position to make
many worthwhile observations on criteria for refined dating within the period of production of the
class. The two earlier bowls are here assigned to the last quarter
the of
3rd century. This assumption
for
a
few
consideration
with
to
Two
concern
the form of the bowl.
suggestions
provides
regard dating.
The moulded part would seem to be essentially the same throughout the period. There may, however,
be an appreciable differencein the rim, which was added on the wheel. A minimal wheelmade section
is probably to be regarded as early in the period. Such a rim appears on 805, and in only one other
example, 840, which is without context. There is no example of this kind of rim among the many bowls
of Mummian contexts, all of which have a quite high wheelmade rim. This is not to suggest that only
a minimal rim was employed early, for 802 has a high, wheelmade one also. One notes, however, that
the latter is relatively vertical in profile, lipped slightly at the top, whereas the Mummian rims have a
more pronounced flare outward. Probably another useful distinction between early and late among
these bowls is to be seen in the character of the medallion motif. It might be expected that medallions
to whose design careful attention had been paid would be early and those more carelessly designed
late. So far as present evidence goes this seems to be the case. The medallion of 805 is, though in sorry
condition, a pleasing design, a tiny rosette superimposedon a bed of radiating leaves. It is comparable
to Pnyx, 75 and 87, pls. 46, 47. That of 802, though less interesting, was done with care: radiating,
pointed, veined leaves, four larger ones at the cardinal points, smaller ones, as if in the range below
them, on a slightly lower plane, radiating in the intervals between their tips. The rendition of medallion
motifs in Mummian bowls is at best routine, with no great variety of choice available, it would seem,
and often it is downright poor.
It is of interest that the early 805 is one of the few to exhibit attention to the content of the scenes
portrayed. One might be tempted to think that early bowls may have been so characterizedand that
lack of interest in content and multiplicity of themes is a later phenomenon. This, on present evidence,
would seem certainly not to be the case generally in the class, for 802, though a competent early bowl,
shows a mixture of five representations, repeated already with a factory-like monotony. Interest in
content in Corinthian would seem to be, in a very understandablyhuman way, a phenomenon only
of an occasional more imaginative craftsman. Bowls exhibiting an interest in content, in this light,
could be expected to appear only fairly rarely and sporadically over the period of production. It seems
just possible, however, that there may have been somewhat more interest in content toward the end
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of the period of production of Figured Bowls in Corinth, the reverse of what we might be inclined to
suspect. The hunting bowl, the chariot race (?) bowl, and the dance bowl are all of Mummian times.
We may in this connection note still another bowl, 798, of Mummian times, in which there is what
is to us a virtue, that only one scene is used all the way around, Apollo Kitharoidos. We are to be
reminded that these are all of the time of the epoch-making, narrative Telephos frieze. It is the time
also of the Homeric bowls.23Interest in narration on bowls is not at all strong in Attic, and is equally
slight in Corinthian. We may, however, perhaps occasionally see a reflection of the new major interest
in narration, appearing in the second quarter of the 2nd century, among the bowls of these two fabrics
and of those related.
The Corinthian evidence indicates at present that certain representations were known early in the
period of production of Figured Bowls, and most of these, if not all, are to be expected throughout
the period. Athena, the trophy, and the trophy girl appear on both early and late bowls. Cassandra
and the agitated woman are attested by context only on early bowls. But this lack on certainly later
bowls known in Corinth at present is probably not chronologically indicative. One supposes that a
type once known probably continued for a long time, though we may come to modify this view. We
do not yet know at what point other representationswere introduced into the figured repertoire. Quite
conceivably there was a stepped inntroductionof new representations from time to time throughout
the entire period, in Corinthian, Attic, and other fabrics. One may perhaps think of this as a possible
clue to be explored in the future, with closer evidence, toward providing further criteria for the relative
and absolute dating of Figured Bowls.
It will be noted that one group of Figured Bowls has been separated out from the rest. This group
shows considerable promise for close chronology. It consists of very large bowls, perhaps quite ornate
in appearance, with applique supports in high relief (pp. 171-175). These were very much in evidence
at the time of the destruction. They may represent a fashion, not only in Corinthian, of quite a short
period prior to that event. They, like the representationson the other FiguredBowls, warrantthe careful
attention of those who will be in a position to provide evidence for closer dating in the future.
At the end of the catalogue are listed, for purposes of report, fragments consisting only of sections
of medallions, corollas, and rim zones. Lacking indications of the figured scenes they emphasized they
are not classifiable according to main categories. The character of present evidence for dating being
as it is, these aspects of the bowls cannot yet provide useful clues for dating. Given, however, the means
to set up a relative chronology of the Figured Bowls based on other elements they can be expected in
time to be informative.

Amymone
Courby, p. 345, fig. 70, 18

A2
Schwabacher
796. with Poseidon.146 B.C.
797. 146 B.C. P1. 67.

801. with Poseidon.P1.67.
811. with Poseidon.146 B.C.
824. with Poseidon.146 B.C.
825. with Poseidon.PI.70.

23

Aphrodite (seated, with Eros)
Courby, p. 387, fig. 80, 10 (2nd from left). Part
of Judgment of Paris.
810. Pls. 37, 69.
Apollo Kitharoidos, seated
Courby, p. 345, fig. 70, 14
SchwabacherA 3
798. 146 B.C.
799.
814. with Leto. PI. 68.
815. with Leto.

Ulrich Hausmann, Hellenistische Reliefbecher aus attischen und bootischen Werkstdtten, Stuttgart, 1959, p. 50.

A Homericbowl found in Corinth,C-47-449,Deposit 113, Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,pl. 15, 8-9; Hausmann,op. cit., pl. 40,
1-2, is probablyof the time of Mummius.
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Artemis
Hermes,facing right,wearingcloak and petasos,
1. Seated,with bow
onefoot forwardon rock,hisleft elbow on knee.
b
15
For a differentpose see Courby,p. 387, fig. 80,
345,
Courby,p.
fig.
800. P1.67.
10 (left).In Judgmentof Parisscene.
2. With stag
810. Pls. 37, 69.
Schwabacher
A8
811. 146 B.C.
801. P1.67.
812. P1.68.
3. Artemis(?): standing,shortchiton
Leto
803. P1.67.
Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 16
Athena
Schwabacher
A3
812. P1.68.
Courby,p. 387, fig. 80, 10 (thirdfromleft). Part
of Judgmentof Paris.Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,
813.
814. P1.68.
pi. 14, 4 (C-47-796,Deposit46; imported)
796. 146 B.C.(?)
815.
802. 3rdcenturyB.C., last quarter?P1.67.
Nike
803. P1.68.
1. Frontal
804.
Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 20
Cassandra
D 3, 1
Schwabacher
Cf. Courby,p. 308, fig. 59 (not entirelysimilar)
797. 146 B.C.PI. 67.
802. 3rdcenturyB.C., last quarter?PI. 67.
816.
805. 3rd centuryB.C., last quarter.Pls.37, 67.
817. P1.69.
Demeter(?)
818.
819.
Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 17
801. PI.67.
820. 146 B.C.
831. P1.70.
Dionysosgroup
832. 146 B.C.
Courby, p. 342, fig. 69, 3 (illustrationnumber
2. WingedNike drivingbiga of pantherstoward
missing)
A1
Schwabacher
right
807. 146 B.C.Pls. 37, 68.

821. 146 B.C.PI. 70.
822. 146 B.C.

810. Pls. 37, 69.
Eros
Poseidon
1. With Aphrodite.See Aphrodite.
Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 19
2. Standing,frontal pose, wings spread, arms
A2
Schwabacher
796. 146 B.C.(?) with Amymone.
(tied?)behindback
873. 146 B.C.Pls. 38, 76.
801. with Amymone.P1.67.
875. PI. 76.

811. with Amymone. 146 B.C.

3. Stridingto left
813.
808. PI.68.
823. P1.71.
4. On mount
824. with Amymone. 146 B.C.
808. P1.68.
825. with Amymone.P1.70.
809.
826.
873. On lion (?). 146B.C.Pls. 38, 76.
833.
Ganymedeand the Eagle.Largeeagle with wings Zeus,with Ganymedeand Eagle
outspread,the rightone behindhead of frontal
Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 26 b
Ganymede.See also Zeus.
Schwabacher
A6
827.
See also: Ganymede
873. 146B.C. On medallion,sceneincomplete.
827. P1.70.
Pls. 38, 76.
828.
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837. cloakedfigure.146B.C.
Agitatedwoman
802. 3rd centuryB.C., last quarter?PI. 67.
838. satyr(?) runningtowardright.PI.70.
805. 3rd centuryB.C.,last quarter.Pls. 37, 67.
839. 146B.C.
806.
Armedcombat:cavalry
Girl dancing.Two similar,one headleft, one head
841. PI.71.
right,armsoutstretched,long chiton.
Hunting scenes (hunters,dogs, boar, hare, lion,
829. 146 B.C. Pls. 37, 70.
etc.)
SchwabacherC I-II
Trophy
Courby,p. 349, fig. 72, 30
Animals:Courby,p. 347, fig. 71, 29
A4
Schwabacher
Male hunter: cf. Courby,p. 347, fig. 71, 29 a
796. 146 B.C. (?) with trophygirl.
(not closelysimilar).
802. 3rdcenturyB.C., lastquarter?withtrophy
842. Pls. 72, 73.
843. P1.73.
girl. PI.67.
844. PI.74.
815. with trophygirl.
826.
Landanimals(otherthanthosein huntingscenes):
830. with trophygirl.
goats
831. with trophygirl?P1.70.
Cf. Courby,p. 342, fig. 69, 9 a-b
Trophygirl(girlin act of placingcrownor wreath) SchwabacherB 1
Courby, p. 349, fig. 72, 30
ThompsonC 23
A4
Schwabacher
841. P1.71.
796. with trophy. 146 B.C. (?)
845. antithetic,with krater,146B.C. PI. 74.
802. withtrophy.3rdcenturyB.C.,last quarter.
846. antithetic,with krater,146B.C. P1.75.
PI. 67.
847. antithetic,over frond.
806.
848. antithetic,overfrond.PI.75.
895. antithetic,overfrond(?).
807. 146 B.C.Pls. 37, 68.
811. 146 B.C.
Birds
815. with trophy.
800. PI.67.
820. 146 B.C.
807. Pls. 37, 68.
826. with trophy.
817. PI.69.
831. with trophy.PI.70.
Marinecreatures,includingmythological
832. 146 B.C.
Cf. Courby,p. 345, fig. 70, 23-25
833.
Cf. Pnyx, pl. 36
834.
849. Triton?PI.75.
835.
Fruit:clusterof grapes
842. Pls. 72, 73.
Unidentifiedhumanfigures
796. female. 146 B.C. (?)
Objects
797. cloaked. 146 B.C.P1.67.
1. Thymiaterion
825. PI.70.
810. woman in long chiton, in profilefacing
right, right arm extendedtowardsecond
2. Krater
at
Artemis?
a
stag.
figure right: perhaps
Cf. Courby,p. 342, fig. 69, 10 a-c
Pls. 37, 69.
Cf. Schwabacher,
p. 201
of
three
812. parts
823.
figures.PI.68.
838. with satyr(?). P1.70.
833. small nudefigure (?) in profile toward
842.
right,holdingout somethinglargein right
845. with goats. 146B.C. PI. 74.
hand.At left, a smallcolumn?
846. with goats. 146 B.C. P1.75.
836. male.P1.71.
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3. Masks
a. comic

b. satyr(?)
840. 3rdcenturyB.C., last quarter.P1.74.
4. Boukranion,dottedfillet
842. Pls. 72, 73.

873. 146 B.C.PI. 76.

874. P1.76.
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FIGUREDBOWL
796 (C-65-98), Deposit 31. H. 0.086; D. est. 0.125.
Much of wall and rim missing. Medallion:
quadruple (?) linear rosette. Medallion zone:
two concentric circles. Corolla: a single row
of large acanthus leaves; between tips, a hare.
Wall, 1. to r.: unidentified female figure;
Amymone; Poseidon; Athena; female figure;
trophy girl; trophy. Rim zone: ivy-leaf guilloche between two lines. 146 B.C. (?)
797 (C-47-237), Deposits 102 and 103. Profile preserved from rim zone to medallion. Medallion: eight-petal rosette. Medallion zone: two
concentric circles. Corolla: single row of large
fronds. Wall, 1. to r.: frontal Nike; unidentified cloaked figure striding toward left; Amymone. 146B.C. PI. 67.
798 (C-63-487), Deposit 47. Medallion, much of
wall and rim missing. H. 0.078; D. est. 0.14.
Medallion zone: two concentric circles.
Corolla: a single line of large acanthus
leaves. Wall, repeated at close intervals:
seated Apollo Kitharoidos. Rim zone: between two lines, repeated double spiral.
146 B.C.

799 (C-37-2231). Fragment of wall. Max. dim.
0.068. Corolla: a line of large leaves. Between
tips, seated Apollo Kitharoidos.
800 (C-28-51). Profile from lip to mid-wall. Max.
dim. 0.082. Wall, 1. to r.: seated Artemis
with bow; bird carrying fillet. Two rim zones:
below, guilloche; above, flying birds, dolphins
(?), rosettes. P1. 67.
801 (C-46-10). Section of rim and upper wall.
Max. dim. 0.081. Wall, 1. to r.: Amymone;
Poseidon; Demeter; Artemis and stag. Two
rim zones, between dotted lines: below, dogs.
P1. 67.
802 (C-64-335), Deposit 32. Part of wall and rim
missing. H. 0.077; D. lip 0.13. Medallion:
eight veined leaves, radiating from center.
Medallion zone: two concentric circles.
Corolla: a single line of large fronds, a
rosette between the tips. Wall, group of four
repeated probably four times: Athena; agitated woman; trophy girl; Cassandra. Rim
zone: ivy-leaf guilloche between two lines. 3rd
century B.C., last quarter? Pls. 36, 67.

803 (C-30-133).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.063.
L. to r.: Athena;Artemis(?), standing,short
chiton. PI. 68.
804 (CP-953).Wall fragment. Max. dim. 0.042.
Athena.
805 (C-47-450),Deposit 113. H. 0.07; D. 0.123.
Medallion: small eight-petal rosette superimposedon radiatingveinedleaves.Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: a line
of smallfronds,a flyingbirdbetweenthe tips.
Wall: Cassandra(repeatedsix times) alternating with one or more agitated women
(repeatedeight times). Two rim zones, between lines: below, rosettes; above, pointed
leaves,points up. 3rd centuryB.C.,last quarter. Pls. 36, 37, 67.
806 (C-34-2504).Wall and rim fragment.Max.
dim. 0.055. Wall, 1. to r.: rosette; agitated
woman;rosette;trophygirl. No rim zone.
807 (C-38-683), Deposit 115. H. 0.084; D. lip
0.148. Medallion: multipetalledrosette (of
leaves?) encircledby a single line. Corolla:
a single row of largefronds. Wall: Dionysos
group and three trophy girls repeatedfour
times.Rim zone: guillochebetweentwo lines.
146 B.C. Pls. 37, 68.

808 (C-30-37).Fragmentof rim and upper wall.
Max. dim. 0.065. Wall, 1. to r.: Eros striding
to left; Eroson mount.Two rimzonesformed
by three lines: below, leaves, points down;
above, rosettes.PI. 68.
809 (C-28-37).Fragmentof rim and upper wall.
Max. dim. 0.078. Wall: Eros on mount,
riding to left. Rim zone: row of leaves, tips
down.
810 (C-33-1008).Much of wall and rim missing.
H. 0.078; D. lip 0.13. Medallion: eightpetal rosette. Medallion zone: two concentric circles. Corolla: two imbricaterows of
pointed, outline leaves with central spine.
Wall: Hermes; Dionysos group; Aphrodite
and Eros; and unidentifiedfigure,the four
repeated probably three times in differing
orders. Rim zone: betweenlines, guilloche.
Pls. 37, 69.
811 (C-47-795),Deposit 46. Section from rim to
middle of wall. P.H. 0.065; D. est. 0.125.
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146 B.C.

812 (C-30-39).Fragmentof wall, or large bowl,
perhaps the variety with applique supports
(below,pp. 171-175).Twozones,separatedby
a relief line. Above, parts of three figures.
Below,1. to r.: Leto; Hermes.PI. 68.
813 (C-46-64), Deposit 107. H. 0.07; D. 0.113.
Medallion: eight-petal rosette. Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles.Corolla:line of
independent, ovoid, veined leaves. Wall:
Leto, Poseidon,alternating.Bowlbadlyoverfiredbut usable.
814 (C-30-38). Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.065.
Possibly two figuredzones. Below, 1. to r.:
Apollo; Leto. P1.68.
815 (C-30-40).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.062.
Corolla:large fronds. Wall, 1. to r.: Apollo;
Leto; trophygirl; trophy.
816 (C-47-893).Profilepreservedcorolla to rim.
P.H. 0.093; D. 0.14. Corolla: large fronds.
Wall: below, zone of bead-and-reelbetween
two lines; above, in a zone of two lines,
repeatedfrontalNike. Rim zone: guilloche.
817 (CP-1929).Profilepreservedmedallionto rim
zone. Max. dim. 0.10. Medallion:four radiating fronds. Medallionzone: two concentric
circles.Corolla:a row of largefronds.Wall:
frontal Nike alternatingwith a flying bird.
Rim zone: between two lines, a guilloche.
PI. 69.
818 (C-37-2737). Section, medallion zone and
corolla.Max. dim. 0.07. Medallionzone: two
concentriccircles. Corolla: a row of large
frondswith a pointedpetalbetweenthe bases.
Betweenthe tips, a frontalNike.
819 (CP-1572).Section,medallionand wall. Max.
dim. 0.07. Medallion: eight-petal rosette.
Medallion zone: two concentric circles.
Corolla: a row of large fronds. Betweenthe
tips, a frontalNike.
820 (C-47-798),Deposit 46. Section of wall and
rim. Max. dim. 0.085. Wall: alternatetrophy
girl and frontalNike. 146B.C.
821 (C-47-787),Deposit 46. H. 0.08; D. 0.138.
Medallion: eight-petal rosette. Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: four
rows of imbricate,outline, pointedpetal tips
with central spine. Wall: repeatedNike (?)
in biga drivingto right. Rim zone: guilloche
betweenlines; line of pointed leaves, points
down, dependentfrom lower zone. 146B.C.
P1.70.
822 (C-47-236),Deposits 102 and 103. Fragments
of wall and rim. D. lip est. 0.18. Wall: parts
of Nike (?) driving biga to right; above, a
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line of birdsflyingto left. Rim zone: vertical
spiralsbetweenlines. 146B.C.
823 (C-28-59). Section, medallion to rim zone.
Max. dim. 0.093. Medallion: swirling (?)
leaf (?) design. Medallionzone: two concentric circles. Corolla: row of large fronds.
Wall, 1. to r.: dog; hare;krater;hare;Poseidon; hare; krater; hare. Rim zone: line of
lozenges.P1.71.
824(C-48-86),Deposit110.Sectionof rimandwall.
D. 0.155.Wall,1. to r.: Poseidon;Amymone;
Poseidon.Rim zone: guilloche.146B.C.
825 (C-46-57),Deposit107.Sectionrimto corolla.
Max. dim. 0.075. Corolla: frond and krater
(presumablybetween tips). Wall, 1. to r.:
Amymone; Poseidon; thymiaterion;animal
(?); above, reliefline. No rim zone. PI.70.
826 (C-31-478). Profile preserved medallion to
just below rim. Max. dim. 0.075. Medallion:
four radiatingleaves. Medallion zone: two
concentric circles. Corolla: three rows of
imbricate,pointedpetaltips. Wall: Poseidon;
trophygirl; trophy.Rim zone: leaves,points
down.
827 (C-31-480).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.07.
Corolla: frond (?), rosette beside tip. Wall,
I.: Zeus, Ganymedeand Eagle; r.: Nike (?);
above, rosette.PI. 70.
828 (C-28-74a). Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.04.
Wall, 1.: branch(?); r.: Zeus (?) and Ganymede (?).
829 (C-38-681),Deposit 115. H. 0.075; D. est.
0.14. Medallion:small rosette superimposed
on circle of linear petal design. Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: two
rows of imbricate,pointed,outlinepetal tips.
Wall: ten girlsdancingcirculardancearound
bowl. Rim zone: row of verticalspiralsbetweenlines; dependentfromlowerline, a row
of egg pattern.146 B.C. Pls. 37, 70.
830 (C-47-351),Deposit 111.Wallfragment.Max.
dim. 0.027. Wall, r.: upperpart of trophy.
146 B.C.

831 (C-38-698).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.062.
Wall, 1. to r.: trophygirl (?); trophy;frontal
Nike. PI. 70.
832 (C-47-241),Deposits 102 and 103. Fragments
of all elements. Medallion: four radiating
fronds. Medallionzone: two concentriccirles. Corolla: a line of leafy fronds. Wall:
trophygirl; frontalNike. 146B.C.
833 (C-28-52and C-28-57).Profilelackingmedallion. P.H. 0.09; D. est. 0.13. Corolla:a row
of largefronds. Wall, 1. to r.: dog; unidentified human figure; trophy girl; Poseidon;
trophygirl; dog; hare;Poseidon;trophygirl.
Rim zone: betweenlines, a row of lozenges.
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834 (C-28-46).Walland rim zone fragment.Max.
dim. 0.055. Wall: trophygirl. Rim zone: betweenlines, largeegg-and-dart.
835 (CP-1931).Sectionrim to corolla. Max. dim.
0.11. Corolla: row of large fronds. Wall:
alternate trophy girl and dog. Rim zone:
betweenlines, a dim pattern.
836 (C-46-56), Deposit 107. Much of wall and
rim missing.H. 0.055; D. est. 0.08. Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: large
fronds.Wall:running,nudemalefigures.P1.17.
837 (C-48-49),Deposit 112. Profilepreserved.H.
0.068; D. est. 0.13. Medallion: radiating
fronds. Corolla:large fronds. Wall: between
tips of corollas, tiny blurredhuman figures.
Rim zone: betweentwo lines, an ivy-leafguilloche. 146 B.C.

838 (C-32-281).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.045.
Wall, r.: satyr (?) approachinga krater(?);
part of signature at left, retrograde (?),
]OAI[.PI. 70.
839 (C-47-797a-b), Deposit 46. Section of rim
and upperwall of largebowl. Max. dim. 0.08.
Wall: blurredfigures. Rim zone: guilloche
betweentwo lines; dependentfrom the lower
line, a row of egg-and-dart.146B.C.
840 (C-38-705).Section of wall and rim. Max.
dim. 0.06. Wall: satyr (?) mask. Rim: two
relief lines; dependentfrom lower, egg pattern widely spaced; rising from upper line,
pointedleaves.No wheelmadesectionof rim.
3rd century B.C., last quarter. P1. 74.

841 (C-30-143a-c). Sectionof upperwall and rim
of very large bowl. Max. dim. 0.16. Wall:
below, top of a frond; rampantgoat; above,
two armed cavalrymenadvancingto right.
Four rim zones, bottom to top: ornamental
fillet; verticalspirals; ornamentalfillet; line
of verticalleavesand horizontalspirals.Rim
once decorated with West Slope design of
which only curvedincisionsremain.P1.71.
842 (CP-520). Medallionand parts of wall missing. P.H. 0.105; D. 0.16. Corolla: large,
separate,veinedleaves,a rosettebetweenthe
tips. Wall: naked hunterwith spear; boars;
lions; dogs; boukrania;clusterof grapes.Rim
zone: betweenlines, verticalspirals. Stamps
deeplyimpressed.Pls. 72, 73.
843 (C-48-14), Deposit 112. H. 0.083; D. 0.15.
Medallion: eight-petal rosette. Medallion
zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: a line
of large fronds. Wall: dogs and boar. Rim
zone: betweentwo lines, a guilloche.146B.C.
Pls. 36, 73.
844 (C-30-36).Fragmentof upper wall and rim
zone. Max. dim. 0.09. Wall, 1.: hunterwith
shieldand spear;r.: dogs. P1.74.

845 (C-35-117+ C-35-719),Deposit 104. Much
of wall and rim missing. H. 0.085; D. est.
0.16. Medallion:eightradiatingleaves.Medallion zone: two concentriccircles. Corolla: a
line of tall fronds. Wall: repeatedgroups of
antitheticgoats and krater. Rim zone: betweentwo lines, an ivy-leafguilloche.146B.C.
P1.74.
846 (C-47-340),Deposit111.Fragmentsof corolla,
wall and rim. Max. dim. 0.12. Corolla:large
frond. Wall: groups of antitheticgoats and
krater; above, a relief line on each side of
whichis a line of egg-and-dart,the upperupside down. 146B.C. PI. 75.
847 (C-34-2059).Section of wall and rim. Max.
dim. 0.07. Wall: antitheticgoats over the tip
of a largefrond. Rim zone: a row of vertical
spiralsover two relieflines.
848 (C-48-92),Deposit 110. Lowerwall fragment.
Max. dim 0.06. Corolla: large fronds, on
either side of which is an antithetic goat.
146 B.C. PI. 75.
849 (C-32-280).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.045.
Corolla:veinedleaves.Wall: above a rosette,
the forkedtail of a Triton (?). P1.75.
Unclassified:
Fragments with corollas (?) of imbricate,
pointed,veinedleaves:
850 (C-33-1461),Deposit 98. Part of base, stem
and lowerwall of a kantharos(?). P.H. 0.055;
max. D. 0.085. Spreadingfoot. Hollow stem.
Medallion:rosette(?). Lowerwall:corolla(?)
of imbricate,small, pointed, veined leaves.
146 B.C. Pls. 38, 75.
851 (C-33-204),Deposit 117.Medallionand lower
wall. Max. dim. 0.055. Medallion:four radiating leaves. Medallionzone: two concentric
circles. Corolla (?) of small, imbricate,
pointed,veinedleaves. 146B.C.
852 (C-37-2738).
853 (C-34-2060).
854 (C-34-2507).
855 (C-28-74).
Fragmentswith corollasof fronds:
856 (C-48-50),Deposit 112. 146B.C.
857 (C-28-55).
858 (C-28-58).
859 (C-28-71).
860 (C-29-146).
861 (C-33-1377).
862 (C-35-978).
863 (C-37-2244).
864 (C-37-2716).
865 (C-37-2724).
866 (C-37-2731).
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Fragmentswith corollasof variousleaves:
867 (C-33-1378).
868 (C-36-2113).
869 (C-37-2705).
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870 (C-37-2734).
Rim fragments:
871 (C-28-60).
872 (C-37-2250).

LARGEBOWLWITHAPPLIQUE
RELIEF
SUPPORTS
873-897, Pis. 38, 76.
INTRODUCTION
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Althoughthe classificationof FiguredBowlshereis primarilyaccordingto the identityof the figures
or figuredscenesrepresented,it seemsdesirableto singleout a fairlylargegroupof pieces,all of which
probablyrepresenta particular,largebowl form, regardlessof what figureddecorationthey may have
had. One of the perhapsseveralspecialpeculiaritiesof this bowl formis that it had appliquesupports,
three evidentlyon each bowl, in the form of heads in high relief. Comic masks,tragicmasks and a
head of Athenaare attested.Probablythe threeheadson eachbowl werethe sametype.The bowl form
attestedin the most extensivelypreservedpieces (e.g. 873, P1.76) has a fairlyflat medallionarea and
a fairlybroadlowerwall. Theremay have been a specialform of rim, and they may conceivablyhave
had handlesof specialform (cf. p. 172, note 25). These bowls are, of course,unsuitableas drinking
cups. No doubtthey wereused as smallkraters.
The Corinthianexamplesare supplementedby numerousforeignfragmentsof this kind of bowl.
All the contextsknown for such pieces are attributableto the destructionof Corinthby Mummius
in 146B.C. It would appearthat this kind of bowl was especiallypopularat that time. For how long
these specialbowlshad beenin productionby 146B.C.in Corinthianand otherfabricsthereis no context evidence.Wheelmadebowlswith reliefsupportshad been knownfor manyyearsin the Hellenistic
bowlswith appliquesupportsabove,525,526).It seemspossible,however,
period(cf. the hemispherical
that this particularclass may have been the specialeffortand interestof a limitedperiod.A periodof
productionof about a quartercenturyis here suggestedas adequate.The generalconceptionof these
bowlsis rathertoo rich,if not overripe,to havelastedlong, it wouldseem.Veryprobablyin the practice
of addingappliquereliefsto the mouldedbowls thereis to be seen a chronologicallink of some kind,
probablyof shorterduration,with that of addingreliefheadsas medallionsto the wheelmadeconical
bowls above(p. 91).
Such wall decorationas exists at presentis figured.Thereis nothingto excludethe possibilitythat
many of thesefragmentsmay have belongedto bowls decoratedin otherways.At the time attestedby
context for these bowls figureddecorationseems the most likely. Figuresseem more suitablewith
the head supportsthanfoliageor lineardecoration.

LARGEBOWLWITHAPPLIQUE
COMICMASKSUPPORTS
873-883, Pls. 38, 76.

Ca. 175 to 146 B.C.
Deposits :2446, 109, 110.

Only one Corinthianbowl of this class, 873, is extensivelypreserved.Four other pieces providea
sectionof the lowerwall with mask attached.One otherexampleprovidesothersectionsof wall. The
rest are masks only. The masks are in high relief. Evidentlyonly three, probablyall the same,were
used on a bowl, the resting surface in all (shown by wear) being on the forward part of the tops of the

heads.The type of maskis the samein all, withbroadlyopenmouth,a pug nose and stronglyprojecting
24 The contextsof

importedexamplesare also relevant:Deposits46, 110.
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brows.A roundedfillet encirclesthe head at foreheadlevel. The bowl form, as far as attested,had a
flat medallionarea and a broadlower wall. On 873 part of a rim zone is preserved.Quitepossiblyit
had threerim zones. A fragment,874, very likely from the same mould, has the same rim zone plus
parts of two more above. The treatmentof the level above the rim zones is not certainlyattestedin
Theattesteddimensionsarepreservedheight,withoutmasks,0.09m. andgreatestpreserved
Corinthian.26
diameter0.24 m.
The only medallionmotif known is Ganymedeand the Eagle. Its zone is composedof two relief
lines with a low convex band between.The only corollasknownconsist of, evidently,a singleline of
fairlylargeleaves,frondsof two varieties.On 876 betweeneach of the frondsis the top of a pointed,
outlineleaf with verticallineardivisions.For the wall on 873 the principaldecorationis a row of fairly
large,widelyspaced,frontalErotes, their hands (presumablytied) behindtheirbacks. SimilarErotes
were used on 875. Above their heads, a processionof Erotesridingon lions (?), on a smallerscale,
movesaroundthe bowl towardthe right.Thereis someindicationon 875 that therecouldbe two zones
of decorationon a bowl. The rimzone has a repeatedline of smallcomicmasks.
Among the Corinthianpieces at least threebowl mouldsare represented.Conceivably877 and 878
are from the same mould. Among the masks, attachedor separate,perhapsseven or eight moulds
are attested.Probably882 and 881 are from one mould;873 and 876 are from another.One, 883, may
be from a secondarymould. The qualityof mould designand manufactureis fair.
The Corinthianpieces give the impressionof being fairly closely contemporary.Probablyall were
producedclose to the timeof Mummius'destructionof the city in 146B.C. Two come from contexts
attributedto this event. The period of productionof this classpriorto that time may, however,have
been of some durationsince the piecesdo not give the impressionof belongingto an earlierphase.
Corinthianevidenceatteststhat bowls of this kind werealso beingproducedin otherforeignfabrics
at this time.26
146 B.C.

873 (C-36-499 a-e + C-48-62), Deposits 109 and

110. One mask restored,bowl profile preserved to top of one rim zone. P.H. with
masks0.115;max.preservedD. 0.245.Medallion: Ganymedeand the Eagle. Medallion
zone: betweentwo relieflines, a low, convex
moulding. Corolla: a line of fronds. Wall,
center: repeatedfrontal Eros, wings spread,
hands (tied, presumably)behind back. Rim
zone: repeatedcomic masks above a relief
line. Pls. 38, 76.
874 (C-30-130).Fragment,rim zones. Max. dim.
0.043. Three zones: below, line of comic
masks; middle, egg pattern; above, lower
part only, bead-and-reel(?). Relief line be25 Two pieces of

tween each zone. Possiblyfrom same mould
as 873. PI. 76.
875 (C-39-351a, b). Wall fragments.Max. dim.
0.068. Wall: repeated frontal Eros, wings
spread, hands (tied, presumably) behind
back; above, part of reliefline, possiblyof a
rimzone, and,perhapsmorelikely,indication
that there was a second zone of decoration
above. Cf. 812, PI. 68.
876 (C-39-352).Section of lower wall and one
mask. Max. dim. 0.105. Corolla: a line of
largefrondsbetweeneach of whichis the tip
of an outline leaf with four vertical inner
linear divisions.

877 (C-31-104).Section of rim zone, lower wall,
and one mask. Max. dim. 0.085. Medallion

gray-warebowls of comparablesize provide suggestionsfor the treatmentabove. On C-32-231there
are threerimzones. Above the topmostthe rim beginsto flareoutwardsharply.It also may havehad some sort of vertical
handle,at the base of which,superimposedon the rim zones, is an appliquecomic maskin relief. On a second gray-ware
bowl fragment,C-37-1604,a bit more of a similarlyoutturnedrim is preserved.897, Deposit 109, is conceivablya handle
for such a bowl as this. It is a female torso in the round. From the back projectspart of a straphandle.The lower part
was evidentlyattachedto somethingbelow, perhapsthe rim. A less baroquepossibilityfor the appearanceof the rim
may, however,be suggestedby the very large bowl with linear decoration,901, below.
26 In one foreignfabric: C-47-796,Deposit 46, Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 14, 4. In a second, C-48-117,Deposit 110.
Thereare also exampleswithoutcontextof perhapstwo other differentfabrics:MF 1040,MF 1041,C-29-115,C-34-356,
C-34-2179,C-37-2322,C-59-21.
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sunk withina medallionzone consistingof a
convex moulding within a wheel groove.
Corolla:dim impressionsof largefronds(?).
878 (C-33-1470).Section of lower wall and one
mask. Max. dim. 0.075. Corolla: fronds.
Possiblyfrom same mould as 877.
879 (C-47-854), Deposit 46. Mask only. Max.
dim. 0.05. PI. 76.

880 (C-28-125).Maskfragment.
881 (C-63-19).
and
882 (C-28-113).Masks, probablyboth from the
same mould. Max. dim. 0.05.
883 (C-33-185).Mask with a bit of wall. Max.
dim. 0.05. Perhapsfrom a secondarymould.

LARGEBOWL WITH APPLIQUt TRAGICMASKSUPPORTS884-892,PI. 77.

Ca. 175 to 146 B.C.

Deposits: 107.27
The evidencefor the existenceof bowls of this kind in Corinthianconsists of a numberof mask
supportsto some of which bits of the lower wall are still attached.The bowl form was presumably
similarto that of those with comic mask supportsabove (p. 172).A foreignexample,of whicha large
section of the wall is preserved,is noted below (footnote28). A set of threemasks,probablyall the
same, presumablyservedas the supportsfor a single bowl. The type of mask is generallysimilarin
all the examples.Thefrontalheadis probablyfemale,the lips parted.A roundedfilletencirclesthe head
just above the foreheadlevel. A medallionzone is attestedon one piece: two concentricreliefcircles
with a broadwheel-rungroovebetweenthem. A corolla of fronds similarto those on the bowlswith
comic masksis attestedon 884. An oak (?) leaf in corollaposition appearson 885, and in the same
position,a smallpetalwith a centralspine(cf. 786) on 886, and partof a muchlargerone on 887. Four
bowl mouldsare attestedamongthe pieces and perhapssix mask moulds.Conceivably887, 888, and
889 are from the samemask mould. The qualityof mould designand manufactureis fair. The pieces
appearto be, in theseaspects,contemporary.
Bowls of this kind are attestedto have been in productionat the time of Mummius'destruction
of Corinthin 146B.C. Presumably,sincethey do not suggestthat they are of an earlyphase,the period
of productionmay have been of some durationpriorto that time.
Corinthianevidenceshowsthat bowlsof this kindwerealso beingproducedin otherforeignfabrics28
with the Corinthian.
contemporaneously
146 B.C.

884 (C-35-88). Mask, part of medallion, and of
lower wall. Max. dim. 0.085. Medallion zone:
two relief lines with broad wheel groove between. Corolla: fronds.
885 (C-29-116). Mask and part of lower wall.
Max. dim. 0.06. Wall: oak (?) leaf.
886 (C-37-2681). Mask and part of lower wall.
Max. dim. 0.06. Wall: outline petal tip with
central spine; cf. 786.
887 (C-35-116 A). Mask and part of lower wall.
Max. dim. 0.055. Wall: lower part of large
outline leaf.

888 (CP-908).Mask and bit of wall. Max. dim.
0.055.

889 (C-31-102).Mask and bit of wall. Max. dim.
0.047. PI. 77.
890 (C-31-113).Mask and bit of wall. Max. dim.
0.053.
891 (C-36-1991).Part of mask and bit of wall.
Max. dim. 0.045.
892 (C-47-43),Deposit 107. Part of mask. Max.
dim. 0.04.

The context of a foreignbowl of this kind is also pertinent:Deposit 104.
In one foreignfabric:C-35-116,Deposit 104, with sectionof wall showinga boar hunt. Probablyof the same fabric,
without context, CP-889.In a second fabric, both without context: C-35-45;C-61-64.In a third, all without context,
CP-991,CP-1923,C-37-2230,C-38-637,C-38-660,C-49-33,C-61-51.
27

28
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894, P1.77.
Ca. 175 to 146 B.C.
Two heads with bits of the lower wall of their bowls attest the existence of moulded bowls with highrelief heads of Athena. The bowl form was presumably similar to that more fully attested with comic
and tragic masks above. Both heads are of the same type. Athena's head is turned toward her proper
left. There are some possible indications of a helmet. A bit of a medallion zone is preserved on one
piece, a single large relief line, and blurred traces of moulded decoration are seen adjacent to the heads
on both. The heads are probably from two differentmoulds.
The two pieces are without context. Presumably they were produced contemporaneously with the
other relief-supportbowls above.
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LARGEBOWL WITH APPLIQUESUPPORTS:HEAD OF ATHENA893,

ca. 175-146 B.C.

893 (C-31-107).Head of Athena, part of medallion zone and bit of lower wall. Max. dim.
0.07. PI. 77.
894 (C-34-166).Head of Athenaand bit of lower
wall. Max. dim. 0.06.

SUPPORTS:UNCLASSIFIED29
LARGEBOWL WITH APPLIQUEI
895,

896.

Ca. 175 to 146 B.C.

Two fragments of the lower wall of large moulded bowls from which the relief supports have been
separated may have belonged to one of the three groups of such bowls above. One, 895, had a corolla
of large fronds between which appear a goat's hind legs. On the wall of the other there was probably
a design of small leaves. They are considered to be contemporary with the other bowls with applique
supports above. The context of 786 (footnote 29) supports this dating.
175-146 B.C.

895 (C-30-145).Section of lower wall, traces of
relief-supportattachment.Corolla:frondsbetweentwo of whicha goat's hind legs.
896 (C-35-975).Section of lower wall, traces of
relief-supportattachment.Smallleaves.

SUPPORTS:HANDLE(?)
LARGEBOWL WITH APPLIQUEI

897, Pls. 35, 77.

Ca. 175-146 B.C.

Deposit: 109.
The possibility that bowls of this kind may have had handles of a special form has been discussed

above (p. 172, note 25). 897, a fragment of a female torso with a bit of a strap handle projecting from
her upper back, is conceivably a candidate for the handle form, if one was employed in these Corinthian
bowls. It was found in a well from which part of the best preserved bowl of this kind also came, 873.
The back of the figure is only sketchily modelled in contrast to the other surfaces, indicating that this
part of the figure was expected not to be visible. Both legs and both arms were evidently outstretched.
In the break below is a segment of a circular depression which evidently representsthe point of attach29 For an additional
unclassifiedfragment,also lackingthe support,see 786, Deposit 112. 812, a figuredwall fragment,
may also have belongedto a bowl of this kind.
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ment of the figure.This and the position of her arms and legs suggeststhat she may have been, for
instance,on horseback,or shown as the riderof some other of the variouspossiblemountsin Greek
mythology.
ca. 146 B.C.
897 (C-47-329),Deposit 109.P.H. 0.05. Pls. 35, 77.
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LINEAR BOWLS
898-938
INTRODUCTION

The term bowls with lineardecorationor LinearBowls has not been used previouslywith reference
to mouldedreliefware. The termsare intendedto includeall mouldedbowls the majordecorationof
whose walls is based on linearpatternsdesignedfreehandin the mould.30In the sectionsbelow only
suchvarietiesof LinearBowlsas areknownat presentin Corintharediscussed,but the termis intended
to be more comprehensiveand to be appliedalso to other varietiesin whose majordecorationline is
the predominantelement.Othervarietiesare knownelsewhere,particularlyin Athens,and still others
may well be identifiedin the future.The nameis suggestedas an apt one in recognitionof the apparent
fact that line decorationwas a, if not the, predominantand most popularform of ornamentfor the
mouldedbowls in the periodfrom about 160B.C. to the end of the 2nd centuryand perhapsinto the
1st centuryB.C.This seemsto be true of Athens.It seemslikelyto be true of centersof moulded-bowl
manufacturewhichfollowedthe Athenianfashions.Conceivablyit may be trueof centerswithdiffering
traditions, though little is known of these at present.

The termsincludethe well-knownlong-petalbowls, a nameintroducedby Thompson(p. 456) as the
Englishequivalentof Courby'sbols a godrons(Courby,pp. 329-334).It includesother varietiesalso
made known by Courbyand Thompson:the net-patternbowls and those decoratedwith concentric
semicircles.A new, but perhapsminorvariety,the linear-leafbowl, is hereintroducedfor the firsttime
as an entity.
Severalvarietiesknownin Athensbut not in Corinthwouldbe suitableto includeamongtheLinear
Bowls. One is an additionalphase of the long-petalbowls: Schwabacher,
pI.VIIIA, 7, 831in which
the independentpetalshavefine innerdivisions,evidentlyan earlyphaseof the long-petalstyle.Others
areperhapsof advanceddatein the Linearperiod.Thosewithinterlockinglinearflowers(Schwabacher,
pl. IX A, 9-10) seem to form a distinctivestyle. And no doubt some stylisticidentityor identitiescan
be distinguishedamonga groupof piecesassociatedwith Aristonfromthe Kerameikos:Schwabacher,
pl. IX A, 1-8, and B, 18; fromDelos: Courby,pl. IX, e. In these,closelyspaced,tiny leavesor jewelling
form the backgroundfor large leaf designsand evidentlyalso for concentricsemicircles.Their relationshipto groupsdefinedat presentis not fully evident.Still anotherKerameikosfragment(Schwabacher,pl. IX A, 12) suggeststhe existenceof a totally distinctclass of linear decoration,possibly
imbricate,linearleavesof graduatedsizes.
How significantthe absenceof these classes or groupsin Corinthmay be chronologicallyhas yet
to be explored.It may, of course,meanfor most that they wereintroducedinto moulded-bowldesign
afterCorinth'sdestructionin 146B.C.

Or, for that matter,producedby stamps.A stampfor a LinearBowl is known, Brussels,Mus. du Cinq. no. M 723.
LinearBowls known at present,however,seem all to have been producedby freehandwork.
31 A
more completeexamplehas been found in the AthenianAgora: P 23095. Its context is priorto the construction
or completionof the MiddleStoa.
30
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It is believedthat generallybowls with lineardecorationat Corinth,Corinthianor foreign,are to
be datedpriorto the destructionof the city. As mightbe expected,a few foreignexamplesare attributable to the time of the Sikyonianoccupation,between146 and 44 B.C., probablywell beforeits end.
smallpercentage,arenotedbelow(footnote32). Thereis no reasonor evidence,
These,an appropriately
knownat present,for supposingthat LinearBowlswereproducedat Corinthor in the areasfromwhich
Corinthimportedin the yearsafterthe foundingof the Romancolony at Corinthin 44 B.C.

LONG-PETAL
BOWL32
898-907,Pls. 38, 77.

150 to 146 B.C.

47, 112.
Deposits:33
The typical decorationby which this kind of bowl may be recognizedconsists of long, tapering,
narrow,linear,reliefpetals completelycoveringthe wall, based on the medallionzone and extending
up to the rim zone. The petalsmay be contiguous,each verticalline servingboth as the rightoutline
of one petal and the left outlineof the next, or they may be independentpetals.Both varietiesmay be
placed verticallyon the wall, or their outlinesmay be undulating(swirlinglong petals).Betweenthe
independentpetalsa line of jewellingoftenappears.Eightvarietiesof this kindof decorationareknown.
They will be describedspecificallybelow. Only four variationsare knownin Corinthat present,but
the others are attestedin foreign examplesfound there (footnote 32). The Corinthianexamplesare
few (10), and all are fragments.Accordinglylittle is known of the decorationof other areasof these
bowls. The medallionsknownare small,and the only motif knownto occurin themis a multipetalled
linearrosette.The only medallionzone is a pair of concentriccircles.Both singleand doublerimzones
are attested,however.In the formerthe zone may be delimitedby a line above and a line below, or
the upperline maybe omitted.In the lattertherearetwo linesbelow,two in the middle,and one above.
Themotifsemployedin the zonesare:a line of jewelling;a lineof multipetalled
linearrosettes,separated;
an ivy-leafguilloche;and egg-and-dart.The sizes of the bowls on whichthis decorationappearsseem
to vary from fairly small to averageto largeto extremelylarge(D. 0.34 m.: 901, the largestmoulded
bowl known).They were all probablyof one form which had, apparently,a flat medallionarea, and
a fairlybroadlowerwall. The wheelmadesectionof the rim was relativelyhigh and slightlyoutturned
above. Each of the ten Corinthianpieceswas made in a differentmould.The qualityof mould design
and manufactureamongthesepiecesis uniformlyquitegood.
Theperiodof productionof long-petalbowlsin Corinthpriorto the Mummiandestructionin 146B.C.
was evidentlyvery short. The numberof Corinthianexamplesis extremelyfew by comparisonwith
bowls with otherkinds of decoration.The restrictednumberof variationsof the designin Corinthian
32 A total of 28
examplesof importedbowls with this kind of decorationhas also beenfound in Corinth.(This number
does not includefiveimportedexampleswhichin characterlook as if theymaybe attributableto theperiodof the Sikyonian
occupationof Corinthand datableperhapsin the earlierpart of the 1st centuryB.C.: C-33-1375;C-36-2035;C-37-2095;
C-37-2249b and c; C-37-2732.)Among the importedincludedin the total there are many which are either Attic (2),
or whose formwould suggestthat they wereproducedin centersin whichthe Attic form of bowl was adopted(20). Attic:
swirlinglong petals, C-39-438;swirlinglong petals and jewelling,C-37-1652.Gray ware: independentlong petals, relief
centers, C-37-2229; contiguous long petals, raised centers, C-63-699; contiguous long petals, flat centers, C-46-63,
Deposit 107. Other fabrics: contiguous long petals, raised centers: C-30-129; C-38-691;contiguous long petals, flat

centers: CP-1932; C-33-1003; C-33-1383; C-33-1464 (signed ]XOY); C-34-213; C-36-2041; C-37-2232; C-37-2249a;
C-37-2714; C-37-2718; C-37-2742; C-38-704; C-47-347, Deposit 111; long petals, raised centers and jewelling: C-37-2735;
long petals, flat centers, and jewelling: C-38-692. The remainder are of other fabrics not employing the Attic bowl form.

"Delian": long petals, raised centers and jewelling, C-37-1572.Other fabrics: long petals, flat centers and jewelling:
C-35-552(stamnos[?] fragment);contiguouslong petals, flat centers:CP-521;C-37-2702;C-47-345and C-47-346,both
from Deposit 111.
33 The contextsof foreignexampleswith this kind of decorationare also pertinent:Deposits 107, 111.
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bowls and the uniform good quality of their mould design and manufacture are also indicative of the
very short period suggested. The general evidence for the design at Corinth would tend to suggest that
the idea of decorating bowls in this fashion was adopted, either directly or indirectly, from Athens,
where it may well have beenin use for a more extensive period. One might estimate that it had been
introduced there about 155 B.C. In footnote 32 the imported long-petal bowls have been classified.
The Attic imports are only two34but a total of 20 others were made in centers which seem to have
implications of this would seem to be that in Attic a sufficient period
adopted the
of time must be allowed for this decoration to be introduced and to have become sufficientlypopular
abroad to be imitated. 155 B.C. as the date of introductionin Athens is probably a fair and likely estimate.
An earlier date does not seem probable since further extension backward in time for the introduction
would provide an improbably long period of production for them in Athens, a period which was evidently very long in any case. Athenian bowls of this kind of excellent quality, therefore presumably
Athens around 150 B.C.35They continued in popularity
in
still early, are known to have been in use
there to the end of the 2nd century and perhaps even into the early first quarterof the 1st centuryB.C.,36
according to the evidence of Thompson's Group E. If they did indeed continue to be produced until
the time of Sulla's destruction of Athens in 86 B.C. the period of production would thus have been
some 69 years. Despite the enormous popularity of bowls so decorated in Athens there would seem
to be no justification for estimating a longer period of production for them. If anything, the estimate
should probably be reduced. One may, conceivably, be justified in thinking that perhaps the long-petal
bowls found in Group E are not so late by some years as the time of the final disposal of the material
it includes.37Possibly a terminal date of around 100 B.C. would be realistic.
Eight38steps in mould design can be distinguished among the bowls of various fabrics found in
Corinth including the Corinthian, only four steps being attested in Corinth itself. This may seem a large
n
ther
before
Mummius.e
short periodthe
allowed beforof
types of decoration
number for the shorst
the
In
this
interpretation indicated seems to
this might suggest that a longer estimate was in order.
be, all considerations being taken into account, that the decoration became quickly popular and its
popularity stimulated variation and experiments on the part of the mould designers. It also seems
likely, and perhaps more conducive to celerity in making changes, that demand forced the designers
of moulds to invent variations which could be more quickly incised in the moulds than was possible
with the original concept. This interpretationis indicated by the fact that the design which ultimately
won out and persisted was in fact certainly the easiest of all to incise in the mould. This may seem
somewhat in contrast to the suggested developments in the bowls with concentric semicirclesand those
with net pattern, since in them the mould designersseem to have begun with simple patternsand developed them into complicated ones. But in their changes the amount of effort and concentration on the
part of the mould maker was not really increased. In fact some of their advanced designs, more complicated in appearance, could perhaps have been executed with less effort. It would, for instance, be
easier to dot a net pattern than to incise it accurately.
The initial phase in the long-petal bowls is probably to be seen in bowls whose petals, closely spaced,
have linear outlines independent of one another and centers in relief (a gray-wareexample, C-37-2229).
Two lines per petal, and ratherfussy intaglio engravingof the relief center, all to be closely and accurately
34 Attic importsin Corinthare generallyrare in the Hellenisticperiod in any case.

Contiguouslong petals: ThompsonD 39, D 42-D 44, D 48. Long petals and jewelling:ThompsonD 40. Swirling
petals and jewelling:ThompsonD 41.
36
Contiguouslong petals: ThompsonE 75, E 76. Long petals and jewelling: Thompson E 74, E 86. Swirlinglong
petalsand jewelling:ThompsonE 85.
37 It has been suggested,p. 127, that the materialin GroupE may cover an extendedperiodof time priorto the Sullan
sack.
38 For a ninth phase, known in Athens but not in Corinth,see above, p. 175. This, whichhas long independentpetals
with fine, verticallineardivisions,is evidentlya quiteearlyphase,clearlyamongthe most difficultto incisein the mould.
35
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aligned,wereinvolvedin this designfor the mouldmaker.The engravingof a presumablycontemporary
variationinvolvedeven more care in alignment,one in whichto the first designwas added a line of
jewellingbetweeneach of the petals.(A "Delian"example,C-37-1572,and otherforeign:C-37-2735.)
Two effortsto reducethe amountof concentrationin engravingwouldseemto be subsequent,perhaps
simultaneous.In one the reliefcenterwas omitted.Examplesof this have independentpetalswithhighrelief outlinesand lines of jewelling,898-900. In the other the numberof petal outlineswas reduced
by about half by making the petals contiguous.Examplesof this have contiguouspetals with relief
centers:901-903.As a resultof thesetrialsa furtherexperimentseemsto havebeen undertaken:contiguous petals with high-reliefoutlines(ratherlike ribs), and with flat centers,of which there are two
Corinthianexamples,904 and 905. The effectis not and apparently,to judge from the rarityof such
bowls, was not pleasing.The final solution, a modification,was entirelysatisfactoryfrom all points
of view it would seem:contiguouspetalswith outlinesin low reliefand flat centers,906 and 907. This
was to prove elsewhereto be the standardvariety,the one producedin the greatestnumbers.Two
other variationswere evidentlyproducedmore or less contemporaneously
with it, two with swirling
petals, one with jewelling,one without(Attic: C-37-1652;C-39-438;cf. ThompsonD 41 and Courby,
pl. IX, c for the former;for the latter:Schwabacher,pl. VII A, 9). They must have been difficultfor
the mould makerto engraveand it is perhapsfor this reasonthat they are relativelyrare.Theirvery
pleasingappearancemust be the reason,however,why they continuedlong in productionalongside
the standardstyle. Bowls with swirlingpetals and jewellingseem to have been producedjust as long
as the standardstyle: ThompsonE 85. Those with long straightpetals and jewellingmentionedabove
seemto have continuedalso: ThompsonE 74, E 86.
This outline is, of course, intendedto suggesta relativesequence.Furtherobservationof the frequencyof the examplesof the variousphaseswill perhapsprovidea measureof controlfor the validity
of the sequenceor provideother suggestionsor modifications.But, howevertrue the sequencemay
prove to be, it can be only of somewhatshadedvalue for suggestingthe actualtime of manufacture
of bowls of the variousphases.It is a sequenceof moulddesign,only in part a sequenceof the bowls
producedfrom the moulds.A mould of a given phase, once made, could be used for a considerable
Onewould,however,perhapsbe justifiedin supposingthat a mould of a superseded,discarded
period.39
would
have a less long life than those of the generalstyle to whichit belongs.Perhapsa third
phase
of the period allottedto the generallong-petalstyle will be sufficientas an estimatefor the time of
use of mouldsof the earlierphases.
Only one of the Corinthianbowls is signedby the moulddesigner,904, with two lettersof his name
only,reversedin thebowl: TP.A signatureon a foreignbowlof this kind hasbeennoted(p. 176,note32).
A fair numberof namesof moulddesignersare knownon LinearBowls.40To us it may seem odd and
perhapsunsuitablethat long-petalbowls, oftentimes,particularlyin the standardvariety,failing to
suggestthe degreeof creativeimaginationwhicha signatureis apt to imply,shouldbe signed.However,
in the light of the fact that thesebowlsamongall the hand-engraved
linearstyleswerethe most exacting
to incise, signaturesseemless surprising.One who had perhapscontributeda solutionto the problem
of theirmanufacture,as perhapsTTP
had, or thoughthe had, would well deservenotice, by signature,
as an individual.
150-146 B.C.

Independentlong petalsandjewelling
898 (C-37-2698). Wall fragment. Max. dim. 0.075.

P1.77.

899 (C-37-2715).Part of medallion and lower
wall. Max. dim. 0.051.
900 (C-37-2709).Wallfragment.Max. dim.0.045.

39Depending,of course, on the durabilityof the fabric of which the mould is made. Athenianmoulds could have
been used indefinitely;and the Corinthianmoulds now known (Addendum,p. 186) are equally durablein fabric.
40 Courbylists six signedpieces
representingat a minimumfour individuals(Courby,p. 331). One of the four names
also appearson a bowl in Yale University(Baur, A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 236, no. 199).
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Contiguous long petals, relief centers
901 (C-63-490 a-c), Deposit 47. Two sections,
upper wall and rim. P. H. 0.153; D. est. 0.34.
Two rim zones: two lines below, two in the
middle, one above; below, ivy-leaf guilloche;
above, egg-and-dart. Rim: two wheel-run
lines beneath the glaze. Fully glazed. PI. 38.
902 (C-36-2422). Section of upper wall and rim
zone. Max. dim. 0.06. Rim zone: ivy-leaf
guilloche. PI. 77.
903 (C-48-244 a, b), Deposit 112. Two fragments
of wall and rim. Max. dim. 0.033. Rim zone:
rosettes, probably eight-petal, isolated.
Contiguous long petals, high-relief outlines, flat
centers
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904 (C-34-304). Section of medallion and lower
wall. Max. dim. 0.09. Medallion, multipetalled rosette; zone of two concentric
circles. Between petals on wall:?]rIP[? retrograde. PI. 77.
905 (C-37-2739). Upper wall and rim zone. Max.
dim. 0.045. Rim zone: two lines, no decoration.
Contiguous long petals, flat center
906 (C-33-1463bis). Rim and upper wall. Max.
dim. 0.06. Rim zone: line of jewelling over
single line. PI. 77.
907 (C-35-973). Section of lower wall to upper
rim. Max. dim. 0.068. Rim zone: between
two lines, a line of dots.

NET-PATTERN
BOWL908-920, Pis. 36, 38, 78-80.

160 to 146 B.C.

Deposits:4146, 94, 98, 101, 104, 110.
The typical decoration by which these bowls may be recognized is a rectilinear net pattern, of pentagonal units, usually in two, one in three registers.It depends from the rim zone or its level and extends
far down the lower wall, sometimes connecting with the zone around the medallion, sometimes terminating just above it. The net may be formed in several ways, by single lines and also by double lines, the
latter with a line of dots between. It may also be formed by triple lines, or by a single dotted line. The
pentagons of the net formed by all these methods are usually interlocking, but among those formed
by a single line some examples have nets composed of independent units. Usually the field within the
pentagons is plain, but on four a single decorative motif appears in each. A linear ivy leaf, point down,
in the lower register, is known, and, in the upper register, a rosette, linear or dotted. In several of the
pieces the mould maker has distributed the letters of his name around the bowl in one or other of the
registers, a letter, or two, in each pentagon. The Corinthian examples provide little information about
the medallion. The few that are preserved show only a quadruple palmette pattern, and possibly a
rosette of some sort as the main motif. A blank medallion may have been used on 909. Only one type
of encircling zone for the medallion is known, a pair of concentric circles. One example of a double
rim zone is known, on 916, egg-and-dart and ivy-leaf guilloche, with line borders. A single rim zone is
known in three examples. It is formed by two lines, the motifs in it being guilloche in two forms, and
spirals. One has in the rim-zone position a continuous linear herringbone spray without borders. In
others the rim zone is entirely omitted.
The bowls on which this decoration appears were of perhaps three main sizes: H. 0.07, D. lip 0.12 m.;
H. 0.085, D. lip 0.135-0.15 m.; and one appreciably larger, 912. The forms of bowl employed appear
to be three. Two forms share a flat medallion area and the wheelmade section of the rim is high (0.020.025 m.). The one has a broad lower wall: 908, 911, and 916 are certainly and 909 and 918 are probably
of this form. The other has a conical outline: 919. The third form, represented by 912, is puzzling.
It is here taken to be a bowl form, since both surfaces of this wall fragment are fully glazed. The profile
is a single, continuous, convex outline. There is only a shallow moulded section below and the wheelmade
part above broadens out widely from it. Each of the thirteen pieces here is from a different mould.
41 The contexts of
foreignand wheelmadevessels with net decorationare also pertinent: Deposits 31, 46, 96, 102,
103, 111.
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The quality of mould design and manufacturevaries from very competentand entirelypleasingto
adequatebut crudeand thenceto poor.
A numberof considerationspromptthe suggestionthat bowlswith this kind of decorationhad been
in productionfor perhapsfifteenyears prior to the destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. The number
of examplesattestedis not great,thoughappreciablygreaterthanthe numberof bowlswith concentricsemicircledecorationto whicha shorterspanhas been assigned.In additionto the thirteenCorinthian
there are six foreign42bowls plus two more foreign43with relateddecoration.Also to be taken into
considerationare eight wheelmadevessels,Corinthianand other,on whichthis decorationis incised.44
The varietyof motifs knownto have been employedon these bowls is not great.Thereare, however,
discernibleamong the bowls a numberof phases of design,representingfirst acquaintanceand subsequentexperimentswith the possibilitiesof the basic net pattern.The initial stage is presumablyto
be seenin the bowlswithnets of singlelines.To this simpleline patternare addedin severalonly motifs
whichare predominantlylinear:smallspiralsin the rim zone or a herringbonesprayat that level, and
in the pentagonsonly the linear letters of the mould maker'ssignature.On 910, however,the most
satisfactoryin design of all, the very delicatelysimpleline net is appropriatelyin contrastto a rich
andinvolvedguillocherimzone. Another,911, substitutesa leaf (?)for the verticalsof the lowerregister
of the net. Four essays towardvaryingthis scheme,three good, one definitelynot, are presumably
subsequent.Independentsingle-linepentagonswith a floral motif in each is an attractiveone. The
double-linepentagonswith inner dots are very satisfactoryin a restrainedway. The dotted-linenet
is very successfulin a more elegantway, remindingone of the gold nets attachedto medallionsof the
same metal (e.g., Amandry, Pierre, Collection Helene Stathaton, Les bijoux antiques, Strasbourg, 1953,

These steps are not far apartin time, it
no. 235, pl. XL). The triple-linenet is merelyincompetent.45
would seem,for examplesof all but one are knownto have been in use at the time of Mummius.The
one, withoutcontextin Corinth,the double-linenet, 917, is presumablyalso of the sametime because
of its close resemblanceto ThompsonD 38. Severalexamples,all of the earliestvariety,come from
use fillingsof wellswhosecontentsaccumulatedup to the time of Mummius.Theywereperhapsamong
the latest pieces to be discardedbeforethat event. The degreesof qualityin designand manufacture
amongthe bowls suggestthat therehad beentime in productionfor the styleto have lost its freshness
for the mould maker.In respectto their rangeof qualitythey make a fairly strongcontrastwith the
bowlswhoseperiodof productionis believed
uniformlyrathergood qualityof the concentric-semicircle
short
in
to have been quite
Corinth.Althoughinteresthad perhapsfallen off a bit with some mould
makers,others had made advancestoward sophisticationand some elegance,it would seem, if one
comparessuch pieces as 908 with 910 and 919. For the relativedatingthere is possiblya suggestion
in part at least, betweenthese bowls and those with concentricsemicirclesin that
of contemporaneity,
forms
two of the bowl
employedfor each are muchthe same.The connectionis perhapsstrengthened
by the use in both of the double circle as a zone for the medallions,which are of similarsize. With
theseconsiderationsin mind,somesuggestinga distinctspanof time of production,morethanmomentary, others indicatingthat the severalvarietiesare closely interlockedin time, the presentestimate
for the date of the introductionof the design seemsfully adequateand not subjectto much, if any,
extensionearlier.
42

"Delian": C-47-275,Deposit 111. Gray-wareoinochoe: C-47-852,Deposit 46, Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pp. 148-149,

pl. 13, 1, right. Other foreign: C-35-698; C-37-2703; C-30-149; CP-519.
43
C-47-238, Deposits 102 and 103; C-36-2424.

44Corinthianbasketballaskoi: 605-607, Deposit 96. CorinthianwheelmadeMegarianbowls, 530 and 531. Gray-ware
wheelmadeMegarian bowl: C-37-1603.WheelmadeMegarian bowl, other fabric: C-47-419, Deposit 111; C-65-97,
Deposit 31. All these are decorated with a single-line, interlocking net.
45 The
foreign bowls noted above (footnotes 42, 43) from Corinth show types of net similar to those on the Corinthian

bowls, addingonly one varietynot presentin the Corinthian:a single-linenet with short cross strokesat close intervals:
C-30-149;CP-519.ThompsonD 38; Schwabacher,pl. IX A, 11; and Courby,p. 387, fig. 80, 1, are double-linenets, the
formertwo with a line of dots betweenthe lines.
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Athenian evidence (Thompson D 3846 and D 51) has already provided the indication that this style
was prevalent about 150 B.C. The evidence of contexts for bowls of this kind in Corinth strongly enforces
this dating. How much later it survivedis not yet clear. In Thompson's Group E bowls with other types
of decoration were popular and none of this kind appear, although a wheelmade inkwell, E 58, is
decorated with an incised net pattern. Schwabacherseems to imply, perhaps unintentionally,47a connection between the net-patternbowls and the mould maker Ariston. If so, this may suggest a continuation
of production of net-pattern bowls into the latter second century. At an estimate it seems reasonable
to suppose that the style in moulded ware had its greatest popularity perhaps between 160 and 120 B.C.,
though this estimate may be too great. The style may not have had an enduring appeal for the market.
Among the linear styles of the latter second century those with long petals probably soon won out over
the others. Observation of the number of further experimentswith the basic motif in the various fabrics
in which it was employed will no doubt provide a fairly close index for the period of production of this
kind of bowl.
It would be of interest chronologically to know how many mould makers were involved among
the six signed pieces from Corinth. One may perhaps have made three of the pieces. His name so far
as preservedwas either:
ATO)[3 to 6 letters]OY
] ATL)[3 to 6 letters]OY

This name appears most fully preserved on 911, and the first two letters appear on 909 and 912. The
letter forms, where comparabl, are the same in all (alpha with a diagonal bar is notable), and so is
the position of the letters, all in the upper register of the net, and all upside down, with reference to
the rim. The three other signed pieces may perhaps have also been those of one man, and though as
far as the letters of the name are concerned he could be the same as the first, the letter forms and their
position suggest that he is a different man. The letters preserved are two broken-bar alphas, one each
on 913 and 915, and a rho, on 914. One of the two alphas, on 913, is initial, the other two letters are
of undeterminableposition. All appear in the lower register of the net, and all are in right-side-upposition with referenceto the rim. The possibilityof Ariston48as the maker of these threehas been considered,
but seems unlikely in view of present information that his period of activity was much later (Thompson,
p. 464; Howland, Greek Lamps, p. 176).
160-146 B.C.

Single-linenet
908 (C-35-128),Deposit 94. H. 0.085; D. lip est.
0.15. Medallion missing except the border,
two concentriccircles.Net does not connect
with border.Rim zone: betweentwo lines, a
row of separatedouble spirals. See footnote
46, above. PI. 78.
909 (C-37-2701).Fragment,partof medallionand
wall. Max.dim.0.068.Medallionblank(?).Net
joins border of medallion.In upper register
of net, upsidedown,partof signature:A/T[ ]
or [ ]A/T[ ]. P1.78.
46

910 (C-28-66). Fragment, wall and rim zone.
Max. dim. 0.099. Rim zone: between two
lines, guilloche. P1. 78.
911 (C-35-653), Deposit 104. Medallion missing
except outer line of border. H. 0.075; D. lip
0.12. For verticals of lower register of net a
large motif, possibly a leaf, is substituted. In
upper register, upside down, letters of maker's
signature: / /A/TO)/ (space of three pentagons;
3 to 6 letters possible) /O/Y. No rim zone.
P1.38.
912 (C-37-2256). Section of wall convex in profile. Max. dim. 0.135. Clay thicker than in

It is to be noted that the bowl from Corinth mentionedunder D 38 is 908 and that its deposit, 94, extendsdown
to the time of Mummiusratherthan to the end of the 3rd centuryB.C.
47In A.J.A., LXV, 1941, pl. IX A, 11, a fragmentof a net-patternbowl is illustratedwith others under the general
caption: "Ariston-werkstatt,etc." This fragmentdoes not seem to be mentionedin the text, and the illustrationis too
dim to see if it may have been signed.
48 The forms of the alphaand rho arenot unlikethose in a numberof Ariston'ssignatures.Cf. Howland,Greek Lamps,
nos. 687, 688, 689, 850, 851.
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otherbowls: 0.006. Fully glazedon both surfaces, thereforefrom open vessel, possibly a
bowl. In upperregisterof net, upside down,
partof maker'ssignature:A/T[ ] or [ ]A/T[ ].
Above,continuousherringbonespraywithout
border.A fragment of a wheelmadehemisphericalbowl with appliquesupports,526,
is comparablein characterof fabric.P1.79.
Single-linenet, independentpentagons
913 (C-36-2350).Lowerwallfragmentwithborder,
two concentriccircles, of medallion. Max.
dim. 0.054. Lower register:a linear ivy leaf,
point down, in each pentagon, and in one
also a letter of the maker'ssignature:a broken-baralpha, in initial position, since the
pentagon to the left has no letter. Upper
register:a seven-petalrosette in each pentagon. PI. 79.
914 (C-33-433),Deposit98. Lowerwall fragment.
Max. dim. 0.047. Lowerregister:a linearivy
leaf in eachpentagon,point downdiagonally;
in one pentagonalso a letter of the maker's
signature,position in name undeterminable:
rho. PI. 79.
915 (C-48-61),Deposit 101. Wall fragment.Max.
dim. 0.04. Consideredprobablyto have been
decoratedwith net pattern because of similaritiesto 913 and 914. Left: a linearivy leaf;
right: part of the maker'ssignature,position

in namenotdeterminable:a broken-baralpha.
P1.79.
916 (CP-1933).Profilecompleteto just belowrim.
P.H. 0.062; D. lip est. ca. 0.11. Medallion:
rosette (?) between two concentriccircles.
Two rim zones: below, egg-and-dart;above,
ivy-leafguilloche.
Double-linenet, dots betweenlines
917 (C-31-483).Wall fragment.Max. dim. 0.092.
ThompsonD 38 employsthe same varietyof
net. PI. 79.
Triple-linenet
918 (C-48-90),Deposit 110. P.H. 0.068; D. lip
est. 0.14. Linesof net fine and closelyspaced.
No rim zone. P1.79.
Dotted-linenet
919 (C-47-790),Deposit46. H. 0.085;D. lip 0.138.
Medallion: quadruplepalmette within two
concentriccircles.Net in threeregisters:base
line of net is a line of dots aroundmedallion
zone; suspendedfrom a line of dots undera
straightline beneathrimzone; verticalsof top
registerare a dottedline betweentwo straight
lines.Rimzone:betweentwo lines,a guilloche.
Pls. 36, 80.
920 (C-33-1053).Wallfragment.Max. dim. 0.048.
Part of one pentagon in which is a dot
rosette.PI. 79.

BOWL921-932, Pis.
CONCENTRIC-SEMICIRCLE

36, 80, 81.

150 to 146 B.C.

Deposits: 46, 102.

The typicaldecorationby whichthesebowls are distinguishedconsistsof groupsof largesemicircles
on the walls, dependingfrom the rim zone and extendingdown to the lowerwall. A singleornament
(asteriskor triskeles)may appearwithinthe innersemicircleof each group.The rest of the decoration
for thoughthereis variationit is limited.In the field betweenthe groupsof
is equallycharacteristic,
semicirclesand extendingdownto the zone or zonesencirclingthe medallionare bosses,largeor small.
The only medalliondesignattestedis the triskeles,and the medallionwherepreservedis alwayswithin
two concentriccircles.It is, in a few, also encircledby a thirdcircle,with a line of bosses betweenit
and the inner two. Thereare eitherone or two narrow,decoratedrim zones. A single line of bosses
in a singlezone, a doubleline of bossesin a singlezone, two zones eachwith a singleline of bossesall
occur.As variationsthereare two zones, one a line of bosses,the othera row of thickverticalstrokes,
and two zones, each with a line of alternatingtear-shapeddrops and rosettes.
The bowls on whichthis decorationappearsseemall to have been about one size: H. ca. 0.08-0.085
and D. lip ca. 0.145m. The formsamongthese bowls are three,not stronglydissimilar.One, attested
by 929 and 930, has a fairlyflatmedallionareaand a broadlowerwall. The wheelmadesectionof the
rim is high (0.02m.) and slightlyoutturnedabove. The second, known from 923 and 924, is similar
exceptin havinga concavemedallion.The third,seenin 921, whosemedallionis missing,has a generally
more conical outlineand the wheelmadesection of the rim is low (0.01m.). Elevendifferentmoulds
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wereusedwith the twelvepieces,921 and 922 beingprobablyfromthe samemould.The clay employed
in all is of aboutthe samethickness(wallca.0.004m.) and theglaze,wherepreserved(fugitivein some),
is uniformlya matt black except in one fired red. The qualityof mould design and manufactureis
uniform,reasonablycareful,and pleasing.
The presentsuggestionthat the periodof productionof bowlswith this kindof decorationin Corinth
is short is based on severalconsiderations.The paucityof examples,as comparedwith bowlsof other
types of decoration,is one. Thereare twelve Corinthianexamplesand four foreign,49plus two more
Two otherconsiderationssuggestthat this type of decoraforeignexampleswith relateddecoration.50
tion was fairlynew to the Corinthiandesignersof mouldsand that the examplesrepresenta formative
stage of the style with them. Varietyof motifs and complicationsof their possiblecombinationsand
permutationsare presumablyindicationsin mouldedbowls of long tradition.In these the numberof
motifsemployed,alreadynoted, is few, and the basicapproachto theiruse in thesebowlsis elemental.
The processof experimentwith these motifs had just begun.The wall designsare extantor preserved
to a restorableextent in all but one piece. In their planningonly two stagescan be distinguished,a
simple,presumablyinitialone and the beginningsof experimentwith more complicatedarrangements.
Both are closely tied togetherand characterizedby the use of groupsof only three semicircles,plain
widearcs,perhapscompassdrawn,and bosses.In the initialstagefour largegroupsappear,with large,
widely spaced bosses: 921-927, and perhaps928. In the second, two experimentstowardproviding
a more sophisticatedand a livelieroveralleffectare made. In one the step has been takentowardthis
end by reducingthe size of the semicirclesand increasingthe numberof groupsfrom four to perhaps
five or six, retainingthe originallarge bosses: 929, 930. The other is a mirrorexperimentof thefirst.
The four largegroupsof semicirclesare retainedand the effectis enlivenedby reducingthe size of the
bosses and increasingtheir numberso that they pepperthe availablesurfacein the field: 931, 932.
The early and experimentalcharacterof the decorationof these bowls in best seen by contrastwith
others which exhibit some of the complicationsand variationswhich could be achieved,and which
perhapsunfortunatelywere achieved,with the basic motifs themselvesand by the additionof others
(forexample,onesfromAthens,ThompsonE 78, by contextlaterthanthe Corinthian,andSchwabacher,
pl. IX B, 18; from Delos: Courby,fig. 80, 2; and from Pergamon:Courby,fig. 87, 13 and 24).
The stages of experimentin designin the Corinthianbowls do not suggestthat any great amount
of time is representedamong them. An exampleof the first stage and an exampleof one of the two
experimentsof the second were in fact found in contexts of the Mummiandestruction.On present
evidenceit seemsjustifiableto suggestthat this kind of decorationwas introducedin Corinthclose
to the year 150B.C. and had hardlybegunto be exploitedwhenthe end came.Should,of course,more
complicateddesignson this patternbe foundin Corinththe date of the introductionwouldhave to be
increasedaccordingly.
If this short period of productionprovesto be the case, examplesof these bowls will be of value
for close datingin Corinthin the mid-secondcentury.Elsewherebowls so decoratedwerepresumably
producedfor a much longerperiod,perhaps,for instance,into the earlyfirstcenturyin Athens(Thompson E 78). Anotherindicationthat the semicirclebowlswerestill in productionat this time is provided
by the signatureof Aristonon bowls of this type found in Delos (Courby,pp. 365, 386).His periodof
49Two bowls evidentlyfrom one center: C-33-1472and C-38-699.They seem close in form and decorationto Yale
University,Gallery of Fine Arts, 1913, 202. For this bowl Baur (A.J.A., XLV, 1941, pp. 240-241, no. 202) suggesteda
Macedonianoriginbecauseof the resemblanceof its decorationto that appearingon Macedoniancoins. The suggestion
is attractive,and this source for the design seems plausible.Bowls with this designfrom Macedoniado not seem to be
known as yet, however.Perhapsthe sourceof the designis purelynumismatic.
Two othersfrom differentcenters:C-30-138,C-28-130.
50Gray ware: C-37-2720 (concentric decoration of uncertain type). Other: C-37-2098 (bosses and very small
semicircles).
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The periodof 50
activityis understoodto have occurredin the late 2nd and early 1st centuriesB.C.61
or 60 yearsthus indicatedfor the durationof the popularityof this kind of decorationin Greecewould
seem to be much more than adequate.If it reallylasted into the early 1st centurythere is then still
strongerreasonfor placingits introductionas close to the time of Mummiusas possible.
150-146 B.C.
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921 (C-47-791), Deposit 46. P.H. 0.08; D. lip
0.144. Missing medallionencircledby three
concentriccircles,a line of bossesbetweenthe
outer two. Wall: four groups of three semicircles,an asteriskwithinthe innersemicircle
of each;bossesin field.Two rimzonesformed
by threelines, a line of alternatetear-shaped
dropsand rosettesin each. Pls. 36, 80.
922 (C-37-2712). Wall fragment. From same
mould as 921.
923 (CP-1930).Section,rim to medallion.Triskeles withinthe innersemicircle.
924 (C-37-2399).Part of medallionand wall.
925 (C-37-2225).Fragment,wall and rim.
926 (C-30-131).Fragment,wall and rim. Asterisk
withininnersemicircle.
927 (C-37-2740).Fragment,wall and rim.

928 (C-37-1569).Fragment,medallion.Max. dim.
0.053. Triskeleswithintwo concentriccircles;
at edge, tracesof bosses. PI. 81.
929 (C-34-1742), Deposit 102. Section, rim to
outer medallionzone. P.H. 0.075; D. est. ca.
0.145. Outermedallionzone: line of bosses.
Wall:partsof two groupsof threesemicircles,
an asteriskwithinthe innersemicircleof one;
bosses in field. Single rim zone: a line of
bosses. PI. 81.
930 (C-33-102).Section,medallionto rim.
931 (C-31-479).Section,medallionto upperwall.
Max. dim. 0.082. Medallion:triskeleswithin
two concentriccircles. Wall: parts of three
groups probably each of three semicircles.
Smallbossesin field. PI. 81.
932 (C-34-2503).Section, edge of medallion to
rim zone.

LINEAR-LEAF
BOWL52
933-937, Pis. 81, 82.

Ca. 150 to 146 B.C.

Deposits: 109, 112.
The characteristicdecorationby whichthese bowls may be recognizedconsistsof contiguous,long,
outlineleavesof two kinds, one lanceolate,the otherbroadlytriangularin outlineabove. Thesecover
the entirewall, alternating.They are basedon the medallionzone and rise sheathingthe wall to about
its mid-pointwherethey separateto form theircharacteristic
tips, whichtouch the rim zone. No other
decorationappearson the walls of the presentexamplesexcept, on 937, for a line of largejewelling
at the level of the tips of the leaves. The medallion is not preservedexcept for its zone which (preserved
in 935) is a pair of concentric circles. The rim zone in the known examples is single or double. The rimzone patterns used are: ivy-leaf guilloche, a repeated leaf (?) pattern of two varieties, upside down
egg-and-dart, and a lattice pattern (X's between dotted lines). The form of bowl employed (medallion
form unknown) had a fairly broad lower wall. The wheelmade section of the rim is high (0.025 m.)
and slightly outturned above. Probably all the pieces belong to bowls of about the same size: H. ca.
0.085 and D. lip 0.15 m. Four certainly, perhaps five, moulds were employed for the five pieces (possibly
but not probably 934 and 935 were produced in the same mould). The quality of mould design is not
very good. The quality of manufactureis uniformly fair.
Assessment of the period of production of this class of bowls depends at present on the connection
in which they are to be regarded, and too little is known about them for a good opinion. They may
represent either the final feeble stylization of an earlier, more naturalistic motif or else they may be
feeble local imitations of quite a fresh conception. On the one hand the leaf forms were certainly used
51

See Broneer, TerracottaLamps, pp. 64-65; Thompson, p. 464; Schwabacher, p. 222; Howland, Greek Lamps, p. 176.

52 The same style of

decorationis also employedon a "Delian" bowl found in Corinth,C-47-328,Deposit 109. In it,
however,the decorationappearsin a minor position (lower wall) as the corolla for the medallion,and the leaves are
independentof one another.This link betweenit and the Corinthianmay, even so, proveto be chronologicallysignificant.
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earlier in a plastic way, and certainly no pleasure in their design is evident, as would be expected to
be visible in bowls representingfirst acquaintance with a new idea. On the other hand their designs
seem plausibly to be associated with those of other Linear Bowls which began to be produced ca. 160
B.C., and the context of one example, 933, is known to be of this period (the context of another, 936,
may possibly be of the same time). In addition they probably share the same design with an Attic fragment, C-36-2425, which can be more closely associated with the Linear Bowls. The Attic fragment does
give the impression of a new scheme of design. It is crisp, sharp, and spacious in design and execution.
It is connected with the long-petal bowls and with the bowls decorated with double-line net pattern
of this time by the use of a pair of lines, with a line of jewelling between, as the spine of the leaves.
The Attic fragment is a rarity. The present interpretation of the Corinthian bowls, then, is that they
are inept imitations of a very short-lived linear style of decoration which had its period of popularity
in the years around 150 B.C.53
Two different approaches to the design are seen among the pieces, one in which the outline leaves,
of about equal breadth, have only a single line as spine, the other in which the triangularleaf is much
broader than the other, and in which the lanceolate leaf has multiple vertical linear divisions (three
or five interior lines). Possibly they are dim reflections of stronger and competent phases of design
in the parent bowls.
ca. 150-146 B.C.

Leaveswith single-linespine
933 (C-48-31),Deposit 112.Profilepreservedfrom
lip to lower wall. P.H. 0.085; D. est. 0.15.
Outlineleaves. Rim zone: betweentwo lines,
an ivy-leafguilloche.PI. 81.
934 (C-34-2007).Wallfragment.Max. dim. 0.045.
935 (C-37-2725).Fragment,medallion zone and
lowerwall. Max. dim. 0.05.
Broad triangular leaves, lanceolate leaves with
multipledivisions
936 (C-47-337a-e), Deposit 109. Fragmentspre-

servingprofilefrom rim to lower wall. Max.
dim. 0.095.Lanceolateleaveswiththreeinner
lines. Two rim zones: below, upside down
egg-and-dart;above, lattice pattern(X's betweendottedlines). PI. 82.
937 (C-31-482).Fragmentof rim and upperwall.
Max. dim. 0.07. Lanceolate leaf with five
inner lines. On wall at level of tip, a line of
large jewelling.Two rim zones, each with a
line of leaves (?), a differentone in each
zone.

LINEARBOWL938, P1. 82.
UNCLASSIFIED

Ca. 150 B.C.

A single bowl representsa style of linear decoration differingfrom the preceding groups. It may well
be a variant of the linear-leaf bowls. Its major decoration is independent, long, outline leaves with a
single line as spine, extending from the medallion zone to the rim zone. The very small medallion has
an eight-petal flower and its zone is formed by two concentric circles. The rim zone, formed by a pair
of lines, seems to have a continuous line of dots. The form has a fairly flat medallion area and a broad
lower wall. The wheelmade section of the rim is high (0.025 m.) and slightly outturned above. The
quality of the mould design is adequate. That of manufacture was evidently good, though marred by
misfiring.
Its context is unknown. Its linear decoration, the kind of medallion and rim zones, and its form
have relationships among the Linear Bowls sufficient to suggest that it is to be dated in the time of
their production at Corinth.
ca. 150 B.C.

938 (CP-518).H. 0.068; D. lip 0.132. P1.82.
53
I.e., evidently short lived as far as Corinth is concerned. Conceivably further information and observation will
show that the style was employed for a longer period elsewhere.
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939-944

MOULDS FOR CORINTHIANRELIEF WARE
939-942

After the text on mouldedrelief ware had been preparedfour fragmentsof mouldsfor bowls, the
first to be found in Corinth,were discovered.They are, accordingly,cataloguedhere below. A word
of commenton them has been insertedin the introductionto the bowls above,p. 153,and references
to them havebeen insertedin footnotesin the pertinentsections.
The decorativeschemesthey were intendedto produceare not exemplifiedby any of the bowls or
fragmentsknownat present.Two are readilyrecognizableas of Corinthianmanufacture,939 and 942.
They are made of clay similarto that employedfor the bowls and for other CorinthianHellenistic
pottery. In these the clay has, however,been fired above the normaltemperatureso that they are
extremelyhard and of a pale greencolor. The two others,of buff clay of very fine texture,were also
fired hard, but not overfired.Possibly they are imports,though they resembleto some degree the
appearanceof mouldsfor Corinthianterracottafigurines.One, 939, was found in a Hellenisticcontext
of the mid-2ndcenturyB.C. The contextsof the othersare of much later times.
Mouldsfor Foliage Bowls:
939 (C-65-372).From a well west of Old Corinth
in a context of the middle of the 2nd century B.C. Fragmentof lower wall and false
ring foot of a mould for a bowl of normal
size. P.H. 0.045; max. Th. 0.017. From the
outer edge of the missing medallion spring
long leaves with central spines alternating
withverticalrowsof (in the mould)horizontal
dashes. Evidentlya late manifestationof the
leaf-and-tendrilbowls. See pp. 156-157; P1.
83.
940 (C-66-3).From the areaoccupied in Roman
times by the North Market. Wall fragment
of a mould for a very largebowl. Max. dim.
0.068; Th. 0.01. Stampimpressionsof part of
two rows of large, imbricate,roundedpetal
tips. See pp. 159-160;PI. 83.
941 (C-66-225).From northernpart of village of
Old Corinth(grid: L-15/C5). Wall fragment

of a mould for a bowl of normalsize. Max;
dim. 0.04; Th. 0.005. Stampimpressions:below, parts of two rows of imbricate,small,
pointedpetaltips; above(rimzone), egg-anddart. The impressionsof the stamps are reflectedin the surfaceof the outer wall. See
pp. 160-161;Pl. 83.
942 (C-66-4).From the area occupiedin Roman
times by the North Market. Fragment of
base and lower wall of mould for a bowl of
normal size. P.H. 0.035; D. bottom 0.045.
Undersideof base left unfinished,with string
marks.Medallion(in cast) 0.029 in diameter,
decoratedwithfive overlapping,pointedpetal
tips. Corolla: featheredleaves with a bunch
of grapesbetweentheir tips. Possiblyfrom a
mould for a FiguredBowl. See pp. 163-175;
PI. 83.
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3rd century B.C., last quarter

943 (C-66-151).Two sectionspreservingthe profile from the rim to the edge of the medallion. Max. dim. 0.105. No grooving on the
exterior.Interior:edge of medallion(multipetalledflower?)encircledby a groovewheelrun through the glaze. Wall: parts of two
Pegasisupplementingone anotherto provide
a representationcompleteexceptfor the forelegs and head. For the possible position of
the frontfeet comparethe hippocampon 128.
Renderedentirelyin paint of variousshades
of brown, yellow, and white. Rim zone set
off by a wheel groove throughthe glaze below; repeateddiminishingrectanglesin incision with a verticalband of white between
each. PI. 84.
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WHEELMADEMEGARIAN BOWL
(see pp. 88-90)
3rd centuryB.C., last quarter
944 (C-65-377).Large section, profile complete.
H. 0.095; D. est. 0.145. Fully glazed except
for lines wheel grooved through glaze, one
aroundexteriorand interiormedallions,one
on lower wall, two on upperwall as borders
of rim zone. Medallions:multipetalledflower
renderedentirelyin paint. Medallionzone:
bead-and-reelrenderedin paintonly, in white
with yellow highlights.Wall: 3 rows of scale
pattern,each scale of doubleoutline,entirely
in incision. Rim zone: runningivy, tendrils
incised,leavesin yellow. Pls. 38, 84.
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INTRODUCTION
Below are summarized118deposits1of variouskinds. These includeall whichhave been employed
for the chronologyin this book. In additionareincludedothers,a numberonly partiallystudied,which
it is thoughtwill be usefulfor futurechronologicalinvestigations,whetherof Corinthianor of imported
pottery.They includeas well a few questionabledepositsabout which commentseems required.In
each summaryan attempthas been made to provideall pertinentbibliographyand an indicationof
the location2of the deposit.In the case of depositsin whichfillingsare concernedsome indicationor
suggestionas to the natureof the fillingshas been providedwherethis is possible.Occasionallyit has
also been possibleto suggestpotentialsourcesfor the materialin a deposit,e.g. 90, from a sanctuary,
or 2, from a potteryshop or factory.The deposit bibliographiesprovidemeans of access to objects
fromthemalreadypublished.Followingeachdepositsummaryis a list of the piecesfromthempublished
or mentionedin this study.
In the summariesof all depositsan indicationof the rangein datehas also beenprovided.An appreciable numberof the depositshavehad the benefitof attentionbymanyotherscholarsin varyingdegrees,
eitherfull study, partial,preliminarynotice in excavationreports,or opinionsrecordedin field notebooks. The presentwriteris deeplyindebtedto thesevariousscholarsin thepresentattemptto formthe
for thechronologyof thepottery.Inallcasesthedatestheyhavesuggestedfor deposits
necessaryframework
have necessarilybeen subjectto testingin the courseof outliningthe historiesof the manyshapeseries
and otherentitiesin this volume.Oftenthe presentmaterialhas stronglysupportedtheirdating.Sometimes, however,in the case of dates proposedin preliminarynotices and especiallyin cases where
additionalpertinentinformationfrom other depositshas been available,some modificationsof their
datinghas seemedindicated.In such casesthe bibliographiesprovideaccessto their opinions,and the
datesexpressedherefor the depositsarethose of the writer.On the otherhand,manydeposits(absence
of bibliographywill make them evident)have been studiedup to the present,aside from examination
for purposesof field recording,only by the presentwriter.Futurecommenton them by otherswill be
both welcomeand certainlychronologicallyextremelydesirable.
It is candidlyexpectedthat the presentdatesproposedfor the deposits,particularlythose for which
the writeris responsible,will also be subjectto scrutinyand furthermodification.In the rangeof time
coveredby the deposits,the upperrangesof some extendinginto the 7th centuryB.C.,the lowerlimits
of others extendingfar into the Roman period, it cannot be expectedthat there will be presentfull
control of all chronologicalevidencepertinentto the datingof the deposits.Furtherstudiesby others
of pottery,in the deposits,of numerousvarietiesadditionalto those publishedhere will undoubtedly
1 The original recordspertainingto these deposits are on file in the Corinth Museum. Copies of the deposit lists,
transcriptsof field records,and other notes compiledand used in the preparationof this study are to be placed on file
there also.
2 At the time of writing it was not possible to give referencesto Corinth
grid designationsfor the deposits. Such
designationswill, however,eventuallybe assignedto all deposits. In the presentstudy the designationswhich appearin
excavation diaries and records are employed, supplementedby referencesto publicationsin which specific locations
can be ascertained.The generallocation of the depositscan be determinedalso from the indicationsprovidedon plans
of Corinthillustratedon Plates 85 and 86 in this book.
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suggest modification and refinement of the present dating, particularlyin the case of deposits of times
prior to the Hellenistic period. Similarly, studies of other categories of objects in the deposits which
may be susceptible of providing criteria for close archaeological dating will also occasion tests, furnish
controls, and indicate the need for modification. This writer's conclusions as to dates have in their
background,in addition to the criteriafor dating providedby the pottery here as they have been developed
through hand-in-hand study of shape series and deposits, the information provided by both coins and
stamped amphora handles in periods where these are pertinent. For the coins, much of the information
has been that provided by various scholars recorded in the Corinth coin files. No doubt future close
studies of particular coin series representedamong them will produce modification of the present conclusions as to deposit dates. The writer has had, however, the especial advantage of the recent opinion
of Mr. Martin Price in connection with an important block of the coins. Mr. Price kindly made available a preliminarydraft of his study of the coins from the South Stoa wells which has formed the basis
for the comments on the coins of these deposits. He also very kindly provided his preliminaryopinions
on the date of a number of bronze coins (Deposits 35-37, 39, 40) of Corinth in the Pegasos/Trident
series. It is a great satisfaction to record general agreement between his conclusions on the date of
deposits via the coins and the writer's conclusions from the pottery, either fairly close pin-pointing
in some cases, or dating within the range covered by the pottery.3Miss MargaretThompson has studied
an important group of Ptolemaic coins from Deposit 110. She has also undertakena study of the gold
hoard of Deposit 19, to be published in conjunction with a note by the writer on the black-glazed saucer
which concealed it. For the dating of the amphora handles in the deposits the writer is deeply indebted
to Miss Virginia Grace. Her dating of handles, of which there were a large number, in the initial study
of the material from the South Stoa well deposits, which composed the original nucleus of the study
here and which form an important block of the chronology, was of the greatest value. It is very gratefully
recorded that, when the criteria for dating the pottery were ultimately developed, her dating and the
dating provided by the pottery (as well as the coins) were found to be in entire agreement in the cases
of deposits studied subsequently, the handles from which were referred to her only after study of the
other material.
The exacting critic will no doubt wish to be informed to what extent the dating proposed here is
actual and historical as opposed to "archaeological," i.e. estimatedfrom criteriaestablishedor envisaged
for relative dating, and in both cases how reliable or likely the dating may be.
For actual and historical dates it will quickly become evident that aside from deposits to whose
dating coins contribute, there are only two historical connections involved :4 the destruction of Olynthos
in 348 B.C.,5 and the destruction of Corinth by Mummius in 146 B.C.6For the latter, particularcomment
3 M. J. Price, "Coins from some Deposits in the South Stoa at Corinth," Hesperia,XXXVI, 1967, pp. 348-388.
It would, in the summaries,be most desirableto be able to give referencesto the specificcoins in the depositsso
that future changes in dating and attributioncould readily be assimilated.Specificreferences,however, to the coins
concernedin this study would, for the most part, be intolerablycumbersome.It is a pleasure,however,to note that as
of recentdatecoins found at Corinthare beinggivencataloguenumbers,whichwill makesuchnecessaryreferencepossible
in the future.
4 Their
significanceand utility in chronologyshould, however,not be minimized.In archaeologicalchronologytwo
historicalconnections,both providingabundantmaterial,are much to be prizedand not given to all. The hiddenfringe
benefitsare far reachingand, in the presentcase, the two are morethanusuallybasic sincethey often provided,or assisted
in providing,dates for both early (or initial)and final stages of many shape series.
5 In the main, use has been made in this study only of materialfound in the houses at Olynthossince this in general
has been assumedto have been in use at the time of the destruction.Since shape developmentis an importantcriterion
for dating here, especialefforthas been devotedto distinguishingthe most advancedexamplesof each seriespresentin
the houses at Olynthossince these are the most nearlycontemporarywith the time of the destructionin point of time
of manufacture.In the main, Attic pots in deposits have been comparedwith Attic pots from Olynthos,a major and
necessaryexception being the comparisonof Corinthianskyphoi of Attic type with Attic skyphoi found at Olynthos.
The writeris aware of indicationsfor slight re-inhabitationof Olynthosafter 348 in a restrictedarea there: see David
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is necessary. The problem of the establishment of what pieces are of the time of the destruction, or
in use at that time, has been approached from several directions, each providing a measure of control,
with the result that a considerable degree of reliance, it is believed, can be placed on the dating of this
pottery to that time. The main block of Mummian material comes from the South Stoa wells, from
fillings which can plausibly be associated with the destruction, owing to the presence in them of great
quantities of pieces of numerous architectural elements of the South Stoa, evidently representing an
overall, extensive destruction of the building suitable to that occasion. This indication of destruction
is further supplemented by broken statue bases from which the statues had been hacked, broken furnishings of various kinds, fragments of the stone well curbs, fragments of inscriptions, and some indication of burning. It was initially clear, if only on the basis of reason, that this material, if Mummian,
was not likely to have been thrown in the wells until the time of the establishmentof the Roman colony
in 44 B.C. In many cases some Roman additions, pottery, glass, or coins, were actually present in these
destruction fillings, indicating that the disposal of the fillings in the wells actually took place in the time
of the Roman colony, in some cases soon after 44 B.C., in others after a lapse of some years, thus
providing evidence that the destruction fillings were to be attributed to Mummius' activities in 146 B.C.
rather than to some earlier, unrecorded event. The supplementaryindications for date provided by the
Hellenistic coins and amphora handles in the fillings pointed to the same occasion. In the initial stages
of this study it seemed justifiable, then, to regard the material from these fillings as having been in
use in 146 B.C. Further testing of the attributionin the course of the present study, in relation to deposits
of earlier times, with repeated scrutiny as the histories of all the shapes representedin the destruction
fillings were studied and written, has entirely confirmed the attribution. The pottery studied here is
entirely Corinthian. It is a priori likely that all production of pottery ceased in Corinth at the time of
the destruction.7The examples of shape series studied here from deposits attributed to the destruction
are in the main the most advanced of their series (fragments of some earlier material are of course
inevitably present), hence representingthe last stage of pottery produced in Greek Corinth. The attribution of this important block of material to the time of Mummius' destruction is supplemented and

M. Robinson and J. Walter Graham, Excavations at Olynthus, VIII, The Hellenic House, Baltimore, 1938, pp. 1-13;
David M. Robinson and Paul Augustus Clement, Excavations at Olynthus, IX, The Chalcidic Mint and the Excavation

Coinsfound in 1928-1934, Baltimore, 1938, pp. 363-372; Alfred R. Bellinger,"Notes on Coins from Olynthus," in

Studies Presented to David Moore Robinson on his Seventieth Birthday, II, Saint Louis, 1953, pp. 180-186.

6 No chronologicaluse has been made here of clustersof depositswith potentialhistoricalconnectionin the summaries
below (for commentsee pp. 192-195).Thesegroupingsweredevelopedat theendof thisstudyandareintendedonlyforfuture
scrutinyand considerationwhen chronologyis more refinedthan it is at present.It is also to be noted that no use has
been made in this study of examplesof shapesproducedin centersforeignto Corinthwhich occur in depositselsewhere
for which historicalassociationshave been suggested.It is to be expected that pottery traditions,usages, criteriafor
dating, speed of shape development,decorativetastes and emphases,will vary considerablyamong the numerouslocal
centers of pottery productionwhich must have existed in Hellenistictimes. Though a superficialkoine may appearto
exist in Hellenisticpottery in general,it is likely that as wide a variety of local individualitieswill be seen to exist in
Hellenisticpottery, when more local fabricsare isolated, as, for instance,there were in the Orientalizing,Archaic and
Classicalperiodsin the Greekarea. Parallelismsbetweencomparablevessels of differentcentersof manufacturedo not
seem a reliablebasis for datingexcept in very generalterms.
7 The
percentageof likelihoodthatsome Corinthianpottersmayhavesurvivedto continueCorinthianpotterytraditions
under the Sikyoniancontrol of the area in the desolationperiod from 146 to 44 B.C. seems slight. The possibilitythat
some of the potterymay be of Sikyonianmanufacture,addedto the Mummiandestructiondebrisin the yearsfollowing
the destruction,has also been consideredand needs to be furtherexplored. Some materialat Corinth datable in the
desolationperiod is known. For commenton this period see Harris,Hesperia,X, 1941, p. 158; Asklepieion,pp. 82-84;
Grace, Hesperia,XXII, 1953, p. 119 and note 7; Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 100; Grace, Hesperia,SupplementX, note 19;

Kent, The Inscriptions, p. 20, note 10.

Local Sikyonianpotteryof the Hellenisticperiodhas not been isolatedand defined.The presentwriterhas seen some
materialexcavatedat Sikyonand has formedthe very tentativeopinionthat, thoughin fabricthe potteryof Sikyonmay
be close to Corinthian,futurestudy will probablyshow that thereare detectabledifferencesin the treatmentand details
of shape designbetweenthe productsof Corinthand Sikyon.
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confirmedby the materialfrom two other deposits,46 and 94. The attributionof the materialfrom
Deposit 46 to Mummius'destructionwas suggestedby the date of the latest coin in it, of the years
148-146B.C. Subsequentstudyof manyshapeseriesin the depositpertinentto the presentundertaking
has shownthem also to be of the most advancedstage of their series.8Analysisof the materialfrom
Deposit94 at an advancedstage of the studyhas shownit to be, evidently,an assemblageof material
which graduallyaccumulatedduringthe lifetimeof the Greek South Stoa from the time of its first
use down to the time of the destruction.Althoughnone of the depositsor fillingsattributedto the
time of the destructionis what mightbe called an in situ deposit,i.e. sealedor remainingin the position it occupiedas the immediateresultof the destruction(certainlyone may hope that such will be
distinguishedin futureexcavationsin Corinth),nonethelessthe attributionof the materialin this study
to that event,controlledby variousapproaches,seemsa reasonablystrongone. It is to be emphasized
that one can feel more confidencein the attributionof Corinthianmaterialto Mummius'destruction
than one can in the case of importedmaterialfrom the destructionfillings.Thoughimportedmaterial
in the destructionfillingsmay sharewith the Corinthiansome degreeof likelihoodthat it is of 146,
with it thereis alwayspresentthe possibilitythat it may have been addedto the destructiondebrisby
Sikyoniansor other occasionalvisitorsin the desolationperiodof 146 to 44 B.C.
The degreeof reliabilityof the "archaeological"dating here is somewhatdifficultto estimatefor
one closelyconcernedwith the initialerectionof a chronologicalframeworkand the establishmentof
criteriafor dating.It will be betterassesedby those who may have reasonto employthe presentconclusionsin the futurein specificarchaeologicalsituations.There has been a firm convictionin this
study that good or likely dating for potteryproducedin Corinthin the Hellenisticperiod can only
be achievedby full study of the historyof the various shape seriesfrom their time of introduction,
wheneverthat may have been, to the final stages,employingthe evidence,primarily,of its homeland,
so thatthe significantcriteriafor datingin eachseriescanbe ascertainedas fullyas possible.All pertinent
full sequencesavailableat presenthave,accordingly,been studiedhere,and all those of whichwe have
at presentonly partial representation.The deposit evidenceis that providedby the excavationsat
Corinth;some evidencefromneighboringIsthmia,also in the Corinthia,has beenavailablein addition
throughthe kindnessof ProfessorBroneer.The reliabilityof likelihoodin datingdependsgreatlyon
the representationof a given shape seriesin respectto initial, intermediate,late, and final stages,on
in size series,and of course,in the number,reliability,and the degreeof studywhich
the representation
has been devotedto them, of the depositsconcernedin the variousstagesof productionof the shape.
In the discussionsof themanyshapeseriesin this studyandin thesummariesthereaderhasbeenprovided
insofaras is practicablewith the necessaryinformationfor evaluatingthe reliabilityof the dating of
vesselsin which he may be interested.Indicationof the stages now attestedin a given series(many
incomplete)is given in the headings.The cataloguesof the individualseriesare arrangedby sizes for
the most part, both for assessmentand for use, so that the degreeof representationshouldbe readily
evident.In the headingsa list of all depositsconcernedis also given, in additionto specificdeposit
referencesin the catalogue.In variousdiscussionsan attempthas been made to suggest the degree
of sensitivityin the datingof particularseries.Muchremainsfor the futurein the way of gainin dating
precision:much furtherstudy of present deposit evidence,supplementationof the presentdeposit
in the variousseriesby stageandby size.Thisis necessarily
evidence,fillingof the gapsin representation
so, since the present study is a beginning, based on the evidence now available. Some has been well

recordedand interpreted,some hastily and summarilytreated,some has been recapturedonly with
good will, experience,or sanguineimagination.Excavationis done by excavatorsof varyingdegrees
It is not ruledout that some of the materialfrom this depositnot studiedheremay be of earlierdate. Some material
of very high quality,both potteryand pieces of other categories,may have been in the household for some years.Also
it seemslikely that some materialmay belong to an undetecteduse filling.
8
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of experience,for variousreasonsand with variousinterestsin view, not alwayswith the studentof
artifactsor the establishmentof chronologyin mind.
The presentorder of presentationof the deposit summarieswas devisedat the conclusionof this
study with the thoughtnot only of makingclear, insofaras possiblein brief space,the natureof the
deposit evidenceavailable,but of making strengths,weaknesses,and gaps readily comprehensible.
It has also been arrangedso that evidencewhich will become availablein the futurecan readilybe
integrated,with the hope that eventuallythere may exist a more tightlyinterwovenmesh of deposit
evidencefor chronology,not only of potterybut of other varietiesof artifactsof the times. Toward
this end the presentdepositshave been arrangedin threemajorcategories,each with smallerclusters
of depositsinterrelatedin variousways,clustersof depositswhichneedto be consideredin relationship
to one another,eitherwith regardto presentdatingor with respectto datingin futurestudies.A list
of all the deposits,whichwill serveas an index and also as a quickmeansof generalappraisalof the
and discussion.In the case of deposits
deposits,is providedherefor purposesof generalcomprehension
of long rangethe dates given in the list are those of the lower limit of range.In the case of deposits
in whichseveralfillingsare concerned,the one givenis the lowerdate of the particularfillingof major
interesthere.
I. Depositsotherthan gravesand SouthStoa
6th centuryB.C., 3rd quarter

1. Agora SCW,Well at T-U: 2
2. SoutheastBuilding,Well at 1:23
Early 5th centuryB.C.

3. Agora SC, Well at I-J:24-25
4. Pit II in new roadwest of Shear'shouse
5th centuryB.C.,first half

5. Isthmia,the LargeCircularPit
6. Potters'Quarter,Road Deposit
7. Potters'Quarter,Depositin StelaiShrineA
450 and 4th centuryB.C.,thirdquarter

8. MuseumWest,Well at K 23
9. Potters'Quarter,CircularSouthShrine
Ca. 420 B.C.

10. Agora SW, Well at E-K: 30-37
11. SouthBasilica,Well at S: 11
Earthquake(?) deposits
12. SouthBasilica,Well at K: 14
13. Potters'Quarter,RectangularSouthPit
375 to 350 and 4th centuryB.C.,3rd quarter

14. St. John's,unidentifiedwell or cistern
15. SouthBasilica,Well in E. cryptoporticusat IV: 15
16. Isthmia,PotteryPit in TheaterCave
17. New MuseumEast, WellJ at O-P: 10
4th century, thirdquarter(?) to 275 B.C.

18. Potters'Quarter,depositsin TerracottaFactory

{

19. North Stoa, Gold Hoard
20. Asklepieion,VotiveDepositV in Well QQ 22
21. Bathsof Aphrodite:SectionC, WestWell (WellI)
22. Bathsof Aphrodite:CisternComplexin Room L

,

sqa

S
r
Stratigraphical
relationship
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23. Temple E, Cistern II
24. Well at Kretika
25. Tile Works, Well B
Early Kiln
26. Tile Works, Well C Early Kiln
27. Tile Works, Well A
l
28. Tile Works, Large Kiln Later Kiln
29. Anaploga Cistern Area, Manhole 7
30. Anaploga Cistern Area, Manhole 8
,
^.i,Anaploga
C
31. Anaploga
Cistern
Area, Manhole 10
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i

Simultaneous abandonment (?)

32. AnaplogaCisternArea, Manhole11
33. North of School, Well R
34. Baths of Aphrodite, East Well (Well II)
35. Museum West, Manhole at G:2
36. New Museum East, Well A
37. New Museum East, Cistern at I-L: 15-16

T
Terracing

3rd century B.C., second quarter

38. Well by Excavation Dump
3rd century B.C., third and last quarters

39. New Museum, "Well" (cistern) 41 a
40. New Museum, "Well" (cistern) 49a
41. New Museum, Well X
42. New Museum, Well Z
43. Well at NW corner of precinct of Temple E
44. St. John's, Cistern at D-34

Connected with
planning and
construction of temenos
of Hellenistic predecessor
of Temple E?

2nd century B.C., first quarter

45. Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, Pit B
Destructionof Corinthin 146 B.C.
46. Southeast Building, Well at N-20
47. Anaploga, destruction filling of 1st Cleaning and Dyeing Works
Early Romanperiod
48. Anaploga, Well in Grave 12

II. Graves
5th century B.C., last quarter

49. North Cemetery, Field of Panages Kondyles, Grave 54A
Trefoil oinochoe graves, 5th century last quarterto 4th centuryB.C., last quarter
50. North Cemetery, Field of Panages Kondyles, Grave 23A
51. North Cemetery, Grave 339
52. North Cemetery, Grave 348
graves, 350 to 4th century B.C., last quarter
Pyxis and trefoil-oinochoe-with-shoulder-stop
53. North Cemetery, Deposit 36
54. North Cemetery, Deposit 28
55. North Cemetery, Grave 40
4th centuryB.C., 3rd quarter
56. Grave outside Kenchrean Gate
Corinthianskyphos,Attic Typeand unguentariumgraves, 4th century, late thirdquarterto ca. 275 B.C.
57. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 4
58. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 9
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59. Grave (9) near "Justinian'sWall"
60. North Cemetery, Grave 372
61. Grave NW of Acrocorinth
62. North Cemetery, Grave 369
63. North Cemetery, Grave 50
64. Grave VII outside city wall on road to Hexamilia
65 A. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 1, lower burial
65 B. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 1, upper burial
66. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 3
67. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 3B
68. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 10
69. Roman Tomb, Grave 5
Hexamilia kantharosgraves, 3rd centuryB.C.,second quarterto early last quarter
70. North Cemetery, Grave 269
71. Area of Roman tomb north of village, group of pots between Tomb I and Grave 11
72. Tomb VIII outside city wall on road to Hexamilia
73. Cheliotomylos, Trench D burial vault
3rd centuryB.C.,second half
74. Roman tomb north of village, Grave 16
75. Anaploga, rock cutting 4
76. Irrigation Ditch NE of City, Burial DD
lst centuryB.C.,last quarter
78. West Wall of City, Grave III

(evidence for Mummian destruction of City Wall)

III. Deposits connected with the history of the South Stoa
Planning and preparationfor construction: ca. 375 to 350 B.C.
Construction of Stoa and terracing: ca. 350 or early third quarter of 4th century to ca. 330 B.C.
Period of use of Stoa in Greek times: ca. 330 to 146 B.C.
Destruction of Stoa by Mummius: 146 B.C.
79. Agora SC, Well at b-c: 18-19
80. Agora SC, Drain at b-f: 19-20
81. Southeast Building, Well at P-27
82. South Stoa, Great Reservoir, filling of oval manhole
83. South Stoa, Great Reservoir, filling of eastern entrance
84. South Stoa, footing trenches, Shop and Storeroom I
85. South Stoa, footing trench of east wall of Stoa
86. South Stoa, fill around foundation of pier 31 of Ionic colonnade
Planning,
87. South Stoa, Pre-Stoa Well north of Shop IV and filling of
construction,
building north of Shop IV
and completion
88. Tavern of Aphrodite, South Stoa Construction Fill, South Stoa
(some deposits
Terrace Filling, and earlier
involved in
89. Agora SC, V-X: 24-26, Underground Sanctuary
several phases)
90. Agora SC, Pit at N-O: 21-23
91. Filling under cobble pavement of South Stoa Terrace
92. Agora SC, filling over stereo at V-Y: 13-20
93. South Stoa, Deposit in Shop XXXII
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94. South Stoa, Shop I, Pottery Deposit
95. South Stoa, Well II
96. South Stoa, Well III
97. South Stoa, Well IV
98. South Stoa, Well V
99. South Stoa, Well VII
100. South Stoa, Well VIII
101. South Stoa, Well IX
102. South Stoa, Well X
103. South Stoa, Well XI
104. South Stoa, Well XII
105. South Stoa, Well XIII
106. South Stoa, Well XIV
107. South Stoa, Well XV
108. South Stoa, Well XVI
109. South Stoa, Well XVIII
110. South Stoa, Well XIX
111. South Stoa, Well XX
112. South Stoa, Well XXII
113. South Stoa, Well XXVII
114. South Stoa, Well XXVIII
115. South Stoa, Well XXX
116. South Stoa, Well XXXI
117. South Stoa, Well XXXIII
118. South Stoa, from various shop wells
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Use.
Destruction in 146 B.C.

The division of the deposits into three categories is a natural one along the lines of the kinds of
evidence the deposits provide as a whole. First, a category in part an exclusive one: deposits other than
grave groups and deposits connected with the history of the South Stoa. This includes Deposits 1-48.
They were found in various areas in Corinth and at Isthmia. They are mainly well and cistern groups
with a few from other kinds of sources. In this majorcategorythere are various lesser clusters. 10-12
of ca. 420 B.C. form one cluster deserving of further close scrutiny and study since it has been suggested
that an earthquake may have been responsible for the disposal of the material they include. If indeed
an earthquake was the motivating factor it is entirely conceivable that this cluster may be extensively
increased in the future and provide closely datable chronological information of much material in
use at one moment. 18-37, some twenty deposits, form the very suggestively largest chronological
cluster of a fairly limited period in this category. Probably no single event in the years they cover,
according to present dating, from the latter years of the 4th century through the first quarter of the
3rd, is the cause of the disposal of the material in them. Several successive events seem more likely.
There is indication that another earthquake may be responsible for one deposit (actually a group of
deposits): 18, the Terracotta Factory of the Potters' Quarter. Whether or not other deposits in this
cluster owe their disposal to this event is open to speculation and scrutiny. One thinks in this connection
of the wholesale disposal of votives of the Asklepieion, representedby 20, and others not treated here.
Perhapsalso the abandonmentof the later Tile Works, representedby 27 and 28, may have been involved.
The political events of these troubled years may also be reflected in this cluster. Is the burial of the
Gold Hoard of 19 to be connected with one such event? May the abandonment of the enormous cistern
system, represented by 29-33, be due to another such event? Some deposits of the time seem more
likely to be connected with construction rather than destruction, e.g. 36-37, which were involved in
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a terracingoperation.Two deposits,21-22, are connectedby a stratigraphical
relationship,a cistern
constructedabove a well in close sequence,thoughthe natureof theirfillingsdoes not providea particularlyusefulchronologicalsequenceof material.A furthercluster,39-43, and perhaps44, is conceivably an associationof a differentkind and worthyof scrutinytogetherfor this reason,a topographical
one, potentiallyperhapsas extensivea topographicalgroupingas those concernedwith the historyof
the SouthStoa. The wells and cisternsof this group all were located within the confinesof a temple
temenos,to a large extent still hypothetical,believedto have occupiedin Hellenistictimes the area
latercoveredby the temenosof TempleE. It seemsa fair possibilitythat all the membersof this group
may havebeeninvolvedin operationsconnectedwith the clearingof the temenosareafor construction.
The presentdatingfor the finalfillingof thesewells and cisternin the thirdand last quarterof the 3rd
centuryB.C. is based primarilyon the cataloguedmaterialsince at presentthe contextmaterialis not
accessiblefor study.Furtherstudyof the contextmaterialwhenit becomesavailable9may conceivably
in time of finaldepositamongthesedepositsthan is now indicated.
revealeven closercontemporaneity
Thereis, of course,a furtherpossibilitythat excavationwithinthe considerablelimits of the temenos
will provideadditionaldepositsalso involvedin the clearanceof the temenosareaand the construction
of the temenos,thus formingan importantclusterof the still extensivelyenigmatic3rd century.The
potentialitiesof the small clusterof two deposits,46, 47, connectedwith the Mummiandestruction,
is, of course,readilyapparent.
The secondmajorcategoryof deposits,49-78, consistsof gravegroups.Theseaffordthe possibility
of valuablelesserclustersof considerableimportancefor relativechronologyand potentiallyimportant
for absolutechronologyalso, in cases where closely datablecoins are involved.A numberof such
clusters,the basisfor eachclusterbeingthe presencein eachof the gravegroupsof one or moreexamples
of particularshapeseries,are seen in the list. One cluster,57-69, for example,providesa closelyknit
sequenceof gravegroupswhichhavebeen of considerableimportancein the presentstudyfor chronology from the latterthird quarterof the 4th centurythroughthe earlyyears of the Hellenisticperiod.
The clusteris bound togetherby the presencein its depositsof unguentariaor skyphoiof Attic type
or both. The relativesequencethese forms provideis pertinentalso to the chronologyof at least a
dozen other shape seriesbecauseof the differingcomponentsof each gravegroup. Some numismatic
evidencepresentin this seriesmay eventuallyyield greaterprecisionfor the clusterthan is possible
at present,and futureadditionsto this importantinitialHellenisticclustershoulddo muchin the direction of chronologicalprecision.It is conceivablethat eventually,with the additionof furthergrave
groupsof the times yet to be excavated,it will be possibleto form a closelyinterlockingmesh of such
grave groupsof the period, knittingtogethervariousclusters.The list makes the presentpaucityof
gravegroupsof Hellenistictimesin Corinthonlytoo evident.Futurefillingof thisimportant
single-burial
gap is muchto be wishedsinceit will contributemuchto precisionin datingof otherkindsof deposits
and, by chain reaction,to precisionin datingof architecturalstructuresand even ultimately,through
linkingwiththe depositsof the firstcategory,to providingcloserprecisionin the datingof thosedeposits
whichmay have resultedfrom historicaleventsin HellenisticCorinth.Two of the gravegroupsin this
clusterare, incidentally,in a stratigraphical
relationship,65 A and 65 B.
The thirdmajorcategory,79-118,is composedof depositswhichhaveto be consideredin relationship
to one anotherchronologicallysincein one way or anotherthey are all concernedwith the SouthStoa:
the planningandpreparationfor its construction;the actualconstructionandcompletionof the building
activitiesconcernedwith terracingin frontof the buildingso as to make it accesitself; supplementary
sible for use from thevalleyat the north(the later openarea of the RomanAgora); the periodof use
of the Stoa in the Greekperiod;and, of course,the destructionof the buildingin 146B.C. Deposits
9 Re-organizationof the inheritanceof context materialof many years of excavationat Corinthis currentlybeing
undertaken.
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connectedwith one aspectof the historyof the Stoa necessarilyhave to be consideredchronologically
in in respectto one depositwill
in relationto those concernedwith otheraspects.A modification date
of another.In the presentstudy
that
in manyinstancesaffectthe datingof others,one oftencontrolling
considerationof all thesedepositsin relationto one anotherhas resultedin the opinionthatthe planning
and preparationfor the Stoa (condemnationof propertyexistingin its area, negotiationsprobablyin
fundraisingpresumably,andthe like)mayhaveoccupied
severalinstanceswithreligiousestablishments,
the entiresecondquarterof the 4th century;10that constructionof the buildingprobablybeganaround
350B.C. or in the early third quarterof the 4th century;"that constructionof it, the terracingand
its pavingto the northwerecomplete,makingit possibleto use the buildingby ca. 330 B.C.; and that
the Greekperiodof use of the Stoa extendedfrom ca. 330 to 146B.C. when Corinthwas destroyedby
Mummius.The indicationsprovidedby the depositstowardthese conclusionsare summarizedbelow
in connectionwith the individualdeposits.The date of ca. 330 B.C. for the completionof the Stoa
constructionprogramandthe beginningof its use,it shouldbe noted,hasbeenarrivedat by a consideration of, on the one hand,the evidenceof depositsassociatedwith the planningand construction,and,
on the other hand, the earliestmaterialfrom the use fillingsof the South Stoa shop wells, preserved
to us despiteprobablysuccessivecleaningsof the wells,in a numberof deposits.Thoughconsideration
of one kindof evidencealonemightpermitgreaterlatitudein datingthe completionof the Stoaprogram,
considerationof both kinds vis-a-viseach othermuch reducesthe possibilityof latitude.12
With regardto the periodof use of the Stoa in the Greekperiodand the chronologicaluse here of
materialfromthe shop wellswhichservedit (Deposits95-118), the positionadoptedherein considerationof thevariouskindsof evidenceis thatthe wellswereconstructedas an integralpart of the building
and came into use, if not actuallyduringthe construction,then at the time of completion
program13
of the entirebuildingand terracingprogram.Thus they are hereregardedas havingbeen in the main
in use from ca. 330B.C. to the time of destructionwith the one possibleexceptionof 110, whose use
seemsto have been truncatedearlier,and conceivablyalso that of 97. It seemsinevitablethat use over
so long a period necessitatedcleaningout the well accumulationsat intervals,since no doubt these
10The lower limits of four depositsin the area eventuallyoccupiedby South Stoa terracing,79-82, representativeof
severalestablishments,are indicativeof this. They are on presentdating graduatedthroughthe course of the second
quarter.The establishmentsto which Deposits 87, 88, and 89 belonged were evidentlyalso involved in planningand
preparation,though these deposits also reflectactual Stoa constructionactivities.
n PrimarilyDeposits 83-93 in combinationwith evidencefrom the use fillingsof various Stoa wells, especially96,
109, 110, 111; see also below, pp. 218-223.
12 The conclusionshere with regardto the date of the Stoa are in generalagreement,though with some modifications,
with those reachedby ProfessorBroneer(S. Stoa, pp. 94ff.) and with those reachedon the date of the buildingon the
basis of the architecturalmouldingsby Lucy Shoe Meritt(ibid.,p. 96). Differentopinionshave beenexpressedby R. Martin, Rev. Et. Gr., LXIX, 1956, pp. 213-216, and by G. Roux, L'Architecture de l'Argolide aux IVe et IIIe siecles avant

J.-C., Paris, 1961. The latter (p. 348, footnote 6) says with referenceto ProfessorBroneer'sdating: "Je me rangerais
volontiersa l'opinion de R. Martin(R.E.G.69, 1956,pp. 213-216) qui proposed'abaisserla date de quelquesdecades."
His preferenceas to a lower date is, however,unclear.On p. 414 the terracottasimas are dated 320-270B.C.; on p. 421
the Ionic capitalsare datedat the end of the 4th century;on p. 417 the Ionic interiorcolumnsare datedat the beginning
of the 3rd century.One gets the impressionof a buildingconstructedfrom the top downward!One presumesthat his
datingis based on stylisticsequencesof these variouselements,the sequencesbeing composedof examplesfrom various
cities and areas. Comparisonbetween architecturaland ceramicpracticecannot of course be pressed, since different
factorsinfluencingthe datingare presentin each. The presentwriter,however,has observedthat in the potteryproducts
of differentcentersshapes, shape development,and decorativeelementsof comparablepots may differstronglyin both
rate of changeand in kind, and wondersif theremay not be to some degreesimilardifferencesin the architecturalpractices
of differentcenters. Conceivablya study of Corinthianarchitecturalsequencesmight show a more rapid development
than that of some other centersrepresentedin the sequencesstudiedby M. Roux. More advancedand developedarchitecturetoday is undoubtedlyto be observedin largeand wealthycities than in the smallerand less prosperous.
13 A structuralconsideration,among others, leads to this conclusion.It would seem necessaryfor them to have been
plotted and laid out prior to the constructionof the shop walls, for visibility,in order to have achievedtheir attested
alignmentwith the Peirenechannel which providedtheir water. See also Hill, The Springs,p. 62; for the plan, ibid.,
pl. III, and Broneer,S. Stoa, plan IX.
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often rose to high enoughlevels to cut off the flow of waterthroughthe smallinlets from thePeirene
channel.'4Thusin the use accumulationsof the wellsprobablyin no case havewe the full accumulation
of the ca. 180 yearsof theiruse. Somematerialof the initialstagesof accumulationis preservedto us
in either cataloguedor contextmaterialin a numberof wells,notablyDeposits96, 109, 110, 111, and
to someextentprobablyalso in 95, 106,and 113.Materialof the subsequentperiodof use is progressively
more abundant,though truncatedin rangeof periodby varyingdegreesin the variouswells and no
doubtvery muchdecimatedin all throughthe cleanings.Evidentlyonly Deposit 94, the circumstances
of whose place of disposalperhapsdid not requirecleaningout and disposalelsewhere,providesa
probablyvery completeaccumulationof the periodof use of the Stoa.
The generalcategoryof depositsrelatedto the historyof the SouthStoamaywellbe increasedthrough
futureexcavations.A numberof the shop wells remainto be excavated.In addition,furtherdeposits
pertinentto the planningand final terracingmay be revealed(conceivablystill sealedin place by the
cobble pavement:see Deposit 91) in front of the buildingat the east whereexcavationseemsnot as
yet to have been carrieddown to levelscontemporarywith the time of the Stoa.
14

For the inlets see Hill, The Springs, p. 61, and Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 59-60.
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I. DEPOSITS OTHER THAN FROM GRAVES AND THE SOUTH STOA
1. Agora SCW, Well at T-U: 2
Range in date: 600 to 540 B.C.
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan, Ilesperia, XXII, 1953,
p. 132, fig. 1: pp. 135-136; pl. 46, a, 1-3
(preliminary report).
Brann, pp. 350-374 (full publication of the
deposit).
Summary:
The well was located at little less than two
meters north of the stylobate of the South Stoa,
in front of Shop XXVII (Morgan, op. cit., p. 132,
fig. 1: lower left, well cut by grave; cf. Broneer,
S. Stoa, plan V). The filling of the well, which
has a range in period from ca. 600 to 540 B.C.,
was evidently thrown in at one time (Brann,
p. 350, footnote 2). It includes 126 pottery vessels of various categories. The question is raised,
p. 121, footnote 8, as to whether or not 648
(C-53-134) actually belongs to the 6th century
filling.
Objectspublished:
C-53-93: 239
C-53-134: 648

C-53-153: 235

2. Southeast Building, Well at 1:23
Range in date: 6th century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 237238; pl. 55, 4-5 (preliminary report).
Weinberg, The Southeast Building, p. 4; plan I
(brief summary).
Summary:
The well was located just west of the eastern
line of inner supports of the building, between
the second and third from the north (Weinberg,
The Southeast Building, plan I; cf. ibid., p. 5,
fig. 1). The material from the filling of the shaft,
which included 300 pottery vessels, lamps, terracottas, has been dated in the third quarter of the
6th century in the preliminary notices. Broneer,
op. cit., suggests that the pottery came from a
shop or potters' establishment.
Objectspublished or noted:

C-47-748: 214
C-47-749: 236
C-47-750: 119

C-47-751: 201
C-47-752: p. 5038
C-47-755: 240

3. Agora SC, Well at I-J: 24-25
Range in date: ca. 550 to 500-480 B.C.
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937,
p. 547; p. 548, fig. 10; and pl. XIII, 2 (preliminary report).
Campbell, pp. 557-611 (full publication of
deposit).
Summary:
The well was located ca. 7 meters north of the
stylobate of the South Stoa in the area in front
of Shop XXII (Morgan, op. cit., pl. XIII, 2:
VIth century well; cf. Broneer, S. Stoa, plan IV).
The filling of the well, which has a range in period
from ca. 550 to sometime between 500 and
480 B.C., was thrown in at one time. It included
222 pottery vessels of various categories, numerous
lamps, some architectural tiles, loomweights, a
terracotta and a stone palette.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-37-942: p. 107
C-37-949: 202
C-37-972: 216
C-37-973: 215
C-37-984: p. 107
C-37-985: p. 107
C-37-1051: 204
C-37-1066: p. 107

C-37-1081: 203
C-37-2048: p. 1088
C-37-2056: p. 5744
C-37-2058: p. 1207
C-37-2059: p. 1207
C-37-2060: p. 1207
C-37-2062a: 693

4. Pit II in New Road west of Shear's House
Range in date: ca. 500 or early 5th century B.C.
Summary:
The pit was located in the line of the modern
road running between Oakley House and Hadji
Mustapha. The section of the road in which the
pit was situated, excavated in 1931, evidently
lay south of the atrium of the Roman building just outside the northwest corner of the
precinct of Temple E (see Henry S. Robinson,
Corinth, A Brief History of the City and a Guide
to the Excavations, Athens, 1964, fig. 4). The
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dating of the material from the filling of the
pit, 12 pottery vessels and one lamp, needs further study. At present it would seem to have
been deposited about 500 B.C. or in the early
years of the 5th century.
Objectspublished:
C-31-171: 217

C-31-172: 218
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5. Isthmia, the Large Circular Pit
Range in date: ca. 7th century, third quarter to
ca. mid-5th century B.C.
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, pp.
301-303, and fig. 2; pp. 327-328, nos. 2, 8,
and 11; pp. 334-336, nos. 4, 5, and 10;
XXXI, 1962, pp. 1-3 and fig. 1; pp. 22-24,
nos. 1-12.
Oscar Broneer, Isthmia, II, pp. 135-136.
Summary:
An extremely large well which was, according
to the preliminaryreports,probably filled up at one
time about mid-5th century B.C., the material in
the filling evidently of considerable range in period
including pottery as early as Early and Middle
Corinthian. The objects from the pit are being
studied by Professor D. A. Amyx who may well
suggest modifications of the dates indicated here.
Objects noted:

IP 2303: p.

5038

IP 2352: p. 5038

6. Potters' Quarter, Road Deposit
Range in date: from ca. 600 well into the 5th century B.C.
Bibliography:
Agnes N. Stillwell, PQ I, pp. 15, 21, and pl. 51;
PQ II, p. 22 and pl. 60 (the deposit, terracotta figurines, lamps, and miscellaneous).
Summary:
"A thick layer of discarded material, mostly
pottery, with many lamp fragments also, from
the roadway outside the South Long Building
and the North Long Building, particularly the
latter. This material is datable throughout the
6th century and well into the 5th."
Objectspublished:
KP 361: 219
7. Potters' Quarter, Deposit in Stelai Shrine A
Range in date: 5th century B.C., first half
Bibliography:
Agnes N. Stillwell, PQ I, pp. 22-23, and pl. 51;
PQ II, p. 22 and pl. 60 (the deposit, terracotta figurines, and a lamp).
Summary:
"A mass of vases, figurines, and a little other
material found packed into a small walled en-

closure, and probably to be dated mainly in the
first half of the 5th century."
Objectspublished:
KP 1312: 259
8. Museum West, Well at K: 23
Range in date: from ca. early 6th century perhaps
into 5th century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
Saul S. Weinberg, A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, pp.
596-598, figs. 7, a-b, 8, and 9 (preliminary
report); Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 128-129,
and footnotes 123, 127, 129, 131; pl. 30, m,
b,d,g.
Summary:
The well was located in the area just north of
the northeast corner of the foundations of Temple
E (see A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 594, fig. 4, "Well").
There seems to have been no use filling in the
well and it is reported to have been filled up at
one time. The significant range in period represented by the objects from the filling, which included 366 pottery vessels, many lamps and terracottas, loom weights and some objects of bone
and stone, is from the beginning of the 6th century to the middle of the 5th century B.C., perhaps into the third quarter.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-39-7: 228
C-39-22: p. 5744
C-39-86: 253
C-39-99: 208
C-39-100: 227
C-39-101: 222

C-39-102: 209
C-39-168: p. 6660
C-39-211: 555
C-39-253: 200
C-39-278: 688

9. Potters' Quarter, Circular South Shrine
Range in date: 5th century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
Agnes N. Stillwell, PQ I, p. 32 and pl. 51; PQ
II, p. 23 and pl. 60.
Summary:
"A small walled enclosure around which a
great number of vases and figurines were found,
all probably belonging to the third quarter of the
5th century."
Objectspublished:
KP 367: 237
10-12.
These three well deposits form a chronological
group with a common lower limit of ca. 420 B.C.
Conceivably other deposits in Corinth will be
found, on further study, to be suitable for addition to this group.
Pease, p. 257, footnote 3: "Three wells in the
southern part of the Agora (this well [i.e. 10]
and S:11 [i.e. 11] and K:14 [i.e. 12] in the
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South Basilica) were filled in contemporaneously, perhaps as the result of some sudden catastrophe, as one of the earthquakesfamiliar in
Corinth. In the Basilica Wells (i.e. 11 and 12)the
pottery was thrown in by kinds, as though swept
in series off the shelves of a pottery shop."
Miss Pease's date for 10 has been fully adopted
here and has proved very satisfactory indeed in
relative placement of shape series. Her date for
11 and 12 have also been adopted. No further
analysis of them has, however, been attempted
here. They seem very worthy of future attention
and study since they will presumably supplement
our present knowledge of pottery of this time.
Weinberg, The Southeast Building, p. 59, evidently refers to both 11 and 12 in the following:
"The first well to be filled was that in the
southwest corner of the cryptoporticus; the
pottery in it belongs largely to the early fifth
century and some of it is even earlier. A well
in the southwest corner of the core, about ten
meters northeast of the other one, was also
filled in the fifth century and much of the
debris is from the first half of that century."
The date given by Weinberg for 11, "largely to
the early fifth century and some of it is even
earlier," is evidently due to a clerical error in the
excavation records whereby the objects from 11
were assigned to a different well in the Basilica.
10. Agora SW, Well at E-K: 30-37
Range in date: 460 to 420 B.C.
Bibliography:
Richard Stillwell, A.J.A., XL, 1936, pp.
41-42, and fig. 20 (preliminary report).
Pease, pp. 257-316 (full publication of
deposit).
Location:
In "the area at the foot of the great
stair or ramp that led through the central
portion of the West Shops up to the
precinct in front of Temple E."
Summary:
The entire filling of the well was thrown
in at one time. The objects in the filling,
including 343 catalogued pottery vessels of
various categories, range in period from
460 to 420 B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-34-347: 220
C-34-923: p. 115
C-34-926: 617
C-34-940: p. 133
C-34-943: 669
C-34-944: 676
C-34-945: 689

C-34-946: 283
C-34-947: 282
C-34-948: 284
C-34-955: p. 1088
C-34-956: p. 1088
C-34-979: p. 107
C-34-1020: 221

C-34-1028: 751
C-34-1046: p. 2914
C-34-1092: p. 6660
C-34-1093: p. 6660
C-34-1095: p. 29'4
C-34-1135a: 678
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C-34-1139a: 677
C-34-1194: 285
C-34-1195: 298
C-34-1196: 299
C-34-2513: 618
C-34-2514: 619

11. South Basilica, Well at S: 11
Range in date: 5th century to 420 B.C.
Location:
In the southwest corner of the cryptoporticus of the South Basilica: see Weinberg, The Southeast Building, p. 59 and
plan V.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-36-1057: 750
C-36-1116: p. 5744
C-36-1074: 230
12. South Basilica, Well at K: 14
Range in date: 5th century to 420 B.C.
Location:
In the southwest corner of the core of
the South Basilica: see Weinberg, The
Southeast Building, p. 59 and plan V.
Note:
The paucity of objects catalogued from
the well vis-a-vis the comments of Miss
Pease and of the excavator in his notebook
record indicate that the contents of the well
have not been fully mended up.
Objectspublished:
none
13. Potters' Quarter, Rectangular South Pit
Range in date: 5th century B.C., end of the third
quarter and beginning of the last
Bibliography:
Agnes N. Stillwell, PQ I, p. 31; PQ II, p. 23
and pl. 60, D 11 (the deposit, terracotta
figurines, lamps, and miscellaneous).
Summary:
"A cutting containing mostly pottery, with
some mould fragments and figurines, which seem
to be datable around the third quarter of the
5th century, probably at the end of that quarter
and the beginning of the next."
Objectspublished:
KP 715: 229
KP 963: 246
KP 719: 238
KP 964: 241
KP 930: 223
KP 2503: 622
14. St. John's, unidentified well
Range in date: ca. 450 to 375 B.C.
Bibliography:
Possible reference in Richard Stillwell, A.J.A.,
XL, 1936, p. 41.
Summary:
This is a group of vessels all of which have the
same record of provenience. Their character sug-
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gests that they belong to the use fillingof a well.
The rangein periodwhichthey representis from
ca. 450 to 375 B.C. The information available
about them indicates that the well from which
they presumablyderive was located in the area
of St. John's (for this area see Stillwell,op. cit.,
pl. I) and dug in April, 1935. Conceivablyit is
the second of the two wells referredto by Stillwell, op. cit., p. 41:
"In clearingthe area at the foot of the great
stair or ramp that led through the central
portion of the West Shops up to the precinct
in front of Temple"E", two wells werefound,
one excavatedin the fall, the otherin the spring
campaign."
The first of the two wells is that publishedby
Pease,pp. 257-316 (Deposit 10 here).
Objectspublished or noted:
C-35-638: p. 137

C-35-641: p. 13722

C-35-640:733

C-35-642:p. 13722

15. South Basilica,Well at IV-15
Range in date: 4th centuryB.C., first and early
secondquarters
Bibliography:

Weinberg, The SoutheastBuilding,p. 59 and
plan V (briefmention).
Summary:

The well was located in the southernpart of
the east aisle of the cryptoporticus.The fillingof
the well, which included 20 pottery vessels, a
terracotta,and two loomweights, seems to be
primarilyof the first and early second quarters
of the 4th century.
Objectspublished:

C-36-969:336
C-36-971:664
C-36-973:250

IP 2230: p. 14716
IP 2231: p. 14716

IP 2239 A: pp. 12512,130
IP 2239 B: pp. 129, 130

IP 2240: p. 1099
IP 2232: p. 1099
IP 2234: pp. 1207,13824IP 2241: pp. 1207,13824
IP 2235:pp. 1207,13924 IP 2243: pp. 1229, 13824
IP 2236:pp. 1207,13824
17. New MuseumEast, "WellJ" at O-P, 10
Range in date: 4th centuryB.C., third quarter
Bibliography:

Saul S. Weinberg,Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pp.
239-240, no. 6, and pl. 88, 6 (publicationof
one object).
Summary:

The "well", evidentlyactuallya fairly shallow
pit (L. 1.10; W. 0.55; Depth 1.00 m.), was located

ca. 5.00 . west of thenorthwestcorner of the
northerngroupof the West Shops(see Weinberg,
op. cit., p. 198, fig. 1: the well is not shown, but
it was partlyunderthe easternend of the dogleg
rubble wall at this point). Weinberg, op. cit.,
p. 239, has suggestedthat this pit was filled at
the same time as Deposits 36 and 37, which are
now seen to have been filled ca. 275 B.C. The two

potteryvessels cataloguedfrom the filling of the
pit do not bear out this assumptionsince both
seemto be of the thirdquarterof the 4th century.
Commentsof the excavatorin his fieldnotebook,
the sherds from the pit
however, indicate that
have never been mended up. It has not been
possibleto examinethem in connectionwith the
presentstudy.
Objectspublished:
C-40-465: 363

intheTerracottaFactory
18. Potters'Quarter,Deposits
C-36-976:211
C-36-977:232
C-36-986:681

16. Isthmia,PotteryPit in TheaterCave
Date: ca. 350 B.C.
Bibliography:

Oscar Broneer, Hesperia,XXXI, 1962, p. 6;
pp. 24-25, nos. 13-21; pl. 2, c; pl. 3, b; and
pi. 12, a-f; Isthmia,II, p. 41 and note 37.
Summary:

A group of completevessels, includinga fineware trefoil olpe, coarse-ware,blister-ware,and
cooking-warevessels, stacked upside down in a
pithos set in one corner of the westerncourt of
the Theater Cave. They are here regarded as
having been in use contemporaneouslyand to
have been depositedabout 350 B.C. on the basis
of presentstudiesof the seriesof vesselsto which
those noted below belong.
Objectsnoted:

Date:

In publishingthe terracottafigurines,moulds,
lamps,and miscellaneousobjectsfrom the Terracotta Factory, Mrs. Stillwell(PQ II, pp. 23-24)
distinguishednine deposits, indicatingthat two
were of the late 5th centuryand that some of the
others were of the third quarterof the 4th century B.C., i.e. presumablyof the time of the destructionof the TerracottaFactoryby an earthquake (PQ I, pp. 37 and 47). At present(1966)
Mrs. Stillwell'sassignmentof pots to depositsin
the TerracottaFactoryhas not been established
and, accordingly,in the present study all pots
from it which are publishedor cited have been
put under a single heading. It seems clear that
(thoughsome undoubtedlyare verymuchearlier)
all the pots from the TerracottaFactorywill be
anteriorto one lower limit in date, the time of
the earthquakebecauseof whichthe factorywas
abandoned.Many presumablywere currentlyin
use or stored in the factory at that time. Mrs.
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Stillwell, in discussingthe numismaticevidence
for the destructionof the building,consideredtwo
alternative dates: sometime after 338 B.C. or
after 316B.C., concludingwith a preferencefor
the earlier.In the courseof this study consideration of the TerracottaFactorypotteryas a whole
was not feasible.In connectionwith the few pots
from the factory which have actually been included here (with the kind permissionof Mr.
J. L. Benson)the earlierdate has generallybeen
acceptedor has seemedreasonable.In one case,
185, a date in the last quarterof the 4th century
has seemedobligatory,providingsome indication
that the dating of the pottery from the factory
as a whole should be reviewed. It is expected
that a prospectivestudy by Mr. MartinPrice on
coin series,
the CorinthianbronzePegasos/Trident
of which eight were includedin the numismatic
evidencefor the destruction,will have bearingin
reconsideringthe date of the materialinvolved
in it. A list which presumablyincludes all the
specificcoins consideredby Mrs. Stillwellin this
connection has been prepared by the present
authorand is on file in the CorinthMuseum.
Bibliography:
PQ I, pp. 34-49, passim, PQ II, pp. 23-24.
Location offactory and the deposits:
PQ II, pl. 60.
Objectspublished:

Terracottafigurines,moulds, lamps, and miscellaneousobjects:
see lists, PQ II, pp. 23-24.
Pottery:
KP 121: 234

KP 688: 260

KP218:185
KP 230: 271
KP 231: 272
KP 677:569
KP 682: 278
KP 684: 265
KP 685: 581

KP 701:565
KP 702: 277
KP 834: 244
KP 835:264
KP 837: 567
KP 876: 273
KP 2525: 256

19. North Stoa, Gold Hoard
Date: between 325 and 315 B.C.
Bibliography:
F. J. deWaele, A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, pp. 396,
405, and pp. 418-422, figs. 1 and 11, and
pl. 6 (preliminary report).

Katharine M. Edwards, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
pp. 246-247 (preliminarynoticeof coins).
Sidney P. Noe, A Bibliography of Greek Coin
Hoards (2nd ed., Numismatic Notes and

Monographs,no. 78), New York, 1937,p. 81,
no. 267.
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Scranton,TheLowerAgora,p. 174,pl. 73, and
plans K and M (commenton hoard in relation to North Stoa).
Davidson, Minor Objects,p. 256, no. 2055,
pl. 109 (the gold necklace).
Margaret Thompson and G. R. Edwards,
A.J.A., LXXIV, 1970, pp. 343-350, joint
studies of the coins and the pottery saucer.
Theaccountof the excavationof the coins has
also been consulted:
F. J. deWaele, Field Notebook 109, pp. 40,
41, 43, 44, CorinthMuseum.
Summary:
This group consists of a hoard of 51 gold
staters, now in the Numismatic Museum in
Athens, and a potterysaucer,183. A gold necklace, now Athens, National Museum, 15457, is
probablyto be associated.The place of concealment was a cuttingin bedrock, 1.20m. long, in
the form of a tube cut in half lengthwise,widening out at one point to a hemisphericalhollow
0.10 m. in diameter.This lay at the northeast
corner of the eleventhof the preservedinternal
piers (countingfrom the east) of the North Stoa
beneathan earth filling0.10 m. deep whose surface formedthe floor of the building.Fifty of the
coins lay in the hemisphericalhollow, whichwas
covered, apparentlydeliberately,by the saucer.
The fifty-firstlay a little toward the west in the
cutting.The necklacewas found "justbesidethe
hoard, a little to east, and not immediatelyon
the rock" (deWaele,Notebook).DeWaele,at the
time of excavation,regardedthe necklaceas not
having been buried, but later (A.J.A., XXXV,
1931,p. 405) associatedit with the coins and the
saucer.In the preliminarynotices the coins have
been assignedin part(41)to PhilipII of Macedon
(359-336 B.C.), and in part (10) to Alexander the
Great (336-323 B.C.). There has been general

agreementin them about the date of concealment. DeWaele: "at the end of the fourth century." K. M. Edwards:"Thedate of hiding cannot be far from the end of the Macedonian
Period." Scranton: "The proportion[of staters
of Philip to those of Alexander]would indicate
that the collectionwas made during the lifetime
of Alexander,and very likely the burialoccurred
duringthe samegeneralperiod."The attribution
of the coins will be further discussedby Miss
Thompson. In the meantimethe presentwriter
suggests that the saucerwas made in the early
last quarterof the 4th centuryand that the date
of burialwhich it seems to indicatemay lie between ca. 325 and 315 B.C.
Objectspublished:
Coins and necklace:see bibliographyabove.
Pottery: C-30-150:183
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20. Asklepieion, Votive Deposit V, in Well QQ 22
Range in date: ca. 425 to 4th century B.C., last
quarter
Bibliography:
Asklepieion, pp. 113-142. Votives: nos. 2, 3, 9,
11-14, 17, 20-25, 28-30, 32-36, 38-41, 43-45,
47, 49, 50, 52-56, 59-62, 65-72, 77, 80-82,
84-87, 91-102, 106-108, 112, 115, 117. Lamps:
nos. 1-8, 10-12. Pottery: nos. 6-78. Terracotta
figurines: nos. 38, 39.
Saul S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p.
126 and footnote 111; pl. 28, a.
Summary:
The well was located ca. 2.50 m. north of the
north wall of the Temple of Asklepios (indicated
on plan of the Early Temenos, Asklepieion, p. 9,
fig. 3). There was no use filling in this well
(Asklepieion, p. 134). The character of the objects
at various levels in the well suggests that the
filling was introduced at one time. Roebuck
(Asklepieion, p. 113) came to the conclusion that
this deposit and the two others (II, IV) were
made at the same time, shortly after 315 B.C.
The range of period which he suggests that the
objects represent (Asklepieion,p. 137) lies between
the last quarter of the 5th century and the time
of the deposit. The pottery studied here falls
within this range, from ca. 425 B.C. into the
third quarter of the 4th century. The filling also
included numerous lamps and terracottas.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-31-421: p. 9692
C-31-66: 300
C-31-443: p. 1099
C-31-390:338
C-31-448: p. 1099
C-31-391: 327
C-31-451: p. 7166
C-31-405: p. 2914
C-31-453: 339
C-31-406: p. 3419
C-31-454: 340
C-31-409: 66
C-31-455: 337
C-31-417: 761
C-31-418: 756
21-22. These two deposits form a group since 22 is
stratigraphically later than 21. The mouth of 21,
a well, was covered by a wall dividing the two
chambers of 22, a cistern complex, and the floors
of the chambers.
21. Baths of Aphrodite, Section C. Well I (West
Well)
Range in date: use fill: late 5th century to
375 B.C.; dump fill: late 7th century to

4th centuryB.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI,
1962, p. 124.
Summary:
The well was located near the west end
of Trench II of the Baths of Aphrodite
excavations (Robinson, op. cit., p. 123, fig.

8). Its use fill accumulatedduring the
periodfromthe latter5th centuryto ca. 375
B.C. It was filledup duringthe thirdquarter
of the 4th century,the materialin this fill
rangingin date from the late 7th century
to the time of deposit.
Objects noted:
C-60-244: p. 1458

C-60-247: p. 13721

C-60-246:p. 13722
22. Baths of Aphrodite, Cistern Complex in
Room L
Rangein date:4th century,second quarter
to ca. 300 B.C.
Bibliography:

Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI,
1962,p. 124, and footnote 98.
Summary:

This cistern complex of two chambers
was located in the westernpart of Trench
II of the Baths of Aphroditeexcavations
(Robinson,op. cit., p. 123,fig. 8) abovethe
well,Deposit21. It wasevidentlyconstructed
in the third quarterof the 4th centuryand
served as a cistern to about 300 B.C. The

fillingthen employedfor the northernchamber, whichwas not fullyexcavated,included
pottery with a range in period from at
least the second quarterof the 4th century
to the time of deposit. The pottery from
the southern chamber,filled at the same
time, was more nearly contemporarywith
the time of deposit. No objects from this
chamberhave been catalogued.
Objectspublished or noted:

C-60-255:773
C-60-250:343
C-60-261:744
C-60-251:p. 3014
C-60-254a, b: 556 a, b
23. TempleE, CisternII
Rangein date: 4th century,second quarterto ca.
300 B.C.

Bibliography:

Richard Stillwell, Robert L. Scranton, and
Sarah Elizabeth Freeman, Corinth, I, ii,
Architecture,
Cambridge,Mass., 1941,p. 169;
figs. 106 and 108; pl. XVIII.
Summary:

The cisternwas locatedat the southwestcorner
of the LowerFoundation,that is, the foundation
for the Romanpredecessorof TempleE (op. cit.,
pl. XVIII). Whether there was one or more
fillingshas not been determined,and the material
from the fill has not been fully examined.The
rangein periodof the cataloguedpotteryappears
to be from the second quarterof the 4th century
to ca. 300 B.C. The materialin the fillingalso in-
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cluded some lamps, loom weights, a terracotta
figurine, a cover tile, and four coins.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-32-48: p. 2914

C-32-50: 346
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24. Well at Kretika
Date: 4th century B.C., last quarter
Summary:
Two pieces of pottery of the last quarter of the
4th century B.C.are reported to have been "found
at Kretika in a well dug by the Gylaina brothers."
Kretika is understood to be the name of an area
of the town of Old Corinth in the vicinity of the
Tile Works.
Objectspublished:
CP-2169: 730
25-28. Four deposits of the Tile Works
Four deposits come from the Tile Works,
which was located just outside the city wall to the
north, between the Long Walls to Lechaion. Its
location is indicated by Henry S. Robinson,
Corinth, A Brief History of the City and a Guide
to the Excavations, American School of Classical
Studies, Athens, 1964, plan I, at 6. These four
form a chronological group. Two are connected
with the earlier establishment here, and two with
the Later Kiln. A brief report of the excavations
appears in Arch. Anz., LV, 1940, cols. 205-206.
25-26.
These two deposits from the Tile Works
form a close, earlier unit, since, according
to the excavator's summary, the two wells
from which they came were put out of use
and filled at the same time, in the "early
Vth century (1st half of the century)," in
connection with the destruction and abandonment of the earlier establishment in this
area, and the construction of the later.
The two wells were located within five
meters of one another in the southwestern
part of the excavated area near to the Early
Kiln.
25. Tile Works, Well B, at R'-S', 2-3
Date: ca. 500 B.C.
Summary:
The well was located in the southwestern
part of the excavated area, ca. 16 m. west
of the west side of the Later Kiln. There
was no use filling. Three separate fills were
noted. Only three pieces of pottery, all
from the topmost fill, were catalogued.
The two published here are believed to be
of ca. 500 B.C.
Objectspublished:
C-40-40: 226
C-40-39: 225

26. Tile Works, Well C, at L'-N', 6-8
Range in date: late 6th century and 5th
century B.C., first half
Bibliography:
Saul S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954,
p. 130, fig. 2, c, and footnote 132
(publication of one object).
Summary:
This well was located in the southwestern
part of the area excavated, ca. 11 to 12 m.
west of the west side of the Later Kiln and
ca. 4.50 m. northeast of 25. There was no
use filling. Arthur W. Parsons, in his field
summary of the well, dated the filling in
the "1st ? of the Vth century or earlier,
mostly late VIth."
Objectspublished:
none
27-28.
These two deposits are connected as 27,
a well, evidently served the Later Kiln
during the later part of the period when
it was in operation, and 28, the filling in
the Later Kiln, was introduced after the
Kiln went out of use.
27. Tile Works, Well A, at I-N, 59-64
Range in date: use fill, 4th century B.C.,
second to last quarters
later fills: 1. 4th century, last quarter
2. 5th century to early
2nd century B.C.
Summary:
This well was located ca. 22 m. north
of the front of the Later Kiln. The excavator believed that this well was probably
used as a water supply for the period in
which the Later Kiln was in use. There was
a use filling, from which all the pottery
published here comes. The catalogued pottery from the use fill ranged in period from
the second quarter into the last quarter of
the 4th century. There were evidently two
additional fills, the first probably of about
the time when the well was abandoned as
a water supply, the second (topmost) probably a supplementary fill introduced appreciably later, composed of material of a
considerable range in period, from the 5th
century into the early 2nd century B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-40-56: 69

C-40-61: 318

C-40-57: 39

C-40-62: p. 4530

C-40-59: 342
C-40-60: 319

C-40-63: 634
C-40-64: p. 11314
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28. Tile Works, Fill of Later Kiln
Range in date: two earlier fills, ca. 350 to
3rd century B.C., first quarter
Summary:
According to the excavator's field notes,
"No fill that could be ascribed definitely
to the kiln's period of use was found,"
and "all the pottery obtained from the
kiln represented the period after it went
out of use." Two fills entered the kiln
simultaneously, and two 'others subsequently. The pottery published here is all from
the two earlier fills. The catalogued and
context pottery from them has a range in
period from ca. 350 into the first quarter
of the 3rd century B.C. Presumably, bearing in mind the use filling of Deposit 27
which served the kiln, the Later Kiln went
out of use around 300 B.C. and the two
earlier fills were washed in from the slopes
above, bearing with them appreciablyearlier
material, in the early years of the 3rd
century.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-40-21: 371
C-40-22: 138
C-40-24: 574

C-40-29: 657
C-40-32: 372
C-40-34: p. 3722

29-32. Four deposits in Anaploga Water Tunnel
System
These four deposits form a connected group
since all are fillings of manholes of side branches
of the Anaploga Water Tunnel System. Three of
the manholes were located at intervals in one
branch and one in the second. The main line of
the system, not fully excavated as yet, may have
drawn water from the fountain of Hadji Mustapha, at the bottom of the north slope of Acrocorinth. Its attested course runs from a point
northwest of the fountain to a considerable distance further northwest, north of the village of
Hagioi Anargyroi. The two branches ran on separate courses from it toward the north slope of
Acrocorinth. The system has been described by
Henry S. Robinson in Hesperia, XXXVIII, 1969
pp. 1-35. At present it is clear that the system
was in use as early as the 4th century B.C.
29-31.
Date:
It seems a good possibility, though further
study will be needed, that the three manholes
of the western branch were put out of use at
one time as part of a single operation. The
original fillings which were present or introduced at the time of the abandonment of each
have, on present information, the same lower

limit, in the close vicinity of 300 B.C. Each
manhole in the course of time receivedadditional, supplementalfillings, since the tunnels
connectingthem wereconduciveto settling.
29. Anaploga Water Tunnel System, Manhole 7
Summary:
The original abandonmentfilling includedfour completevesselswhichprobably representthe last year of use of the
cistern. One is here dated in the last
quarterof the 4th centuryB.C.The three
others,coarsewine amphorae,seem suitable to this date. A subsequentfilling,of
the early3rdcentury,includingquantities
of small fragmentsof potteryfrom Geometrictimes to the 4th centuryB.C., evidentlyfilteredin aroundthem and filled
the shaft to a high level. A final supplementaryfillingat the top, includingfragments of Classicalpottery,was evidently
introducedin the 5thcenturyafterChrist.
Objectspublished:
C-63-687:741
30. Anaploga Water Tunnel System, Manhole 8
Summary:
The original abandonmentfilling included a number of complete vessels,
which may representthe last year of use
of the cistern,as well as sherds(infiltration from later fills?) from Geometricto
Early Hellenistictimes. Two subsequent
fillings were probablyintroducedin the
Hellenistic period prior to 146 B.C. The

fourthfillingmay conceivablyhave been
introduced during the period 146 to
44 B.C. when Corinth lay desolate. Some

of the material probably is of predestructiontimes. An amphora handle
has been dated by Miss VirginiaGrace
in the early 1st centuryB.C. Otherpieces
conceivably,but not certainly,are of the
same time. The two latest fillings were
evidentlyintroducedafterthe foundation
of the Roman colony in 44 B.C., the last
perhapsin the 2nd centuryafterChrist.
Objectspublished:
C-63-717:707

C-63-718:629

31. Anaploga Water Tunnel System, Manhole 10
Summary:
The originalabandonmentfilling,I, included material of the third and last
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quarters of the 4th century B.C. Two
subsequentfillingswerenecessitatedduring the courseof the 3rd centuryand the
first half of the 2nd century.The catalogued pottery from filling IV suggests
that this filling was introducedclosely
prior to the destructionof Corinth in
146 B.C. The final filling enteredthe cisternin the earlyRomanperiod,receiving
furtherinfiltrationuntil the 3rd or 4th
centuryafterChrist.
Objectspublished or noted:
Fill I : C-65-289: p. 3722
Fill IV: C-65-96: p. 9187 C-65-98: 796

C-65-97:pp. 89-90, 18044
32. Anaploga Water Tunnel System, Manhole 11
It is within possibilitythat this manhole, of the easternbranch of the Anaploga CisternSystem,was put out of use
at the same time as the three preceding,
but this must awaitfurtherstudy.
Range in date: ca. 350 to 3rd century
B.C.,

last quarter

Summary:

The material found in this manhole
has not at present (1966) been mended
up. Whether there was one or more
fillings has not been determined.The
rangein period of all the materialfound
in the manholeand in the tunnelis from
ca. 350 to the last quarterof the 3rd century B.C.with a strong emphasison the
earlieryearsof this period.
Objectspublished:
C-64-386:472
C-64-335:802
C-64-375:515

33. North of School, Well R
Range in date: 6th century to 3rd century B.C.,

firstquarteror later
Bibliography:
Weinberg, The Southeast Building, p. 59 and

plan V.
Summary:

The well was locatedbeneaththe footingtrench
of the northwall of the core of the SouthBasilica
(Weinberg, The Southeast Building, plan V). Only

six objectsfrom this well have been catalogued,
those recoveredsufficientlycomplete for immediate cataloguingduring excavation. From the
commentsof the excavatorin his field notebook
it is evidentthat the materialfrom the well has
never been mendedup. The recordssuggestthat
there was no use filling. The filling above, if it
was a singlefilling(whichis not yet known),was

introduced at least as late as ca. 280 B.C. and
perhaps still later in the 3rd century. It was evidently composed of material with a considerable
range in period, possibly from as early as the
6th century. Weinberg, The Southeast Building,
p. 59, "... of fourth century date ...," with
reference to this well, is to be emended.
Objects noted:
C-34-278: p. 2914

C-34-300: p. 8781

34. Baths of Aphrodite, Well II (East Well)
Range in date: 7th century to ca. 275 or early
second quarter of 3rd century B.C.
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 125-126, pl. 46, e; pl. 47, a, c, d.
Summary:
The well was located just to the east of the
Turkish Stair of the Baths of Aphrodite (Robinson, op. cit., p. 123, fig. 8, Trench II). The use
filling accumulated during the period from ca.
330 to ca. 275 B.C. It was filled and put out of
use, apparently in one operation, about 275 B.C.
or in the early second quarter of the 3rd century, the material from this filling having a wide
range in period from as early as the 7th century B.C. down to the time of deposit.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-60-263: p. 3014
C-60-269: p. 4026
C-60-270: 745
C-60-280: 320
C-60-283: 552

C-60-285: p. 11314
C-60-287: 746
C-60-288: 724
C-60-289: 735
C-60-290: 743

35. Museum West, Manhole at G:2
Range in date: ca. 400 to ca. 275 B.C.
Bibliography:
Saul S. Weinberg, A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 593,
fig. 5, and p. 596.
Summary:
The manhole was located in the area to the
north of the northeast corner of the foundation
of Temple E (see Weinberg, op. cit., p. 594, fig. 4,
manhole at upper left corner of trench). There
may have been more than one fill. The range in
period of the catalogued pottery, 55 pieces, is
from ca. 400 to ca. 275 B.C.
Objectspublished:
C-38-560: p. 4530
C-38-563: p. 4530

C-38-571: 620
C-38-592: 762

36-37. These two deposits, from a well and a cistern,
form a chronological group. Both the well and
the cistern are regarded as having been put out
of use and filled at the same time in consequence
of the terracing of the area in which they were
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located. This is discussed by Saul S. Weinberg,
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 229-240. The date of
the filling of the well and cistern, and consequently the date of the terracing operation, suggested by Weinberg has now been lowered to ca.
275 B.C. because of re-attribution of some of the
pertinent coins by Martin Price.
36. New Museum East, Well A
Range in date: 5th century, last quarter
to ca. 275 B.C.
Bibliography:
Weinberg, op. cit., pp. 229-235, pls.
85-86, "Group E" (publication of 25
selected pieces).
Summary:
The well was located ca. 4.00 m. west
of the back wall of the second from the
north of the northern group of the West
Shops (see Weinberg, op. cit., p. 198, fig. 1,
"4th century well, E"). The well was
evidently in use over a long period. The
identity of the objects from the use filling
is, however, not known. The pottery from
the well which has been studied indicates
a range in period from the last quarter of
the 5th century down to the time of the
final filling in ca. 275 B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-40-393: p. 4530
C-40-399: 60
C-40-407: 311
C-40-413: 301
C-40-419: p. 13926
C-40-423: 763
C-40-424: 766
C-40-432: 139

C-40-433: 137
C-40-434: 95
C-40-435: 710
C-40-437: 70
C-40-439: 357
C-40-440: 439
C-40-444: 449

37. New Museum East, Cistern at I-L, 15-16
Range in date: ca. 4th century, third quarter
to ca. 275 B.C.
Bibliography:
Weinberg, op. cit., pp. 229-230; 235-239,
pls. 87 and 88, b-d, "Group F" (publication of 12 selected objects).
Summary:
The cistern was located ca. 6.00 m. west
of the back wall of the northernmost of
the northern group of the West Shops
(Weinberg, op. cit., p. 198, fig. 1, "Cistern
F"). The entire filling was introduced in a
single operation. The significant range in
period of the pottery is from at least the
third quarter of the 4th century (perhaps
still earlier) down to the time of the filling
in ca. 275 B.C. The attribution of some of
the coins in Weinberg's list, op. cit., p. 236,

has been twice changed since his publication.
Among the changes, two, to Antigonos
Gonatas, affect the lower limit of the range
in period of the fill. The pottery is in
general agreement with placement of the
lower limit shortly after the beginning of
his reign, in 279 B.C.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-40-16: p. 23
C-40-467: 136

C-40-468: p. 3722

38. Well by the Excavation Dump
Range in date: use fill, ca. 350 to 3rd century B.C.,
second quarter
upper filling, ca. 350 to 250 B.C.
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 116-118, pl. 45, a-b (preliminary report).
Summary:
The well was located about 600 m. southwest
of Temple E. For its position see the plan, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, p. 96, fig. 1, at E. The dating
of the fillings in the well provided by the present
author in Robinson, op. cit., p. 117, has been
since modified. The range in period of the pottery in the use filling extends from ca. 350 into
the second quarter of the 3rd century B.C. The
upper limit is, however, provided by a vessel of
extremely durable fabric, C-60-73, hence the time
of the actual beginning of use of the well may not
actually have been quite so early. The well was
put out of use with a filling composed of successive but evidently almost contemporarydumpings,
the range in period represented in the catalogued
and context material from it being much the same
as that of the use filling, from ca. 350 to perhaps
as late as 250 B.C. Material derived from house
construction in the upper filling may suggest that
the well was abandoned because of destruction
of some kind (perhaps no more than for peaceful
new construction) of the house it served. Some of
the pottery listed below comes from the use
filling, some from the upper filling. 625 is probably, but not certainly, from this well.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-60-58: 190
C-60-60: 649
C-60-61: p. 1217
C-60-62: p. 11314
C-60-63: 21
C-60-64: 23
C-60-67: 625

C-60-68: 776
C-60-69: 446
C-60-70: 404
C-60-71: 453
C-60-72: p. 5036
C-60-73: p. 4026

39-43. These five deposits seem good candidates for
a group to be studied together in the future for
both chronological and topographical purposes.
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DEPOSIT SUMMARIES
The wells and cisterns from which they come were
filled up, according to the present chronology of
Hellenistic pottery and the information (unfortunately incomplete) available, within a period of
about 50 years, between the late second quarter
and the early last quarter of the 3rd century B.C.
Study of them as a unit and examination of their
context material, not now feasible, may conceivably show that they are more nearly contemporary in filling up than is now indicated. It is
possible that their filling up may have been caused
by a construction program of a Hellenistic temple
and temenos in the area above the Greek "Agora"
to the west. The possibilities of the existence of
such a temple and temenos have been discussed
by Henry S. Robinson, The UrbanDevelopmentof
Ancient Corinth, American School of Classical
Studies, Athens, 1965, pp. 17-21, and the area
which they may have occupied, corresponding to
that later occupied by Temple E and its temenos,
is indicated on his plan of Corinth in ca. 150 B.C.,
p. 18, fig. 12. All five deposits were located within
the line of the temenos as indicated there, at
various points within ca. 20 m. south of its
northern boundary. Four were situated in the
northeast quadrant of this area, beneath the present Corinth Museum, the fifth lay just within
the northwest corner of the temenos. Professor
Robinson's suggestion is based in part on the
unpublished work of Professor William B. Dinsmoor. It is understood that Professor Dinsmoor
believed that the front line of the later West
Shops, restored in a solid line in Robinson's
fig. 12, was originally the east wall of the Hellenistic temenos. This wall, which would have
served also as a terrace wall, is to be distinguished
from the earlier terracing, of ca. 275 B.C., with
which Deposits 36 and 37 are connected.
39. New Museum, "Well" (actually Cistern) 41a
Range in date: 4th century, second quarter
to 3rd century B.C., third quarter
Summary:
The location of the cistern is best indicated by reference to a plan of the area
immediately to the east of it, Hesperia,
XVII, 1948, p. 198, fig. 1. It was approximately 22 m. west of the back wall of the
West Shops and ca. 19 m. south of the
south face of the south wall of the temenos
of Temple C, probably within the section
of the Corinth Museum shown on that
plan. Whether there was one fill or more
is not known. The catalogued pottery indicates that the significant range in period of
this filling is from the second quarter of
the 4th century into the third quarter of
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the 3rd century B.C. Two much later coins
evidently represent intrusion.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-31-08: 2
C-31-9: p. 3014
C-31-10: p. 4530
C-31-12: 445
C-31-13: 28
C-31-14: 26
C-31-15: 765
C-31-21: 441

C-31-22: 422
C-31-23: 406
C-31-24: 403
C-31-25: 386
C-31-26: 387
C-31-27: 457
C-31-29: 388

40. New Museum, "Well" (actually Cistern)
49a
Range in date: End of 4th century to 3rd
century B.C., third quarter
Summary:
The location of the cistern is best indicated by reference to a plan of the area to
the east of that in which it was found,
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 198, fig. 1. It was
approximately 42 m. west of the back wall
of the West Shops and ca. 20 m. south of
the projected line of the south wall of the
temenos of Temple C, well within the area
now occupied by the Corinth Museum.
Whether there was one filling or more is
not known. The catalogued pottery indicates that the range in period of the filling
is from at least as early as the end of the
4th century into the third quarter of the
3rd century B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-31-33: 495
C-31-34: p. 3014
C-31-35: 24
C-31-36: p. 3014

C-31-37: 22
C-31-38: 421
C-31-39: 379

41. New Museum, Well X
Range in date: 7th century to third century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
Saul S. Weinberg, Corinth, VII, i, The
Geometric and Orientalizing Pottery,
Cambridge, Mass., 1943, p.44., no.143;
pp. 49-50, nos. 174-182.
Summary:
The location of the well is best indicated
by reference to the plan of the area just to
the west of that in which it was found,
A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 594, fig. 4. Its position was about six meters east of the northwest corner of the present Corinth Museum,
the western side of which is seen on that
plan. Whether there was one filling or more
is not known. The range in period of the
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catalogued pottery is remarkable, as well
as the degree of completeness of the pieces
of various times within the range. It includes
a number of pieces of the 7th century,
some of the 3rd, down into the third
quarter. Conceivably this represents the
conflation of a 7th century use filling with
one or more later fillings introduced after
the abandonment of the well as a source of
water. Alternatively it may represent a
gradual accumulation over the centuries, or
a mixture derived from a dump, such as
that of a sanctuary. A closely similar
extreme range in period is also seen in the
adjacent Deposit 42.
Objectspublished:
C-31-131: 254
C-31-147: 68
C-31-148: 162

C-31-151: 132
C-31-152: 1

42. New Museum, Well Z
Range in date: Early 7th century to 3rd century B.C., last quarter
Bibliography:
Saul S. Weinberg, Corinth, VII, i, The
Geometric and Orientalizing Pottery,
Cambridge, Mass., 1943, pp. 42-44,
nos. 136-142.
Summary:
The location of the well is best indicated
by reference to a plan of the area to the
west of that in which it was found, A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939, p. 594, fig. 4. It lay under the
northwest corner of the present Corinth
Museum, the western side of which is shown
on that plan. The range in period represented by the catalogued pottery is extreme,
as well as the degree of completeness of the
pieces of various times within the range.
There is much of the 7th century from
early to third quarter, some of the 6th and
5th centuries, and a very great deal of the
4th and 3rd centuries, down into the last
quarter of the 3rd century B.C. Whether
there was one filling or more in the well is
not known. The records indicate that some
of the 7th century material was found at
relatively high levels in the well, with very
late material both below and above. Conceivably, then, the material was derived
from a dump which had accumulated over
this very long period. Of the 97 catalogued
pieces of pottery some 16 were votives.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-31-192: 205
C-31-194: p. 3014

C-31-195: p. 3014
C-31-196: p. 3014

C-31-197: p. 3014

C-31-236: p. 3722

C-31-198: p. 3014
C-31-199: p. 2914
C-31-200: 174
C-31-201: 11
C-31-202: 12
C-31-202 bis: 8
C-31-203: 13
C-31-206: 380
C-31-207: 382
C-31-220: p. 3014
C-31-221: p. 3014
C-31-223: 163
C-31-224: 173
C-31-225: 553
C-31-226: p. 3014
C-31-229: 331
C-31-230: 313
C-31-231: 358
C-31-232: 63

C-31-237: 566
C-31-238: 305
C-31-246: 161
C-31-247: 178
C-31-248: 177
C-31-249: 341
C-31-250: 344
C-31-251: 355
C-31-259: p. 3014
C-31-260: p. 3014
C-31-261: p. 3014
C-31-262: 55
C-31-263: 59
C-31-264: p. 3419
C-31-265: 100
C-31-269: 583
C-31-274: 261
C-31-280: 306

43. Well at the northwest corner of the precinct of Temple E
Range in date: 4th century, second quarter,

to 3rd centuryB.C., last quarter
Summary:
For the area in which the well was located
see Henry S. Robinson, Corinth, A Brief
History of the City and a Guide to the Excavations, American School of Classical
Studies, Athens, 1964, figs. 4 and 10 (area
shaded in the latter). The excavator believed that the entire filling was deposited
at one time. The pottery from the filling
shows a fairly even distribution over the
period from the second quarter of the 4th
century into the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-53-227: 767
C-53-247: p. 3014
C-53-228: p. 14817
C-53-250: 576
C-53-229: 770
C-53-255: 81
C-53-230: 381
C-53-256: 176
C-53-231: 456
C-53-257: 172
C-53-232: 454
C-53-258: p. 4229
C-53-233: 443
C-53-259: 180
C-53-234: 440
C-53-260: 34
C-53-235: 455
C-53-261: 32
C-53-236: 383
C-53-263: 51
C-53-237: 353
C-53-264: 27
C-53-238: 349

C-53-267: p. 3925

C-53-239: p. 9993
C-53-245: 62
C-53-246: p. 3014

C-53-268: p. 1241
C-53-269: 624

44. St. John's, Cistern at D-34
Range in date: 5th century to ca. 200 B.C.
Bibliography:
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Richard Stillwell, A.J.A., XL, 1936, pp. 43-45,
figs. 22-25.
Scranton, The Lower Agora, p. 5.
Davidson, Minor Objects, nos. 285, 1024-1025,
1483.
Summary:
The cistern was located just to the west of the
Temple of Poseidon (Temple J) in the area of the
terrace between it and the West Shops (Scranton,
The Lower Agora, fig. 1). Whether there was one
filling or more in the cistern has not been determined and the context material has not been
examined. If it was a single fill the information
available suggests that it was one of considerable
range, from the 5th century to perhaps 200 B.C.
Conceivably the filling of this cistern was motivated by the construction of the Hellenistic
temenos discussed under Deposits 39-43, above,
though its location at ca. 20 m. east of the presumed east wall of the temenos is perhaps a bit
too distant for it to have been affected.

45. Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, Pit B
Range in date: 5th century to 2nd century B.C.,
first quarter
Bibliography:
Ronald S. Stroud, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965,
pp. 8-11; pl. 3, a-c.
Summary:
The Sanctuary is located on the north slopes
of Acrocorinth (Stroud, op. cit., pl. 1, a). The
location and character of the pit is indicated in
Stroud, op. cit., p. 3, fig. 1, and p. 9, fig. 2. The
pit evidently was filled in one operation since it
is reported (Stroud, op. cit., p. 10) that there was
no stratification and "fragments of pottery found
at the top of the pit joined pieces which lay at
the bottom." This fact, coupled with the character
and date of the material, makes it seem likely
that the filling was derived from an accumulation
elsewhere in the sanctuary. The pottery from the
pit has been only summarily studied in connection with the present publication. At the moment
a considerable range of period seems to be represented. The earliest so far noted is of the 5th century B.C. In Stroud, op. cit., p. 10 and footnote 15,
the present author suggested that the lower limit
was at the end of the 4th century or in the early
3rd. It now seems possible that the lower limit
may be rather later, perhaps down into the first
quarter of the 2nd century B.C.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-61-381: 146
C-61-382: 179
C-61-383: 186
C-61-385: 736

C-61-386: p. 129
C-61-424: 181
C-61-425: 184

46. Southeast Building, Well at N-20
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 238
(preliminary report).
Saul S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp.
148-149; pls. 13-14, 1-7.
Weinberg, The SoutheastBuilding,pp. 4 and 12;
pl. 8, 4.
Summary:
The well was located in a deep foundation
trench at a point less than 1.00 m. southeast of
the third from the north of the western line of
inner supports of the building (Weinberg, The
Southeast Building, plan I; cf. p. 25, fig. 4). How
the well was filled is not fully determined. There
may have been a small use filling whose lower
limit would evidently be 146 B.C., the time of the
destruction of Corinth by Mummius. A filling
above, probably introduced in the very early
years of the Roman city after 44 B.C., is largely
composed of material of the time of the destruction, as indicated by a coin of 148-146 B.C. in it
and study of many series of vessels from it. A
supplemental fill related to the construction of
the first Roman building on the site was apparently introduced very shortly after. The objects
catalogued from the well included 70 pottery vessels of various categories.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-47-787: 821
C-47-790: 919
C-47-791: 921
C-47-792: p. 16017
C-47-794: p. 16017
C-47-795: 811
C-47-796: p. 17226
C-47-797 a, b: 839
C-47-798: 820
C-47-802: p. 87
C-47-803: p. 44
C-47-804: p. 3620
C-47-807: p. 3620
C-47-809: p. 4026
C-47-810: p. 2810
C-47-811: 124
C-47-812: p. 3621
C-47-813: 169
C-47-814: 155
C-47-815: 182

C-47-816: 106
C-47-817: p. 2811
C-47-818: p. 3317
C-47-819: 89
C-47-820: 76
C-47-821: 31
C-47-822: 558
C-47-826: 656
C-47-827: p. 108
C-47-829: 749
C-47-830: 732
C-47-831: 723
C-47-835: 702
C-47-836: 646
C-47-851: 197
C-47-852: pp. 5037, 18042
C-47-853: 778
C-47-854: 879
C-47-891: 708
MF 9246: p. 3014

47. Anaploga, Destruction fill of first cleaning and
dyeing works
Date: 146 B.C.

Summary:
For the location of the establishment see Henry
S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXVIII, 1969, p. 2,
fig. 1.
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The filling is evidentlyto be attributedto the
time of the destructionof Corinthin 146B.C. It
includesa slight amount of intrusivematerialof
the earlyRomanperiodas well.
Objectspublished or noted:

C-63-487:798
C-63-490a-c: 901

C-63-737:131
C-63-738:p. 4026
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48. Anaploga,Well in Grave 12
Date: 6th centuryto 1st centuryB.C.
Summary:

The locationof the well, abovewhicha Roman
grave was later placed, is indicatedin Henry S.
Robinson,Hesperia,XXXVIII, 1969,p. 2, fig. 1.

Thereseemsnot to have been a use filling.The
materialfrom the well was very fragmentaryand
no satisfactorydivision into fills was therefore
possible.It seemsverylikelythat the entirefilling
was introducedin the early Roman period. In it
there is representationof varioustimes from the
6th centurydown to that date. Such a mixtureof
extremely scrappy material may have resulted
from levelling of the area at that time in preparationfor new construction.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-62-247:p. 3014

C-62-249:150

II. GRAVES

49. North Cemetery, Field of Panages Kondyles,
Grave54 A
Date: 5th centuryB.C., last quarter
Summary:

This groupcombineseight vessel shapes:miniature mug, duck askos, squatbanded lekythos,
skyphos, miniaturepyxis, squat aryballos,miniaturetrefoiloinochoe,and trefoilolpe. The squat
aryballosand the trefoil olpe suggest a date in
the last quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.
Objectspublished:

CP-829:242

50-52.

Three graves form a sequence connected by
stagesof the smalltrefoiloinochoe.
50. North Cemetery, Field of Panages Kondyles, Grave23 A
Date: 5th centuryB.C., last quarter
Bibliography:

S. B. Luce, A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 341,
fig. 5, no. 13 (lekythos). Pease, under
nos. 1-2, and 172 (references to this
grave).
Summary:

This group combines five vessel shapes:
Corinthianskyphos, small trefoil oinochoe,
white-groundlekythos, and lekanis, and an
Attic band cup. Miss Pease, in publishinga
group of 460-420 B.C., regardedthis grave
group as "somewhat later" (op. cit., under

nos. 1-2). Hence a date in the last quarterof
the 5th centuryhas been adoptedhere.
Objectspublished:

CP-608:255
51. North Cemetery,Grave339
Date: ca. 350 B.C.

Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, pp. 278-279, grave 442.
Summary:
This group combines four vessel shapes, all
Corinthian: Corinthiantype of skyphos, miniature cup, small trefoil oinochoe, round-mouth
oinochoe.
Objectspublished:
T 2533: 262
52. North Cemetery, Grave 348
Date: 4th century B.C., last quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, p. 285, grave 463 and pl. 26.
Summary:
This group combines two vessel shapes,
both Corinthian: skyphos and small trefoil
oinochoe.
Objectspublished:
T 2617: 258
53-55.
These three graves form a small sequence connected by examples of the pyxis with domed,
slipover lid and the small trefoil oinochoe with
shoulder stop.
53. North Cemetery, Deposit 36
Date: ca. 350 B.C.
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery,p. 308, Deposit 36, and pl. 73.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes, all
Corinthian: skyphos, small black-glazed jug,
small trefoil oinochoe, miniature hydria, and
pyxis with domed, slipover lid.
Objectspublished:
T 2369: 559
T 2370: 276

T 2371a: 577
T 2371 b: 562
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54. North Cemetery, Deposit 28
Date: ca. 350 B.C.
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery,p. 307, Deposit 28, and pl. 92.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes.
Four are Corinthian: miniature skyphos,
small trefoil oinochoe with shoulder stop,
small trefoil oinochoe, and lekanis. One is
Attic: a squat palmette lekythos, which in
form seems comparable to ones found in
houses at Olynthos, thus evidently in use in
348 B.C.

Objectspublished:
T 2651: 274
55. North Cemetery, Grave 40
Date: 4th century B.C., last quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, pp. 291-292, grave 494, and
pl. 76.
Summary:
This group consists only of a pyxis with
domed, slipover lid and a strigil.
Objectspublished:
T 1097 a: 578

T 1097 b: 563

56. Grave outside Kenchrean Gate
Date: 4th century, third quarter
Summary:
This group combines four vessel shapes, all
Corinthian: skyphos of Corinthian type, blackglazed small jug, pyxis with slipover lid, and
miniature column krater. The skyphos suggests a
date in the third quarter of the 4th century B.C.
Objects noted:
C-60-239: p.

9692

57-69.
These fourteen graves (including one double
grave) form a closely knit group and sequence.
They are primarily connected by examples of late
stages of the Corinthian skyphos of Attic type
and examples of early stages of the unguentarium,
often occurring in conjunction in these graves and
thus providing relative sequence. The earliest
graves in this group are of the latter third quarter
of the 4th century B.C. This date is partly based
on the fact that unguentaria do not occur at
Olynthos; hence one must look to a date later
than 348 B.C. for the beginning of their importation. The earliest typologically are found in
Corinth in conjunction with Corinthian skyphoi
somewhat more advanced in shape than those at
Olynthos, thus to be placed on estimate within
the third quarter of the 4th century. Although it
is by no means certain that the Corinthian skyph-
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os developed at the same rate as the skyphoi
of fabrics represented at Olynthos it seems probable that this estimate may be fairly near the
mark since one of the grave groups, 58, included
a silver coin of Corinth of 338 B.C. The lower
limit suggested for this group of deposits, ca.
275 B.C., is perhaps a generous allowance. The
latest of the graves in this group, 69, includes
what must be the final stage of the Corinthian
skyphos of Attic type. The placement of it at
275 B.C. may prove to be, when more is known
of the chronology of the series, too late rather
than too early. Some further precision in the
dating of this group of deposits and in that of
the unguentarium and skyphos series may be
anticipated from the dating of two silver coins,
one each from Graves 65 A and 66, which have
not yet been studied by an expert.
57. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 4
Date: 4th century B.C., latter third quarter
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 118-119, grave 5, fig. 1.
Summary:
Of the grave offerings in this damaged
tomb there remained only the upper parts of
two imported unguentaria of the earliest stage.
Objectspublished:
none
58. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 9
Date: 4th century B.C.,latter third quarter
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 118-120, grave 10, fig. 1 and pl. 46, b.
Summary:
This group combines two vessel shapes:
unguentarium and Acrocorinth kantharos. A
silver obol of Corinth has been dated ca.
338 B.C.

Objectspublished:
C-60-227: 451
59. Grave (9) near "Justinian's Wall"
Date: 4th century B.C., latter third quarter
Summary:
The group combines three vessel shapes:
skyphos, Attic type, a small jug form, and
unguentarium.
Objectspublished:
C-30-01: 360
60. North Cemetery, Grave 372
Date: 4th century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, pp. 292, 293, grave 496, and
pls. 77, 82, 100.
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Summary:
This group combines seven vessel shapes. Six
are Corinthian: miniature skyphos, small trefoil oinochoe, a small jug form, handle-ridge
jug, covered, glaze-banded bowl, and semiglazed bowl. Imported: unguentarium.
Objectspublished:
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T 2720: 14

T 2722: 641

61. Grave northwest of Acrocorinth
Date: 4th century B.C., third quarter
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes, all
Corinthian: skyphos, Attic type, small trefoil
oinochoe, small round-mouth pitcher, squat
lekythos (?), and handle-ridge jug.
Objectspublished:
C-60-232: 362

C-60-236: 639

62. North Cemetery, Grave 369
Date: 4th century B.C., latter third quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, p. 292, grave 495, pls. 78, 122.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes:
skyphos, feeding cup, pyxis with slipover lid,
small chytra and lid, and unguentarium.
Objectspublished:
T 2698 a: 690
T 2698 b: p. 1207

T 2703 a: 582
T 2703 b: 572

63. North Cemetery, Grave 50
Date: 4th century B.C., latter third quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery,p. 291, grave 491, pls. 76, 122.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes.
Four are Corinthian: skyphos, Attic type,
small trefoil oinochoe, a small jug form, and
a small pyxis receptacle. Imported: two unguentaria.
Objectspublished:
T 1158: 361
T 1159: 571

T 1164: 263

64. Grave VII outside City Wall on road to
Hexamilia
Date: 4th century B.C., early fourth quarter
Bibliography:
Broneer, Terracotta Lamps, p. 137, no. 90,
and pl. II (lamp).
Summary:
This group combines four vessel shapes.
Three are Corinthian: skyphos, miniature trefoil oinochoe, miniature round-mouth jug.

Imported: unguentarium.
Objectspublished:
none
65 A. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 1, lower
burial
Date: No later than 4th century B.C., early
fourth quarter
Summary:
This group consists of a small jug, a lamp,
and a silver coin not yet identified. Earlier
than 65 B (Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 1,
upper burial), which lay over it.
Objectspublished:
none
65 B. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 1, upper
burial
Date: 4th century B.C., early fourth quarter
Summary:
This group combines two vessel shapes:
skyphos and unguentarium, both Corinthian.
Objectspublished:
C-63-662: 585
66. Anaploga Cistern Area, Grave 3
Date: ca. 300 B.C.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes:
miniature trefoil oinochoe, miniature roundmouth pitcher, skyphos, Attic type, miniature
flat-bottomed dish, all Corinthian, and an
imported unguentarium.
Objectspublished:
C-63-658: 364
67. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 3 B
Date: ca. 300 B.C.
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 118-119, grave 4, fig. 1 and pI. 45,
c-e.
Summary:
This group combines five vessel shapes.
Three are Corinthian: skyphos, Attic type,
miniature trefoil oinochoe, miniature convex
pyxis. Two are imported: unguentarium and
amphora employing the unguentarium form.
Objectspublished:
C-60-221: 347
68. Graves on road to Acrocorinth, Grave 10
Date: ca. 300 B.C.
Bibliography:
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
pp. 118-120, grave 11, fig. 1 and pi. 46,
c, d.
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Summary:
This group combines three vessel shapes:
Corinthian skyphos, Attic type, miniature
round-mouth jug, imported unguentarium. A
silver coin of Corinth has been dated ca.

400-338B.C.
Objectspublished:
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69. "Roman Tomb," Grave 5
Date: ca. 275 B.C.

Summary:
This group combines two vessel shapes:
skyphos, Attic type, miniature round-mouth
jug, both forms Corinthian. The skyphos is
of the final stage of its series.
Objectspublished:
C-61-14: 365

70-73.
These four graves form a close sequence probably of fairly short duration. They are tied together by examples of several adjacent stages of the
Hexamilia kantharos. The relative placement of
the entire group between the second quarter and
the early last quarter of the 3rd century B.C. is
indicated by an example of a blister-ware lamp
and examples of advanced stages of the echinus
bowl and the bowl with outturned rim. No evidence for absolute chronology is provided by these
grave groups and there is none for the short series
of Hexamilia kantharoi in general.
70. North Cemetery, Grave 269
Date: 3rd century B.C., third quarter
Bibliography:
N. Cemetery, pp. 293, 294, grave 498, and
pls. 78, 100, 119.
Summary:
This group combines six15 vessel shapes:
Hexamilia kantharos, miniature trefoil oinochoe, miniature round-mouth oinochoe, echinus bowl, bowl with outturned rim, and
ointment-pot.
Objectspublished or noted:
T 2312: 516
T 2313: p. 3014
T 2314: 589

Summary:
This group combines four vessel shapes:
Hexamilia kantharos, miniature round-mouth
pitcher, miniature bowl with outturned rim,
and ointment-pot. They were found together,
all intact, between the graves.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-61-36: 591
C-61-37: 518

C-60-229: 348

T 2316: 84
T 2317: 590

71. Area of Roman Tomb north of village, group
of pots between Tomb I and Grave 11
Date: 3rd century B.C., third quarter
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C-61-39: p. 3317

72. Tomb VIII outside City Wall on road to
Hexamilia
Date: ca. 225 B.C.
Bibliography:
Broneer, TerracottaLamps, p. 146, no. 170,
and pl. IV (lamp).
Summary:
This group combines three vessel shapes:
Hexamilia kantharos, miniature round-mouth
pitcher, and two-handled ointment-pot. Miss
Judith Perlzweig has suggested that the blisterware lamp cited above is probably not earlier
than ca. 250 and probably not later than the
end of the 3rd century B.C.
Objectspublished:
C-27-18: 519
C-27-19: 588

C-27-22: 587

73. Cheliotomylos, Trench D, burial vault
Date: 3rd century B.C., early last quarter
Summary:
This group combines four vessel shapes:
Hexamilia kantharos, miniature round-mouth
pitcher, miniature trefoil pitcher, and ointment-pot.
Objectspublished:
T 2018: 520

T 2023: 594

74. Roman tomb north of village, Grave 16
Date: 3rd century B.C., third quarter
Summary:
The offerings in this grave were two identical
ointment-pots. A third, of slightly different shape,
may possibly belong also.
Objectspublished:
C-61-28: 599

C-61-29: 598

75. Anaploga, Rock Cutting 4
Date: 3rd century B.C., third quarter
Summary:
This assembly may or may not be a grave
group. If it is, it represents a disturbed burial.

16 It seems likely that N. Cemetery,498-3 may belong to grave 454 (Grave 269) of the third quarter of the 4th
century,ratherthan to this grave.The shape does not seem to have survivedinto the 3rd centuryin Corinth.
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It can only be said that the combination of a
drinking cup (a cyma kantharos), a lamp, and a
coin have precedent in other Corinthian graves.
Miss Judith Perlzweig has dated the lamp as
early in the second half of the 3rd century B.C.
The silver coin has not yet been identified. The
kantharos is placed on estimate in the third
quarter of the 3rd century.
Objectspublished:
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C-63-38: 450
76. Irrigation ditch northeast of city, Burial DD
Range in date: ca. 250 to 200 B.C.
Summary:
This group consists of an imported coarseware stamnos used as a cinerary urn and an
imported echinus bowl used as a lid.
Objects noted:
C-62-26: p. 1054

C-62-27: p. 1056

77. West Wall of City, Grave I
Date: 1st century B.C., last quarter
Summary:
The grave was evidently located on the north
slope of the hill to the north of the modern road
passing through the Phliasian Gate. Some of the
bones were lying in the space formerly occupied
by the City Wall, hence the grave was seen to be

later than the destruction of the Wall. The combination of three Early Roman "onion" unguentaria and an imported unguentarium of Hellenistic
form suggests a date in the last quarter of the
1st century B.C. This is presumably one of the
graves referredto in Rhys Carpenter and Antoine
Bon, Corinth, III, ii, The Defenses of Acrocorinth
and the Lower Town, Cambridge, Mass., 1936,
p. 75: "Roman graves containing objects of early
Imperial date were excavated immediately above
the bed of the wall and in its very course so
that there is archaeological indication in favor of
supposing that this particular stretch of wall was
dismantled and destroyed by Mummius."
Objectspublished:
none
78. West Wall of City, Grave III
Date: 1st century, after 44 B.C.
Summary:
The grave was evidently located on the same
slope as 77, but apparently not in the line of the
City Wall. The grave furniture consisted of two
imported unguentaria of different fabrics of Hellenistic form and a cooking pot, uncatalogued,
containing an incineration.
Objectspublished:
none

III. DEPOSITS CONNECTED WITH THE SOUTH STOA

79. Agora SC, Well at b-c: 18-19
Range in date: ca. 425 through 4th century B.C.,
first quarter
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp.
547-548, fig. 11, and pl. XIII, 2 ("Vth c.
Well").
Summary:
The well was located north of Shop XVIII of
the South Stoa, ca. 6.00 m. north of the projected line of the Terrace Wall of the Stoa and
ca. 14.00 m. south of the west exedra of the
Bema complex.
The well seems never to have been used. The
excavator believed that the well was never finished
and that digging was abandoned before water
was reached. The top of the well was seen to
have been cut down in the process of grading
preparatoryto laying the cobblestone pavement in
the area north of the Terrace Wall of the Stoa.
The pavement covered and sealed the mouth of

the well. It was very probably filled in a single
operation, though this cannot be demonstrated.
Conceivably the filling occurred independently,
prior to the laying of the cobblestone pavement,
though further study of the material may suggest
that they are more nearly contemporary. The
extremely heavy concentration of pottery in the
well (an average of one five-gallon tin of sherds for
each 0.12 m. of depth) inclines one to suspect a
direct relationship between the filling of the well
and the laying of the pavement. At present the
range of period of the pottery from it, some 222
catalogued pieces, seems to be from ca. 425
through the first quarter of the 4th century B.c."6
Objectspublished or noted:
C-37-415: 759
C-37-416: 757
C-37-424: 43
C-37-425: 64
C-37-428: 333

C-37-434: 332
C-37-435: 321
C-37-451: 287
C-37-454: 288
C-37-466: p. 14817

16
Morgan, op. cit., p. 547, dated the material in the late 5th century. A note in the field records indicates that
M. Z. Pease subsequently placed it in the first quarter of the 4th century.
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C-37-467: p. 14510
C-37-468: p. 14510
C-37-469: p. 14510
C-37-484: 210
C-37-485: 231
C-37-493: p. 2914

C-37-510: 243
C-37-511: p. 145
C-37-535: p. 1217
C-37-537: p. 13720
C-37-540: 666
C-37-545: 729

80. Agora SC, Filling of drain at b-f: 19-20
Range in date: 4th century B.C., first quarter into
second quarter
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937,
p. 547, pl. XIII, 2, and pl. XIV, 1.
Davidson, Minor Objects, pp. 17-18, 23, Deposit XI.
Summary:
A stretch of this drain ca. 14.00 m. long was
found running from southeast to northwest. Its
most southerly part, where it terminated or began
in Manhole H of the Peirene System (Hill, The
Springs, pl. III) at a point ca. 15 m. south of the
southeast corner of the west exedra of the Bema
complex, would have touched or passed a little
beneath the line of the Terrace Wall of the South
Stoa if it existed here.
The records indicate that the filling of the drain
was in part sealed by the cobblestone pavement
laid north of the Terrace Wall of the South Stoa
or in parts where it was undisturbed for the most
part except for some intrusion, including Byzantine. The excavator regarded the drain as unfinished, presumably in part because of the irregular depth of the bottom and also because
"there was no trace of the action of water at the
bottom nor indeed anywhere in the drain." It
seems likely, though this cannot be demonstrated,
that the drain was filled up in one operation.
The records suggest that the drain was filled with
an unusually heavy concentration of sherds and
other material, which may in itself indicate that
the filling was put in in direct anticipation of the
laying of the cobble pavement above to serve as
strong support for it. The bulk of the pottery
seems to cover a relatively short range, the first
quarter of the 4th century into the early second
quarter. A few pieces were noted in the context
pottery which may be as late as the middle of the
4th century B.C. 172 pieces of pottery have been
catalogued.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-37-170: 335
C-37-171: 334
C-37-172: 367
C-37-173: 368
C-37-180: 44
C-37-202: p. 9692

C-37-245: 289
C-37-246: 296
C-37-247: 295
C-37-248: 297
C-37-312: 621
C-37-313: 623

C-37-214: p. 3317

C-37-557: p. 13722

C-37-216: p. 3317
C-37-219: 41
C-37-240: 293
C-37-241: 292
C-37-242: 290
C-37-243: 291
C-37-244: 294
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C-37-559: 659
C-37-560: 663
C-37-561: 694
C-37-564: 680
C-37-569: p. 13722
C-37-576: p. 13722
C-37-1083: 45

81. Southeast Building, Well at P-27
Range in date: original filling, 4th century B.C.,
first quarter into second quarter; supplemental
filling, 2nd century B.C., first half
Bibliography:
Weinberg, The Southeast Building, p. 4; plan I
(brief mention).
Summary:
The well was located in the northwest corner
of the building, about 1.00 m. northwest of the
second from the north of the western line of
inner supports (Weinberg, op. cit., plan I; cf.
p. 25, fig. 4). The material from the filling of the
well seems to have been primarily of the first
quarter of the 4th century, with some of the
second quarter. How the well was filled up is not
known, though it seems likely that the original
filling or fillings were supplemented by another
at least as late as the first half of the 2nd century B.C. It is conceivable that the well was put
out of use because of the projected construction
of the adjacent South Stoa.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-47-870: p. 129
C-47-464: p. 8480
C-47-872: 212
C-47-856: 323
C-47-873: 772
C-47-857: 322
C-47-874: p. 14817
C-47-858a: 309
C-47-878: 755
C-47-858b: 307
C-47-889: 675
C-47-859: 308
C-47-866: 42
82-83. Deposits in South Stoa, Great Reservoir
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLII, 1938,
p. 364; XLIII, 1939, p. 255.
Broneer, The South Stoa, pp. 11-16, and 95,
pl. 4, 3-4, pl. 24, 3, and plans VII, VIII.
Henry S. Robinson, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962,
p. 133.
The Great Reservoir is located for the most
part beneath Shops and Storerooms XXVIIXXXIII of the South Stoa, one branch, however,
extending beyond them to the south, and another
extending to the north into the area of the 28th
Ionic column of the colonnade. The Reservoir
was put out of use by the construction of the
South Stoa. Although many deposits in it reflect
intrusive activities of much later times, two have
been noted which have relevance to establishing
the date of construction of the Stoa.
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82. South Stoa, Great Reservoir,filling of oval
manholein South Gallery

this date for the building of the Stoa..."
No pieces from this fill were catalogued and
it has unfortunately not been possible as yet
to locate and examine the context material.
The context pottery from further excavation
in this entrance in 1952 consists of Classical
coarse-ware sherds.
Objectspublished:

Bibliography:

Broneer, S. Stoa, p. 13, and footnote 8;
p. 95; pl. 24, 3, and plans VII, VIII.
Summary:

The location of the manhole is seen in
Broneer, op. cit., plan VII, beside S1. The
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filling at the bottom of the manhole, which
includedfour potteryvesselsand three terracotta lamps, was regardedby the excavator
as belongingto the periodof use of the cistern
andhenceantedatingits abandonmentandthe
time of constructionof the South Stoa. For
the lamps, Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 95, has noted
that they have "the well-developedprofile
common in the first half of the fourth century."Examplescited from Olynthos,where,
he notes, theirtype is the most commonone,
supportthe dating. Of the pottery from the
filling a Corinthianskyphos of Attic type,
325 (Broneer,S. Stoa, pl. 24, 3), is at present
the most useful for dating. It is very close in
proportionsto severalskyphoifoundin houses
at Olynthos (Olynthus,XIII, nos. 583, 585, 587)

and thus presumablyin use in 348 B.C. It is
here dated in the second quarterof the 4th
century.The natureand contentsof the upper
fillingor fillingsof the manhole,partof which
remainsundug,are not known.
Objectspublished:
C-52-1: 325

83. SouthStoa, GreatReservoir,fillingof eastern
entrance
Bibliography:

CharlesH. MorganII, A.J.A., XLII, 1938,
p.364.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 12-13, pl. 4, 3, and
plansV, VII, and VIII.
Summary:

The location of the entrancecan be seen in
Broneer,S. Stoa, plans V and VII. The foundationof the28th (fromtheeast) Ioniccolumn
of the innercolonnadeof the South Stoa was
set down into it. Morgan, op. cit., p. 364,
reports with referenceto excavationhere in
1937that "A considerableamountof pottery
and other objectswas found thrownin about
this foundation. Since none of these is of
later date than the beginningof the fourth
century,this materialconsiderablystrengthens
17

none
84. South Stoa, footing trenches, Shop and Storeroom I
Summary:
The fillings are those of footing trenches for a
part of the east wall of Shop I and for the southeast and southwest corners of Storeroom I.17 The
most pertinent piece excavated, noted below, is a
section of an Attic echinus bowl, C-63-509, very
close in proportions to two found in houses at
Olynthos (Olynthus, XIII, nos. 768 and 774) and
thus probably in use in 348 B.C.
Objects noted:
C-63-509: p.

85. South Stoa, footing trench of east wall of Stoa
Summary:
The part of the wall concerned is that which
lies between the front of Shop I and the outer
colonnade. The footing trench was examined on
the inner face of the wall. Much of the pottery
recovered was either indicative of later disturbance
or noncommittal.18 The one catalogued piece,
C-52-4, a red-figure sherd, from a very low level,
was regarded by the excavator as antedating the
Stoa.
Objects noted:
C-52-4: p. 218
86. South Stoa, fill around foundation of pier 31 of
Ionic colonnade
Summary:
The filling on the south and east sides of the
foundation was excavated. That on the east side
was found undisturbed. The pottery19includes a
Corinthian red-figure sherd, not yet dated, and
the base and rim of a skyphos of Attic type

datableabout 350 B.C.
Objects noted:
C-52-3: p. 21819
87. South Stoa, top filling of well north of Shop IV
and fill of building north of Shop IV

Contextpottery: CorinthLots 3837-3839.

18 Corinth

Lots 3835-3836.

3014

19Catalogued:C-52-3.Contextpottery:CorinthLots 3832-3834.
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Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 238;
XX, 1951, pp. 294-296, pl. 93, c, d.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 7-8; p. 95 and footnotes
53-54; pl. 4, 1; pl. 24, 1; and plan I.
Summary:
The location of the well and building are seen in
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan I. The two-room structure
extends from just inside Shop IV of the Stoa
northward to within ca. 1.00 m. of the foundation for the fourth column of the inner colonnade. The well is located in the southwest corner
of the northern room.
The two fillings, from the top 0.50 m. of the
well shaft and from within the confines of the
two rooms, dug at different times, are here
regarded as essentially and in bulk one, for the
most part introduced at the time of the construction of the South Stoa. To this evidently a certain amount of supplementary filling was added
at a later date, seemingly in the early 3rd century B.C. Two still later coins are apparently
casually intrusive. This interpretation cannot be
demonstrated since no stratification was reported,
but it seems probable in the light of the implications of the physical circumstances of the filling
and the indications provided by the other evidence
for the dating of the construction of the Stoa.
The well long antedated the Stoa, for it was
put out of use in the second quarter of the
6th century. It is evident that the filling extended
originally to the top of the shaft and remained
at this level during the lifetime of the building,
which was erected over it at some undetermined
later date. The building clearly antedates the beginning of construction of the Stoa and it is
reasonable to assume that the filling was introduced within its rooms at the time of construction
of the Stoa, rather than earlier, to bring the level
up to that planned for the floors of the colonnade and shop. It seems likely that the settling
of the original well fill occurred later, causing the
building filling to collapse into the top of the well
shaft and necessitating the addition of a supplementary fill containing later material above, in
the immediate vicinity of the shaft.
Professor Broneer, in S. Stoa, p. 95, has already
pointed out the pertinence of the filling in the
top of the well shaft to the date of construction
of the South Stoa. The present interpretation
supports his view of its relevance. An Attic calyx
kantharos from this fill, C-50-27 (Hesperia, XX,
1951, pl. 93, c) is comparable in stage of development to ones found at Olynthos (Olynthus, V,
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nos. 513, 517). An Attic skyphos, C-50-28 (Hesperia, XX, 1951, pl. 93, d, right), is close in form
to Olynthus,XIII, nos. 585 and 587. A Corinthian
skyphos of Attic type (Hesperia, XX, 1951, pl. 93,
d, left) is here dated in the second quarter of
the 4th century B.C.
For the filling above, within the two rooms,
no objective division of the material between
original and supplementary fills can be made,
nor can it be demonstrated that the supplementary material came only from the area of the
shaft. A slight point in favor of the isolation of
the supplementary fill to the area of the shaft,
however, is seen in the character of the context
material from the south room (Corinth Lot 3816)
which does not include material demonstrably
later than about the middle of the 4th century.
Two catalogued pieces from the south room can
perhaps, then, be added as relevant to the date of
construction of the Stoa. C-46-114, an Attic rolledrim plate, is close in stage of development to one
from a house at Olynthos (Olynthus,XIII, no. 865).
An imported drinking(?) vessel, C-46-126, cannot
now be dated closely. In the features it evidently
imitates from Attic it seems suitable to the same
time.
The bulk of the pottery from the filling in the
rooms is of the first half of the 4th century and
beginning of the third quarter. A very little is of
the late 4th century and the first quarter of the
3rd century B.C.

Objectspublished or noted:
C-46-108: 494
C-46-113: 351
C-46-114: p. 3722
C-46-119: 771
C-46-122: 98
C-46-126: p. 219
C-46-128: 668

C-46-129: 696
C-46-130: p. 3014
C-46-133: 665
C-46-135: 679
C-50-27: p. 219
C-50-28: p. 219
C-50-29: 352

88. Tavern of Aphrodite, South Stoa Construction
Fill, South Stoa Terrace Fill, and earlier
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLIII, 1939,
p. 258 and fig. 4; Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp.
131-140, pls. 45, 46.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 8-10, fig. 1, pl. 3, 2, and
plan V.
Summary:
The Tavern of Aphrodite was located north of
Shops XXVII-XXX of the South Stoa.20 It is
attested to have extended from a point ca. 5.00 m.
north of the Terrace Wall of the Stoa southward
to the foundations of the stylobate of the outer

The Tavern of Aphrodite is to be equated with Building III, re-examined in 1971. See Williams, Hesperia, XLI,
1972, pp. 173f. (Ed.)
20
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colonnade of the Stoa. No doubt at the south it
extended still further into the area occupied by
the Stoa.
The Tavern was originally constructed in the
6th century. It was abandoned because of the
construction of the South Stoa whose outer
colonnade and terrace wall were erected across it.
Considerations of terrain make it likely that
the Tavern was put out of use in the early days
of construction of the South Stoa. The stone for
the Stoa, very conceivably derived from a large
quarry extending due west from the fountain of
Glauke, could seemingly be transported practically to the site of the Stoa only via a route from
the northwest crossing the area occupied by the
Tavern. Physical evidence that the area of the
Tavern was actually on the route of transport
from this direction is provided by wheel grooves,
one very marked, running from northwest to
southeast across the threshold of the Tavern
(Hesperia, XXXII, 1953, p. 132, fig. 1, at E).
Such grooves have also been reported in the
northern pavement of the building (op. cit., p.
137). It seems reasonable to suppose that construction of the Stoa proceeded from east to
west. The route presumably would have been
required for access through all stages of the
construction of the Stoa proper and its colonnades, and thus presumably the Tavern area
would have been one of the latest to receive the
final fillings introduced between the foundations
of the outer colonnade and the Terrace Wall and
from the Terrace Wall northward in a gradual
slope to the lower central part of the Agora
valley.
Much later inhabitants of Corinth removed
most of the final fillings and the paving of cobblestones which is presumed to have covered them
in this area, and we are evidently thus deprived
of practically all the evidence which once existed
here for the date of completion of the construction of the Stoa and its approaches from the
north. Of the cobble pavement, however, there
existed at the time of excavation a small patch a
bit beyond the northeast corner of the Tavern,
well north of the Terrace Wall. A bronze coin
of the Pegasos/Trident series found in the fill
beneath it was assigned by Martin Price in 1963,
with reservations because of poor condition, to
his Group II of 360-345 B.C. Probably some allowance must be made for circulation of this coin,
though perhaps not a great one since it had
slight commercial value and the construction of
the Stoa may suggest that the times were pros-

perous. Another coin of the same series was
covered by the laying of the Terrace Wall over
the Tavern, an operation which must have been
one of the latest elements of the program. Mr.
Price, again with reservations because of its poor
condition, suggested that it may possibly be of
his Period III, ca. 350-340 B.C.20bis Some 51
coins in all were found in fillings taken to be
pertinent to Stoa activities in the Tavern area.
Most were in too poor condition for cleaning or
identification. Of those legible, however, none is
known to date later than the two above.
The present writer has prepared a list, on file
in the Corinth Museum, of catalogued objects of
all kinds from the excavations of Mr. Morgan in
the Tavern which he in his field records indicated
were found in undisturbed fillings connected with
construction activities of the Stoa. With the
exception of the two coins mentioned all objects
come from the area between the south face of the
Terrace Wall and the foundations for the outer
colonnade of the Stoa. The fillings in many cases
contained material suitable to construction, disintegrated adobe, probably from the walls of the
Tavern, poros chips and dust presumably from
the work of trimming and setting the blocks of
the two foundations, and the like. This list includes much that relates to activities in the Tavern
during its use down to the time of its abandonment. Some may have been dropped by the
builders of the Stoa. Probably little if any (aside
from the 2 coins) relates to the final fillings and
paving. The pottery is all of Classical times,
some of it as early as the 6th century. Many of
the pieces, such as miniature vessels, are not
susceptible of close dating. A number, however,
are of series which provide quite sensitive criteria
for dating, both Attic and Corinthian: skyphoi
of the Corinthian and the Attic types, a variety
of stemless kylix, the echinus bowl and calyx
kantharoi. The latest of these are very close in
stage of shape development to ones found in
houses at Olynthos and thus presumably in use
in 348 B.C.A few seem very slightly more advanced
than the Olynthian examples. Placement of them
in the early third quarter of the 4th century seems
reasonable. The pertinent context pottery, not
retained for the most part evidently, according to
the excavator's notes on it, included nothing of
later date. Much was appreciably earlier.
The evidence from the Tavern of Aphrodite,
then, suggests that construction of the South Stoa
began early in the third quarter of the 4th century B.C. The absence of pottery of later date

20bis Cf. J.
Warren, "The Trihemidrachms of Corinth," Essays in Greek Coinage presented to Stanley Robinson,
Oxford, 1968, p. 143 and note 1.
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combined with the numismatic evidence for the
laying of the Terrace Wall and for filling and
paving north of it suggests that, with due allowance for the circulation of the coins, the full
program was probably completed within the
third quarter. Additional evidence having bearing
on the time of completion of the program and
the beginning use of the South Stoa is provided
by the earliest material from the Stoa wells (p. 197)
whose construction was evidently an integrated
part of the program.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-53-14: p. 107
C-53-53: p. 107
C-53-54: p. 106
C-53-57: p. 13720
C-53-58: 314

C-53-59: 317
C-53-60: 304
C-53-62: 661
C-53-63: 660

89. Fill of Underground Sanctuary, Agora SC, V-X:
24-26
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp.
545-547, fig. 8, and pls. XIII, 1-2, XIV, 2.
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 142145, fig. 2.
Broneer, S. Stoa, p. 8, pl. 3, 1, and plans III-IV.
Summary:
The sanctuary was located north of Shop XIX
of the South Stoa. The projected line of the Stoa's
Terrace Wall crosses over it. If the Terrace Wall
actually existed here21virtually the entire structure
would have been covered, either by the Wall
itself or by filling behind it to the south. The
bedding of a Roman pavement was preserved
over most of the area occupied by the shrine.
The Sanctuary was constructed during the 6th
century. A fill of ash, cinders, and lamb and pig
bones, attributed to the time of use of the Sanctuary, lay over the floor. A fill above was evidently introduced at the time when the Sanctuary
was put out of use, presumably because of the
construction of the South Stoa. Two coins provide
a terminuspost quemfor the filling, one of Aigion
dated after 404 B.C., and a bronze Corinthian
coin of the Pegasos/Trident series. The beginning
of the latter series is placed by Martin Price in
394 B.C. This particular coin has not yet been
assigned to a group in the series. Fragments of
Attic calyx kantharoi, catalogued (C-63-501) and
uncatalogued, little if any advanced beyond the
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latest from Olynthos, suggest that the filling took
place in the early third quarter of the 4th century. Many fragments throughout the filling of a
fine pebble mosaic with a representation of a
griffin and a horse (A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 546,
fig. 8) evidently represent the dismantling of a
house, fortifying the thought that the filling
resulted from activities in preparation for construction of the South Stoa. A final filling was
introduced at the top evidently to serve as a
bedding for the Roman pavement.
Objects noted:
C-63-501: p. 221
90. Agora SC, Filling of Pit at N-O: 21-23
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p.
547, pl. XIII, 1, h, and 2 (cistern).
Summary:
The pit was located north of Shop XXI of the
South Stoa, its southwest corner being about
2.00 m. north of the projected line of the Terrace
Wall of the Stoa and a little to the northwest of
the Underground Sanctuary (Deposit 89).
This pit has a number of strange features. It is
trapezoidal in plan. Four internal steps provided
access from above at the southwest corner. On
the bottom along the east and near the northeast
corner narrow trenches are reported. On the long
sides, in the earth above the stereo in which the
pit was cut, were ledges, broad on one side, narrow on the other. The field records and the published notice have suggested, seemingly without
much conviction in the case of the former, that it
was a cistern. No waterproof plaster seems to
have been preserved in it, however, and it does
not seem in general very suitable for this purpose.
Study and repeated testing of the material from
this pit indicates that it was originally filled in the
early third quarter of the 4th century B.C., probably at the same time and for the same reason
(imminent construction of the South Stoa) as the
Underground Sanctuary. Though it cannot be
objectively demonstrated, it seems likely that the
pit was covered through most of antiquity by the
cobble pavement which is attested to have been
laid over the fill north of the Terrace Wall of the
South Stoa, preserved close by, beginning just
west of the Bema and continuing eastward. The
filling of the pit seems to have remained intact

21 Broneer, S. Stoa, p. 8, assumes that it did, reporting, however, that all traces of it in the area have been removed:
cf. also his p. 90, with reference to the Terrace Wall in the area north of Shops XV-XXII. It seems a bit odd, however,
that no trace of the wall is preserved in the Sanctuary itself since its floor was not at a very low level. Possibly there was
some deviation of the line of the Terrace Wall in this vicinity. Morgan has suggested, alternatively (A.J.A., XLIII, 1939,
p. 258), "The lack of a central section of wall is explained by the height of hardpan at that point, for it rises about level
with the top of the wall, and needed no retention."
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until Byzantine times when a kind of bothros was
excavated over most of its area, the digging and
use of which introduced not only an accumulation of that period but, as might be expected,
a certain amount of material of Greek times
appreciably later than the time of original deposit.
The use of a deposit so affected is vulnerable
and certainly further testing of it is indicated. The
amount of material from the fill regarded as original, which seems in the very great bulk to have
been confined to the lower part of the pit, occupying ca. 0.50 to 0.75 m. of its depth of 1.05 m.,
is very considerable. In addition to a few lamps
and miscellaneous finds there are 180 catalogued
pieces and a very great amount of context pottery. In the vessels some 40 different shapes are
represented.Generally speaking the material seems
to fit well in the range adopted here, mainly in the
second quarter of the 4th century and into the
early third quarter. Some fourteen of the shape
series have been studied here in detail and some
have been studied also in lesser degree. The placement of examples of the series studied in the
period suggested has, in each case, proved relatively entirely satisfactory. Many of the pieces
are Attic and find close parallels in stage of
development of shape with the latest from Olynthos, thus supporting the lower dating suggested.
Quite apart from chronological and topographical
considerations, additional fragments of the griffin
mosaic (A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 546, fig. 8), most of
which was found in the filling of the Underground
Sanctuary, were found in the filling of the pit,
thus supporting the thought that the two deposits
were made at one time.
Some aspects of the material, in addition to
the unusual features of the pit's construction, suggest that there may have been a functional connection with the Underground Sanctuary. The
provision of steps may suggest that it was also an
underground cult room. Cinders and ashes were
mixed with the earth and clay of the filling. Of
the vessels from the filling some 50 are miniatures,
presumably votive. This and the seemingly short
range in period of the pottery in general may
suggest that the pit in the end served as a final
favissa for the sanctuary.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-37-2491: 324
C-37-2492: 312
C-37-2493: 328
C-37-2494: 315
C-37-2506: p. 12411
C-37-2509: 667
C-37-2510: 734
C-37-2512: 697

C-37-2520: 198
C-37-2521: 302
C-37-2522: 354
C-37-2523: 326
C-37-2524: 356
C-37-2525: 329
C-37-2526: 310
C-37-2527: 369

C-37-2528: 316
C-37-2532: p. 2914
C-37-2533: p. 2914
C-37-2534: p. 2914
C-37-2535: pp.2914, 178
C-37-2536: 49
C-37-2537: 57
C-37-2538: 46
C-37-2539: 61
C-37-2540: 58
C-37-2541: 96
C-37-2542: 97
C-37-2543: p. 2914
C-37-2544: 36
C-37-2545: p. 2914
C-37-2546: 99
C-37-2547: p. 3014
C-37-2582: 147
C-37-2583: 171
C-37-2584: 148
C-37-2585: 156
C-37-2586: 158
C-37-2587: 142

C-37-2588: 159
C-37-2589: 73
C-37-2590: 20
C-37-2597: p. 9692
C-37-2604: p. 3014
C-37-2605: p. 3014
C-37-2606: p. 3014
C-37-2607: p. 3014
C-37-2608: p. 3014
C-37-2609: p. 3014
C-37-2610: 65
C-37-2611: 37
C-37-2614: 145
C-37-2615: 144
C-37-2617: 157
C-37-2619: 143
C-37-2641: 602
C-37-2645: 603
C-37-2662: 303
C-37-2666: 9
C-37-2667: 3
C-63-503: 610
C-63-504: p. 106

91. Filling under cobble pavement of South Stoa
Terrace
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II: A.J.A., XL, 1936, p.
475, and fig. 5, E; XLI, 1937, p. 543 and
pl. XIII, 1; Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 140.
Scranton, The Lower Agora, p. 76, and note 6.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 88-91 (the Terrace Wall).
Summary:
The construction of a terrace immediately in
front of the South Stoa and a graded slope beyond
the Terrace Wall was evidently a necessary part
of the South Stoa construction program to provide access from the central area to the north
which, in Hellenistic times, was at an appreciably
lower level than that of the stylobate of the Stoa.
It is reasonable to assume that the terrace was
paved, as presumably was the floor of the colonnade of the Stoa, although apparently no evidence
for paving here has been forthcoming. Paving of
the graded slope north of the terrace is, however,
attested since a paving of cobblestones set in
tough clay ca. 0.20 m. thick was preserved at
the time of excavation in various places. Some
was removed in excavation in order to reach
deposits or graves beneath it, but much still
remains in situ. No doubt more will be found in
place in future excavation, particularly at the east
where excavation has evidently not reached the
pavement level. Fill and deposits beneath it may
be expected to yield further, well-sealed evidence
concerning the South Stoa construction program.
Specific deposits found sealed by the paving or
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thought to have been sealed when the paving,
missing above them, was laid have been summarized separately (Deposits 79, 80, 88, 89(?), 92).
The present heading is intended to cover objects
from general fillings found actually sealed by the
paving, either in past or future excavations. The
few objects, including a coin, from a small patch
of the paving due north of Shop XXVII of the
Stoa, have been included here in the list of Deposit 88. Deposit 92 includes a few additional objects from a patch of filling which probably was
found sealed by the paving, though we do not
have a specific statement to that effect. The
paving is attested, more extensively preserved,
just to the east and south of the Bema and still
further east for a bit south of the line of the
Central Shops. The dating adopted here for the
completion of the South Stoa construction program leads to the assumption that objects found
in the filling beneath the pavement will antedate
ca. 330 B.C. The objects now known to have been
found under existing pavement are few, including
some pieces of pottery, terracottas, and loomweights. The number may be increased by further
scrutiny of the field records and by an examination
of context material, which has not been located
for examination as yet.
Objectspublished:
none

92. Agora SC, fill over stereo at V-Y: 13-20
Bibliography:
Charles H. Morgan II, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p.
543, pl. XIII, 1 and 2 (location).
Sunmary:
This patch of filling lay ca. 10-12 m. southwest
of the southwest corner of the west exedra of the
Bema complex, and ca. 6.00 m. north of the projected line of the Terrace Wall of the South Stoa,
in the immediate vicinity of Graves A and B of
the late Geometric cemetery (Morgan, op. cit.,
pl. XIII, 2). Morgan indicates that the area of
the cemetery was found covered by the cobblestone pavement laid north of the Terrace Wall of
the South Stoa and though there is no specific
statement that this patch of filling was sealed by
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the pavement it seems a reasonable inference that
it was.
Two pieces are datable in the first and second
quarters of the 4th century B.C. The few others
are not at present independently datable.
Objects noted:
C-37-584: p. 107
93. South Stoa, Deposit in Shop XXXII
Bibliography:

OscarBroneer,A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933,p. 556.
Davidson, Minor Objects, p. 17, Deposit VII.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 11-12.
Summary:
The area beneath Shops XXXI and XXXII
(Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 11-12 and plan VI) was
occupied prior to the construction of the Stoa
by a structure of which there remain parts of the
east and west walls, and a paved floor (in Shop
XXXI) at -1.75 m. below Stoa toichobate level.
Professor Broneer has associated with this structure three rectangular cuttings in stereo in Shop
XXXII, the floor of the larger of which is
-2.50 m. below Stoa toichobate level. The structure presumably went out of use at some time
appreciably earlier than the time of the construction of the Stoa. A manhole leading into the
Great Reservoir (Deposits 82, 83) was subsequently cut through the east wall of the structure.
The time of the abandonment of the structure is
thus seen to have been earlier than the time of
the construction of the Stoa by the extent of the
use period of the Great Reservoir at least.
The field records and to some extent the published accounts tend to suggest that the entire
filling in Shop XXXII from the level of the Stoa
toichobate down to bottom, which contained a
very large amount of pottery, some lamps and
miscellaneous finds, and over 50 coins, was a
single filling at one time. No stratification was
reported, and in fact joins were found between
pieces at different levels.22 It seems more likely
that there were in fact several fillings. It is to be
expected that some of the filling within this shop
is attributable to the time of use of the early
structure mentioned above and its abandonment.

Joiningfragmentsat differentlevels could readilybe presentin a filling dumpedin successiveloads from different
anglesand thushavingvariousslopes. Thiswouldverylikelyhavebeenthe casein fillingup the areawithinthe foundations
of the Stoa shop after the disruptionof lower fills caused by laying the blocks of the foundations.The conclusionthat
the fill, of up to 2.50 m. in depth, was a single one is not reasonablenor likely since it impliesthat at least untilfar into
the Hellenistic period the interior of the shop was a gaping hole with no usable floor and no accumulationof fill
representingthe variouspre-Stoaand Stoa activities.Thereis, it is true,an instanceof omissionof fill and flooringwithin
Shop I (Deposit 94), but therethis would seem to be due to the specialcircumstancethat much of the shop was occupied
by a stairway.The depth below toichobate to bedrock in Shop I was, in any case, slight as comparedwith that in
Shop XXXII.
22
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It also seems likely that a further amount was
introduced at the time of the construction of the
manhole in Shop XXXI, and that still another
filling was required when the South Stoa was
constructed, to serve as a basis for the floor of
the shop, which is attested to have existed here
at a point 0 to -0.10 m. below toichobate level.
The floor evidently was broken through in the
course of the use of the shop and the material in
the upper part of the filling, which included all
the coins, all of which are dated after 400 B.C., was
evidently gradually introduced in subsequent
years, some as late as mediaeval.
The existence of the various fillings suggested
cannot be objectively demonstrated. The catalogued pottery from the entire filling has a very
considerable range, from at least the 6th century B.C. down to at least as late as the 3rd century B.C.
Objectspublished:
C-33-116: 267

C-33-227: 500

94. South Stoa, Shop I, Pottery Deposit
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, pp. 5456, figs. 1 and 3.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 48-49, fig. 26, and pp.
68-69 (stairway); pp. 94 and 97 (deposit);
pls. 7 and 27 and plan I.
Summary:
The deposit occupied the area beneath the
stairway in Shop I. The filling or fillings concerned evidently extended from stereo to the level
of the toichobate of the Stoa here, a depth of ca.
0.80 m.
The following interpretation of the deposit is
not fully demonstrable, but various indications
are recorded which make it a possible one.23
It seems likely that the deposit represents a
casual and very gradual accumulation of material
initiated when the Stoa began to be used and
continuing all through the lifetime of the Greek
Stoa. The bulk of it would seem to have gathered
by the time of the destruction of the Stoa by
Mummius in 146 B.C. It may possibly contain an
indication of a partial destruction of the Stoa
during this time and it seems quite likely that
there is also indication of the destruction of the
Stoa by fire at the time of Mummius. A slight
amount of material may represent activities in the

early days after the establishment of the Roman
colony in 44 B.C.
Professor Broneer in his field records and publications has already pointed out that the deposit
was made after the construction of the Stoa, not
before. The footing trench of the east wall of the
Stoa (Deposit 84) was not cut through the deposit
here, and in fact it is indicated by the records
that the inner faces of the foundation blocks of
the shop remained visible and accessible after
they had been laid for they show signs of wear
and mutilation. This is compatible with the
thought that the builders of the Stoa provided no
floor proper here, leaving the area as it was on
completion of the construction. There would have
been no reason to provide a floor, for no traffic
would have been expected here beneath the stairway. Professor Broneer has pointed out that the
area was in fact restricted in access at least for
part of the Stoa's time of use (Broneer, S. Stoa,
p. 69), and probably for the most part it was
accessible only to the users of Shop II. It was
evidently partly shut off on the west by a crude
wall, at least to some height. The area can be
visualized in terms of a modern hall closet
beneath stairs to the upper floor. And like a hall
closet it seems to have accumulated junk. No
doubt there were frequent contributions to it,
predominantly broken vessels from the users of
Shop II. The range of these extends from the
very early days of the Stoa, from ca. 325 or perhaps a bit earlier, right down through, with
occasional representationsof the years in between,
to the time of the destruction in 146 B.C. Some of
the material, particularly the numerous coins,
whose dates span this period and extend in some
cases earlier, may have been dropped through the
openings in the wooden stair, which presumably
would have lacked risers, by people ascending to
or leaving the upper floor. A deposit accumulating
in this way, objects being thrown or dropped in
from time to time from various angles and levels,
could not be expected to show easily detectible
stratification or consistency in date from level to
level. In fact, some of the latest material was
found quite close to or at bottom, a situation
compatible with the thought of an accumulation
of the material in various sloping strata. The
records indicate that there were two layers of
burning, one at -0.50 and the other at -0.20 m.,

23
Alternatively,it has been suggestedby ProfessorBroneer (bibliographyabove) that the area was a deliberately
excavatedhollow, presumablydug either for the receptionof the deposit or concernedwith an alterationof the Stoa
which involved loweringthe floors. These possibilitiesseem to the presentwriterless likely. There is little if anything
in the deposit to suggestthe formerinterpretationin any case. Votivesare conspicuouslyabsent.An additionalthought
that part of the materialrepresentsthe cleaningout of one of the Stoa wells, e.g. Well II, duringthe Greekperiod of use
is possible, but it is evidentthat this would not completelyaccountfor the deposit.
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evidently sloping, for it was noted that the two
merged at one point. The pottery deposit proper
is stated to have been below a burned layer,
though which of the two is not clear. The uppermost burned layer seems attributable to burning
of the Stoa by Mummius. It is not excluded that
both layers refer to the same event, though an
earlier conflagration seems possible. Pieces of
Corinthian roof tiles are reported from between
the two levels of burning. Apparently above them
both, in the area, other fragments of Greek tiles
were found, among them one, FS 654, which
provides an association with Mummius' destruction since it joined FS 512, found in the Mummian filling of Well II. The amount of material
which may have been added in the early years of
the Roman colony is certainly not great and it is
not absolutely certain at present that any of the
material is actually of this time. A curious inscribed pottery disk (for magical use?), C-34-27,
is from an unknown depth in the fill. It is unique
and cannot be claimed with any conviction as
Hellenistic of pre-destruction times. Conceivably
it is early Roman.
The deposit so interpretedprovides an interesting
cross-section of the life and activities in the South
Stoa during its Greek period, as much if not more
than any of the use fillings of the wells. Its
material in character and composition is quite
like that of many of the accumulations of the
Greek period in the wells, a point in favor of its
being an accumulation from everyday life in the
Stoa.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-34-16: p. 5036
C-34-17: p. 3014
C-34-19: 116
C-34-21: 5
C-34-22: 30
C-34-23: 134
C-34-24: 82
C-34-27: p. 225
C-34-30: 483
C-34-31: 484
C-34-33: 731
C-34-34: 437
C-34-35: 700
C-34-37: 532
C-34-38: p. 44

C-34-392 a, f: 424
C-34-392 b: 502
C-34-392 c: 503
C-34-392 d: 504
C-34-392 e: 505
C-34-392 g: 506
C-34-393: p. 3317
C-34-394: 460
C-34-395: 490
C-34-396: 467
C-34-397: 489
C-34-471: 706
C-34-2497: p. 88
C-34-2499: 128
C-35-128: 908

95. South Stoa, Well II
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, p. 63 and pl. 14, 5 (two
kantharoi); plan I (location of well).
Summary:
In this well there were evidently two fillings,
a use fill entirely below water level and a filling
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from below water level to the top (with a hiatus
of about 4.50 m. evidently caused by pieces of
tile blocking the shaft at a high level). The two
fills cannot be objectively separated since no doubt
pieces from the upper filling penetrated into the
lower when the former was thrown in. The catalogued pottery, lamps, and miscellaneous finds
all came from the lowest part of the well and are
likely to belong to the use fill. The pottery ranges
in date from the early last quarter of the 4th century to 146 B.C. Amphora handles, also from the
same depth, are of the 3rd century and the first
half of the 2nd century B.C. The coins from the
entire filling of the well are of the 4th and 3rd
centuries B.C. Some were from the lowest part of
the well, including those evidently latest, which
may of course have been minted in the 2nd century, Philip V, 220-179 B.C. The material of the
final filling consisted almost entirely of architectural pieces, both stone members and roof tiles,
evidently largely from the Stoa. The well is thus
believed to have been in use from at least the
early last quarter of the 4th century to the time
of the destruction of Corinth in 146 B.C. The
absence of material of later date in the well is
taken to indicate that it was filled up with destruction debris in the very early years of the
Roman colony, after 44 B.C. Pieces of tiles from
the upper filling join others from the Mummian
destruction filling in Well V.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-47-106: 464
C-47-107: 536
C-47-112: 480
C-47-113: 469

C-47-116: 79
C-47-117: 122
C-47-118: p. 4026
C-47-119: 400

96. South Stoa, Well III
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan I (location of well).
Summary:
The filling of the well from top to water level is
not known. This was apparently dug in the early
days of excavation at Corinth; the records of its
excavation and the objects found have not been
identified.
What remained to be excavated below water
level in 1947 indicated two fillings, primarily a
use filling at bottom with a slight amount of an
upper filling containing architectural members,
both stone and tile.
The pottery, catalogued and uncatalogued, to
be assigned to the use fill indicates that the well
was continuously in use from some time in the
third quarter of the 4th century to the time of the
destruction of Corinth in 146B.C. The earliest
pottery in the context material (Corinth Lot
3608-3611), including a number of pieces ofskyph-
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oi of Attic type somewhat more advanced in
shape than the latest examples of the form from
Olynthos, is fragmentary, suggesting that the well
had been cleaned out at least once in the course
of the nearly 200 years of use. There is fairly
even representation among the rest from ca. 300
to 146 B.C. The numerous coins are primarily of
the 4th and 3rd centuries with a few of dates
overlapping the 3rd century and the first half of
the 2nd century. A proportion of these no doubt
are infiltrative from the later filling. The assignment of the meager amount of architectural
material to the destruction of Mummius, presumably thrown in in the very early years of the
Roman colony, seems reasonable.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-47-86: 409
C-47-87: 416
C-47-89: 605
C-47-90: 606
C-47-91: 607
C-47-92: 393
C-47-93: 398
C-47-94: 433
C-47-97: p. 5038
C-47-98: p. 102"9

C-47-120: 510
C-47-121: 493
C-47-122: 399
C-47-123: 417
C-47-124: 435
C-47-125: 487
C-47-126: 4
C-47-128: 224
C-47-146: 511

97. South Stoa, Well IV
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 242
and pl. LXII, 23 (terracotta mould).
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan I (location of well).
Davidson, Minor Objects, nos. 1478 and 1479,
pi. 89 (lead shovels).
Summary:
It is thought that there were three separate
fillings in this well, though they cannot be objectively demonstrated.
The amount of material which can be attributed
to the period of use of the well, probably including all the pottery published here, is meager.
It seems very likely that the well had been very
extensively cleaned out shortly before going out
of use. Of the catalogued pottery one piece is
probably of ca. 250 B.C. Whether or not the other
pieces may actually be as late as 146 B.C. is open
to question since they are of series with scanty
representation and their dates will need review
when more is known of these series.
Above, between depths -8.80 and -3.00 m., two
different kinds of earth were noted, below a red
fill, above a black fill with much ash and carbon.
Both contained pieces of roof tiles, some at least
from the Stoa, and both contained fragments of
terracotta figurines. These two are regarded as
probably a single fill. The coins from -3.00 to
bottom (aside from one intrusive Byzantine coin,

no doubt filtered in between the two periods of
excavation) were all of the 4th and 3rd centuries
with a few of dates overlapping the 3rd century
and the first half of the 2nd. The presence of broken roof tiles suggests some destruction of the
Stoa involving the roof. The absence of other
kinds of architectural members, usually present
in the fillings attributed to the Mummian destruction, is perhaps notable. Conceivably the filling in
which the tiles appear is attributable to some
pre-Mummian, presumably localized fire. As a
parallel, there is an indication in the Mummian
filling of Well XIX suggesting that the Stoa was
in process of some repair and redecoration at the
time of Mummius.
The filling at the top, which contained little,
though including two Pergamene fragments, is
thought to be a supplementaryone, introduced at
the time when the marble pavement of the Roman
Room B (Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 106-107) was laid.
Objectspublished:
C-34-25: 687
C-47-147: 628

C-47-148: 140
C-47-149: 194

98. South Stoa, Well V
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 564
and fig. 8 (marble gaming board).
Broneer, S. Stoa, pl. 15, 1 (marble gaming
board) and pl. 24, 4 (two lamps: CL 37873788); plan I (well).
Kent, The Inscriptions,no. 42.
Davidson, Minor Objects,no. 491, pl. 47 (bronze
lock of hair).
Summary:
Though it cannot be fully demonstrated it is
believed that this well contained two fillings, a
use fill at bottom and a final filling from a point
near water level to the top.
The pottery attributed to the use filling covers
the range from the last quarter of the 4th century probably to 146 B.C. The filling above, at
least to -5.00 m., perhaps to -4.00 m., contained
a wide variety of Stoa architectural material,
both stone and tile, indicative of an extensive
destruction of the Stoa. The upper filling, though
evidently not characterized by destruction filling,
may belong since pottery joins were noted between it and lower levels. The coins from the
entire filling (aside from two Byzantine, no doubt
introduced during World War II years between
the two periods of excavation) are primarily of
the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C. with some overlapping into the first half of the 2nd century.
From the earth of the well derived from excavation of World War II debris and the ancient
filling below water level came a coin of Patras,
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DEPOSITSUMMARIES
146-32 B.C., and a Corinthian coin of the early
Roman duovir series. These plus Arretine and
Samian fragments mixed with the upper fill suggest that the final fillings of the well took place
in the period of the early Roman colony after
44 B.C. and that the bulk of the final filling represents clean-up and disposal of material deriving
from the Mummian destruction of the Stoa. The
well was covered by the same marble pavement
of Room B as Well IV.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-33-433: 914
C-33-985: 695
C-33-986: 712
C-33-1119: p. 3317
C-33-1461: 850
C-33-1462: p. 2811
C-33-1463: p. 4026

C-47-150: p. 3317
C-47-151: 245
C-47-152: p. 5038
C-47-153: 471
C-47-154: 486
C-47-155: 485
C-47-157: 779

C-33-1471: pp.2812, 3317 C-47-158: 738

C-33-1473: 501
C-47-88: 473

C-47-159: 726

99. South Stoa, Well VII
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, pl. 14, 2 (well curb); plan II
(well).
Kent, The Inscriptions,no. 28.
Davidson, Minor Objects, no. 1681, fig. 37 and
pi. 99 (bone counter).
Summary:
In this well there was evidently a slight accumulation of the use period. The pottery assigned to it
covers the range from ca. 250 to 146 B.C. Very
likely the well had been subject to a cleaning out
during its period of use which removed early accumulation. Whether there was one filling or more
in the well subsequent to this cannot be objectively demonstrated. Conceivably there were two,
one from -8.85 to -4.70 m. in which architectural
elements are prevalent, representing clean-up of
Mummian destruction debris and a second from
-4.70 to top in which little or no architecture is
present, perhaps a supplementary fill introduced
at the time of the laying of the flooring of the
Roman Agonotheteion above (Broneer, S. Stoa,
pp. 107-111, plans II and XV). The final filling of
the well, whether in one or two stages, had evidently occurred by some time in the second half
of the 1st century after Christ. The few coins
from the well (the entire shaft) are rather earlier,
some of the 3rd century and the first half of the
2nd century, one of Patras, 146-32 B.C., and one
Corinthian of the Early Roman period duovir
series. An appreciable quantity of Arretine and
Samian pieces and fragments of blown glass come
from various levels in the upper filling and a lamp
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of Broneer's Type XXII from near the top, at
-1.75 m.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-33-1220: p. 87
C-47-222: 497
C-47-223: 192

C-47-226: 7
C-47-227: p. 3014

100. South Stoa, Well VIII
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, pp. 7273, fig. 17.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 111-115, pls. 32, 33, plans
II and XVI (Well VIII and Room D); pl. 32,
2 (marble bench support).
Summary:
The bottom of the well was not certainly
reached in excavation and there is no real indication of a use filling, though a lamp and pieces
of Stoa roof tiles at bottom may reflect the Greek
lifetime of the Stoa and its destruction by Mummius. The filling of the entire well otherwise is
probably a single one introduced within the second
half of the 1st century after Christ, after Nero.
The material from it is, with the exception of a
few earlier pieces and coins, predominantly
Roman.
Objectspublished:
none
101. South Stoa, Well IX
Bibliography:
G. R. Edwards, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp.
151-152 and pl. 16, 14.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 111-115, pls. 32, 33, plans
II and XVI (well and Room D).
Summary:
It is not absolutely certain that bottom was
reached in excavating this well. The amount of
material attributable to the use of the well is
neither particularly characteristic nor extensive.
Much of the depth below water level was taken
up by seven or eight complete coarse amphorae.
The pottery with them covers a range from ca.
250 to 146 B.C. Evidently either a cleaning of the
well had removed earlier material of the time of
use or it remains to be discovered beneath the
appreciable depth of water. What is regarded as a
single filling from just below water level to
-1.25 m. (the shaft was empty at top) is to be
attributed to a clean-up of Mummian destruction debris, which included many architectural
elements of the South Stoa, in the very early
years of the Roman period after 44 B.C.The coins
from the entire shaft, including none of Roman
times, date in the 4th and 3rd centuries with
some overlapping into the first half of the 2nd
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centuryB.C.A few scrapsof early Roman mate- 103. South Stoa, Well XI
rial (Augustanbarbotine and Samian) indicate
Bibliography:
the time when the clean-uptook place.
Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 115,and plans II, III, XVI
(location of well, and entrance portico to
Objectspublished:
South Basilica).
C-48-61:915
C-48-53:129
Summary:
C-48-245:604
C-48-59:488
The bottom of the well was not reached in
excavationand evidentlyat least 1.00m. of the
102. South Stoa, Well X
filling remainsto be dug. Probablyonly one or
Bibliography:
two of the pieces recoveredrepresents,then, the
Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 115 and plans II and XVI
use filling(presumably742 is one). It is believed
(well and entranceto South Basilica).
that thereweretwo subsequentfillings.One from
Davidson, Minor Objects, nos. 1124, 1185,
belowwaterlevelto -7.75 m. is takento represent
1186, 1188, 1783,2511, pls. 74, 76, 101, 122.
a clean-up of Mummiandestructiondebris, including architecturalmaterial from the Stoa,
Summary:
It seems possible that there was a slight use
probablyintroducedearly in the Roman period.
The pottery noted below, with the exceptionof
fillingin the well, includingsome materialof the
3rd century B.C., though this cannot be objec742, is regardedas of the time of the destruction.
Fragmentsfrom the Mummianfilling of Well X
tively demonstrated.Probablytwo other fillings
are also representedin this well. Thatfrombelow
joined a numberof these. The coins from this
level are all of the Greekperiod, of the 4th and
waterlevel to -2.70 m. is regardedas a clean-up
3rd centurieswith some overlappinginto the first
of Mummiandestructiondebrisintroducedprobhalf of the 2nd centuryB.C. SomeArretinesherds
ably early in the Roman colony after 44 B.C.
reportedfrom this level indicatethe time of the
Along with tiles, includingones from the Stoa,
introductionof this fill. The fillingfrom ca. -7.75
pieces of the well curb and a statue base, was
to -5.50 m., containing little and that Roman, is
much Hellenistic pottery. A Samian fragment
regardedas supplementary,
perhapsin connection
suggeststhe time of the introductionof this filling.
with the constructionof the entranceportico of
A filling from -2.70 m. to top is regardedas
the South Basilicaabove. Coins of MarcusAuresupplementary,probably to compensatefor setlius and AntoninusPius in it indicatethat it was
tling, andwas presumablyintroducedat the time
introducedin the 2nd centuryafter Christ.The
of the constructionof the entranceportico of the
shaft of the well was emptyfrom -5.50 m. to top
South Basilica above. This filling seems to be
whereit was sealedby the floor of the portico.
entirelyof Romanmaterial.
Objectspublishedor noted:
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-47-241:832
C-47-233:p. 503
C-34-1621: p. 91
C-34-82: 85
C-47-234:
633
C-47-245:
742
C-34-1622: 789
C-34-153: pp. 91
6
C-47-235:
654
C-47-246:
C-34-470: pp. 3925, 4026 C-34-1623: pp. 3014,3317
822
655
C-47-236:
C-47-247:
C-34-1624: p. 16221
C-34-474: p. 3317
C-47-237:797
C-47-248:p. 124
C-34-1640: p. 3014
C-34-1602: p. 3722
C-34-1603: 107
C-34-1604: p. 4026
C-34-1605: p. 3014
C-34-1607: p. 3722
C-34-1608: 704
C-34-1609: 711
C-34-1610: 713
C-34-1611: 685
C-34-1612: 699
C-34-1613: 658
C-34-1614: 714
C-34-1615: 109
C-34-1616: 33
C-34-1617: 153
C-34-1618: p. 3317
C-34-1619: 213

C-34-1620:87

C-34-1645: 777
C-34-1738: 715
C-34-1740: p. 16221
C-34-1742: 929
C-34-2489 a, b: 686
C-47-228: 775
C-47-233: p. 5034
C-47-234: 633
C-47-235: 6
C-47-236: 822
C-47-237: 797
C-47-238: p. 18043
C-47-241: 832
C-47-242: 626
C-47-256: 705
C-47-901: 527

C-47-238: p. 18043

104. South Stoa, Well XII
Bibliography:
RichardStillwell,A.J.A., XL, 1936,pp. 32-39
(FountainHouse).
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 115-128, plans III and
XVI (well and FountainHouse).
Davidson, Minor Objects, no. 2886, pl. 136
(bronzewheel).
Summary:
The bottom of the well was evidently not
reachedin excavation.A largestone at -10.25 m.,
belowwaterlevel, could not be removed.Thereis
thus nothingwhichcan certainlybe attributedto
the period of use of the well. That the entire
filling of the well (up to -1.10 m., the top being
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DEPOSIT SUMMARIES
empty) was introduced at one time cannot be
objectively demonstrated, though it seems likely.
This filling, which included a variety of architectural elements and part of the well curb, is regarded as representing clean-up of Mummian
destruction debris in the early years of the Roman
colony after 44 B.C. The coins from the entire
shaft were of the 4th and 3rd centuries with
overlapping into the first half of the 2nd century B.C. A coin of Corinth of the duovir series
evidently represents the time of the introduction
of the filling. A coin of Valentinian, from searching
the earth of the well, is probably not pertinent.
The well was sealed over by the cement base for
the floor of the Roman Fountain House above.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-35-116: p. 17328
C-35-117 and
C-35-719: 845
C-35-649: 110
C-35-650: 118
C-35-651 and C-35-830
and C-35-912: p. 9187
C-35-653: 911
C-35-718: p. 3014
C-35-719 and
C-35-117: 845
C-35-720: 716

C-35-721: 717
C-35-723: 684
C-35-830 and C-35-651
and C-35-912: p. 9187
C-35-831: p. 3722
C-35-832: p. 3722
C-35-833: 718
C-35-912 and C-35-830
and C-35-651: p. 9187
C-47-258: p. 16221
C-47-261: 673

105. South Stoa, Well XIII
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 115-128, plans III and
XVI (well and Fountain House).
Davidson, Minor Objects, nos. 289, 353, and
1729, pls. 24, 31, and 100.
Kent, The Inscriptions,no. 31.
Summary:
It is not entirely certain that bottom was
reached in this well in excavation. There is no
material which suggests a use fill. Though it cannot be objectively demonstrated that the filling of
the well (empty to -1.50 m.) was a single operation, it seems likely. It included many architectural elements and tiles and is taken to represent
a clean-up of Mummian debris in the early years
of the Roman colony after 44 B.C. An Arretine
sherd evidently represents the time of the introduction of the filling. Only two coins were found,
both of Corinth of the Pegasos/Trident series. The
well was sealed by the floor of the Roman Fountain House above.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-33-304: p.
C-33-306: 113
C-33-998: p.

C-33-1001: 674
C-34-2419: 662
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106. South Stoa, Well XIV
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 240 and
pl. LVIII, 11.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 124-128, plans III, XVI,
XVII (well and Room F).
Summary:
The appreciable amount of material which can
be assigned to the use filling of this well, from
water level to bottom, extends in date from ca.
330 to 146 B.C.At least the bulk of the remainder
of the filling of the shaft, from water level to at
least -2.25 m., is regarded as a single filling representing a clean-up of Mummian destructiondebris.
This included a mass of architectural material,
both stone and tile. The coins from the entire
shaft are of the Greek period, of the 4th and
3rd centuries, with some overlapping into the first
half of the 2nd century B.C. There seems to be no
admixture of early Roman material in this filling,
hence it is assumed that it must have been introduced into the well very early in the time of the
Roman colony, soon after 44 B.C. In the upper
part of the well, a red fill with almost nothing in
it is reported from -2.25 to -1.25 m. and above
this some "mixed fill." These may or may not be
part of the same filling as that immediately below them.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-47-268: 475
C-47-269: 189
C-47-271: 395
C-47-282: p. 5035
C-47-288: 389
C-47-289: 466
C-47-290: 420
C-47-291: 463
C-47-292: 394
C-47-293: 465

C-47-294: 496
C-47-295: 479
C-47-296: 482
C-47-297: 774
C-47-298: 643
C-47-299: 206
C-47-300: 207
C-47-301: p. 1217
C-47-302: 522
C-47-303: pp. 1229, 13823

107. South Stoa, Well XV
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 239242; pl. LVII, 8, lower right; pl. LXI, 19;
pl. LXII, 22.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 126-128, plans III, XVII
(well and Room F).
G. R. Edwards, Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 80
(C-46-51 b).
Kent, The Inscriptions,nos. 22 and 25.
Summary:
There is no indication of a use filling in this
well. It seems likely, however, that there were at
least two other separate fillings in the well shaft.
One, from bottom to ca. -6.00 m., with joining
fragments at various levels, represents a clean-up
of Mummian destruction debris thrown in soon
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after the foundation of the Roman colony in
44 B.C. It includes some tiles and architectural
blocks and fragments of the complete well curb.
Three amphora handles in the fill are of the
second quarter of the second century B.C. and
two are of the earlier 2nd century. Coins from
this level are of the Greek period, of the 4th and
3rd centuries with some overlapping into the first
half of the 2nd century B.C. Some of the material
from this filling probably has relevance to repair
and redecoration of the Stoa at the time of the
Mummian destruction (see under Well XIX).
The filling from -6.00 m. to top would seem to
represent at least one if not more supplementary
fills in the advanced Roman period. It contained
a mixture of Hellenistic and Roman material
extending probably into the 1st century after
Christ. The single Roman coin from this fill (the
only one in the well) is of the Corinthian duovir
series. The mouth of the well was covered in
Roman times by the marble pavement of the
Roman Room F.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-46-15: 38
C-46-26: 683
C-46-28: p. 122
C-46-38: 653
C-46-41: p. 12310
C-46-42: 83
C-46-43: 102
C-46-45: p. 3014
C-46-46: 91
C-46-56: 836
C-46-57: 825
C-46-58: 249
C-46-59: 682
C-46-60: 112
C-46-62: p. 3014

C-46-63: p. 17632
C-46-64: 813
C-46-65: 121
C-46-66: 105
C-46-68: 672
C-46-69 a-c: p. 16017
C-46-71: p. 3014
C-46-73: 141
C-46-79: p. 122
C-46-80: p. 13316
C-47-35: 93
C-47-36: 126
C-47-37: 92
C-47-43: 892

108. South Stoa, Well XVI
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pl. LIX,
13 (2 kantharoi).
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 128-129, plan III (well
and Kenchrean Road); pl. 24, 4, upper right
(lamp).
Davidson, Minor Objects,nos. 1332, 1333, 2900,
pls. 82 and 137.
Summary:
Though it cannot be objectively demonstrated,
at the bottom there was evidently a small accumulation from the use period of the well, of the
3rd century and probably down to 146 B.C. A
filling probably extending from near water level
to -5.70 m. is regarded as representing a clean-up
of Mummian destruction debris in the early days
of the Roman colony after 44 B.C. This included

many fragmentsof Stoa roof tiles, some other
architecturalmembers and pieces of the well
curb.The coins from the well, with the exception
of two of the 4th centuryafter Christ,which are
probablyintrusivevia the loosely fittingcover of
the mouthof the well in the KenchreanRoad, are
all of the Greekperiod, of the 4th and 3rd centuriesB.C.Thewellshaftwas emptyfrom-5.70 m.
to top.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-35-115:p. 159

C-47-307:691

C-35-636: p. 9289

C-47-309: 478

C-35-674:720

C-47-310:434

C-35-675: p. 3723
C-47-272: 413

C-47-311: 521
C-47-312: 166

C-47-273:p. 88

C-47-313:80

109. South Stoa, Well XVIII
Bibliography:
OscarBroneer,Hesperia,XVI, 1947,p. 240 and
pl. LVIII, 10 (amphoralids).
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 129-132, plans III and
XVII (well and Bouleuterion).
Summary:
Thereevidentlywas a certainamountof filling
of the time of use at the bottom. A greatdeal of
potteryincludingsome veryheavywaterjars and
other coarse pottery is reported.Animal bones
are also reported at this level. The catalogued
pieces include ones datable in the late 4th and
early 3rd centuriesand ones here dated in the
first half of the 2nd century.A few scraps are
datablein the course of the third quarterof the
4th century.They may or may not be significant
for the time of the firstuse of the well. Othersof
this time were also found in the upper fill and
hencethese may, in this case, be infiltrative.
Whetherthe fill above, from near water level
to top, was introducedin one or more fillingsis
not fully demonstrable.Evidentlyat least up to
-6.75 m. a clean-up of Mummian destruction
debrisis represented,for quantitiesof Stoatiles of
variouskindswerefound at this level. Fragments
of pottery vessels and tiles from this fill joined
others from the Mummianfill of the adjacent
WellXIX suggestingcontemporaneity
in disposal
of the two fillings, one of the joining pieces
coming from the filling of XVIII between-3.00
and -4.75 m. The coins from the entire filling of
the shaft of XVIII are all of the Greek period,
of the 4th and 3rd centurieswith some overlappinginto the firsthalf of the 2nd centuryB.C.
Whetherone or morefillingswereneededto fillthe
shaft, all were evidentlythrownin in the Roman
period.A piece of blown glass was found low in
the tile fill. Other Roman pieces, including a
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Samian rim fragment, are reported from close to
the top of the shaft.
Objectspublishedor noted:
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C-36-499 a-e and
C-48-62: 873
C-47-281 a-c: 512
C-47-314: 286
C-47-322: 233
C-47-323: p. 4229
C-47-325: 135
C-47-326: 165

C-47-328: pp. 16221, 18452
C-47-329: 897
C-47-330: p. 3014
C-47-331: p. 91
C-47-335: p. 1578
C-47-337 a-e: 936
C-47-338: 513
C-47-900: p. 1054

110. South Stoa, Well XIX
Bibliography:
G. R. Edwards, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 152,
pls. 16-17, 15-23.
Margaret Thompson, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp.
355-367 (Ptolemaic coins).
Marie Farnsworth, "Ancient Pigments," Journal of Chemical Education, XXVIII, 1951,
pp. 28-29.
D. A. Amyx, Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, p. 212
and footnote 90 (inscribed chytra).
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 129-132, plans III and
XVII (well and Bouleuterion).
Kent, The Inscriptions,no. 501.
Summary:
Four fillings, distinguished by multiple joins of
fragments, are attested in this well. At bottom
there was an early use fill. The earliest pieces in it
are fragments (in context pottery) of skyphoi of
Attic type of the third quarter of the 4th century.
Catalogued pieces of pottery range in date from
ca. 325 to about the end of the 3rd century B.C.
The coins from this filling, which are probably
not intrusive from fillings above, are of the 4th
and 3rd centuries. This fill was effectively sealed
by a mass of pebbles, rough stones, and sherds
covered with an adhesive, white, ashlike substance.
Above this, appreciably above water level at the
time of excavation, there was what may have been
a second use filling, an accumulation at any rate,
of a depth of somewhat over a meter. The pottery
is primarily of the first half of the 2nd century.
The coins, some of which no doubt were infiltrative from the fill above this, include one of the
4th century, a number of the 3rd and others with
dates overlapping from the 3rd into the 1st half
of the 2nd century B.C. A third filling, from
-2.10 m. to 8.00 m., evidently represents clean-up
of Mummian destruction debris of 146 B.C. Elements of four parts of the Stoa roof were repre24
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sented and stone fragments of the well lining and
well curb, all indicative of an extensive destruction of the building. A stone altar and the base
for a large bronze statue, which had been hacked
off, were also included. The coins from this filling
are primarily of the 4th and 3rd centuries, with
many overlapping into the first half of the 2nd
century. No pottery in the filling has been
identified as of the period after the establishment
of the Roman colony in 44 B.C., though no doubt
it was soon after this that the filling was introduced. The character and homogeneity of the
filling suggests that most if not all of the material
in it was actually in use or stored in the shop at
the time of the destruction, and that probably it
represents an assemblage of materials concerned
with repairs, particularly redecoration, of the
Stoa. This included quantities of pigments of a
wide range of colors, along with some pots which
had been used as pigment containers, and other
substances whose chemical composition and use
have not been fully determined. In addition there
were many bronze nails and tacks and about 30
fragments of large iron spikes. The pottery from
the filling is practically unique in Corinth and
very largely foreign, of undetermined centers of
manufacture.
Professor Broneerhas alreadysuggested(S. Stoa,
p. 94) that various repairs and changes were made
in the Stoa in the course of its Greek period, and
thought of the end of the 3rd century or the
beginning of the 2nd century B.C. as the time. It
may reasonably be expected that there was more
than one occasion for repairs in the course of the
presumed ca. 175 or 200 years of use of the Stoa.
The indications from this filling of Well XIX
may be taken to suggest that one such was in
progress at the time of Mummius' destruction in
146 B.C. Quite possibly it was connected with
redecoration of the colored elements of the Stoa
stone architecture,though much more needs to be
known about the suitability of the various pigments and other substances to architecturaldecoration. The wide range of colors (eleven shades)
may seem too great for architectural use in these
times but no doubt many were mixed, as now,
to obtain the tones desired. The nails and spikes
could presumably have been employed for scaffolding for the work. It is to be noted that pigments were also found in some quantity in the
filling attributed to the Mummian destruction in
Well XV.24

In Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, p. 152, it was suggestedthat the filling in Well XIX concernedrepresenteda painter's
supplyshop or perhapsan artist'sstudio. The presentthoughtthat the assemblageof materialhas directbearingon the
architectureof the Stoa itself was suggestedby Judith Perlzweig (Binder).Dr. Perlzweighas also suggestedthat the
quantities(175) of peculiar,crude, foreignvessels found, probablyall, in the Mummianfilling of Well XV (examples:
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The fourth and last filling, in the top two
metersof the well, is evidentlya supplementary
one, perhapsas late as the 2nd or 3rd centuries
afterChrist.
Objectspublishedor noted:

C-48-62and
C-36-499a-e: 873

C-48-98:90
C-48-99:18

C-48-65: pp. 1206, 1217 C-48-100: p. 6658
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C-48-66:719
C-48-67:p. 1054

C-48-101:168
C-48-102:154

C-48-69: p. 1054

C-48-103: p. 3317

C-48-70:p. 1054
C-48-71:p. 1054
C-48-72:p. 1054
C-48-72bis: p. 1054
C-48-73:p. 1054
C-48-74:p. 1054
C-48-75:p. 1054
C-48-76:p. 1054
C-48-77:p. 1054
C-48-82:p. 1054
C-48-83:88
C-48-86:824
C-48-87:p. 158
C-48-90:918
C-48-92:848
C-48-93:554
C-48-94:10
C-48-95: p. 3722

C-48-104:p. 3014
C-48-104bis: p. 288
C-48-105:477
C-48-106:444
C-48-107:415
C-48-108:p. 102?9
C-48-110:609
C-48-112:612
C-48-117:p. 17226
C-48-118:595
C-48-119:584
C-48-120:652
C-48-121:709
C-48-122:722
C-48-123:p. 121
C-48-124:650
C-48-126:647
C-48-127:281

C-48-96: p. 3722

C-48-195: pp. 13719,138

C-48-97:86

111. South Stoa, Well XX
Bibliography:

Oscar Broneer, Hesperia,XVI, 1947, p. 241,
pl. LX, 18 (lowerright: lamp); pl. LXI, 20;
pl. LXIII, 24, 25.
Broneer,S. Stoa, p. 95, pl. 24, 2, left (skyphos)
and plan IV (locationof well).
Kent, The Inscriptions,no. 15.
Summary:

It is thoughtthat therewerethreefillingsin this
well, though their identity is not fully demonstrable.The accumulationat the bottom of the
well, taken to representthe period of use of the
well in the Greek period, is unusual in that it
included21 miniatureone- and two-handledcups
suitable as votives, and some 60 knucklebones,
many sawn or perforated(Hesperia,XVI, 1947,
p. 241). The miniaturevesselsare evidentlyof the
early days of the Stoa for their shapes probably

werenot producedin Corinthbeyondthe end of
the 4th century B.C. A skyphos of Corinthian
type alreadycited by ProfessorBroneer(S. Stoa,
pl. 24, 2, left) is also of this time. Numerous
fragmentsin the contextpotteryfrom the lowest
levels attest still earlieruse of the well, beginning
some time in the thirdquarterof the 4th century.
They are primarilyfrom skyphoi of Attic type
andfromcalyxkantharoi,examplesof both forms
beingbut little if any advancedbeyondthe latest
stages of the shapes found at Olynthos.The use
filling is presumedto have had as a lower limit
the time of the destructionof the Stoa in 146B.C.
The filling from -10.90 to top was evidently
introducedin Roman times, as indicatedby the
presenceof Romansherdsat variouslevels.Some
differencebetweenthe fillingsbetween-10.90 and
-7.00 m. and that above promptsthe suggestion
of two operations.The lower of the two included
numerous tile fragments representingvarious
elementsof the Stoa roof which suggestthat this
is clean-upof Mummiandestructiondebris.The
coinsfrom-7.00 and belowin the well (nonewere
foundabove-7.00 m.) areall of the Greekperiod,
of the latter 4th and 3rd centuries,some overlappinginto the firsthalf of the 2nd centuryB.C.
The pieces certainlyof Roman times in this fill
suggestthatthe fillingwasintroducedin Augustan
times or perhapssoon after.
The filling above -7.00 m., particularlyabove
-5.00 m., seems to have included a much larger
proportionof Romanpotteryand tiles, as well as
fragmentsof Broneer'sType XXII and XXVIII
lamps.This is takento be a supplementary
filling
introducedat an appreciablylater time than the
preceding.
Objectspublishedor noted:
C-47-274:p. 158
C-47-275:pp. 9084, 18042
C-47-339:542
C-47-340:846
C-47-342:p. 16017
C-47-344:p. 16221
C-47-345:p. 17632
C-47-346:p. 17632

C-47-356:396
C-47-357:397
C-47-360:152
C-47-362:78
C-47-386:56
C-47-390:611
C-47-391: 608
C-47-399:627

C-47-347: p. 17632

C-47-400: p. 4026

C-47-351:830
C-47-352:p. 6658
C-47-353:103
C-47-355:p. 11113

C-47-401:614
C-47-402:692
C-47-403:p. 3723
C-47-410:280

Hesperia,XVI, 1947, pl. LXII, 22) were employedas temporaryhandles for heated metal rods or tools used in sealing

colors on stone in the encaustic process of painting. The absence of these vessels from Well XIX and their great quantity
in Well XV may be indication, if this is indeed their use, that Shop XIX was the place where the painters stored their
supplies and that they were actually at work redecorating in the immediate vicinity of Shop XV in the last days of Corinth
before its destruction.
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C-47-415: p. 3317
C-47-416: p. 3014

C-47-417: p. 3014
C-47-419: pp. 9085, 18044
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112. South Stoa, Well XXII
Bibliography:
G. R. Edwards, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 151,
pl. 15, 12, 13.
Broneer, S. Stoa, pp. 138-144, plans IV and
XXI (well and Room H); p. 143 and pl. 46,
2 b (lamp from top filling).
Summary:
A small deposit at the bottom of the well
represents the period of use of the well in the
Greek period. The pieces range in date from
about 300 into the first half of the 2nd century
B.C. The coins from this fill are of the 4th and
3rd centuries B.C. A second filling above, from
-10.30 to -3.50 m., was introduced at one time,
as indicated by multiple joins at various levels,
probably in the latter 1st century after Christ. It
is a mixture of Hellenistic and Roman pottery,
Hellenistic tiles of the Stoa and Roman tile fragments. The coins are in part of the Greek period
and in part Roman, apparently not later than
Augustus. Broneer Type XXII lamp fragments are
taken to indicate the rather later date of the introduction of the filling. A third filling at top, distinguished by joins, is evidently a supplementary
fill, primarily of tile fragments, tightly packed in
great quantity, introduced in the late 2nd or early
3rd century after Christ to provide a firm basis
for the marble pavement of Room H above.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-48-2: 644
C-48-14: 843
C-48-15: 193
C-48-16: 114
C-48-17: 120
C-48-18: 117
C-48-19: p. 3014
C-48-20: p. 288
C-48-21: p. 2811
C-48-22: p. 2813
C-48-23: p. 288
C-48-24: 108
C-48-25: 125
C-48-28: p. 16221
C-48-29: p. 4531
C-48-30: p. 16017

C-48-31: 933
C-48-32: p. 289
C-48-33: 17
C-48-34: p. 13720
C-48-35: 748
C-48-36: 740
C-48-37: 651
C-48-39: 645
C-48-40: 29
C-48-41: p. 5034
C-48-42: 701
C-48-49: 837
C-48-50: 856
C-48-51: 786
C-48-244 a, b: 903
C-48-247: p. 119

113. South Stoa, Well XXVII
Bibliography:
G. R. Edwards, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 150151, pl. 15, 8-11.
Broneer, S. Stoa, p. 60, fig. 38 (well curb), pp.
145-151 (Roman bath); plan V (location of
well).

Summary:

Two main fillings are attested in this well,
distinguishedby independentseries of joins. A
fairlyabundantuse filling at bottom has a range
in date from the earlylast quarterof the 4th centuryto 146B.C.A secondfillingfrombelowwater
level to -1.30 m. is clearly a clean-upof Mummian destructiondebrisintroducedvery early in
the period of the Roman colony after 44 B.C. It
includedmany architecturalpieces, tiles, column
drums,columnand anta capitals,wall block (?)
fragmentsand the completewell curb.Thesegive
evidence of burning. The coins from the shaft
from -1.30 m. to bottom are all of the Greek
period, of the latter 4th and 3rd centuries,and
some with dates overlappinginto the firsthalf of
the 2nd century. One representsthe period of
desolationat Corinth:Thespiai146-27B.C.There
is no Roman admixturein this fillingfrom -1.30
downward. In probably the 3rd century after
Christa drain for the Roman Bath in this part
of the Stoa was cut throughpartof the top of the
well shaft,introducinga certainamountof material of this time betweenlevels 0 and -1.30 m.,
includinga coin of JuliaDomna.
Objectspublishedor noted:

C-47-430:195
C-47-440:74
C-47-443:67
C-47-444:279

C-47-465:461
C-47-466:642
C-47-467:247
C-47-468:248

C-47-449: p. 16523

C-47-469: 573

C-47-450:805

C-47-470:557

C-47-451: 188
C-47-452: 373
C-47-453: 374

C-47-471: 560
C-47-472: 727
C-47-473: 728

C-47-454:438

C-47-474:739

C-47-455: 470
C-47-457: 428
C-47-458: 431
C-47-459: 432
C-47-460: 427

C-47-475: 737
C-47-476: pp. 13719,138
C-47-477: 616
C-47-478: 670
C-47-479: 698

C-47-461:390
C-47-462:405
C-47-463:391

C-47-480:196
C-47-483:25
C-47-484:p. 288

114. South Stoa, Well XXVIII
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan V (location of well).
Summary:

The contentsof the well from top to -6.80 m.
are not known. The fillingbelow includedmuch
that is precedentedin use fillings of the South
Stoa wells and some suggestionof the presence
of a Mummiandestructionfilling. Evidentlythis
was, however,much disturbed,even to bottom,
in Byzantinetimes.
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Objectspublished:
C-47-422: 426
C-47-423: 491
C-47-424: 476
C-47-425: 596

C-47-430: 195
C-47-431: 523
C-47-433 a, b: 615
C-47-435: 481
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115. South Stoa, Well XXX
Bibliography:
Oscar Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pls. LVII,
9, and LIX, 14.
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan VI (location of well).
Davidson, Minor Objects, no. 836, pl. 62.
Summary:
It is believed that there were three separate
fillings in this well, though their identity is not
fully demonstrable.
The material from the bottom of the well, with
a range from the last quarter of the 4th century B.C. to the second quarter of the 2nd century B.C., is attributed to the period of use of the
well. A filling above, from near water level to
-4.00 m., is regarded as representinga clean-up of
Mummian destruction debris probably thrown in
in the early years after the foundation of the Roman
colony in 44 B.C. The coins from -4.00 m. to the
bottom of the shaft, with the exception of an
evidently intrusive coin of Constantius II, A.D.
355-361, are all of the Greek period, of the 4th
and 3rd centuries, some with dates overlapping
into the first half of the 2nd century B.C. There
was apparently but slight admixture of Roman
material in this filling, one piece being a section
of a stamped Roman amphora (Hesperia, XVI,
1947, pl. LVII, 9). A final filling of the well,
between -4.00 m. and top, seems to have occurred
perhaps as late as the 5th or 6th century after
Christ.
Objectspublished or noted:
C-38-676: 16
C-47-65: 410
C-38-678: p. 4026
C-47-66: 401
C-38-679: 721
C-47-67: 414
C-38-681: 829
C-47-68: 429
C-38-683: 807
C-47-69: 468
C-47-45: 458
C-47-70: 419
C-47-46: 474
C-47-71: 423
C-47-48: 541
C-47-72: 462
C-47-49: p. 3722
C-47-73: 459
C-47-50: 546
C-47-74: 392
C-47-54.1: p. 89
C-47-75: 378
C-47-55: 94
C-47-76: 430
C-47-57: 115
C-47-77: 376
C-47-58: 638
C-47-78: p. 1217
C-47-60: 551
C-47-79: 636
C-47-61: 408
C-47-129: 613
C-47-62: 411
C-47-130: 631
C-47-63: 402
C-47-131: 632
C-47-64: 418
C-47-133: 640

C-47-134: 635
C-47-135: p. 3014
C-47-136: 164

C-47-139: 637
C-47-145: 492

116. South Stoa, Well XXXI
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan VI (location of well).
Davidson, Minor Objects, nos. 430 and 834,
pls. 39 and 62.
Summary:
The well was excavated only to -7.60 m., considerably above water level. No material, then,
from the use filling has been recovered. Though
it is not objectively demonstrable it seems likely
that there were two fillings in the excavated portion of the shaft. That from -7.60 to -4.50 m. is
regarded as representing a clean-up of Mummian
destruction debris, probably in the early years of
the Roman colony after 44 B.C. It included, along
with Hellenistic pottery and other objects, a great
many broken roof tiles, some evidently of the
South Stoa. The filling above, from -4.50 m. to
top, contained entirely Roman material and was
presumably introduced in the 2nd or 3rd centuries after Christ. The only legible coin from the
entire filling of the shaft is of the Greek period.
Objectspublished:
C-33-1443: 528
C-33-1451: 111
C-33-1450: 119
117. South Stoa, Well XXXIII
Bibliography:
Broneer, S. Stoa, plan VI.
Davidson, Minor Objects, no. 1343, pl. 83.
Summary:
The well was excavated only to -8.00 m., above
water level. No material, then, from the use
filling has been recovered. Though it cannot be
objectively demonstrated it is likely that there
were two fillings in the excavated portion of the
shaft. One, from -8.00 to -4.60 m., is regarded as
representing a clean-up of Mummian destruction
debris probably early in the years after the foundation of the Roman colony in 44 B.C. It included, along with Hellenistic pottery and other
objects, many fragments of roof tiles, some at
least from the South Stoa, and fragments of the
well curb. A few coins are of the Greek period.
The filling from -4.60 to top was composed
entirely of Roman material probably introduced
in the 2nd century after Christ.
Objectspublished:
C-33-204: 851
118. South Stoa, from various shop wells
Summary:
The pottery collected under this heading is
merely an assembly of pieces evidently found in
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shop wells of the South Stoa. The identityof the
specific wells in which they were found is not
known. To some degree,the value being shaded
because of lack of record, the pieces share the
indications for dating provided by association
with the history of the South Stoa and its wells.
Two pieces, 375 and 425, are probablyamong
those extractedfrom well fillingsfrom below via
the openingsfromthem into the PeireneChannel

235

(Hill, The Springs, p. 62). Others, of coarse and
cooking ware, were recomposed of fragments discarded in excavations of 1946-1947.
Objectspublished:
C-33-42: 375
C-33-43: 425
C-46-90: 725

C-46-91: 671
C-46-92: 703
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INVENTORY NUMBERS IN CORINTH:
PUBLICATIONNUMBERS OR PAGE REFERENCES
C-27-7
C-27-18
C-27-19
C-27-22
C-27-24
C-28-37
C-28-46
C-28-51

p. 1054
519
588
587
p. 2914
809
p. 166
834
p. 167
800
pp. 166,167

C-28-52 and
C-28-57
833
pp.166,167
C-28-53
781
C-28-54
127
pp. 22-23,
91
C-28-55
857
C-28-57 and
C-28-52
833
pp. 166,167
C-28-58
858
C-28-59
823
pp. 166,167
C-28-60
871
C-28-65
p. 87
C-28-66
910
C-28-67 a, b 530;
v. 531
pp. 39,
18044
C-28-68
544
C-28-69
531
pp. 39,
180"
C-28-70
p. 23
C-28-71
859
C-28-72
p. 16221
C-28-74
855
C-28-74 a
828
p. 166
C-28-82
p. 3317
C-28-85
266
C-28-86
601

C-28-89
C-28-90
C-28-113
C-28-125
C-28-130
C-29-99
C-29-115
C-29-116
C-29-146
C-29-149
C-29-202
C-30-01
C-30-36
C-30-37
C-30-38
C-30-39

600
345
882
880
p. 18349
534
p. 22
p. 17226
885
860
p. 9993
p. 1579
360
844
p. 167
808
p. 166
814
pp. 165,166
812;
v. 875
pp. 166,
17429

C-30-40
C-30-58
C-30-73

815
pp.165-167
p. 91
442;

C-30-100

p. 3728

C-30-103 bis
C-30-116
C-30-129
C-30-130
C-30-131
C-30-133

p. 8781
35
p. 17632
874
926
803
p. 166
C-30-134 a-c 537
p. 22
C-30-135 a 539
pp. 22-23
C-30-135 b 540
pp. 22-23
C-30-137
p. 16221
C-30-138
p. 18349
C-30-141
p. 162

C-30-143 a-c 841
p. 167
C-30-144
pp. 156,
C-30-145
C-30-148
C-30-149
C-30-150
C-31-08
C-31-9
C-31-10
C-31-12
C-31-13
C-31-14
C-31-15
C-31-21
C-31-22
C-31-23
C-31-24
C-31-25
C-31-26
C-31-27
C-31-29
C-31-33
C-31-34
C-31-35
C-31-36
C-31-37
C-31-38
C-31-39
C-31-66
C-31-102
C-31-104
C-31-107
C-31-111
C-31-113

C-31-117

p. 16221

C-31-131
C-31-147
1578
C-31-148
895
C-31-151
C-31-152
p. 167
783
C-31-171
pp. 18042,44 C-31-172
183
C-31-192

254
68
162
132
1
217
218
205

p. 203
2
p. 3014
p.4530
445
28
26
765
441
pp. 20-21
422
406
403
386
p. 20
387
p. 20
457
388
p. 20
495
p. 83
p. 3014
24
p. 3014
22
421
379
300
p. 60
889
877;
v. 878
893
54
890

C-31-194
C-31-195
C-31-196

p. 3014
p. 3014
p. 3014

C-31-197
C-31-198

p. 3014
p. 3014

C-31-199

p. 2914

C-31-200
C-31-201
C-31-202
C-31-202bis
C-31-203
C-31-206
C-31-207

174
11
12
8
13
380
382 g

C-31-220

p. 3014

C-31-221
C-31-223
C-31-224
C-31-225
C-31-226
C-31-229
C-31-230
C-31-231
C-31-232

p. 3014
163
173
553
p. 3014
331
313
358
63

C-31-236

p. 3722

C-31-237
C-31-238
C-31-246
C-31-247
C-31-248
C-31-249

566
305
161
178
177
341
p. 6253

C-31-250

344
p. 6253

C-31-251

355

C-31-259

p. 6253
p. 3014
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C-31-269
C-31-274
C-31-280
C-31-390
C-31-391
C-31-405
C-31-406
C-31-409
C-31-417
C-31-418
C-31-421
C-31-443
C-31-448
C-31-451

C-31-453
C-31-454
C-31-455
C-31-478
C-31-479
C-31-480

C-31-481
C-31-482
C-31-483
C-32-38
C-32-48
C-32-50
C-32-56
C-32-214
C-32-231
C-32-280
C-32-281

C-32-290
C-33-42
C-33-43
C-33-102
C-33-106
C-33-116
C-33-123
C-33-185
C-33-204
C-33-205

C-33-227

p. 3014
p. 3014
55
59
p. 3419
100
p.35
583
261
306
338
327
p. 2914
p. 3419
66
761
756
p. 9692
p. 1099
p. 1099
pp. 64, 65
7166

339
340
337
826
pp. 166,167
931
827
p. 166
785
937
917
752
p. 2914
346
48
330
p. 17225
849
p. 167
838
pp. 154,167
p. 14818
375
425
930
71
267
p. 5036
883
851
p. 159
498
p.65
500
p.65

p. 4531
113
447
p. 65
499
C-33-318
p. 65
19
C-33-390
160
C-33-391
p. 72
C-33-394
50
C-33-395
570
C-33-416
187
C-33-424
pp. 24, 25
543
C-33-426
914
C-33-433
p. 154
695
C-33-985
712
C-33-986
p. 3620
C-33-998
674
C-33-1001
p. 17632
C-33-1003
810
C-33-1008
pp. 1543,
165-167
920
C-33-1053
p. 3317
C-33-1119
p. 87
C-33-1220
p. 17632
C-33-1375
861
C-33-1377
867
C-33-1378
p. 17632
C-33-1383
528
C-33-1443
pp. 39, 90
119
C-33-1450
111
C-33-1451
p. 42
850
C-33-1461
pp. 154,
158, 159
p. 2811
C-33-1462
p. 4026
C-33-1463
906
C-33-1463
C-33-1464
p. 17632
p. 23
C-33-1466
C-33-1466A p.23
793
C-33-1467
792
C-33-1468
p. 154
878
C-33-1470
C-33-1471
pp. 2812,
3317
p. 18349
C-33-1472
501
C-33-1473
p. 64
C-34-16
p. 5036
C-34-17
p. 3014
116
C-34-19
C-33-304
C-33-306
C-33-316

5
30
134
82
687
p. 225
104
483
p. 65
484
C-34-31
731
C-34-33
437
C-34-34
p. 65
700
C-34-35
532
C-34-37
pp. 18, 22
p. 44
C-34-38
p. 5034
C-34-44
85
C-34-82
p. 91
C-34-135
894
C-34-166
p. 17632
C-34-213
p. 47
C-34-227
524
C-34-259
p. 2914
C-34-278
p. 8781
C-34-300
904
C-34-304
p. 154
547
C-34-307
220
C-34-347
p. 17226
C-34-356
C-34-392 a, f 424
p. 65
C-34-392 b 502
p. 64
503
C-34-392 c
p. 65
C-34-392 d 504
p. 65
505
C-34-392 e
p. 65
506
C-34-392 g
p. 65
p. 3317
C-34-393
460
C-34-394
490
C-34-395
467
C-34-396
p. 65
489
C-34-397
pp. 20, 24,
65
C-34-470
pp. 3926,
4026
706
C-34-471
p. 3317
C-34-474
p. 115
C-34-923
617
C-34-926
C-34-21
C-34-22
C-34-23
C-34-24
C-34-25
C-34-27
C-34-29
C-34-30

C-34-940
C-34-943
C-34-944
C-34-945
C-34-946
C-34-947
C-34-948
C-34-955
C-34-956
C-34-979
C-34-1020
C-34-1028
C-34-1046
C-34-1092
C-34-1093
C-34-1095
C-34-1135 a
C-34-1139 a
C-34-1194
C-34-1195
C-34-1196
C-34-1602
C-34-1603
C-34-1604
C-34-1605
C-34-1607
C-34-1608
C-34-1609
C-34-1610
C-34-1611
C-34-1612
C-34-1613
C-34-1614
C-34-1615
C-34-1616
C-34-1617
C-34-1618
C-34-1619
C-34-1620
C-34-1621
C-34-1622
C-34-1623
C-34-1624
C-34-1640
C-34-1645
C-34-1738
C-34-1740
C-34-1742
C-34-1856
C-34-2007

p. 133
669
676
689
283
282
284
p. 1088
p. 1088
p. 107
221
751
p. 2914
p. 6660
p. 6660
p. 2914
678
677
285
298
p. 60
299
p. 60
p. 3722
107
p. 4026
p. 3014
p. 3722
704
711
713
685
699
658
p. 1229
714
109
p. 42
33
153
p. 3317
213
87
pp. 91, 9187
789
pp. 3014,
3317
p. 16221
p. 3014
777
p. 145
715
p. 16221
929
p. 3722
934
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847
p. 167
C-34-2060
853
p. 15913
C-34-2179
p. 17226
C-34-2340
p. 1581
C-34-2361
p. 3317
C-34-2419
662
C-34-2489a,b 686
C-34-2497
p. 88
C-34-2499
128;
v. 943
p. 91
C-34-2503
932
C-34-2504
806
p. 167
C-34-2507
854
C-34-2508
780
pp. 154,
1554
C-34-2511
p. 15912
C-34-2513
618
C-34-2514
619
C-35-31
75
C-35-45
p. 17328
C-35-88
884
C-35-114
350
C-35-115
p. 159
C-35-116
p. 17328
C-35-116A 887
C-35-117 and
C-35-719 845
pp. 1543,
167
C-35-128
908
pp. 1543,

C-35-552
C-35-557
C-35-636
C-35-638

C-35-640

C-35-641
C-35-642
C-35-645
C-35-649

18146

p. 17632
747
p. 9289
pp. 137,
13718
733
p. 13718
p. 13722
p. 13722

40
110
p. 42
118

C-35-650
C-35-651,
C-35-830,
C-35-912 p. 9187
C-35-653
911
p. 154
C-35-674
720
C-35-675
p. 3723

C-35-683
C-35-698
C-35-718
C-35-719 and
C-35-117

C-35-720
C-35-721
C-35-723
C-35-830,
C-35-651,
C-35-912
C-35-831
C-35-832
C-35-833
C-35-877
C-35-912,
C-35-830,
C-35-651
C-35-936

C-35-962
C-35-971
C-35-972
C-35-973
C-35-975
C-35-976
C-35-977
C-35-978
C-36-251
C-36-257
C-36-450

p. 15913
p. 18042
p. 3014

C-36-2347
C-36-2349
C-36-2350

845
pp. 1543,
167
716
717
684

C-36-2377
C-36-2420
C-36-2422
C-36-2424
C-36-2425
C-37-170
C-37-171
C-37-172
C-37-173
C-37-180
C-37-202
C-37-214
C-37-216
C-37-219

p. 9187
p. 3722
p. 3722
718
p. 15811

p. 9187
p. 15710
p. 4026
p. 1578
p. 16119
907
896
529
p. 39
782
862
72
p. 3722
pp. 3925,
4026

580
C-36-467
C-36-499 a-e
and C-48-62 873
v. 874
p. 171
C-36-551
p. 14510
412
C-36-713
C-36-722
p. 5036
C-36-969
336
C-36-971
664
C-36-973
250
C-36-976
211
C-36-977
232
C-36-986
681
C-36-1057
750
C-36-1074
230
C-36-1116
p. 5744
C-36-1991
891
C-36-2006
787
C-36-2035
p. 17632
C-36-2041
p. 17632
C-36-2051
p. 15913
C-36-2113
868

C-37-240
C-37-241
C-37-242
C-37-243
C-37-244
C-37-245
C-37-246
C-37-247
C-37-248
C-37-312
C-37-313
C-37-415
C-37-416
C-37-424
C-37-425
C-37-428
C-37-434
C-37-435
C-37-451
C-37-454
C-37-466
C-37-467
C-37-468
C-37-469
C-37-484
C-37-485
C-37-493
C-37-510
C-37-511
C-37-535
C-37-537
C-37-540
C-37-545
C-37-557
C-37-559
C-37-560
C-37-561
C-37-564

p. 5034
p. 5034
913
p. 154
p. 3014
370
902
p. 18043
p. 185
335
334
367
368
44
p. 9692
p. 3317
p. 3317
41
p. 19
293
292
290
291
294
289
296
295
297
621
623
759
757
43
64
333
332
321
287
288
p. 14817
p. 14510
p. 14510
p. 14510
210
231
p. 2914
243
p. 145
p. 1217
p. 13720
666
729
p. 13722
659
663
694
680

C-37-569
C-37-576
C-37-584
C-37-942
C-37-949
C-37-972
C-37-973
C-37-984
C-37-985
C-37-1051
C-37-1066
C-37-1081
C-37-1083
C-37-1564
C-37-1567
C-37-1569
C-37-1570
C-37-1572

p. 13722
p. 13722
p. 107
p. 107
202
216
215
p. 107
p. 107
204
p. 107
203
45
p. 15913
p. 1578
928
p. 16221
pp. 17632,
178
C-37-1603
pp. 9085
18044
C-37-1604
p. 17225
C-37-1652
pp. 17632,
178
C-37-2048
p. 1088
C-37-2056
p. 574
C-37-2058
p. 1207
C-37-2059
p. 1207
C-37-2060
p. 1207
C-37-2062 a 693
p. 129
C-37-2091
545
C-37-2092
130
p. 91
C-37-2095
p. 17632
C-37-2098
p. 18350
C-37-2120 a p. 16221
C-37-2212a, b 795
pp. 155,
1554
925
C-37-2225
C-37-2226
p. 44
C-37-2229
p. 17632
C-37-2230
p. 17328
C-37-2231
799
p. 165
C-37-2232
p. 17632
C-37-2244
863
C-37-2249 a p. 17632
C-37-2249 b,c p. 17632
C-37-2250
872
C-37-2251
548
912
C-37-2256
p. 154
C-37-2259
791
C-37-2264
p. 16119
C-37-2318
170
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p. 17226
p. 4530

C-37-2346

77

C-37-2390

pp. 14026,27

C-37-2399
C-37-2422
C-37-2423
C-37-2424
C-37-2491
C-37-2492
C-37-2493
C-37-2494
C-37-2506
C-37-2509
C-37-2510
C-37-2512
C-37-2520
C-37-2521
C-37-2522
C-37-2523
C-37-2524
C-37-2525
C-37-2526
C-37-2527
C-37-2528
C-37-2532

924
p. 44
788
p. 16119
324
312
328
315
p. 12411
667
734
697
198
302
354
326
356
329
310
369
316
p. 2914

C-37-2533
C-37-2534
C-37-2535

p. 2914
p. 2914
p. 2914

C-37-2536
C-37-2537
C-37-2538
C-37-2539
C-37-2540
C-37-2541
C-37-2542
C-37-2543
C-37-2544
C-37-2545
C-37-2546

49
57
46
61
58
96
97
p. 2914
36
p. 2914
99
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C-37-2322
C-37-2345

C-37-2547

p. 3014

C-37-2582
C-37-2583
C-37-2584
C-37-2585
C-37-2586
C-37-2587
C-37-2588
C-37-2589
C-37-2590

147
171
148
156
158
142
159
73
20

C-37-2597

p. 9692

C-37-2604
C-37-2605
C-37-2606
C-37-2607
C-37-2608
C-37-2609

p. 3014
p. 3014
p. 3014
p. 3014
p. 3014
p. 3014

C-37-2610
C-37-2611
C-37-2614
C-37-2615
C-37-2617
C-37-2619
C-37-2641

C-37-2645

C-37-2662
C-37-2666
C-37-2667
C-37-2668
C-37-2681
C-37-2693
C-37-2695

C-37-2698
C-37-2700
C-37-2701
C-37-2702
C-37-2703
C-37-2704
C-37-2705
C-37-2709
C-37-2712
C-37-2714
C-37-2715
C-37-2716
C-37-2717
C-37-2718
C-37-2719
C-37-2720
C-37-2724
C-37-2725
C-37-2731
C-37-2732
C-37-2734
C-37-2735

65
37
145
144
157
143
602

C-38-592
C-38-628
C-38-629
C-38-634

762
768
764
448
v. 389
pp. 65

C-38-637

p. 17328

pp. 9994,
100

C-38-640

603

C-38-644

pp. 9994,
100

C-38-645

507
p. 65
508
p. 65
509
p. 65
533
p. 22

303
9
3
550
pp. 22, 39
886
p. 16119
526
v. 912
p. 171
898
p. 16119
909
p. 154
p. 17632
p. 18042
790
869
900
922
p. 17632
899
864
p. 1578
p. 17632
p. 16017
p. 18350
865
935
866
p. 17632
870
pp. 17632,
178
818
p. 166
852

C-38-649
C-38-660

C-38-676
C-38-678
C-38-679
C-38-681

p. 17328

16
p. 4026

C-39-7

721
829
pp. 1543,
164, 167
807
pp. 1543,
166, 167
p. 17632
p. 17632
831
pp. 166,167
p. 18349
p. 17632
840
pp. 154,
164, 168
228

C-39-22

p. 5744

C-39-86
C-39-99
C-39-100
C-39-101
C-39-102
C-39-168
C-39-211
C-39-253
C-39-278
C-39-351 a,b

C-38-683

C-38-691
C-38-692
C-38-698
C-38-699
C-38-704
C-38-705

C-39-352

253
208
227
222
209
p. 6660
555
200
688
875
p. 166
876

p. 15913

C-39-390

p. 3925

C-37-2739
C-37-2740
C-37-2742
C-37-43

905
927
p. 17632
p. 16119

C-39-438

C-38-560

p.

C-38-563
C-38-571

p. 4530
620

pp. 17632,
178
p. 23
371
138
574
657

C-37-2737
C-37-2738

4530

C-40-16
C-40-21
C-40-22
C-40-24
C-40-29

C-40-32

372
p. 71

C-40-34

p.

C-40-39
C-40-40
C-40-56
C-40-57
C-40-59
C-40-60
C-40-61
C-40-62
C-40-63
C-40-64

225
226
69
39
342
319
318
p. 4530
634
p. 11314

C-40-393

p. 4530

C-40-399
C-40-407
C-40-413

60
311
301

C-40-419

p. 13926

C-40-423
C-40-424
C-40-432
C-40-433
C-40-434
C-40-435
C-40-437
C-40-439
C-40-440
C-40-444
C-40-465
C-40-467

763
766
139
137
95
710
70
357
439
449
363
136

C-40-468

p. 3722

C-40-469
C-46-10

377
801
pp. 165,166
38
683
p. 122
653
p. 12310
83
102
p. 37
p. 3014
91
836
p. 167
825
pp. 165,167
249
682
112
p. 3014
p. 17632
813
pp. 154,166
121
105

C-46-15
C-46-26
C-46-28
C-46-38
C-46-41
C-46-42
C-46-43
C-46-45
C-46-46
C-46-56
C-46-57
C-46-58
C-46-59
C-46-60
C-46-62
C-46-63
C-46-64
C-46-65
C-46-66
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C-46-68
C-46-69 a-c
C-46-71
C-46-73
C-46-79
C-46-80
C-46-84
C-46-90
C-46-91
C-46-92
C-46-93
C-46-104
C-46-108
C-46-113
C-46-114
C-46-119
C-46-122
C-46-126
C-46-128
C-46-129
C-46-130
C-46-133
C-46-135
C-47-35
C-47-36
C-47-37
C-47-43
C-47-45
C-47-46

C-47-48

C-47-49
C-47-50
C-47-54
C-47-54.1
C-47-55
C-47-57
C-47-58
C-47-60
C-47-61
C-47-62
C-47-63
C-47-64

C-47-65
C-47-66
C-47-67
C-47-68
C-47-69
C-47-70
C-47-71
C-47-72

672
p. 16017
p. 3014
141
p. 122
p. 13316
p. 1054
725
671
703
p. 9993
p. 9289
494
351
p.

3722

771
98
p. 219
668
696
p. 3014
665
679
93
126
p. 38
92
892
458
p. 65
474
p. 65
541
p. 25
p.

3722

546
p. 22
p. 8480
p. 89
94
115
638
551
408
p. 21
411
402
418
p. 21
410
401
414
429
468
419
423
462

C-47-73
C-47-74
C-47-75
C-47-76
C-47-77
C-47-78
C-47-79
C-47-86
C-47-87
C-47-88
C-47-89
C-47-90
C-47-91
C-47-92
C-47-93
C-47-94
C-47-97
C-47-98
C-47-106
C-47-107
C-47-112
C-47-113
C-47-116
C-47-117
C-47-118
C-47-119

C-47-120
C-47-121
C-47-122
C-47-123
C-47-124
C-47-125
C-47-126
C-47-128
C-47-129
C-47-130
C-47-131
C-47-133
C-47-134
C-47-135
C-47-136

459
392
378
p. 21
430
376
p. 62
p. 1217
636
409
pp. 21,65
416
pp.21,65
473
605
p. 18044
606
p. 18044
607
p. 18044
393
398
433
p. 5038
p. 10299
464
pp. 21,65
536
p. 22
480
pp. 21, 65
469
79
122
p. 4026
400
v. 389
pp. 65,7777
510
p. 64
493
p. 65
399
417
435
487
4
224
613
631
p. 56
632
p. 56
640
635
p. 3014
164

C-47-139
C-47-145
C-47-146
C-47-147
C-47-148
C-47-149
C-47-150
C-47-151
C-47-152
C-47-153
C-47-154
C-47-155
C-47-157
C-47-158
C-47-159
C-47-222
C-47-223
C-47-226
C-47-227
C-47-228
C-47-233
C-47-234
C-47-235
C-47-236
C-47-237

C-47-238
C-47-241
C-47-242
C-47-245
C-47-246
C-47-247
C-47-248
C-47-256
C-47-258
C-47-261
C-47-264
C-47-265
C-47-266
C-47-268
C-47-269
C-47-271
C-47-272
C-47-273
C-47-274

637
492
p. 65
511
p. 65
628
140
194
p. 3317
245
p. 5038
471
486
485
779
pp. 145,148
738
726
497
192
7
p. 3014
775
p. 145
p. 5034
633
p. 104
6
822
pp.164,166
797
pp. 1543,
165-167
p. 18043
832
pp.166,167
626
742
654
655
p. 124
705
p. 134
p. 16221
673
53
175
p. 14817
475
p. 64
189
pp. 20,134
395
413
p. 88
p. 158

C-47-275

pp. 9084,
18042

C-47-281 a-c 512
p. 65
C-47-282
p. 5035
389
C-47-288
p. 65
466
C-47-289
420
C-47-290
C-47-291
463
394
C-47-292
C-47-293
465
496
C-47-294
C-47-295
479
C-47-296
482
774
C-47-297
C-47-298
643
206
C-47-299
207
C-47-300
p. 1217
C-47-301
522
C-47-302
C-47-303
pp. 1229,
13823

C-47-307
C-47-309
C-47-310
C-47-311
C-47-312
C-47-313
C-47-314
C-47-322
C-47-323
C-47-325
C-47-326
C-47-328

691
478
434
521
166
80
286
233
p. 4229
135
165
pp. 16221,

C-47-329

897

C-47-330
C-47-331
C-47-335
C-47-337 a,e
C-47-338
C-47-339
C-47-340

p. 3014
p. 91
p. 1578
936
513
542
846
p. 167
p. 16017
p. 16221
p. 17632
p. 17632
p. 17632
830
p. 166
p. 6558
103
101
p. 11 l3

18452
p. 17225

C-47-342
C-47-344
C-47-345
C-47-346
C-47-347
C-47-351
C-47-352
C-47-353
C-47-354
C-47-355
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396
p. 21
C-47-357
397
p. 21
152
C-47-360
78
C-47-362
56
C-47-386
611
C-47-390
p. 1042
608
C-47-391
627
C-47-399
p. 4026
C-47-400
614
C-47-401
692
C-47-402
C-47-403
p. 3723
280
C-47-410
p. 3317
C-47-415
p. 3014
C-47-416
p. 3014
C-47-417
C-47-419
pp. 9085
18044
426
C-47-422
491
C-47-423
p. 65
476
C-47-424
p. 65
C-47-425
596
p. 100
C-47-430
195
523
C-47-431
C-47-433 a, b 615
481
C-47-435
C-47-440
74
C-47-443
67
279
C-47-444
p. 5442
C-47-449
p. 16523
805
C-47-450
pp. 154,
164, 166
C-47-451
188;
v. 189
pp.20,134
373
C-47-452
C-47-453
374
C-47-454
438
p. 64
C-47-455
470
428
C-47-457
C-47-458
431
C-47-459
432
427
C-47-460
C-47-461
390
C-47-462
405
C-47-463
391
C-47-464
p. 8480
461
C-47-465

C-47-466
C-47-467
C-47-468
C-47-469
C-47-470
C-47-471
C-47-472
C-47-473
C-47-474
C-47-475
C-47-476
C-47-477
C-47-478
C-47-479
C-47-480
C-47-483
C-47-484
C-47-748
C-47-749
C-47-750
C-47-751
C-47-752
C-47-755
C-47-787

C-47-790
C-47-791

C-47-792
C-47-794
C-47-795

C-47-796

642
247
248
573;
v. 560
557
560
727
728
739
737
pp. 13719,
138
616
p. 134
670
698
196
25
p. 288
214
236
199
201
p. 5038
240
821
pp. 1543,
164, 166
919
p. 154
921
v. 922
p. 154
p. 16017
p. 160"l
811
pp. 1543,
165-167
pp. 166,
17226

C-47-797a, b 839
p. 167
820
C-47-798
pp. 166,167
C-47-802
p. 87
C-47-803
p. 44
C-47-804
p. 3620
C-47-807
p. 3620
C-47-809
p. 4026
C-47-810
p. 2810
124
C-47-811
C-47-812
p. 3621
C-47-813
169
C-47-814
155
182
C-47-815
106
C-47-816

C-47-817
C-47-818
C-47-819
C-47-820
C-47-821
C-47-822
C-47-826

p. 281
p. 3317
89
76
31
558
656
p. 123
C-47-827
p. 108
C-47-829
749
p. 58
C-47-830
732
C-47-831
723
C-47-835
702
C-47-836
646
p. 132
C-47-851
197
C-47-852
pp. 5037,
18042
C-47-853 a, b 778
p. 145
C-47-854
879
C-47-856
323
C-47-857
322
C-47-858 a 309
C-47-858 b 307
C-47-859
308
C-47-866
42
C-47-870
p. 129
C-47-872
212
C-47-873
772
C-47-874
p. 14817
C-47-878
755
C-47-889
675
C-47-891
708
C-47-893
816
pp. 1543,
166
C-47-894
436
C-47-900
p. 1054
C-47-901
527
pp. 39, 87
C-48-2
644
C-48-14
843
pp. 154,
163, 167
C-48-15
193
C-48-16
114
C-48-17
120
C-48-18
117
C-48-19
p. 3014
C-48-20
p. 288
C-48-21
p. 2811
C-48-22
p. 2813
C-48-23
p. 288
C-48-24
108
C-48-25
125

C-48-28
C-48-29
C-48-30
C-48-31
C-48-32
C-48-33
C-48-34
C-48-35
C-48-36
C-48-37
C-48-39
C-48-40
C-48-41
C-48-42
C-48-49

p. 16221
p. 4531
p. 16017
933
p. 1543
p. 289
17
p. 13720
748
p. 139
740
651
645
29

p. 5034
701
837
p. 167
C-48-50
856
C-48-51
786
v. 886
pp. 173,174
C-48-53
129
p. 91
C-48-59
488
C-48-61
915
p. 154
C-48-62 and
C-36-499 a-e 873
v. 874
pp. 166,
168, 171
C-48-65
pp. 1206,
1217
C-48-66
719
C-48-67
p. 1054
C-48-69
p. 1054
C-48-70
p. 1054
C-48-71
p. 1054
C-48-72
p. 1054
C-48-72 bis p. 1054
C-48-73
p. 1054
C-48-74
p. 1054
C-48-75
p. 1054
C-48-76
p. 1054
C-48-77
p. 1054
C-48-82
p. 1054
C-48-83
88
C-48-86
824
pp. 165,166
C-48-87
p. 158
C-48-90
918
C-48-92
848
p. 167
C-48-93
554
p. 94
C-48-94
10

242
p. 3722
p. 3722
86
90
18
p. 6658
168
154
p. 3317
p. 3014
p. 288
477
444
415
p. 10299
609
612
p. 17226
595
p. 100
584
C-48-119
652
C-48-120
709
C-48-121
p. 13823
C-48-122
722
p. 121
C-48-123
650
C-48-124
C-48-126
647
281
C-48-127
pp. 12-113
C-48-132
p. 119
C-48-195
pp. 13719,
138
C-48-244 a, b 903
604
C-48-245
C-48-247
p. 119
C-49-33
p. 17328
407
C-50-1
p. 65
452
C-50-24
p. 65
514
C-50-25
p. 65
C-50-26
p. 76
C-50-27
p. 219
C-50-28
p. 219
352
C-50-29
C-52-1
325
p. 21819
C-52-3
C-52-4
p. 218
C-53-8
47
C-53-14
p. 107
C-53-53
p. 107
C-53-54
p. 106
C-53-57
p. 13720
314
C-53-58
C-53-59
317
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C-48-95
C-48-96
C-48-97
C-48-98
C-48-99
C-48-100
C-48-101
C-48-102
C-48-103
C-48-104
C-48-104 bis
C-48-105
C-48-106
C-48-107
C-48-108
C-48-110
C-48-112
C-48-117
C-48-118

CORINTHIAN HELLENISTIC POTTERY

C-53-238

304
661
660
p. 3014
p. 4026
133
239
648
pp. 1218,
199
235
767
p. 14817
770
381
456
454
pp. 20, 65
443
440
455
383
353
p. 6263
349

C-53-239

p. 9993

C-53-245
C-53-246
C-53-247
C-53-250
C-53-255
C-53-256
C-53-257
C-53-258
C-53-259
C-53-260
C-53-261
C-53-263
C-53-264

62
p. 3014
p. 3014
576
81
176
172
p. 4229
180
34
32
51
27

C-53-267

p. 3926

C-53-268
C-53-269
C-59-21
C-60-58

p. 1241
624
p. 17226
190
p. 21
649
p. 1217
p. 11314
21
23
p. 19
52
625
p. 208
776
p. 145
446

C-53-60
C-53-62
C-53-63
C-53-66
C-53-79
C-53-89
C-53-93
C-53-134

C-53-153
C-53-227
C-53-228
C-53-229
C-53-230
C-53-231
C-53-232
C-53-233
C-53-234
C-53-235
C-53-236
C-53-237

C-60-60
C-60-61
C-60-62
C-60-63
C-60-64
C-60-65
C-60-67
C-60-68
C-60-69

404
453
p. 5036
pp. 4026,
208
p. 108
C-60-89
C-60-92
p. 133
p. 133
C-60-99
597
C-60-149
549
C-60-180
p. 122
C-60-196
p. 122
C-60-220
347
C-60-221
451
C-60-227
pp. 20,
6253
348
C-60-229
362
C-60-232
C-60-236
639
C-60-239
p. 9692
p. 1458
C-60-244
C-60-246
p. 13722
p. 13721
C-60-247
C-60-250
343
p. 6253
C-60-251
p. 3014
C-60-254 a, b 556 a, b
C-60-255
773
C-60-261
744
C-60-263
p. 3014
C-60-269
p. 4026
C-60-270
745
320
C-60-280
552
C-60-283
C-60-285
p. 11314
C-60-287
746
C-60-288
724
p. 139
C-60-289
735
C-60-290
743
C-61-14
365
C-61-18
366
C-61-28
599
C-61-29
598
359
C-61-31
C-61-36
591
C-61-37
518
p. 87
C-61-39
p. 3317
C-61-51
p. 17328
C-61-64
p. 17328
C-61-381
146
C-61-382
179
C-61-383
186
C-61-385
736
C-61-386
p. 129
C-61-424
181
C-60-70
C-60-71
C-60-72
C-60-73

C-61-425
C-61-432
C-61-453
C-62-8
C-62-9
C-62-24
C-62-25
C-62-26
C-62-27
C-62-58
C-62-105
C-62-106
C-62-107
C-62-108
C-62-109
C-62-110
C-62-111 b
C-62-112
C-62-113
C-62-239
C-62-247
C-62-249
C-62-639
C-62-640

184
p. 1217
p. 110
p. 1054
p. 1056
p. 1054
p. 1056
p. 1054
p. 1056
p. 126
p. 105
p. 1054
p. 1054
p. 1054
p. 1054
p. 1056
p. 105
p. 1054
p. 105
p. 1207
p. 3014
150
p. 13925
pp. 1207,
13925

C-63-19
C-63-38
C-63-86
C-63-481 a-c
C-63-487

881
450
p. 3925
p. 23
798
pp. 1543,
164, 165
C-63-490 a-c 901
pp. 154,
17225

C-63-501
C-63-503
C-63-504
C-63-509
C-63-654
C-63-658
C-63-661
C-63-662
C-63-687
C-63-697
C-63-698
C-63-699
C-63-717
C-63-718
C-63-736
C-63-737
C-63-738
C-63-742

p. 221
610
p. 106
pp. 3014,
218
586
364
630
585
741
794
538
p. 23
p. 17632
707
629
15
131
p. 4026
535
pp.22, 23
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C-64-375
C-64-386
C-65-15
C-65-96
C-65-97
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C-65-98

C-65-169
C-65-289
C-65-323
C-65-372

C-65-377

C-65-379
C-65-391
C-65-394
C-66-3

C-66-4
C-66-96,

802
pp. 154,164
166, 167
515
472
p. 126
p. 9187
pp. 89-90,
18044
796
pp. 1543,
165-167
275
p. 3722
p. 126
939
p. 1566
944
pp. 22, 23,
39, 8883
pp. 65,8379
p. 5643
p. 1205
940
p. 15914
942

CP-350
CP-370
CP-371
CP-398
CP-399
CP-400
CP-463
CP-464
CP-465
CP-466
CP-471
CP-515
CP-518
CP-519
CP-520

CP-521
CP-522
CP-526
CP-608
CP-829
CP-889
CP-908
CP-909
CP-953

pp. 16322

pp. 64, 65
7575

p. 23
p. 23
943
pp.23, 9086
C-66-153
p. 23
C-66-155
p. 23
C-66-158
p. 3824
C-66-159
p.23
C-66-165 a, b p. 4732
941
C-66-225
C-66-104
C-66-143
C-66-151

CP-971
CP-991
CP-1572
CP-1607
CP-1923
CP-1926
CP-1928
CP-1929
CP-1930
CP-1931

p. 16018

C-67-56
p. 15914
C-67-112 a, b p. 8480
C-3217
v. 300
CP-20
760
CP-21
769
CP-198
191
pp.47,48

CP-1932
CP-1933
CP-2169
CP-2245
CP-2250
CP-2251

568
252
251
149
151
167
758
753
754
p. 14817
p. 5034
123
938
p. 18042,44
842
pp. 1543,
167
p. 17632
p. 16221
p. 16119
255
242
p. 17328
888
784
804
p. 166
p. 4026
p. 17328
819
p. 166
p. 16221
p. 17328
p. 16221
p. 16221
817
pp. 166,167
923
835
p. 167
p. 17632
916
730
517
p. 87
592
593

T 2722
CP-2253 a
CP-2253 b
KP 121
KP 213
KP 218
KP 230
KP 231
KP 361
KP 367
KP 677
KP 682
KP 684
KP 685
KP 688
KP 701
KP 702
KP711
KP 715
KP 719
KP 834
KP 835
KP 837
KP 876
KP 930
KP 963
KP 964
KP 1312
KP 2503
KP 2525
KP 2702
MF 1040
MF 1041
MF 9179
MF 9246
MP 76
MP 124
MP 143
MP 208 a
MP 208 b
T 602

641
575
v. 561
561
v. 575
234
384
185
p. 203
271
272
219
237
569
278
265
581
260
565
277
p. 5442
229
238
244
264
567
273
223
246
241
259
622
256

p. 7677
p. 17226
p. 17226
525
p. 171
p. 3014
385
p. 6253
p. 72
270
579
v. 564
564
p. 5442

T 603

T 2313
T 2314
T2316
T 2317

p. 5442
p. 9993
p. 5442
p. 5442
578
563
361
p. 6659
571
263
p. 5442
p. 53
520
p. 6263
594
p. 105
516
p. 87
p. 3014
589
84
590

T 2346

pp. 9993,

T 2369
T 2370

10095,10198
559
276

T 655
T
T
T
T
T

1060
1067
1097 a
1097 b
1158

T 1159
T 1164
T 1440
T 1550
T 2018
T 2023
T 2250
T 2312

T 2371 a
T 2371 b
T 2413
T 2533
T 2560
T 2582
T 2617
T 2651
T 2666
T 2698 a
T 2698 b
T 2703 a
T 2703 b
T 2720

577
v.562
562
v.577
257
262
p. 5442
269
258
274
268
690
p. 1207
582
v.572
572
v.582
14
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PUBLICATIONREFERENCES:PUBLICATIONNUMBERS OR PAGE REFERENCES
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935
p. 71, fig. 14
fig. 16

72, fig. 15, a
fig. 15, b
fig. 15, c
fig. 15, d
fig. 15, e

532
p.

5034

437
489
483
467
490

(= Thompson)

B 33

p.6051

Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 257-316

Carl W. Blegen, Hazel Palmer,
Rodney S. Young, Corinth, XIII,
The North Cemetery, Princeton,
1964 (= N. Cemetery)
262
442-5
258
463-2
361
491-5
263
491-6
563
494-2
578
494-2
572
495-5
582
495-5
690
495-6
641
496-12
14
496-14
516
498-4
498-7
p. 3014
498-9
589
590
498-10
D 28-b
274
D 36-c
276
D 36-e
562
D 36-e
577
D 36-f
559
X-176
257
X-179
269
X-181
268

Oscar Broneer, Corinth,I, iv, The
South Stoa and its Roman Successors, Princeton, 1954 (= Broneer,
S. Stoa)
p. 29, fig. 7, and pl. 7, 3
p. 5034

63, fig. 41

464
pl. 14, 5, left
400
5, right
352
24, 1, left
325
3, upperright
Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 311-480

489

(== Pease)

no. 124
138

221
751

151

283

152
153
190
191
192
208
209

282
284
617
618
619
676
689

222

p. 6660

223

p. 66680
Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 557-611
(= Campbell)

no. 63
64
65
67
68

202
216
215
204
203

150

p. 5744

163

693

Hesperia,XVI, 1947
pl. LVIII, 11
LIX, 13, left
14, left
14, right
15, left
15, right
Hesperia,XVII, 1948
pl. LXXXV, E 3
E4
E5
E 11

189
p. 88
408
458
464
400
311
357
439
766

Hesperia, XVIII, 1949
p. 87
pl. 13, 1, center
1, right
pp. 5037, 18012
3
p. 3620
14, 4
pp. 166, 17226
p. 16523
15, 8-9
10
438
11
188
129
16, 14
p. 1054
16, left
p. 1054
17
p. 1054
17, 19
647
23

Hesperia,XXV, 1956, pp. 350-374
(= Brann)
no. 56
58
69

239
235
648

Hesperia,XXXI, 1962
pl. 11, c
12, b
e
f
45, b, center
46, b, right

p. 5038
p. 1229
pp. 251212914
p. 14716
190
451

Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965

p1.3, b

736

Carl Roebuck, Corinth,XIV, The
Asklepieionand Lerna, Princeton,
1951 (= Asklepieion)
pl. 46, 71
47, 72
73
48, 6
7
22
49, 33
34
50, 60

339
340
337
338
327
p. 3419
761
356
700
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GRAFFITI, DIPINTI, AND MOULDED IRSCRIPTIONS

INT)1..407 (C-50-1).3rd century,second
O]ivc6Tr[os:
quarter,B.C. Graffito.
'Au[{rrlas: AAY. 510 (C-47-120). Ca. 325-275 B.C.
416 (C-47-87). 3rd
lTauvcKprrTir[.ouv: HAYCIKPHTTA.
Graffito.
third
B.C.
Graffito.
century,
quarter,
ANTEPO3TOC.
438 (C-47-454).4th cen'AvTEpcoTos:
492 (C-47-145).Ca. 300 B.C.
icovE[].us:
nlUiNE?[]YC.
tury, earlyfourthquarter,B.C.Graffito.
Graffito.
'AayCoceias:ACOAAEIAC.475 (C-47-268).Ca. 300
[o5a]X[ipi]os: A[]OC. 389 (C-47-288).Ca. 330B.C.
B.C.Graffito.
Graffito.Cf.C-31-451.Pp.65,71,note66.Dipinto.
AEI.501 (C-33-1473).Ca. 325-275B.C.
'Acrpa]Xei[as:
XcO.cov:CLOZL)N.
491 (C-47-423).Ca. 300B.C.GrafGraffito.
fito.
'Acpa]Ae[{as:AE. 502 (C-34-392b). Ca. 325-275B.C.
'Y]yeias: rIEAC.448 (C-38-634).4th century,fourth
Graffito.
COMPLETE OR RESTORED

quarter, B.C. Graffito.
Aiovvaou: AIONYCOY. 409 (C-47-86). 3rd century,
YFIEIAC.400 (C-47-119).4th century,early
'Yytiias:
third quarter, B.C. Graffito.
fourth quarter, B.C. Graffito.
Alovvaou: AIONYCOY.464 (C-47-106).3rd century,
Fl. 505 (C-34-392e). Ca. 325-275 B.C.
'Y]yt[ias:

third quarter,B.C.Graffito.

Graffito.

[At6s X]co[Tfjpos: Q2[]POI. 424 (C-34-392 a, f). Ca.
OiXias:(IAIAC. 483(C-34-30).4th century,advanced
300 B.C. Graffito.
last quarter,B.C. Graffito.
Ait6 [Zco-rTpos]:AIOC. 447 (C-33-316). Ca. 330 B.C.
"Q Trap' EXAriSaS
a avETs:aWTTAPEATIlAAC()ANEIC.
Graffito.

458 (C-47-45).4th
AIOCCO)THPOC.
AtOS corTfipos:
century, advanced last quarter, B.C. Graffito.

489 (C-34-397).4th century,last quarter,B.C.
Graffito.

Ai6ts ]co'rpos: OTHPOC. 474 (C-47-46). Ca. 325
B.C. Graffito.

Ai6ts co]Tfip[os:THP. 498 (C-33-205).Ca. 325-275

FRAGMENTARY

B.C. Graffito.
A[: A. 913 (C-36-2350).Ca. 160-146B.C.Moulded.
499 (C-33-318).Ca. 325- ]a[: A. 506 (C-34-392g). Ca. 325-275B.C.Graffito.
Ai6]s Xco-rfp[os: CCLOTHP.
275 B.C. Graffito.
]a[ or A[: A. 915(C-48-61).Ca. 160-146B.C.Moulded.
Ai6tSZco]T.ip[os:THP. 503 (C-34-392c). Ca. 325- ]as: Al. 452 (C-50-24).Ca. 325 B.C.Dipinto.
275 B.C. Graffito.

]as: AC. 507 (C-38-640). Ca. 325-275 B.C. Graffito.

At]6S[X]co-rip[os: OC[]O)THP.514 (C-50-25). Ca. AT[ or ]a-[: AT. 909 (C-37-2701).Ca. 160-146 B.C.
325-275 B.C. Graffito.
Moulded.
Ei]pdvas: PANAC. 437 (C-34-34). 4th century, early Ar[ or ]ar[ : AT. 912 (C-37-2256). Ca. 160-146 B.C.
fourth quarter, B.C. Graffito.
Moulded.
911 (C-35-653).Ca. 160-146
"EpcoTos: EPLOTOC.480 (C-47-112). Ca. 250 B.C. ]a-rco[]ou: ATWL[]OY.
Graffito.
B.C. Moulded.
'Eu]vofas:]NOIAC.500 (C-33-227).Ca. 325-275B.C. Al or Bi: Al. 316 (C-37-2528).4th century, second
Graffito.
quarter, B.C. Graffito.
'H5[o]vis: HA[]NHC. 476 (C-47-424).Ca. 300 B.C. ]tia: IAC.467 (C-34-396).Ca. 325 B.C. Graffito.
Graffito.
]ias: IAC.509 (C-38-645).Ca. 325-275B.C.Graffito.
Ca.300B.c.
Graffito.
H[
493(C-47-121).
'H[8ov]fis: ]HC.
]vEpeis: NEPEIC.508 (C-38-644). Ca. 325-275B.C.
Graffito.
'H]SuA[oyias:AYA. P. 75, note75(C-66-96).Graffito.
'H8Sotvos: HAYOINO:. 454 (C-53-232). Ca. 300 B.C. ]osi[: OAI.838 (C-32-281).3rd century,last quarter,
Graffito.
to 146B.C. Moulded.
HAY.
512
Ca.
325-275
B.C.
OM. P. 83, note 79 (C-65-379).Graffito.
a-c).
O4[:
'H85{[oivos:
(C-47-281
Graffito.
nti[: nl. 511 (C-47-146). Ca. 325-275 B.C. Graffito.

INDEX I
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Trp[: lTP.904 (C-34-304).Ca. 150-146 B.C. Moulded. THA: THA.339 (C-31-453).4th century,secondquarter, B.C. Graffito.
]p[: P. 914 (C-33-433). Ca. 160-146 B.C. Moulded.

I: X. 337 (C-31-455).4th century,first quarter,B.C. ]uj[ : YH.504 (C-34-392d). Ca. 325-275B.C.Graffito.
Graffito.
]Xovu:XOY.P. 176, note 32 (C-33-1464).Ca. 150-146
B.C. Moulded.
TE: TE. 340 (C-31-454).4th century,second quarter,
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B.C. Graffito.
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GENERAL INDEX
Unless otherwiseindicated,shapesare Corinthianwheelmadefine ware.Principalentriesare italicized,catalogue numbersare in bold type. Referencesto specificcatalogueentriesare givenonly wherethey supplement
the text.

basketball askos in, 103; mould for
brazierlug found at, 1193
Amphora,Attic Classical:no equivalentin Corinthian
Hellenistic,19, 44
based(coarseware):206,227; I, 111; II, 112;III, 112
neck: blister ware, reason for production, 145;
normalclay, influencedby blisterware, 145
unguentariumform: 214
West Slope: Attic, 11, 193,44; Corinthian,11, 18,
24, 25, 44; grayware,44; unknownfabric,44
Amphora handles, stamped: as evidence for dating
deposits, 12713,189, 190,206, 225, 230, 234
Amphoriskos.See Ointment-pot
Anaploga deposits: Cistern Area, graves, 194, 214,
watertunnel system, 193, 206-207; cleaningand
dyeingworks, 193, 211-212; rock cutting4, 194,
215; well in Grave12, 193,212
Apollo, epithet of, 65. See also Graffitoinscriptions;
Motifs on FiguredBowls
Apollo, Peribolosof: findspotof graffitoinscription,65
Applique:head on askos, 103;lug in form of bearded
head, on importedbrazier,119; mask, on askos,
103, on brazier, 119, 120, on bowl, 171, 17225;
medallion on conical bowl, 26, 90-92, 171;
"thorns"on wheelmadeMegarianbowl, 88. See
also Decoration, applied clay; Rim, moulded;
Supports
Ariston. See Signatures
Aryballos(blisterware):decorationratherthan shape
as dating criterion, 8, 146; fabric, fragile, 145;
intended for oil, 144; linear, 147, 148; squat,
146-148, 149, chief blister-ware shape, 144;
imitatedin normalfabric,145,producedin Athens
until ca. 200 B.C., 14715
Asklepieion: deposit, 192, 195, 204; mortars from,
109; no ointment-potsfound in, 100
Askos, basketball:18, 102-103, 18044
Askos, duck (blisterware): 145, 148-149,212; incised
decorationon, 146
Athena:head,as appliquemedallion,549, as applique
support, 171, 174. See also Motifs on Figured
Bowls
ALEXANDRIA:

Attic pottery:Corinthianderivationsfrom, 7, 10, 19,
30, 33, 38, 71, 88-89, 101, 145, 152, 154, 156, 161,
162, 177;Corinthianimitationsof, 6-7, 19, 37, 44,
46, 66, 72, 145, 157, 159-160;decorationimitated
in Corinthian,stampingand rouletting,19, glazed
wheel-run bands, 20, West Slope, 24; foreign
imitationsof, 6-7, 72, 152,156, 157,159, 160,161;
shapes not found in Corinthian,11, 18-19. See
also Amphora, West Slope; Bowl, conical,
echinus, hemispherical,pine-cone, wheelmade
Megarian, with outturned rim; Brazier; Cup,
calyx; DecanterII, III; Dish, bevelledrim; Funnel; Kantharos,articulated,calyx,cyma,metallic
foot, one-piece,thorn; Krater,bolster, column,
hemispherical;Kyathos, loop handle; Lid I;
Mastos; Mortar; Moulded relief ware; Myke;
Oinochoe,trefoil,shape9; Plate,fish plate (Attic
type), flat-rim,rolled-rim,with offsetrim; Pyxis,
domed slipover lid; Skyphos of Attic type;
Waterpitcher,small(coarseware)
Unguentarium;
BAKINGDISH(COOKINGWARE): 133-134

Baking pan (cooking ware): 133
Basin: Attic, comparable to coarse-ware krater, 1088;
milk, "mortar" as, 110
Baths of Aphrodite: deposits, 192, 204, 207
Beater-and-anvil technique. See Cooking ware
Benson, J. L.: 14511
Blister ware: at Isthmia, 202; dating criterion, color as,
7, 10, decoration as, 8, 146, 147, fabric as, 7, 10,
145, 147-148, 149, handle form as, 148, method
of manufacture as, 7, 146; decoration, relief, 145,
146, lunate impressions, 146, "thumb print", 145,
146, vertical ribbing and incision, 146; fabric, 10,
145-146, 147, not used for Classical lamps, 146;
imitations in normal clay, 145, 148; intended for
oil, 144-145; manufactured in other centers, 144;
shapes native to Corinth, 10, handmade until
Hellenistic period, 146. See also Aryballos; Askos,
duck; Cup; Filter vase
Bols: a bossettes et a imbrications, 151, 155; a decor
(uniquement) vegetal et floral, 151, 155, 156; d
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decor varie et corolle vegetal, 151, 163; a glafure,
151; a godrons, 151, 175; a vernis mat, 151, 152
Bolsal: Corinthian Classical shape continued in
Hellenistic, not discussed, 6354
Bosses: hemispherical, 182, 183, 1835?;pyramidal, 158
Bossettes. See Bosses, pyramidal
Boulter, C. G.: 7677
Bovon, A.: 103
Bowl (cooking ware): 104, 118, 134-135, resemblance
to krater, 134; vertical rim, 135, with indented
bottom, 13823
Bowl, conical: Attic, 193,90-91; Corinthian, 8, 18, 63,
90-92, 152,187, decoration on, 21-23,24,25,39,64,
89, decoration useful for dating mastos, 93; other
fabrics, 9187. See also Applique medallion; Megara
deep, flat rim: not discussed, 23
drinking: 62, 63; with recurved handles, 62, 63,
93-94; spouted, covered, 93-94
echinus: Attic, 193,27, 2914,30, 218, massive fabric,
31; Corinthian, 3, 4, 58, 19, 27, 29-33, 215, 220,
date, 27, 30-31, decoration on, 20, 27, 30; imported, 216. See also Faience; Salt cellar; Saucer
glaze-banded, covered: 214
hemispherical: Attic, 193, 88; Corinthian, with
applique supports, 63, 88, 171, 912, as prototype
for semi-glazed mastos, 93, fabric similar to netpattern bowl, 912, graffito inscription on, 64, 65,
7575, thorn decoration, 87. See also Bowl, wheelmade Megarian
Homeric: 165
Megarian: dating, 6; term, 151. See also Moulded
relief ware
moulded. See Moulded relief ware
outturned rim: Attic, 193, 33; Corinthian, 3, 27,
33-34, 215, shape history, 192, decoration, 20
pine-cone: Attic, 88
semi-glazed: 3, 4, 27, 28-29, 214; associated with
mastos, semi-glazed, 93; shape history, 10, 19, 4;
glazing scheme, 10, 27; fragile fabric, 27
wheelmade Megarian: Attic, 193, 89; Corinthian,
39, 63, 88-90, 91, 187, decoration, 21-25, 64, 93,
18044; other fabric, 18044. See also Moulded relief
ware; Decoration, net-pattern
See also "Delian"; Mastos; Moulded relief ware;
Salt cellar; Saucer. For coveredbowls, see Lekanis
Brazier (cooking ware): Attic, 119-120, 132; Corinthian, 119-120, 132, 133, fabric, 119; imported
form, 119

II
Cheliotomylosdeposit: 194
Chronology:desolation period, 190; destructionby
Mummius,189-190. See also Dating; Olynthos;
South Stoa
Chytra(cookingware):214; I, 121, 122; II, 121, 122;
pre-Hellenistic,1207;with glaze lines, 13824;with
lid, 130; with stroke burnishing, 13824, 13925

(fineware):miniatures,1217
Clay. See Fabric
Coarseware:at Isthmia,202; fabric,10, 104,as dating
criterion, 7, difficultto identify as Corinthian,
1041;origin of shapes, 10; wine pitchers(large)
only in, 49-50. See also Corinth, imported
pottery;DecanterI; Resin. For shapes,see Table
of Contents
Coins: as evidencefor chronology,vi, 67, 75, 77, 83,
9188,189-191, 196, 203, 205, 208, 209, 211, 213216, 219-221,223-234; Gold Hoarddeposit, 189,
192, 195,203
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. R.M.: 103
Cookingware:at Isthmia,202; color, 10; decoration,
valuable for dating, 8, vertical glaze lines, 9,
verticalstrokeburnishing,8-9; fabric,10, 117-118,
thin (beater-and-anvil
technique),2, 812,118,used
for coarse-wareshapes, 11, 104, 113, 118-119,
for Roman-periodlamps,118;imported,10,some
difficult to distinguish, 12, 11, 118; origin of
shapes,10-11,pitchersusedfor largewine-pouring
vessels, 50. See also Corinth,importedpottery;
Corinthianpottery, Roman period. For shapes,
see Tableof Contents
Corinth,exportedpottery:9-10
importedpottery:9, 10, 11, 191, 231; coarseware,
104,1041,1054,108,11113,113,11315,216; cooking
ware, 119, 1206,1217,1229,12411,137, 138, 139,
14027;fine ware, 27-28, 2813, 2914, 3317, 3419, 36,
45, 50, 5038, 66, 67,
7269, 76, 848?,87-88, 89-90, 9085, 91, 9289, 9993,
3722, 23, 3926, 4026, 4229, 44,

10299,213, 214, 215, 219; Moulded relief ware,
156, 17632,177, 180.See alsoAtticpottery;Coarse
ware; Grayware;Othercenters
Corinthianpottery,Classical:essentiallyundecorated,
19; pre-Hellenisticdeposits, 189; shapes, continued from Archaic, 107, continued in Hellenistic, 19, 49, 63, replacedby Hellenistic,45.
See also Shapes
Hellenistic.See shapenames(see Tableof Contents).
See also Decoration;Shapes
CALLIGRAPHY:
9, 65-66, 181
Roman period: 190, 206, 207, 211, 212, 224-234;
Capacity: of drinking bowls, 62; of handle-ridge jugs,
amphora,112,234; bakingdish, 133;bakingpan,
114; of chytra, 1206; of myke, 5947
133; brazier, Hellenistic type not used, 120;
casserole,126, withouthandles,128; chytra,121,
Casserole (cooking ware): 117; I, 124-125; II, 124,
122; cooking ware, 118, 133; dippers,47, 4733;
125-126; foreign form, 124; lid, 130; without
frying pan, 132; krater, 108; lamp fabric, 118;
handles, 127-128
linearbowls, no evidencefor, 176; mortar,1099,
Ceremonial vessels: 2, 100; not represented, 19
Chatby: thorn kantharos found at, 8782

1101; pitcher, 14027T'Qtnnnnoj.

1054, as cinerary

INDEX II
urns, 105; stew pot, 123; unguentarium, "onion",
216
Sikyonian occupation: 176, 17632,1907, 191
Corolla: 26, 153; on Figured Bowls, 159, 163, 16322,
168-171, 172, 173, 174, 942; on Foliage Bowls,
159, 160, 162, generally absent on Corinthian, 156;
on Linear Bowls, 18452
Courby, F.: 151, 155, 158
Covered vessels. See Casserole; Lekanis; Pyxis
Cruet, double: not discussed, 23
Cup (blister ware): 145, 148, 150
(fine ware): 212; Attic band, 212; not considered
Hexamilia mug, 8781
calyx: Attic, 193, 72; Corinthian, 62, 71, 72-73,
Classical shape continued in Hellenistic, 192,never
glazed, 10, 62
drinking. See Drinking vessels
votive: 232
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532, 573-583, 877, 901, 943, 944; wheel painting,
20, 59, 60, 666?,68, 75. See also Applique; Attic
pottery; Blister ware; Bowl, conical; Cooking
ware; Glaze lines; Glaze-banded vessels; Medallion; Motif; Moulded relief ware; West Slope
decoration
"Delian" bowl: 89-90, 17632, 178, 18042,18452
Delian (?) bowl: 16017,16221
Delos: pottery found at, 4632, 158, 175, 183
Deposits. See deposit locations (list of deposits,
192-195)
Dinnerware: shapes represented, 18
Dinsmoor, W. B.: 209
Dipinto inscriptions: 64, 7166, 1206. See also Index I
Dipper. See Kyathos
Dish, bevelled rim: Attic, 193, 3419;Corinthian, 3, 27,
34-35, shape history, 192
flat-bottomed: 214
flat rim: not discussed, 23
small baking (cooking ware): 133-134
DATING POTTERY: at Corinth, v, 1, 188-192; by
comparison with other centers, avoided, 6; at Drinking bowls, recurvedhandles. See Bowls, drinking
other centers, 6-7, 1895; criteria for, 1, 3-9, 25; Drinking vessels: 62-66, 219; decoration derived from
in excavating, v, 1, 4. See also Decoration;
Attic, 20; desirable in archaeological dating, 4,
6, 19, 64, 152; shapes, effect on oinochoe shapes,
Drinking vessels; Fabric; Graffito inscriptions;
6, 61, fashions in, 64, 68, new, open, 26, 64, old,
Olynthos; Shapes; Size; South Stoa and under
continued, 152, origin of, 10, represented, 18. See
shape names (main entry)
Decanter (cooking ware): 118, 143; related to finealso West Slope decoration; Wine; and under
ware Decanter I, 58
shape names
(fine ware): Attic, II, 5846,III, 6051;Corinthian, 49,
DEPOSITS:192, 195, 202
57, I, 57-58, related to cooking-ware decanter, EARTHQUAKE
143, II, 58-60, 61, III, 6, 58, 59, 60-62, glaze- Epinetron: not represented, 19
banded, 10, semi-glazed, 27, shape history, 10, Eros: applique medallion (with dog), 542; graffito, 65,
192,4, 57; other center, 6051. See also Oinochoe,
84; on Figured Bowls, 166, 172
Corinth
Decoration: 8-9; added color, applied pink, 11, 20, 27, FABRIC: Attic bowls, 31; architectural terracottas in
coarse-warefabric, 1043;coarse ware, 104; coarse30, 40, 68-71, 75, 76, 78-83, 103, 72, dilute black,
white
in
reserved
ware shapes in cooking-ware fabric, 11, 118-119;
129, gray, 128,
zone, 39; applied
Classical
Corinthian Hellenistic, clay, 12, 4, 10, easily
clay, 76;
shapes generally undecorated,
19; color over glaze, pink, yellow, white or buff,
recognized, 11; criterion for dating, 7; bowls, 27;
moulded relief ware, 155, 163; pithoi, 1043;
66, 68, lost with fugitive glaze, 18; derived from
Attic, 20; gilding, 62, 72, 74; impressed, 27, 30,
polished surface, 27, 58, 59, 60, 72; wine amphorae, 1043. See also Blister ware; Bowl, echinus,
egg pattern, 7777,vertical ribbing, 146, 147, 148;
incised, garland, 146, lines, swirled, 139, patterns,
semi-glazed; Brazier; Coarse ware; Cooking
ware; Mortar; Salt cellar; Unguentarium; and
78, 89, 149, 400, vertical lines, 141, 146; incision
under shape names (main entry)
exposing miltos, Attic moulded ware, 11, 154,
Corinthian West Slope ware, 63, 76, 452, 454, Faience: echinus bowl, 3014
456, 527; lacking on vessels for pouring wine, 49; Favissa group: 100, 221-222
net pattern incised on wheelmade ware, 90, 103, Feeding cup: 214
180, 18045, 181; pumpkin ribbing, 147; reeding, Filter vase (blister ware): 145, 146, 149
vertical, 8, 72, 73, 76, 7777,78-83; relief hobnails, Fine ware: definition, 18; shapes represented, 18-19
146; spiral grooving, horizontal, 8, 93; stamping Frying pan (cooking ware): 131-132. See also Handles
and rouletting, rare, 11, 19, 36, 23, 41; stroke Funnel (coarse ware): Attic, 11520;Corinthian, 115
burnishing, 117, 13721,138-139; value for dating,
basketball askos found at, 103
8, 64, 68, 78; wheel grooving or incision, 11, 20, GALAXIDI:
37, 38, 40, 41, 46, 47, 56, 58, 59, 74, 75, 76, 77, Gilding. See Decoration
82, 83, 89, 90, 93, 96, 102, 111, 112, 123, 133, Glaze: Corinthian Hellenistic, 12, 10; dipped, 4, 30, 33,
37, 38, 41, 51, 53, 63, 66, 68, 86, 87, 93, 94, 107;
134-135, 138, 173, 127-130,187-189, 524, 526-530,
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double dipped, 4, 66, 115; fugitive, 18, 30, 38, 64,
99, 103, 155, 163; matt black, 183; red, intentional (?) on bowl, 27, 72, on interior of coarsewarevessels, 104, 108, 114, 11416,18. See also Bols
a glafure; Slip
Glaze-banded vessels: 10, 20, 27, 28, 29, 49, 58, 59,
60, 6051,61, 214
Glaze lines: 117, 1229, 125, 129, 131, 13721,138-139,
141. See also Decoration, stroke burnishing
Glazing: full, 4, 27, 35-36, 49, 63; partial (semiglazed), 4, 10,27, 35-36,49, 63,93, 107, Corinthian
tradition, 27; trends in, 4, 36; unglazed fine ware,
10, 47, 48, 49, 51, 55, 56, 62, 72, 74, 94, 100, 101,
1217; wheel, 4, 72. See also Glaze-banded vessels
Gold vessels: as mould prototypes, 1567. See also
Decoration, gilding
Grace, V. R.: 12713,189, 206
Graffito inscriptions: 9, 64-66, 7575, 78, 82, 83, 84;
none on skyphoi, 66. See also Calligraphy;
Dipinto inscriptions; Index I
Grammatikaekpomata. See Graffito inscriptions
Grave: groups, 2, 4, 67, 6763,86, 94-95, 10198,193-194,
196, 212-216; offerings, 2, 53, 55, 100, 130, 144,
14714;pyre groups, Attic, 57, 6762
Gray ware: 3014,3317, 36, 3722,23, 4026, 44, 5037,6658,
9085,91, 17225,17632, 177, 18042,44, 1835?

Hydria: Attic Classical,no equivalentin Corinthian
Hellenistic,19; Corinthian,212. See also Kalpis;
Pitcher,hydria
ONFIGURED
BOWLS:163-168
ICONOGRAPHY
Indented bottom: 118, 135, 137-138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 143

Inkwell:Attic, 181; Corinthian,18, 102
Isthmia: Corinthian pottery found at, 5442,5949, 7576,
88, 11315, 1207, 191, 195; Large Circular Pit
(Deposit 5), 5038, 192, 200; Pottery Pit, Theater
Cave (Deposit 16), 1099, 1207, 12512, 129, 13824,

14716,192,202
JAR.See Ointment-pot

Jug (blisterware): 144-145, 146, 14714,intendedfor
oil, 144; shapesimitatedin normalfabric,145
(coarse ware): handle-ridge,10, 49-50, 113-115,
214; semi-glazed(red), 10, 104; shapehistory, 10
(fine ware): 213, 214; black-glazed, 212, 213;
round-mouth,214, 215
Juglet: 56; imported forms, 50; production period

unknown,49; shapehistory, 10, 194;unglazed,10
KALOSNAMES:9

Kalpis (blister ware): 1443

Kantharoi:dating of, 6; graffitoinscriptionson, 9;

Corinthian calyx krater found at, 4530
in foreign fabrics, 72; similar shape elements
Hand grip: bolster, on mortar, 109, 110; piecrust, on
among,6; verticalribbingon, as datingcriterion,
mortar, 111
8, thorn decoration, 87; West Slope Earlier
Handles: criterion for dating, 68, 147-148; double
Phase decoration, 24
loop, on aryballos and cup, 148, 150, cf. lamps, Kantharos, Acrocorinth: 82-83, 213; capacity, 6253;
150, on kantharos, 76, 78, 82; double strap, on
graffito inscriptions on, 64, 82; relation to cyma
decanters, 57, 59, 60, 143; for metal rods, 23224;
kantharos, 7778, 82; shape history, 196, 63; West
frying pan, 131, wooden (?), 125, 132; grooved,
Slope and other decoration on, 20, 82
59, 76, 78, 112, 132, 150; kylix, on bowl kantharos,
articulated: Attic, 83, 84; Corinthian, 68, 83-86,
23, on kantharos, 71, 73, 74; loop and pinch, on
graffito inscriptions on, 64, 83, shape history, 196
63, 152; West Slope decoration on, 21, 84
kyathoi, 47-49; on bowls with applique supports,
17225, 174; on trefoil olpai, development of, 51;
bowl, kylix handles:not discussed,23
pierced for suspension, 47, 48, 188, 189; plastic,
calyx: Attic, 193,219, 221, applied rim, 7371,metallic
on askos, 103; recurved, on drinking bowls, 62,
foot, 74, spur-handled, 7267;Corinthian, 61,62,63,
93, 94; ribbed, on decanters, 58, 59, 61; spirally
220, 232, kylix handles, 71-72, 73-74, dipinto
ridged, 132; thumb rest, bolster, 74, 13719,
inscription on, 64, 7166, gilded, 62, metallic foot,
Herakles knot, 74, 76, 78, 82, rotelle, 138, 497,
71-72, 74, moulded rim, 72, 73-74, only decorated
Classical shape, 19, pedestal foot, 73-74, shape
spur, 87, strap, 74, 76, 78, 83; triple ring, on
askos, 103; twisted rope, 138; without handle
history, 192, 63, 72, 73, West Slope and other
decorationon, 21, 63
plate, on kraters, 1077.See also Amphora handles;
Hand grip; and shape names (main entry)
cyma: 68, 76-82, 152, 216; graffito inscriptions on,
Handmade vessels: blister ware, 8, 146, 147, 148, 150.
64, 78; related to Acrocorinth kantharos, 82;
See also Shapes, handmade
shape history, 196, 63; useful for dating, 64; West
Head: applique medallion, 92
Slope and other decoration on, 20, 21
Hexamilia. See Kantharos; Mug
Hexamilia: 86-87, 152, 215; capacity, 6253;dipped,
Holmos: 11012
63; fabric, 62; shape history, 196, 63. See also
Homeric bowls. See Bowls, Homeric
Mug, Hexamilia
Household ware: 2, 18, 45, 49, 68, 104, 113, 117, 141,
metal. See Metal vessels
155, 1918.See also Drinking vessels; Wine, shapes
one-piece: Attic, 75; Corinthian, 74-76, capacity,
for
6253, graffito inscription on, 64, 7575, shape

HALIEIS:

INDEX II
history, 196, 63, West Slope and other decoration
on, 20, 21, 75
thorn: Attic, 87, (?), 193; Corinthian, 63, 87-88,
89
Koine: in pottery of Hellenistic and earlier periods, 7,
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(cooking ware): Attic, I, 12915;Corinthian, 117, 132,
I, 129-130, II, 12512, 130, III, 130-131, on
casserole, 124, 12512,on chytra, 120, 121
(fine ware): lekanis, 96; oinochoe, trefoil, 55; pyxis,
domed slipover lid, 96, 97, 98, poor fit, 1055,
resemblance to inkwell, 102; pyxis, 4th century,
1906
9692; pyxis, powder, 9692
Krater, bell: Classical, 6, 45, 46; Hellenistic imported,
45
Lip zone. See West Slope decoration
bolster: Attic, 193, 45, 4632; Corinthian, 6, 46, Losanges juxtaposes, petits. See lozenges, juxtaposed
related to cooking-ware krater, 134, West Slope Loutrophoros: not represented, 19
decoration on, 21
Lozenges, juxtaposed: 158
calyx: pre-Hellenistic, 6, 45, 46, 71; red-figure, 453? Lykion: 99, 101
column (coarse ware): 10, 45, 104, 107-108; semiORIGINof bowl decoration:18349
MACEDONIAN
glazed (red), 10, 104, 108
column (cooking ware): 108. sce also Corinthian Mask. See Applique; Supports
Mastos: Attic, 193, 9289; Corinthian, glazed, 8, 63,
pottery, Roman period
92-93, dated by relation to conical bowl, 93,
column (fine ware): pre-Hellenistic, Attic, 108;
West Slope decoration on, 22, 25, 39, 64;
Corinthian, 46, 107, 213
Corinthian, semi-glazed, 10, 27, 62-63, 93, shape
hemispherical: Attic, 193; Corinthian, 6, 45, 46-47,
West Slope decoration on, 21
history, 10, 194
horizontal handle (coarse ware): 108, related to McCredie, J.: 1521
Medallion: floral, 39, 89, 91-92, 93, 176, 185, 904, 943,
cooking-ware krater, 118-119, 134
related
handle
944, useful for dating, 39, 89; gold nets on, 180;
horizontal
(cooking ware): 104, 134,
moulded relief, 89, 153, 160, 161, 163, 16322,164,
to
coarse
ware
bolster
to
krater,
krater, 134,
134-135
168-170, 172, 176, 177-178, 179, 182, 185, 904,
to
118-119, 134,
cooking-ware bowl,
943; medallion zone, 154, 163, 168-170, 173,
1088
942,
lug-handled:
174, 184. See also Applique, medallion; West
moulded relief: 4632, 171
volute: pre-Hellenistic, 46
Slope decoration
Kraters: Athenian series, 1088; Corinthian, 18, Megara: conical bowl found at Saltas, near, 91
functional replacement of Classical shapes, 6, Megarian bowl. See Bowl, wheelmade Megarian;
Moulded relief ware
West Slope Earlier Phase decoration on, 24
Metal vessels: 812, 71, 74, 83, 156; preferred for
Kyathoi: 18; Roman, used as liqueur cups, 4733
kraters?, 45. See also Decoration, gilding; Gold
Kyathos, loop handle: Attic, 193; Corinthian, arvessels; Lead vessels
ticulated wall, 47-48
pinch handle: articulated wall, 48; convex wall, 49; Metallic foot: 71-72, 74
Miniature vessels, 2, 19, 27, 3317,49, 5034, 53, 56-57,
unglazed, 10, 47; shape history, 196, 47
112, 113, 1207, 1443, 212-215, 220, 222, 232
Kylix: discontinued, first half 4th century, 61; stemless,
220
Morgantina: ointment-pots found at, 99-100
Morphology of artifacts: 7
LAGYNOS:as wine container, 114; represented only by Mortar: Attic, clay, 11113,stone, 1101; Corinthian, I,
109-110, II, 110, 111, fabric, 10, 104, 109-110,
imports, 50; white-ground, 5034
mouldmade, 10910.See also Corinthian pottery,
Lamps (blister ware): 144, 145, 146, 215. See also
Roman period
Handles, double loop
118
Motif, degeneration of: 8, 25, 39, 64, 91, 147
(cooking ware): Roman period,
(normal fabric): 144, 199-205, 214, 216, 218, 222, Motifs, on blister ware: 146, 14818
on Moulded relief ware, foliage and linear: acanthus
225, 227
1077
leaves, 796, 798; asterisk, 182; bead-and-reel, 816,
P.:
Lawrence,
874; carets, 780; coil spirals, 163; date palm, 156,
Lead vessels: ointment-pots, 99, 101
1573; double spiral, 179, 180, 798; egg-and-dart,
Lebes gamikos: not represented, 19
160, 163, 176, 179, 184, 834, 839, 846, 941; egg
Lekanis: 18, 94-96, 212, 213; shape history, 10,192,4;
829, 840, 874; feathered leaves, 159, 942;
10
pattern,
unglazed,
841; floral, 180; fronds, 162,
ornamental,
fillet,
Corinthian,
213;
squat
Attic,
squat
Lekythos:
palmette,
168-170, 172, 173, 174; grapes, 162, 842, 942;
banded, 212, white-ground, 212, squat, 214
Lid (coarse ware): bowls used as, 105, 216; pierced
grapevine, 156, 1578, 16221; guilloche, 160, 163,
168-170, 180; guilloche, ivy-leaf, 158, 176, 179,
vertically, 105, 107; stamnos, 105, I, 105-106,
184, 788-791, 796, 802, 811, 837; herringbone
II, 106, III, 106-107, IV, 107, earlier and later
spray, 179, 180; horizontal dashes, 939; horizontal
fabrics, 1042
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spirals, 841; ivy leaf, 179; jewelling, 160, 162-163,
175, 176, 17632, 17735,36, 178, 184, 185; lattice
pattern, 184; leaf, 168-171, 174, 175, 180, 184;
leaf-and-tendril,781,782;lotus petal, 156; lozenges,
823, 833; oak (?) leaf, 173; olive leaf, 16221;
outline leaf, 162, 172, 185,780,887; palmette, 179;
petal tips, 821,826,829,886; rosette, 168-170, 176,
179, 182, 780; rosette on leaves, 164; running ivy,
162; scroll, foliage, 16221; swirling petals, 176,
17632, 17735,36, 178; tear-shaped drops, 182;
tendrils, 156, 1578;triskeles, 182; veined leaf, 793;
vertical spirals, 822, 829, 841, 842, 847; vertical
strokes, 182; wheat, 16221.See also Bosses
on Moulded relief ware, figures: 165-168
on West Slope ware: 20-25, 75
See also Corolla; Decoration; Medallion; Rim
zone
Mould designers: 156, 177. See also Signatures
Moulded inscriptions: 99, 154. See also Index I
Moulded relief ware, Attic: 151-152; Figured Bowls,
163-165; Foliage Bowls, 152, 156, ivy, 162, leafand-tendril, 152, 157, pine-cone, 88, 158, pointedpetal, 161, rounded-petal, 159-160, small leaves,
158-159; Linear Bowls, 175, 177, interlocking
linear flowers, 175, long-petal, 175, 17632,177, 178,
concentric semicircle, 183, linear-leaf, 185, netpattern, 180, 181; prototypes of Corinthian, 6, 89,
152, 154, 162, 163, 164, 177. See also Decoration,
incision
Corinthian: classification, 9, 151-152; as drinking
vessels, 62, 64; as successors to kraters, 45, 154,
171; dating, 6, 9, 181, 26, 152-153, 157, 164, 165,
176; evidence of Corinthian manufacture, 153154; influence on West Slope decoration, 26;
Figured Bowls, 9, 151-154, 156, 159, 162, 163-171,
942, with applique relief supports, 88, 171-175,
812; Foliage Bowls, 9, 88, 151-153, 155-163,
encircling composition, 152, 155, 161-162, imbricate, 89, 152, 155, 157-161, leaf-and-tendril,
152, 155, 156-157, 939, pine-cone, 89, 152, 155,
157-158, pointed-petal, 160-161, 941, roundedpetal, 159-160, 940, small leaves, absent in
Corinthian, 158-159, unclassified, 162-163, vertical composition, 155; Linear Bowls, 9, 88,
151-153, 154, 17225, 175-185, concentric semicircle, 175, 177, 180, 182-184, date, 176, form
modified for decoration, 9, linear-leaf, 175,
184-185, long-petal, 153, 17225,175, 176-179, 181,
185, net-pattern, 90, 103, 175, 177, 179-182, 185,
unclassified, 185; linear style, 158, 175. See also
Bowls, wheelmade Megarian; Corolla; Medallion;
Motifs, on Moulded relief ware; Moulds
Other centers: 157, 159, 15912, 160, 161, 162, 171,
172, 173, 175, 176, 177, 178, 180, 18045, 183
Moulded ware. See Krater; Lead vessels; Mortar;
Oinochoe; Signatures
Moulding, concave: under foot. See Saucer

Moulds: fabric, 186; for appliquesupports,172, 173,
174; for brazierlugs, 1193;for Foliage Bowls,
153-154, 15914, 16018, 186; for Figured Bowls,
153-154, 16322, 172, 173, 186; for Linear Bowls,

176,178,179-180,182-183,184;sequenceanddurability, 9, 153, 177-178, 180, 183; steps in design
of, 177; West Slope decorationinfluencedby, 26
Moulds,piece. See Plasticvessels
Mug (blister ware): 145, 146; imitated in normal
fabric, 145
(fine ware):212; Hexamilia,62, 63, 87, dipped,63,
fabric,62
Myke:Attic,5744,5947; Corinthiandecanterresembling
Attic, 5744

Mykonos:basketballaskos at, 103
NEMEA: miniature blister-ware hydriai (kalpides)

found at, 1443
North Cemetery:deposits,193, 194, 212-215
North Stoa: deposit, 192, 203

OINOCHOE:Attic, trefoil (?), 193, shape 9, 5948;

Corinthian,Corinth,57, round-mouth,212, 215,
trefoil, 192, 49, 53-54, 212, 213, 214, 215, trefoil
with shoulderstop, 10, 192,4, 54-56, 212, 213, lid,
55; effect of drinkingvessel shapes on, 6; gray
ware,moulded,50, 18042
Ointment-pot:18, 99-102, 215; amphoriskos,100;
bulbousjar, 100-101; piriformjar, 101-102; not
miniatures,26; shape history, 195;two-handled,
215
Olpe: imported,50; trefoil, 50-53, 202, 212, glazed,
49, 50, semi-glazed,47, 49, 50, shape history, 10,
192,4

Olynthos:as sourceof evidencefor datingAttic type
of skyphos, 7, 67, 189, 218, 219, 220, 226, 232;
pottery found at, 3318,3722, 6865,72, 73, 213, 219,

222, 232
One-handler:Corinthian Classical shape probably
continuedin Hellenistic,6354
Other centers of pottery production: 19, 4229,9187,
10299, 1193,144, 152, 1578, 18349,1906,7. See also
Attic pottery;Corinth,importedpottery;Moulded reliefware
PELIKE:Attic Classical,no equivalentin Corinthian

Hellenistic,19
Pergamene pottery: 9187, 226

bowls found at, 183
Pergamon:concentric-semicircle
Perlzweig (Binder), J.: 1444, 215, 216, 23124

Phiale:not represented,19
Pitcher(cookingware):Attic, 13719,141; Corinthian,
104, bottom indentedfor carryingon head, 135,
141; for drawingwater, 113, 141; for cooking,
141, indentedbottom or disk foot not suitable,
118; glazelines, 131, 13824,141; hydria,137-139;
round-mouth,50, 137-142, 143,214, 215,I, 117,
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139-142; trefoil, 50, 137-139, 215, I, 142, II,
142-143. See also Indented bottom; Water pitcher
(fine ware): imported, 50
Plastic vessels: absent from repertoire, 2, 11, 19
Plate (cooking ware): 118, 135-136, flanged, 132;
rolled-rim, 136; vertical rim, 137. See also Saucer
(fine ware): Attic, fish plate, Attic type, 193, 36,
40-41; flat-rim, 193, 38; offset rim, 193, 3925;
rolled-rim, 193, 37, 136, 219
Corinthian, characteristics, 35-36; definition of
term, 35; fish plate, Attic type, 5, 192, 36, 40-41;
fish plate, bevelled rim, 36, 41-42, shape history,
196, 36; fish plate, other shapes, 3925, 4128; flatrim, 36, 37-38, 42; offset rim, 36, 39-40, floral
medallion, 91, 93, West Slope decoration, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25, 36, 39-40; rolled-rim, 192, 36-37, 136
Other centers, imported in Athens, 3925;
imported in Corinth, fish plate, 3925, offset rim,
3925, overhanging rim, 36, upturned rim, 36
Plemochoe: not represented, 19
Potters' Quarter: deposits, 192, 195, 200, 201, 202
Pottery. See Attic; Corinthian; Delian (?); Gray ware;
Household ware; Other centers; Pergamene;
Pottery at other sites; Public; Sikyonian; West
Slope ware; Votive
Pottery at other sites. See Chatby; Delos; Galaxidi,
Halieis, Isthmia, Megara, Nemea, Olynthos,
Pergamon, Samothrace, Sikyon
Price, M.: 189, 208, 220, 221
Production: attested period of, defined, 12. See also
Trends; and under shape names (main entry)
Production methods. See Blister ware; Cooking ware;
String marks; Wheel marks
Psykter: not represented, 19
Public pottery: 2
Pyxis: convex, 214
domed slipover lid, Attic, 193, 97; Corinthian, 18,
96-98, 212, 213, 214, shapehistory, 192, unglazed, 10
powder, 9692
See also Lid

253

Sanctuary,Underground:deposit,221, 222
Sanctuaries.See Ceremonialvessels;Votivepottery
Satyr:appliquemedallion,547
Saucepan (cooking ware): large, one-handled,128;
small,one-handled,128-129
Saucer:27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 42-44; concave moulding
under foot as dating criterion, 31; relation to
cooking-wareplate, 136; shapehistory,10, 192,4;
valuefor dating,36
Shape: affected by decoration, 7, 9, 64; as dating
criterion,3-7, 19; functionalreplacement,5-6, 45,
46, 63; relationto function,6, 61, 118. See also
Indentedbottom
Shapedesign: Corinthianinventivenessin, 19
Shape development:Attic, 6-7; Protoattic, 7; Corinthian,3-7, 19, influenceof decoration,7, of
moulded ware and wheelmadeware, different,
153, slow in cooking ware, 118, 121, 127, trends
in, 3, 5, variationin speedof, 6-7, 40, 41
Shapeseries:definitionof, 3; designlinks between,3,
6; gapsin, 2, 6, 12, 18-19, 63, 126, 191;included,
1-2; mostadvancedstageseenin Deposit46, 191;
overlappingdevelopmentof, 6, 63, 64; periodsof
origin, 19. See also Conspectusof the Pottery
Shapes: absent from repertoire,11, 19, 50; characteristics of Corinthian, 10; cooking-ware, in
Corinthiantradition,117-118, 139; derivedfrom
foreignwaresotherthanAttic, 10, 19, 76, 99, 119;
handmade, 2, 7, valueless for dating, 8, 146;
introducedshortlybefore 146 B.C., 4-5, 9, 37, 38,
42, 90, 118, 120, 127, 175-185;nativeCorinthian,
10, 19, 117-118,126,136;not discussed,23;origin
Classicalor earlier,2, 10, 19, 49, 57, 63, 129, 137;
popular,27, 64; representedonly by imports,50,
1054;sensitivefor dating,4, 19, 27, 36, 49, 50, 64,
67-68, 77, 95, 118, 165;variantsgenerallylacking,
11; wheelmade,2, Hellenisticprimarily,7. See
also Attic pottery; Corinth, imported pottery;
and Conspectus of the Pottery for representation

Signatures:Ariston, on LinearBowls, 175, 181, 183;
potters' or mould designers', 154, 17632,178, 179,

RED-FIGUREWARE.See Krater, calyx

Relief center. See Medallion
Religious use. See Ceremonial vessels; South Stoa
Representation: by area in Corinth, 3; gaps in, 2; of
fine-ware shapes, 19
Resin: in coarse-warejugs, 114
Rhyton: not represented, 19
Rim: moulded, on kantharos, 72, 73, 74
on Moulded relief ware, decoration of zone, 26, 92,
153, 158, 160, 163, 172, 176, 179, 180, 182, 184,
185, 527, 941; wheelmade, 154, 158, 160, 164,
176, 179, 182, 184, 185
See also West Slope decoration, lip zone
KORE:deposit, 193,
211; ointment-pots not found, 100

SANCTUARY OF DEMETER AND

180, 181, 183
Sikyon:potteryfound at, 74, 1907
Sikyonianoccupation.See Corinthianpottery
Sikyonianpottery:fabric,10, 1907
Size: larger,moredependablefor dating,5, 84
Size for size: definition,5
Sizes:graduated,127;limitedrangerequiredfor close
dating,5; standard,5
Skyphosof Attic type:Attic, 193,66, 67, 7268,219,220,
decoration, 6865; Corinthian, 6152, 62, 63, 66-71,

7268, 213, 214, 215, 219, 220, 226, 231, 232,
associated with unguentaria,67, 196, capacity,
6253,decoration, 20, 75, range of sizes, 58, shape
history, 192, useful for dating, 64, 67. See also

Olynthos
Skyphosof Corinthiantype: 212, 213, 214, 232

254
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Slip: 58, 107, 109, 111, 149, 150
South Basilica: deposits, 192, 201, 202
Southeast Building: deposits, 192, 193, 194, 199, 211,
217
South Stoa: date of construction, vi, 197; deposits
connected with history of, 77, 191, 194-195,
196-198, 216-235; findspot of graffito inscriptions, 64; religious use of, 100; wells, v, 76, 83,
100, 140, 190, 195, 197-198, 225-235
Stamnos: Attic Classical, no equivalent in Corinthian
Hellenistic, 19, 105; imported and early Roman
examples, 1054, 17632,216
Stamped inscriptions: on ointment-pots, 99
Stamps: for relief-ware moulds, Figured Bowls, 153,
155, 163, Foliage Bowls, 153, 157, 158, 159, 940,
941, Linear Bowls, 1532, 1753?.See also Amphora
handles
Stew pot (cooking ware): Attic, 123; Corinthian,
122-124, with glaze lines, 13824;imported, with
indented bottom, 13823
Stopper: 114
String marks: 47, 48, 53, 55, 100, 101, 942
Supports, applique: 62, 165, 174, 786; Athena head, on
Figured Bowls, 171, 174; masks, on Figured
Bowls, 171-173; shells, on wheelmade hemispherical bowls, 88, 171; significance for dating,
165, 171
Suspension holes. See Handles, pierced for suspension

TARENTUM:silver kantharos from, 74

Tavern of Aphrodite: deposit, 194, 219-221
Temple E, peribolos: deposits, 193, 196, 200, 204, 209,
210; findspot of graffito inscription, 65
Thompson, H. A.: 1, 151
Thompson, M.: 189
Tile Works: deposits, 193, 195, 205-206

Trends: in care of execution, 4, 8, 24; toward ease and
speed of production, 4, 9, 88-89, 153; toward loss
of articulation, 4; toward vestigiality of components of forms, 4. See also Decoration; Glazing;
Motif, degeneration of; Shape development
UNGUENTARIUM:
Attic, blister ware, 145; Corinthian,
4, 18, 98-99, associated with skyphoi in graves,
67, 196, 213-215, fabric, 98-99, replaced blister
ware, 145, shape history, 195, 67; early Roman,
"onion", 216; imported, 216
VOTIVE
POTTERY:210, 222, 22423, 232; not miniature
in Hellenistic Corinth, 2
WATER
PITCHER(coarse ware): Attic, 113; Corinthian,
56, 112-113, shape history, 10
(fine ware): Attic, 50, 56, in pyre groups, 56-57;
Corinthian, 56-57, 112, shape history, 195, 49,
unglazed, 10
West Slope decoration: Attic, 24; Corinthian, 23, 8, 11,
20-26, 36, 39, 45, 46, 73, 75, 76, 78, 82, 83, 84,
89-91, 187, 943, 944, date, 20, 24, figured
representations, 11, influenced by Moulded relief
ware, 8, 26, 89, 91, lip zone, 527, 532, 536, 537,
539-541, 544-546, shapes attested for Earlier and
Later Phases, 24, three-dimensionality, 11, 25-26;
other centers, 26. See also Decoration, incision;
Medallion, floral; Moulds; Workshops
Wheel marks: 55, 72, 93, 10910,121, 123, 124, 125, 131,
134, 139, 140, 143, 148, 149
Wine: shapes for, 18, 45, 47, 49, 50, 61, 62, 63, 114,
143, West Slope decoration on, 20; fine-ware
wine jugs, small, undecorated, 49. See also Fabric;
Graffito inscriptions; Resin
Workshops: distinctions not discussed, 6; identification of Corinthian West Slope style artists, 8
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